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NOTES  01 AGUA ESCOKDIDa,  A LADIUO COMMUNITY 
III TEE  IIDVSST HIGHLANDS Offv&IftTEMalA 

These é, 
three visits  to 

data  were collected during 

the village   (aldea )  of ^ua escondida,   in the Departamnto 

of Solóla,   on the highland above  the   east side of  Lake Atitlan, 

east and above the Indian village   of "an Antonio ralopo.  HtteAbout 

six weeks were  spent  in the settlement in the spring of 1937.  On 

this   occasion WfínMV^BBOEBnt my wife and one small  child and I 

lived in a  house in the south end of  the village* The other two 

periods  of residence,   one in the autumn of   1938 and winter   of  1939, 

and the other  in  the  autumn of  1940 and winter   of  1941,   were of 

four  or five months  of duration, and I  then  lived with my -wife 

and   three children  in a   house we had built just outside the 

village but within the natural   community at  the north end of        .   ¿,-v 

the settlement. Relations   with the ladinos,   and the few Indians,   of 

the  settlement, were many,   frequent and close.   We participated in 

Tag*** of the activities  of the community. BMME On various  occasion: 

jMnMmq«iK|«KmiMH^^ TfeawiffM I  worked  in the fields with 

the metfi,  attended meetings   of the c of radia, SCUM or accompanied men 

on their journeys about   the   community. My wife went on marketing 

expeditions,  and SOflE}! visits  to  neighbors*   houses were almost daily 

occurrences.  I worked systematically with informants  from time 

to time,   especially with Tomas Alvarez, IBM ^asilio santiso and 

Magdalena Alvarez. 

There follows a  list of principal  infornants,  with comment» 

Names marked with an asterisk indicate persons TOffiflfflRff who have 

died since I worked with them. 

Materials marked  "MPR" were collected by l&rgaret Park 

^edfield/ 

¿V 
vlV 
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Homelia Alsratrez. Young girl;   worked  in Miariour  house during 
second two visits  to the community. A free-flowing souroe 
of information,  gossip and point of view on evry subjeot 
known to herl Occasionally unreliable  as to fact,  "but 
a mirror of predominating at titudes., An  excellent 
"revealant".    daughter   of ^agdaleno Alvarez. 

#fegdaleno Alvarez,  -"'ather of above. lair informant,  reliable 
but not TlffifTinifffiflM inhbited by strong sense of  decorum, 

Tomas Alvarez  .  Brother of above, 
reliable informant. 

simple,  straightforward 

Inez Alvarez. Another brother,   (¿uite  trustworthy too, but 
value   limited by a c ertain shyness. 

#Basilio Santiso.    . used almost wholly for  folktales.   Probably 
not very good  on other matters. 

Salome Anleu.   Wife of ^agdaleno. Hot   easily communicative, 
but valuable. 

EBKM Evaristo Herrera,   (later, left   tae community) Nit a   native 
of  the community;   somewhat  more  "citified" than others 
in the village. 

Horacio obrera. Youngish man;  not  fully reliable;  gives more 
"citified"  viewpoint. 
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IMJPKESSIONS O FAQ Ü A ESUQ HIEDA AFTER TWELVE DAYS 

OF BJENOS-DIASING 

The oultw.»». The oulture is,  as we a ay,  thin. There is 

no permanent political organisation beyond that furnaihed by 

the auxiliarla, and this,  for the ladinos»   appears to be 

a sort of service bwueauand potential police station, with whioh 

they have, in the ordinary run of things,  little to do» The 

family organization seems muoh like our own* No voluntary 

organic t ions  appear MM exoept the two oof radias;  these function 

only for the fiestas,  Public works, are accomplished by informal 

assembly of ablebodied men, on instructions from the MMMlMMIHMifMM 

auxiliarla* So far as I am yet infomed, work exchange is    V ' ' 
d na& praetioej  there is no group-agriculture. The only conspicuous 

ethnic or olas» differences are those with reference to the 

ladino-indlan distinction: of whioh more later* i 

There is little ÍMMM "folklore",   few beliefs* Juan Conejo 

stories are known, little told* Looal legends, beliefs,  oto,, 

appear to be few* Thé éthnobot ny is shallow, and deals ohiefly 
'   ¡i 

with European plants. The hot-cold distinction is either absent, 

or very unimportant)  so far I have drawn only blanks, Svil eye 

beliefs are general* but simpler than 1 have seen them elsewhere* 

In a word, there is little "stuff" to oolleot  and report. 

More furlam eat ally, the people appear to have no underlying 

system of ideas* no "ideology", in our jargon* Zn &zitas,  in 

Ohan ¡Lom more particularly,  ideas, attitudes» institutions aré   - 

linkeu into a mesh of, t ought, in whioh one can see the basis 

conceptual pattern* There is nothing like that here, or I miss 

my guess* More» people seem to feel no urge to have explanation 

for things, as is the case in the cultures I have knows* Religion 
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bol i «fe are vague, and uneordinated* X o an gat up no Interest over 

the question why it is important that ohildren be baptised*»' in 

Yucatan this brought forth quite an elaborate story. So it goes* 

My gen aro 1 impression is, therefore,  that there is no mental 

persped ive to the operations of thse people; they have conventional 

habits of aotlon and attitude, but these laek "depth*, "richness0, 

"congruence""*- other terms we assooiate with "oulture*" 

Related to this general observation (if It turns out to be 

valid) Is the faet that the sooial system allows much room for 

individual aotlon, independent of one's neighbors or one's kin* 

The girls next door operate little businesses of their own, and 

put the profits to  their own use* They will ask their father to 

order rum for them* which eaoh sella to Indians, to her own profit* 

Or they will retail bread, again as Independent operators* 1 oontrast 

this will Don Oulllermo Tamay's household in Oh&n Kom, where the 

KtfMMM the old man told his MM married sons what work they should do 

for the household, MMffMsWMMMMMttQgMtsTMM and where his wife allowed 

the daughter/*ln-law just so much money to buy just suoh a shirt 

for her husband*      Is this individual eoonomio freedom also charac- 

teristic of the Indians hare? 

also may be cited the faot that out of thirty-three ladino 

households now mapped and "oensused"   (there are also ten Indian 

households) nine are anomalous in that no married eouple is involved» 

!>    The most anomalous is the household containing an old widower and his 

unmarried son} they keep house together and make their own tortillas* 

This sort of thing is impossible in Ohan Kom, and very rare in 

lepostlan* It suggssts to me that the family is not so closely 

integrated into the system of moral values and is more of 

an eoonomio and administrative convenience. 

.;!Íií-V 



If It be true that the culture Is thin, how does It happen? 

It It because the Spanish peasants had little? Perhaps f but my 

guess is that the oulture of these people has become thinned out 
in 

in the migration and subsequent years» Is it beoause they are 

Immlgrantsf The situation suggests that of our mountaineers* 

But then I think of the muoh deepens and somehow "toucher" oulture 

of the i migrant Frenoh Canadians, There the church is more closely 

in control,  and the priest*s authority great in inti ate matters; 

here it is not so* The difference in closeness and completeness of 

ohuroh • ntrol may be part of the explanation.  Fart of the 

explanation* Or eta suggests» may be in the fsot that the Indians 

are here, in numbers* with a oulture well organise/ * in possession 

of the lend,  as it were* The ladinos do not seem so close to ltj 

they still appear to be invaders* not quite rooted in* 

Stability of the oulture.    If the oulture is thin* nevertheless 

the society in relative equilibrium* It if not oriented toward 

change, with a drive to the future* and changing rapidly, like 

Chan Kom. It Is not disorganised, heterogeneous, and unsure of 

Itself, alke Dzltas. It Is calm,  even, homogeneous*  slowly changing. 

People are of course aware of ohange}  I suppose they are everywhere* 

But the * anges reported are minor* Sor are they set on o hanging. They 

appear quite satisfied that things go along as at present* They 

would like to bring more water In, through a pipe* But I note no 

disposition to ohange the social habits, and no lamenting because 

they are changing. Further, my 1 pression is that what one household 

does here is muoh. like what another does.  Some people are cleaner, 

more enterprising, than others, but   1  vould guess that "hat goes 

on  in' ono   ¡ious ©hold  in much liko     bat   goes  on  In another.   fihe ffiMJáMM 

rola!. :V*i  stability of  the eociet:;   ie   suggested  by  the f*ct  that 

children ar,-:  <; >J.ny v?h-it  tno.lr J"'-. v.-r^  arc doing» .the;;  go^to the 
V 
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• railpi, the  bo. sj   i lie girls v;ork  as their mothers work,  I do not 

hoar the  older pooplo complaining of the wild ^ -ay a cf the  you TIP: folk, 

or of  the laok of respect of younger people for old-.r,   or of Irá iane 

for ladinos,   as was the oase in i>zitas. 

There appears little open personal  conflict. Deltas was 

always breaking ojat  vith pleitos  y  dispustos»     Quarrels  in the 

/      street were not wnoomnon.  Agua  escondida is more li-.ce Ch-m xlo:n in  this 

respect. Two family "feuds"  have turne<.¿ up so  far;   but  quarreling 

I have not  seen,   and only  onoe a-'S  It bo n  alleged.   I am  impressed  by 

the  even amiauility of the people.   ¿'art oí'   uho  explanation £oi- this 

m&¿   lie in their  relativo tanper^noe;   there is  not'much  drinking. 

And partly  1  inclino to   associate this  evennos;;  v/ith the  equilibrium of 

the   society:   tuero  are few inter-cult oral dsmfllct sitrmtiono,  little 

strain bet1 aen thtt  generations,   or between groups vil-.in the  c oar; i unit y • 

I  i-uppore  tc.       implio ty,   cerularity and   stnbility  of  the society 

to  find  ^.flection in personal security. 

1 should,  I s ippose,  refer also  to tno  fact that  eoonomic 

^      security  is   relatively  hlgn.  Nearly  all.  the family heads  own 

enoura  araule land  to support themselves and   their f amilloe.   (I 

expluuo tno  six or seven Indian  families woo live as  hire    field hands. 

There is   also one such ladino  household;   perhaps anotaer) 

The ro'isonr   for t:iis  stability  are.   1  suppose,  the obvious ones. 

Tne people,   ar  you know,   come chiefly from 'iecpan  (27  out of 34 ladino 

household heads).   So  ti-iey were relatively  homogeneous  as   settlers. 
* 

They  are «lso Homogeneous as to  social class,   and to a considerable 

extent,   as to degree of eduoation.   Since the settlement began,   it 

has been  relatively  Isolated—  no,   better to  say/ that'the degree 

o i   i so latió  ,   ano   tac nature of the  contacts,   have not  changed 

ver;   greatly,  or -at least  have not  ci anged  rapidly.   People--  espeo.t 

men—  huv _• travelled aooul  •:   v: ,oa deal,   but  tne amount  of travel 
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tne kind6.,of outside contacts,   have not changed niuoh. It Is not 

like Ohio til o as l onan go,  where a tourist boom has detacher a 

small fringe of the Indians and made Important changes In this 

e.nall group,  and it Is lees like  Ohm &om,  where many important. 

Intentional    and vigorous invading influences are producing 

extremely rapid sooial change* 

The last  serience suggests: the neoessity of observing that 

the stability óf Agua  üíacondida^is to be understood  ais «representing 

the relative   stability of all oí Gu-atemalcu Mexico,MM rith its 

social  revol tion,   its  schools,   its pro-Inoian policy,  &á exhibits 

a national  drive to social ai'-nre.  Guatemala IP  an old  establish d 

soolety,   regelated from  thy top*  If social   cnan¿i;es  are dolioorately 

produced   (and in minor regllations,  liite  iho outaouso and grinding- 

on-tablo laws,   there are apparently many   sucu),  it  it; because 

las  auto rid ad os or el  General  ubico  say so;   in Mexico trio will to 

change has be oa created In tne people;   they begin to lead/ 

nfie-xioo  begins  to  van like a man vith a soul;  it involves graft, 

violence, many mistakes;   it is painful,   but it is human.  Gu tómala, 

as  a nation,   runs like a sewing machine,   or like a clock* 

G>xn  -h^se soolebi.as be classified?    &ot by me,   unless my 

urii erst andina clarifies*  But I  can t-ilk about  the problem of 

classifying . í-ho..'!.  It  is plain that  several  sets of characters  aro 

involved, '¿he problem is  to distinguish these definitively one from 

another,   and then to  investigate in what  ways  these characters 

tend to be relate; , or depend upon ona another* 

The'-jfttrfMittOBtttfttU terms  "culture"  and "civilisation"  ttyvt I 

have used Inalado,   each,  groups of charactero(personal vs impersonal 

Institutions;   saored  vs  secular;  homgeneous vs heterogeneous,   etoJ# 

These characters   should  be  separated  out,   and  societies be oompar- 
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separately as to each onamoter, MMMMMMMeYour reoént paper demonstrate 

an example of a societal  equilibrium of mixed characters. Let  this 

matter of separating the characters out wait;   I will her    © nfc inue 

to use the terms as before. 

The "shallowness",   "superficiality",   "non»deeply-organizedrt)í 

MldMMBIMtiMinwaniiyM    aspect  of Agua  lv aondida,   oompnr ,    vdth,  let us/ say, 

Ohn n Kom,  causes me to make this a separate AU&K& character» 

Apparently sooieties o an be stable,   homogeneous,  with "snallow" 

cultures   (Agua Escondida;}   they can,   of course,   be stable and 

homogeneous v/J,th tí "deep"  cultures.  An.   Boci&tlQB,a&a¿M&^&&(^!$)!^ 

starting from a "deep"  culture,   oan bo rapidly  changing   ("ufltablo")• 

So it looks   aomothing like toisi 

l.^eep" culture,   etablei   Andamans;  'IUZíK.   (-'-'u int ana Koo ton 
years a ceo) 

20"Deep"   Cult ire-civilization;   stable—  Chicnicastenan/go 
InJians 

3."Peep"   o^ltuve ^pmmiiiiÉ^ unstable—  Chan Kom 

4. Culture-civilization,  neither "deep'1  nor "shallow", 
unctable-— Imitas 

5. "Shallow"   c lturo-civilization,   stable—  Afnia Escondida 

but before  tossing so many apples  and orm ges up in the air,, 

one should  be more certain    hat is an apple,  and what an orange.     !>M*ii*M 

Ind i an a  an a lad inos.    Vvlth respeot to the Historical provenience of "the 

ladino culture, ray  first impression is  that the Indians nave 

contributed very little to it,  MlaMiHMH except maize,  beans,   chile,   etc., 

the metate,   the tortilla,  the tttfMM tamal,   atole,  possibly  the oaite 

(what about  it?)  £hat in the non-material cul ure is Indian? 

(probably  a good deal that I don't  yet  see).    BHtoWSM In Merida 

the cook in y our kitchen,   who vae  born andraised in the oi ty 

and v/ould not for a mowwt  think  of herself as an Indian,  performs 

the little  hetz-mek ceremony,  -Kion is  oerfe inly Indian in 
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origin,   and   if she  ha» never taken part in a rain ceremony,  at 

\n 

least sh^is appreaensive of the  spirits  of" the bush. These 

Guatemalan ladinos live among the Indians,  but Mógai there seems 

to hav    been little osmosis of ideas and beliefs,   at least in 

the direotion of the ladinos, The harvest   and sowing offerings are, 

{as always,   so far as I know),   straight European. The oo/ífradia or- 

ganization is a simplified/ form of what I have  ee nin Mexico  and 

Yucatan,  and I take itto be European, The remedies so far collected, 

alaost without exception deal  with European plants» riho -onther 

signs  are like  something collected  in liluvope,  and!ho All  ü.^inta 

celebration ml rat  oome out of Ch-ynber'a Book of Days,   except it is 

simpler, barer,  1« ss meaningful,     V*hen Ohan Kom holds  a novena,   the 

prayers are from the liturgical manuals   (although largol;;  orally 

perpetuated,  but  afterwards the food ID  carried to hoim s of relatives, 

Indian fashion,   hot  eo hero. And so   jn. 

This may bo and trier  earl;.conclusion destined to  be proved wrong. 

Assume it is so,   ¡¿o -  hai:   it  cone aooutY     iou have pointed to tae 

basic widespread Gu-.\to.:vil>in notion that the culture of the w zt  people, 

tae next   cow nun it?/,   Í3  pi'us-mably  different  fro:n one's  awn,  and  have 

made the very plausible  suggestion that this  idea cliecks dMffusion, 

Perhaps  tn*; idea also  affects  the ladinos,   Perhaps,   also   there were 

import'int^ differences  in  the first   contacts,   between   ¿ucatan  and 

Guatemala.   Perhaps  the Spaniards kept   iheus elves mor-j  repárate,   at  firtíb , 

Or perhaps IMAs;:sMé$&1&tf..,iUé&tiiAH the "Indian!zation'  of  I lie Spaniards  in 

Xucatari is duo chiefly  to   the fact that lucatan housed only a. single, 

and therefore a powerful,   Indian JliÜlifiMJéníilá culture.  As for the ladinos 

of Agua   escondida,   the;-   have presumably  entoredthe highlands with taeir 

culturo,   o lefly  .pañi an,   already  !'set," 
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What are the situations which f vor spread of Indian el em en 

ladinos!    The ladinos of Agua Escondida speak the Indian language 

at laast wall enough to carry on any ordinary <o nver sat ion • The 

commercial and other praotioal relations of the two groups areMMMM 

alose* But it is not in suoh situations, but rather in inter- 

marriage,  that we look for oultural interpenetratlon* I do not 

know the extent of ladino-Indian internar rlage in the ill glands. 

This is another matter oonoerning whioh you oan Inform mo. In 

Agua Escondida there is one Indian lining with a ladina as bis 

wife)  and one ladino lining with an india as hie wife* I suppose 

these represent situations met with elsewhere in the highlands. In 

the former of these two oases the Indian is a ladino-i zed Maxeno* 

He has left the Santo Tomas oultir o,  has seen military servio a, 

and speaks Spanish* I suppose there is not rauoh he is likely 

to transmit to his children* brought up in a ladino community* 

ill the children be treated aa ladinosf  (T^ere are no & i3d ren yet)* 

•MMMáismtfttMlMM In the other cafre,  how will the children be treated? 

I would expeot some infil/tration of Indian notions to the 

ladino community to occur in the latter case*  rather than in 

the former* But I suppose euoh  cases are few* 

Do ttie ladinos and Indians constitute social glasses?    In 

my present very unclear state of mind   I am disposed to hedge* and 
members of 

say, lies and also Ho*    HIM It is olear that both groups very 

dearly recognise the distinctness of the two groups* (Leonso Tsok 

IMMHWM always mentioned as a natural * How will his o hilaron be knowx 
v. 

As I have had next to nothing to do with ladinos, I do not know 

anything about how the indios look upon the ladinos* Tae ladinos 

certainly regard the Indians as a whole as a people inferior to 

them in o or tain desirable qualities— intelligence, eduoatlon, 

o lture*" IMMIBt In general waye they depreciate the Indian. 
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One ladino,  quarreling with another, will oall MB adversary "India 

as a term of reproach* "Some people will not eat tortillas of blaok 

oorn— they  say they are Indian tortillas*" MMMMM The ladinos 

apeak disparagingly of Indian beliefs* It is taken for granted 

that the Indians will do the special work-tasks,  andthat no ladino 

may he oiled on to help the tele/graph line foreman get the telegraph 

poles renewed*   (It is explained that the ladinos have to do military 

service} these Indiana, who have* to do this work, do not)* 

On the other handthere is certainly no "raoe prejudice"  in' the 

attitudes. It is beoause of their different  (and Inferior)  eduoation 

and culture that the Indian is depreciated by the    iaadlno* There is, 

so far as I can see* no unwillingness to sit with* play with,  eat with 

the Indian* Are the Indians treated with equal politeness? I fancy 

that my ladino neighbors enter Indian houses with less formality than 

they do houses of ladinos? Is this fanoyt My ladino neighbors will 

step aside to let Indians pass*  just as they do ladinos* I am quite 

uncertain on the point* 

What about intermarriage? The ladinos wi}l declare*to a direct 

question,   that intermarriage does not occur* To»nr you point to Leonao* , 

or some case of the sort,  andthey say that that Is different,  that is 

all right* So far I have detected no distaste* no depreciation* 

of Leonao's mar iage* That Pancho Miranda is living with an indita, 

hvever, is* to his neighbors, & at another evidence that Pancho Is 

\ worthless fellow, a mula.  "No other woman would live with hi  *" 

iis implios that an Indian would, would do what ko ladina would* 

d this in turn carries the implication that you might expeot an 

lita to live with a worthless fellow like Pancho* But, again, 

sumably because they are not ««"olvlliaed • 

My notion of typioal aooial classes 1. a Wmmm 

«ttfloatlon of a society in terms of status, th. members of 
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all the iasses sharing the samo culture— the samo essential 

attitudes,  beliefs and institutions* This is not true of the 

Indian-ladlno situation* To a considerable degree the;,  are 

oo-existent separate societies* Yet only to a degree* The 

interlacing of tne two groups economically is irt rlc&fee,  and 

detailed and pervasive even in a small community suoh as this:» 

H9re the ladinos use only Indian parteras* And how odd that over? 

ladino fiesta here should have to have its Indian ohirimitero* And 

so on» Yet tmpMWWMMM the two groups do not share the same complete 

culture,  as do,  apparently,  the classes in China,  or did they 

in medieval France* On two counts, then— that the status-relationship 

between the two groups is not definitely horlaontall    defined,  and 

that the two groups are still separate society-cultures to a significant 

degree— the ladino-Indians fail to represent typical olassos. Yet, 

as there is some horlaontal definition in terms of status,  and some 

ootnmunallty of culture,  they tend to approaoh the ondltiou of sod al 

classes* 'ihe    are much nearer it than the Algonquin Indians andthe 

Pilgrim fathers were* 
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COMMENTS FOR THE THIRTEENTH DAY 

y<, 

(Numbers refer to the paragraphs of your memorandum).... 

1. You might say practically the same for the Indian groups 
here. The political organization (the juzgado) in Pana^achel 
is also a service-bureay and police station; but it is trad- 
itionally the Indians' own, and they use it to settle their 
own disputes, quarrels, etc. familial, neighborly, and other- 
wise.  If the ladinos of Agua Escondida make no use of the 
auxiliaiia as a court of domestic relations, that is indeed 
a difference.  In addition, all Indian communities have their 
Principales whose power and influence is great in some matters. 
Ladinos never (as far as I know) have principales; their or- 
ganization is solely the governmental one juzgado).  The an- 
amolous situation in Agua Escondida seems to be that they have 
an outside juzgado thrust upon them; in other towns the ladinos 
have for alcalde (or Intendente) one of their own number, who 
will act for them in accordance with the law and the pressure 
of public opinion. 

The family organization among Indians is also like our own; 
there are no voluntary organizations at all, unless the cofradías 
be considered voluntary.  There is here no work exchange at all, 
nor any group agriculture except in the sense that a group of 
hired laborers constitutes it. Among Indians as in Agua Es- 
condida the only class differences are ladino-Indian; as for 
ethnic distinctions in any one town, there are always "foreign- 
Indians, and the distinction between local and foreign Indians 
may be more important than the distinction between Tepahecos and 
others in Agua Escondida»     Or it may not be. 

2. There is folklore here, but it does not appear to be im- 
portant in the culture.  Stories I am now succeeding in getting 
(after how many years?) and I can separate myths and legends; 
but the stories seem to be haphazardly transmitted, being told 
usually only on the road when travelling, and do not seem to - 
enter very seriously in the culture.  There are plenty of beliefs 
here,, however, and the ethnobotany covers about everything arid 
is fairly "deep".  The hot-cold distinction is present here, but 
I don't know if I should call it "important"; it seems to hold 
about the same place in this culture as our knowledge that t<»o 
many green apples will cause a stomach ache — but some boys 
can get away with more than can others — does in ours.  Is evil- 
eye more simple there than here, where the belief is that some 
people have blood so strong that their presence is enough to 
injure a small child? 

3. The Indians here are more like Chan Kom or Dzitas than they 
are like your ladinos.  Except perhaps about the religious beliefs; 
the vagueness and BUSKJUUEJI lack of co-ordination in Agua Escondida 
may be typical of Guatemala. You wouldn't get much here either 
on why children are baptised; they put things into religious 
terms (it's a "sin" to kill a cricket "because the cricket helped 
Christ", and mules and horses are beasts of burden properly 
because they wouldn't help the infant Jesus) but actually it is 
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not a sin bo kil 
not a sin to do 
given the people 
for taboos, etc. 
really religious 
and unorganized, 
sense has practi 
and morals. Law 
forces. 

1 any insect that can hurt man, and it is 
anything really convenient.  Catholicism has 
a nice terminology and a few explanations 
but not much more.  But if there are any 
beliefs, I am quite sure they are sporadic 
I am almost certain that religion in any 

cally no influence on social relations, ethics, 
, public opinion, and gossip are the real 

4. I could repeat this paragraph for the Indians here; yes, 
individual economic freedom is charactistic of the Indians, 
too—not only within the family, but in the community.  It 
is everybody for himself.  (Of course within the household 
there must be a certain amount of pooling of funds for the 
common kitchen; and traditionally when there is any doubt the 
father or grandfather or older brother is the boss.  The thing  s 
is they don't think of doing very much bossing; it is pretty 
much like with us.) 

5. In Panajachel there are but 14 Indian households involving 
no married couple (out of some 150), and none of these are very 
anomalous since all involve a widow.  But there is evpry var- 
iety of household within certain limits, and it is just an     ,,'• 
accident that there isn't a widower making his tortillas.  (As j'1 

a matter of fact many men do grind when there wives get sic$  í 
and they can get no help).  I would, at any rate, conclude 
that the family here is as little integrated into the system 
of moral values as in A.E.  I should probably say "aihmost". 

6. If I am right in the preceding 5 paragraphs, you culture 
there is indeed thin, but thinner than that of the Indians 
here only in two respects: (a) they have no political organ- 
ization of there own, and that may be attributed to recent 
factors, since your group is a colonial one, and a.small one, 
and its government is after all a small part of a bigger one. 
But even with large and old ladino groups there may not be 
any real political organization (prifacipales, and so on) be- 
cause of the Guatemalan System. You are the lawyer, but may 
I suggest that government functions to keep law and order and 
settle disputes, and to manage community enterprises; and if 
that is the case, then the ladinos in the small communities 
don(t need much more government than they have because Guatemala 
is strongly federalist and the national government paternal. 
Everything (for ladinos—Indians have their own costumbres to 
enforce and these are extra-legal—whose government the national 
one is) is taken care of from above, and the towns when they 
want some improvement appeal to Guatemala. As for law and 
order, local officials simply follow the rules and procedures 
laid down for them and local government becomes perfunctory, as 
it is in Agua Escondida. And you should remember that by long 
tradition and old law the, Indians in any municipio were called 
upon to do the work, and it is not suprising that the ladinos 
in Agua Escondida should have very informal machinery to take 
care of communal necessities. 
(b) they have little ethnobotany and explanatory beliefs about 

the things Jtfejsnx around them, and for this your explanation — 
that the ladinos are "not quité rooted in" — is highly suggestive. 
Why does it take tV.in ** long? Or isn't it so long? 
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And the question atill remains as to why in certain respects 
the culture of both the ladinos and the Indians is so thin? 
Why is the family weak, individualism great, looseness and 
secularism present rather than the well-knit moral and sacred 
structures that are more common among primitive or folk people? 
Is there in these respects a lack of something or simply a 
different kind of something? 

7. Ditto fo.r Panajachel. You remember that I have made a 
point of this stability in the face of contacts. 

8. I am not sure why the Indian communities are different in 
this respect.  There are plenty of pleitos over one thing or 
another.  I don't think that drinking has much to do wich itj 
the women in Atitlán don't drink, yet are notorious quarrelers. 
Yet I don't think either that here the quarreling has anything 
,to do with inter-cultural conflict-situations, strain between 
generations, or between groups within the community.  Tenta- 
tively I am Inclined to put petty quarreling down to a culture- 
pattern here; or perhaps there are no more conflicts here than 
anywhere else, but the pattern is to make each one public in 
the juzgado, so it seems as if there are more and one leads 
to another.  Or something of the sort.  The ladinos perhaps 
are not so sensitive,, or they are more reticent about private 
affairs and keep their soiled laundry hanging in the basbment 
even in the dry season. 

9. The Indians aren't so fortunate, and some of them have 
to v/orry a lot about making a living. What that has to do 
with quarreling, etc., I don't know. You tie up the stability 
of A.E. with (among other things) economic security.  '.Ye shall 
have to think about Indian towns in this connection. 

10» Ho comment. 

11. Right, I think.  (Is there now a law anw about grinding 
on tables?  I haven't heard of it, I am shocked and surprised, 
I think it would be a good idea; but I have never seen it done.) 
(PS--I have just madcj inquiries and find that such a deoree 
was ordained, for grinding-on-table and also having fire-in- 
atove; but nobody has gotten ar ound to doing anything about it.) 

12 f 13, 14, 15.  How about complicating matters a bit?  Let 
"deep" refer to "roots An environment"; and let "bound" as 
opposed to "free" refor to >>  group that has strong family control 
and in which thore is little economic freedom or diversity. 
Then, muybe: 

1. Deep, bound, atabla culture:  Andamuna; TusIk 

'<;.   Ofcop,   freo,   atablo  otil turo-clvilixutlon:   Chichi.,   Punajached, 

Z,  Doep,  bound,  unabublb culburo:     Ohan Kom 

4.       V ? uftsUblo oul-oivilifci Dr.it»» 

ft,   .'¿hu'l.low,   free,   «table  QUI-OIVIHK»     A¿nü   Usoondldu, 

In,   I  think  you  are   justified,     (add  the»   ptwuhft,  uty  Imnoh  for 
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caites, the temascal—or use of the' sweat-bath, and I don't 
know what else. As for ideas and beliefs, maybe at the end 
of this season we can figure something out.  My trouble now 
is that I don't know what is ¿Spanish because of my ignorance 
of Spain.  That's beside the question of what the ladinos 
have • 

17. Isn't the problem more Yucatecan than Guatemalan?  Not 
why didn't the Spanish in Guatemala take more, but v/hy did 
the Spanish in Yucatan take so much? The Spaniards in both 
places presumably came with a ready-made culture furnishing 
them with answers to their problems, their fears, etc.; why 
should we expect the ladinos here to have Indian answers? 
j/hy should they take such a thing as the hetz-mek ceremony? 
A conquoring people with a higher culture shouldn't be 
expected to take such things (except advantageous material 
•things) from the conquored, should they?  Or people with 
ready-made cultures, like Jews or Gypsies, don't go in for 
substituting much for what they already have.  It seems to 
me (and please excuse it) that you have to worry most about 
Yucatan and other places like it.  Is it possible that your 
non-Indians in Marida are really Indians and don't know it? 
By that I mean that there has been enough intermarriage all 
through the centuries to bring in and keep up Indian traditions 
through actually-Indian mothers.  In Guatemala there must 
always have been intermarriage; too, but in this section, 
where there is a live Indian culture, it is now very rare and 
may always have been very sporadic and relatively unimportant. 
And there is another factor in the looseness of family life; 
there may have been Indian-ladino mixtures, but the parents 
may well have separated--if indeed they ever lived together— 
soon enough in most cases that the child was brought up and 
absorbed as an Indian or as a ladino, depending on where he 
finally ended.  Thus no cultural amalgamation. 

18. I have answered this somewhat above.  Gases of intermar- 
riage are quite rare in my experience.  I miaht a%y that that 
your case of the ladinoized Indian marrying the ladina is 
the most common type (another c^e of which is Juan Rosales), 
and the children are thorough 1 dinos.  In Uie case of the 
Tadino-india marriage (and I don't know xaxyxjEXX any such 
around here) my guess is that if the children are brought up 
KX  pretty much as Indians (costume, lang-qge, beliefs) they 
will go back to the Indiansj if brought up as ladinos, they 
will so stay.  In either case, not much chance for culture- 
Interchange that lasts. 

19. Leonzo Tzok's children will be Indians or ladinos depending 
on how they are brought up (language mostly) and who and where 
they happen to marry.  In intelligence and education (which are 
confused by ladinos and Indians as well as most of us) the 
Indians recognize the superiority of the ladinos.  But I don't 
think your classes go very much farther (as you say yourself). 
How disparaging is it to c<?.ll black tortillas "Indian tortillas" 
when you don't like them when it is a fact that Indians only 
eat them and ladinos prefer white maize.  I suppose it depends 

> on the tone of voice, and I didn't hear that and you did.  But 
in any case ethnocentricity doesn't mean social classes.  The 
Indians don't like white maize as well as yellow, and they think 
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it ia "cold" and not good for one.  They know that ladinos 
prefer it. White and yellow maize are the same price, and 
the Indians could eat it if they pleased.  They think they are 
right in the matter, and if one of them should refer to 
white tortillas as ladino/ tortillas", would you make some- 
thing of it? The culture is different; Indians tip their hats 
to ladinos (as ladinos do to each other) and not to Indians; 
but they are being polite in the other person's language.  If 
ladinos don't tipe their hats to Indians would you say it is 
because they look down upon Indians?  Possibly in some cases, 
but why should they tip their hats when the Indians themselves 
don't? 

20. I don't think there is any race prejudice among the poor 
ladinos here.  Certainly a southern-white attitude toward 
Indians would be unheard of.  By the way, go back to number 
19: that military-service business is straight. An Indian 
who has done military service is not obliged to do other 
communal services either; the same with one who has taught 
school.  The government makes no distinction of races as such; 
and don't ever believe that an Indian will do something he 
doesn't have to do if he doesn't feel like it.  (Of course 
ver;/ ignorant Indians may not know their rights and may be 
taken advantage of, by ladinos as well as by other Indians.) 

21. As to intermarriage.  fijsxyjaKxIasBwxiiuütxyHSiKxaaaBXKJtiixlaa 

w±tóx3aajáxx&jm:kHxdjaji3:£XHi^xlHcli^:nxm 
íxraiAgyKtawiifrxxXaM^xggc&gxg^ 
KBUBDuaHkxaJaBMkxldbDx Wo comment after all. 

22. You have certainly gone as far as I can, but I should 
certainly like a long talk about social classes in general 
and these people in particular. You remember the case of 
Blumer vs. Guatemala; well, I don't think that's at all set- 
tled. 

This has been very helpful to me. 
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—10 B& omajfüi'ip IK OUR NEXT IUSTALLMENT 

IS 

; 
trapo .ft ant in 

Paragraph 1  (In vs thinness of culture,   simplicity of structure) 
No  further n> mment,  except to express the impression that 
there is florae difference here beteen the Sun Antonio Indians 
reeidont her and the other Indian residents,  in that  th < former 
aro ttftHttttjfiámozos on land of ladinon,  otóMMMJáiúlIM^ thereae the 
others are  (mostly,  but not all)  land-owhsrs, 

2, I have not heard it  yrttd here that  son© people ha/o blood so MSS3á¡ 
strong that their* presónos in ©nog£h to injure u child,  and 
would pua^B  that  the lidinos do not feel that strongly about 
evil  eye. 

In re hot-cold.  In Yucatan (Dzitaa as well as Chan K.om)f  it will 
be a oaus e for great alarm should a careless or uninntr c ted person, 
hot after ironing,  attempt to drink lemonade-» people would cry 
out to  stop /hfcn.  It ifs told that a woman,  delicada after childbirtl 
became very sick just from stepping: on lime-peel   (very "cold" 
Dooc  that  s'jpgoft   that  the hot-cold business IF moro importa: 

Yucatan than in Fanajaohel? 

3, Your remark that "Catholicism/ has givyn the people a nice 
terminology and  a few explanation for taboos,   etc.,   but not 
much more"  suggests that 1 express the view that it is oharaoteristi 
of cultures that there is some eqp lanatlon for most tilings,  some 
story or reason,  or saying, i o which to fi.o oonvontional aotion» 
What I noto in Agua ¿¡scondldn,  as comparad with Clvm Kom,  is the 
relative aftnftfHil¿MM  scare en© as of son explanations or saying,   etc.» 
and the disinterest of the people in  the question whether there 
are any.  Don Bus  in Chan ¡torn,  or the equivalent in Tepoatlan, 
would want to provide a oonvontional      tag'',  and appear to feel 
worried if none were immediately forthcoming. 

Tnis is apart from the matter of religion,  This character,  I 
have just menbioned, may (and does)   exist in societies wbere 
religious impulse?  are fev andreak,  and rellgl ous sanctions 
unimportant» 

4. Wxj the economic and individual freedom, both oflndians and 
ladinos?    I would imagine the Catholic Spanish peasant heritage 
to be one which wouldsubordfnate children,  economically and 
ot har^itio,  to parents. Why don't we knov; more about Spa In/? 

5. I  ogre© to the comparison with Panajachel,  provided  the 
"almost"   is Mptitftf mad'   a generous limitation. Lea? than one out 
of ten Indian households in Panajachel do not include married 
couples: mo^e than one out of four ladino aouseholds in Agua 
Escondida are of this sort» That is quito a difference.  In 
Chan Kom ,  out of aoout flft    households,  there vere two or three 
households of widows witii ohildren,  but no households of 
widowers, let alone households of two unrelated men,  or of 
father and son,  as here* In Chan Kom widowers get a new woman 
promptly*  and would not themselves grind. 

6.  I agree that the simple political organisation here i' 
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be expeotod in a small colonial settlement,   especially in Guatemala 
where tho functions of government  are as  you state them* To of the 
settlers here have aaid that they left X'utr.un because the li&lA government 
was  too bothersome— IBQBpi the ladinos had Ho dos pubiio service,  as 
foremen of Indian gangs,   for one   thing '     r\ 

On the "not quit© rooter'. In"  suggestion,  in re A#K. ladinoes Yes,  I 
think it do s take, time—  quit» a lot of time. The thlrd-f© neration 
German immigrants ^ho 11 vo near us in the o&untry,   northvest of 
Chicago,  have almost complete ignorance of the looal flora» These 
ladinos here are much less ignorant, but they fall  far short of Chan 
Kom,   atiere trie native oan nay something about   almost any plant or tree* 

ladTno^rhavf Sirrf  ¡^¡Mtf *,* W^^tód^ » W$MH&>* !«ijpt 
were a III fíe BcorcmCiSf^, Tlooently Jusn S*ntiao has told me about the 
remedy his Indian neighbor shoved him for snakebite (  a tree with an 
Indian none),   and praises  the  rem«5dy,    Hov MUK extensive is  tne Indian 
medical  ethnpbotany? Do  tto   ladinos underestimate itV 

In a> mmentinp; on tnis  same paragraph ysu raise again the important 
question— almost central  in our investigations— Why  (not¡i among ladinos 
and  Indiana)  is  th* fan11y "'oak,   individualism  great,  looseness and 
secularism present,   rather than thG well-knit moral  and  snored struotures 
that, are more oomston among primitive or folk peoples? 

One satisfaction I huvo oxperlcz» eñ  since coming downi   that attending the 
oónvlotion that the difference in this rospeot  reportea  for Cm*n ¿am 
(by mo)  and for ühic hie o.pt enanco  rjidFtmaJs-chel   (by you)    is not simply 
a difference in the intellectual predilections Qf tho reporters  • rXhis 
conviction arises from tno fact  that  I too find Agua Escondida as you 
have reportad  other places  in Gu^tamala,  I had feared taat a large part 
of the alleged, dii'ferenoo might lie in a possible disposition on my part 
to bend tne facts to fit "culture,n   and in a certain extra-haróneadedneas 
on your part. '¿hi& ;sedans to me nor much let's likely* 

It will take muai  more stud.}'  to  answer t'-is question.  As 1 guess easily, 
X    ill guess t.doet  Ones  the ancient Indian organization, having 
developed tho extended andocmplicited trade system,  and a oomplex 
political system including a privlvelegod ruling class .with esoteric 
knowledge,  that corn-roilod from above and 1-posed labor-  andother 
requirements on the ®muon people,  had arrived,  before the Conquest, 
at a "free",  indivuduallstic,  secular typo of soolety. Two,  the 
colonial  system §f administration, by remote ontrol,  impose;  on the 
natives,  conveniently í'itte¿ with and continued this type of society. 

But  then,  one asks,  how did ..V.'ect Africa develop similar economic and 
political  systems  and yet retain a more sacred,   familial type of 
sooietyT    A^   this point I relapse into sil en e. 

And then one  asks also;     Way  then is Oh'm Kom a more sacred,   familial 
"culturo'1  society? Here I rally a little,   and suggest  tha.t  the  isolated 
villages reverted  to  this  alter  (and even before)  the  Uonquest, 
hen t'.3 :i Con uerors reached \uoatan the more or loss unified government 

had broken doxvn into almost ttventy little "oaoique.zgoes"» Further, 
Yucatan v.-as out off from Guatemala,  and the uniformity of the environment 
did not favor t'ie maint enanoe of the trade system and regional 
specialization of production, ¿rurther,  race wars sharply out off 
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southeastern Yucatan,  and,  further,  tended to make eaoh little 
settlement  independent, or eaah group of Bet clemente  (as resulted 
in the 'i'uziic region). 

My guens in this matt or can be diagrammed as below. Let the upward 
direction represent trend toward aeouls^ac•-lndlviduali8tio-Mfr0«l, 

society with impersonal institution»,   -fcJae downu-ard direction 
represent the opposite ti*end. üften the   lalue lias represents my 
oonoeption of Guatemalan nie tors,  the  *•**£*>  o£ UlUÜíJíltílM Southeast 
Jfuoat;m history* " ~~ 

u-        -r 
to     r- 

r I — 

7. No comment 

8. Perhaps the relative absence» of pI(dtoe In A.K.  has nothing  to 
do with the absence of inter-cultural,   JLxyter-generatloml coniiÉLoit 
situations.  1 still  fee£ that in ^zitas    i¿a¿> frequency of pleitos 
was an aspect of EC h ©afllotE.  I feel    tvriis because ¡many of 
the pleitos arose out of situations dlr»<a"tly   (A wo bher-ln-law who 
would  «xpeot obedience from her daughter— ±n-law,  olci  style,   and fail 
to get it),  or from the failure of Va.4 oidar <s> ntrole*  to funotAofl 
(younger people acting without reference*    to the wishes of oldejrj 
or of Iai ios to undertake actitjL tien rdsentud by vecinos  (ladinos). 
I suspect,   also,  that the taking of famiXial or personal disputes to 
the tov.n government for airing and settlement is an Indian notion. 
You hava it here   (stronr.ly,   an in Atitlisjr*.) • It was also present: at 
Chp.0  Kom— a man,  unable to make imkiMS&tea&AMUtfJaammMMijf. her kusband 
próvido for her properly,  would hale him   "before Don iáus,  as comisario, 
©to.  In imitas tiie ladinos never did this,   not merely,   I believe, 
because tne juagado V-ne' in the hands of   Xndians> but  also, beoause 
HftW¿fM$tM«$2nO& thel- tradition is  oontrax-fc m  In spite of this, KWClWi 
pleitos were rare in Chan Korn,   and common   in -üsitas,  where they 
rowed in tho houses,  or went out into  ta¡?   streets  and ho-jve    rooks at 
each other» 

9. 10,  11.   tio oojJuneni. 

I2f  13,* 14,  lb. all right,  let u#' distinguish "deep vs.  B¿-JA11OW
,!
  and 

"free vn#  bound.;t   (I  am used toSlndivicl* ¿xJ-istic vs.  familial" for the 
aooond). But Md ep" must ¿loan more than wa?oote'   in Uu> envirAatt*" 
'i'he Ch'm KoM-Andaman kind of thing has that oharaoter I have trlfcd to 
suggest in paragraph 3,  above. A culture   of thi    sort IBM seems to 
have a drive to it,  a sort of strength to    ¿20 on incorporating,  adjust 
ing,  implicating;,  accounting for one thing  in terms of another. 
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The way the Session story has been taken up in Chan Kom and Tuaik 
modified,  elaborated,  tied in many little points to rituals,  some 
Christian,  soma pagan.  Is an example of the operation oftaAs 
"activo" ohar'*oter. I feel this lacking in A.E*    This sounds pretty 
vague,  I admit,  but X believe it oould be made definitive* 

16. Ho thing inoi"© to add-- yet. Rnnohos and teraaaoal— yes. 

17. Perhaps it. Ijj better tD put the ouestlon the other way,  and ask to 
explain Yuoatan.  Still,  I was brougit up to  ©xpeot a a>nquerlng people 
to take over many    ays from tho natives they oonquer,  when the 
natives are numerous, sedentary andwell-or^aniised,  and.when 
the conquerors  are at  first mostly males and live with native women» 
The Jewsand Gypsies are different—  the\  have complete societies, women 
and all.    Why si.o didn't tho hots; melt oorvmony be practiced in Merj/da? 
rj?he Spanish child's nurse was probably an Indian,  or her nurse was» 
It is  through mothers  and nurses that  thone elements work their way 
Into the lives of the conquerors,  1 met many men,  all whit o and 
upper,  or uppef.'-inlddle cla&s,   in aterida,  who l^arnedto speak Maya 
before the.\  learned to speak Spanish, beoause the servants,  including 
their nurs-s,  spoke it. Wftat happened in this regard in Guatemala? 

You say*   "Is it po   iiblo that   your non-Indians in Marida are 
really Indians and rib n11 know lt?w    under what circumstances oould 
this  question receive an affirmative ans -orf Tho actual oircumstaie es 
are these»  Tho hets-mek-performing oook I had In mind speaks Spanish, 
by preference?   she aleo speaks '¿aya,  but probably not as well. She 
Is at least half white b,7 blood*  She    an  born in the oityj  perhaps her. 
father ras.  -h© has  n  Sp'inls'i surname.  She does not think of herself 
as an Indla-nj  she would be offended if you used the terra toward her. 
She will  tell you th«t    the* Indians are "oat in tho country.n   She 
is well haoltuated to the oityj   and Is on to its, ways. ÍÍ this 
I» rson Is   'really an Indian",   thon so are the ladinos of Agua 
Ssoondida really Indians— in fact,  being rural,  they are nearer to being 
Ixúlans than is my case. 

18. Since writing you I have found another ladino who is living with 
an India.   Neither of th s$ ladinos has  a child yet,  by the indita. 
I-fornants differ ae  to what'la likely to happen to such children,  If 
they appear.   (By the -ay,  oo rreotion:   the uwmmmmmmsm Indio here 
li\l ng with a ladina Is <an ex-Jranajacheleno,  not  an ex-^axeno.) 

19. 20 and 21, 1 -agree that when the ladino speaks,  with a depreciating 
tone,  of "Indian tortillas'*  it merely indloates  that ho depreciates 
both th:Vt  tortilla and the Indian.  It.does not  show that  there Is a 
class strudt ur-o.  In the Old South,  a white person might speak 
scornfully of hoe cakej  but  so might the negro  servant.  If the hoe 
oak© wore offered to hi9 master— "that food ain't fltten for you"--» 
while he  r.Id eat  it himself» For this  remark to  show class  struct ure, 
it would havo to  appear that the Indian,  while accepting th© :,laok 
maize as his,  would regard it as hot good enough for the ladino. 

On tho other hand,,   •rhen you say that in intelligence and eduqatlon,   the 
Indians recognise •-che superiority of the Indian,  do you not concede 
the existen» e of some of tae elements ofola.es structure?  Apparently 
the Indace and ladions both value fentelligonoe and  education,  and 
the Indians,  in tiiis regard,  look up to the ladinos,  and,  in this 
regard»- the ladinos look down upon the Indians. 
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With rogará to tipping the hat, is not tho question to bo askodi 
Whun the Indian tips bin hat to a ladino, does he recognize that tc 
the ladino this is an act expressing respect, and that the 
act is expected of hiin to the ladino, but is not given by the ladino . 
himT 

ierhay.-s  anotner diagram would help to clarify  this class problera. 
Let the;» fibrra of a  cix'de represent "society'   (  X  am thinking of 
more than K^B's  any body of aooial relationa,  as  a society;   I  am 
thinking oí'  Booial groups unitea bv coüuaon basic uixl erstandiri£s—• 
non-±notr>uriantal, moral,   "cultural  ,  if you will»  "Societies 
characterise    by culture1',  if. y;»u will) 

Lot differences in the kind(content)  of cultures,  in the case of 
sooitiea in culture contact,  be indicated by different colored pencils» 

Let  economic  relations,simplj. be indicated'by load pencil. 

Then the relations between,  let us"" cay, Hawaiian natives ano  the 
first whites  to come amonr, them ml,;ht be indicated as follows» 

/ 
-4" 

Whereas  the-relations between the ¿fygro t,  ana the whites in the ©Id 
South,   say ¿  sL before the ifiautM Civil War, might be diagram©»,  as 
folies: 

Then I  vould diagram the re:ation betv/een Indians and ladinos here 
litce this» 

*)#•• 
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SYNOPSIS OF HON-KATERIAL CULTURE TRAITS CHARAOTBRIZINO 
TBX LADINOS OF AGOA ESCONDIDA, USTBBN HEGBLAHDS, OUA.TJBÍALA 

Division of labor between the BOXSB. To the general rule that man work 

in the fields and women in the house (but women not infrequently help to 

bring in smaller crops), there are occasional exceptions In the person 

of a man who makes tortillas or a woman who plants beans* These receive 

comment but no condemnation. Ho case is reported of a man who uses the 

metate, or of a woman who works with a hoe. Women carry water jugs and 

baskets on their heads; men carry their burdens on their backs (with or 

without the mecapal). Bo exceptions have been noted. To the rule that 

women, girls and boys fetch water, there are not infrequent exceptions; but 

only the most economically depressed (and wifeless) man will carry water 

from the spring on his own back. Story-telling, singing and playing all 

musical instruments are activities associated with men; but exceptional 

women who carry on these activities, even in public, do occur, and such 

proficiency is applauded, not condemned. 

Property; inhorltandai labor. All land, except the cemetery, is owned in- 

dlvidually. It is usual for a man with considerable property, even if he 

is illiterate, to make a will. Usually land, cattle and money are left to 

children, including daughters, and the widow in equal shares. Individual 

economic enterprise, as by buying and selling, is characteristic, even with- 

in the small family, and between members of it; grown children buy and sell 

on their own account; a man pays for labor furnished by his brother; a son 

may employ his father. Labor exchange is rare; the only instance approaching 

communal labor reported occurred when the chapel was built; and then the 
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labor was strictly not communal, but voluntary by individuals. Collective 

enterprise (as work on the cemetery, or driTlng away locusts) Is brought 

about by orders, issued to IndiTlduala, undor throat of fine, by ths intenden- 

cia. 

The family. The individual parental ("small") family pattern has many ex- 

ceptional or anomalous forms, as of un-r emarried widows or widowers; many 

oases of such oeeur who bring up small children without finding another 

spouse. Relatively many adults do not marry, or marry late. Therefore many 

household groups without married couples exist; i.e., no emphatic sanction 

conduces to maintenance of the married state. Within the small family lead- 

ership is with the father, but the mother*a authority is not small; the obedi- 

ence expected of children is moderate; individual economic and soolal enter- 

prise is not discouraged. 

The extended family ("groesfamllie") tends to be emphasized patri- 

lineally, as marriage is prevailingly patrilooal and men are dominant. The ex- 

tended family has marked solidarity; the community is composed of several 

such families (father and married sons; married brothers); the households 

composing these extended families exhibit much mutual intimaoy; the not infre- 

quent enduring quarrels between individuals are not within these groups, but 

across them, and do not disrupt them. 

Kinship. Nevertheless kinship is bilaterally recognized, flather, mother 

grandparent, grandchild, brother-and sister-in-law and parent-in-law terms 

are used as with us (there are alternative terms from Cakehiquel- or Nahua- 

roots, for father, mother, grandfather and grandmother, respectively: tata, 
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nana, tatanoy, nanoya); the brother and sister diminutives imply affec- 

tion at least aa much as relative age, and may be used for older sib- 

lings as well aa for younger)*    "Cousin" is applied to parent's sibling*» 

child (distinguished as primo hermano). to grandparent's sibling's child's 

child and to children of these on down.    "TMole* and "aunt" are applied to 

siblings of parents, to siblings of grandparents, and on up, and to first 

cousins {primos hermano») of parents (But no farther — not to children of 

grandparent * 0 first cousins).    By extension ("politico") these terms may be 

applied to  spouses of the parent's slblincs, very rarely to spouses of 

other "uncles" and "aunts".    "Nephew" and "niece" are applied to children 

of siblings» and to their children on down, to children of parent's sib- 

ling's children, and their children on down.    These terms are not extended 

to the spouses.    In the ease of all terms for consanguine relatives, half- 

blood and illegitimacy are recognized, i.e., the terms apply. 

Theoretically marriage is not allowed with any person called by 

any of the terms for consanguine relatives.    There are, however, oases of 

such marriages, even with first cousins; no organized or vigorous canetion 

operates against them.    There is an inhibition against marriage with a 

deceased spouse's sibling; yet one such marriage is reported from the neigh- 

borhood.    Similar occasional exceptions occur to the rule that compadres, 

and their descendants should not marry. 

Respect is expected by older people of younger (Indian older 

people included, in diminished degree); this is manifest In terms of address 

and in obedience; it Is, however, not strongly marked.    For a son to strike 
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a father or deny a mother something is regarded aa a serious moral wrong. 

But aa long aa a parent can work to support himself, the son or daughter 

who makes no contribution to the parent*s support is not condemned. Re» 

speet, diminishing with the distance, Is expeoted by "úneles" and "aunts" 

of "nephews" and "nieces"; the violations here are many, so that only a 

trace of theoretical respect exists between distant uncle-nephew pairs. 

The padrino-ahijado relationship is a strongly marked symmetri- 

cal relationship of respect-affection; godchildren do not» however, kiss 

the hands of their godparents (nor does the child's father kiss his com- 

padre *s hand). The compadre relationship is one of mutual, but asymmetri- 

cal respect and affection. At least so far as the godchild is concerned, 

the relationship is more genuinely freighted with these sentiments in the 

case of padrinos by baptism than in the oasee of the other two kinds of pad- 

rinos (by marriage; by Evangelios); a corresponding statement can be made 

as to the compadre relationships brought about In these three ways. 

The village. Ties between kin (married brothers; parents-children) within 

the region of easy walking distanee are stronger than between fellow- 

villagers who are unrelated; the sense of village solidarity is weak. The 

two confradlas constitute the only intra-village organizations, and the only 

voluntary organizations; these function only at the times of the two corres- 

ponding fiestas, and have no aegmental consequence. Public order and pub- 

lic works are regulated and achieved through the formal governmental organi- 

zation, which is largely imposed from without. Service as intendente or 

regidor in the municipal government of the pueblo by ladinos of the aldea 

is recent (before that only Indians of the pueblo took part — except for 
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The name is theoretically taken, from the name of the saint of 

the day of birth, but in about half the eases the name given ie at the 

pleasure of the parents; either the name of a relative» or a neme 

ehosen simply because it ie liked. Most given nan»a are abbreviated in 

use; descriptive nicknames are not uncommon* (Dogs are nearly alvrays 

nemod; horses occasionally, goats and oats still less often; "Christian" 

names are not given to anlmalB*) 

Baptism is regarded as highly important, but supporting myths or 

beliefs are vague; it ie practiced by all save Bvangellataa (and a very 

few "Masara*") Godparents are selected, after the birth, from respected 

friends, rarely from the child's grandparents; cousins, uncles or aunts 

occasionally; usually the same godparents of the baptism serve for suc- 

cessive children; different sponsors are always ehosen for marriage and 

Bvangellos* 

The forty-day "ohurohing" oeremony la unknown* 

There are strong taboos on the discussion or observation of sex 

matters. In the presence of members of the same sex, when naked, adults 

cover private parts (women include the breasts). Sex information is not 

given to children. After menstruation girls are given moderate super- 

vision; they move only In groups any distance from home. Nevertheless 

social relations between the sexes are easy and frequent; young people 

of opposite sexes talk and joke together* Chastity before marriage is 

expected, and in moat cases probably realized* Illegitimate children, 

not very rare, are probably not discriminated against (they are frankly 

described as bastard), but to bear an illegitimate child is very shame- 
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ful, and makes f o anal marriage (but not juntando) impossible. A child 

iet "illegitimate" only if born when the mother is not living openly with 

the father, (who of course must not be living openly with any other wo- 

man if he is living openly with her). 

Carriage» The age of marriage is highly variable for both sexes. The 

cholee of spouse is limited by bonds of kinship (see above). The initia- 

tive in choosing a wife lies with the boy; usually an understanding has 

been reached between the couple before the parents act. Most first 

marriages are by civil ceremony, and a few by church ceremony also, but 

a large minority of first marriages, and most (but not quite all) re* 

marriages are without ceremony ("juntarse") • There is little difference 

in status between the two kinds of union, onoe achieved. In the ease of 

formal marriage sponsors (padrinos)are selected by the boy's parents; 

these aocompany the couple to the church or to the civil registry; in the 

case of church oeremony the sponsors have the duty of instructing the 

couple on the prayers and catechiamal knowledge that will be expected of 

them by the priest. The church marriage is the ring-chain oeremony. Re- 

turning from the registry or church, in a "proper" wedding, the couple are 

greeted with rockets, seated under a decorated canopy (sitial — this is 

omitted in the case of re-marriage), and are formally blessed by both 

pairs of parents. The wedding celebration includes marimba and dancing. 

The boy's father is expected to pay all expenses of the wedding, 

to provide the trousseau, and to set the couple up with housekeeping equip- 

ment. If the boy's father is dead, or is unable, the girl's father nay 

give the wedding and pay these costs. Special circumstances may provide 

exceptions to the general rule of patrllooal residence. 

.*&• 
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Death and burial. The corpse is prepared for burial by either kinsmen 

or friends. It is not «ashed; the jaw is bound; it is dressed in good 

clothes of ordinary sort, and extended on a table under a sheet, with 

four candles burning. It is attended during a 24-hour wake. Oaring this 

the prayers for the dead are recited by regadoras. The people tell 

stories and riddles, and play such games as Compadres and Plaza (see be- 

low). The coffin, if painted, is painted white for children fend unmarried 

persons without children), black for other adults. Pillow and pad are 

placed in the coffin, nothing else. It is attended by a procession to the 

oemetery; the rezadoras chant the prayers (Salre for all, with Creed and 

Our Father; in addition to alabado, if a ohild). The grave is dug by 

friends or paid mozos. No ritual attends interment, except it is usual 

to kiss the first handfuls of earth tossed upon the coffin. 

During nine days following death, when the soul is supposed to 

atay near the body, a candle is lighted every night in the houBe of the 

deceased; on the last night prayers are again said; on this ninth night 

(as immediately after interment) the grove is decorated with flowers and 

wreaths. Thereafter no prayerB are held for the dead until the first anni- 

versary of the death, when another period of nine days is observed, with 

prayers on the last day. 

Theoretically mourning (black dress for woman; black ribbon on 

coat for man) is worn for six months following the death of spouse, parent 

or adult child; half mourning (white and black) for second six months 

(shorter period for brother or sister) but this usage is very imperfectly 

realized. At the novena of the anniversary mourning is again worn for that 
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period* A godchild is supposed to put on mourning for six «oaths for 

his godparent (but not the reverse)} no mourning is worn for compadres» 

Religions saints; saint's days; cofradías. From those "who have faith" 

are distinguished the Evangelistas, who do not believe in the saints, 

or In the Virgin, and who forbid smoking and drinking, and the Masons, 

who believe in nothing. But these latter are evil. All in the community 

are believers, except a few Indians, and a very few doubtful, possibly 

"Mason" ladinos. ReligiouB beliefs recognize Heaven, Bell, Purgatory, 

the intermediaoy of the saints. Some of the stories of Genesis are known, 

and those of the birth of Christ, his persecution "by the Jews", and his 

oruolflotion and resurrection. 

Taboos exist against working on principal saints* days. Important 

are Christmas, Holy Week, All Saints, Day of the Gross, St* John's Day, 

Corpus Christi, the day the Senor of Esqulpulas, Candlemas, and Ascension 

Thursday. Less important are Saint Isidore's and Saint Martin's Days* 

Nearly everyone abstains from hard work on the days in the first group* 

"True" or "appeared" or "live" saints are recognized in ancient 

images to which much miraculous power attaches; these were directly created 

by God and placed on earth.  (There can be several of these "true" saints 

bearing the same name). Lesser and more recent images are copies of 

"true" saints. Most Important are the Señor of Esqulpulas, the Nino Dios 

(not individualized as in any one or few "true" images), ths Candelaria 

of Chantal, Saint Philip of Antigua, Saint Francis of Tecpan, Saint Anthony 

of Las Flores. Certain of the saints (by name) are associated with activi- 

ties or places (Saint Isidore of agriculture; Saint Martin of the woods), 
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or with certain kinds of help (Saint Anthony for finding lost objects). 

The saints are addressed in prayer; candles and incense are burned 

before them (never copal, which is associated with witchcraft)* Attach- 

ment to the saint is personal; not communal; the local patron, Saint 

Francis, receives modérate or little attention; members of the same great 

family may hare quite different saints. The vow is much used; eheraoteri- 

istically a vow is made to a certain saint to make a pilgrimage to hie 

shrine if the miracle of recovery from an Illness is granted* Most adults 

have made one or more pilgrimages following such vows. (It is asserted 

that the Indians do likewise). In times of crisis (e.g., drought), the 

local village saints are carried in procession with prayers through the 

village (rogation). 

Ritual worship of the two saints with local images collectively 

owned (Nino Dios and Saint Francis) is maintained by two corresponding 

cofradías, with familiar pattern of annual celebration, formal shift of 

custody of image and leadership of the cofradía each year at the conclu- 

sion of the festival; image kept at the house of the current leader 

(alcaldez); (except where provided with own chapel) oalrjmia playing dur- 

ing fiesta to accompany image; preparation and consumption of special fes- 

tal foods; distribution of work and participation among subordinate volun- 

teer members. The burden of the cofradla-leadership is supported by a com- 

bination of piety and pride. 

Christmas is observed by a novena, a combite (a sort of street ear- 

nival with a down, representation of the Three Kings, and masked dancing); 
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at least formerly, posadas; oeeaelonally a short miracle play. The Nino 

Dioa la "dressed" on January firsts this is the occasion of a smaller 

fiesta» Saint Francis* day is celebrated by a novena, chirimía, serring 

of food, and marimba. On the Day of the Cross oro ases are decorated in 

houses, and tamales are eaten. Holy Week is little observed; except for 

important work taboos; but is more important festival in neighboring settle- 

ment of Panibaj. On All Souls* Day the domestic altars are decorated; 

special ritual foods are set on the altars; a calabash "skull" is carried 

about the village and "alms" (food and money) collected; with this men 

spend the night merrymaking in the cemetery. 

There appear to be no religious rites in connection with agricul- 

ture except that at sowing time a candle may be lighted on the domestic 

altar; at harvest, fruit, atole and tamales are plaeed there (and later 

eaten); without prayers; atole and a lighted candle may also be plaeed in 

the granary. 

Sickness and its treatment. Colds, smallpox, measles, chiekenpox, glotet?). 

mumps, dysentery, malaria, pneumonia and many minor ailments are distinguished 

and regarded as naturally caused. (The first three—among others— are re- 

garded as not contagious). Goiter Is thought to occur especially where 

there are anona trees. Ajro is occasioned by exposure to wind or cool air, 

especially when hot; its diagnostic feature is twisting of the muscles, es- 

pecially those of the face. Aire is treated with heating drinks, inhala- 

tions and potions. Sometimes air is swallowed, forming a ball, this may 

be serious. Evil eye is caused by certain adults (not by animals) to children 

and young animals. A red cord around the neck protects the animals. Children 
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may be cured by a raw egg, and rue- and chile-crosses plaeed under bed 

or garments; egg "draws out" the evil) by wrapping child in a garment of 

the causer and putting the causer*a spittle behind the ears} by a bath 

of rue, oil and urine; or getting three unmarried girls to step over the 

ohild. Fright (suato)Is treated by taking the child to a priest to hare 

him read "the Evangels'* over a child; for this a special padrino or 

madrina (reverse of sex of child) is necessary (what Catholic rite is this?). 

As a result of fright, or sometimes of indigestion, yellow spines OdxhulJ?) 

come out on the scalp; lard is combed through the hair for this. For ser- 

ious "sadness" of a ohild, the treatment is to allow the child to watoh 

flower petals oarried away by the current of a river, thrown in on Tues- 

day or Friday. 

Many foods and many plants are classified as "hot" or "cold" (some 

intermediate as'regular"); foods regarded as easy to eat, when in normal 

condition, tend to be "hot"; those difficult or dangerous to eat as "cold". 

But with foods so classified, and more clearly with herbal remedies, the 

value of the substance depends on the condition of the person taking it; 

i.e., for chills and weakness, etc., "hot" foods and remedies are appro- 

priate; for fever, "oold" remedies (and certain fruits as lime may then be 

remedies). 

Patent and standard medicines, bought in the towns, are much used, 

and doctors are consulted when available and within financial reach. There 

is also considerable herbal medicines a very large majority of the plants 

used are known in Europe. The temascal is used not uncommonly to treat 
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sickness, especially malaria or persistent pains; it ia not used for mero 

cleanliness. Bloodletting of horses la much practiced, occasionally but 

rarely for ailments of human beings; the latter use is attributed to the 

Indiana. Cupping appears not to be known. 

Witchcraft. To certain of the Indian brujoa (ah-tsai). especially In cer- 

tain villages on the coast, and less markedly to certain of these men in 

Panajaohel and San Lucas, and elsewhere, is attributed power to do black 

magic and to divine. The first activity is regarded as sinful, the second 

as Innocent. It is thought that the Indians make great and frequent use of 

black magic against one another and occasionally against ladinos. The 

ladinos believe in the existence of these powers. They have occasional re- 

course to certain of these practitioners to find lost objects. It is not 

unlikely that they also occasionally ask these practitioners to do black 

magic for them; only one reliable case of the sort has yet been scoured. 

But it is safe to say that witohoraft is neither a reputable nor a usual 

method of dealing with disputes. The ladinos have little knowledge as to 

the manner of these magical rites. It is also believed by many (but doubted 

by some) that some men (ladinos as well as Indians) can assume the forms of 

animals. All such persons are associated with the devil and regarded as sin- 

ful. 

Various folklore. It is regarded as injurious to crops, especially maize, 

and chile, for women (after puberty) to walk over the plants; the taboo is 

not strictly observed, similarly, fruit trees may be ruined if women climb 

them; horses, if they are mounted; dogs, If they are stepped over; horses 

and cattle if a woman steps over a rope by which they are or have been tied. 
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No one» man or woman, should approach ripening watermelon when he or she 

is heated, or when the day Is hot; nor should one Who has raoently eaten 

fish approach ripening chile. It is vaguely thought wrong to kill locusts, 

but this does not prevent the men from driving them off. Animal lore is 

scanty, and superficial. Snakes are associated with the devil and evil. 

Eating food dropped by a parrot is a cure for retarded speech. There is 

much ill-defined weather lore. With the waxing and the waning of the 

moon are associated the wise and unwise times for sowing, the increase and 

decrease of disease, the strength or weakness of children born at these 

times. Omens as to disease, death, trouble and wealth are read from 

dreams. An owl's cry and a ball of fire are death omens. A flame Is 

seen over buried money. The duende is a small mischievous spirit that 

tea868 women with long hair and rides horses by night, tangling their 

manes. The sirena is a long-haired female spirit, associated with water, 

and dangerous to men. The cadejo (charaootel) is a supernatural shaggy 

dog that comes out at night to frighten; it has hooves and a chain. 

Ghosts are not infrequently seen or heard. Obsidian flakes ara thunder- 

stones, formed in the sky during atom. Eolipses are times of danger for 

pregnant women; if they go out, they will abort, or the ohild will be born 

a monster. 

stories; games; music. The prevailing formalized traditional tales told 

for amusement, characteristically at wakes, but also at other occasional 

gatherings (whloh may include both sexes) are fairy stories of the Grimm 

and Arabian Nights sort, and animal stories, many of which are the well- 

known Rabbit stories, and a cycle of picaresque tales. More oasually, and 
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with no pretense at deliberate entertainment by one assuming the role of 

story-teller, are exciting and unoanny episodes; these last are told as 

true} the former not* Pious people, especially older people will tell 

moral stories, regarded as true, to support a traditional attitude or action. 

At wakes it is usual to play games, especially partner-seeking, forfeit-pay- 

ing games such as are played with us at children's parties (Plaza; Compadres); 

competitive games of chance are also sometimes then played (ohonetei rarely, 

dice), Cera, a competitive and gambling game played with wax disks, is 

played exclusively just before and during Holy Week, Then also other similar 

games are played (but these may also be played at other times)t knucklebones, 

chonete (toss of four marked hemi-spheree, twenty-five grain counters moved, 

similar to backgammon), dioe. Cards are known, but not played. Secular songs 

for entertainment are sentimental, sometimes narrative; some are old; some 

very reoent. These are sung chiefly by young men, but some girls and women 

know them. Alabados, some taken from printed books, others written down and 

committed to memory, are used in novenas, at Christmas, funerals, etc. Riddles 

are not infrequently asked. Proverbs and string figures appear to be unknown, 

but it is likely that a more thorough investigation would discover both. 



TÁy. /£ •at. 

Ifttffislon of labor between the   sexes»    A.E.'s general rules are•   • 

typical'of ladinos here, (-unless I use the terra Chancles,  ladino     s    > 
• ••       '• '' '     :•'•*•' 

and Obrero are  synonymous)•   '-Ladino raen here  are not known; ever 
••'*&;•, '•"'• ...::^'       •',•'•. 

to make a tortilla, however, and this is probably because it 

is never really necessary, for tqrtillas can always be bought 

through regular channels. Furthermore, there is rio,q\¿estion of 

a man's carrying water here, since water is so easily available 

it presents no problaa. 

., A more general .rule, for Indians at least, is that if the 
work is physically very strenuous, or if it involves going 
a long distance, men alone do it; if it is kitchen-work, 
or weaving, women alone do it. But there is a,lot of work' 
th&tí-men and women both do. Thus all work in tablones 
(vegetable-growing) except the hardest (such as making the 
tablones) is done by'^either women or men; light harvesting 
in tihe^milpa is often'done lay women.• ' yísüsaa. Women here used to 
cut^'all the firewood (using,the machete or even the axe) 
arid now men are collecting perhaps a quarter of it; but note 

• S. Pedro, where firewocid !.i'b out- of town,- and only men get , 
;,'• it>-.,. In xkKBK these towns: women only get. water (which, is 
close) but in many places in the cantones: of Chichicastenango 
men or women go to get it, the latter with small jugs, the 
latter with very large ones which they carry on their backs. 
I might add" that Indian women here don't object even to using 
hoeá, although they usually choose one of their husbandás 
smaller ones. 

Obrero boys often go around selling their mothers' baked goods 
. ^xaOTaafes^andxteaiixiiaax . 
or sweets, and then "they carry them in baskets on their heads; 

men would never carry'that way, however.     ''•;..; 

Your rule holds for-Indians too, pretty well; but in fiestas 
the mayordomos often have to carry huge baskets full of, food, 
and they put 1?hem on their heads; they are not ashamed because 

.everybody understands, it is part of their, servicio.  The rule 
about women does not, of course, hold for babies; and it is a 

•f-tóct Also that women here may and do carry other things on their > 
•backs, but only in perrajes.  Indian women elsewhere (Totonicapan; 
arid the aldea Fftanatic here; ¿nd many towns around Quezaltenango) 

/; actually use mecapales. :(re the fiesta carrying in baskets, I 
'might note that in S, Pedro the men employes, during fiestas, 
carry water from the lake.themselves, otherwise strictly women's 

. work.) . ' •• ,'•"" .... 

You,;refer to singing; you might note that here all ladinos, male 
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and female  alike whistle. 

..  Indian women  sing, at their work In the house;   they never ., 
• yftiistle  and would" be criticised if they did,   . They not on^Ly •:. .„•• 

dp not play musical   instruments, but -¿here  is . a belief that .• 
if a woman beats  a tambor her tortillas-and tamales will 
never cook. . 

Property;   inheritance.; ..labor.     As far  as  I know the^e is no 

such thing  anywhere  as communal land for ladinos.     Arid the  geti* 

,eral ladino practice,  here  as  in.A.E.,   is¿ to make written wills 

if there   is   anything to leave. 

'Indians   only very rarely make written wills;   in a few cases 
here his property is divided be.fore a man dies.     This,   Rosales 
says,   is  the  general practice in S.  Pedro,   and it  is not un- 

•',"•  common in Chichlcá ate nango.     In Panajachel,  however,   it is      ; 
much more usual  to make  a verbal will before one's family on 
one's deathbed. "•','«  w 

Among Chancles here  and in Solóla,   sons  are left more  land, 

widow  and  daughters moré money,   etc.     Among Obreros  the   same ,    *• 

holds,  but  there  isn't  so much choice.     The  idea is to give 

equal value  to all the  children  (and a bit more  to the widow        : v 

than tp  any one  child)  but  the   distribution is practical.     In, 

any case  if there  is no will the  law takes  its course,   and as 

I understand it.the   law here provides half to widow,  half to 

children. 

Among Indians the women are left the lands closer-in, the 
<•/ men those farther. av/ay>- The v/ido-v gets the house (and land)-'' ;• 
,.; in. which the family is living, and when she dies the younger """•::• 

children who aren't ready to,make their Own homes stay there.- ; 
All of the children, good or bad, usually get something. Th0.se 
who are staying at home, or near by, at the time of death get 
the better breaks -in distribution. - 

What you say about individual economic enterprise.; in the family 

holds for Indians and ladinos here too.  If anything I should 

.judge that the ladinos here are freer,than those of A.E., but 

I don't know an awful lot"about it. • - ; 

•'About Indians here: they start when children to swap things 
and to do a little-trading, ,As they grow older, they continue, 
for higher stake's; then,- since the father would have to pay 
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the losses, the young people usually consult him beforehand, • 
Profits are individual, however, but a good son is expected 
to givo half to his parents.  The notion here is that parents 
can never expect children,to pay board, even if they are 
earning; but they do expect them to buy their, own/.clothes. 

As for paying wages within the family, the distinction must 
be made that within the household money is-rarely exchanged, 
but when brothers or father and son are living apart they ' 
might almost be non-relatives.  In the latter cases money  , 
is always offered, but sometimes it is not accepted (although 
the relative-mozo is always given his food anyway); a son 
especially should never accept cash from his father.  Among 
women, too (such as sisters) "the problem arises, since women 
have their own plots of land which they cultivate and In which 
they sometimes reouire help.  The solution is about .the same-. 

Among relatives and close friends, only when jobs have to 
be done in a hurry and there is no cash available, arrangements 
may be made to exchange labor.  Otherwise everything is done 
on a money basis. 

A lot of communal work is don© in .fanajachel, of course, and 

theoretically all poople, Indians and ladinos, should centribute. 

Actually, ladinos almost all get out of it, and although the 

Indians realize an injustice is being done, they would rather 

go ahead and do the work than fight about it. TTntil fairly 

recently the Indian alcalde or the principales, took charge of. 

communal work; now the Intendente is the only person who has the 

right to direct such enterprises. He should make the ladinos 

work or contribute mozos from other places; but, like the Indians, 

he follows the course of least resistance. 

The Family. Among chancles, bachelor men are criticized, but 

old maids are looked up to for their chastity (even if joked. 

about). There are probably less atypical households among obreros 

here than there are in A.E.; but at the same time I feel sure 

there is a lot more sexual looseness. I wouldn't be at all 

surprised if there were many more half-siblings here than full 

siblings. Among Indians things are more normal.  Leadership in 

the simple family among obreros and Indians both here is pretty 
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much like that in A.E. The extended family here aübra is 

pretty bilateral among ladinos, relatively patrilócal among 

Indians.  But I think it is much less "tight" here among the 

obreros and even looser among Indians--30 much so that when 

brothers separate the families ties are almost forgotten, 

and in another generation are forgotten.  I have already 

mentioned to you that the suffixes "noy" and "noya" as used 

in grandparent terms in A.Ev are unknown here, but they are 

Indian words. 

As I understand it, Guatemalan law forbids the marriage even 

of second cousins; a case of a local ladino pair of first cousins 

(married in another town) is on record.  As for less formal 

marriages, there are worse cases; one famous case of incest 

of father-daughter occurred a few years ago in Solóla. S'ororate- 

Levirate practices are frowned upon by ladinos and Indians alike, 

but there art cases; one Indian is called a "pig" because he 

has had, in turn, three sisters. 

As I wrote you, there is a similarity in what you report for 

relationship-behavior (respect for elders, parents, etc.) to 

what is taught in school here as moral; the general setup that 

you describe holds for obreros here too.  Chancles are notoriously 

ignorant (as the others say) of such niceties. 

Among Indians, of course, the behavior patterns in the family 
are somewhat different; just as the kinship terminology drops 
off with first cousins (and incest regulations as well), so 
the behavior-pattern don't extend very far. But from grandparents 
to grandchildren, and collaterally to uncles and aunts, the 
patterns are definite, and somewhat patrilineal and dependent 
on actual and relative age. 

Among ladinos the compadre relationship is symetrical, but the 

baptism brings the families much closer together; the relationship 

between god-child and godfather is pretty much like that of chlld- 

and father.  As in A.E., evangelios and rmarriage-padrinos don't 
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mean very much'. '      "';.;..,-.. 

Among Indians the compadre relationship ia more important .. 
than among Indians, and it is'strictly asymetrícal^.^he madrina and 
padrino being formally respected by the child Vs.parents. At 
the same time las one would :'expect) the ahijado .^eepeota" 
his padrino more than he does his own father, though in u,..:. 
different way. Perhaps 50$ of Indian children" who .live 
long enough are Evangelized, and the relations of the com- ' 
padres, etc. is acbout the same as for baptism. . Marrj^á¿.é 
padrinos properly accompany only church marriages,".which are 
almost non-existent now. The custom is sometimes'taken over 
for civil marriages, which are also vary rare.  Two sets of 
such padrinos are not unknown, one set for the bay and one 
for the girl;'in such case's each has 2 padrinos and 2 madrinas; 

• such padrinos have about the same, behavior-patterns toward 
their ahijados as do baptism-padrinos.  (Thore are very few 
cases by which, to judge, however). 

The town. The few Chancle families associate with each other 

pretty much exclusively, and their connection with their kind 

in other towns and in the Capital is fairly close.  The Obreros 

may be arbitrarily xscixBLfcfc separated into  six "neighborhoods" 

on the basis  of physical boundaries;   although there  are usually 

at least  a pair of related fa¡mií£ies  in^each neighborhood,   one 

cannot say .thay they constitute . the' core  of that neighborhood; 

actually,   intra-neighborhood connections are fragile,   and the 
• -  . ' '• • '<'£ ... 

r>eo^le move around so freely that..,-there is nothing j^eriaanent 

about the neighborhoods ©xo6pfc their physical aspect.s. 

The Indians aro more like A.10. in this respect.  Especially 
on our side pf  the river the^re are traditional family neigh- 
borhoods universally referred to by the narre of ,ths dominant 
families ("Donde los Caries",""Donde los Sálpores", etc^). 
And such geographic-familial divisions go back to the beginning 

• of known history.  (The Canes don't all know of or recognize 
.•'.relationship; neither do the Salpores or the bichos, «etc.)-. 

The Indians, of' course, have cofradías, of a non-voluntary:1 

type; the ladinos here do not at all.  Some of them have santos 

in':their.houses', and at least one has a fiesta for his santo.;once:r 

a year and the ,.2,adino-publlc :attends.  There aré no voluntary' •'••.• '• 

or other, organizations among'ladinos except perhaps the recent  j. 

Church-rebuilding, committee. ' jüan'*ays that in Solóla: there; are ' 
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•three . ladino, cofradías, ...and although the cofrades are theoretically 

elected by the obreros (but they may choose chancles) they are 

in every sense voluntary.  There are other societies in Solóla, ": 

such as athletic clubs, a political reform society with national; 

interests, and a cultural society interested in the .theater,   4 

social parties, etc. 

Here in Panajachel the ladinos probably go to the juzgado with 

disputes less than do the Indians.  Whether a person takes a 

quarrel to the authorities or,,not depends upon whether, he is 

more angry or more ashamied. The ladinos have more inhibitions» 

Birth; baptism; ohildoare. .  That lime juice induces sterility , 

in women is known to'ladinos here, and some use. it; it is not 

part of Indian practice, but some Indian servants in ladino 

:homes use it. As in A.E., the ladinos here know that both men 

-and,women may be sterile; Indians don't think of such, things 

and blame it all onto God.  The ladinos in A.E. are' more Indian 

in respect to the ,use of. tljrértemascal in childbirth than are 

the local or Solóla ladinos; even with an Indian midwife the . 

local ladinos rarely use the temascal for this purpose (although 
other 

the do occasionally for maxa medicinal purposes—never for simple 

cleanliness).  The Indian position in .Childbirth is standing. 

with the legs spread, supported by husband or a hanging rope; 

I don't know the local ladino position.  The Indians bury the: 

placenta, or occasionally burn iff ladinos ditto.  In larger 

cities ladinos (as well as Indians) burn it (probably because 

there is no convenient hurial place).  Indians place the umbilical 

cord of a female child in the thatch of the house, where it 

eventually sort of disappears;'ladinos here do this with the 

cords of children of either sex.  Indians take the ombligos of 
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male children to crosses in the monte.  Indians amd.:most ladinos 

give the breast to crying'.babies; Indians keen their babies 

nursing until a few months of the birth of thü, next child 

(and'longer; I lenow of a five-year-old who still occasionally 

nurses). Ladinas fe(el that when pregnant their .milk is no longer 

"good, and they wean their babies then.  (As a rule they-begin to 

wean with atol and milk at from 6  to 8 months; Indians wean 

with bread after 6 months),  Indians and ladinos alike are like 

.A.E. in bladder;and bowel control. 

The notion that a ladino may or should discipline his ahijado 

is strictly 1adinp;here; among Indians the head of the house 

(often the grandfatte r) whips the child, or scolds .him/ makes,  •: 

him fast or do some disagreeable chore. Such punishments are 

also practiced by Obreros.  Indians have'been learning compet- .,,;, 

itive games in school; their own games are chiefly play-acting 

of activities of adult life. There.are the. same Holy Week   ^ ' 

gambling games among Indians as among ladinos; lazy ladinos 

also know poker.and other card games. Indians don't know your 

backgammon game, and as a matter of fact I've never seen or 

heard of any parlor games like that. 

Naming is about like that in A.E., more Sr  less after the saint 

of the day or the day after or after a relative,  (How about 

surnames in A.E.? Amon£ IniLiaiui the mothers name is often given 

if tiw» parents aren'-j; married; and sometimes if a child is named 

after somebody, he fiet9 the surname as well.) Only ladinos have 

&*+*** £OM>  iiorseSj and the. üi^c nJ4Ub<i £«¿? ciafc|fe9&«r¿»*ia*/ as are 

dogs,..who may also be called something like Lux, Ótelo, Neron, 

etc., but never a Christian name. Ladinos always give cats 

Christian names, but never one of which there is a person in the 
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family.  Indians name them &s  they do dogs, or give them 

Christian names. 

What you say about baptism holds pretty well here too; among' 

local ladinos, however, successive children very often have 

different padrinos; evangelios are done less by ladinos than 

by Indians. 

As I wrote above, I think ladino sexual morality is consider- 

ably lower than that in A.E.  Among Indians virginity is not 

valued extremely: some men prefer virgins, who are thought of 

as necessarily very young, while others prefer .girls who are 

older and therefore necessarily not virgins.  There are a few 

notoriously "bad" Indian girls, and they are not approved (by 

definition); an illigitimate.child is not blamed, but the mother 

is.  Among Obrero ladinos morality appears so broken down that 

(paradoxically) there are no illegitimate children, or else half 

of them are illegitimate..'. 

"Modesty", etc., seems about the same here as in A.E. except 

that a woman's breasts, at least in nursing--and most alv/ays 

are nursing—don't count.  Children, ladino and Indian, run 

around "with just shirfes, often in the streets. 

Marriage.  Ladino weddings are pretty much as you describe 

except for the sitial.  Juan has witnessed dozens of ladino 

weddings here and in Solóla and has never seen such a thing or 

heard the word. Here and in Solóla a boy would be very ashamed 

to have his father-in-law pay for the wedding; that happens 

almost only in shot-gun-weddings.  Ladinos are practically never 

matrllocal; about hav^the obreros are patrilocal, the other • 

haVb- independent. Chancles are almost alv/ays established in- 

dependently.  (Indians are often matrilocal, more often patri- 

local, most often after a period at least independent). 
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Death and Burial.  Most of what you report for A,E.. checks 

with that for ladinos here.  Here both Indians and ladinos 

use the phrase "washing the body" but few actually do it. 

Ladinos lay the body on a table or on a bed pushed to the 
(Indians always on a mat on the floor), 

center of the room,/ The wake is nevr 24 hours because the 

law says burial must be within 24 hours.  In the procession to 

the cemetary, among ladinos only- men go; the women stay home. 

(Indian women follow their dead).  No chanting of prayers 

here, by Indians or ladinos.  (Your people are better catholics), 

Indians always dig-ladino graves; if the family is rich, they 

hire mozos; otherwise the Indian mayordomos-of-cofradias have 

that Job.  Indians, but very rarely ladinos, kiss the earth 

that they toss into the grave.  Indians, as I think I told you, 

stay in the grave to pack down the earth; don't your ladinos? 

The belief around here is- that the soul stays near where he 

died (rather than .near the body) after death.  The nine days 

is all right with ladinos, but Indians' ghosts give up after 

three days. Ladinos here adorn the grave during the morning, 

not the night, of the ninth day.  The mourning period for 

ladinos here is technically two years, not well observed.  Ind~ 

ians don't mourn formally.  Nobody mourns a padrino. 

Religion; saints; saint's days; cofradías.  Religious knowledge 

and beliefs are about, the same here, but among Indians vaguer* 

on the one hand and with a lot extra on the other.  In your 

pribciple saint's days you left out S. Francisco,  The main ones 

here are New Year's, Thursday and Good Friday, Ascensión, S. 

Francisco (patron), Conception, Christmas day, All Saints, and 

Santa Cruz.  Corpus is pretty important too. 
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The most important saints recognized here are Señor de Esquipulas, 

Niño Dios,, S. Felipe de Antigua, and the generalised Virgin'de  . 

Concepción. Check: 'Incense for things catholic (saints, etc.)1 

and pom for things pagan, thus OCndian. Pilgrimages"are" rare 

among ladinos here (they aren't a3 religious as yours, don't 

often make vows and probably don't always keep them if they do) 

but Indians make them, mos„tly to neighboring towns'. ' 

Rogation by Indians, not ladinos here.  Cofradías Indian only 

here (but contrast Solóla) and probably much more set and form- 

alized (and of course compulsory and tied up with Principales 

arid the political organization) than in A.E. 

'  A oonbite is held hero(bv loónos) Concepción rather than' 

''.'.'.Christmas (same in Chichicastejiango); on Christmas, here and in 

Solóla1, posadas. There are'few crosses in homes here, so the 

day of the cross doesn't mean much; nor are tamales eaten then. 
•'•'/  ,'••, .,.;;,[   Souls < 

• Qti.Ali;• Sisixkx.  day the Indians here celebrate much as do the . - 

. A.El. Ladinos; the local ladinos do practically nothing about it. 

People go individually to the cemetary, and not at night; neither 

is your tecomate-skull passed around. At night the people go 

around scaring others in Halloween fashion (but on the night of 

...Nov., 1st). Your agricultural rites are like those of Indians 

héíe; (except that here atol is not put in the troje); ladinos 

¿do nothing of all this. 

Sickness and its treatment.  Goiter around here is not connected 

with'anonas; Indians believe-it caused by drinking out of a pot 

or carrying too great a load; ladinos don't believe these ex- 

planations, but have none better. A knee-swelling is caused 

' toy "teasing dogs with food., Aire here ¡Isn't the same fching as, , ' 

• in Á.E'.  Exposure to cold air. when hot-makes the, .muscles sore, 
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and they are cured by massage or temascal treatment. At the 

same timé face-twisting comes:from speaking ill of the wind.'' ' ' ,, 

: Men,,' women, B3S±1AXSOL  dogs can; give evil eye to children and ' 

(in slightly different way) to young doga and other animal a..y 

Some obreros put a red cord around animals' néckj Iridian chil- " 

dren wear red cords around wrlstsjo'r. ankles, and some-'adults' 

wear-white ones.  Indians' also uae 'the,-• t/in%/>ij.  (a bundle) 

which they buy in the market.  The Indian cure is much like 

that reported for A.E.: he child is wrapped in a perraje, and 

over a palangana of water, rue' and chile-crosses arcs help an . 

®gg to get out the evil.  Also, the causer's underwear (not just ' 

any clothes) can be "used to cure; or if the causer .not -around 

the underwear of any growri person in the family can be-, used. 

The'thr.ee-girl cure is not known aro\ind here (that I know of). 

The fright desease is Well known here among all; Juan has 

beard,-vaguely, about-the Priestly cure, but he doesn't remember';-; 

where.  I never had it volunteered to me.  k'jjTwi' (as it is 

in lengua) is cured with. •&•• purgative and v;ith. half-cooked beans 

mashed and placed on the scfclp.  Tirisia is a special sadness 

induced when the child ia removed from loved ones; if possible 

a reunion is arranged;, if not, your flower-petal cure is used, 

but it doesn't matter on what day. .•>'•'•-• 

Blood-letting (sangrar) is done by. specialists, who are Indians 

(I know of only one here); the young people don't. believe., in it., 

Cupping is not only known.,-but la quite common- arnpng Indiana and ,'í 

ladinos, here, SololA, and (says Juan) every _Qther-place that he 

knows.  All curanderos know how to'-do it. t It is • dottedwith a '••• 

jicara among .Indians or with-a-glass or cup, ainong ladinos; in  v.. 

'a-ny c'ase iotton.is placed In the cup, aguardiente;is sprinkled Í¿i, 
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and set afire; the cup is applied after an incision, to draw 

out the blood,; or«without an incisión to pull up the flesh. 

The word ventosa is used, and Juan thinks, should be recognized 

in A.E. .•*.'. 

Pftiklore.  Except where otherwise specief ied ,below,,'7Qur ,.""     ' 

folklore Is typical.  The watermelon (if' watermelon is sandilla) 

business is unknown here; but.all calabazas, when the fruit is    ''" 

young, cannot be looked at; if one inadvertantly .looks, at thorn, , 

spitting will set aside the bad: results. When chile or pepino 

is flowering it is ruined by passing nearby after eating fiish 

or crabs.  They kill chapulines here by the thousands when they 

shoo them away; the killing may be incidental to.the shooing, 

but it is not thought bad.  In planting iV'.e moon is not taken/ 

into account; a full moon (either waxing or waning)Vis-preferred 

in harvesting.  In plants, animals., and men the. blood is stronger 

when the moon is waning, weak when waxing. SiixiiixBaixJsjsMa Lumber 

for orcones is therefore out when, the moon, is'-waning, for It ,1s 

then stronger.  Children born in a waxing monn will be weak in 

blood for life.  (Ever*: Juan, who claims he doesn't "believe anything., 

.takes all this as. Science, learned by experience; and he says the ' 

Indians know about these things more than dp the ladinos). 

Belief in dreams stronger among Indians than among„ladinos, but 

in general bad dreams (bad' omens) concern snakes, tecolotes, 

lechuzas (are they both, owls, or what?) cats, zopilotes, blood, 

lice, barranco, drowJbihg>. a dead, person, fire,, etc. And almost 

.STire signs of death'or bad sickness are an owl (lechuza) crying, 

eating raw meat, and falling teeth» 

Ladinos and Indians alike/}believe in the f lame-ové*»-money - 

business; the belief is that he Who' sees the flame has. to dig 
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out the money in person or lie will die; anybpdy else ,who tries 

to dig it out will find a orné thing worthless instead.  (Juan - 
'.''•••'••    .'.':i'" 

has áeen such flames, which he1;, attributes to phosphorous, since 

the flame is usually.in the cemetary). :••• 

Pudendas (aunuk) are of the cerro, and molest people^ who are " 

bound on^bad errands (thievery, love-affairs)j they go fast i%nd 

have lantern-like eyes; they twist the manes of the horses they •••- 

ride to use as frenos. One morning a horse of ouis had a   r 

twisted mane, but'-1- still have a few doubts....  The Indians. 
~ they     ''";-••' 

say that sirenas are fc*£* half snake, half woman; ±* live^ ilri 

the rivor rather than in the lake, ;ma.  are rlrji^er'óti.í? to both men 

and women.  There is a name for them in lengua, tpo» People' 

here haven't heard of the chain element irv, charac.dteles; they ', 

suggest that perhaps in A.K;. you see them'at closer-range» t'Bpth 

ladinos here and Indians strongly belief in the danger of the'."••;'••*' 

eclipse to. the borning child.  Juan's wife^ v/hen in Solóla was" 

cured of the evil consequences vt o ;his first-born by a complex , 

ladino medicine administered'by her mother.^ -Jn an eclipse the 

Sun and the moon, ¡are fighting.. .SJiasiflcJÚE 

Ghonete (called maula here) Is played only by Indians, hot 
. '• . <>• 

ladinos.  String-figures are well known', to ladinos here and in 

Soüyjlá; Indians don't knów^ them, and they are probably.»part of 

civilization. 

I-.-S'till don't know much about ladino stories. 
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REPLIES TO QUESTIONS CONTAINED OR JIMPLIED IN IOUR RECENT 
/  MEMORANDUM SUMMARIZING JPANAJAOHEL CÜI/TÜnE.  AND SOMfl^ MORE 

QUESTIONS 
1, The notion that parents never expect children to pay board,   even 

if they are  earning,  but do expect theft to buy their own clothes, 
dolda for ladinos here also* 

2, "I wouldn't be at all surprised if there y¡ere many more 
half-siblings here than full  siblings."' This is certainly not 
the case in A.E. /   )-.\ 

' • %'.••:. 

3, "The extended family here is pretty bilateral among ladinos," 
Here it is certainly patrilineal, because |of the strong teafl. enoy 
for marriage to be patrilooal (not anéame house; but on same or 
adjacent sito). Why  the difference?      ¡       '/j    , 

4, "Among Indians the kinship terminology dropsifp f!f4 with first 
cousins,"  Do you have han^y a summary of /th£|i~* Indian, .kinship 
terminology? i      ^ ¡'| 

5, Dp you suppose the P, ladinos make use of tfee far-reaching and 
consistent kinsoip terminolofy which I repoír|fceíj to  you In my 
previous memo for the A,E, ladinos? i'tL 

6, Brom where dldthe P. ladinos come?  Did the!,/ uSsed to hrve oof radias? 

7, I note offhand the following features in Trtiioci the A,E, ladinos 
are like your Indians, but unliice your ladino»» Reeidenoe relatively 
patrilooal;  persistence of patrilineal greiat :famllier:  and their 
identification with neighborhoods)  cofradías;, U&e of temazoal 
regular for childbirth; _ women follow bod, fj.0 UUeteryj  pilgrimages 
and vóws common}  orosses usual in homes  (?)j;1p>lBbration of 
All  Souls Day;   harvest  and sowing offerings ife&.re domestic altar| 
cure of eiil  eye with rue,   egg andgamentjof^ctfufer» playing of 
ohonete. All this suggests that the A.E. ladUfnos, represent an older, 
more peasantlsh, more CathQlio and pious -oU fluir 4;  in which Indians 

as man and wife, whether married or not, the [father almost 
invariably registers  the birth of the child, '^giving it his surname. 
If the child is born of a woman who was not living with the man 
openly  (  or of a man already married,   or the woman already married,.) 
the father does not register or publicly acknowledge the child, 
and the child bears the mother's surname.    No  d&se is known here of 
a surname given a child as gffittttM baptismal name,' When you say 
"among Indians the mother's name is often given if the ¿üéMJMM 
parents aren't married," $o  you mean such is the case if the 
parents are living together, but not formally married? 

9,  When you say "among obrero ladinos moraL ity appears to broken down 
that  (paradoxically)   there are no illlegitlmate;children,  or else 
half o<ff them aré legitimate" you say something that 1 am sure could 
not be said of A.E,    There are illlegitlmate o aid dren here)   there is 
adultery;  both these are certainly exceptional, 

10, The exception as to  exposure of breasts during nut* sing of a> tr se 
previals not only here, but among our lower yL asses,  and lots of 

other places ¡ 
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11. The absence of the  sitial in P.  is a little surprising, because it wag' 

present   (acoorlng to aye witnessaopoufits)   at every wedding iftUSMgM 
at all reoent among these particular residents, HUM is described 
as a general oustorn,   and is desoribed as used in Teopah also before 
they left. ^ 

12. I have no o ase where the bride's father paid all the wedding expenses; 
bat at a reoent wedding he paid for the party, which* took plaoe at"his- 
house}  the groom paid the juigado fees,   and paid themarimbistas. 

13. I stated the wake situation i oorreotlvt   the body is attended 
during the night following death;  the wake is never longer than and 
usually not   so long as 24 hours. 

14. The attending the funeral procession by women and the ohanting of 
prayers are usualy customs    here  (provided,   of course,  that 
women who know t e p? ayers  are available) 

15. I'm not sure I know waat you mean when you ask about staying in the 
grave to pack do van the  earth.  At the funeral I witnessed here, 
some  (ladinos)   shoveled in the earth;  others hopped in and out, 
paoking it down with hands,   feet  and hoe* 

16. The theoretioal custom here (I'm not sure how olosely observed)  is* 
for the cumpleaños decoration of the grave to take plaoe at the hour 
when  th   death occurred. 

17.    The mourning period here may be technically two yearsj    but people 
are very vague about the idea, let alone the praotloe».    .'••• ^      ¥ 

13. San F anoisoo  saould have been included among important saint's 
days; he is the theoretioal patron of the aldea,  not strongly 
respected, 

19. The notion that Tuesda,   and Friday should be used in flower 'oure 
iMov tirisla (that name is known here too,  but the cause •'•nf'ed not 

"'../'be separation from loved one),  is probably related 'to^t&etfaoit 
•*/•• that Indian diviners perfer to do their tri oks on thefl dayf; 
/       for all aeorectos  (ways of solving problems by set aol» whloh 

operate in ways not thought to be understandable),  stJioh aa this 
cure,  there is probably a disposition to use    these same appropriat 

•/     days. •' ' .   •;•• •< ,^' ,:,.' * 

20. IP kishwi reooghlzedthere by by both Indians and;ladinos? 

21. "You are right:  oubping is known andpr act iced here. The reason why I 
did not get it is[that I  assumed it was used In Connection With 
blood-letting¿ .as; it almost invariably is ih Ohan JKomé  It turns out 
that  the people here do not associate it with blood-letting at all. 
It is  a cure for that  fona of airé in which! the wind is supposed 
to have gotten ltí(sido one,  andmust be drawn out. The usual 
fcetiao'd here is with a coin and a candle end*- no rum 

22, Yes, vate melon-is  sandiaAThertdelicacy0 of watermelons is widely 
,; appreciated her'é* } 

%$;  Do Indians think    t bad to kill locusts! Do Indians take the moon 
into account in planting?(As óut ladino^ do)    You says  Children 
born i'.n a MBHlaaiM waxing moon will be -weak; Here 
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it is just the reverse.  Sioknes waxes with a waxing raoon{ it Is bettr 
to plant and to be born when the moon Is on the upgrade, so to speak 
Are you sure your report represents the prevailing view, among 
ladinos,  or Indians? 

24*  "Leohuza"  is used for one of the two common owls here» It is the 
general Spnaish word for owl. Tecolote i? Nahua,  of course* 

25é WMMMMfflWMMIM What you say about duendes  and sirena—. does that 
apply to Indians or ladinos? I guess the former,  and suppose the 
Indians have modified some European notions. 

26.  Will go after proverbs. 
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8.  It is  still true that we have  see» no open quarreling.  But thea^e;, afr-é ^M 

more old disgustos  and llos tnan wo first realized,,;: there "gr'é ' A 

as many old-standing situations of bad feeling,   residues of, old '     \ -v 

disputes;   inter-yfamily dislikes,  as one would expert tot fiM*1 In: -   Jfl 
H any small  seitlement.  Nevertheless,   the,,   still  seem rnpfre„ amiable' to ^ S 

me tnan most people 1 have be^n'witn. " • .'    M 
v     m 

* :v  1 
9-1.5. This  still looks  to me like a "shallow,   stable,   cult' re-civillzation'k   jfl 

IB.  The Inalans have  contributed more to  the ladino  culture than I      -       '      „•« 

firct   supposed.  The list  of traits  I  sent  you should be compared with        t 9 

the Indlar   culture of lanajachel--  to  suggest points of* diffusion, J )\ 
i ,» ?    ' '.'   *J 

and   taan the waole  natter really studied In a  single community. ""'"^I 

What   now seems  to ra° wortu studying is MUM   (1)  the precise ,»'| 

frontier between Indian ano. ladino  culture,   i.e.,   just  "¿hat  ideas  are .',,'1 

3hared,   w^ici are not;   (2>   ta°  situations  in wnic.i an ¿dea'of one group     '   J 

is accepted by tue other,   or,   in a situation in vhicT. it might-.Jbe I 

accepted,   it  is not  accepted.  How did it happen that the A.E.   ladinos A 

have worked besid^ the Srn Antoneros  for so many  years without    « 

learning why the Indians brought  their hoes to the  eating'place? 

When Magdaleno Alvarez laughew  at a ceremony of the Indians  i" whic,h        •        I 

the forest-god was  th'mle d  for a deer killed,  ho^ was it  tnat 

^nevertheless  certain evidence presented to   uim by the Indians 

, persuaded him that  snch a  spiritual  oeing  existed? 

19.-21.  On th° Indan-ladino  relations  I have  sent   special  notes. 

On tliis  subject I  have many more facts   than I had when ;I  set down the 

earlier speculations.   £ut  the  siuaticm is  still   evasive,   equivocal. ,1     '     "; 

think it will  always  remain  so.  That the  Indians  are generally 
j, * 

depreciated by the ladinos  Í3  certain.  That in theory the üadinos 

think it "best for  each people tó po its ovn waj,  MM until the Indian 

l        viches  to become like t\ ladino,   is alm'ost  sure.   BuV tlie .©jségjptipns 

[        cause litU a of no   /ifUp t    <* diPtrerfs \     /***£\   '  * "V 2¿ 
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CHAPTER  I.  THE ETHNIC  FRONTIER IN  GUATEMALA.  The historioal and  soolal 

background against whioh must be set the looal  study of the Agua 

Esoondida region. 

Guatemala a bl-ethnlo community: consisting of Indians and ladinos» 

Formal recognition of the two othnio groups:   ethnic composition 

of the^ population according to the oensus  of 1941.   (Formal 

recognition In other official reoords and documents?)  Interpre- 

tation of these formal data: how "ladino"  and "Indian" are 

to be understood. Informal reo ignition of the two groups: meetings 

of the tvras  "Indian" and "ladino" to mtral and urban individuals 

representing both ethnio groups. 

The history 6f ethnio oontaat MMm«l«MMliMfim«^^ 

The relative proportion of Indian and Spanish blood In the 

early population of Guatemala. The polioy  and praotioe wfth 

regard to racial intermixture in Colonial and republican times. 

Evidence  (such as it is)  for the trends of intermixture and rela- 

tive UMMMBQipi growth of the two groups:   early o ens uses and estimates 

of population classified ethnioallyj  reoent censuses. 

The histify of ethnio categories In Guatemala. The meaning of the 

term "^adlno" to the early sixteenth oentury Sp. niard. App> aranoe 

of the term in early doouments:  its reference to Spanish-leaking 

Indians. Early recognition of ethnio oastas, taking aoount of 
A 

tri-raoial intermixture. Use of "Indian" to denote also deolassed 

Spaniards and mixed-bloods. Shange in the meaning of"ladino" to 

inolude mixed-bloods, and ultimately all persons of Spanish 

.  language and oulture. 

The spatial distribution throughout the republfln flf Indians and,, 
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ladinos. A map showing the relativo number of ladinos and 

• aooording to the oensus of 1941* 
Indians by municipios for the republio. Another map showing 

the trends in relative proportion of Indians and ladinos, 

sin e 1893, by munioiplos. The areas of Indian oanoentration: 

the western highlands;  the eastern highlands* The oorrespondenoe 

of Indian population with latitude. The MUMSMM highlands: 

Indian country intao whioh the ladino is an invader. The low- 

lands:  country of plai&tion ooafanae by white people,  in whioh 

the Indian is an imported laborer.  Intermediate types  of 

communities. 

The }jMMM¥Mffl eoonomlo and soolal roles of the two groups. 

egj^^^ggggirtBgaaaaBáiurtMwwaka^  in the life tff t\\& notion: 

The ladino as a town-dwelling, business-oondftoting literate; 

the Indian as a rural,  agricultural Illiterate* The soolal 
The urban eduoated $211011 Indian:  the rural agrio, ladino* 

and eoonomlo olassea among the ladinos* The margins of oontaot 

he jinljii Uiiri  frontierjfüfs between 

rural agricultural ladingand rural Indian:  on this frontier 

the ethnio groups meet/MUQOflUI as competitors  carrying on the 

same techniques of maintenance;  and the groups that meet here 

have heritages lass dissimilar than is the oase where urban 

ladinos are involved. The history and distribution of the 

rural agreedltural ladino. I.e., the ooourrenoe of this frontier, 

m^ ik' 
virW 

JA^V 1^ io^     ^      ^'^ 

^w*     %^V  <^ j*^' 
^ t^u ti»»0   bA^-i   >*' r^ 
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CHAPTER II.  THE MUNICIPIO OP SAN ANTONIO PALOPO, The loo at ion, 

geographic features,and population of the community which 

is the subject of this study* 

The muniolpio as a natural community. The mnrildpixjuof the 

midwest em highlands ^.-auoovdiug-ko Baa&, as a natural oommunity 

characterized by local Indian culture. The effect of migration 

in modifying the cultural distinctness of the municipios: 

the history and consequences of dispersion of Indian groups 

outside their munioipios;  and"the history and consequences of 

dispersion of ladinos into the highlands* The yBWMMMffM role played 

by plantation development  in the dispersion of Indians;   the role 

played by oommeroe and other eoonomio opprtunities in the dispersion 

of both Indians and ladinos. 

The geography of the municipio of San Antonio Palopo.    The 

general oharaoter of the munioipios around the lakes  a lake-side 

Indian village as nucleus, with an ethnically more heterogeneous 

hinterland* San Antonio oonforms to the type. This muniolpio Hi 

oonlsts of a north-south hilly ridge, MKK and the two longitudinal 

margins of this ridge:  the escarpments of the lake,  and the girges 
rapidly 

whioh drop WIMBiy down to the Rio de los Molinos* Hence the 

predominant north-south axis of the municipio:  ommunioation 

southward to the coast and northward to the towns and oities of the 

highlands;  the small part flayed by transverse  (east-west) 

communication and transpáfcation.  ELfferenoes of altitude within the 

municipio, and corresponding differences of land-use» The degree 
this 

to whioh mm» muniolpio corresponds with a natural oommunity: 

dependence on communities outside of the muniolpio, 

and history 
The forms, of settlement within the muniolpio.   (l) The pueblo 

of San Antonio:  an anoient settlement of aborigines,  fixiiinm iiiiiin^""^! 

of ladinos in the pueblo: the roles of ilqu6r, labor and government 



In the lntroducfc ion of Andinos to the pueblo* Substantial 59 

depopulation of the Tí 11age during the period of foroed labor on 

plantations;  re-population.  Inspersión of pueblo Indians in rural 

areas* The few oases of s ettlament of San Antonio Indians in other 

villages of the lake* andthe few oases of settlement of foreign 

Indians in the village of San Ahtft&io*     (2)  Ladino Settlements:     ia) 

the "buslness-oorner"  of Godinez,  a stopping-point on a trade route; 

tin (b) the rural agricultural settlement of Agua Esoondida; SUHtXg 

a farming oommunity founded by purchase of rural ladino immigrants 
from 
HI Indian owners.   (5) Pino as, in every oaselladino-owned:  the 

warm-oountry small finoas of ooffee and sugar, HMH El Paraíso. 

El Rosarlo, San Petey; the oool oountry small finoa of "Bi Lucha* 

The relatively small role of the finoa in this munioipio* The 

um ertain borderline between the small farmer and the f inquero* 

(4) miOQI Small rural settlements: their distribution, dependence on 

water and good land;  influenoe of kinship in forming these 

KM olusters;  influenoe of large land-holding, through employment of 

resident laborera, ' íXN \ 

ethnio 
The Mom composition of the population of the munioipio.'and 

its spatial distribution. The population may be treated under 

three heads:  San Antojeros, foreign Indians and ladinos* The 

oensus figures and their interpretation*    A revised estimate as 

to the MfcMMM numbers of eaoh MBlMMiroM ethnio group present in the 

munioipio* The San Antoner»s:  oora entra ted in the pueblo, with 

a moderate dispersion into ladino settlements and into small 

Independentvrural settlements. The ladinos: BHMM|Wtt1Qj rural 

dwellers and farmers living in their own settlements;  a few 

depending on business in Godlnez;  a few small finqueros and 

Irá ependent proprietors living outside of settlements. The foreign 

índians:  in small numbers present in every type of settlement: 

the dependence of the foreign Indians on ladino or San Anton*» r^ 



social organization (the Totonioapeno cofradía a small exception). 

The oontaot MS had by residents of the municipio thorugh travel 

and oommeroe with representatives of other communities. "O 

CHAPTER III.«08E RELATIONS  OP INDIANS 9* LADINOS IN WORK AND TRAD3.  Showing 

how traditional  differences in the division of labor are with no 

great difficulty overborne by the effects of eoonomio competition* 
A 

The Indian is by tradition a farmer and travelling merchant, but 

ladinos  aafcyr into» both these atrtBB—Laa»    The techniques of 

farming are shared by both groups*   although there may be a ten- 

dency for ladinos to grow proportionately more wheat than do 

Indians. The reoent rapid introduction of "ladino" crops  (anise, 

oertain vegetables and fruits)  among Indians. The simultaneous and 

competitive carrying on of agriculture by Indians and ladinos. 

The doubtful question as to whether differences in tradition 

affeot the fact that animal husbandry is more ^extensively 

carried on by ladinos than by Indians   (with exception of 

turkey-raising)   . 

The rola of Indian and ladino in trade and markets. The Indian 

carries agricultural produoe and artioles of handlofsát in a 

carrying-frame; while the ladino oarries factory-made goods 

with the use of KMM a paok-animalJ  exceptions)  use of the 

oarrylng-frame by an occasional ladino. lartioipation in the 

same markets and in do or-to-do or trade. AJfttltude of the ladino 

toward the Indian's ability to bear loads«MIMMMMW1IM something 

distinguishing the Indian;  the difference likewise reoognized by 

the Indian. Honey and bargaining:  It Is doubtful if there are 

significant differences in this regard between the two groups. 
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The ladino la by tradition a storekeeper. MMM and store-keeping 

remains largely In the hands of the ladinos.  Stores opened in 

the muniolpio have all been owned and operated by ladinos, 

with small exoeption. The ladino pattern of the oMMMMttmnflfll 

tiny store on the highway.  Is the sooial opportunity of 

store-keeping more oonsistent with ladino tral ltion than with 

Indian tradition? Oooasional tiny stores ops rated by Indians. 

The roadside stand. Eggs and fowl:  pin-money for both Indian 

and ladina women. 

The strongly prevalent form of employer-employee relationship 

in whifat the Indian is the employee, has not  infrequent  exoeptlomnsl 

The general  expeotanoy that  Indian works for ladino,  and not 
or 

the other way. The resident mozo MMHMoaretaker is almost 

invariably an Indian:   "the mozo of Don ^axn  Implies an Indian, 

Yet there are many oases in whioh ladinos MUX work for hire 

for Indian employers:  this pattern is oooasional, and not 
as the reoiprooal arrangement 

thought of as a stable arrangement for ladinos, sx ¿fo is for 
A 

Indians.   Ebmestio servants:  oommon in ladino households of even 

small means,   and these servants may be Indians or ladinos. Rare 

oases of Indian employers of ladina house-servants.  Side-by-sld§ 

manual labor in whioh Indians and ladinos participate:  on 

publio  and private construction. Absenoe of any taboo against 

suoh sharing of manual toil. Application of the vagranoy laws 
to 

and of road-tax laws am both Indians and ladinos. 

Speltallzed arts and professions represent <USHMtoB<a0WDMlMMllfiM 

ftWH^ÉfeHH In varying d egree differences in ethnlo heritage; 

none,  or almost noneMM¥MlflflfM|pfl<MMMMffl^ of these ethnlo 

specialties ahowa Assistance,  imposed by mere tradltionP  to 

invasion by the other group.    The highly literate professions, 

suoh as the law, medeolne and teaohing, are An exoeptional 
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Instanoes oarried on by Indians: the Indian sohool direotor 

at San Luoas; his subordinate is a ladino. Sp oialties MflTOh 

of European origin whioh are in a large minority of instanoes 

also praotioed by Indians: MMMBfllHW masons, Carpenters, but da e» 

The use of Indian artisans by ladinos* Specialties whioh 

are lfflMfflin«ffiMMMM by ancient tradition (though not neoessarily 

of pre-ColuH>ian origin)  oonneoted with both Indian and 

ladino oultures and whioh are carried on almost equally by 

representatives of both groups: midwifery,  fireworks-making, 

marimba-playing. The apparently Indian traditional speciality 

of the ohirimitero: use of Indian ohirlmiteros by both groups: 
are 

MMM there bg ladino chirimitaros?    The folk healer and 

soroerer:  a speolal oase of double tradition; «nployment of 

Indian dealers  and soroerers by ladinos. 

CHOTER IV.>Sa6i PUBLIC AND GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS OP  INDIAN*AND LADINO5 

fflmffl/IMMMin^ The all-Indian villages  developed a politioo-religió» 

organization whioh eapNasutd government,  organized worship and age-grading 

in a single body of institutions;  the entrance of ladinos,   and the 

pressure of national government to extend its control, brought about 
to take aooount of the ladinos, 

modifications of these traditional institutions. *M»¥¥M Although 
and * 

the ladinos were invaders/ advantaged eoon/omio competitors, MMH the 

adjustment has been made in this mun&oipio with almost no conflict. 

The BMMMMM form of MMMBMnM organization whioh prevailed 

among the Indians before the coming of the ladinos applied 

qqqally to all. Every Indian,  a resident in the pueblo, passed 

through a series of alternating oivil and religious posts. 

Outside government was represented by the priest and the 

MMMH seoretaryJh For Indian residents Of the pueblo this 

system still largely functions,  except that ooscerted Profotestant 

Indians do not partlolpate in the religious posts of the s eries 
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and so fall more than half out of the system,  and MMMMyttM 

WftCMWMMMWflflí that the Intendente,  appointed for a single 

year and not  elected by the Indians theaelves, has muoh 

less oonneotion with the religious aspeots of the dual 

sys t em «ipxfflj^JimHaiftaiiiBSinSi^iCSffliSí S&WBSQS^S'&SSiySúñSfífíOüX than 
had his eleoted predecessor the alcalde. 

The ladinos,  on entering the ocmmunity. have on the one 

hand sought to WMWMMMBM govern their own settlements 

indftpdenttent of oontrol by Indina,  and on the other hand 

have sought to avoid the burdens of unpaid servioe In 

publlo office. The early period of settlement of Agua 

Esoondida, when the auxiliarla posts were oo<n pied by 

ladinos. Attempts by the ladinos to seoure |>olltioal inde- 

pendence for the aldea:  opposition by Indians of the 

pueblo. Adoption of the practice of appointing Indians 

to the auxiliarla,   i.e.,  rural,  non-puebloMg-dwelling 

Indians   (including foreign Indians).  In the pueblo, the 

secretary has always been a ladino: praotioal necessity for 

this. The short period during which the VI intendente was 

a paid ladino: unpopularity of this with the India nsj 

present praotioe of using an unpaid ^dian. Recent adoption 

of the praotioe of appointing two ladino regidores. 

The general result: both Indians and ladinos find office- 

holding an expensive and irksome duty whioh they try to 

avoid: thft motive to avoid the task is now more powerful 

than any desire on the part of ladinos to have adninstra- 

tive oontrol of their ocmmunity. 
i 

The sveral historic oooasions in this oanmur»ity whan 

Indians have been in conflict with ladinos  eaourred without 

violence and, faye left? llfrUe heritage of 111-will  fllrftoted 

along ethnic lines.   The early  (1880?)  resentment of 
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San Antonio Indians at enoroachro nt of ladinos along their 

northern bouxlary at Godilz MMUMMWfMM is now a mere le$ ndary 

remnant* The oonfliot between Anton ero s and ladinos at 

Agua Escondida over lndeepedent  water-rights and over 

political oontrol is remembered by the older men,   some of 

whom speak in general bad terms of the pueblo Indians, but 

reveals no traoe in present  conduct . The pending dispute, 

of many years standing, between the pueblo and a ladino 

large landholder at El Roaarlo,  is merely and her Jarndyoe 

vs Jarndyoe, without results for ethnio dislike» 

The administration of the law by Indian intendente with the 

MMlffliMlflfMMM        assistanoe of ladino seo retar y.   and with Indian pollo e 

offloors,  apparently operates with as muoh justice on the 

one ethnio group as on the other.    The general readiness 

of both Indian and ladino to bring complaints to the 

local oourt is apparently unaffected by the faot that 

the petty oases will be deoided by MMMMMM an Indian 

judicial offioer.    BMHOTllflfliM Disputes that reach this 

oourt are commonly between two Indians or between two 

ladinos;  exceptions appearoto be no more and no less common 

than would be expected from consideration of the situations 
a 

in whloh representatives of each group might oome into 

c onf 1 io t •    Tjje^jBjjhe-olir'lM»^ 

ofi!l^*i!z333d^'^ 

MWMiannilMlimiHMnnnnii whereby the highest post Is 

occupied by an Indian while ladinos function as 

intermediaries between the local organization and the 

national structure, la presentm thgsghoai boardt 



the chief officer of the board is an Indian;  there is a ladino       6*3 

secretary* The school teacher is a ladino  (but,  ae in San Lucas, 

may as «ell be an educated Indian). In the MMMimiflf Godinez and Agua 

•escondida schools ladino children and Indian children are 

IWniMIMlllllliniM^ taught together without discrimination 

and play together, as personal inclination suggests. In the 

"an Antonio sohool,  the two(?) ladino children attend the otherwise 

all-Indian school. 

V. PERSONAL RELATIONS 07 INDIANS AND LADINOS 

In this municipio,  Indian and ladino share the land as opportun- 

ity and interest suggest, MOPaM without customary or legal 

restraint upon either group as suohi  the reuslting olese physical 

proximity results in relations of personal intimacy, or does not 

so result! the generally accepted pattern of acceptance of 

Impersonal contacts, and the differences in education and culture 

between Indian and l*dino?°K§tillfm^&$T<?^fy¿ti&%r 

inter-ethnic personal relations; yet such relations do develop, 
apparently 

and are unaffected by IIMIMMWWllflipWbiMMMM raoial prejudioe. 

•   I   i   I  «   F  i   I   I'll   '  I  I 

Physical propinquity or IHQOnOQflQDJ arrangements of 

convenience or utility between Indian and ladino are frequest 

and varied; they seem lOmOBIIIlMWnOBnnr neither to lead,  characteris- 

tically, to good or bad feelings between Indian and ladino* the 

point may bei ill8utrated from 11001 situation of commercial 

relations,  from adjacent residence in the same settlement;  from 

sharing the same burying ground, from the custom of leaving 

goods depositado   (of which IftfBllTflf storing grain in another 

man's yard is an example),  from the custom of podada 



HC This íB  a snail community with a high degree of 

specialisation of labor nc in proportion to the simplicity of 

the teohnology and the lack of industrialization and IV relative 

HI non-nee of literacy* Individúale,   Indians and ladinos,  are in 

frequent praetioal association with one another* It does not 

appear that personal friendships and personal llMW>nnnf dislikes 

develop HQIK more or less  frequently between Indian and ladino 

than would he supposed,  taking into account only the 

differences in interest .UK education and general culture between 

the two groups* 
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5-'..-..   6^ 
Pabilo labort   the equivalence of publie sMaal labor and 
military service»   Joint obligation to labor la anerseneles. 

Special eaaea of Inter-ethnle dlTiaiott of labors 
Advent!tioust    Indian sldwlvea 
Traditional, or aaooeiated with culture dlffftreneeat 

Indian chirimltcroa, weavers, eoreerera. 
The special unaaUon of tho role of Indiana (especially 
distant Indian») aa black ttwgloinn». 

ly*   gttlitioml and pabilo relation» 

Government la not an expreesion of group, eeatistents, but a ay»» 
tan of ragolatlono end obllgatione tepoaed from the outsldo 
to which,it la understood both Indlaasand ladinos aust conform. 
The municipal government (lntandanota) haa both Indian and 
ladino personnel»   The eartanalon of ladino personnel into the 
gcvernaveat la not welcomed by the ladlaea, nor la the fact that 
th# oyjliorla (** branch, of the •anlelpal government) include» 

' Indian*, recanted. only Indians, 
prerogative» 

Government off loo la a task* ant a 

Tha aahooli   Indian participation no fax an Indiana art inclined. 

T*   Aaaoci.aflpne. 

The cult of tna taint» la italntalned cbiofly Vy twocofradía». 
componed nonaally antlraly of indino*.   On one oeeeeion an 
«nbitlouo Indian applied for tha headship of the organlaatloa and 
Haa given tha poat aa a matter of aourae»   ladino and Indian only 
raraly worship aa individual» before tao patron stint*   Xn tha pao» 
lio festivals, ladino» taha the load and Indiana occupy aaoondary 
poaltlona»   Aa In othar situations, participation by Indiana 
waits only on thair «ill and ability» 

TI.   Marriage. 

Tho ladino la apt to reply to direct question that intermarriage 
dooa not taka placa» 
Caaos of intermarriages» 

BSuoatod Indians with ladinoa 
Ladinoiaod Indiana with di «advantaged ladinoa. 
Ladinos with "da trlbalizad" Indian women: loan soolally 

recognised unions* Denial of kinehlp too»* to such 
partner» by the nan* a kin» (bat granted to infernal 
ladino partner»)» 

Tho vary exceptional oaae of Pancho Miranda i a ladino tending 
to identify himself with his Indian partner's people. 

Thoae intermarried houeabolds have marginal poaltlona In the 
munity. It Is unlikely that any such partnership weald aisnwa 
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a leading position. Oa the other hand the partner» are judged 
Individually and the intermarriage is not a eerloua disad- 
vantage, i.e., the people «ho make these unions would not be 
leaden» any way, or, if leaders, are not di«advantaged by the 
union* 

VII. Oodparcntal relations» 

Ladinoe aet ae godparents for Indians, hut not the •rayara*.   The 
genuineness of the obligation assumed* Use of compadre teros. 

VIII» Stiquette and forms of address. 

four forms of address in Spanish; two in Cakehlquel. In spook- 
ing Spanish, the most respectful form is used by ladinos to certain 
educated Indians (men — no corresponding Indian women are present)» 
but a somewhat greater reason for the appropriateness of a re» 
speet term Is required in the ease of an Indian than in that of 
a ladino» e»g*, a somewhat older, but not old, ladino is addressed 
by the term of second-degree of reap eat, but an Indian of the 
saja» relative age position is addressed by the third term* 

The use of "my son" for Indiana of equal of even greater age by 
older ladinos. 

The renoval of the hat: an Indian respect gesture, net necessarily 
an admission of inferior station. 

Afcsense of commensal or other taboos* 

Expression of general attitude by ladinos toward Indiana* 
Depreciation as ignorant, or uncouth or unclean 
Welcoming disposition of Indian to be like ladino. 
One standard of excellence applied by the ladino to 
both ladino and Indian* 

IX. What Is an Indian? The problem of "passing" 

The categoric difference represented by costume and language. 
Exceptions (in one direction only)t ladinoized Indians. 
The Indian may become a part of an all-ladino sub-society; 
"detrlbalised" Indian house servants and household members. 
Yet the ladinolsed Indian is still an Indians educated Indiana; 
Indians adopted in infancy, "Mistakes" by ladinos aa to whether 
certain individuals are Indiana, 
Doubtful eases: marginal individuals 
Completely "passed" Indians} Indian surnames come to be 
garded as Spanish. 
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Don Lupario Miranda April 13 

71 
HISTORY 

The first to come to Agua Escondida were three families:   those of 

Felipe Juarez,  of the brother of this man,   and of Jose Miranda, 

father of Don Lupario. Don Lupario says that when he came he was 

married,   and was "almost thirty years old*" As he was born in 

1866  (by the baptismal certificate he   showed me),  the settlement 

must have occurred in about 1895* The Miranda family left Teopan after 

some diffiolty about the title of their land there,  in the course of 

whib. they lost it,  or part of it. When they came to Agua Escondida,   it 

already ©ad this name among ladinos,  but to the Indians was known as 

Ohuiniraache. There was nothing there but a stopping place MMM (a itaúÉr 

shelter by the roadside)  for travllers. The road was for animals and 

foot travellers only. The Mirandas built their house on the high ground 

where Lupario still lives.    All  the land about was owned by BMMMMMMM 

San Antonio Indians;   from them the, settlers bought land.  For about 

the first ten years the settlers buried their dead in the San Antonio 

cemetery,  but then Lupario and some others got permission from the 

jefatura to make their own cemetery,  which they did on the hill that 

now divides the settlement in half 
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The village.  Ties "between kin (married brothers; parents-children) 

<L within the region of easy walking distance are stronger than between 

fellow-villagers -who are unrelated; the sense of village solidarity is 

g weak.  The two cofridias constitute the only intra-village organizations, 

3  and the only voluntary organizations; these function only at the times 

of the two corresponding fiestas, and have no segmental consequence. 

Public order and -public works are regulated and achieved through the 

formal governmental organization^, which is largely imposed from 

without.  Service as intendente or regidor in the. municipal government      • 

of the pueblo by L«uinos of the aldea is recent (before that only 

Indians of the pueblo took part -- except for the secretary, sent in 

from the outside); such service is an annoying task imposed by outside author- 

ity, and carried on because inescaoable.  Until about ten years ago the 

auxiliar of the aldea was a ladino; now he is always an Indian. 

7 Gossip and quarreling are moderate; 

8 people carry only the most serious disputes to the government tribunals. 

9 Natural barriers divide the village into three or four vague neighborhoods; 

as the residence is chiefly patrilocal, extended families tend to con- 

stitute the cores of these neighborhoods. 

4-8 see notes on "government"and on "gossip, quarrels and social control". 
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD ?4 

1*4^ *^ I "Ties between kin (marriedbrothers;   parents-children)  within the 

region of easy walking distance are stronger than betweeh fellow-villagers 

who are unrelated Natural barriers divide the village into 

three or four vague neighborhoods;   as the residence is  chiefly 

pat rilo cal,   extended families tend to constitute the cores of these 

neighborhoods»" 

This first sentence might be revised.  In some oases   (e.g., 

Alvarez kin at Panibaj)  the kin-ties are stronger than neigborhood 

ties.  But not in every case»    MttMMMMMIlM The south end of the village 

is also  a little neighborhood,   including Carmen Tui, Mariano's family, 

and the Alvarezes, The second  sentence seems valid.   Early settlers 

occupied natural regions:  the south end of town (Alvarez),  the 

north slope of the cene tery-hill   (Mirandas);the plain north of that 

(Santisos);   the height north of the ooss-roads  (Juarez).  Eaoh of these 

natural regions thus ha/4 also some unity in kinship. Later comers,   even 

though related,   have had to scatter more in settling  (The Morales live 

in separate parts of the periphery)  The north end of town has only 

contiguity to hold it together,  not kinship:   the Vaker,  Luis Perez who 

does not get on with the baker;  Lucia and her two Morales sons;  tkeee 

Indian families. HM There are no definite names for these neighborhoods, 

but people will say "up with the Juarezes", and they distinguish 

arriba from¿ abaj/fo—-' the    division being the cemetery hill. But there 

are no occasions,   fiestas or otherwise,   in which any of these 

neighborhoods  self-oonscioualy functions as a unit. HI Furthermore, 

disgustos are not unoommon within neighborhoods  (Jesus Salgado does 

not speak with the Alvarez although li\L ng near by;   Pan oho Miranda 

beat up his neighbor Enrique beoause Enriwue slept with Jesus;  Luis 

Perez is disliked by his nextdoor neighbor, the fiina Antonia). The 

neighborhood is a loose,   uncertain unit, like the others   . 



Commun ty Relations. 

April  28        y&r-% 
Rom el i a 

V/hen we  say  "we"   it means  all the people down below the 

bluff  .(Answer to direct question.) Dona Cresencia too.     Down ihere 
o ft en 

the^  are all good    but up there they treat us badly.  The.    are dirty  in 

their houses too.       I have never been in the kitchen to  help make tamales 

for tne Noche suena. My papa doesn't  let me. Well,   they dont invite us. 

It is the people of arrilara who run the cofradía.   (Remella included her 

aunt Monica,   Don Felipe Juarez,   and Don Gorgonio's household as people 

who were all  right arriba.   ) 

The only one who is not   nice down here is  that Jesus   (Jesus 

Salgado.   )   V/hen I was going by  with you  in the car  she made remarks  abou 

how I would never have had a chance to  ride in a car except for you.  She 

spits  at us.       She is  an a ladina but an Indita who  took the name of her 

patron and dressed herself like a ladina,   t t   she is  very  close to my 

tia política  ,  Margarita (Miranda). Margarita does not  speak  to us 

either,  but my uncle does. 

Salome 

There a e many here *ho do not speak to us, like that Jesus. 

....Perhaps the gente de arriba use the bruja ria of the Indians. 

There is none of it among us. 
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VILLAGE SOLIDARITY 

The weakness of village solidarity Is exhibited In: (1) the 

76 

failure to observe the festival of the patron as the paramount festival 
maintain the cofradía of the patron 

and to iptMMJrtMMÉlMl^ ,   as Is done In many 

communitiesj   (2)  the almost complete absence of competitive institutions 
the relatively mild 

and ofA comment about the aldea in comparison with others;   the fact 

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMIUI that there are no stories about the miraoulousness of 

the patron--—  "foreign"  santos are much more preferred as objeots of 

vows and candles;   the absence pf any ynwywM permanent village organizations 

Still,     the patron is worshipped;  people do butn candles there 

(on the week-day appropriate chiefly);   the festival of the patron íB 

celebrated by a novena in the church . 
r Coreotions:  There are not now,   at least,   two cofradías: 

MM S'Si Francisco is honored with a novena held In the church;   the image 

is not passedaround. 

The oo^fradia of the Nino has recently come to have some 

segmental   slgnifl. canoe in that the SantAsos have become excluded from it 

and set  up a rival festival at Christmas. 
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1937: 

All land, except the cemetery, is owned individually.  It Í3 

usual for a man »ith considerable property, even if he is 

illiterate, to make a will. Usually land, cattle and money are 

left to children, including daughters, and the widow in 

equal shares. 

1. still appeals t^ h« true 
2. see case of Lupario Moranda 
3. see case of Lupario Moranda; from this it appears that distribution 

may be uneven. 



April 15 -Don Magdaleno 

79 
LAND--INHERITANCE 

Don Magdaleno has seven or eighttracts of land. This includes 

some mountain land   (with trees for lena:  he says he and Gorgonio Urrea 

are the only ones who own timber land). Most of these tracts he in- 

herited from his   father,  but one or two he has bought himself. KMMMMIMI 

Practically all the changes in land ownership are £*om ladinos tip\-Q^ 

indios.        $AV    ">V> *   V^*^••* ,   V*   V^'A ^   ,$A¿\xm    ***» 

He plants about  thirty cords of maize a year;   this i8 

sufficient for domestic needs, and  if the harvest is good,   there is 

some left over to sell. He plants a few cords of anise,  and a few of 

beans;   these are money crops. 

He says his father left a will,   indicating which parcel of his 

land should go to which child. Apparently all pieces of land are 

indidually owned;   I have yet to find a piece as to which joint owner- 

ship is asserted.    Don. M.   saysJie is going to make his MMM own will, 

and that he will divide his land  equally among his children; his 

daughters will have equal shares,   even, if they have married and moved 

away--  rttheir husbands can .work it  fo r them,  or they can sell it." 

Some men just point out which pieces they want to go  to whom. If no 

will is made,   then "one has to go  to a lawyer.f He is und ear about 

the law as to inheritance by intestacy;   apparently he does not know 

its substance. 

He MtiMM deolares that every landower works his own land,  or 

hires somebody to do;  that there is no  exchange oflabor,  or joint KMMM- 

labor parties,   either among ladinos or Indians.  If a man does not work 

his land,  he may give someone  else the right to do so,   exacting, 

usually,  work on an equivalent amount of land,   i.e.,  t> r every cord 

of land "rented,"  one cord of other land of the ren/iter/ must 

be 1 eared,  planted and cultivated* 

BHWMI acto Armas is working as mozo on ladino land. HA gets 12 
of fifteen cents for each cord he hoesj he hoes one two cords a day. 



Don Tomas ' 
Don Magdaleno 
May fifth 

80 

LAND— PROPERTY-INHERTTABCE-CUSTODY OP CHILDREN 

One should make a will leaving one's property to just 

the people one wants.    Don Magdaleno's father,  when he was  sick and 

going to die, made his will.  S. representative of the lnt endenté came to his 

house and wrote it down there for him.  Or one may go  to the intendencia 

and do it.  One copy is kept by the family andone by the lit endenoia.    Don 

flagdaleno has not yet made his will,  but he is going to. Don Felipe Juarez 

has made his. 

In one dAes without  a will,   then the intendencia makes  the 

widow intestado.  She keeps the property and divides it  equally when the 

children are grown.  If they are already grown than it is divided equally' 

among children and widow,  the widow getting equal  share with each child  • 

Brothers of the deceased get no  share. 

If two people who have been married or litt ng together separate, 

the man keeps whatever he has paid for.  If she brought her metate and 

other kitchen equipment with her,   she may take it with her;   as  she may 

take the  clothes she brought with her,   or  that he bought  for her.  It 

is  expected that the woman will take the small daughters andthe man the 

small  sons,   but there are  exceptions where it is differently arran$ 

or where the one spouse goes off and leaves the other. , 
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WILLS-INHERITANCE 

When Lupario Miranda died he left  a will  in which he gave the    ^   "s^ 

largest   share of hi s land to Adolfo,    'as  the- only one, remaining in 2m 
I 

his  house"   (R).  To Margarita M.  he gave a pieoe,   and another,   larger,"     ,-'   ~J 

to Heroulano,   "because he had so  little",   and nothing to Mariano,   becaúJs-a% 

this  eldest  son had already  received much land from his father.  I have        *3| 

heard no  critisim of this distribution. 

When another son of Lupario,  Arcadio,   died five years ago, 

he died having lived for some time,  unmarried,  with Monica A.  Legally 

she was  entitled  to no  share in hie land,   but  the brothers  and D. 

Lupario let her have  quite a large tract' "because she had comported 

herself well with Arcadio.'1 
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1937: Individual economic enterprise, as by buying and selling, 

is characteristic, even within the small family, and between 

2. members of it; grown children buy and sell oh their own     ,' 

3. account; a man pays for labor furnished by his brother?;a 

4. son may employ his father.  Labor exchange is rare; the only 

instance approaching communal labor reported occurred when 

the chapel was ^uilt; and then the labor was strictly not 

communal; but voluntary by individuals. 'Collective enterprise 

(as work on the cemetery, or driving away locusts ) is brought 

about by orders, issued to individuals, und§r threat of fine, 

\jy the Intendencia. . 

5. 

' -»*l 

•"'.'«I 

1 

1. In 1937 Salvistro hired his- father to hr>lp him i>uild his house..- 
It is usual to ask how much you o-ve for almost any service rendered 
or article loaned. Yet Tomas has lived for years on land of his: 
sister, Monica, without payings .rent.» "" '•'.?•   "' 
Adolofó M. pays his maternal aunt for making his tortillas and 
washing his clothes,' -   .:.;"'''  '• 

4. At fiestas much labor is pooled,, in building enramada, fetching 
putting up decorations (manO) making festal food(women). Some of 
this is part of the ostensible pledges to the saint, some is 
just neighborly good will, eg. Pancha? Indian, came and 
worked for three days for nothing halpingMagd. with Xmas 
preparations. But there is no collective, unpaid, unforced 
work on public improvements.     ;r — 
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Dionysia regularly sells pan, duloe and bananas , also matches. 

She buys the bread either here fron t e Nina Antonia or in San Lucas but 

prefers San Lucas because they give more ganacia. The bananas she buys in 

San Lucas. 

üoth Dona Isabel and Salome make cigarettes of tobacco they have 

bought. 

Komelia asked for one of our glass jars in which to put the 

carameloax which sue made to sell. They are made of sugar, miel blanco1 

and limon . 

>4U :   £A<\-  c«v ^"- *,\>*   * 
^v^vi  vA^»()»y 
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S&ses of economic Independence in womenj or of working for a living: 

1. Margarita Yoxon is now living with Margarita Miranda, her brother's 
daughter. She helps with the housework and if fed, getting no pay-, 
Adolfo, Margarita Miranda's sister, pays her to make his tortillas. 

' Sometimes Marcelo, MM's husband, gives MY something as recog of her serv'vj 
vices. 

2. M tilde Cabnera, ex-school teacher, stays with Gaoina Alvarez and 
Crecenoia Kangel, no kin, while in AB. She does not pay board 
but does household sewing in exohange. She also takes pay for making 
dresses, and so makes her living. 

3. Catarina Jochóla, Indian daughter of Leandra Johhola, speaking 
Spnaish, has job as house-girl in San Lucas. 

4. Virginia Miranda now living with her "tio", Mariano Miranda, as 
house-servant. MM pays her and furnishes her with clothes. Bhe was 
a c sual child; her mother now lives with another man as his 
wife in Panibayj V. came here with her grandmot aer Margarita Moxon 
who lives with Marcelo A and Margarita Miranda. 

5. Juana Galindo has made her living for years by buying in the 
market and selling locally. Recently she was hired as housekeeper 
for secretary in S Antonl ., - 

o.  Maria Urrea lives by cultivating land given her by her father, 
with mozos 

7. H^r daughter, Albertina Santis o, has recentlyi'.'got av'-joti as a 
cashier ib Chlmaitenango 

8. entura <-¡alavay is paid as a house servant, by D. Gorgonio 

9. Eugenia i.Perez has for many years kept a little illicit s|ore 
and so supports herself, living Rlone with her sMMMMt 

childMMM. ,;, 

10. Nlcha buys and sells; and works for us as laundress. 
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Don Tomas 
April 19 
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DIVISION OF LABOit,   SPECIALIZATION 

Every ab/alebodied man in the aldea works in a milpa  (usually fills 

own)   except Don Gorgonio Urrea andDon Felipe Juarez. These two 

employ mozos,  but do not work the» elves. Don ffelipe used to. 

So  far as Tomas knows,  Don Gorgonio never has. 

Don Tomas is a sort of    rough carpenter,   self-taught. There is no 

other in the aldea. There is no mason,  no ironworker,  no 

professional  bareber  (some men have scissors and clippers  and out their 

friends'   hair on request). 

There are two midwives,   achirlmitetero,   three or four women serve 

as rezadoras. 

There  is one butcher;  other men butcher hogs  occasionally and 

sell the meat. There is one baker,  with license to  sell,  and who does; 

two or three other people have ovens.   (Sn some cases these are   small,   j^^ju 

solely fr doaastic use,   as the oven of Jose Inez Alvarez--    out of town). 

1938 
j{   These are  exceptions madepossible by unusual  resources.   There are 

other  exceptions  from other causes,   Basilio  Santiso,   nor any of his 

four  sons,   make milpa,   though they and their   families  are almost 

without  clothing.  B.  has   sold or lost  through mortage almost all 

his land;   the little piece he has left he rents on crop-shares  to 

Indians.  Thpse men do not work because lazy or because  they 

prefer trading and scheming. 

Juan Santiso has  a license  and 
Enrique de Leon?1tS J now selh legally.   Several 

(*    i,   v«yUv people have  stores,   or buy  in 
benjamin7 Íc<»        \ *""      N\.\ ^ 

ttle  town market  and sel1  locally. 
\ v<    \J* (see spparate   sheet) 

Luis   ferez''     1 c v 
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Food. 

Dona Salome 
May y 4 

9Á.f.  R 
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Pistones--slightlyythicker tortillas used to take out to* the milpa. 
Dona Salome was making them for Sylvestre. 

Pulique -- Carne de coche, epazote, ajo, pimienta, tomate, chile. Acaole 
is added to give a red color-. Masa is added for thickening. "" 
Dona Salome was cooking this. 

Enamarillo— either gallina or carne de chohe cooked with canela,pimiento 
jyy<^tomatet cebolla , clavog . Thickened with flour or franc as , 

Ma, put carrots or pot toes jn top. 

L3-3P ?t cocked with saffron, garlic, tomato, pepper. Ma,\ add fideos 
revueltos. 

Jocotenango -- carne de coche , culantro, francés tostado, pimiento chepa, 

Conserva de garbanzos-- for la Semana Santa.  Cook garbanzos with leohla 
de ceniza . Wash in pila ( for it takes much water ) to get 
off cascaras. Cook again to get rfcd of agí, a de ceniza . 
Add brown sugar and cinnamon. 

Garbanzos are also eaten cooked in caldo. 

Estofado -- for the Noche buena. Cut up a whole goet and put in a large 
epastle with plenty of manteca. Add pimiento, clavo, canela . 
tomate, cebolla, ajo. Por the cofradia sometimes two goat¿, 
and a pig are killed. 

á 
Seasonings,  lomillo (thyme) use., wit. chicken 

Cilantro (coriander ) witn caldo. 

Epazote  (cnenc^odium ) wit/, beans. 

¡Pimiento de castillo 

Pimiento de chepa -- larger than ordinary pepper. 

Saffron, not used with chicken but often WJ th tamal_es_.j30.n. 
carne de co'che. 

Atoles — 
Atole de elote 
atole sencilla 
Atol© ^e ceniza --the corn is cookedwit^. ashes instead of wi'h 

lime. Used for. festal occasions, offering on Día de los 
Santos als( 

©r sowing       ftnd harvest offering. 
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Jooom --     pollito,   tomate,   chile frerde,     mnnteca 

90 
, masa, pimiento . 

Frijol-- frijol blanco, negro, colorado, y frijol de milpa. 
Small legume called lantejas ,not real lentil eaten. 

Vegetables. 
Guisquil plain or rolled in beaten egg andfried. 

Potatoes, green beans, c rrots, cabbage, onions, tomatoes and 
chile, colin abo, beets.» aguacate. 

Tomatoes served raw cut up wnt- onion 

CBííHSCISB, bledos, qullete are greens wh..'ch are eaten 
Mushrooms-- several varieties found in woods. i-longos de San Juan much 

liked. 
Watercress  is known and eaten. 

Milk is liked but is scarce and expensive. Dona Sebastiana buys it now and 
then for the children, s .e says. 

Gornstarch is liked, particularly for the sick. 

Totopostle— a thick tortillas which is toasted well in trie oven. 
    This ifi usually ground up into a powder and then it 

is called birin  .The powder is stirred int.. coffee. 
s   '"^T+ho men when the go to the coast. 

'^.1 lnggwKR mB°ntecamin is given, because it sp >ils in the 
hot weather on the coast. Large round tamales, shaped like 
a loaf of bread are also given travelers. These they slic 
and warm. 
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Donx Tomas 
Dona Isabel 

Turkeys may be eaten at an;,, time, when toe;, are full, grown. "Just 

aá tomorrow is  a day of fiesta( Assumption Day ) we might eat one if 

we had one that is. read,. . i^.t the\ are still small, "flilaey are popular in 

tamales for the Noche Buena, and also at the ninth night of the novena 

for el Señor de Esquipulas, on January 15th. 



Salome 
May 9 92 

Pood 

Gallina relleno .   Pork is put with the chicken, which is taken off 

tae bones and finel\ out. Potatoes, carrots, green beans   and 

if they can be obtained, olives  , and "those raisins which come 

in boxes  "  are put in a pan and fried --then added to the meat 

which is seasoned with wine ( also if it conb e obtained ), sugar, 

cinnamon, pepper, and clove. This is usually made in a less 

complicated way but this is the full recipe. Turkey-may be cooked 

in the S'Xitie way. 

Gallina may be roasted in an oven or Fteemed. 

Chiles rellenos  -- Chiles, the large ones are stuffed with .fried 

verduras andpotek 

Chile pepper may be soakedto make it less picante.   Do- this befor 

adding it to eggs. 

Chile uac -- is a large chile which is less picante. Tae red chile u ó 

is very good for tamales. It is used with the miltomate for tamales 

don carne ooch . 

Plain atole is often used at midday. It is not served in the morning. 

The tendrils and young leaves of the guiquil are eaten, dipped in egg 

and fried. 
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Wild Plants Euten. 

Verdolaga—(purslanfce)  used fried 

Bifedo—(wild amaranta ?). 

Flor de isote-- a flover resembling tae flower of the ¿-uoca. These 

are rolled in egg, made into tortitas ,   and fried. 

Juou^ulo 

Coquitos -- a small nodule on tue root of a grass like plant 

Lechuda --not tae extranjera  lettuce but one whio grows wild#, has 
egPlnQS   Probably dandelion. 
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TREES AND PLANTS 

The best brees for oroones are guaohipilin, taray, taoisoo, oak, 

sarro and madre de cacao. Oak, madre de cacao and guaohipilin do 

not rot in the ground; tacisco rots a little, Madre de caoao , 

giavipilin and ohioaroo are good for axe handles. The best firewood 

is encino, but lso one may use guacipilin, taray, tacisco, madron, 
¿wigs 

sarro, madre de cacao, pine, kaxkix, barretto, HWMMMM of guaohipilin, 

boiled, make an infusion good for horses when they have tabardillo. 

The same infusion, with bitter coffee, ia remedy for snakebite. 

You take a glass every four or five hows; te inflammation goes 

down. Tary leaves make an infusion taken internally for 

inflammation of the stomach.  Pine is good for beams and boards. 

HMMMlMMu Gedar is used for boards, furniture, coffins, It is 

rare here now. The bark makes an infusion MMffl with, which one baches 

swellings, Gipres is used for ciffins, Isote is good only for walls. 

pito is firewood, if dry. The MJáMlíMM bark is used in infusion for 

swellings, Mesoal bark is used for typing straw on a roof, also 

para masas de carretas. Capulin bark may also be used for cy^ng. 

Chooom has no use. Bretonica leaves make an infusion, used as a 

poultice for swellings, Also internally for cough Arfcichokk makes 

a remedy good for the kidneys, also for malaria-- the le vaes, 

cooked, are eaten before meals. Pericón, boiled leaves, is taken 

for stomach ache. Manzanilla is a remedy for fever, Itamoreal is 

a wild plabt, for strong fevers, such as smallpox and m asles-- 

with marley . Rue is used againt evil eye-- it is the only 

plant that is a secreto. Mint is mixed with hog's bloof for 

sausages; infusion is a vermifuge. Palo jiote: bark infusion G6r 

fevers. Madre de maiz is eaten, when maize is scaroe. 
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Bnoino is the best wood for firewood. It is not good for J""M«"ttf 

houseposts and it is no good for making santos. The best woods for 

houseposts and tool-handles are guaohipilin. taray and roble . 

Guaohipilin is the best of all* For making oharooal one uses 

encino or roble. The bark of the encino is used in tanning, and 

ah infusion is put on the jaw to cure toothache. The chioharra 

is also used for handles. The MMjfMMMMM chaporna is not good 

for posts. The mescal is a good tree for use in building. 

( The ts'unux and the wit he never heard of) (Nor did he ever hear 

that girls should not play with aoorn oups. ) 

The oajcte is very poor firewood. The cedar is the one good tree 

for making santos . The bark of the zope is used, soaked in water, 

to remove ticks and lioe from horses. The wood is used as firewood. 

The wood of the sapodilla is used as firewood; it is no good for 

posts. The leaves of the nogal are used in an infusion to reduce 

fevers; this is good in malaria. The wood is no good for house- 

building. The fruit of the Jaboncillo is used for a sort of soap; 

this is muoh done in Fanibaj. Children play withthe little round fruit. 

The bark of the oapulln serves as a kind of roap; the wood may be 

burned, but is no good for building. The pito bark makes an infusion 

that is good for wwellings. The woft wood is used for making masks» 

Diviners among thelndlans use the seeds. (Never h. ard of staff of 

pito as protection against werewolves). IMMM A bath of Jiote  bark is 

very fresco; it reduoes inflammations. There is no oonneotion fetween 

the tree and the disease of the same name. The isote is used chiefly 

as a fence. (Never heard of wrapping tamales in leaves). Sometimes 

one puts an isote leaf on the temple to cure headache. The fiber 

serves to tie up bundles of anis. Of the roots 100001 brushes are made 
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for brushing horses,. The flowers are sometimes boiled and eaten* 

Taoisoo is a good wood for posts and for luidles, sometimes the 

branches with twigs are used as hangers. Amate is Just a fine 
The wood 

shade tree. Ill has no uses. (Never b» ard of reloutanoe to out it 

down; nor of connection with sorcerers)• It is a"very hot tree""— 

it kills other trees planted near it by wrapping its roots around them* 

The milk is a remedy for goiter. On the ooast they use oeiba wood 

to make up the fires in th sugarmills. The hllamo is used for 

firewood. The fruit, chewed, is remedy for wounds* 
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1937: 
"To the general rule that men work in the fields and 

women In- the house (but women not Infrequently help to 
bring in smaller crops), there are occasional exceptions 

1. in the person of a man vho ma'-es tortillas or even washes his 
own clothes, or a woman who plants beans.  These receive 

2. comment but no domdemnation. No case Is reported of a woman 
3. who works with a hoe.  •'"omen carry <»ater jugs and baskets on 

their heads; -..an carry their burdens on their backs (with or without 
the mecapal). No exceptions have been noted.  To the rule that 

4. women, girls and boys fetch water, there are not infrequent ex- 
ceptions; ^ut only the -ost economically depressed (and wifeless) 
man will carry '«p^er from the spring on his own back.  Story- 

5. telling, singing and playing all musical instruments are 
activities associated »'ith men; but exceptional women who 
carry on these activities, even in public,.do accur, and such 
proficiency is applauded, not condemned." 

1. o.k. see cases this folder 
2. o.k. 
3. "on their heads" when full,  o.k. 
4. "fetch ,vatar for dome3tic purposes.  The second part of t1 is* 
sentence is wrong.  There are not a few cases of men who carry water 
from the well, in tinajas, for their wives,  ^t is commoner among 
Indians, but Ladinos do also. Marcelo A. still does.  Magdalena 
A. used to, Juan Santtso sometimes does.  "Iiat is fixed is not the 
attitudes toward water-carrying but the technique of it. Men 
always use macapal (unless using a horse). Women put the jar 
on their heads.  To this i have no exception. 
Manuel, Indian h. of Nolberta, regularly carries water from well for 
his wife. 
5. O.K. Dona Matilde'a knowledge of old songs is appreciated.  In 
San Andres th«»e is a female marimba.  (but so far as I can determine, 
these girls do not play for pay at fiestas). 
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When Lupario Miranda was alive, he and his unmarried son 
Adolfo often made tortillas, grinding the corn on a handmill. 

This year Armando Armas, during a period while asperated from 
¡SSL  his wife, made his own tortillas, using a handmill, "and even 
washed his own clothes". R omella was a little sorry for him, that 
was all. 

gtft&mramago 
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Social- Cottr?oU 
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1-2 Gossiping and quarreling are moderate; people carry only the 
most serious disputes to the governmental tribunals. 

1-2 Needs revision,  see new memorandum 



"tH   V>^>V Romelia ifi.í.R. 
Dionysia 
May 17 ^Qg 

People. 

Jes. s   Salgado   is   t   e  one woman who  is  bad  in our   village. 

Her daughter was  working in  San íJ ,CHS     and  she  got   sick  and had a baby. 

Jes. s   said that  ¡Bur brother  Pearo was  the father,   and she  tried to  get 

my father  to make him marry  her.   He wouldn't do  it     and she took it  to 

Sjlalu.    My fa^upr    had to  spend a lot  of mune¿   for a lawyer but  at 

last  it  was   settled  that  ie ;ro  had nothing to  do with it.   The girl  died 

three  years   ago,   and  so did tae bob\•     but Jesus   is   always   saying bad   ' 

tilings  about   us.   She  sa¿s  we SEE  coquetas     rmd like  to put  on powder  and 

paint. i-ind  sne  sa^s  we are ver;   proud now because we  are working for 

you,   and that  ;ou   fixed tne house up  for us     all  for nothing.  Her 

daughter Laur.'.  is  one of the  same sort.   She doesn't want     to let us  get 

water when  s. e  is   at  tne  pila. 

Saalome 
Ma    13th 

Arodddla de -i^eon' s   bister went  to  wjrk  in  Sar.  Lucas   and  she 

got   sick  and  had  a  bsby  without   any husband.--^he  bab,   died  and she  is   still 

verj   sick.   Santos  Calavay  and that  Totonicjajaena   (  midwife   )   took care  of 

her     and njw they  are  trying  to  get   o  midwife  from  San Lucas   to  give 

rier   some  ot .«r  remedio.   She  is   staying  3 n Godinez. 
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Family Relations. 

Marcelo Alvarez went to the Fair in Gmatem ala'City, taking 
his daughter Angela, who is about six years old and leaving ,his wife 

behind. He left her because they la d quarrelled. She thought Angela had 

spilled coffee inthe house ( but she hadn't ) and struck her . On this,/ 

account the father got angry , 

Martina's affair . "How could she m et the young man. Figúrese. . 

At night 1 was doing some off icios in the kitchen and she went out* 

saying she was going to my tia's Sebastiana ." When it became clear that 

something was wrong, M. would not admit what it was , " she told lies, 
*. •••     ''•••• ' '  • • '• 

she  said it w-^s  a detención  .    My father took her to Tecpan. He  spent 

m\ich money on doctors for her. My father was made poor through her  .   " 

When the    found out .what the trouble was, "le pegaban mucho.  They told, 

her  she must not have anything ;to do with that boy.   I. wanted to marry 

her    b^t my  father does not like him. He do iff-'hot work, much,  only at t mes 

and-M.  is hot  strong enough to t?ike care of a house.   " 

Enrique DeL.  has been sleeping with his neighbor Jesus Salgada. 

His' wife Chabela is  verj  angrj   with him about it  and Jesus'   husband came 

.home and caught them once and beat up Enrique.   "Whsen things like this   ./*.-. 

happen'people cannot do  anything.  They jüst talk.   " 

R.  and. A.     "1 am afraid to go  alone on the  street because people talk,  '"•• 

, They say  you are, going to .meet a man.       People in this town have    a very 

bad tongue. <t '••• 

;/     "  When amah has  a child like that   (casually  )    he does not do 

anything: for it usually.  The child usually calls  someone else father.   V 

-j¿. fvr^v c*st- c*v^-vjC 
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NO HAbLA 

Several yeara go Marciano, small son of Vicenta Morales and 

Emilo JSstacuy, was playing with Everilde, small son of Alejandro 

Morales and Sara Juarez, Marciano pushed EveriM e down so he fell 

and hurt Himself. Then Lucia Ardilla, mother of Vicenta and 

Alejandro, spanked .«iarciano for what he had done. Vicenta grew 

very angry and a fan ily quarrel resulted. The other brothersof 

VieHmta more or less sided with their mother. No-" Vicenta does 

not speak to her mother, or, if she can help it, to her brothers. 
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GOSSIP»   QUARRELS,   SOCIAL CONTROL 

I do not know just what is defined by "moderate"  in 

connection with quarreling and gossiping, but it seems to me as 

I  read these words that they underestimate the faots.  Begin with 

gossip* When Nioha or Flora or  some other person well known to 

Romelia comesup here,   in the first  few minutes the visitor is apt 

to tell E.  something of a personal nature that has occurred 

in the village:  Arm ndo Armas wife is back;   Efiestlna did not tell 

her husband that a dog took her shoe;   Don Felipe has or has not 

given permission to Genaro Saatiso to hold a daic e in his 

house. My Impression is that people are,   as usually,   intensely 

interested in the private lives of their neighbors and soon rasan 

remove much of the privacy. Furthermore,  people are not slow 

to  suggest that  some one  ese in the community,   especially 

someone not liked,   is doing something wrong. R.  tells us that 

M.H. ^s sleeping with Aroadia.  She tells it as something generally 

known. The extra-marital delinquencies of so many people are 

so  generally known that it appears that these events are hard 

to conceal and are much talked of. Also,  people,   especially 

women,  are afraid that gossip will accuse them of misconduct, 
sexual 

especially misconduct.  "People have mad tongues,"  they say. 

This is  the ohief reason why women hesitate to go unattended 

on unfrequented roads or away from roads* People are careful about 

being seen,  unattended,  with persons of the opposite sex* 

This is true,   especially ifl the case of women,   still more 

especially in the case of   young women,  and in the case of Indians 

more than ladinas*    Mariano has never aocompaniedRomella to 

the village,  or back,   alone,  although   there have been many 

opportunities for it. Mariano,  asked by Romella to give a 
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latter to Andrea to take to San Lucas,  gave it to Dona Caya 

instead,   and told R frankly that he "wasn't going to talk to 

Andrea."  It Is,   says R.,  partly beoause Ramos might not like it 
ohiefly 

and MMMMMfr beoause Andrea is engaged to be married to a 

Totonioapeno. R. herself ,  talking about  this,   says    "peor,si 

MJflt es indita*"    MMMMMM Magdaleno arrnages to have some one 

oome with R* or with Nicha ,  and the young girls who oome to 

the house oome    in pairs or groups,   or with a brother, 

MM It is prudence,  in wishing not to become subject   to 

gossip,  that is Involved, and not shyness. My impression is 

that  the  sexes  are not at all  shy in the presence    of each other* 

R. and Mariano are on the friendliest  and most natural   of 

terms;   Nicha or R. will  talk without evidence of embaa ssment 
other 

with Frano lsco Santiso or MMMMM young caller. My first  Impression 

was that the sexes associated with great freedom*  I now would 

put it:   they assodate with great naturalness and without 

embarassment provided the pJa oe and time of their meeting makes 

them secure from the suspicion of gossip* 

On the other hand, MMMMM the fear of gossip Is not a 

very powerful Instrument of social control* If it were, people 

would be slower about doing the things gossip suspects them of 

doing* There are a good many cases of adultery* But there are 

no MMMMM heavy sanctions to fall upon an ad lterer* I have not 

yet heard of anybody being put in Jail for it. And the diffuse 

social  sanctions are certainly not heavy* The adulterers are 

admitted to people's houses;  they marry,  or stay married, and 

support tne cofradía,  and have fun* They even are forgiven by 

the injured spouse,  although not in all cases*  Gossip is a 

deterrent. But what keeps people from doing what they know they 

shouldn't is what will happen afterwards:  Will  they feel very 



badly themselves? Will they be ostracized? Will the families   Afff 

of the injured people take vengeanoe? Will their own families 

punish them or throw them out? Will the state punish them?  In 

the oase of adultery in AS,  the answer to a 1 these questions is 

No.    The community is interested in MMMM the delicts of 
individual, 

the MHtOUDffOkM» but only interested,  not reap onsible. Nor is 

the individual's family responsible to the degree that it must 

make amends,  or seek revenge,  or do anything else definite 

and vigorous and o nventlonally recognized.  If a man commits a 

delict,   it is his affair,   and that of the person injured,   and 

of the outside, OTMWM formal  authorities—  if the delict is of 
these last 

a sort of which MMMtf take cognizance. 

And thissuggesfe comparison between theft and adultery. 

There is gossip about theft too* R.  tells of people who came and 

dug up our plants. Mariano and Ebaristo suggest the possibility 

that Basilio or his sons have stolen the maize that has recently 

disappeared from certain milpas, beoause the Santlsos have almost 

no oorn themselves;   tltiey  are a bad lot;   and how else do they 

eat?    But there is probably less theft than adultery. You go to 

jail if you steal and are caught.  If you commit adultery,   you 

may get a beating from the woman* s husband;  or,  if the woman 

has no husband, nothing particular may happen.    It is formal 

rather than moral  sanctions which shape the © ir se of conduct. 
A 

Quarrels. One does not here "there was a fight last 

night,"  One hears,   "so and so are not  speaking."  There is little 

violence.  Bavid Miranda, when he foundEnrique lith his wife,   pulled 

him out by the throat and punched him.  But apparently it was 

no very serious beating. One hears of men beating their wives. 

BlittttMMMMfflMMMMMtt* MMMMMMM But relatively MMMMMM11I to softie other 

societies there is less teiú enoy to strike out and more to get 
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offended. Women do not tear eaoh other's hair,  and I have yet to 

see a man with a machete wound caused by another man*  Even the 

quarreling takes plaoe in the house,  not on the street. DIMM 

The people exhbit a MWMMMMMM a placid,  unexoited and amiable 

manner to one another as to outsiders* 

Yet there are more than a few quarrels. Looking over the 

oases,  d see    that for two-thirds of the ladino households 1 

have no knowledge of serious quarrels with other households— 

these people are apparently on speác ing terms with everybody   ( 

(1 except the recent Bernardo  Santiso affair).  If in one-third 

of the households one or more of the p? ind pal people are 

not on speaking terms with at least one person in the village, 

how does  this oompare with what one would find in Glen view or 

Mineville or Preeport? 

The causes of quarrels are-- as probably in mur own 

sooiety--  ohiefly infri/ngements on sex-rights or property-rights. 
are the cases: 

Here tMMMMMMM: because the other woman oommitted adultery 

with her husband  (two cases);  because she thought he did  (one case); 

because she accused  the other's son of having got her with 

ohlld;  because a man took for his own a piece of land claimed 

by another; because pigs got over and ate the other's guisquiles; 

because of trespass by hens;  because MM a man eloped with 

the other's daughter; because a MMMMMMMMUM woman took it on herself 

tp punish her daughter's oMld;MBlfMMMMMlfli because a young man 

got another'8 daughter with child.    Of course the general  state 

of    relations between people is Important:   if peopi* are very 

friendly,   thelH hens of one may dig up the young beans of the 

other and no offense is taken.    But a serious wrong committed- 

like the Bernardo Satiso act-- ruptures  close friendships. 

"People carry only the most serious disputes to  the 
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governmental tribunals." I think this conveys the wrong 

impression. A dispute is serious if the injured person takes 
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offense,   and this he may do  even if the trespass  is  slight 
Tui 

'The ttfc pig ate vegetables of the Taxes;   the latter complained 

to the juzgado;   the Tuis took great offense at this;  now the two 

families do not speak. To  take an offense to the juzgado is to 

show you wish punishment for the man who has injured you,   or 

whojrf you think has injured you:   you are MMMMg vengeful,  and being 

vengeful  is Itself a serious oause for taking offense* The 

juzgado is a weapon in the hands of a man with .MM a grievance; 

if the other man thinks it was not  quite reasonable or fair to 

use the weapon,  then MMM he too has a grievance.   So a matter 

that gets as far as the juzgado is necssarlly a serious matter, 

whatever the original dispute or trespass,  and it  results, 

ordinarily,   in "not  speaking."    Magdaleno threatened to  take 

the stealing of the Nino to the juzgado,  though it was done 

according to custom,  when he suspected the ^antisos of having 

done the deed  • MMMM That was because he was  already at 

serious outs with the Santisos.  Where a Kentucky mountaineer 

would have gone gunning for anybody with the name Santsio, 

^agdaleno would oomplin to the (Indian)  intendente. Magdaiinn took 

the seduction of his daughter to the intendente. 

It seems to me that people go rather readily to the 

juzgado in cases where they know that the juzgado will offer 

a remedy.  And yet the deoision of the tribunal is not  a 

final   settlement;   it is.   as I have said.,  a blow struck by 

an Injured party against his injure/r.  They do not then kiss  and 

make up.   The local  society does not provide any neighborhood or 

family institutions for the composlMing of disputes. You do not 

call  in the clan-members and negotiate for a settlement.  If you 

can't call in the juzagado,  or don't,   theWxiftaWwtttóxta^d^ 
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or even if you or the other fellow has done so,  there is nothing 

muoh to do about it,   exoept get mad.  One might regard "not 

speaking" as itself the characteristic institution whereby 

oonfliots are traditionally handled. There are certain elements 

of convention in it. You continue to say Good £>ay;  you participate 

with the other person in joint activities which oustom or neoessit 

dictates--  if HUM pledged to the cofradía you both take part, 

of as a part of the convite you enter the MM other's house* 

After the anger has  cooled it requires at least the shaking of 

hands to compose the matter, but once the hands have been 

shaken the matter is regarded as at an end. There is,  in other 

words,  a recognized moment when the hatohet is buried.  A 

woman,  thinking she is about to die,  asks the woman who 

committed adultery with her husband to oome to her nedside and 

be forgiven (Sara Juarez). At the funeral of Mariano Miranda's 

father, Magdaleno extended his hand to Mariano and said he wished 

bygones to be bygones.  But if this is to be recognized ibm as 

combining with formal  authority as the institution for fctesx 

dealing with conflict,  it will be noted again that it is 

an institution which involves the indivuduals concerned,  and 

not their great-families,  or the neighborhood,  or the village 

as an organization. 
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111 QUARRELS-   SORCERY 

: The bad feeling between Jesus Salgado and the Alvarez girls 

has last  for many years,   ever  since the original Pedro affair.  During 

all this  time they have not been "speaking."  R.  says also MM that 

Jesus makes,,evil  remarks  about them,   to others,   and in their presence. 

When H put' on siloes  she told her it must have been that she had 

sold her favors to men for the  shoes.  She calls Martina "maneta?)" 

because she does not walk well,   and calls R."galletareta" because she 

is  "dried up."    KMM Although she has not been speaking to the Alvarezes, 

during this  Ghrsitmas  time when the nacimiento was   in the Alvarez house 

A« she several  times sent over her little girl with candles to burn before 

the Nino. MM R thinks  she may be working bad magic.  The candles are 

cebo not beeswax.  Chabela,   Enrique's wife  (who has her own reason to 

hate Jesus)   ¿ells R.   that Jesus burns nine cebo candles before the 

image of  the Senir of Esquipulas that she has in her house.   It is 

Chabela who  suggests  to R and Nicha that Jesus  is doing magic.  R. 

seems very uncertain as to how it is done.  Ch bela says the candles 

are not offered to  the Senor  really,  but  to  some other santo   that 

she has hidden. 

A gew we^ks ago Martina and Jesus had an altercation on the 

path to  the well, Martina accused J.  of crowding her deliberately, 

and said  something.  J.  complained against her before the intendente, 

but the intendente put J..  not M.  in jail for a day. 

J.  has  always  "talked"   with Reina.  So when,   for the fiesta of 

the Senor of -^squipulus,   R butchered ahog,   and sold  the meat. Jesus came 

to the house and bought meet.   Now just yesterday she came to  the 

Alvarez house agd. n,   just for a visit,   and spoke in firnedly fashion to 

Nicha and the others.  N.  did not like it;   she is much exercised,   and 

wrote R a letter ahout it. 
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FAMILY DISPUTES— FORMAL CONTROLS 

Some years ago ker uncle Marcelo went to work in Panibaj» 

He spent muck time with, kis brotker Ricardo and MM Ricardo's 

family, Marcelo's wife, Margarita, noted for ker jealousy, began 

saying around that her husband, Maroelo, was kaving a love affair 

witk Ricardo's daugkter, Eulalia* Tke allegation was of course all 

tke worse beoause tke girl is kis nieces* Wken Ricardo keard of wkat 

Margarita was saying, ke went andcomplianed to the intendente, MM and 

kad Margarita rrested and put in jail for two weeks for slander. Since 

tken Margarita and Rioard no se kablan. 
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It Is usual to leave a oopy of one's will at the intendencia. 

When Dona Gaya found a dead new-born baby in her pig-yard,   she 
called her brother Enriwue who reported the event at once to ,the 
intendencia. 

When Magdaleno  found Isidro in his house to ask  for M8s hand,  after 
fettlng her with child, he  summoned the polJo e from the  lit endencia. 
auxiliarla)   .Ernestina E1 s father also brought charges through 
the intendencia against Silvestre 
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QUARRELS—  THE LAW 11.4 
Recently  (Deo,  40) 

SQffflMMMMiaaiM Margarito Juarez was harve* ing beans  from a field of 

his. His bpy was with him. He had not taken all the beans from the 

field,  but most  of them, when, while he had left  the field for a short 

£lme, Angel Santiso,  on some errand or other, o ame down and tied his 

horse in the field. Fearing that  the horse would eat the beans that 

were left, Margarito,  from a distance,  sent his small son to tell 

Angel to take his horse out  of the field* Angel oursed Margarito to his 

son* Margarito, hearing  the voices,  o ame up,  and began speaking 

with heat to Angel the two men spoke abuses at  eaoh other* Later 

Margarito went to SA and lodged a oomplalnt against Angel* At the trial, 

Angel was fined two quetzals  , Margarito nothing;  it was judged Angel 

was in the wrong in putting his horse in anot he man's  fields where there 

were beans*  It was also found that Angel had not paid for any of his 

tickets; he was given a oertain amount  of time to pay for them. 

Yesterday Franoisoa,  the wife of Andres S^quina, oomplained to the 

auxiiliaria  (and then to the inendenoia).. She said Andres had 

become angry with her because she had dulled a knife; he thrar the 

knife in the yard, whereupon she threw a dish of ohilmole In his 

faoe. She deolared she would not live with him again;  and she went 

to the Alvarez house,  as she has neither father nor mother* At the 

lntendenoia they were each fined a quetzal— she because she 

threw the ohilmole at him.  Cruz thinks that Andres was to blame;  that 

he has often beaten her;  and that  the judgment was not fair* 

£ast sumraer(?)  Romella got into difficultues witfc 40soar 

Tobias* He said slanderous things about her,  or joked eb out her, 

and she heard of it. When she met him in the road they wuarreled 

loudly. At  first Romelia's  father did not want her to make oomplalnt 

against  Osoar, but at last he ggreed,  and she did. Each of them was 



fined a quetzal» Rome la was disgusted. She said she had done nothing  ^-j 5 

to him. For about three months she and Oscar did not speak. They do 

now. 

About a year ago KMMMM Nicolas Xoo told Sifr e± re Miranda's 

wife that he had be n making love to Rom el la. This was untrue. 

aHMinfMMMi^^ The wife came to    Rom&lia 

a nd began to scold her.  Of oou* se Romelia denied the MMM report. 
aarlng that Sliest r*e*w wife had beard it from BNioolas,  Romelia, 

very angry, lodged a oomplalnt    gaintet Nicolas. At  the trial he 

admit.ted that ho had told the story and that it was untrue, but that 

he did it just as a joke, to make Silrestre's wife angry  (she is known 

to be jealflms). He was jailed for a week. For six months he would not 

speak to Romelia, but he does now. 

A few months ago  Ebmnigo Aguilar,  of San Lie as, tfKMM brother    of 

the Roma lia   Aguilar who keeps the s tore, was going down the street 

with a dish containing ooins. He had been colled ing money from some 

Indians who owed him for contributions to a sarabanda. Martin Santiso, 

drunk, bumped into him, MUDO! whether accidentally or on purpose is 

a matter of argument,  and knocked the plate out  of his hand.  Stomingo 

knocked Martin down and kicked him in the faoe with his boot. Martin had 

to have st othes taken In his face. He prompply lodged a oomplalnt, 

ana Martin spent  3**°*'    i# jail. Now Martin's wife and Domingo's sister 

do not  speak, although their houses are near each other. 
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QUARRELS— LAND 

Heroulano Mtanda and Mariano Miranda appeared today in SA 

to meet Francisco Corzo,   a lawyer from Solóla,   and their sister, 

Margarita, with her husband,  Maroelo,  so as to draw up and sign 

a settlement of their long-standing quarrel about land. Most  of 

the day was taken in effecting this,  with muoh ilf -tempered 

discussion in the juzgado,  the lawyer paoifying and persuading the 

parties to a settlement; Mariano was  too drunk to talk intelligibly 

about the matter to me,   although he entered into the argument, 

but HeroulanQs8 story was  as follows: 

When his father Lupario died he left a will,   describing 

the portion of land to go  to  eaoh child. MMMgMtfffiM Adolfo had the 

teillj   it was never presented. Adolfo oontinued to farm his  father's 

land,  as he had farmed it with his  father before his father's 

death. For most  of the Da st year of    Adolfo's life, lie lived 

with Margarita.    While he was  quite sick,  Maroelo and BaflSMMHMMM 

OáMMM Margarita had someone write out a will for Adolfo 

leaving his  property to Margarita.  They had Adolfo sign it 

when he was to siok to understand it. After Adolfo's  death, 

having this will,   they MMMM began to make use of Adolfofs 

(Lupario's)  land. They sold the house-site ' (which,  by the way, 

Lupario dearly had intenede for Adolfo,   to Monioa  and Benjamin; 

theybsold Adolfo's  four horses. Sor months,  sinoe Adolfo's  death 

and before,   Heroulano and Mariano had been angry with their 

sister about this. Herculano  said Inez and Maroelo had gone to 

Solóla to   see the lawyer and had improperly influenced him, 

H,  oomplained also with great bitterness that Margarita had 

had him put  in jail  Oot.  9th last.  He said he was telling his 

wife and ohild about how Margarita and Marcelo were robbing him, 

a 



and Monioa,  who lived adjacent to his house,   overheard him.   She 

sent a child to tell Sebastiana.  Sebastiana lodged the oomplalnt, 

and he said Tana went along,   and added a oomplalnt  that H. had taken 

ahold of Taoha's faoe while in her house. He was bitter that 

the intendente had held the matter against him.  He had told the 

intendente that a man should have a right  to talk to his own family 

in his own home. H. was  also angry with Alejandro Morales,   who 

was then in the juzgado,  being regidor, beoause,  he said,  Alejandro 

had told the itendenteethat H.  had spoken ill of him thelrfc endenté. 

H. was in jail for a  day,   and foroed to pay a fine of 1  quetzal. 

In oompsoing the dispute--  if it is  oomposed--  the lawyer 

referred to the Tightness of treating a sister wáth speoial 

oonsieratlon and to the care she had given Adolfo. 

H,  also  spoke with soorn of the marriage of Maroelo and 

Sebastiana recently.  First he said they did this so that before 

the law they would be in a better position both of them to take 

the property thefc   was  rightfully Hereulano's. When I pointed out 

that  they were already legally married by civil registry and that 

marriage by the priest would no  a ffeot  this,  H.  said they got 

married just beoause it  did n't  oost anything.  "And they in 

mourning tooj"    He thought it was  indeoent. 

Romelia says  she didn't know anything about Heroulano'sr 

incarceration—  she was working here at   the time—  until  some 

days afterward when the Nina Antonia came and told her.  She says 

from her she learned that  Herculano had been saying that Margarita 

had sold the housesite for Q50,  which was   just like giving it away, 

beoause if a tourist   saw it he would pay &200   . H.  had also been 

saying that  Sebastiana had no business getting into the affair— 

it was something brothers ought  to arrange.  She understands H. 

spent  a day and a night  in jail. 
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Story 

Once the king ordered Pedro Amimales tó make the ox give milk. 

"Very well,"   said Pedro Animales.   Early  iBxt morning the king was 

awakened by  the sound of chopping.  He sent one of his vassals to  find out 

what was  going on.  The vassal  found Pedro Animales chopping down the 
vassal 

pillars of the king's house» MMWMirM»MMMMi^Mi»mMHMi«iiMMMMMiwi«^,  The HlDMgM 
Pedro 

NMNSMdNttMllflflMMMand  asked M1M what he was doing.   "My father MHttMMMSHMlHM 

gave birth to  a1 baby in  the night,"  he replied,   "and  I must make a 

fire to warm the baby's  diaper."  The vassal   reported  this  to  the king. 

The king sent   for Pedro Aninales.   "Is it  true that your father  gave birth 

to  a baby last night?"  he asked.   "It is no more true,"   andswered  Pedro, 

"than that-an ox will  give milk." 



upbringing in the Old Times.   Ejemplos. 

130M.P. B. 
Marta thru Roraelia 

In the old times the old people used to give muoh advioe to the   I 

young. They told them the things that t'-veir parents had taught to them. One  I 

thing they taught them was that when they passed an old person on the street I 

the.; should kiss his feet and his hands.  And then the bell for la oraoion  I 

tolled in the evening at six oolook, they should kiss the hands and feet of  1 

their parents. Now times have changed  *  People always used to oall their   I 

compadre» a\*JP) ^ froV*«7*l • Now they just say oompadre . Marta tries to 

teach her grandohildren as she was taught herself.  In the old times all 

were taught to be good to the poor , to give oharity to orphans and others   | 

of that sort. That is the teaohing of Jesu Cristo. It was a sin not to 

give a poor person food when they asked for. Now it is all very different. 

If someone oomes to ask for food they are often just ill treated* 

Marta's grandfather told her this story of why one should always 

be oharitable. Onoe there was a señora living with her husband.  They had 

H just killed a hen when her/old mother started to come to see her, "Hide the 

food quiokly, " said the husband.  The mother asked her daughter if she would 

just give her a little oorn, "No, I oannot, " said the daughter, altho she 

had a whole troje full ,   3ut at last she did consent , and gave her a little 

The mother went away giving her her blessing for the good. Afterward» 

grasshoppers o ame and not only ate up all the oorn but the husband as well, 

Romelia remembers another ejemplo very similar to this, in 

whioh food was also refused. In this oase grasshoppers oame whioh were as 

big as a horse, and the man and wife were turned into grasshopps rs of this 

size also ."Then they stood at their doorway weeping  because they said, 

'No one oomes to see us. 1f And no one gave them any food , and they couldn't 

eat anyway .   " 

Marta's parents taught her that animals called j&üMtsel'tJki fcofc. 

would oome and eat ohildren if they did not do as their parents told them 
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±3-1 Romelia 

Ejemplos. 

Romelia fs grandmother Martina used to tell the ohildren 

ejemplo»  but she does not remember many. One was about badly brought up 

ohildren.  There vas once a mother with a son and daughter. The daughter 

was good, she stayed in the house and worked. But the son was very badly 

behaved. When he went out to work in the fields he Just ate up his food 

and did not do any work. Eut his mother didn't say an'thing to him, she Just 

let him go on»  One day when he had gotten grown-up he went out into the 

monte  with his moth3r. They oame to a tree whioh was all bent over* The 

son said to his mother , "Straighten up that tree. " She tried and tried 

but it was all grown over and large and heavy and she oould not do so. 

Beoause she douldn 't straighten it out, her son killed her and took out 

her heart and iiver • He took them home and gave them to his sister and told 

her toa ooo k them . She did BO, not knowing what they were. Then the heart 

spoke out , saying to her,"flfo not out me,daughter. " And she was very 

frightened. (R. does not remember the end of the story. ) 
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Story 

One time the king ordered Bertholdo to  bow when he came into his 

presence,  .bertholdo never would do   so. To  force him to do  so,   the king 

had tae  entrSfee to his   room made with a doorway so low that Betholdo 

wouldhave to bend his head when he  entered.  So Bertholdo   entered the 

door backwards,  preesnting his posterior to  the king. 

To punish Bertholgo,   the king had one of his vassals  cut off the 

ears of Bertholdo's mule. The mule was kept  in the pasture with the 

king's   stallions,   when Bertholdo  saw what had been done to  his mule,   he 

cut  off the upper lip of all  the king's   stallions. Then he ksked the 

king to  go with him to the pasture.  The king  thought he was  going to 

show him what had happened to his mule. But  when they came  to the 

pasture he saw his  stallions.  "What  is the matter with my stallions'." 

he  exclaimeu.   "They are laughing at what happened to my mule"   said 

Bertholdo. 

The king wished to punish Bertholdo.  tie knew that  Bertholdo lived 

in a fine house,   beautifully clean,  tie  sent  a vassal to dirty Bertholdd's 

bed,  by defecating in it. When the vassal  arrived and stated his 

business,  Bertholdo    said.   "Very well.  But have you a written order?" 

The vassal  said,   No.  "Go back and get  a written order,"   said Bertholdo. 

So the 1Ü vassal went away and came back with a written order from the 

king:   "This is the certify that the bearer may MlMMlá defecate in 

Bertholdo»s bed."     "All  right,"   said Bertholdo,   "Go ahead."  He drew 

his pistol.   "But  if you urinate,   1 shall  shoot  you." 

The king ordered his men to hang Bertholdo.  Bertholdo begged 

a last boon,   as  should be  granted to  the cod em» d. The king granted 

his petition. Bertholdo claimeuthe boon of fi^SSS- the tree from which 

he should be hanged ,   and the king g» aa ted it.  So Bertholdo set off,  with 

all the king's men,  looking for the tree. Bertholdo  huntedand hunted 
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all day. When they came back at night,MUM he reproted to the king that 

he was very sorry, but although he had been looking all day , as the 

king had allowed him to, he had not found it. 

The king gave a banquet and invited everybody but Bertholdo. 

But fiertholdo came anyway, Whole stuffed hens were served to everybody. 

Bertholdo sat down in front of one. The king was angry, and said that 

whatever Bertholdo should do to the hen, he woulddo to Bertholdo. 

Everyone waited to see Bertholdo out up the men, as then he would be 

out up. But BQrtholdo only reached into the hen and ate it from the 

inside. And this the king CD uldnot do to Bertholdo. 
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,    ,'    'COMMENTS UN  ", ,K LATBRT zMG.t OF PANAJA0Ü1& 8aORIF8 

••"•'. ; ' "1* The#.é latost  storios considerately reduoe the generalisation that the 
IV Indiana do  not toll  stprie^s of the vlmm-Am bian eights type-,   ao 
much told 1U4 by lanlnos in A,£.  Moa. 93,  94,  93, 99,  100  , 118«are 

••."•. oleajfly of this  sort.    Many off the episode» are very ,itamillar In 
European lore, 'as  the girl-irirthe-fruit,   and the pin-ifr-the-head (Snow- 
vhite    elements  in No. 100 No,1 93 ha* of course the famous Forty '.thieve* 
opening from the Arabian frights. 

H«MÉ»ttirfMa«,VlifliaJaM)tf{éMMM 
2. The amount, of overlapping between the A,J¿,  collection and the i-. oolleo 

tion la a^so re'luoed, by (1)  the f act* stai.ec. abovej   (,-t)   the presence 
in. this, latest batch of*,   stories of stories or elements' told "by 4 
ladinos.In A.E.i  No 97  (v;ita its variant*  117)   S&.B toldme here 
by ¿'«parió Miranda-*- aa an o\|it-and-out myth,  as 1 told yoU» lhe 

'*   epidosde of the tecomate?,  in Mo. 107  assigned to (the trickster?:) 
Pedro iingrinales,  is in one of.the A.EJ"  stories 'assigned to Juan , 

,   Gonejo, . /   .      '._   .. 'V 

3. In' Chan Kom there were not a, few storieB like No 111,  and here the 
ladinos have th$ vague notion that anoi entl    tixaes were golden, 

.,   crops were enormous, work  vas light or nbBont--  «md "some mistake   vaa 
committed whic\ ohanged the situation, 

•'..•• ,• • '      ' 

4. No-108' interested mo very much.  It  is,  on its  fftoe,   a double myiíh., 
explaining,fyh    we have aoight and day  (suggesting the similar 
Andaman myth),   and justifying small  thefts cry the, needy. 

• ••. •. • ••'- * '* k 

,8;, "i'hi? as; ociation in 109, tyf ¿Jan Jworenao with the wind suggests taa 
'      question:'' ,Have : you determifoed .what  saints are' Identified with what 

elemohts of natureViherW ispeóme lo're on that  subject here.^ 

eV   What conception have ¿/our Indians of the b&jaaorea del agua* Of the 
duano del monte*I should like to make comparisons    ith ladino 
notions, ' '> . 

Jf':.- 

;<•* 
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STOREBS-HISTORY-MYTHS 

On May 20th I read stories Nos.  1,4,5,10,11,  12,   39 of the 

Panajachel collection to  the following:   Benjamin Hieron,  boom and 

brought up in A.E.,   about  24 yrs aid,parents  from Tecpan;  Magdaleno 

Alvarez,   49,   from Tecpan,  lived most of life in A.E.;   his wife, 

Salome Anleu,   from Solóla;   Hieronlmo Juarez,   about 55,from Tecpan, 

Except that Benjamin said that he had been told once that the 

naturales believed that MUM once the work of the fields  had been done 

by the hoes,   all four of these listeners  said thay had never before 

heard any ,of the stories I read. SIMMM J¿L1 the stories were received with 

the greatest interest arid attention,   at times  approaching excitement. 

There were frequent interruptions of interest,   approval,   or —in the. 

case of No.  10— horror.     Story No.  1 was read to Benjamin alone 

frefore the others had assembled;   hfes comment was that certainly that 

was  a good story because it was true that the naturales  thought  it 

bad to laugh in Lhei< dare e costumes.  The other six stories were read 

to all  four of the persons mentioned. 

Don Magdaleno,   after I had read No.  4,   at once exclaimed that 

that  story was muy cierto.   "Esto no   es caso;   es historia."   "Yoú can 

see the two hills there today. And it  is true that the  anients could 

do great things.  Once,   Don Roberto,   there were no ladinos here*   "v 

only Indians,   thousands of them;   so many they could do  great works.*   \ 

It is  in the Bible what  great works  the aro lents could do. Once,   after 

the flood,   some ofthe people started to build a tower,   so high the 

next  flood could not reach them.  They built  it  straight up,   almost 

high enough to reach Heaven.  But Jesus Christ did not want them to 

reach Heaven,   so he stopped the work— he changed the language,   or 

something. Yes,   certainly that is  true,   that  story." He lilswise 

pronounced No.   5 to be true.   "But  those naturales;   they are muy listos» 

I 

il 
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t->--":. they.have been here longj   so they know mtfcn^ things,»"    Hieronimo* spoke'^T'      | 

up in agreement.  Benjamin did not  speak at qncéj  I asked him what he thoughts 
if 

he expressed his  agreement.  It was not possible to determine to what ^ 

extent his  assent was induced by the quite genuine belief of the others.    ^Jj 

No. 10 received especial interest. They began to remind one another-/|| 

with a great air of excitement,   that it was the fact that the old Aj 

church was  still  standing there.  Don Magadelone,  Bon Hierondmo -and Dona       %l 

Salome,   at least,   regarded the story of the. orucifiction with the resulting'! 

punishment,   as true. When I TffWffltMlWM read No.  12,   they began to laugh at 

the fiint where the grandmother scolds the lazy brothers.  When I reached 

the tamales,   they interrupted to   exclaim,   "it is true'.  We see them ncstk± 

bringing the tamüesir But we never knew why they made them I11 And the 

statement that the San Antoneros "used to put the hoe in front ofthem while    « 

they ate"  induced more  elj^jlamation.  Don ^agdaleno:   "They do  today,1.., They • 

always bring their hoes with them when they go to  the tree,   or place where , .*• 

they eat lunh-- we always leave our-hoes where we were: working.  We never • 

knew before whj   the S  n Antoneros always take their hoes along;   now we know.". 

But they were doubtful that the story that the hoes once worked was true—      j 

they were uncertain,   tending to  think that mere nonsense of the Indians. 

With the reading of No.  11,  there was  a sharp change  in the 

manner of reception.  Don Magdaleno hastened to  explain:   "Eso   es no mas 

casoj   no  es historia." They all laughed hearjflly at  the conflict between 

the grandmother and the twelve young men.  No.  39 was also  at  once la^beled 

a caso neither mentira,  nor historia  (cierto),   but just  a. caso,   such 

as  the^   so  often tell  themselves. 

On May 22 I read Nos.   4.5, fmp. 11 to Basilio  Santiso,   about 60  year 

old, ' from T^cp-.n:   lived in A.E. most of his life.   He is a less pious,   less 

helieving person than Magdaleno  and Hievo.nimo.,' but Is  illiterate as they 

are. He laughed at 4 and 5,  which the others had believed in,   saying they 

were "just nonses   (chlles)  of the Indians."  No..  11 he treated as had the 
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others--  a caso,   such as those he tells himself.  But he said he had 

not heard before any of these three  stories.  How or,   the story-about- the    V,« 

lake cause    him to tell me  some things  about the lake,   whioi   he deolared 

to be cierto:   " M¿leslo Recinos,  of Solóla,   came  (about twenty years  ago) . 

to visit  his son who was   secreetary at Santa Catarina.  One morning he 

got up very early and he saw a great white horse,  much  taller than our 

horses,   standing by theshore.  Itsjnane  reached almost to the ground,   and   . 

shone like silver.  WJJ.ile ^elesio  stood there,   afraid,   the horse turned and 

entered the water;   it disappeared under the water.  No,   I do  not  think 

anyone has  seen it  since.  But  this  is  true.   .   .   •   •    There are alligators 

(lagartos)   in this  lake,   Only about  six years  ago   some people at 

San Lucas  caught one.  I did not  see it,  but I was  told about it.  And 

once in a long while they catch a fish as big  as  a barrel.   ....   Some yea 

ago the government   sent out to  sailors  to  find out how deep the lake was. 

They put  on those things   (diving suits),   One said,   'This  is no lake-- 

this  is only ampuddle'. You  should see the sea.  He mocked at the lake» 

He never came up I  The other one did,  but not the one who had mocked at 

the lake.  Por this  lake is not. like other lakes;   it is  alive..... But 

the Indians tell  all  sorts  of nonsense about the lake--  how there is  a 

churh    under it.  How could there be a church under it?" 

I  said:   "Here is  something about San Jerónimo  el  Ingenio.  Do 

you know that place?"    "Yes,"  he said.   "I will  tell  you  something I was 

told about that place by by uncle,  who learned it   from his  granfathers» 

Once the pueblo of Santa Barbara was there where the finca is now.  But 

the Indians in it were bad men. They used,   all  of them,   to  change themseves 

into tigers and other wild animals,   and go out  to prey on the people 

living around.   So  the government made them move their pueblo down below 

where it  is now. They say those Indians  still  are a bad lot." 

(This led to discussion about men changing themselves into  animals. 
He denied that  any could nowadays,   but later admitted that  Quiche could 
and di,   andhad been put into jail  for it.) 
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When I read No.   15   (EL tigre de la costa y el gato)  he said, 

"Well  it  is  true that the cat  is king over the tiger.  The cat can al- 

ways win over the tiger.   It is smaller,  but  it is cleverer  (mas mañoso) 

Have you seen that  when you drop a cat,   it "always lights on its  feet? 

There used to be many tigers  around  here. Also rats.  But  the cats have 

got • ricinof them" 
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M.P.H. 

Romelia 
Ma¿ 14. 

I 

I'* 

Lullaby. 

fta,ru, ru,ru, ru, ru , 
Dormete,ní?íito , 
Que tengo que hacer, 
A lavar tus paítales 
Y sentarme a coser. 

also sing ti.e first verse of the song for 

putting the Mino Dios to bed,. 

A la ro ro nino, 
A lo ro ro ro. 
Duérmete bien mio, 
Duérmete mi amor. 



M.P.R. 
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Alav 20 140 
Guildren's Singles and Games. 

Aiish, mish, 
iViishito mio, 
Caza ratones 
por los rincones. 

Ojala yo fuera el gato 
Para entrar a tu losa, 
Parü coger a la nihu 
Mas hermosa. 

parchitos blancos, 
Parchitos negros, 
Por las costillas. 

Perrico. 
Ihis is a game in viiic.- allthe children take hands and form 

a circle. All are riven names of birds except one , vno steps outside 

the circle and the perrico . 

C¿RigxfcÍ3[iiicfEa3ixaHsx(Xtt:feai:dtBX¡3:3LR¡s3íax3c 
Child outside circle sa;. s: Perrico ligero. 

Child "Tho is perrico answers: Que manda, mi rey señor ? 

Question ; Donde fuistes? 

Perrico : Al 8ampo . 

Q  :   ^j,ue vistes? 

P. :  üxi ave 

Q.  :  Que clase de ave 

P.  :  Una shara _. 

'x  e child vrho h.-¿s been given the nsme of shara  then leoves 

the circle and goes thrjuga the same formula, naming in hip turn 

another bird, and so on,       V<hile givi.ii;  question and ans er the , 

children chase eaoti other around tae circle but do not try to . 

catch one  anotaer. 



A few more remarks on folktales* 141 

q >. 

1) Little doubt  remains In my mind but  that the tales I have 
oolleoted here are a f^ir sample of what is told in A.E, This 
doubt oan be resolvedby a little more work before I go* 

2) You raise the question:   If the differenoe between A.E.  ladino 
tales and Pnnajaohel ladino tales is real,  is  this differenoe 
a looal differenoe or a ladino-Indian differenoe? Your 
experience with the S n Pedrano suggests the possibility that 
it might be at least in part looal. In tte   first plaoe it would 
be well to find out what tales Panajohel ladinos know and tell. 
In  the second,  as you propose,   It would be well to  study 
folktales among ladinos  and among Indians in 'ieopan.  In fact, 
for several reasons I  • m now inolinod to the usefulness of 
doing some work in Teopan,  among both Indians and ladinos. 

3) It  is probable that the riddle only rarely Is taken over by 
Indians. Mrs.  Parsons stateu flatly that riddles were not 
transml8sable between Spanish andlndian,  partly because of 
linguistic reasons   (rhme,   eto).  She found that thy Oaxaoa 
Indians had no riddl  s.  Then I told her that riddles pass back 
and forth between Indians   (in    MgtpaJ   and vecinos in Yuotan. 
Agnln it seems that Yuoatan is the exception. Why?   (1)  In general ¿| 
as  I have emphasized,  there has been closer interpenetration of 
Indian and Spanish cultures there.   (2)  It is possible that 
the flystloal'Oateohlsmsn   such  as  are included in the Chilam 
¿nlam books were aboriginal,   and that thus the Yuoatan Maya 
had a sort of riddle before the Spaniards came. 

4) I  still am surprisednot to  find proverbs  among the ladinos. 
What about Tpain? 

5) Are the witchcraft stories included in your ooleotion stories 
that are prett;   generally known and th<?t may b    told,   in 
fairly stable form,  when stories are told among Indiana? I 
have found none such here;  the dialog I reporten was,   as you saw, 
ver?   oasual andunformulaten;  the tellers didnot feel they 
were telling casos;   they were just gossiping. The ivhole atmosphere^ 
changed when they got on that theme»  before that,  virtuosos or 
amateurs in the story-telling art had been putting on appreciated 
numbers;   after that,   it  was  just interesting talk. 

6}  I have doubte that  the Manuala Indians composed the song 
attrubuted to them.  Perhaps  the road corporal himself composed it.) 
Anyway,   I have no way  of knowing 

7) Apparently real is the differenoe in the prevailing situations 
in which stories are toldi  Among ladinos,  characteristically 
at wakes;   also,  at any oasual gathering where time is to be 
killed.  Among Indians,  around the fire on the road. Of course 
the ladinos do not  so often travel,  in company, but wh.   don't 
the Indians tell  stories at wakes? To the  ladino,   thd wake is 
a time for stylized play»  then too they play a number of well- 
known games* 

8) It seems to me th"t if a story is true,   and its content is 
relevant to a matter of social judgment,  then lpso facts it is 
to some degree a myth» If an atrocity story is told during a 
war,  perhaps to shook or Interest,  nevertheless it also 

expresses wish or fear,  and Is a myth. My guess is  that 
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among the Indians, as amone; the Ladinos, such few myths as I sent you 
are told, upon appropriate occassions as myths. 

9) Were your stories told in lengua?  Some in Spanish? All in Spanish? 

10) "/hat do yon think is the implication of the phrase "muy de 
confianza el ladrón porque el otro era indigena" in your story 
No. 52? 
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El Huérfano 

Yo  soy el hijo prodigo, 
Nacido del puro  amor , 
Por     el desobediente de mis padres 
Me castigo''él Creador. 

Yo le dije a mi papa 
^ue me partiera mi herencia 
Que me partiera mi herencia 
Para tomar mi camino • 

Y me dijo mi papa , 
"No sea insensato . 
Toma la parte de tu herencia'. 
Anda coa Dios, hijo ingrato'. " 

En la mejor ocasión 
Quise prender a robar, 
Y luego cayo1 pBtáioHBro 
En un valle militar. 

El juez'que me sentencio 
Ea.  la major tyrannía 
Me puse en un calabazo 
uonde sufri nocne y di a. 

A los quince anos me ful 
A los veinte volvi". 
No encontré padre ni madre, 
ÜAy, desgraciado de mi '. 

Por el amor de una ingrata 
Abandónela mis padres, 
Y como estaba tan lejos 
Ni el perdón alcanzel 

Yo le digo a mis amigos 
A los que estamos aqui, 
No abandona af sus padres 
Por lo que á mi me paso". 
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GAMES 
144 

About  a month before Holy Week the boys  and girls  begin to 

play cera  (throwing down disks  of wild black beeswax,   one  side 

marke-.  to    distinguish winning from losing side).  This   game is 

much  pl'-yed  in iiol\   Week,   by; young  and  old,   and both»exes.   So   also 

is knucklebones  then played,   and dice;   but  the last game is 

the only one of the three played by older people.  All  th^se gmes  are 

played  for money.   "San Simon,   who  sold Jesus  for money,   gambled 

with the mone. ;   that is   '-'h    we pla;;   these games   in  Holy Week." 

Ghonete is  also playe^  at  this  time:   Four small bone hemispheres  are 

thrown:   the  throws  with  all   faces   up or wita  all  f- ces  down are 

the  significant   throws.   These  games   are  not  player  at  wakes.  At   - 
women 

wakes  people play Compadre:   One leader tells   the MiaM in  advance 

which  of the women is  to  be his  comadre.  Then one by  one  the 

men  go   forward  and try to   guess  whic;';  is  their  compadre,   by so 

addressing one woman.   If  she turns   awa  ,   he  ha.?  guessed  wrong,     and 

it  is  the « xt  nan's  turn.  This  continues till  all have  secured  their 

comadres.'  Also  then is  played P^aza:   a g-^me  in which they pretend 

to   sell   articles   sold  at   a market $   this  game  invoves   "forfeits" 

(penitencias),   in --aich losers  are m-id?  to  do  ridiculous   things. 
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Meanwhile, to happier subjects.  I have read with interest 
you comments on our folk tales here, and I am herewith returning 
the stories, riddles, etc. that you got in Agua Escondida. 
I may say at once that I have found no riddles or proverbs 
here in Panajachel.  Spanish riddles are known to the ladinos 
(of course) and some to the few Indians who know enough 
Spanish to understand them.  The same can be said about 
proverbs.  But thus far I have failed to find anything of the 
sort in lengua.  There may be some, but they are probably not 
important.  I have not investigated except very casually, but 
I don't believe either proverbs pior riddles are at all im- 
portant ainong the local ladinosj a few are known, but they 
are not bandied about. 

Your Locusts-moral tale is not known to the Indians I have 
mentioned it to.  However, I talked to a lad from San Pedro 
la laguna, and he knew a slight varient of it, with additional 
details, and says that everybody in üan Pedro knows it.  It 
was opined that perhaps the story is unknown here because 
milpa, and locusts, are unimportant in Panajachel.  It may 
be of interest that when I got on the subject of stories with 
the Pedrano he reeled off a long one that he said he had 
heard often in San Pedro in lengua; and this story is entirely 
unlike any I have heard here, and quite like yours in 
Agua Escondida.  It is almost entirely Spanish, with kings, 
princesses, changing into a bird, having tasks to do, poor 
boy marrying king's daughter, etc., etc.  San Pedro is, as 
you know, a pure Indian village; ladinos have presumably never 
lived there," yet the Indians show a lot of white blood. 

Your witchcraft dialog is pretty much what one gets here 
except that the Indians are if anything more credulous.  That 
about Santiago Quiche is interesting because he is the most 
notorious brujo and charactotel in Panajachel; strange that 
Horacio mentioned his experience with Chivalán (that's how 
that name is spelled) and didn't talk about Quiche's own 
propensities.... 

I am fairly sure that there are no Indian songs here; I have 
never heard any (although most of the men whistle tunes often 
enough) by Indians, drunk or sober, or on any of a large 
variety of occasions.  Furthermore I have asked and was told 
always that there are none.  I do know, however, that in 
prison the men sing, and occasionally Jnake up triste verses. 
Yoiir Santa Lucia song, learned from a Nahualeño, could hardly 
be corrected by Rosales unless he hears it, since those two 
towns are Quiche. 

I have now collected over 100 stories, and 1 should be surprised 
to find that they are not a representative collection. The 
reason for this is that I have been hearing stories casually 
told (at my prompting, however) and they always are the same 
as, or fit into tiuua one of the types of, the stories I have. 
Therefore, if your stories are representative of Agua Escondida, 
and I have a feeling they are, we are indeed faced with a 
great separation of folklores. However, even assuming that 
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our facts are right, we can't really draw a significant 
conclusion until we know something about ladino folklore 
in Panjactel^ and/or Indian folklore in Tecpán. What if 
we found that the Tecpan Indians have the same stories as 
the Agua Escondida ladinos?  (I doubt it very much, but 
it is a possibility; and if it becomes a point of importance 
I can find means before we leave here of doing some checking 
on the point).  I ahall try to do «<v«thing about ladino 
storied here. 

I cannot jet *JLve a decent answer as to when stories, of 
various types, are told. I think I have mentioned that at 
wakes the conversation takes any turn--gossip, agriculture, 
etc. among the Indians; whereas among ladinos here stories 
are told. Rosales points this out as a definite contrast, 
I have attended only one Indian wake and have heard none . 
of the stories that are now written.  Our boy Julian knows 
a lot of these stories (af ali the types) and he has heard 
some from his father, others from his.mother, others around; 
his sister Maria knows some, and she has heard them variously 
from father, mother, and other sources. As I told you, 
men on the road, when they sit around by the fire in the 
evening after eating and before going to sleep, customarily 
exchange stories.  I have never heard a real story told 
in justification of a belief; I have heard such things as 
this! when I say "pobres" in reference to my horses, my 
Julian catches me up and says that I shouldn't say that 
because it is said ^athorses refused to help Dios (referring 
to Christ in^ne^^ngei^r and if I show sympathy Jtxxkxha for 
horses, I shall have to*pay for the horses' sin in the next 
world. However, I am pretty sure that some of these stories 
are occasionally told to justify a belief or action; the point 
only is that that isn't their chief function, or an important 
one. The stories are above all told for amusement; since they 
are true, they are like gossip in this respect.  I hope to 
get more insight in this matter in the next weeks. 

I shall send you copies of more local stories by the next 
messenger. As soon as milpa-planting lets up a bit, I am 
going to check up with some entirely different informants.... 

I have been thinking, worrying, and trying to get pertinent 
information on the ladino-Indian business.  I hope to have 
something to say again shortly. 

If Dr. Hanke wants to take ^launch trip around the lake, 
I suggest (I mentioned it to^iim) that the launch might meet 
him below Agua Escondida. He has invited us to come along, 
and although time is short, we might accept,pg.  thus get away 
from things here. Perhaps you-wll would be interested too? 
V/e could have an outing and get in some conversation at the 
same time. 

Anyway, if Mr; Hanke wants to come down that way, I shall 
be glad to make arrangements on this end.  I ,shall have to 
know exactly when and where.•• ( Q 

Best regards, ^r\^ 
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In ye    STORIfíS 

J hare read your Boooaoolo Outdone, Tiny form* an unus ally inter» 

•sting collections of folktales,  and should be publishe ,  with at 

muoh discussion and comment as oan be provided* ' 

Here are a few storlos from Agua Escondida* With one exooption,  I 

have not taken them down in text)  to do so takes very much more time, 

and X do not have muoh time* We need to explore mere fully the situations 

in which stories are naturally told before we oan make a satisfactory 

comparison both as to content and as to function* It may be that 

either your collection,  or my very small one* or both*  represent 

only one or part of the kinds of conventional narrative which exist 

among the peoples we are studying-- that for one reason or another 

my collection has   started on one track*   and yours on another* Always 

making such rservations,  here some first oomments to start the 

compartís on* 

1)  The distinctness of the two collections*   Striking is the f*ot 

that no story in either collection is  to be found in the other 

oolleotlon* One of your stories  (No*  41) was  told me here)   1 have 

not inoluded it)  it was told very briefly,  and  (as stated again below) 

most  explicitly as a myth*    In Yucatan*  though some stories were told 

in Ghan Kom táxich were not  told in Dzitas or in Morid a,  there were 

others*  notably the Brer üabbit stories* whioh flourished throughouti 

in Ohan Kom,  in Maya*  in Merida,   in Spanish)   and in Dzitas,  inter- 

changeably in Maya or Spanish* A story would in Dzitas be told by 

an Indian in Maya and next day re-told by vejadnos  (approximately. 

ladinos) in Spanish* Does the distinctness of these two collect ions of 

ours  represent  the relative distinctness of the ladino and Indian 

oultures here? Or is there significantly more overlapping than these 
two samples sugg.-atf 
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2» The MMWtfMinimnnéM definitely European fairytales of the A.B.  oollec 

are prao tic ally laoklng In the f* oolleotlon»    The A.E.  stories are 

ohlefly either Brer Rabbit stories  (or very slmlar other animal tales;, 

or they are Bfrlmm's marohen.    The stories of both these olasses 

preserve their original formal completeness)  i.e.,  they are 

intact as to plot and episode, or relatively so* In Dzitas the 

European e isodes tend d to be jumbled)   epléodes would attaoh them- 

selves to different stories)  stories were rambling and less 

explicitly formal  (See publication of MPR) This faot,  as to the A.E. 

stories,  is probably partly due to the (probable but not certain)  faot 

that the liberate people of A.E. o ocasional 1 y read thse stories in 

books)  the oral transmission is held to the"original"  to some extent 

by some use of books. Yet there was at least as muoh literacy in 

Dzitas, And No. 15, A.E,  collection,  was learned by Magdaleno from 

his aged grand-uncle, desoribed to me as non-literate)  and that story 

is as true    to the European model as any* 

The f.  stories include not a single recognizable Brer Rabbit or 

Grimm's marohen story.    A few approximate the latter type  (e,&.,  your 

No,  20), And occasional  episodes look like borrowin s from European 

marohen of the Grimm type,  as the changing of human beings into doves* 

We might have a oareful anaylsls made of the episodio ontent of 

th se two collections,  and we might lnd ude Dzitas* MUMMM    Harriet Smith, 
'S under Andrade,  has improved S&th Thompson method of breaking t' les into 

elements)  perhaps  she ould handle the Spanish— or someone else could. 

It Is at fceast onbvious that the P,  stories are far more remote 

from Biuropean sources, 

3* The P,  stories are ohlefly aooounta of what happens    to jDtttMMM local. 

named, people and plaoest  these are few in trie P.  collection,   *p|«,f. 

stories deal with interesting, often marvelous,   event,  desoribed as 

happening to so-and-so, or suoh and suoh a Maxeno* in suoh and such a 
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,laoe. The A«B. Btories deal with kings andpalaoee and vassals and 

places that ara not regarded as In any way local. I think you told ma 

that all the P* storiez ara regarded as true. The P stories of this 

largest group (animal- and «¿rohen stories) aré certainly not regarded as 

true* 

Related is the apparent faot that your olleotlon inldea a number 

of stories  (4» 5, 10,  ©to)'that purport to oj|p|>ain the local environment* 

Informants here olalm never to have heard any stories about tie   lake* the 

mountains,   ete* * 

On the last page of the sheets 1 send you is the report of 

an exchange of anecdotes about    supernatural animals and a oharaootel* 

These approach the type of the bulk of the P. tales* Are there more suoh* 

more formalized*  in A*Kt Possibly* My guess is that these play a 

merger role in P KM among the India as than here among the ladinos* 

Are these cha rao o t el and brujo tales told among your Indians for 

entertainment*  as at wakes*  or on the MMM o oad? Do they oall them by 

the same name as they oall suoh «  story as No. 20? Mere in A*35* X am 

sure the aneodotes reported on this last sheet of mine are not o «lied 

oas§s here) if you askeJ for a caaos you would not get suoh an anecdote. 

These aneoodotea are suiting, marvelous* true happenings; caaos are 

MMMTftfysTraM^ttttMMWflMM like literature} not true , with a traditional 

recognized form* 

4* To what extent do these stories have the function of myth?    As I re» 

marked*   a few of yours*  suoh as No* 1*  oerfcainly look like myths*  Ho* 1 

may very well be sometimes told solely for entorta inn» rt j  it is easy 

to suppose that it is  also told sometimos to justify a traditional 

praotioe or attitude* Have you add opportunity to be present at the 

spontaneous telling of these stories? Only two of my stories»- both 

very short— are in form mythst The looust story on the ne*   to the last 
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sheet,  and jour No. 41  (not, included in sheets  sent you). Both the», 

were told me as myths f  the narrators,had besóme interested* respeotl\ 

in urging upon me the sinful» as of killing loousts and the sinfulness 

of working on Thursday of the Ac o ©no ion, and bolstered up their 

declarations with the anecdotes— both regarded as true, and neither, 

certainly, to be thought of as a o aso» In Dzitas these two wouldbe 

called eJcnploe, and sharply distinguished from puentes (here casos; 

Are there more of these myths in A»? Very likely* 

5. The frequence of sex toisodea in the P oolleotlom  their absence In 

the A,E* oolloption.    Are the A.E, people sparing me offense to my 

delicacy! Perhaps* BUM I am getting stories from the more fastidious in 

A.E.  Perhaps if I -ere up the street with Poncho "tecolote",  who is 

a bruto i I might get such as you are getting* Quien Babel 

6* Rldfdles.      The A.E, people are very fond of riddles*  and tell them 

muoh. What about the P* Indians? 

?• *ro verbs      Why no proverbs he¿ef I would have ejected them* 

3* Sox-dlf for enees as to stories»      fiere the   will tell you that men 

tell stories^ women do notj lists of good story-tellers are all men* 

The stories are told at wakes; the men gather separately, pretty muoh* 

The girls here will occasionally tell stories; but I have yet to 

hear one do so in a gathering of any sise, with men-story-tellew  present* 

Yet Romelia made a try at playing the marimba, in a large mixed gathering* 

Whnt about the India re of PT 

Please return carbons of my stories when you are through with them; 

I take it y oil want yours back too 
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DtCHOSfDASOS-PROVERBIOS-ADAGllDS-rtEBRANES- 
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j » 1-Golpe dado no hay quite. 
I-Jamas de muere la hoja del árbol sin la noluntad de Dios, 
3-Mas vale que dure y no que madure, 
4-Mas vale una continua gotera y no un repentino aguacero. 
5-Mas vale ponerée una vez colorado y no cien veces descalorido,- 
6-Machete estate en tu vaina y salí cuando haya oaasión. 
7-Entre el perdón y la ofensa hay una larga distancia.Se perdonará la 

ofenda pero olvidarse nunca. 
8-Agua que no has de tomar,dé¿ala correr bien. 
9-011a que no has de comer,dé jala hervir toien. 
10-E1 que come mucho parece matate de limosnero (Nunca se llena). 
•La cascara guarda al palo. 
12*-Quien no te conoce que te compre. 
13-Por la pluma se conoce el pájaro. 
14-La vara con que se mide son esa se vuelve ser medida y con otra pulga- 

da mas. 
15-La dicha es para quien es y no para quien la busca. 
16-Antes que te cases mita lo que haces. 
17-Lunes y martes no te cases ni te embarques. 
18-A1 bagaao poco caso y*la basura un escobazo. 
19-Muerto el perro acabó la rabia. 
20-Coche muerto no siente agua caliente. 
21-A todo coche se le llega su sábado. 
22-Barriga llena corazón contento,- 
23-E1 que nació para ser panzón, aunque lcb fajen. 
24-El que nacñó para ser triste,ni bolo ha de ser alegre y bajo la marim- 

ba se duerme. 
25-Que importa lo chato en resollando. 
26-Mo te cases por vengarte,que el vengarte es un momento y el casarse 

hasta la muerte. 
27-Lo que con una mano se hace con la otra se paga. 
28-Amor con amor se paga. Agrado quiere agrado? 
29-Después de un buen dervicioe un mal paga. 
30-Asi paga el diablo a quien bien le sirve. 
31-E1 que es aprvenldo no es combatido. 
32-Un laño solo no arde. 
33-Quien habla mal de su rancho aunque le esté cayendo encima. 
34- San Diego,que se ahogue luego.San Blas,que se ahogue maá. 
35-Pescado grande se come al chiquito. 
36-Perro que ladra no muerde. 
57-0on pqc¿enc}a v con saliva se come un elefante a una hormiga. 
38-El/^úe*piénsa^mal,mal vive. 
39-A la véjéz vuruela 
40-ya llueve sabré majado. 
41-Tantas vaaes va el cántaro al agua que al fin de quiebra. 
42-E1 amor va donde quiere y no donde lo busquen. 
43-E1 amor y el interés flueron al campo un diajpudo mas el interés que el 

amor que le tenia. 
44-Cada cabeza es un mundo. 
45-Hasta no ver no creer. 
46- No hay que creer ni dejar de creer. 
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47-A echar pulgas a otisa  parte. 
48-A goibpes se hacen los santos. 
49-No hay mas pariente que una tortilla en el diente. 
50-Mas vale lo viejo conocido que lo nuevo por cono-cerse. 

51-Poco a poco se anda mucho? 
52-Arrieros somos y en el mismo camino andamos. 
53-Nunca falta un zapato roto para un pie podrido. 
54-Nunca falta un pelo en la comida. 
55-Lo dudo y hasta lo sueño? 
560Mas vale tarde que nunca. 
57-Mas vale llegara a tiempo que ser comridado? 
58-Son de empeñar ge no sacar. 
59-Del lobo un pelo. 
60-SÉ doy,pierdo la ganancia de hoy;si flio,pierdo lo que no es mío.Para no 

•yier  gestos,ni  fío  no presto. 
61-E1   crédito  mui*ilió,mala  paga  lo mató? 
62-A  saber que  pata puso  ese  huevo. 
63-Dior, tarda pero no olvida,y si olvida no es para siempre. 
64-A Dios se dejan las cosas y al tiempo las esperhzas. 
6ñ-No hay palo que no tenga sombra en verano,nü) muchacha nue no caiga tar- 

de o temprano. 
66-Dios tan grande y poderoso y yo tan chiquito y mnñoso. 
67-La pregunta del sastre me gusta,si le pone mangas al chaleco. 
68-Mo hay bolo que búsqueda puerta de la cárcel. 
69-E1 pez por su boca muere. 
70-Si no hubiera Dio3 fuéramps machos los dos. 
71-Vivi feliz en la oscuridad de un engaño y ahora estoy en la luz de un 

desengaño? 
72-Cada obeja busca su pareja. 
73-Q,uien no ve chico no ve grande. 
74-E1 león piensa que todos son de la misma opini&m. 
75-No es el león como lo pintan. 
76-A veces se da con una piedra en los dientes. 
77-La mona aunque se vista de seda,mona se queda. 
78-No hay gavilán ,-ue --r-de  gordo. 
79-No quiero,no quiero,échame al sombrero. 
80-Lo que no nos cuesta hagámoslo fiesta. 
81-De ofrecer a cumplir hay mucha diferencia. 
82-Ay|f Jodlbdo dado, tan bien tirado y tan mal pagado. 
33- Ayl Huan,que secada el rancho. 
84- Can ese manto al fin se va a misa 
85-E1 que busua encuentra. 
86-De grano en grano se llena el buche de la gallina. 
87-Al entendido por 3eñas y al rústico a palos. 
88-El que quiere celeste que le cueste. 
89-No hay que sonar tusa donde hay ganado flaco.H 
90-Unos latean la lana y otros cargan la fama. 
91-Ya te conozco pepita desde antes que fueras melón. 
92-En lo que el mal mío es viejo,el de otro será nuevo. 
93-Atájenme que me pierdo. 
94-E1 que por su gusto se ¡nuere aunque lo entierren parado. 
95-Nada quiere el zapo que lo echen al agua. 
9'J-Dios saba por que tiene los zapos bajo las piedras. 
97- El muerto cuando hay quien lo cargue mas pesado se pone. 
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98-Entre menos bulto mas claridad.- 
99-Un pqn mas una cagada menos. 
100-En gustos se rompen géneros. 
101-Si no hubieran malos gustos,no se vendiera la ¿erga, 
102-Bueno,le dice la muía al freno,que todo entre mas días mas bueno. 
103-Mío,dice el gato cuando está en su garabato,y no saben qu§*1tiijos de la 

patiia. 
104-Un diablo se parece a otro. 
105-Un coavidado convida a otro. 
106-Paciencia piojo que la noche es larga. 
107-Arbarda sobre aparejo. 
108-E1 mejor escribano echa su borrón. 
109-E1 que no se lleva de consejos no llega a iziejo. 
110-Desde lejos 3e miran los toros. 
111-Nd) de cerca que se queme,ni de lejos que se enfrie. 
112-Pan,pan;vino,vino;derecho su camino . 
113-Cada quien que mire el derecho de su nariz. 
Il4-Quien te empachó que te cure. 
115-El Cura manda al chajal y el chajal manda al sacristán. 
116-A1 que le caiga la sentencia que se libre de ella. 
117-Hay que sembrar para c6sechar. 
118-Nadie sabe para quien trabaja. 
119-Pan para hoy y hambre para mañana. 
120-Cuando Dio3 quiere,santoá no pueden. 
121-De un tropezón que yo di,todo el mundo se admiré;todo3 tropiezan y 

caen,y de eso nada digo yo. 
122- Échale mals a la pava,que entre mas come mas caga. 
123- Un trien con un mal se paga. 
124- De ladrón a ladrón hay perdón. 
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STORIES 

(^ern^rdo,   son of Don Basilio,   lives now in Solóla,  &e drives 
a camina between Solóla and Guatemala City.  He has  something of 
a reputation ns  a story-teller,   and  enjoys telling stories,   He 
says he gets most of his stories from novelas he has read) 

(He first  told a long  story  about Sabio  Salomon.  The chief character  - 
is  a man who understaid s the languages of the animals. The story 
is  crowded with fantastic  episodes,   in the Grdimm and Arabian Wights 
manner,  The"plot"  is the attempt of the hero to get the reliquary . 
of a ginnt;   the gianESs life is kept  there;  the relicmary once 
opened, the giant  dies) 

He then told story No.  4  (May first--   told by Basilio).  He told 
this much better than did his  father,  with much better understanding 
of it,   and  ending it,  properly,  with the departure of the man 
leaving all  his property to  the hero. 

He then told No 5.   also  told     e by his  father,   and better th«n 
had his  father. 

Finally he told the story abstracted below 

16 
A young man sees  thr  e girls bathing.  When they come out  ,   fee 

they  turn into doves and   fly off.  The young man hides  the clothing of the 

youngest,   raien   she comes  out  the other two fly off, but  shw  cannot. 

When he gives her back her cloth, s,   she too  flies off,   saying,   "Look for 

me at  the White Hocks in the Happy Mountains."  The young man goes on a 

long search for  this place.  In the house of an old woman he asks  for shelte r 

She hides  him,   just as her twelve sons,  buzzards,   return home.   #ach 

says he smells human flesh.  The mother  says  No,   and asks  each where are. 

the White Hocks  in the Happy Mountains.   Eleven say they do not know;   the 

twelfth,   coming in late,   says he is  about to go  there.  The  young man © mes 

out,   and gets the tv/elfth buzzard to  agree to  take hi     there. The young man 

is  to kill  a steer,   cook a leg,   and ride on  the buzzard's back,   feeding him 

a slice of meat   every ti   e the buzzard turns his head.  This is done;   the 

young m&n almost fails  to  -jrri'/e because the meat runs  out.  Where they 

land,   three men are quarreling over t< e ownership of a chair,   a dagger 

and a little blanket.  The  young man sands the three quarrelers on a race,   sc 

and himself t^kes  the 
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fehree magic articles. The chair carries him at once to the palace in     JL5^   % 
1      i 

the White Hocks in the ¿appy Mountains. The blanket changes him «¡Lnto 
lace »   ' 

a number of ants that creep into  the pajfy£Lce.   (The use of the dagger was 

not  ecplained)  Beside the bedside of the princess  the young man turns  him-* 

self back and ib rth from his own form to that of  the ants.  As himself,  hé '. 

touches the  sleeping princess.  She cries out to her father.  When she learns 

who he is,   she betrays him.  He is tied up;   the men of the household are 

told to pick out th    slices of him thev want  to  eat.  #e is killed,  and 

the $$1M p-incess flees  in remorse. 

"'*#?:. 



Don Magdaleno 
May 6 158 

(Don Magdaleno learned tbls e^ory,fSMMMMMMMlMMg wiien he vwas a 
boy,   from hearing his  granduole,  Rafael  Santiso,   an old man, 
tell it) A . * 

I 

Eran dow amigos que hicieron un viaje muy largo;   se llaman 

Hazbien e Hazmal.    Entonces dijeron entre ellos que Hazbien lleva el 

sa,eo de tamales y que Hazmal lleve el saco de pan.  Pues.,  dispusieron en 

el  camino primera coman una parte, después coman la otra,   que primero 

coman los tamales,   al terminar,   comienzan el pan de Hazmal,  Pues, 

habiendo  terminado los tamales,   entonces Hazbien dijo que comienzan 
si 

la parte de  el.  Guando le dijo  que comenzaron,  le contesto'le WMMMMWM . 

sacara un ojo,  le diere un pan.   Siguieron caminando. Guando Hazbien ajelar 

hambre,  le pidió otro pan a Hazmal,  Entonces le contest©'si le dejara 

sacar otro ojo,  le diera otro pan. Y asi^hlcieron.  Guando llevaban ese 

camino Hazbien y Hazmal  encontraron muchas hormigas  en   el camino  que 

no  encontraron de comer.  Entonces Hazbien dijo,   —-Estas hormiguitas, 

pobrecitas,  les voy a dar un pan para que comieran.— Entonces dijo una 

de las hormigas  que no tfceñe con que gratificarle el favor,   y se quito 
patita / —— / 

una MMMffltf de ella,   y le dio a Hazbien,   y le dijo ftfi que un dia le pasara 

algo  que el dijera no mas  que "Dios y la hormiga"  que pronto  estaremos 

con üd Mas delante encontraron una bestia muerte, y   los   zopes ño 

MMytftfMM dejaban comer un aguilucho.    Entonces dijo Hazbien,-—  Probrecito, 

este animal no ha comidoj   he voy a dar yo de comer.—   Le contesto' 

el  aguilucho a Hazbien,--Que algún dia le pasara algo  que contara con 

el,   y que no tenga mas  que decir "Dios   e aguilucho" que pronto  estarla 

con el. Mas delante encontraron una paloma herida por  un tirador. 

Entonces dijo  Hazbien—Pobrecita,   esta paloma la voy  a curar yo— Y la UUtt    J 

curo* Le di^o  entoro es la paloma— Hazbien,   que algún dia le pasara 

algo me dijera mas que "Dios y paloma"-que pronto  estarla con el. 

Viéndose Hazbien ya sin ojos,   lo dejo Hazmal   abandonado. Entonces. 

I 
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^Stazbi'én' agarro  su camino ya ciego  y encontró  en el camino "un viejito y '       '"! '",'i 

#l&'vdijo Hilo,  para donde vas? Entonces le dijo Haxbien lo  que' 

f|L Hazmal le habla hecho  que por dos panes le habia sacado los ojos. 

onoes le dijo MMRflfflWMM  el viejito  que mad delante tenia que encontrar 
•»%- •   <   . ' l^i'tin rlllito  y cuando llegara a ese rillito que se sentara y buscara 

>'íc, y en la orilla el monte que hubiera alli y con ese montecito  se fomentaran 
'f *      , / de v -sus ojos.  —Muy bien— dijo Hazbien y seguio  caminando.  A lo poco andar 
WZ 

I &• 
I ?> 

I 

fe- 

I • 

lh 

i-encontro  el rillito y hizo lo  que le dijo  el viejito.  Tan pronto  como 

haber comenzado fomentando los ojos volvió a mifrar y le quedaron 

,los ojos como los habla tenido antes.  Entonces difco Hazbien— -El viejito 
y 

que  encontré es Dios-— 

/ 
Entonces  siguió Hazbien contento con sus ojos  y acabo' de algunas 

dias  se encontraron con Hazmal. Entonóles dijo Hazmal —Esto es brujo,  por- 

que ya tiene los ojos habiéndose que $os sacaba yo—  Vino Hazmal,  paso 

con el rey y le dijo que habla un brujo.  Immediatfi^mente él rey mando 

a traer a Hazbien,  y le dijo dé que habi-a sabido dé qué el  era brujo. 

Entonces le dijo  el rey a Hazbien— Te voy a probato si  s6is brujo y 

le dio una noche nada mas de tiempo y le mando a poner un quintal de 

ajonjolí y un quintal de semilla de mostaza y se revolvieron bien revueltos, 

5   a otro dia al amanecer tiene que esta» cada cosa en su lugar.  Entonces 

dijo Hazbien--Solo las hormigas me pueden.sacar de este caso tan terrible— 

Y dilJLO "Dios  y hormiga."     Pronto estaban las hormigas  con Hazbien y le 

dijeron—Que te pase,  Hazbien?  No  tengas penas,   acostarte a dormir qi e no- 

sotros vamos a hacer ese trabajo  que a la amanecer ya este todo dividido— 

Otro dia cuando llego el rey estaba todo ya como  el lo habla ordenado. 

Entonces 16ffiMMM$ dijo  el  rey-—Ciertamente esto es brujo—- Entonces le dijo 

el rey— Ya vamos a ver si  sois brujo.  Pues, mañana temprano quiero  que 

ese cerro que esta en frente de mi palacio amanezca blanca de huevos.— 

Entonces le dijo Hazbien que estaba bueno.  Entonces no dijo mas^Azbien que 

"Dios  y paloma".  Pronto  estaban todas las palomas y JLe dijeron a Ha/zbien 

e*l 

1 * Ja 

•i$$ki, >     hftj-V > táeuto 
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— Que te pase?   No tengas  pena,   acostarte a dormi^  que nosottous  vamos  a 

nacer  todo   ese trabajo---  Otro  dia al  amanecer vio   el  re;   el  cerro 

blanqueado de huevos,   tíntoic es  el  rey mas   se preocupo^en  que de veras 

era brujo.  Entonces le dijo  el  re* por tercera vez Si me vas  a traer a 

mi princesa  a tal  nación,   entonces  vos  seres  esposo de una de mis 

princesas—  Le dijo Hazbien,   "Diqc e aguilucho'."   Pronto   estaba  el 

aguilucho con  Hazbien y le dijo—  Que te pase,   dazbien?   No tengas 

pena,   aqui   estoy yo; en  que te pueda  servir'?-—  Le dijo  Hazbien al 

aguilucho  que  el  re,y  quería que fuera traerla a su princesa a una 

nación.  Le contesto  el  aguilucho  que pronto  la va a traerla  Monta/la 

en mi   y te llevo  a donde sea--   y se IffüudJfiJ&íi  fue a traer 1H princesa,   y  se 

pusieron  el   rey  en su  pffliiMM palacio.   Entonces Hazbien fue  esposo  de 

una de las  princesas  del  rey.   Entonces  Hazbien le dijo  al  rey de donde 
f Si habia prevenido todo.   Entonces   el  rey mando  traer a Hazmal  y confeso  las 

ingratitudes   que le habia hecho  con Hazbien.  Y le mando  a  quemar. 



Don Magdaleno,   Evaristo, 161 
Horacio  C^brebre,  Homelia 
May 6 

RIDDLES 

(in the discussion it appeared that there are at least two 
printed "lists" of riddles in the community) 

Un aposento oscuro, lleno de mil embarazos, y de consigue , lleva 
yá la muerte en brazos. 

  La escopeta 

Fui hija,   ahora soy madre,   criando  hijo  ajeno,  marido de mi madre. 

(Riddle occurring in  <i  story in which a 
woman nourishes her father^,   in jail <"md 
condemned  to  die by  starvation,   by givi ng 
him milk  from her breast) 

En caballo  vengo   que no   han nacido,   en l^s manos traigo  a la madre 
que  hn   sido. 

—  he  rides  a colt taken by operation from  the 
womb of  the mare after her death,   the hide 
of  the mare being  used  for the reins with which 
he  rides. 

Ün árbol de doce ramas,   cada rama tiene un nido,   cada nido tiene 
siete pájaros,   y cada  su  appellldo. 

--   El   ano 

blanca como  la nieve,   y negra como  la peste,   no  tiene pies  y  anda,   no 
tiene boca y  nabla. 

--  La  carta 



May 6 

SOÍKG 
Five years  ago  Cupertino  C.  de Leon,   of San/ita Lucia,   came 

to Agua  -Escondida for a few days  and  st'-yedwith ^agdaleno 
Alvarez.  While he was there he  sang a song with lengua words, 
which benjamin Mieron learned and no"   sings.   Cupertino  was 
caporal  de camino,   ¿e said he learned  the song from Nahualeno 
mozos working in his  road gang.- Translation follows: 

162 

Apúrense, muchachos, 

Arrancan la pajanar, 

Busquen la dirección del camino, 

No dejen hoyos en el camino, 

Solo empajonar trabajamos, 

Que no le3 pagan el dia. 

Asi *rjf,e dicen a mi, 

"Buen camino," nos dicen a nosotros, 

Asi lo dejamos 

Es para automobiles están haciendo, 

Vamos a ver si por eso es. 



May 6th 
ItJ<> 

som 

Benjamin Hieron sings a song with the following words,   which he 
learned while in jail  in Solóla.  It is much admired. 

En diez y siete de octubre 
Presente le tengo yoy 
En este baile existia 
Rosita. Viles murió. 
Rosita Viles murió. 

Entro Pollta al baile 
Tí  a la Rosa se dirigió, 
Como  era la mas hermosa» 
Rosita lo desprecio 

"Rosita,no me desprecie 
La gente lo den notar," 
"Señor,   no  es  que le desprecio, 
SiMM mas  que no  se bailar." 
Hecho mano  a  su bolsillo 
Como  al pañuelo  a sacar 
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SüNG 

benjamín  dieron sings  a  song,   much admired,   which he teamed while 
in jail  in Solóla.   The  wprds  follow 

En diez  y  siete de octubre, 
Pr-senté le tengo  yo, 
En  este baile  existja 
iiosita Viles murió. 
Rosita  Vile murió. 

Entro  Polito  al  baile 
y  Q.JL la  rtosa  se  diri/rio, 
Gomo   er,;i la mas  hermosa. 
"Hosita,   no me desprecie, 
LíX gente lo  den  notar," 
"Señor,   no   es   que le desprecio, 
Si mas   que no   se  bailar, 
Si mas   que  no   se  bailar." 

necho  mano   a   su  bolsillo 
Gomo  al  pañuelo   a  sacar, 
üecho mano  a  su  cintura 
Y  la  pistola  saco. 
No mas  dos  tiros   le dio, 
No mas  dos  tiros  le dio. 

Salió   el  padre  de  Kosa 
Gomo  queriendo  llorar, 
"itosita,   que te  ha sucedidos- 
Te   estoy oyendo   quejar, 
Te  estoy oyendo   quejar. 

rtosita   esta  en  el   cielo 
JL^ndo   el  cuento   al  Criador. 
Polita   esta  en   el   juzgado, 
•asando   su  declaración, 
•^ando   su declaración. 



Rom el la 
Dionicia 

May 4 
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El CASO DiS GEN0V3VA 

There was a king was wanted to take a wife.  One day when he 

was out in an aldea he saw a girl whom he liked very much. She was very- 

poor; she lived in a little house with a/ grass roof. The next day the 

king came back with his friends, tie  foundthe girl without shoes, 

wearing a hat of squirrel skin, sitting on a little wooden be^fnch. 

The king asked the father for her in marriage. But her father did not 

want her to marry the king, because he was so poor andthe king so rich. 

But the king commands.* that it be so, "nd they were married. 
Dagoberto, 

After six months there came a war. The king,went off to the 

war and left nis brotner Celefredo to r.le in his place. Celefredo 
love to 

trieu to make Genoveva , but sue would not have him. Then Celefredo 

became angry and he had Genoveva put in jail in bartolina. While 

she ! as in jail her child, the son of the king, was born. She was naked; 

so was the child; she gave his the name Desdichado. After a time Cele- 

fredo ordere. Genoveva to leave the jail and go away. She refused. Then 

he ordered her eyes to be put out. The slaves, or vassals, of fclsax 

Celefredo took her into the woods, there to put out her eyes. A dog 

came by, and the men instead took out its eyes and brought them to 

Celefredo. They told Genoveva to go off by herself. 

Genoveva lived in the woods'by eating roots and fruit. After 

a time she came to a cave by the sea; she began litng in the cave. 

A she-goat appear»..; Genoveva dnd her child drank its milk. Soon the 

goat had two kids, and then more kids. So they lived on the meat and 

milk of the goats. Desdichado grew to be eight years old. Genoveva 

fell sick; Desdichado herded the goats and fed his mother their milk. 

Dagoberto was out hunting, very sad. His dogs came apon the 

goats and chased them into the cave. Some of the king's men followed. 
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"There is  a woman herel  And  a boyl"  one  exclaimed.  Then they recognized 

Genoveva and all knelt before her.   "Forgive me,"  saidthe king,   and 

he led G noveva out  of the  cave,  putting his coat on her to  cover her. 

"1  am  your fatherl"  he said to Desdichado.  But the  boy did not 

know his  father and was  afraid to go  to him,-- he preferred  to go with 

the goats.  The king took them  all back? MMMfcf the goats  too,   and  he 

had Celefredo killed. 



ttay third 
Oscar Armas 168 

STOitíÉ 

One time the rabbit wanted to have his ears shortened. 

de  said his ears were too long; all the other animals had short ears. 

So he went to God and asked him to saorten his ears, liod said, 

"Fi.'st bring me three repentant sinners (tres penitentes). So the 

rabbit went and found the tiger. He got the tiger to agree to let him 

shave him, and while he was shaving the tiger, he cut off his head. 

Then he '.vent to the monkey, and .said, "Let us swing toge her", So he 

swung the monkey in a vine, and tumbled him off ont > the ground 

and so killed him. And he took his head. Then he went to the crocodile, 

and got tae crocodile to play marbler with him. While they were 

playing he tripped him 'nd killed him and took his head. Tne rabbit 

took the three heads to God and said, "-Here are the three penitents" 

And god was annoyeu becai* e the rabuit was so picaro and he pulled 

his ears and m-idt- tnem longer than ever. 



May 1st 
Basilio  Santlso 169 

FOLKTALE 

There was  a sheep whose owner kept  him always  tied to  a 

stake  so  that  he grew thinner and thinner.  The rabbit  came by and 

asked,   "What  are you doing here?"     "I  am dying of hunger,"  answered the 

sheep.   "Then cane with me,"   said the rabbit,   andhe loosened the rope that 

tied the sheep and they went off together.  As  they went along theybfound 

a  sack lying on the road.  The rabbit pickedit up and put  it on the 

sheep's back.  They went  a little farther,   andthej   found three tiger's 

heads lying on the road.  The rabbit put  them into the  sack,   and he 

told the sheep that when he asked  him to  give him one of the heads,   he 

should first give him the smallest head. 

At nightfall they came aupon a great  company of tigers  sitting 

around a fire.  The sheep was af aid to go nearer  .  But the rabbit 

said,   "Come along;   there is no  reason po be  afraid."   So  they went MMMM 

mmMmmmmmñgmmiÁVtiXimmMmmm    up  to the tigers,   and the rbbit  said, 

"Good  evening."     "Good  evening,"   said the  tigers,   "Pasen adelante." 

"We are looking for lodgings,"   said the  rabbit.   "Come right  in,"   said 

the tigers.  So  the rabbit andthe sheep went  and sat  down with the 
asked for a pot  and water from the tigers.Thento  the sheep, 
tigers b\   the  fire.  After a while the rabbit^said,   "   1  am hungry;   let 

us  have some  supper.   Pass me that head,"     So  the sheep took the smallest 

head out of the bag and handed it  to him.  But  tiu,  rabbit  said,   "iJo, 

not  that one   the biggest one that  you killed by blowing on it."  At 

that  the sheep hsnd d him the biggest  tiger* s head,   andthe rabbit 

bolasl it.  All  the tigers looked on andwhlspered among themselves. 

By this time it  was  quite dark.   "Where can we sleep?"   asked the 

rabbit.   "Up  above there is  a sort  of shelf,"   said the MpgMMMMSlfiépi 

sheep.  But the tigers were afraid to let them  sleep there,  because 

the 5  might kill  the tigers  down below.   But  the rabbit  and the sheep 
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170 climbed up and went to sleep, with the tigers down below. 

The tigers were afr id to sleep, and so was the sheep. At last the 

sheep wanted to go out andurinate. But he was afraid to go down 

among t e tigers. So the réb bit said he would hold him up so he 

could urinate up there. But while he was trying to do so, he lost 

h s balance and the rabbit and the sheep fell down among thetigers. 

This so frightened the tigers that they all ran off. 

The rabbit and the sheep sat by the fire. The sheep' s head 

nodded against thr rabbit's shoulder, and the rabbit's ears kept twitching 

back andforth as he watched. By and b¿, the tigers kept back. They 

looked and saw the sheep' s head moving back and forth, andthe 

rabbits long ears moving over him, andone said, "rie is scolding 

the sheep for not killing us, andthe sheep is saying, *es, Yes, Yes. So 

they all ran off again. 



May  first-- Basilio  Santiso 

171 
EL CASO DE LOS TRJSS CONSEJOS 

There were three young men, brothers, who were supporting their 

old parents. There came a time when they had no work. The oldest said: 

We must go and earn some money. So their parents gave them their bl easing., 

and they went off. HIMM# The sun was strong andthey came to a tree 

under the shade of which an old man was resting. "Good day," said the 

old man. "Good day," saidthey. "Where are you going?" asked the old man. 

"We are going to wandervabout," they replied. "Come with me," saidthe 

old man; "I will give you work." "all right," said the young men, "Let UPS 

go tt ii First you must shut your eyes," said the old man. They did so, 

and when they opened them again they foundthemselves in a great house. 

The old man gave a task to each of the three young men: the first 

had to wash a burro, the second to work in a flower garden, andthe third 

had to wash a cudgel. They all found their work very easy, and they 

ate very well. But after a time they said, "What use is this work? Let 

us go home to our parents." So they went to the oldman andsaid, "Master, 

tomorrow we are going home. Pay us our money." So the old man took out 

their money and put ifc. into three piles, one for each young man. Then 

he said, "°efore you go, you must go MMMláM en an errand.Ride on the 

burro out in that direction till you come to a house, and deliver the 

letter there." 

The oldest son •• ent off first. He went past a pasture where the 

grass was thick and plentiful; yet the cattle were thin and wasting away. 

Then he passed another pasture, rocky and bare, without a blade of 

grass. Here the cattle were dying because they were too fat. Next 

he passed a human skull; a fly vent in one eye and came out at an ear. 

After this he crossed a river of blood, then a river of milk, andthen 

a third river, perfectly clear, by the banks of which a womanm 

sat dying of thirst. "Why don't you drink?" he asked her. "I cannot," 
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she answered.   At last  he came to two  rocks,  like walls,   that  crashed 

together and separated again.  The young man was  afraid to pass through 

these,  and so   lie returned  to his master's house.   "Why did you return?" 

asked £is master.  The young man told  him about  the rocks.   "All. right, 

said his master»,   "you were  afraid.  So  the second young man set out,1 

He saw the same  sights  that   the first  young man had seen,   and when he 

came to the crashing rocks  he too was  afraid to pass,   and he returned 

to his masterw 

Then the  youngest  son set out.  He saw what the other two had 

seen. But when  he came  to  the crashing rocks  he said,   "I  can get 

through here,   and  quick he rode through on the burro. Beyond he found 

two roads,  one  wide,   and filled with flowers,   and the other narrow and 

thorny. But he   remembered that he should not take the easiest way, 

and so he rode   along  the thorny path.  At  the end of this path he £> und 

a house,  and lenioking  at  the door he met  a lady to whom he delivered 

the letter,  She told him to wait while he prpared the answer.  The 

lady told him   to sit  down,   and asked him if he vas hungry.  He replied tha- 

he was. The lady put before him a small piece of bread and a little 

piece of chocolate.   "Whatl"   he  cried,   "is  that  enough KMM when I  am 

so hungry?"  But when he began to  eat he found that  there was  always 

more bread to   bite off,   and always more chocolate in the pitcher» 

After a while   he fell  asle p.   When he awoke he foundthat he. had grown a 

beard. "What  Is this?"   he  said to  the lady.  She toldhlm not to be afraid 

but  to return   to his master.  He went back and delivered the letter. 

His master aslced him what  he had seen,   and the ^oung man told him. 

Then his master said,   "I will   explain what  you saw.  The first pasture 

is we poor workers,   hungry and miserable,   among plenty.  The second 

pasture is we   poor workers  as   God keeps  us,   even in poverty.  The skull 

means those who refuse to   take  advice. The river of blood means  the 

blood our mothers  shed when we are born.  The river of milk means  the 
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milk we drink at our mothers' breasts. The river of clear water with the 

woman dying of thirst means those who deny water to passers by. The 

rooks mean our compadres-- compadre meeting with comadre. The road of 

flowers in the road to hell, andthe thorny path is the road we take 

on earth," 

Then he set out  the money for the three young men and asked fcbui 

each which he would take, money or advice.  The  first young man said,  IfiHMM 

"Money,   of course.  1 have not been working for advice."   So the man gave 

him money. The second young man also Etf asked for money and received it. 

But the younge st  son had been thinking,   and when his  turn came he 

said he would rather take advice.  So  the old man gave him three pieces of 

advice:   The first was:   Never travel by little paths.  The  second was: 

Never ask about  that which neither goes  away from you nor  comes to   you, 

(Don Basilio  couldnot remember what  the third piece of advice was). 

Then the old man said,   "Take this cudgel,   and  this magic  table.  The 

table will provide you with food when you ask it,   and the cudgel 

will  give heatings in :,our defense."   So the three young men went off. 

They separated and went in different directions>  the two  elder brothersaowxn 

went by narrow paths,  but the youngest remembered the first  advice,   and 

travelled by the  highway. 

After  a time he came to  a night patrol,  MMMMyilTMgMiK>^iMt|Tip/(i|Mi|iM 
the bodies of two men who  had been killed 

taking with them MKUMMKMlIMMliM  .     TimWpmmmW&mMMá&wmmWámmm 

JIMMMtflfflMlWMMMMMpQMIM The young man went to  ask for lodging  at the 

house where the tw   men had been killed.  Inside there was  a man, but his 

wife was not  to be seen.  He was  sitting at  a table gnawing on bones. 

He  askedthe  youngest  son,   "Don't  you want  to know where my wife  is?" 

But  the youngest   son remembered the s econd piece of advice,   and 

answered,     What is that  to me?"   So then the man trusted him,   and when he 

went off,  he left him with everything,   including the keys to  his chest. 
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At last  the young man r-ached his home. When he reached 

his  house he looked  in the window andsaw his wife with a priest.  In 

anger he raised his  gun to fire,  but then he thought he should not 

(apparently  the third advice should © me in here;   Don üasilio  did 

not properly remember the last part of this  story).   So he put down his  gu¿ 

and went in,   as the priest went out.  xie askedhis wife,  wWho was  that 

priest?"     "Did you not know your own son*?  ue was a baby when you left; 

now he has  grown up to be a priest.  So then he summoned  the priest.  When 

the prfefcst  came he in turn looked in the window and  saw the strange man 

with his mother,   and he too  raised his gun to  shoot,  but did not.  Then 

they were all brought   together,   including the old parents,   now very old, 

andthe  young man got home in time  to bury  them. 



Don Lupario 
April $8 175 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

When I was a boy there were very few marimbas, and those that 

did exist were only up in the Highlands here. Only 

recently has the marimba come into the Capital. In those days only 

the Indians had marimbas. The marimbas were of tecomates; the ca.iones 

came later. I think it must have been invented in Totonicapan, 

Now the ladinos have learned to play marimbas. In those days the 

guitar was mostly played. 

There are several guitars in Agua Escondida; one of the Indi ns 

plays a guitar, and one of them plays an accordeon, but not very 

well. 



Basilio  Santiso 
Apr.  28 176 

CASOS 

(Told at my request,  with muoh enthusiasm and some art,   to the 
interest of a grandson and two grown daughters who stayed to listen) 

A hunter in the woods finds  a tiger tangled in vines so that he 

cannot get  free. The tiger "begs  the hunter to release him. The hunter 

does  so. The tiger then declares  he will  eat tte   hunter. The hunter 

IttSffitt declares that is no way to treat one who has  just done him a 

service,   and induces  the tiger to go with him to  some judge to 

decide the case. The  first  judge is an ox. The hAnter presents  the 

case to him,   and the ox says:   "I worked faithfully for many years 

for my aster and now he is  going to kill me for food— what was the 

service at the cart worth?  A good de/éed is  repaid by a bad;   it is 

right  that the tiger eat you."  The hunter persuades  the tiger 

to go before a second judge.  The second judge,   a horse,   says  that 

after serving his master well for years,  he is left to be eaten by 

buzzards.  A good deed is repaid by a bad;   it is  right that the 

tiger eat you." The hunter induces the tiger to present the case to 

a third judge,  the rabbit.  The rabbit is  found in a bunch of 

grass  (paja).  He says that he cannot decide the case until he 

sees just what  the situation was. Therefore he Induces the tiger 

to get himself tied up in the vines as he was before. The rabbit 

then asks  the hunter,   "Is this  the way  the tiger was when you 

fourc. hir.i?"  ?.Th.er> the 'vniJ-rr ea. e  yes,   the rabbit  says,   "All ¿ight, 

then you can go ahead and shoot him" 

The armadilloswent to  see their king to report that the 

armadillos were being killed off by th tigers— only shells were to 



be found lying about.  The armadillo king says that they must go W* 

see the  rabbit king.  The r .bbit king is  told about their trouble. 

ue tells   them to bring all  their people to him next morning.   So 

all  the  armadillos are assembled next day,   and so  are all  the rabbits. 

The rabbit king tells  the armadillos  to  form in ranks,   and has  the rabbit s 

do likewise.  Then he  tells the  armadillos  that  they are to be  the 

mules,   andthe rabbits  the riflers. The rabbits mount  the armadillos, 

and so their forces advance on thetigers.  The rabbit king addresses 

the tiger king,   "What  are you  doing?"   "Nothing—  just walking about. 

And what  are  you doini??    The rabbit king  ans  ers,   "Oh,   yesterday  I 

had to go  to the juzagado.   "   "And why was that?"   "v.'hy,   I was   informed 

that tomorrow a great wind is  coming that  will blow everything and 

MMMfiUUM So  1 was everybody awa,   unle ss  it  is  tied down, 
Alt' .,   .. „ 

collect ing  some vines  to q# myself and my  people down with,"   "Really1.1 

said the tiger,   "then tie me first.  "   So  the rabt^t king ties  the 

tiger tight  to a tree.   "Are you tied quite tight now?"     "Yes".   "Then 

don't  eat  anymore armadillo»"  And the rabbits  r$de off, 

A week later a group ©jf monkeys  come by.  The tiger -kegs to be re- 

leased.  But the monkeys  say,   "No,   you^ll  eat us up."  And they go off. 

A week later a man monkey and his wife come by.  The  tiger persuades  the 

monkey to MM untie him.  The tiger seizes the woman-monkeyj   he is  so 

thirsty he carries her down to  the water to drink before beginning to 

eat her.  But  the rabbit is ready for him.  rie has covred himself with 

honey andleaves,   so he cannot be recognized. He calls  to the tiger, 

ordering him to drop what he is  c  rrying.  The tiger,   frightened by 

this strange figure, drops the monkey and she runs off. 

3. 
The tiger went to a horse corral where two young mules 

were about to be killed. The tiger says, "Why do you let yourselves 

be killed- - men are so small, " The mules explain that they cannot 

help themselves; although man is small he has ropes and v;hips and 
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other tools. The tiger then says he would like to get to know this  -*-* 

creature man. So the mules tell him to come tomorrow. When the tiger 

comes the net days, the mules tell him that the man is over there 

cutting wood. The tiger goes over to where the man is cutting wood, and 

asks what he is doing. The man explains. The tiger says that he v-aits 

to try it. So the man says allright, the tiger may help him. The 

man splits the log a litle way, and tells the tiger to put in his 

paws and help widen the split. When the tiger does so, the man withritam 

draws the axe andthe tiger is a prisoner. The tiger shrieks— now you'v • 

killed me. He jerks out his paws and rushes off. He knocks over a 

woman drawing wá; er froma well; she falls in. As she tries to pull 

herself out, she cries that the tiger tried to eat her  
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RIDDLES 

Mi madre  es  tartamuda,  ml papa és cantador*    El huevo* 

Una señora de cabeza blanca,  de cuerpo verde.       -—  La cebolla. 

Chaves Baraves, manojo de llaves,   salta paredes,   escoid a 
mujeres* ---  El cárcel. 

Un cuento  redondo  que tiene tres trancas atrás.   —  El nance (?) 

Glel  arriba,   ciel  abajo, mar en medio* ---  EL coco 

Caballito de banda,  banda,   que no bebe ni  anda.     ---  El puente 
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STORIES AND GAMES 

At velorios it is customary to tell  stories   (casos;   cuentos). 

Don Tomas says he does not know any,  but that his older brother 

Sotero does.  So also do Miguel Perez,  the baker, Armando Armas and 

Gablno Alvarez, When 1 mentioned Juan Conejo,  he said some of the 

the stories were about him* Women,  he says, do  not tell the stories; 

and he says the m turales do not know them* 

People here do not play cards,   "because we do not know how. 

But TKMMyMBlrtM|ffl[ there are people in San Lusas who do*" A game played 

here  (at wakes,   etc)  is chonete-- played with four marked grains of 

corn,  ttMHMffi or beans,  mnd with five little sticks to  each player/ 

The sticks are won by the throw of the beans, Knucklebones are 

also played,  and sometimes dice.  But the two last,   as gambling 

games, are now against the law,  Chonete is "just for fun— if one 

plays  for money,  it is for a centavo or two," 

Sometimes riddles are asked. 

May  sixth 

1 have asked  several  people for proverbs,  under that name;   MMtttfM 

I  have  also  translateu  several  of our proverbs,   and  explained  their netue- 

alwa, s without result.  They appear never to have henrd of such repeated 

traditiJnal   sententious utterances. 

Goaokgi gating used to be practiced;   it  is  now prohibited by  lav/, 

and takes  place only illicitly,   probably seldom 
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STORIES 

(The day has been one of fiesta;   the men dldnot go to  th.   fields to 
work;   the women visited about .IMMlSMMMMltiéJdlMg \ T^ere has been talk of 
stories;   an interest has developed In letting us know MJUMM some good 
stories.  We assemble in Salome's kitchen:   Isabel,   Salome,  Martina, 
Romelia,  Horacio  Cabrera,   his nephew ^scar Armas,   and we.  Horacio 
b egins) 

One time the  tiger went  climbing in some vines and got  himself 

so  entangled that he could not get out.   He began to cr    out  for aid. 

A hunter came by,   and thr tiger asked him to relense him.   So the 

hunter loosened the vines  and released the tiger.  Then the  tiger  said, 

•   "A good deed is to be paid with a bad one.   Now I  am going to  eat  you." 

Eut the hunter object ed,   and said that  the tiger was not right. 

Finally they agreed to go  sede justice.   So off they went  together. 

But  the tiger did not want  to go MMMM in front  of the   hurt er bbcause 

the hunter had a gun,   and the hunter did not want to go  in front of 

the tiger for fear the tiger would eat him.  At last they came to 

a mule,   terribly thin.  "What has happened here?"   asked the tiger, 

"What  are  you doing hero?"  The mule replied,   "After many years of 

work,   now they are going to  get rid of me. MMgfiüSliMllíld Good is  repaid withv| 

evil".  But  the hunter was not  satisfied,   andthey went on to  seek other 

justice.  They came to  an ox,   standing thin and dry.  The tiger asked the 

ox "'hat he w as doing there,   and.the ox said that  as he could not wotfk 

any more his master was leaving him there to die.   "Good is  repaid 

with evil."   But  still  the hunter was not  satisfied,   and they went 

on to seek other justice.  They came to  a river.  But  the tiger    did 

not v/ant  to  go in front   lest the hunter  shoot  him,   and the mule,   the 

ox and the hunter did not want  to go  in front lest  the tiger  eat taem. 

At last  the oxwent  ahead,   then the  tiger and the hunter,   and then -the 

mule.  They came to  a plain,   and there  they met  a rabbit.  But  the 

. rabbit ^ as  afraid of the hunter's gun,   and ran off.  The hunter and 
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the tiger and the mule and the ox ran after the rabbit,   calling, 

"Uncle ^abbit^  stop,   stop."  At last he stopped,   and they explained the 

whole case and that  they  waited justice.    The rabbit  said,  "werj  well,   I 

will do  justice.  J2Ut  first 1 must  see just how thetiger was  situated 

when the hunter released him"   So  they all travelledback till  they came to 

the vines where th tiger had been tied. The rabbit  tied the tiger up, 

just as he was before.  Then he  said,   "all  right,  now let him have it." 

And the hunter  shot the  tiger. No me toques,   no me toques,   ni me 
dejes  a tocar;  mis hermanitos 

  me han matado por la fl. or de 
Aguilar 

Oseare told the nextfllltory: 

II 

There was  a king who had three tatuygm sons,   and he became sick. 

He sent his three sons to find the flower of Aguilar. The youngest son 

found the flower. When the others saw this, they killed him, and buried 

him in a patch of cane. Their father askedthem where the other son was, 

and they said he -as still looking for the flower of Aguilar, Some 

muleteers came by the MMMM patch of canes, andone of them cut a cane and 

made a whistle. But when he started to blow the whistle, it spoke, 
my brothers killed me 

saying, "Do not play me, do not play me, OWMW- looking for the flower of 

Aguilar." The king heard t.iis, andhe had the whistle brought him. 

But when he started to play it, the whistle spoke, "i'apa do not play me, 

do not play me, I am looking for the flower of Aguilar." Then the 

king sent for the other sons, andtold them to play the whistle, but 

again the whistle spoke* "Brothers, do not play me, do not play me, 

I am looking for the flower, of Aguilar." The king sent some one to 

look in the canebrake, and when MMlápu&MM there they foundthe youngest son, 

alive again. The king had the other two sons shot, and he went on living. 

Horacio then MB^JIMMMM^^       asked iif we knew that it 
was possible for a^j^g^g^jlearn more than his master could teach 

him. He said he. had a story to MMMM prove it, and proceeded to tell 
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THE STORY OF THE 3Jt8SKxTHIEVES 

There was  a woman who had three sons. Two  of them learned good to 

trades   (oficios). The third son found no trade to suit him. They 

asked him,   "What trade will  you learn?"  But no trade pleased him. 

Finally he said he would learn the trade of thievery.  "All rig .t," 

they said, /andgave him over to  a band of thieves.    Under his master 

the  third son did some robberies,   stealing some money here,   some there. 

At last the master-thief said he was going to rob  the king.   iMiio,   I 

will  rob him,   "   said the young man.  "You  cannot;   I  will rob him," 

said the master-thief.  "No,"   said the young man,   "I will rob  the king. 
buy 

But  first  you must gffiMM me good clothes   ."   So   the master-thief bought 

the young man new clothes,   and when he vas drssed he went to talk  to 

the king.   "The king said,  "There is much   thievery here,   andl am afraid 

that my kones will be stoled."  "Andwhat d6 you propose to do?"   asked the 

young man. ihe king answered,   "I  am disposed to arrange a tank of water, 

so that if anyone enters by that door,  where I hve my money,   the water 

will  fall on him." The young man report-d this  to his master,   and told 

him not to  enter by that door of the king's  house.  So the master  entered 

by another door and robbed the king.  The next  day the young man went to 

the king and asked how matters had gone.   "Badly,"   said the king,   "I 

have been robbed.  "Now what do  you propose to do?"   asked the young man. 

The king said,   "I am disposed to arrange knives so  that  anyone who 

enters by that door will be cut  to pieces."    This  also  the young man 

reported to  the master-thief,   andwarned him not to  enter by that 

door. But the master forgot,   and when he  entered the king's house 

that night,   the knives cut off his head.  The next day the young 

man went to  the king's house and asked him how matters had gone. 

"Very well,"   said the king,   "last night a thief tried to come in,  land 

the knives  cut his head off.  Only we do not know who he is;   the face ±x 

is  so cut up.  "Now what are you going to do?"   asked the young man. 
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"I am going to put the head on exhibition,"  said the king. Whoever 

weeps when he  sees the head will be the thief's  relatives,   and we 

will catch them." The young man told this to the master's widow,   and 

warned her not  to veep if she saw the head. The king put  a guard to 

watch the head.  But  the young man was  still thinking, He went and 

bought  two gftl higs.  Then he got a coach,   pninted it black,  hitched the 

hogs  to  it,   and put two lamps on it.  At night he drove down tu.e street 

to the king's house. WWIBIUMMIMMMM^MM The guard were frightednedand ran off, 

and the young man took up the head and carried it off.  So  they buried it. 

Next day herf went again to  see the king.   "How did it  go last 

night?"   ,,£>adly,"  answered the king."The thieves    came and carried off the 

head."     "Now what are you going to do  about the bodj ?"  asked the 

young man.  "Are jou going to put it on exhibition?"    "No,"   said 

the king,   "I will put  it  in a box of glass and have it  carried through 

the city.  Whoever dries will be the relatives of the thief,   and we shall 

catch them." fiflá The  young men told the widow to be careful,   not to  cry, 

to keep her doors  shut.  But when the glass box passed her house,   she 

looked out,   saw the body,   and cried out.   Quickly the young man then cut 

off a finger from her child's  hand,   and when the guard came to  see who 

had cried out,   it appeared that the woman had criedbecause her child's 

finger had been cut off.   So  she escaped. 

The m xt   day the young man went  to the king and asked how matters' 

had gone,   "^adly,"   said the king,   "JBMMM "one woman cried out but it 

was  only because her child's finger had been cut off."   "Now what  are 

you going to do?"  askedthe young man.  "I  am going to put  the body on 

exhibit ion, "said the king,   "with a strong guard around it.."  The young man 

now thought how he might  steal  the body.   He bought a hog,   and taught it 

to   eat only meat. To do  this he went and found a child that nobody 

wanted,   and bought it  and killed it  and fed it to the hog, when the 

pig vas almost dying of hunger.    Then he went to the king andsaid, 
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"The trouble is  that the mourners of the thief are satisfied.  They see 

the body placed in a glass  coffin and paraded through  the city.  Wgiat 

you should do  is throw the body   in the street.  Then they will be 

sad,   and cry out."   "You are right,"said the king,   andhe had it done. 

Then the young man drove by,  with the hog ooncelaed in th    coach". 

When they came to  the body the hig rushed out  and dragged MfflKM it  off. . 

And the young man took it  and buriedit. 

(By this  time Horacio was  well warmed up.  ne proceéed to  tell 
the  following story) 

IV 

One time the tiger heard about man. He wanted to know more 

about him. So he went about asking as to man. Where is he? What is he 

like? Man is small, they told him. But stronger than I? *es, they 

said, he is stronger than you. Thv tiger met the tapir. Are you man? 

he asked. No, said the tapir. So then the tiger wouldnot eat the • 

tapir but went on looking for man. At last he met manj he was cMMMflUfiM 

splitting firewood. The tiger said, How little? Are you man? Yes, 

said the man. Are . ou stronger than I? A little, said the man. Then 

let us have a test of strength, said the tiger. MA11 right, said the man, 

but first help me split this wood. All right, said the tiger. So the 

man split a log of wood, but only part way, and he told the tiger 

to help him pull it apart. The tiger p*t in his paws, and the man 

pulled out the axe, and the tiger was caught. Now are you convinced. 

that I am stronger? asked the man. Yes, said the tiger. 

l&Oi-acio went on to tell the story of) 

THE TWO COMPADRES 

Tnere was a man so poor that all his family had to eat out of 

was one porringer. The food was put in this andthey all ate out of it. 

One day the family was sitting down to eat when the man's compadre 
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came in.  So  the man offered him food,  but  as it was all in one dish 

the compadre thought it was  all  for him.  He began to  eat,   and as he 

was a great  eater,   the food was  rapidly disappearing. The  family sat 

around andwatched their dinner go,   and MMMfflM tried to think what  to do 

to  save  some of it. At last  the father whispered to his wife,   "Go  get a 

jug of ^ater. If he takes  a drink of water,  he will be finished with -his 

meal."   So  she brought him water. The compadre took a great drink,   said, 

"Thank you.  I always take a drink of water in the middle of my meal,"   and 

went ahead and ate up the rest of the food. 

(This  story was more painful  than amusing to  some of the MMMMM 

hearers,   who  exclaimed "ftobres",   and whose faces  showed their <D ncern/. 

Horacio  continued:) 

VI 

There was  a man who made a pair of sandals out of the skin of 

a coyote.  With these he could travel  fast,  because the coyote goes  so 

fast. One day someone in his  housve.was  sick and he needed medecine. 

He wanted to go to *atulul.  But he went  so fast in his  sandals that 

first  thing he knew he saw the railroad and he was  alreadv  at Cocales. 

So he started back to Pntulul,   andtook off his  sandals before he got 

there and walked in barefoot.  Then,   on his wa    home,  he went  so fast tha t 

in a moment  he was  in the lake up to his  chest. 

(This was  told amid much merriment}  Romelia had toer version which 
got  the man to  Chimaltenanago when he wanted to go  to Tecpan.  It  was 
strongly asserted that these sotires were "just lies,"andreference 
was made to  some man in Santa Lucia MM who tells many such "lies". 
The talk then went on to  extraordinary episodes that were true, 
beginning with those about the pha¡Jbom hens —  filed under "Folklore." 

A little later Horacio  told the  story of the rabbit who wanted a tail: 

VII 
The rabbit went to Tata Dios and said that he wanted a tail. 

God said,   "All  right,  but  on one condition:  bring me the tears of the 

tiger and the tooth (colmillo)  of the crocodile. The rabbit went to 

a milpa and found a great many gourds (tecomates). He opened them 
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made holes in them,   and fitted eaoia with a joint of cane.  When 

the wind blew,   the tecomates all made a great roaring sound. 

Soon the tiger came by.  "What are you doing?"  asked he of the 

rabbit.  "I am waiting for the Judgment,11   said the rabbit,   "it is 

coming very soon,"    Then the wind began to blow and the tecomates made 

a terrible roaring,  "¿ere comes the judgment,"   said the rabbit. 

The tiger began to try,  "Shall I  escape?"  he said,   "-^ave patience," 

said the rabbit.  The wind blew WMMMMMMMMM harder and the tecomates  roared 

again,   andthe tiger cried van more.  Tt©   rabbit  took a small tecomate and 

held it to  the tiger1„ face.   Soon it was  full  of tears.  The rabbit 

stoppered the tecomate with some cotton and went MMMMiMvIi^MMií^folMilIÓMIó 

off.  ^e went to  the coast and there he met the c ocodile.  The crocodile 

thought he was  going to  eat the rabbit   .  The r-ibbit  said,   ,lijet us 

play marbles."   "Very well,"   said the  crocodile and they began to play. 

The rabbit  shot  at the c ocodile's teeth,  instead of at  the marbles, 

and soon he knocked out one tooth.   "Leave it  there,"   said the rabbit, 

"that is the game." They changed places  and ao it inued to play.  When 

the rabbit got near the tooth,  he picked it up and ran off by a 

roundabout way.  The rabbit  took the tears and the tooth to God. 

"Que tal?"   said tfod.  "Very well,"   said the rabbit and gave him the 

tears and the tooth.  "All  right,"   said tiod,   andgave him only a little 

tail.   But he pulled his  ears and made them longer becais e he was 

so mischievous   (picaro). 
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Pek ' 

Tomasa Cuk* 'a seoond son Vicente had three little tails of hair» 
about four inohes long, 

at the back of his head- These are oalled pekf (no word for them in 

Spanish) and Homelia said that she knew they said it was peeádo to out 

them but did not know why. They come from the snarls wh.ioh develop because 

a child lies  in the hammock a great deal and also because they do not 

comb the hair. When we asked Seoundina Ariaga , ladina, who livea t Ojo 

de Agua , if she knew why it was bad to o\t  the pekes  , she did not 

know. Then we asked Tomasa, the mother • She said that if 3e ft to herself 

that  she would cut  them cf f    but  that  QujcKXX»«xM»xx»3c»ax]aRilxfe«3cilxfel»SDiJctela»fe 

ifexjffasxRxsignxjsíxgssáxiMskxfajrxfetosxahii 

hor mother    believed it was ver-T bad to touch them and scolded la r if she 

tried to.  She added that  Quirrino Morrales had told them that  the Pekes 

were a sign o  f good fortune,   and indicated that  she thought there might 

be something in it.       When Tomasa 's .mother Marta came home wex asked her 

why it was bad to cut  the Pek'. J3he said that  if it were done the ohild 

might get  sick and die.       She  said that  Tomasa had had some  as  a child 
just 

and that  once a woman came and ttouch ed them,   and immediately Tomasa got 

sick with  fever and diarrhea. 
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"Over in Patxun an espanto  put out the candle on one 

of the nine nights when they were praying  over a dead person. One 

must burn candles for nine nights, if not it is a sin. " 

I said that in the United States ghosts wKkteutx were 

said to walk at midnight in the demeteries. R. replied, "Perhaps they d# 

he re but as we never go there at that time , we dont know. In Patzun 

the children plkyed a lot in the cemetery. Then Deathi the calavera -A 

she explained fM±kwtx> further) raised up and came at them • xhe children 

began to vomit and died. " 

"An espanto appeared once to Don Tomas out in the 

milpa. It was all in white , w:; th long hair. It told him to dig in a 

certain place and he would find money. He was afraid to dig but Don 

Margerlto did and found money. I did not see the money. He took it to 

Guatemala to have it changed. " 
April 23 

"Santa Rosalia is the santo which is used to make 

peopLe die right away fi.e. that is used when it is feared that an 

espanto is hovering around. The idea seems to be of the spirit of 

the dying person hanging between heaven and earth , so acting as an 

espanto. . ) 
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ESPANTOS 

Yes, here too there are espaatos.   (I mert ioned the cemetery).  No, 

here they oome out  in the streets* Usually one does not  see them,  one 

only hears them,  crying andlamentlng —  al,   ail.   They are the souls Q£ 

people,   I suppose.  Sometimes they throw a little earth at one;   a}4 one 

feels is the earth falling on one's  shoes» Down by the shores of the 

lake there are espantos too. Of you have to pass the night there you 

may hear  them crying— they are the souls of those who drowned in 

the lake. HMMM1WM Once in a while one sees them too— just the form, 

a sort of dark shape. One time David Miranda went to BM1HMM Chuacacay, 

where the mounds of the antiguos are,  and on the mounds he saw the 

figure of a woman, dressed in white.  She called to hi    to come, but 

he was afraid to come.  She was the soul of her who is buried in the 

mound,   and she wanted to  show him something that was buriedthere— 

gold maybe. 
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WEATHER LORE— ANIiviAL LORE 

Ihen hawks fly In groups northward it  is a sign that the 

rains will  soon begin,   especially if they are flying low. When they 

are seen flying southward,  it is a sign the rains will soon stop. 

When birds  sing In the  evening,  it is a sign it will rain the 

next day. 

Maize and beans  should be planted when moon waxes;  for otto r 

crops it does not matter. 

If a child is   slow to  speak,   or cannot,   it may be  cured 

by giving It food dropped by a parrot,  when the parrot is eating. 

Then the parrot will lose its power of speech,   and the fc ild will 

talk well.   (To direct  question):   if a person who speaks well 

eats what  the parrot drops,  it does not hurt hi    any. 

It id usual to give dogs names, but never  (says Tomas) names 

that are given to people  (I suppose because animals do not have souls; 

they should not have  saints'   names).  His two dogs are named Roldan and 

Vale.  He says he called the one dog Vale,  because that "is what 

Mexicans  say to one another."     (Two of the Alvarez dogs  are nao© d 

Jazmín and Figaro. 

Apr 22.  Boys 

Dogs in the aldea are named: Revoltosa, Yanque, Nerón, Turco, 

Tutiraiz, Tix, Polco, Mister, Cuba, Palomo, Culebra, Envidiosa, Guasa- 

pita, Pezpita, Payaso, Tiburón, Cantinera, Porfin, Americano, Cuto. 

They tell me horses are not named, nor cats. In Godinez, where 

there are bulls, some bulls are named. 
Apr. 28. Tomas Albarez 

Some men do not name their horses;   some do.  Horses I have had 

were named Gama,  Morena,   El  Quetzal,   La Tortolita,   El  Venado 
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TWINS- MONSTROSITIES—ECLIPSES 
(twins) 

Some extended conversation on this subject produced no 

beliefs or practices on the subject. The general feeling toward twins 

is not unfavorable-- "it is the work of God» Some people say that twins 

are stars (luceros). When three are born, they say they are the Three 

Kings" (three bright stars go by this name.) (The word used for 

twins is ouaohes (from Nahua cuatli) "Triplets ("tres cuaches") were 

born to the wife of the druggist in Solóla. General Ubico is their 

godfather. They look just alike. People like to see them " (It came out 

that Don Tomas had never heardofthe Dionne quintuplets, but had heard 

that somewhere in Guatemala six children had been born MfflfM at one time 

to a woman— his knowledge was extremely vague. Dionicia is a twin) 

Eclipses (whether of sun or moon) are very dangerous times 

for pregnant women. They should not go out of doors then; if they do, 

the child will be born a monster, or with divided lips, or will abort. 

Or if such a woman goes out, she must fasten needles on her clothes, or 

wear scissors fastened under her blouse. The steel H will protect her. 
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FOLKLORE—VARIOUS 

No,   of course we do not  sit on grinding  stones.  When it has 

been used,  it is washed and set on end. HM It must be kept clean. No 

one sits on it. 

If a triple ear ofcorn is found,  we do not do  anyt ing about it. 
seen 

I have HtfMtfH the naturales MMyMTWWMTCMMM break up  such an. ear;   they 

say it "is  the higs that would ome and eat the  corn." But we don't 

believe anything like that. 

Tomas says he never heard of any fiesta in San Antonio,   or anywhere 

else,   having to  do  with the hoes. 
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CADEJO- ESPANTOS 

Characotel Is what some call cadejo. It is like a dog, but it 

is not a dog. It has long hair, and red eyes. It comes out at 

night. It does not hurt people, but it does not let them pass. I 

have never seen it. I never see such things— I have never seen 

ghosts either. But my sons have seen the cadejo— lots of people 

have seen it. It used to come out right up there where the rock 

over hangs the road, and also down where Carmen de Tui lives. 

If one thinks only of God, one isn't troubled by such things. 
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CADEJO 

(We were talking  about words in local usuage,   and I asked the 

meaning of "characotel")     Characotel is  something that is  seen by- 

people of little faith.  If you think only in God you never see it. 

It is like a dog,  but dark, with red eyes,   it drags  a piece of chain, 

fastened to its neck,   and it has hooves,   so  that  you hear its  feet rattliin g| 

(To my question)   No,   it doesn't do  any marm.  It only oomes out  at night 

and stands in front of one as if to stop one's way.   But one just 

takes off one's hat  and holds it  in front  of one  (down by the knees), 

and it goes off  (His daughter-in-law assented to all this, participating 

in the hat-explanation).  It comes down from the  cemtery,   along the 

road that leads down to the town.  I  saw it once right there.    But if you 

keep good thoughts in your mind,   it does not bother you • At night the 

dogs rush out andbark at it.  Bite i-e?  now can you bite something that is 

just  air?  No,   they just bark at it.  But it is no danger;   it does nothing. 



Don Tomas 
Apr 22 19? 

OHARAACOTEL 

Gharacotel is what   the naturales call  cadejo  ("with tangled hair." 

The cadejo is a kind of spirit—  it is aire* It has  the form of an 

animal©-  something like  a dog,   or a ¡ffOOBfi goat,  or a sheep.  Some- 

times it is black,   sometimes white*  It comes out at night,  and frightens 

people,   No,  it does not do harm,  but it is a bother,  people are 

afraid to go in the street* I have seen it several  times  • Once I 

through a little gravel  at it,   and it ran off.  No,  it is not 

any person changed into  that form*  It is a spirit»  that is all. 

There used to  be a cadejo  that came out often, up by Don Gorgonio's 

house,   and then came down our way*  It was so troublesome that at 

last they put up a wooden cross at the cross roads,  by Don Gorgonio's 

house* After that  it didn't bother us  any more. 
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THE MATERIALS.   Prom  the three  chapters   you  sent me  I  took 

items,   50  from the  (fchpater on the World,   30  from that on the 

Kitchen,   and 42 from that  on Animals.  To  these 1 added a few 

similar items which appear in my AE materials  and which are not 

represented in the three chapters  you sent me.  This makes a total of 

137  items.   I triend to  select  items  reprwsentingpon-rational beliefs, 

but an occasional item may turn out  in fact  to be a piece of 

rationally verifiable technical  practice,   as,   for  example,   the 

usage whereby new metates  are roughened only  in the  sun.   It  is here 

saidthat the pieces do  not oorae offPffiBiBiftffi vunless  the  stone is  sun- 

warmed. 

Some  questions arise as to the comparability of the materials  and 

as to how each group of materials  is  to be separately interpreted 

in coming to understand the  solety from which that body of materials 

was derived: 

1. The Agua Escondida materials were derived from two  individuals, 

I know both well,   and see them and talk with them so frequently that  I 

have a pretty good idea of the range of their knowledge of such na tters, 

and also of the role many of  these beliefs play in their own particular 

lives.  Whafc is  repressnted by the chapters from •t'anajachel?   Is this 

the knowledge and viewpoint of one person,   several,  or many?  If the 

materials lave been^erive'   from more than oneindividual,  how have they 

been combined?     0n« could take everything one had heard from all the 

informants in a community  and put it  all together in an orderly 

fashion.   In this case one would fcet  something larger than the world-view 
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of any individual.  I think it probable that the beliefs of the I 

"average"  AE ladino  are fewer and less well interrelated and mut ually I 

explained than are those of a corresponding Panajachel  Indian,  but this I 

conclusion cannot be regarded  as proved until materials  compared are I 

brought  into approximate equivalence.    This may be said another way I 

by saying that even if the conclusion I have just  set down is true, I 

it might be possible to make the $0 opposite appear to be true by I 

interviewing scores of AE ladinos,   accumulating all the knowledge of all I 

of them,   and writing it down together. 

Of the  questions bearing on the  interpretation of each body of 
2. * | 

materials  in  reference to the group from which it has been derived,  I 

think it of importance to distinguish the beliefs which play a large 

part in the live of the people from those that may be  rarely referred 

to.  Two beliefs may be equally oredited,   and yet be very different 

in importance.   It appears that  in MMMM Agua Escondida the ladinos   (at 

least many of them) believe that MM meteors turn into worms when they 

fall. But people do not very often find the worms,   and the belief, 

though real  enough,   does not make muoh difference.  On the other hand 

the general idea that terrestrial bodies,   especially living things, 

£3&* a softening andhardening,   a waxing anda waning,  obedient to those 

changes in the moon, is not only generally believed, but  is    a belief with 

a great many subdivldisbflns or applis ations,   and these ffirbffvislons  are 

so closely related to everyday conduct as to  shape the acts of most of 

the people a great part of the time. The general notion that a woman's 

essential nature is of such a sort  that it may cause strong or masculine 

things to lose their different  sort of strength or potency is another 

such general idea with, wide ramifications  entering constantly into 

oonduot.   It  seems  to be wise to put  suoh ideas into places of prominenoe,  to 

show the relations of the subdivisions to  the master-idea,   so  to  speak,   and 

to  subordinate to  such    ideas the more trifling beliefs. 
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3.   A related but distinguishable ppint kas  to do with wkat one migkt 

recognize as qualitative differero es  among tke beliefs.   Certainly tkere 

is a difference between tkat AE    "belief"  that  if one points at  a 

rainbow,   one's  finger witkers,   and tkat belief that  a woman should not 

step over a metate,     .Everyone kere I ha ve yet  asle d on  the point kas 

keard that  if one points  at  a rainbow one's  finger witkers,   yet  everyone 

points  freely at  rainbow?  and indeed all  I kave talked to on tke  subject 

say»  ^©s, tkat is wkat people  say but  it can't be true because we all 

point  at rainbows.    On tke otker kand 1 think it would not be mtimxaimom 

easy to     persuade itomelia or women like her to  walk on a metate,   and  I am 

sure ske would feel very uncomfortable if ske did so.  In tke tabular 

summary that follows  1 have in black pencil  suggested some of tkese 

qualitative differences by marking some of tke beliefs,   as they  appear 

to me to be ra&arded by Cornelia,  witk "l"  or "2"  Or # "3",   corresponding 

witk categories  indicatedbelow,  I do not  suppose these categories 

to be anything but  relative differences;   cases grade along between 

categories and the meaning of  a belief no doubt var^between Individuals 

and in the  same  individual  at  different  times. 

(1)   "Things   said."   Items traditionally declared;  but people 
do not modify their acts  in accordance with what is 
suggested by the declaration.  I kave also  included 
kere tkings  said on which people oo uld hardly take any 
aotion,   as the fact  that kere people  see a woman in tke 
moon where we  see a man. 

(2) "Morally neutral beliefs which are the hasis of action."   I" 
this class the belief is genuine tested by the fact that 
people alter their o nduct in accordance with it.  But  the 
supporting feeling is  simply one of practical advantage or 
expediency.  The moon-waning beliefs  are obvious  examples of 
this  class. Most  in AS are of this  sort.  "Secretos" belong kere. 

(3) Morally  supported beliefs."     "Morally"   is  perkaps too  strong. 
"Pecado"  as we kave said covers  a wifie range of negative 
customs.  But  in the best  examples of the class  there is  an 
over-plus of vague apprehension  about doing what the 

custom  sagrs  you shouldn't  do.  I wouldcall tkese taboos;   I 
would not call  negative practices  in class  2 by this word. 
Tke not-standing on the metate belongs kere. 
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I think it la  important to distimguisk at least tke 

principal beliefs one from another witk regard to this  qualitative difference 

I tkink it is kard to assure oneself in tkis matter,  kowbver. It is 
diffiaa It 

particularly MMffltt. in such, a culture as this of AE,  wkere nothing is taken 

intensely kard,   and where deviation  from almost any custom exoites nothing 

very strong. Yet even kere tkere are very real differences. It would 
make very uncomfortable 

certainly MMMMk my friends kere if someone should deliberately throw 

a measure of maize in the flames,  but if someone Tnegleets to bathe 

his baby turkey in rue,  why that  is just his MtiM oarele ssiess of stupidity, 

I think it is on the frontiers of this question that it  is worth while to  - 

do a good deal of work,   I doubt if safe conclusions can be reached MMlffMMM 

until one has  seen the belief in question appear a good many times in 

the conversation and actions of individi als of the community. 

THE GOMP Axil SOW.     A MMM$ dependable-comparison of  Indian beliefs 

in Panajachel with corresponding beliefs from Agua Escondida ladinos  awaits 

better understanding of some of the matters discussed in the foregoing 

paragraphs.  The following conclusions  are merely  suggested by the 

tabular summary I have made. They involve the assumption that what  I 

have secured kere MMMM principally from two informants is  a comparable 

sample with what appB ars  in your chapters, 

1). IBM. P believes more tkings  about the objects  around them 

than does AS, Or put it tkis way;   Generally speaking,   there are more 

non-technological  connotations to HUM objects in P than in AE. 

2) Tke beliefs in P. kave more explanations  and interrelations. 

In many instances the P. materials  give a reason for salé thing done.   The 

same  thing is done  in A3 but  no  reason  is  given for it. 

3) A3 and p are most  clasely  alike in regard to non-rational 
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supplements of the technology.   A great many of tke  secretos  and other 

magical ways of getting things done or of keeping unwanted things 

from ha pening,   are shared by noth groups of people. The important 

group of beliefs  as  to  the  effects  of the changes  in the moon occur 

in both cultures.  Probably the AE notion of virtue-lost-to-a-strong-or 

masculine-thing is  also  important  in P. 

4) The most striking difference occurs in the area of interpretation 

of nature. IF. has many more beliefs  about  sky,  heavens, mountains,   etc., 

than does A.E.    The important g^oup of beliefs  about "the hill"   are 

lacking in AE. 

5) Closely related is the apparent fact  that P.  treats nature much 

more personally than does AE.  AE has  a very non-personal  interpretation of 

nature,   in contrast. . 

6<) Beliefs  as to  supernatural MMMMMMMMM beings,   though in part 

shared by AE ladinos   (werewolves,   sirens,   etc),  play a larger role in 

the lives of P Indians,    The greater body of anecdotal/ stories about 

such beings is  an   evidence. 

7)Sorcery and sorcerers  and related notions MK play a larger role 

in P. 

8) It is probable that  there is much more lore about  snakes  and 

snake-like beings in P. 

9) In some of the differences mentioned above differences between 

native Indian and European tradition are probably  to be discovered. 
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EVIL EYE 

Seeing a red oloth tied aroundthe neck of a young colt,  I 

askedabout it andwas told that it was "to keep people from doing harm 

to it."    Salome evplai» d that otherwise it might died from "o.1o." 

Sfre said it was usual to put a small bag containing rue around 

small hhildren's neoks to prevent hurt from evil  eye*  It must 

be red;  "that has more strength,"      If a child suffers from evil eye 

one knowsit because they cry and cry,   and put their heads back* 

Such a child may be curedby nathing it with an infusion of rue to 

which Df are added a little oil,  a little rum,  and a little urine from 

a male da lid» Her son got side   once;  first Salome thought it had 

stomach trouble, but then she recognized that an aunt,  coming to 

visit, had caused ojo*  Salome au red the child this way* I asked if 

animals,   such as parrots,  oouldeause ojo. The idea was new to her* 

She said not all people caused «jo,  b t especially th&te who 

came,  "with hot eye",  as from the hills,   sweating* 

After telling me this,  an indita standing by,  she said 

"these people believe all the time that sickness IS from evil  eye"— 

a little disparagingly* 
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ECLIPSES 

Conversation with Alfonso Villa brought out that these 

men understand in a geiB ral way that two motions of the earth 

produce the diurnal and seasonal alternations. T^e nature of the 

eclipse is  not understaod.  "When the moon is waning,  it is  still 

there;  only the light goes. But when there is an eclipse,  part of 

the moon or the   son goes away. Who knows where? It is bad. The people 

run out and beat on hoes, or cans,  "to save the moon."  Some people 

are very frightened." The suggestion that something might be 

eating the moon was novel to them. 
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EVIL EYE 

Yes, there is ojo here, and it is serious. If you do not 

treat a child quickly* it will die. You know it has o.1o, because 

the palms of its hands get hot, it twists about, and throws its 

head back. But there is a good way to treat it. You take an egg, 

and break it, raw, into a plate. With it you put some pieces of rue 

in the shape of a cross, and two chiles, and two pieces of pitchpine. 

You put the dish under the bed where the <h ild sleeps. The egg 

draws the sickness down into it; when you see that the egg is 

cooked from the sickness it drew into it, you know the child had 

ojo. Not everybody can give ojo. You can tell those who may 

cause ojo/ from the fact that they have a mark (lunar) in their 

own eye. And then the can cause ojo only when they come with "ojo 

caliente" (after they have been working, or are otherwise heated). 

There are a few people in the aldea who cau e ojo, but only a few. 

Only <h lldren are affected; by the time a child is five or six years 

old it is no longer susceptible. 
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LA SIRENA 

There Is an espíritu in the form of a woman,  dressed all in 

white, with long hair*  She comes out where there is water— 

from barrancas or pozos* They say one dies if one talks to her* 

Onee,  when I was a young men,  I    as staying with a fritad* I 

got up at three o'clock, because 1 was going to get a girl with 

whom I was having relations  (apretando).  When I went out on the street- 

it wasright above where I live now— I saw this espíritu coming 

toward me* Her hair feil to her ankles,  and was thrown forward,   so 

that her face was hidden* As she came nearer 1 saw she was walking on 

the air* I walked backr ard,  always keeping my eyes on her. She 

looked like the girl I was going to visit*    When I got back to the house, 

1 dashed inside and slammed the door. I lookedout over the cane of the 

door,  and saw her still there. Then she disappeared.  1 went on to 

the ho us e of my girl • 



Apr.   28 --16HN* 

Saint John's Day    (Roraelia) 

On June 24th (Saint John's Day),   it iJ customary for everyone 

to bathe,   either in the lake,   or the pila. You must bathe  early;   if 

you bathe late the buzzards will drop their excrement on you. 

Locusts   (Don Magdaleno) 

In other towns the people,  both Indians  and ladinos,   burn 

incense and beat on a drum,   "to please the locusts",   when they 

come in s  arms.  Here nobody  o-ewesj  but  if th    swarm is serious, 

people get together and drive the locusts down the slopes. 
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LOCUSTS-MORAL TALE 

(A subject of much talk today was the locusts, descending 

in a swarm upon the fields, but not yet in such numbers as to 

constitute a serious threat i I asked if anything could be done 

to get rid of them)  Nothing. We can get together and tr, to drive 

them away. But it is better to burn incense (in incense-burners) 

Then the odor of the incense quiets them, andthey are satisfied, and 

go away. It is not good to kill them. That is a sin. Some people 

do so, but it is bad. One time, up above, the locusts came, and some 

of the people started fl. res and burned some of the locusts. But we 

did nothing. The locusts left our fields, but they only attackedthe 

harder the fields of the others. 

For the locust is maize.(I exprésse astinishment, and called 

for an ejp lanation.J Yes, the locust is maize. I will tell you. Once 

there was a man who had plenty of maize in his granary. But none of 

the other people had any maize. His own mother came to him, and asked to 

buy maize; she asked to buy it on credit. But he refused to give her 

maize on credit. He told her to get the money. She went and borrowed 

a peso, and brought it to him. fflMMMM He took it and went to open his 

granary to get the maize. But all the maize had turned to locusts; they 

swarmed out and ate up all his fields, and ate him too. It was because 

of his sin, denying his mother. So the locust is maize; it is God's 

punishment; we must all suffer it for the wrong he did. If you 

look at the locust, you can see it has the mark of a grain of maize an 

on its front. 
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EVIL EYE 

If one knows that he has caused evil  eye to  some child,   he may 

cure it by taking some  garment  he has worn,   such as  a man's belt, . 

or coat,  or  a "woman's  shawl,   and wrap it  .¿roundthe da ild ;   also 

one puts  some of one's saliva behindthe child's  ears. (This 

Tomas called a secreto;  when I  asked for other s ecretos,   ¿he  said he 

did not know any) 
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WOMEN- -  TAEOO WITH RESPECT TO  CROPS 

It is bad for a woman to cross over gro^ng maize plants. 

If she does,   the maize will not bear.  She may walk along the >Fows,  but rrat 

must not  step over them, MUM It  is  especially bad if she is men- 

struating, BMMlffi Young girls cause no harm,  but once ahwoman is twelve 

or fourteen years old,   she may do  harm.  "La mujer tiene fuerza," 

After a woman has passed the menopause,   still  she may do harm. Men 

do not  sleep with their wives when they are menstruating, 

A woman should not come near ripening crops;   she will ruin the 

harvest. This is true for chile^ayote and watermelons.  But tomatoes 

are not injured.   Nor should a woman climb  a fruit treej   once a fruit 

tree has been climbed by a woman,  it will not bear- properly, 

itDon Tomas pointed out an orange tree that had been oil bed by a 

woman,   and said that evsr since it has born only small  sour fruit, 

A woman climbed an avocado tree in Tomas1   yard;   the fruit became 

bitter, and has remained  so ever since.  If a woman comes near chile 

ripening in Tomas'   field,   he sees  to it that they do not come too 

close,  I mentioned lime-burnings,   and he said that near Tecpan, 

where they burn lime,   they do not let women sit on the kiln;   if one did, 

the li e would not burn. 

Women do   similar harm to dogs andhorses.  Tomas had a good hunting 

dogj   a woman stepped over it once,   and it was no good for hunting after 

that;   it became dull and fretful.  So too MMMMM a horse that has been 

ridden by a woman becomes dall  and stupid.  The same is  true of a mule. 
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0R0PSrTAB00S WITH RESPECT TO WOMEN 

The discussioh dealing with crops  and the best way to 

plant,   I asked about women coming to the cornfield.  "It does no 

harm— why not,   — if they just come out  and walk about.   No,   it " 

is all right."  I  asked if it were all  right if they  stepped  over the 

young maize.  " That is not  good. Es pecado".  No more could be 

got from him on the subject. 

~A 
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EVIL EYE 

Why, here we cure ojo with rue. 3bu bathe child with it. It 

is also  good MMMMMMMM f0r the child to drink some. Then too we put 

an egg  (raw,  whole)  inside the child's  coat,  where it will not be 

broken,   while the child is sleeping. The  egg gets warm.  It draws the 

mal    out of the child.  But the best way,   if you knov who caused 

it,  is to take the man's coat,  or some other piece of clothing if 

it was a woman,   and wrapi it abound the child.  Quickly it gets well. 

No,   ojo is not one's fault. How can one help it? One is born 

that way.  But not many.  Some people are that way so much that  even 

if they pass by a child they can MMMMHMlfliM make it  sick. Their 

blood is  so strong.  Enrique de Leon once killed a child that way— 

my son Arcadio's child.  It  came bj,   andhe picked it up and played with 

it,  and next day it was sick,  and it soon died.  But Enrique did not 

know it was going to  happen. 

(He had never heard of any animal causing ojo. Only children 

are susceptible) 

1 41 
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1 
NATURE KNOWLEDGE—WEATHER LORE 

Yes,  we have earthquakes here. There was a little one In the 

evening last week— did you feel it? There used to  be.very serious 

o$es.   (Account of Quezaltenango  earthquake).  Earthquakes are connected 

with the mountains.  When the mountains are full,   and try to  get rid 

of what they have,  there are earthquakes.  It is the  ash from the colcano.es I 

that has spoiled our land.  We used to get good crops  from the lard, s 

here---  three arrobas of anise from a .cord of land-- now we are lucky if 

we get one.  The ask fell on the land and ruined it, 

JHMfléMMMoYes,  sometimes there are  eclipses here.  It is when the 

sun collides with the moon,  or with a star—  quien  sabe, what it is 

they say about it.   (Description)   People ring the bells,  andsome pray^ 

to save the moon. The moon is very important.  It draws,   and it carries 

away—it does that to   everything,   including people.  That is why 

you should plant crops when the moon is  growing;   then the  crops will 

grow too.   So it  is with sicknesses;  when the moon wanes,   then so 

does the sickness.   (I described tides;  he had apparently new r heard 

of them)  The lake here sometimes rises and falls— we do not know 

why. There are two outlets    two rivers out  of which the iake water 

flows, 

(People often say that  the weather will change,   "when the 

moon changes"  Any change is apparently considered.  Don Magdaleno's 

pains change,   "when the moon changes.") 

m 
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ANIMALS—  LORE 

Persistent  questioning led to only one non-practical 

conventional  attitude as  to birds  and animals:  I  suggested that 

rattlesnake's  rattles might have some use. Don Magdaleno said they 

might be tied to a guitar,   to use as  a musical rattle.  "But that is 

a sin. The snake is the devil  (demAnio,)" I  asked why. He said only 

that th« demonio took the form ofv a snake.  "Or of an animal," he 

added.   "Or sometimes of a man." 

They  say it is prohibited by law to  kill buzzards,  because 

they are scavengers,and  quetzals,  because they are the national bird. 

But any other bird of  animal may be killed. 
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THB DDBHDB .     ' 

The duende is  small,  like a child,   and mischievous.  He keeps 

after women with long hair and bothers them.  It is only women he bothers, 

and only those with long braids. He likes to play with their hair» 

He used to bother Eusebia Santiso  (sister of Magdaleno1s uncle's wifej.; 

so much that  she went to the priest about it.  He got rid of the duende 

for tier by tying what he calledMoleo"  in a little bag around her neck» 

That kept him away.    When Juana Galindo was a MjWlfflHM young girl  she had 

braids that reached to her ankles,   almost. The duende took her away, 

and kept her for three days,  playing with her hair.   She had nothing to 

eat all  this  time.  The autoridades finally found her,  on a rock up in the 

hills.  This  is true,   Don Roberto;   I willbring her here and she shall 

tell you herself. 

Sometimes the duende comes into houses   • He used to hide 
Salomon Hernandez" Sdtmetlmes he  took her broom. 

needle and her thimble.  No,  he never does  any harm, 

he is just a bother. When she went out into the patio to urinate, 

sometimes  she would see him looking at her through the bushes. 

The duende bothers horses too.  It  is  the horse s main that 

he likes. He gets on the horsess neck, makes little stirrups by tying 

the hair togette r—   sometimes one  finds  them there next day—  and rides 

the horse around  and around.   Next  day the horse is all tired out.  The 

duende comes only at night. There is nothing to do about it. 
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' * Homelia. 

Polk  Lore 

"We cook the cnickens legs and claws with the chicken and give 

"them to the small children to eat, because it makes them run faster,  " 

'' '  •        The flint knives  one finds are "what fall out of the sky- 

when the lightening flashes. " 

"There is a black circle around the sun . That shows it is 

.going to rain. " 

„!jJit^aH5Ufc»Jt»£Wrii*i» ttte-Ajgltiji 
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Dreams. 

If jou dream that a member of the family is sick, it means that 

they are ingood health. But if you dream that the¿ «re very well, having 

fiestas and so on, it means that they are sick. 

If you dream of money, it means you are going to be pooecr '. IfBut no__ 

es cierto , "rtoraelia quickly added. !f I had a dream that I was goingdown a 

road past a house where a woman was djing. There were many people there and 

they asked me to come in and pray, but I was afraid to. That means there 
Of course 

will be a death in the famil; . But it is not certain. M^ grandmother is 

sick with her bad foot.  The only thing which means death in the family 

certainly is "hen an owl cries over the house. That happened when the 

indita ( the Indian girl who died recently ) died.    "  (fi.) 
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Don Lupario 
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ANIMAL IÍ0RE--MYTH—SNAKES 

(We were talking about  remedies.   Don Lupario had never heard of 

huachipilin as  a remedy for snakebite)   I'll tell what is the best 

remedy for snakebite.  It is to  seize the snake that bit  you and bite 

it—hard.  Then MMMMMMMMtf you get well,   and the snake dies.  Becais e 

man's blood has more pc^er than the  snake's.   But  you have to bite it when 

it is  still alive. My son Mariano did that once;   he was  bitten by 

a posionous  snake;  he didthat,   and got well  quickly.   (Talk about  the 

various   dangerous kinds of snakes)   I have been bitten only once by a 

snake,   although I have killedmore than two hundred.  When thst happened, 

without  thinking,   I  cut the snake to pieces with my machete.  The leg 

swelled up terribly. 

Yes,   snakes  are bad.   I will   tell  you why they are bad.  God 

was putting out   (echando)   creatures with hlSibreath.  He put   out 

only saints;   thej  fell around--everywhere just  saifflts.  We are from them, 

and so  are the children of God. The Devil wanted  to do  it,   andGod 

said,  All rignt,   he might.  But the Devil put forward only the bad UMMMffl MM 

creatures,  snakes  and lizards  and such. 

The snake is bad becais e he crawls,  without legs.  People  say fcfe 

that MM once the snake had legs,   and gifted himself up on them.  But he 

met  the Virgin,   and she curse    him,   andcondemned him always  to crawl. 

The snake really has legs   still,   inside him,   but  you  cannot  see them. 

They  say that is  a bad person meets  a snake,   he will  see its legs. 
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CROP TABOOS 

f 
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(Afterire^eating what he had   said before concerning the effect of 
..,., women upon ripfe&ing crops,   fruit,   horses arid, dogs) 

The watermelon is very delicada.  So one who has  a hot look 

(vista caliente)   should not approach ripening melons.  If one  such does,     h 

they will fall off the vine.  Before the fruit come,  and after they are 

ripe,   it does not matter.,  but when thev  are ripening it Is best to 

work among tthe watermelons in the  early morning when it  is fresh and 

cool,   or in the evning,   but not in the middle of tte day when the    sun is 

very hot.  It does not matter whether it is   a man or a woman who  comes— 

that  is  solething different  (I suggested it  was because watermelons are 

helada—  he appeared to reject this.  I emtnloned pacumbers).  No,   it does 

not matter with outnumbers. The.   are not delicada.  Nor does it matter 

with tomatoes.   But uicoy are delicada,   and so  also are ayotes  and 

tecomates. With  all these one whould not work among them when they are 

ripening when one is very hot. With yucca it does not matter. 

Another thing.    When one has  just eaten fish,  one should not 

approach chiles before they are ripe.  If one does they rot on the 

vines  and the two  eyes of the fish appear/on each chile.  This is, true; 

I have  seen it.  It is only with chile— with other plants it does 

not matter.' It does not matter whether it is  a man or  a woman who 

comes. 

(Along with this information Don Tomas  eap lained that it was 

necessary to  give coffee trees shade only where the land is not moist 

and* the sun i* very hot,   and other practical  information as to planting) 
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Misc.   FOLKLORE 

It is said that where the rianbow begins,  there deer are being   / 

born.  Inez has   also heard that money Is buried at the rainbow's, 

end. 

It is  not know why the flower-cure for éadness-has to be 

on a Tuesday or a Friday.   "It is   secreto.1' 

Sometimes  a ball  oí' fire is  seen at night, moving, up and doran, 

over a place where money is buried. If you dig there;   you can find 

it. 
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TABOOS CROPS-WOMEN 
. ..    . • ."-" '.    v3$ 

Yes,   I know women should not walk over maize'.* Or' Uáns  elthe^'.r~^ 

Chile-  worse. Yes  ,   tomatoes,   too-  any crops when they are grofingy/Í1 

Yes,   sometimes one does it  anyway.  But when my father is  there he", 

scolds me.  Sometimes we(girls)  like   to'play in the cornfield-  but' v 

we try to go along the sidesof the   field.  Yes,   sometimes we ft   step-   . * 

over.  But we aren't  supposed to. And I never climb  fruit trees,    only. \ 

the men.   It  spoils the fruit.  And it  is  bad also  to walk over     ' 

a rope that a horse has been tied    ith,   even if it  is lying on the 

road.  Worse,   if it  is  tied to a horse. 

Daughter-in-law of ¿aailio  Santiso,  May 22 

(The talk turning to  crops,   I  said it was  thought bad mm for 

a woman to pass over maize or other growing crops)  On the coast 

one mugt bs  v'-.;ry careful  about  watermelons.  If a'w>..ar. goes .close to 

the vines with her hair unbraided,  the vines shrivel up.  But it doe's 

not matter if her hair is braided. That Is tria»—  I have seen watermelons 

wither because of It.  But here it is not. so.  Here nothing hap pens. 

Romelia,  May 21 

Coming to a horse tied by a rope,   the rope extending across,the 

road andalmost touda ing the ground:   I  rode over the   rope;  Romelia 

picked it up and passed herself and MPit under It 

»JJ' t-*;NijÉfeigs'*'/L»wj    «i'U-1   ...ilM    '     -*..^¿   <to h«j*»&idZnto>Sil 
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BUENO   D L MOOTS-DI)ENDE 

The dueño  del monte  Is   true.   It   is   a  spirit   in the  form  of 

a man.   Sometimes  one may  see  it  in the wood;    if one has   that luck. 

An indita who lives  down there   (nnming her)   one day came upon him. 

He had  on a widn hat;   he had  no  clothes  on,   but  was  covered with 

black hair,   ¿le was   sefefeed  on  a bunch of grass,   taking fleas  off 

of himself.  The indita ran  to   tell  her  husband;   when he  came back 

tne dueno  was  gone,   but  yoa  could   see where he had  been sitting on 

the buncii of grass.  The woman got   sick  from having seen  the dueno. 

The duende  is different.   It  is   a little   spirit,   like  a ehild; 

it  is   just mischievous.   It  plays   guitars  by  nignt,   and pla\s other 

tricks.   It     likes  to  play with the long hair  of women.  Once the 

duende  carried  off the  wife  of Desiderio  Cruz,   when  she was  a little 

girl,   iie took her off to   the mountains;   after feome days  the:/  found 

her   there;   but   she  could not  speak;   she was  half out   of her mind, 

but   she receovered;   she  is  all  right now. 
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E.rAi. 
Sarna or itch can be cured b} catching a rat andmaking it in to 

WS¿Si>1^   chilmole. which is then eaten. "I would rather die than eat it, but 

^f^ft^they say it is a good cure andmakes the itch go. ' 

When the crickets chirp, then it is late in the d$n. 

If you see balls of fire, it means that an illness ie ooming • 

„'Four years figo Sebastiana saw such a ball of fire in the cemetery, and 

it was weeping. If you see fire -vhich flames up, that means there is \ 

money buried.  S0me years ago when aisxxtóxflaaxKanisiHxwxsxwBX we were 

small children my moJher had an Indian woman for a servant. She was 

grinding in the kite en when fire came in an svept around in a circle, 

then lignted on trie ground. There must be money buried , but we'have 

'never dug for it. 

%.: - 
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224 ANIMAL LORE *"* 

Tomas Alvarez corroborated by Magdalene Alvarez 

The mlooleon must be shot at the first shot; otherwise one 

oan never shoot it. The same is true of monkeys, The reason lies 

in the faot that these animal have oertain leaves-- unknown to 

men-- with whioh they rub the wound made by a bullet; it strsght- 

way heals. We have seeh them take a leaf of some sort and rub it on 

the wound. 

The woodpecker has its own kind of plant do, with whioh 

it oan MM make even the hardest.wood yield* It simply rubs the leaf 

on uhe tree and then it opens to its beak. Some men, who wish to 

be thieves, get these leaves and with them open any locked building» 

A man known to us in Teopan tried it on the church there; he rubbed 

the leaf on the lo^cked door; there was a groahlng, and the 

doors began to ppen. Afraid, he ran away. 

The coral shake has its own leaf with which it joins 
/  " " ••'.••••• 

togethor the severed pieces of itself. If the head be lopped off, 

the head alone will go. get the leaf and bring it back and rub the 

ppieces so that they Mjjjtiígjí* 

HUM Some deer have within them stones (either in the buche 

or the memollo?). These stones have the outline of a deer marked 

on them. I have seen them. If a hunter hets one of these, he 

wil, be very lucky, Some horses have these stones in them too-- 

I found four in a htse that died with us. 

Toads send out a very poisonous substance from their skins* 

If a dog bites a toad, it surely dies. I have seen it happen. 

It is very dangerous for a person to touoh a toad. If this happens, 

we give ourarina, just as for snakebite. 
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Romella made a vow to make the pilgrimage to Esqulpulas when 

her father was sick. In spite of the fact that her father died, 

in conformity with custom she regards the obligation as remaining. 

There was discussion this year as to whether they might go this 

year. Nicha wants to accompany her, but Nicha gets violently car 

sick. Romelia is willing to go at least part way by bus. After 

talking it over, both seemed to. accept the suggestion one" of them 

made that they go on foot and ask Señor when there to free Nicha 

of carsickness.  They would then return by bus. 

Later, Romelia said that she thought that they would go to 

San Felipe and Antigua Instead. "It Is the same saint" she said. 

This substitution apparently did not meet the approval of Nazario 

Perez to whom I reported it. 



lí.F. R. 
Marta through R» 

Stories about the Virgen. &4*\ 

In the old times , when the Virgen was still a soltera she 

used to danoe to the marimba, especially on the Fiesta Titular on the 15th 

of August in Solóla. But afterwards , when she had many ohildren, she did 

not go out to danoe any more. Marta says that when she was young ,she 

was very gond of danoing to the marimbas, at the fiestas and that after- 

wards when she had many ohildren and oould not go to the fiestas, she com- 

plained. That was when they told her this about the Virgen. 



I.P. R. 
Romelia 

Traditional Beliefs and Stories about H0ly Figures. 

In Santa Luola which is in the Departamento de Jutiapa there 

is a very anoient ohuroh with a Virgen in it who is oalled la reinita . 

It is said that she is alive, or at least she must be so for she is said to 

bathe herself every day. Friends of R.fs went there onoe to see the Virgen. 

They oame at six in the morning. The oil woman who watohes the ohuroh said 

that they oould not get yet because the Virgen was bathing» She said that ^ 

they might take the key, whioh wai a huge anoient one, and see if they 

oould unlook the door. They tried to do so but it would not budge. They 

tried again at seven, at eight, at nine, and finally at ta* the look 

turned and they were able to go in. They found the Virgen all wet, water 

dripping from her hair. Later the father of R.ls friend,who was a very 

pious man , went down to pozo and there he found the marks of her foofr 

print and he took the sand up and oarried it home, 

Onoe there was a boy of the" village of Santa Luoia who oame 
to the pozo and saw bathing there * most beautigul girl.1 This girl 

I must marry, " he said to himself. So he bought a oandle and burned it 

before the Virgen in the ohuroh and prayed that she might grant to him 

the favor of allowing him to marry the beautiful girl he had seen bathing. 

The Virgen spoke and aaawered him saying, "You may marry me. But it must 

be forever. " And straightway the boy fell dead.  So he xfcfcxHEiaAx attained 

his wish.  He was buried in the church, and his tomb can be seen there today 

below the altar of the Virgen. 



229M.P.H. 
Romelia, 

San Antonio , and local trad  ;.ons. 

Walking over to Ojo de Agua Romelia began to talk about the old 

times . On the land where we were walking there was anciently a city, for 

bits of cement  and masonry have been dug up there. But when hrrgrandf at her, 

her father's father first cameto Agua Escondida it waspuro cerro . Then it 

was very dangerous for the Indians killed traveling merchants. Theykilled 

them and put the bones in pots . Pots with bones inside have been dug up 

near the pozo .  They say that the image of San Antonio was first where 

Godinez is now. But it was not happy there and by itself it moved and went 

down to the lake where the pueblo is now. It put itself up in the rocks, and 

so that was where the bhurch had to be built. . . 
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M.P.H. 

Marta thru £# 

Influenoe of San Antonio. 

Marta was working in the house of Don Polioarpo Jimenez , and her 
a Sololaleteoo 

future husband Vüoente/zwas working here also as a mozo. He asked her to 

beoome his wife but she did not o are for him . Later on she did .juntar 

withhim. Then he said to her,  "OEb you know why you oame to me? Beoause 

I went to your pueblo to Llamar you . '*  Vio ente had gone and barned 

four oandles to San Antlbnio in the pueblo , beoause she was a San 

Antonera.  And this was suooessful.  That explains why a San Antonia 

woman married a Sololaleteco. 
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Sunday, April 10th 

Don Madaleno, Boz,„and a third (indi to-- who took no part in 

the conversation), seated on tie ground, looking at a Revista which 

Alfonso left them. As it is Sunday, there is a feeling of leisure. 

Don Madaleno is waiting for his wife to get r eady the clothes she 

is going to take along to the lake to wash. Their primary intention 

there is to bathe. After looking for a long time at photographs of a 

gorilla, and discussing the strength and dangerousness of the creature, 

they look at the pictures on the page "Extraño pero Cierto"• Reading 

is difficult, but possible, for both Boz and Don Madaleno; chiefly 

they look at the pictures and admire them. The onversation MMMM turns 

to religion. 

Boz: There are many different religions in the MMMKM world. There 

are the Catholics, the Evangélicos, the Protestants, the 

Espiritistas, and-- (after some difficulty)— the Masons." 

1: Are there Evangélicos heref  (They reply that there are none 

in the aldea, but there are some in PanajaohellDf • 1 ask 

about the Espiritistas. Don Madaleno tells me that they 

call the spirits. I ask if that is possible. Don Madaleno 

says he does not know, perhaps it is. ) 

Boz: The souls of the dead do not go to Gloria. They are born «gan 

again in other bodies. (This troubles Don Madaleno. He 

does not agree. He says there is a Gloria, andthe souls of a 

the dead go there.) 

Boz: Yes, there is a Gloria— but it is for Jesus. It is not for 

us. (Producing an argument triumphantly)— how could so many 

souls be in one place? It is impossible. Gloria for Jesus 

only. (Madaleno repeats his belief that the souls of the 

dead go to Heaven. He begins to talk about sins) 
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Don M:    God pardons the little sins, but the bad sins are not 

pardontjd.Xf I should kill one ofyou, clearly that would not 

be pardoned*  (I ask if there is a Hell* MM Don Madaleno says 

that we do not know that.) 

Don Madal: That Arturo, who lives arriba, does not believe in 

anything. He is not Catholic,  he is not MMMMHlMj Evangélico, 

he is not anything*   (Don M. is sincerely troubled by Arturot$M 

Bos, who apparently feels he has gone far enough with his 

•MMM|flnflMMMll[MMMMW somewhat skeptical views,  joins in condemning 

Arturo*  Boz says Arturo lives like a beast, he is"a horse." 

Don. Madaleno: (to me)    I have a world geography.  1 will show it to 

you. It tells about Amrioa,  about Africa,  about all the world* 

It tells there that the antiguos be;leved that the sun was 

a god,  that there was a god of the lain,  a godofthe earth* 

(1 suggest that they also believed in something* I am asked 

directly if I am Catholic or Svagelista;  X give an equivocal 

answer,  stressing the necessity to believe in something* 

Don Madaleno is quite satisfied. He says that to believe in 

God,  to have a g> odheart,  is the only important thing* It does| 

not matter if you go to church* 

Boz:   (reverting to his indepedent skeptid sm) Yes, but one should 

see what  everything is like.  If there is an 10001 oratorio,  one 

should go  into it* If there is a capilla of the    Evangelloo8. 

ore   should see what  that is like. 

(Don   Madaleno1s wife sails that she is ready,  andthe group 

breaks up) 
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April 19 
Don Tomas 

SOWING AND HARVEST OFFERINGS 

In May, when the principie planting of maize and beans occurs, 

it is  customary to light a candle and burn some incense in front of the 

8 ant o of the house. No prayers are said,   and nothing is done in the 

fields* This may be d ne before the sowing begins,  or when it is 

complete* "Everybody does it* It is to assure good crops* The 

offering is to  God." 

When the harvest is in (usually in January) fruits of various 

sorts  (lemons,  oranges,  oootes,   etc)  and placed on the domestic 

altar* ftttle tamales,   and  atole are made and also set on the altar* 

A candle is lighted,  and incense burned.  No prayersare said** 

After the atole and tamales have been there for a day, they are eaten* 

After four or five days the fruit may be eaten* This is an offering 
i 

"to thank God for the harvest." 

It is also customary to put a bowl of atole in the granary* 

and to burn a candle and some inoense there* 

"Everybody does this." These offerings are made only in oonnectio 

with maize and beans* 

Nothing is placed in front of the patron of the village* 

f\ 

"O^TSU    ^ , ife, W*m 
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Milagros 

Agua Escondida had no patron until some one gave it the 

San Franciscaco '(the patron of Tecpan from which place most of the 

colonists came ) twelve years ago. San Francisco is milagroso but 

there seem to be few or no stories about him. "But we owe as romeria 

to San Jorge, tola Virgen de las Afiliciones . When Martina was about 
cold 

twelve years old sae went in to a ver jcay river when she had a fever , 

She was struck with what the doctors in Panajachel called paralysis. 

She could not feedli herself or stand . Many doctors in Pana^achel looked 

at her , but the;.? all said she would die. We^brought her home and 

bathed her with hBrbs boiled in water. We vowed candles to la Virgen 

de las Afiliciones —her grand mother said to. Martina got well. At 

first she had to learn to walk like a baby, then she walked with a    v 

cane. She limps a little now. She should make a pilgrimage to the 

Virgen but has never done so. " 

"El Señor de Escápulas is very milagroso . Some people 

were going on a pilgrimage there, and theycomplained , saying that it 

was very far. They were turned in to stones. The same thing happened 

to some people who were dancing el baile de la Conquista . They began 

to dance before they had gone to look at el Senor   and were turned 

into stones. The same thing happened to some compadres who sinned 

on the road to the shrine. These things happened years ago. I have 

never been to the shrine but my comadre has been several times and 

she has told me about them. Some people now do not believe these things." 



Don Luparlo 
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MAIZE 

(Following the story of the locusts, I suggested that maize 

had to be treated with respect) Ee at once assented—Maize and wheat 

are sácred, because they are MUM our food. Beans, no, when may eat 

some beans, But maize and wheat— by them we live. Do it is bad 

to throw away maize or wheat. 



Apr.  30 
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RELIGION—  BELIEFS-ESPANTOS 

(Following the conversation ofi the oharaootel, he said:)  There is 

no reason to be afraid of any of those things.  Ghosts? There are no 

ghosts,  I would go  sleep in the cautery any time. *es,  I would, I 

am not afraid.   Go put something there,   and tonight at midnight I will 

get it for you. Onoe I slept all night in a cemetery—  soundly. Bo, 

there are no gh/osts.     (I asked what happens to the souls of the 

dead)  Who knows--  they disappear in the lake,  perhaps,   (After a moment) 

Or God collects them and puts them off somewhere, Héll? The only hell 

there is the one    right here on ea? th— we go about,   each day, 

working,   enduring—  that is our punishment. Hell is what  we make here. 

There isn't  any other.   (I mentioned Gloria). Yes,   Gloria is for god— 

the souls don't go there.  No,  we do not have to warry about ghosts, 

It is only when a person is dyings that his soul is about.  That is 

certain. Listen,   I will tell  you something.  Some years ago my 

nephew was dying.  It took a long time;  he la^r on his bed;  and already 

his mind was not all there;  h-e talked,   but you could not understand it. 

One night I looked outbthere behind  the rancho  ,  andl saw two 

figures in the moonlight. One was a neighbor,   and the other was my 

nephew,  I could see him plainly;  he had on his hat,  I went to  speak 

to my daughter,  andl said,  What,   is he up and walking around?  No,  she 

said,  he is where &e always was,  I went,  and there he ^as,  as usual, 

lying in the bed. When a person his going to die, his spul begins to 

wander,  But once he is dead,  it is over. 

No,  there are no ghosts.  But I will tell you something else 

that happened to me.  One ti.e I was living back here in the 

country, Tnere had been staying with us a small boy-- he was a 

lovely boy,  He got  sick and died. And the next night,  I woke up, 

A 
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woke up and heard voices,  far off,  singing the salve. They were coming 

to take the hoy* s  soul,  I oould see nothing,  just heár^the distant 

singing,  as  the;? moved along.  It was beautiful,  beautiful  (with 

feeling). 

m 

• a 
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Dreams. 

Last n..ght  I dreamed that  the mother of 

May 1 
Dona Isabel 

ray  son Magdaleno 

came and asked me for a tortilla.   So I am burning a candle for her 
night 

soul,   just for one ctacy.   it    is  o>r  custom. 

A .A- 



The Future life. 

Calling on Dona Sebastiana, she spoke of a dream she had had 

night before in which appeared both her brother Magdaleno and her 

little boy Candido, both recently deceased. She said that Candido 

was playing with the sand , heaping up the earth and Magdaleno said 

that he was all right. Some remark was made to the effect that it 

was a dream but might be true all the same. "If there is a future 

life "one otf the company remarked, leaving the matter open. 
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IR- 

RELIGIÓN- RITUAL 

Today is a day when we should not work. Nor should we work in 

Holy Week. Those who observe it most do not work any day that week, 

but one should most respect Thi* sday, Friday and Saturday, Next 

Thursday (May sixth) is also a day of fiesta. It is Ascension HfMtflfMHW 
It is really a part of Holy Week. 

Thursday .jjflt is the day when the ox spoke. There was a flnquero 

who told his mozos to take the ox to the field and work. Then the 

ox spoke, and said, "Today no, tomorrow, yes." That is all he said, 

but it was enougñrTThe *UmM)pM ox spoke because it is a sin to 

work on that day. It is an important day; it has two crosses in the 

almanac.  Corpus is also an important day. It is the day when Mile 

Jesus came to take a body (incorporarse) with us. (I asked what 

Ascension Thursday meant). Who knows? The Pope, or the Bishop told 

us to respect it. 
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SUICIDE 

On this they were very vague. The oould not mention a case 

by name. "Aroundhere it does not happen," I suggsted it was a sin. 

"Yes, it is a great sin to kill another." Tommy question both 

replied that a suicide would be buried in the cemetery like anybody else 
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Religion 

Monday is el día de los almas, 

Tuesday is el dfea de San Antonio 

Wednesday-- did not know what day it was, 

Thursday— el dia de la Santlssima (Remalla when asked later first saidi it | 
was el día de Corazón dé Jesus.. ) 

Friday— el dia del SBBor de Esqulpulas. 

Saturday -- él dia de la Virgen, 

Sunday-- el dia del Mina Dios. 

This subject came up when l asked on el Día de la Santa Cruz 

whether the would pray for the souls today. Salome said,§¥es, it is Monday, | 
•! . '•  * 

dia de los almas. "  When asked about what was the da; forSan Francisco 

Sunday was also named, but he is evidently not popular. San ¡Jose has only i 

one day in the year (, Santa Rosalia is prayed to only with the dead or 

dylng^Kto avert gnosts ). Other saiit s praved to ccasionally —only on 

their "day "  are Santa Marta and Santa Magdalena.  Santa Lucia is 

supposed to be helpful in coring eye troubles, San Anibibnio del Monte is 

grayed to when something has been lost. If one is Unfortunate ", one 

prays to tae Corazón de Jesus, 

In the house of Dona-Isabel there is a large cross, also en cuadro 

a Nlno-g Dios , a Senor Be Esqulpulas, and a Virgen ('?). In the ho'use f 

Dona .Sebastiana is a large Virgen,  a Santa Kosalia en cuadro 

en cuadro 
In the house of Don Tomas is a Senor de Esq..ipulas, a large cross 

iff- .*•., u*~* 

Romelia oays the. have a Santa Cruz made but it has not been blessed yet. 

When they come back to this house they will set it up. Romelia does not 

think that the Senor de Esquipulas is'a different person from the Jesus 

inot er places. "There is only one Virgen , all the Virgens of different 

f1!"*"^ r 
\ 
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placea are the sanie ^person. "  But•Sallme told the following 

story. "Near Patzioia there was a San Antonio, a very fine one in a 

box, with a beautiful face and has trees all around him. He was very 

miraculous. I once made a romería there and burned a candle to him . 

But enangelistos lived near by and the came and took him away. They 

dont know whetoe he is now , so they had to put another one there. This 

one. is not as good. It was a sin wkat they did. " 

I*- ' 
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RELIGION--BAPTISM 

(Chiefly expressed by Magdaleno,  but Tomas  entirely concurring) 

Oh, Yes,  all of Sebastiana1 s children have been baptized,   even 

Piedad» No time is to be lost in getting the dilld baptized;  it is a 

great sin not to baptize one's children,   (Vigorous  assent from Tomas). Yes, 

that is a serious matter.   (To my question)  yes,  Armando Armas1   children 

have not been baptized. He does not believe in anything. He is not good— 

I do not like him to come WOfíñ. among us.  His brother   (Horacio)   is good. 

(Story of how Horacio's wife left him while he was working as a chauffeur 

in Guatemala City,  taking their two children). Juana Galindo's   (Miranda's?) 

children have not been baptized,  nor have  those of Herlinda Miranda and 

Oscar Tobias  (Tobias is working on a finóa). They don't believe. 

It is very bad. When Oscar said he did not believe any more,  I asked him 

for a Bible he had,  and he gave it to me.  I have it,  but I have  lent it 

to Silvestre.  I will  show it to you. It has many goodthings in it—  it- 

is  entirely a thing of God.  It tells there how the Flood came and 

it rained for f ;rty days and forty nights.  And God told Noah to build 

the  ark.  Noah went into  It,   and his family,   and nobody else.  The others 

came and asked to  come in,  but Noah told them God had said only he 

should go. The animals went to,  of each kind;  so they occupied the earth 

again. The water went down everywhere,  and the Ark was left on land. 

It is there still-- the^   say you can still  see it,  —  in Prance,  or 

somewhere» 

For thus we believe-- Jesus made the earth and everything in it» 

It is not  good MMMMMMBTCéMM not to believe as those do  not 
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BAPTISM-HOLY WATER- RELIGION 

When people go to Mass,   the priest blesses  the water,   and then 

sometimes  some of the women ask the priest (for a little of the holy- 

water. There are some people here who have some.  It is goodto have, 

because if a child is dying unbaptized,   the father or mother  can 

baptize it by sprinkling some of the holy water on it  and saying,   "In 

the name of the Father,   the Son and the Holy Ghost,   1 baptize thee." 

Those,words  are sacred.  But only if one is dying can some one do it 

but the priest. 

There are three places:   Heaven  (Gloria)   and Hell  and Purgatory. 

If the  soul goes to hell,   it  goes forever. But Purgatory is different; 

it is  a punishment;   after a while the soul can go  to heaven.  A baptized sfejc 

child is a little angelj   it goes to Heaven.  That  is whj1 It  is  so 

important to baptize them,   {I  asked what happened to the souls of 

children wao died unbaptized children)   It  seems they go to Imbo   (sio). 

Imbo is different  from purgatory.  I guess it is  just darkness. 

I MltM^flSMMHMffiMMMMHHM asked if holy water were put in the grave 

before the grave Is covered.   He  said no,  but thought it would be a good 

idea. 
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RELIGION—SANTOS I 

Are there Evangelistas up in your country?   (Assent) 1 

They are not good.  They make life sad»  They tell what  is not-true. I 

BMMlvnffMMfMMMHMMMMM It is not right  that we should ourselves  speak to I 

Godj   so He left  the  saltos  for us  to  speak to.  When we speak to  the I 

santo,  we speak to God. T am old,-¿would not  change—   even if I were I 

young,   I  would not. The Evangelistas, many have come,   from you? country. I 

from Germany;   they got people together and deceived them.   I willt ell I 

you something true that happened. About five years ago there was a meeting! 

of evangelistas  in Godi§z.  They were- talking,   and tnliting;   it was  late; I 

and there arrived two strangers. They came on horseback, chllin, chilin. - I 

They came in and sat down with the others, fhey had been rid ng fast; they I 

were hot.  Onetook off his hat and fanned himself.  And underneath his | 

hat the others could see two little horns. The other man moved his coat, 1 

and you could see his  tail.  The others  quickly got oi±   of there. Many i 

reprentec  a fter that— many repented,   and went back to  the saints. -I 

lowk what happened  to Don uorgonio. He was a poor man;  he I 

married his first wife, from Patzun. She was rich; sue paid for evrything. I 

iStory of cause of his  separation from her)  One time he arranged his I 

altar-- he had a beautiful saint; it was put in a little house, with many I 

flowers-- he called us  to admire It.   ¿tad right  after he became an I 

evangelista1. It happened because his son, Gorgonito (he had five children 1 

by his  first wife-- herself a widow with children) had a friend who i 

was  Evangelista.  The  son taught the father,   andthe father taught his J 

wife.   So  the;,   all became Evangelistas.  But  afterthat  came  this disgusto        :l 
*\ 

with his wife. And two of his mules, andtwo of his horses died. We went   \ 

to him and we said, You see, you have left the religion— no won! er      I 

this happened. Later he repented so*newhwhat. He does not go with the     ' 

Evangelistas any more. Nor does he take part in the fiestas of the 1 

sanits. He is nothing-- he is not Catholic, he is not üvagelistas.       ! 
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(I admired the Señor de Esquipulas' on his domestic altar. He told 

me he bought it years ago from an Indian who passed with several to sell» 

This was after he had made the pilgrimage to Esquipulas. The image is 

provide., with a strand of hair, out of which curly hair for the figure 

should be made— but no one has cb ne it for Lupario) I asked which were 

miraculous santos) The Senor of Eqquipulas is very miraculous— you 

should see the original at Esquipulas— it is that high. That is 
the 

M true saint (el mero santo); it is an apparation (aparac^ldo)— It hears, 

it even moves sometimes; obly it does not speak. (I asked If the 

San Antonio in the pueblo was aparaoédo) So they say. fflBIMM I think it is. 

I will tell which are aparecido— The San Antonio de las Plores is 

el mero santo. San Antonio de las Plores is a little settlement. One time 
santo 

the people of Tecpan decided to bring the IMM$p to the church at Tecpan, 

the better there to honor it. So the¿ broug ht it with a procession. Next 

day It was gone from the church. And when thev went back to San Antonip, 

there the saint was_again In his place. He did not want to go to Tecpan. 

They say that in Guatemala there is a Vrgen, the Virgen of Lourdes, that is 

aparecido. (I asked about San Fr-ancisco, patron of A.E.) No, that is only 

a copy, just as this Senor de Esquipulas on my table Is a copy. There 

are three aparecidos: the San Franciscos of Panajachel, of Guatemala and 

of Tecpan. The Virgen of the Candelaria in Chantla is aparecida. (I asked 

where the mero Nino Dios was;. He thought a moment, then said) The Nino 

Dios is in Heaven of course. That is His place. But God breathed out 

(echo) the santos, andleft them all for us— the aparecidos. The Devil, 

as I was telling you the other day, couldonly put out the evil creatures, 

San Antonio is wonderful for lost things(Long story about how 

Lupário lost a horse by theft; he traced it to Santo Tomas; in Santo Tomas 

was advised to burn a borrowed candle-end before S. Antonl ; how be burned 

it before San Antonio In the cofradía of the Maxenos: how meanwhile a 

woman acquaintance burned abother candle nefore her own S. Antonio; 
the candleflome pointed in the direction L. was to look; there 

he found the. horse.) 
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34? MYTH 

Everything Is In Its decline  (   en su mengua).  Everything.is 

decaying.  When we canie here,  we couldget large crops from the land— 

now we get half,   a third,what we used to.  So it was with animals» 

My father had a tall horse;   it could carry twelve arrobas. My mase 

can carry eight.   In the old days the horses were largej   so were the 

mules;   now one can get only small  horses.    I will tell  you-- once 

each grain of wheat was  so long  (about two inches);   the ear was  as 

large as a mazorca.  Now see how small  the wheat MMMM is'.  I will  tell 

you a true story.  Once there was a boy,   son of a king.   His father 

left  all his wealth to him.  Eut he just gave him the \& ys to the rooms 

where it was locked up;   and said he could open it when he was grown. 

When he grew up he took the keys and began to  open the doors.  In one 

room he found silver piled from ceiling to  floor. Anothee room was  filled 

with gold.   In a third room there w^as  only a table and on the table a 

single grain.  He didnot know what it was. He took it to  the oldest 
he knew 

man there, who   should know what  it was.  He was old and bent. He looked at 

the grain,   and said he did no know what it was.  But,  he told the boy, 

my father is still living— he will know.  So they went to the old man's 

father.  And the old man's father was  still straight and tall.  He took 

the grain,   and said it was a grain of wheat,   such as wheat used to be. 

So  with people. Men used to live to be a hunñred or a hundred 

and fifty   (Lupario  told of two men tie knew,  one of whom lived to be 

a hundred  and twenty)  But now adays,   if one lives to be  fifty it 

is  something,   and ten,  tw nty at the very most thirty years more is 

all that one may live. 

4 
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RELIGION 

(•de asks what I think of the Evangelistas.  I  answere,   vaguely- 

depreciating) MtóMMMM No,   they are not good.   Some of their ideas are good, 

but many are bad. Their oulto    is  sad.  They take the joy from lil ng. 

It is not  a sin to  smoke,  or to  take a drink.  To  get drunk is   wrong—  then 

one does much harm.   (I ask if there are Evangelistas here).  Don Gorgonio 

is one.  He never gives  anything to   the  fiestas;   he    just  stands  apart   . 

ll   ask what a Mason is)  The Masons don't believe in anything.   There are 

none here  (I mention Armando Armas)  ^es,  he is a Mason,  or almost a Mason, 

because he talks against believing.(I ask why Don Gorgonio is  an Evangelist 

%ve you been in his house?  There is no  canto.   (It  comes out  that his 

first wife,   now living in Patzun,   was  an Evabgellsta^MBMMMttMftfMlrtiaWMMM 

MMMMMMlflMMMMMMMMM It  is  admitted that Don Gorgonio never goes to  E vangelist 

meetings)   But Armando  is  a Mason,  because he does not believe in anything. 

>ti 
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*!» 
SAINTS-SAINTS'   ' DAYS 

Yes,   Saturday  (Ma,,   15)  was  San Isidro's day.  Some people worked,.^som^ 1 

didnot.  We  (his  sons')   didnot work.  It  Is not good to work then, 

because San Isidro is  saint of agriculture.   Sa    Martin is  the saint of,.    1 

the woods  (monte). But these dayfe are not grande,  like Corpus.  0 ndlema<s& 

is grande too;   we do not wolc   then. And Asoension is grande;   so is 

San Juan.  And of course the Noche üuena and Semana Semanta—  then it 

is worst of all to work. 

If you work on these days,   it is bad.   Something is likely to ' 

happen to you--  you will have  a fall,  or the crop will  fail,   Once I 

went out  to  cut  some beams on San Isidro's day.  I    as not even 

working,   just going along to get  the beams,   when that  snake bit me 

I told you about,   Better not work on these  days-- what is one day? 

(To  question)  SQ&MM Some of the Indians work on these days,'and    • 

some do not.  You know,   they are ignorant;   and believe in aJ1  sorts 

of things. ,. . 

•l 

xm:nt 
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RELIGION--VOWS . ^  -     .\iv<"   '   •..; V* 

Vows are very common. Almost all of us have made a vow*,to ' '  £r?l 

some saint   to make a pilgrimage(to hhe place where the' mero  santo 

Is) because we fell  sick,  or some member of our family has  fallen,  " 

sick. You burn a candle before the saint,  if you have an image;   if no^\| 

you can make the vow anyway. The most miraouibou are the Senor of • 

Esquipulas,   the Candelaria of Chantal,   and MMrSan Felipe in Antijigua; 

But there are many others;   some go  to   San Antonio,   in the pueblo, 
San  Bernardino in Patzun 

s me to  San Francisco in Tecpan,   some to  San Jorge at  Solóla. I^ez 

has made pilgrimages,   following vows,   to Esquipulas and Antingua;  Mag- 

dalene toAntigua/ It is  customary to celbrate the return from a 

pilgrimage with a  fiesta in one's  house—  cohetes,   etc. 

The Indians make pilgrimages  too,  just as much• They never 

heard,   they said,   of an Indian vowing to dance. 

,«¿i\ 

\kr 
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RELGION-MSDÍMHMINDIAN-LADINO  RELATIONS ' .«. 

Don Tomas: (I  asked what -vae meant by el  dueno del monte)   San Diego Martin')! 

is  the dueno  del monte.  All  the wold animal'?  nre under hie   cnre.  TfcrlpW* •   v 

in why ihis day  (Nov.  11)  is delicado;   pne should not go to  the monte 

that day,  or only with his permission. Hunters burn a candle to '-A 

San Diego Martin when they want to  get  B deer;  ladinos do it;   it "% 

can be done anywhere--  in the wood.  He is  the patron of the pueblo of 

San Martin.   (I rm it ioned that the Maxenos  called the dueno del monte to 

them,, and offered oigarettes  for him.  Tomas  evidently know about the 

Valentina Estrada case. He said all such things  were of the devil). 

San Jbernardino  is the  sun.  No,(tj my suggestion),  he is not the 

patron of the sun;  he IS the sun itself.   (Don Xupario had said the same). 

The Ooncepcion is the patron of the moon;   she has  the moon at her foot. 

San Bernardino has the sun behindfhis head. (I asked him who were the 

patrons of the rains,  of the maize*- He thought,   said,  Just  a minute,  but 
gave no ,ans /er). , 

Neither he,   nór Magdaleno,  nor Pancho Miranda,   asked  separately, 

could give the meaning of cjisiSBGdsrL.  When I  described the double- 

headed bird,   Pancho and Tomas  said they had seen it  on the textiles,   and 

"at Luis  Escobar's  finca",   but had no  name for it. Nor did any of the 

three have any explanation for bajadores de las lluvias,   or for Votan; 

all  said they had never heard  this© terms.    Tomas  and Magdaleno  ahad 

apparently never heard of the pagan calendar  'Santo Tomas,  Momosetanaggo 

and  elsewhere.  Pancho had never heard any story about Sam Jerónimo  el 

Ingenio,   but Tomas   saidíhis   father told him once there had been a puBfelo 

there,  but tho tigers came ándate the people. The story  (No.  11)   they 

thought probably true. Tomas  said once he talked with an old San Antonero 

about thse things   f» m ancient  tin© s.  The S.A.   told him that  in olden times 

the kings had great power and  the punishments were o uel,   j'They  sometimes 

put a man to death by putting him HM astride a blade,  aijl 

*»d «putting -hi    apart» ., ,^i _^,.,^.- 
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Santos. 

Shrines which are very miraoulous are that of San Felipe, 

about a kilómetro outside of Antigua , el Senor de EsqulpUlas , and that 

If la vlrgan de Qhankla . Her fiesta is on the 2nd of February. 3t Ikxtx 

"The Virgen is very miraoulous and they sell such good baskets there , and 

beaters.of wood. " » 

" San Felipe is very miraoulous for there have been several 

miraoles happened in the last few years • Hot ten years ago.a man fell.. 

into a barranca , he called on San Felipe and saw the image plainly on a 

stone and he was saved. Also Daniel? son oi' Felipe Juarez had a miracle 

performed by San Fell e, about two years ago. He married ver¿ young and 

had a wife and children early. But when his moth? r died he did not oare 
(supposedly asked to be released from life )   • 

to live any more. He made a pilgrimage to San Felipe, and on the way back 

he got ill. fi'he¿ said it was from the eight days of travel but no one knew 

what kind of sickness it was . When he got home Ms father called in 

, doctors and they did all they could but he never got well* It was a kind 

of Illness that made his legfc twisted, sb that the.\ oould hardly get him 

into the coffin. " 
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PILGRIMAGES '     " ., ;  ' 

Isidro Higueros, Márcalo Alvarez-and Perez,  have left .for! , 

Esquipulas*. They,, are going in a bus to' J*\\mp*       ,   and from there on 

foot.  It is  cuStomaey to go  all the way on foot,   the first  time ,onV   •   *l 

goes;   Isidro is  going the  first  time,  But as he found no  other person .^ 

who was  going on foot,  he went with the others  in the busi  Isidro wehtV' 

because when his mother was'eick he oailed upon the  Senor o,f Es'quip'ul'ás.r.- f 

(clamo). Although his mother did not get well,' he is supposed to make 

the^pilgr image sa yway  ("It is not  the fault of  the saint,   is •it?"). 

Marcelo  and Perez are going because they  enjoy it.  Maroelo has. been 

four or five times. 

Sbtero,   Evaristo, Jo  • Maria Sant  so,  and others agreed to go 

together to Esquipulas after they were relased from custody in the 

¿ernardo  affair.   They would have goje this year,   only the illness  6f 

Sotero's wife prevented. 

When Martina was  sick,  MMM he grandmother  and grandmother 

appealed to the Virgin of the Affüoted  in San Jorge  •   So Martina 

now she is well   should make  the pilgrimage there.  But  as  she now has 

a baby  and does  not walk easily she hasn't gone.  But her grandmother 

went and lit a candle WSMM.U Martina had sent. 

Horn ella,   Nicha,   Salome  and Magdal'eno all went on a pilgrimage 

to Antigua.  There was- no . especial  o'ocasion for  this,  they just wanted 

to  "know"   the Señor Sepultdao de San  Felipe  (barrio). Many miracles 

are attributed to this  santo. 

When Daniel  Juarez was  sick,   his mother having died recently, 

he  said he did not want to  live any more  and he made  a pilgrimage,   thoug' 

sick,   to   esquipulas,   asking that the Senor let him die.  He was unable to 

return on foot,   and was brougnt home  tb die. As he-.himself had 

kade tie pilgrimage,  no one went after his death. 
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Lupario  died almost   a year  ago.   No  on» has gone to Esquipulas  yefr,^ 

1 

but  Q°Üzálo  told K.  he  was  going.  Eut he has  no money  this  year  ¿rid 

is  suffering with toothache. '*'".„ 

Don Tomas.has never  gone  to ^squpulas  though he has a 

Señor de Esquipulas  in his house,  He has  a Candelaria,   and has 

gone  several  times  to  Chantla  'Candelaria there). He will probably go 

to  Chantla again on account of the recent  deaths of  ^emnoia. 

Sofia,   the infant daughter of Enrique de Leon,   died over & 

year  ago.  Last Feb.  20,   fiesta of San Jorge,   Enrique and Chabela and 

a number of friends went  to the fiesta to burn a candle before the 

Virgin of the Afflcied "and to  enjoy the fiesta." 

When tne prisoners were  taken in uhe Bernardo affair,   the 

Alvarez made  a novena to the Nino  in their hous,e to get help of the 

Kino  fr them.   The ninó  is the guardian of prisoners.   (Lines to  this 

•ffect  in the novena.)  Monica,   Sebastiana,   Chorno,   Enrique de Leon; 

oame.   "On the day after the novena ended they were released.  The 

Nino  can do much," v - 

In Esquipulas  it  is  customary to  enter   singing  the alabado  for 

the toenor de esquipulas.  Marcelo knows  it veil.  Isidro knows  the  tune, 

and he can  read  it.  The pilgrims go  first  to  the shrine  ,   with their. 

loads,   singing and put  their ca,ndles  on the altar.  Then they go  ask for     I 

lodging.  Next  day the .  return and  sing^th. alabado  complete.  They bring    )\ 
1   'i 

rockets,   and .t,  epeople of the village also make fiesta on the  fifteenth. •',• 

but there are no dances,   or saraharidas.   ' '" ' ] 

When the  pilgrims  ©trie, back it  is c  ugt,ary to go meet them 

on foot. 'a 
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When Evaristo  and Sot ero  and ?     were in jail  in Guatemala, 

frightened" for  their lives,   in the Bernardo affair,   Sotero  saud,   "The 

minute we get out  of her®,   let us all  go  and visit  all^the church,   s   in 

Guatemala City.   What  do   you say?   And   everyone at once agreed.   This  they 

did,   on. footj   it  took all  day.  They agreed to finish this   act  of 

thankfulness by making the pilgrimage  to Esquipulas--  now delayed. 

Antonio  Cruz went once  to   esquipulas,   to buy tobacco.  He has 

never made a pilgrimage.  He told me  about  the retablos  there'.  One    r 

shows  a man  saved"   from death after a loaded ox cart had passed over his 

body,  antionio  showed me  this must have  been a miracle;   the cart 

oontaineda load of twenty quintals. 

.   It  is customary for pilgrims to  return in time to   spend the day 

of the   fiesta in their humes,   celebrating  the completion of the pilgrimage. 

The people who make the festival  on the day are people who  live near 

jcisquipulas. 
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•^ ?/ " Nov,  1940 35*^ 
W^'       " " RELIGION* INDEEAU-LA.HNO RELATIONS-MASS 

W$       '. The mass held yesterday (NW,. 4) was  a mass for' the souls of 

ffthe  dead* Or at fe ast so said Pedro and Eon Juan* A0cording to their account 

Am Magdalene,  almost two years ago,  suggested bringing the priest to hold 

.mass in the aldea.  No mass had been held right in the aldea for many years. 

$$y It is probable that Magdaleno was thinking of a mass  in the fields, with 

blessing of the sown fields. After his  death his son and sister  (Tana) 

probably had some feeling of obligation or propatety to oarry out the 

wish of Magdleno,  and his death ^provided a different meaning fofr the 

proposed mass:  It might commemorate the dead,  and so Magdaleno himself. 

I have not found out who first  suggested holding the mass in the 

cemetery. It may have oome with the tehative fixing of the date for the 

mass on An Souls'  %y,  or the flea of holding the mass as a servio e for 

the departed may have indicated the appropriate date. Pedro says the 

mass was discussed by him and Juan S ant is o sometime last summer»    ühe 

proposal became generally known,  or at least enough known so that 

Nazario Perez,  San Antonio Indian who has lived for many years on the 

outskirts of the village,    oame to Pedro and Juan and said he and some off 

his  friends would like to take part. I don't know if he at o» e made it 

known that he and his friends would bring a zajorin, but it is probable 

that they understood th,is at once. At any rate a marimba was x» üoned 

direotly. Among the ladinos I heard frejfutenTmentlon of the dos 

oontribuoiones — one for the mass, the other for the marimba. 

So far as I have been able to learn, the ohief or only ooifc ributors to 

the oontribuo ion for the marimba and mass were Nazario Perez,  Santos Sloay 

and Ramos Perez. The latter   two live in the pueblo. The oort ributors to 

the mass were many-? but most of the contributions were of only a few 

cents;   apparently a large share of the' cost,  perhaps half,  fell  on Pedro 

and Juan. Pedro provided the food for the prifcst, and paid for the 
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jrooketa. I am told that the priest ohargod 6 quetzals for the ml a a oahtada 

and that the MHpQIiB&lK marimba oost  Q2.  I have not fiund out what was paid the 

zajorin. 

Pedro  and Juan tell me that the first mention to the priest 

ooourred in September when Nazario Perez went to Solóla and asked the 

prl-jst if he oould oome. The prl et agreeed to oome on or about An 

Souls !s  Iky, but no definite date was  fixed.  Pedro and Juan think It very 

probable that on the same day Nazario ade arrangements with the 

zajorin. They do not know muoh of the details of these arrangements; 

they plainly thought It not their affair. Later,  in 0<fc ober,  Juan 

Santlso went again to Solóla and made definite arrangements with the 

priest* 

The enramada was buolt In th    oemetery ohiefly by Indians?  a few 
Ramos 

ladinos helped. MTtMMiHEM Perez met the zajorin (a Sololateoo)  in San Antonio, 

and brought him up to the aldea. He went to the oemter^, but soonr eturned 

with several Indians to SA and brought baok several of the saints from 

the oonfradias— a San Nioolas,  a Christs,  one or two others I did not 

reoognize. Soon after dark the zajorin began preparing the altar, 

a table set  at one end of the enramada. When we arrived matters were at 

a standstill,   apparently beoause tttMMMWM no lights had been provided,  or 

had faille d for some other reason. MMM A single small o andle was burning. 

At last a small kerosene KMMWM lamp was brought,  and the zajorln began 

disposing the wandles-- 36 of them— on the altar. He set them in pairs,  a 

pair of small ones beside a pair of 3a rhe ones,   and rested the 

largest against the oases ort ianing the saints.  Incense was brought, 

and a olay lneense burner. By seven-thirty he was seeated at the altar, 

and praying. He prayed with few interruptions during the two hours I 

was there, keeping, his  gaze tward the alyar. Oooasiom lly he incased 

the altar. At Intervals he would take out a rooket,   inoease it,  and pass 

it outside to be discharged. I asked several people about T5he p?ayers. 
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'«¿, &*.*** as the Solóla language is•«ddifferent» W>^^:gJ¿iJ 

-federUand much of what the iajorin said, but that he was praying*-.^ 

SK- -i... I--    ..    •.4. T—„ia«,»ice out myself. If :he prayed to the     .    >:}£;.« «i« ^..^od^ivests. This I could make out myself. If*, prayfed to the 

'IS 

¡?Srte*ofiM»ior thai dead, I did not know it. . 
fe¥rf-'-    ^ ^ any parri,ular attention to «hat the -zajorin was^ . 

.-w»*. *£**» *-•• *ho buBtlea about handln8hln oandle? °* 
Í»9sne or trying to he helpful,  and osario oe tainly made no effort   .. 

• to attend to the low fuiok speech of the zajorin. Wivally a!l . 

the others paid almost no attention t    the zajorin. In MM one comer 

Francisco Sanchez,  India»,  the other Indian musician, Pedro and 

FaMan M5randa, ladino, laughed and talked. In the opposite corners ., 

sat the mayordomos of the two SA cofrades, wearing their headoloth.,, 

they sat silent hut took no active part. About fifty other people, 

of whom almost half were jadinos,  including girls and small hoys , 

<*« or stood, talking,  Joking,  acting ina generally merry and even 

occasionally rowdy manner. WWmMW «hen a rocket was passed out, 

a ladino as often disohraged It as did an Indian. Mazarlo *«*e a certr 

* .how of being host, weolmonlng me;, otherwise the group was without 

leader or organization. The marimba and the two strings played 

frequently,  drowning out the low prayers of the zajorin,  and 

apparently playing with out reference to each other. 

I am told that the zajorin prayed all night,  and that a 

number of Indians stayed with M». No ladino I    have spoken to stayed 

all night. 
The mass next  day took place at about ten. The same M. tar 

was used, but the SA santos had been removed;  and the 

santos now on the altar were borrowed from ladino houses of the 

village. The same ears of oorn were on the, altar. The roolets 

paid for by Pedro and brought from Panajaohel,  3 dozen,  were used in 

part on this morning during the mass,  and in part the previous 

Xl 
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night.    The marimba remained during the mass,  and played to weloome 

the priest,  and after the mass,  while the priest was blessing the 

cemetery.   (He also blessed the seed corn brought him;  that which 

the la. dinos brought was blessed first;   the mayordomos then presented 

their baskets of seeds. The maordomos attended the mass, KmUXMgM 

flfflfllMMMMMMMMpiMMMM^^ The 

zajorin  remaiiB d for   the mass,  sitting in a cornernot far from 

th    altar. 

Nicha said it was bad for the zajorin to  remain.  Other 

people told me he would not   stay,  for  the priest would scold him. 

All who attended the mass were silent and apparently 

respectful.   Some men  remained standing;  a  few MUW sat  on s eats 

around the enramada,   No woman stood or sat;  all kneeled-' ''"*'' P 



Milagros. 

At the novena for the Señor of Esquipulas I asked Nycha why 

the Señor was the dark color he was. She said it was from the blood which came 

out when he was crucified. She also told me about a miracle told*to her xfema 

by her uncle Sotero. Some years ago the President, Sr. Ubico , thoi ght that . 

El Señor de Esquipulas was dark because he was dirty, and he sent some 

workmen down to clean the image. When they began to work on the image, blood 

started to come out showing that it was alive , Naturally they stopped 

working. Since that time Ubico has been very attached to El Señor de E. 

because he recognizes its very miraculous character, and he makes a pilgrimage 

-to the shrine every year. 

On the way home from the Novena , Romelia told me some more 
altar at the 

milagros . One time her father made an model of an airplane for the Posada . 

Tia Sebastiana made fun of the airplane, saying that the Nino would ride off 

in it. This was a sin, and as a result soon after all the bedclothes on 

Sebastiana's bed burned up, no one knowing how-they caught fire. 

One time Señor (Jabino refused to have the posada at his house, 

saying the doorway was too narrow for the andas to enter. Shortly after 
oven 

his bake ksouBS burned down. 

One time Don Chomo did not want to aceept the bread which is 

given out by the Cofradía of San Antonio, for the fiesta of San Antonio, 

and which is distributed to the houses on the (Thursday of the Ascenscion, 

forty days after Easter and for which each person is e pected to contribute 

ten centavos limosna.  Shortly after this i>on Chorno's horse, which was 

out in the monte, fell and broke its left. 
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'  '   Romelia and I went down about four o.block on-the T4th 6% Ja^uéftg^";-;| 

^rkafgarito* and his wife-Mercedes had slandered her to her father, while she,. s. .; j* 
t^'."r~%-s Trw i*."* her father . *, "% .''; "* '~ " • ',#16 
f^mU^in :Bánajachel , xnobckait 'so that ht waá" very angry with her, and thai;,. '' - ^M 

E^J^^'ito1 "also said bad things to the father and mother of the young ml»/'" v'l\f 

¡Tvin -'Pan' ¿uoas' who wished to marry her, this being the reason he' marked s*omeyv7 .\ 

iJione'else. and as a result Romelia was not on speaking terms with-Mv Juares* '\ [0 

us,-rana,  his wife. But at the time of the novena for the Nino she began to speak 

fc-again since this was a matter of the santo . ) A number of people were sitting/. 

& around waiting, mostly the younger" element   , tho Don Chomo and the Nina 

a'tiia^were there also.    After about a half hour's wait the procession 

began'to form.  Since the Holy Family could not be carried in the andas   , the       ^i 

l^iéífegures were to be carriedy Antonina, Del^Eina, and Priscila ( Armas  )  d-re^sejd-' ;jl 

5, iñ. colbred tissue paper capes with gilt crowns en their heads each took one of, 

"íblré figures. Romelia said that they were the "three princesses11.  , and that li"6a 

was their own idea to dress up so.    Pour years ago when the Nino was pa.ssing   •' 

' from -$he Santiso house to the Alvarez'   ,  it was decided  , for no specíaí'^éasor' *' 

.but that it  seemed a nice thing, to carry the Holy Family on horseback instead 

of fía the andas.  Three men representing the three Kings each carried one of 

the figures  .  Don Magdaleno hearing how this was to be arranged, thought it 

would be nicet    to have the three girls, Martina, Nycha,  and Romelia come 

forth to meetk the three Kings XRJOüEKX dressed to represent the three Queens. 

So they did so,  dressed in white   , with paper capes and gilt crowns.{_ For the 

convite 'Of      this year    Don Magdaleno had thought it would be nice if the     .\ 

three Queens should appear again, but not Martina since she now has a child, 
' ' - v 

It would have been Romelia, Nycha, and their cousin Rosenda. With the deafct <¿ 

of Magdaleno , this could not. be carried out bjrt the "three princesses n 

were an echo of this intentionJ.Next year Romelia , as a member of the, 

• donyite co~mmittee hopes to have some .girls added to the group af inr former  ^ 
" •;». - ' " ' '      -i,  -. 

Si„~*i<, t"-áiüMf.fe.>-i, 
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times girls pressed as naturales used to go out with the convite . BmP&bw   I 

• many of the girls have married and the others have not wanted to go "to the   I 

trouble. ) I 

The procession moved along singing the usual alabadas  up to the      I 

turn of the road and part way beyond but since it was felt that the singing  1 

could not be kept up the whole way, and as much of the walking had to be in  I 

single file .as soon as they struck across country, they soon stopped. An I 

effort was made to go along as fast as possible, instead of at the usual slow 1 

pace, and when the Nina Matilda slowed things up a bit, some comment was I 

made. On a prraching Ojo de Agua the path had been somewhat enlarged and I 

smoothed out , and the group reformed somewhat and began to sing. I 

Secundina, wife of Romaldo, came out to meet us with the incense , and we    I 

marched in to the house where the altar had been prepared with carnations    I 

and white flowers stuck in the pillars oiffvered with cypress. Margarito      I 

announced that Oscar Tobias would speak for him, and so the latter made 

the formal speech of presentation to Romalda and wife who were standing 

by the altar.  These responded teith a simple Muchas gracias . and those 

outside shouted Viva £1 Nino Dios '.   But before the rockets were set off 

the Nina Matilda, who had taken her place on the other side of the altar,    J 

stopped the proceedings and made in her turn a formal speech of acceptance 

for the household. The followed the rockets, and Secundina turned to 

the Nina Matilda and asked her if she wouldn't pray . All the women knelt 

and said the briefest of prayers and then sung the same alabada they had 

sung approaching the house. (Romelia turned to me and asked me whether I 

thought they should sing it, as they had already done so. Since some sort 

of ceremonial seemed to be wanted, I assented. )   Following this, while 

we seated ourselves about the room, pelean mat was brought in and laid on 

the pine needles of the floor , and on top of this was placed a clean cloth.  -S 

Tho^e who were helping serve!4 then placed two plates of bread on the c enter 

of the cloth and a doaen china cups laid aout around the edge . Romalda 

then with a little gax formal phrase invited all the women to serve them- 
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selves. 

Insert^?. 2.  Juan Estacuy , who was helping , then brought out a 

bottle of juaro  and gave each one present a trago, beginning with the Nifta 
» i 

Matilda and working down to the girls. (Vitalina who was sitting on Romelia's 

lap asked for some and so R. gave it to her. She took a large gulp, then 

ytwwxtxchoked very hard and almost threw up but did not cry. ) 
most 

A13t seated themselves about the mat , altho those who were farther away did not 

try to squeeze up as there was not r >om for everyone. Twelve cups ns not 

nearly enough to go around. However, the children helped themselves by dipping 

their bread into their mother's coffee and some shared their coffee with 

others . All seemed to be served eventually , or at least when Juan Estacuy 

and those helping him removed the cups and asked if all had been served, no 

one spoke up. I do not know whether the men were served later in this same 

way as we had then to leave but that evening after the novena at Tomasa1 s 

house tamales and coffee were served in this same way, first to the women, then 

to the men. Romelia says that at the Mwjia house they always serve that way m 

and that it was the old custom. 

While still at the Juarez house there was some discussion between 

Romilia and Margarito . It turned out to be on the matter of the clothing for 

vhe  Nino. M. wanted all the clothing for the Nino to go altong while R. 

thought that some that she hao. made herself she would keep until the wish 

came to her to go and change the Nino's clothes. She did keep out one suit, the 

one she had made most recently but all the other clothes were sent along. It 

turned out that the Nina Antonia had been hoarding for as much as ten years 

clothes of the Nifib's  . She had admitted to Filomena that she had some clothes 

belonging to the Nino. It turned out that there was a great deal of stuff, 

much of which had been ruined by being eaten by the mice. She did not like to 

part with any of it. 
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Sacred Objects. 

Romelia heard that when Mercedes, wife of Margarito Juarez, dressed 

the Nino Jesus and set him up on Hew Year's eve (should have been perform- 

ed at olgfeil midnight but actually was done at about seven in the 

evening ) they put on the gorra or bonnet instead of the halo. R. was 

very indignant at this, for she skid that the Niáfo was not a doll but 

a santo  , that the cap was not supposed to be put on but just put on 

the side with the other clothes which are prepared symboiatically and 

never put on.  She said that she was going down and see that it be 

changed. On New Year's afternoon we went down to the chapel and there 

was the Nino still with the gorra on . Pew people were there but they 

included Mercedes and children, her mother Maria, and Dona Chafrela , 

mother-in-law of Tomasa. Romelia spoke out about the gorra 's being 
a pecado 

very improper to put on. She also t.old a story about a miracle which 

took place at one of her uncle's, They had a Nifró, a very large one 

about life -size, and they dressed it up with a bonnet on. But the 

bonnet would never ¿tay on. Every time they looked the bonnet would be 

off. This showed that the image was ndb happy with the bonnet on. 

This was all there was to the miracle, and no one suffered any harm 

from having done wrong . In spite of Romelia's words, no action was 

taken to change the bonnet for halo and R. herself did not want to do 

Ao  for fear of giving offense. After going through some prayers we left 

the Chapel. R. then stfht a little boy back to see if the señoras were 

still there of if she could sneak back and make the change. They were 

reported to be still there so she went on. We stopped on at Chatoela 
A 

Mejia's house and there the conversation still continued about its being 

a sin to put on the bonnet. Chabela showed her tiny Nino with its halo 

on. R. said that one time a movy came to the village, not a talking one 

just pictures, and that showed Jesus going about as a carpBfcker and doing 
all sorts of things, and always with his halo on .That proved, her point. 
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COFRADíAS— MUNICIPIO SA 

There Is a oofradla of san Antonio whioh has  existed for 

many years,   at least to the time of Leonzo s granfather,  here in the 

countryside of the munioipio.  It has no  relation to the system of 

servio es  of  the village,   and it takes no part  in the fast ival  in 

the village.   It o elebrates the festival  of san Antonio by sending 

around a marimba with rookets to play at  the houses of all who 

have contributed to the oost. The cofradía consists M&ftOTWe'Mpff of 

a oofrade and three interesados. The interesaods are now:  Miguel 
Garoia of Naranjo,   Paoho Tax of Tzanpetey,  and Cruz Batz of Ojo de 

Agua.  All are Totonioapanos,  and Leonzo thinks MKQSi^MMM the interesados 

have always been Totonto penos  and that  the oofradla was  started 

here by some early Totonipaneos who settled here. The oofrade is 

Alberto Barreno,   a Totonioapena who lives in Chulquestel.  Last 

year it was  Jose Tui,   a Sololateoo,  Leonzo  thinks it usual not to 

have a Totonloapeno. The interesados  serve for life,   and they «lax 

ohoose their own successors.  The a> frade serves  for a year,   and is 

picked by the interesaods;   someone may volunteer.  On Jueves  de la 

Asuncion,  these men go around the municipio offering bread and 

a sweetened liquid.  They offer it.at  all  the houses.   If one takes 

five centavos worth of bread,   one must return MMM ten cents worth 

(and so  in proportion),   usually in oash,   on the eleventh of 12th 

of June,  when the festival  of San ntonio ooours. With the money oolleote< 

the cofrade and interesados pay for  the marimba and rockets. 

3uoh money as  is 3B ft   over is loaned out MMMWMW by the interésanos  at 

20$ annual  interest.  Quite a number of local people,  needing money, 

borrow from the  oofradla.  There are  some that cannot pay their debt 

on the  day of the fiesta;   then they pay just  the interest  and the 

debt  goes over to the next  fiesta. 
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April 16 
Don Magdaleno      £¡68 

COFRADÍAS 

Years ago,  in Agua Escondida,  "when there was money",    , 

the fiestas were more alegre,  and the cojáfradias were better 

organized. There were then:   an alcadez,  and his wife. These two 

were the heads,  responsible for collecting all the food and other 

materials,  and for making the arrangements. Under these two 

were the mayordomos  ,  consisting*of all men who wanted to participate^ 

Each would say what his contribution would be. Then there were 

the capitanas.    These were women;   some would be charged with 

decorating the house of the oojt radiaand the santo;   some would 

cook thefood. Then there were ^fefcre —-=^ boys who would run 

errands and do other work.    After the fiesta, there was a procession, 

and the santo would be left in the house of the man who had 

agreed to be alcadez for the next year. He would keep  the santo till 

then. Hernando tfuiaxuia,,  butcher,  is alcadez of the nino Jesus 

take part in these ooiifradis;  only the ladinos. 

for the IB xt fiesta; the image is in his house.    The indios do not^| ^ 

April 18 
Don Tomas 

On the day after the  (second)  day of the fiesta of the Nino 

Jesus,   that is, on December 26th,  the men of the cofradía meet in the 

house of the M alcalde    (head) of the confraáli. for the year just 

ending to choose his  successor. The choice is by vote* If someone 

volunteers,  he may be chosen by acclamation;  if no one does,  the man/ 

elected must serve* The alcade and his wife are in general charge;  the 

santo remains in their keeping for one year* It is regarded as an 

honorable and praiseworthy thing to serve as alcalde. 

Other men who wish to participate at this same time indicate 

the coit ribution they will be willing to make next year—  so many 

rockets,  so much money,  so much maize,   etc* A secretary is chosen; he 
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I  •     writ es,-down these pledges. The men who offer to make contributions become 
i '* 

vi        mayordomos. This occasion is called elección, 
Í&., •   ...  J 

The image has fie en "put to bed"  at midnight on the 24th. On 

January first the alcalde and his wife dress the figure in new clothes. 

(Nothing is cb ne February second— consistent with the fact that the 

sac amis a is not observed in A.E.). On January sixth  (Los &eyes) the 

people of the confradia meet again in the house of the  (retiring) 

alcalde. There is usually a marimba,   and aguardiente is  served by the 

alcalde,  but no dinner is served. A procession is formed,  of the mem- 

bers of  the confradia,  attended with cohetes, marimba,  tambor and 

chirimía,  and the imga els escorted to  the house of the incoming 

alcalde and left in his house,  where it will remain for a year. 

On November first  (All Saints)  there is an occasion called 

simply Aunta    (  cf.  recordatorio in Tepoztlan and similar occasion in 

Dzitas)  when the mayordomos meet at the house of the new alcalde. 

Nothing is served;   there are no cohetes. The list of pledges is 

read,   and their reliability canvassed.  If substltulons of mayordomos 

must be made,  now arrangements are made. After this date the promised 

contributions are delivered,   at the convenience of the mayor db mo,   to 

the alcalde. 

About  a week before December 24th they meet once more,  again 

without  ceremony,  to perfect plans. A sort of budget is drawn,  and 

the resources apportioned-- for the a> betes,  the marimba,  the candles, 

the incense, and the decorations of the house. The alcalde must supply 

a pig,  for meat   fort he  tamales;  he may raise the pig,  or buy it. 

A novena precedes the night of the fiesta. Day and evening of 

each of  the nine nights,  tambor and chirimía play in the  street ott side 

the house where the image is kept  (And in the procession,  accompany the , 

image,  playing always where it is). All fiestas of santos,  Indian or 

ladino,   include chirimía and tambor.  No ladinos  can play it;  Indians are 

secured for ladino fiestas.  Here iljil In TiV   and his son <3ruz serve. 
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Each night of the novena prayers are said In the house before the 

image. The prayers are said by rezadoras.   (Martina and Romeliá^kno^^ 

the prayers;  they learned them from a woman in Go dine z who lived here 

gor a time» The wife of the baker, who comes from Guatemala,   also 

knows them») All who wish to burn candles before the sint during 

the novena.  Some of the candles are provided out of the  funds of the 

confradia# 

The novena is divided among the mayo rdmos of the conf radia and 

their wives.  If there are more than nine mayordomos  (and there usually 

are)  a night may be divided among several, whi share the expense. 

On each of these nights punche (of banana and other fruits)  and 

bread are served* 

On the night of the 24th there are many cohetes,  a marimba 

plays,   the image is carried on a decorated andas through the street» 

and the child "is put to bed,"by the alcalde. Shis  accomplished, many 

cohetes are discharged,  the marimba (usually hired from Totoniopan) 

plays,  and there is dancing  (sones,  waltz,   etc) until late. 

Don Tomas says that if any indi tos wish to take part as mayordomos 

they are welomed,  and that some do occasionally take part. 

San F amcisco has a similar fiesta. 

<r: 
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BOOHE BUENA 

On December 24th they hold what is called oombite. Anyone 

who wishes puts on a costume. Men dress as women, and women as men • 

Masks are worn; usually people rent or borrow the masks used in the 

bailes of the Idians, from San Andres orl'rom San Antonio. Three MMM 

small boys are chosen to act the partbof the 'ihree Kings. The- wear 

cape, short red trousers, shoes and a crown of painted cardboard. 

One is colored white with lime, andv her red with achiote, and a third 

black with soot. They do not dance, but siA log ether while the others 

dance. Th dances— sones, etc, as usual— take place in the various 

houses, as the marimba moves from house to house. One of the dancers 

carries a"standard", a silk banner with a representation of a si coping 

child. One man is the clownj he should have red trousers, and a tall cap; 

his face is painted. He makes jokes at people (Genaro Santiso and 

Pancho Miranda have been downs). The Indians, sa\s Don M. do not 

take part. (W<"> *n* S^W^A*.) 

In the evning posadas are held-- or at least the three 

Alvarez girls, who know the music of the posadas, and laim to be  ' 

the only ones who do, go from door to door carrying San Jose and the 

Virgin, on an andas, and asking shelter with the posada song, (They 

remmmber piñatas) 

Also in the evening sometimes they have a loga, or an entremés, 

short miracle plays dealing with the Nino, Young people learn the parts, 

and recite them. Don Magdaleno has the texts of some of these. 

On January first, when the Nino is taken up and dressed (by 

a young girl chosen by the alcalde of the cofradía), the Alvarez 

girls went out dressed in Indian costumes borrowed from Indians round 

about.' This, they say, was not customary; it was their idea. 
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NATIONAL HOLIDAYS 

On Mardi   15    ( )  andon September 15  (anniver- 

sary of indeperd. ence)  the celbration is only by las autoridades  » 

The national  flag is  raised at the juzgado,  where there are troops,   they 

parade with drums;   the juzgado is decorated with branches¿  Nothing 

is done in the houses. 

DAY OP THE CROSS   (MAY  THIRD) 

It is customary   to decorate the little cross most people have in 

their houses on the domestic altar,  with colored paper,   or with 

flowers,   and to burn a candle before it.  Some people make  square 

tamales. Men do not work in the fields;   they may go hunting» 
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Fiestas. 

On the Sábado de Gloria cock fights are sometimes held here. 

Dia de la Santa Cruz.   All the crosses, throughout the village 

were decorated with colored paper. An DJidian woman brought her cross 

to Dona Sebastiana for her to trim it for her. Dona Isabel burned a 

candle before her cross the njgat before and during the da¿ of the Holy 

Gross, but if prayers for the souls of the dead were said it was in a 

most inconspicuous way. nomelia stated that they always went up to the 

cemetery on this day and reburbished the family tomb -1th new pine. 
actual 

She spoke about going the day before but.on the da. was tired from the 

fiesta of the day before and didnot go—tho wnen it was mentioned she 

offered to, "if I washed. " A large part ofthe day however was spent in 

going calling and admiring the various crorseE. visits were mulo to the 

LOUEP of Donsc Tomas, of Enrique de Leon, of Dona Monica, Don Felipe 
and of Don Gorgonio „     „ 

Juarez . At the nouse ofGennaro Santiso a small 'chapel or shrine had 

been made with branches outside the house . Practicality all the houses 

had fresh pine needles on the floor, A the Juarez- place the crosses, 

one large and one small ( tais seems rather a common custom ) had been 

taken into the oratorio which was also spread with pine needles. There 

was some discussion during the day whether a procession could not be 

made with the crosses,tils originating With tae Nina Antonia, the baker1s 

wife. However, nothing was done. The Juarez family suggested tha t since 

there was no very large Santa Cruz in the village San Francisco might 

be brought out instead. But this suggestion was not taken up by the 

others.   Some families , according to Homelia, had made tamales con 

carne, some of those arriba , bvt the Alvarez family, altho it usually 

did so, did not this year. Tae fiesta tue day before was perhaps respon 

sible for t is lack also.  In the evening, instead of prayers, we 

gathered in the kitchen to hear casos told • The fiesta spirit was 
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Evarist6s Herrera) 1&74: 
May  12 

COFRADIAS-INDIAN-LADINO  RELATIONS 

Cofradía QjjfJSan. Antonio.   Even before the settlement of A.E.  by 

ladinos early Indio  settlers  from Totonlcapan,   In the general  neighborhood, 

organized a co fradlia for San Antonio. There were two reasons for this: 

(1)   tl One of these  early settlers from 

Totonlcapan,   Francisco Tzok,   receognized San Francisco  as his  personal 

santo   (having the saint's  name),   and,  having carriedon personal devotion 

to   the saint  in T0tonicapan,   vdshed to  continue here.   He was  the 

leader in the organization of this  cofradía.   (2)  This  Tzok,   and  the 

other Totonicapenos.   sttled on"lands of    San F ancisco",   i.e.,   San 

Faancisco was the patron of the municipio within which they settled. 

This   cpfradla continúes  very active to the  present day.  Its WMMMMMMMMMMM 

leaders are  still Totonicapan Indians living in the neighborhood. The 

present  alcalde is one Gilberto carrena,   Totonicapan na tur al,  who lives 
leaders 

near Godlneas.  The rriáftifritówtó of this  cofradía  (naturales)   come through   the 

neighborhhod on    As  cension Thursday,   leaving bread in all houses 

that   will  accept  it,  understanding  that  on the day of San Antonio 

(June 12)   they will paj   back double  the amount  to   the cofradía--   the 

confradia then goes  about  once more,  with their image   (provided originally 

by Francisco Tzok),   and  a marimba,   collecting the "limosna". Many ladinos 

also  accept bread,  and theeeby become mayordomos  of the  cofradía   .  The 

annual  reunion,   held 4LH is  customary,in the  house of the  retiring alcalde, 

is  largely attended by naturales,   chiefly Totonicapanes,   and the 

alcalde has  apparently  always been a natural;   yet not  a few ladinos 

also  attend the election meeting,   and thus   take  a more  active part  in the 

affairs  of the cofradía. 

Cofradía of the  Nino  Dios When the ladino  settlers  first came,   they 

had no patron;   the  settlement was   small and unorganized.  At once they 

participated,   as indicat above>   in the cofradía of San Antonio.  Also 
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it was   customary among them,UQáMtóM    at least  as personal household devotion, 

to celebrate the fiesta of the Nino Dios.' One Miguel   Santiso,   brother of 

Basilio,  owned as his domestic santo  the íiino Dios now belonging to the 

cofradía,   and  early IIMMttffilffltffll[Mfli led the organization of  a cofradía of 

the santo   .   Before he died,   he expressed his wish that th    aldea own the 

image;   it is  now regarded as belonging to the aldea,   "his  children have 

no  rights in it." This cofradía is probably the most vigorous,   in that 

a  sense of participation extends most widely andprobably deeply among the 

inhabitants.  This  year  Genaro Snntiso   and Enrique de Leon divide the 

alcalde-ship;   the inage is in Genaro'a house,  with the marimba.   (The 

marimba is there  simply because Genaro happens  to  be its owner).   Last year 

the  alcalde was  Felipe J  arez.  Others who  have been alcalde are:  Mariano 

Miranda,   Sotero Alvarez,   Lupa-'io Miranda,  Miguel  Perez   (These are community 

leaders,   and,   except  Enrique de Leon,   persons of some property).     Once 

a natural was  alcalde of the cofradía:   one  Nazario  Perez,   of San Antonio, 

who  now lives  at San Gabriel,   two kilometers  south of the aldea.  Ehis 

happened  six years  ago.   Nazario dresses  in Indian dress,   haá an all-Indian 

family.   He speaks Spanish,  has  not been to  school,  but  is  "quite  sensible" 

(muy racional).   "He is  one  who  likes  to   get  close to   (»e roza a)   the 

ladinos."   "It was  hir  ^3 ? V;   (vo "Vori t •._<;.;   •" o  ero^ + r.. '::,..   It  worked out 

well.  That  year we all  • ent  to his   house for  the  fiesta." 

In this  cofradía   (as in the others led by ladinos)   it  is  costomary 

for one  who  wishes  to take  the image the  following year  to   send   a letter 

expressing his wish  to   the incumbent  alcalde.  Don iviagdaleno  will prabably 

do  this  this year.   If another,   ignorant of the first letter,   sends  also 

a letter,   the alcalde replies  in writing that he is  too late.  If no  one 

volunteers,   the election of next   alcalde takes place at the meeting 

following the fiesta. 
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Qofradlaof San Francisco.     There was,MM twenty  years   ago,  (stlllno 

patron image of the ald^a. Most  of the settlers  were from Tecpanj   the imacgH 

patron there is  San  Francisco.  The settlers  didnot  feel that  San  Antonio, 

patron of the municipio  in which  the natives were naturales,   was their 

patron.  The Nino Dios was   (as  it  still  is)   the fiesta most celebrated.    *~ 

Then one tfesus Barrios of   Solóla     gave  an image of Scm Francisco  to   the aid a. 

Members  of the  aldea had  expressed   their wish to  have a San Francisco;   he 

knew about thás;   and when he  fell very sick   and  thought he might die,   he 

gave the image to   the  aldea,   de was  a friend,   but no   relations,   of the A.E. 

people.   Don Felipe Juarez ^MJeMMJllaM provided the  piece of land.MMM MMMMM 

BUMMttigiliafflAili The chapel was   built  with   the labor and   contributions of all 

of  the aldea  .   Don Felipe has  been alcalde of this   cofradía for   the past 

five years.   It  is  customary to concede to  the incumbent   nlcald     the first 

right  to retain the  image,   even though others may be willing to   take it; 

in accordance with this   customs  Felipe has  retained the  alcalde-ship.  Others 

who  have been alcaldes  of this  oo fradia are  Nicolas  de Leon,  his brother 

Genaro de Leon  (now both moved back  to   Tecpan),   Hiernomió Juarez,   and 

Aparicio  Santiso.   No natural   has been   alcalde.  The naural es  occasionally, 

but  very rarely,  take part  in the   cofradías  of San F ancisco  and of the Nino 

Jesus.  í'The  case of Nazari»  Perez has been mentioned).   Diego Tui   (who  is 

ehirimitero)   .mot infrequently offers  sventy-five cert avos,  more or less,   ad. d 

is   thus   a mayordomo.  The  Tax family,  the Perez and Sicay  families  arriba, 

do not take part;   the auxiliar and  his  neighbor  are Evangelistas. 

g&fradia of the Señor de  SsqulpA/las     (Jan.  15)   Some years  ago 

Petronilio Juarez organized  a cofradía    of the  Señor de ^suMpulas.  But 

the   cofradía languished  and died.   Tomas   says  the  reason is that  Petronilio 

would not let  the image "go out from"  his house,   i.e.,   it  remained his 

personal image  . Thus   it remained  essentially a personal devotion,   such 

as many,   Don Tomas  included,   offer to  this   saint   (Tonas has  an EsqulpulaF 

in his  house).   But  the San Francisco was   given to  the  aldea,   as was 
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also  the Ninó Dios. 

In A.E.  the fiesta of the   Nino Dios is   regarded by the Alvarez family 

at least,   as the most alegre fiesta.  It may be noted that the alcalde-ship 

of the cofradía of San Francisco has  remained with small exceptiona rrlba. 

It may be that  the Juarez family MMMMIWWMM have a certain special ao ntrol 

over the fiesta,   as the image does not "go from hou3 e to house"   (as does 

the   Nino Dios),  but remains in the  chapel which stands on Juarez land. 

But  the essential  fact may be that the fiesta of San Faancisco  takes place 

in October,   during the  rainy season;   the  fiesta of the  Nino  Dios  in the 

dry season, when the enramada may be built outside, and when the 

festal MM|| pleasures may take place day and night  in the open air. 

Participation of A.E.  in the  San Antonio  pueblo  fiestas.   The chief 

fiesta in the pueblo of San Antonio  is   th»t   of the patron,   on June 12. 

Of  somewhat less  importance is  the  fiesta of San Nicolas,   in September; 

this  image also   is  kept  in the church.  At  the  former a baile is danced, 

in alternate years Torito  ardMoros.  At bpth fiestas  there  ¿re masses— 

sometimes as many as three. Many,  jp&t probably not'vftost,   of the A.E.  people 

attend  these fiestas,   "because they are alegre."  They watch the dare e, 

attend the mass,   and usually burn a candle nefore the   saint  honored. They 

never participate in the p'ueblo cofniadis   (entirely of  naturales)     that 

organize the  fiesta.  Tomas  seems  to  know nothing about the organization 

of  these  cofradías. 

Addenda: 
Jose Tul is chirlml*ero  for   =11 the A.E.  fiestas.  His son 

plays   the drum. The chtoimia plays  every day during the novena,  often 

afterwards till ,he B6t„   and again on Jan.  1st when the Image Is 

dressed. UK Tul Is paid five centavos  a night  for playingj  this 

inoludes the drum. The mayordomo responsible for the night   (at whose 

uouse for that   ni^t is the Imege)  pays the cost for that night. Tul» s 

participation is simply that of a  hired professional. 
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/      *    When the  alcade his  chosen,   it is   expected that his wife will 

act   as hostess on the  day of fiesta—  receive visitors from outside, 

attend to the marimvistas,   etc.  She  selects a cook. Usually on the 

third day before the day of the  fiesta,   at   the conclusion of the 

novena of that night,   she asks the women to  come at  a  certain time 

next day to help the  oo ci nera prepare the   food for the  fiesta.  All the 

women are expected to   come. (I askei   is  Carmen would be expecte.  Tomas 

said no,  but that  the  alcadesa might  send Carmen a tamal,   or some 

tamales,   and that when the marimba was  playing,   Carmen might be 

ejp ect ed to  come  sit with the others  and listen to the music.   She 

does not know  the prayers;   and of OTP s ••• does  not dance. 
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COFRADÍAS 

I have paid by obligations  to God--  I have had the misterio 

(cofradía of the  Nino Dios)   seven times.   So  have my sons--   even 

rieroulano,   he is poor;  but  he has  had it  twice.  Mariano has had it 

three times;   and my other son,   that died,   had it  three times.  Don 

Felipe is very pious;  he has had it  sevela times;   and has had San 

•francisco many times.   I was  the one that wac willing  (had voluntad) 

to bring San Francisco  from Trepan down to my house.  Don Miguel  Perez 

has had it  four times.  There  are  some who do nbt do  it,   Enrique de 

Leon--  he has his  share(of monej-),  but he has never had the  © nfradia. 

Ohl;   once--   in the meeting it was suggested that he take the coif radia 

next;   he  said,   A..11  right,   if I would be his  assistant.  It turned out 

that I had to  spend more money than he--  I was  ashamed at how meaaly 

he was doing it;   so  I bought what was   necessary.  The Alvarez 

do not do  their part   either;   when their  father was  alive,  he had the 

confr »dia,   but the  sons dote'-t.  As  for casillo--  he is a • 
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Fiestas. 

La Noche Buena is the only fiesta that is much celebrated now. 
The people celebrat* 

El Nino i>ios is kept at the home of the cofradía, iutaww^used ¿o J*»% 

posadas of nine nights ,(like those in Mexico , from the description) 

but now people do nt care about those things. When there was mnney 

they even had a piñata.    Also formerly they had lo,s pastores, with 

boys marching with torchlight processions. The Indians never had 

posadas. But both ladinos and Inditos .joined in the ceremony in the 

oratorio of putting the Mino Bios to bed. Romelia has a small note 

book full of alabanzas which she learned from an old lady living in 

Godinez . Among these are the lullaby for the Noche Buena (A la ro 

ro niño, a lo ro ro ro, Duennnete be mió, Duérmete mi amor ) which 

she knows how to sing as well as a number of verses of the pastores. 

San Francisco is the patron but his day is not celebrated. 

He simply has a novena(prayers "read for nine nights.)The fiesta of 

San Antonio, tho not held here, seems to have more importance for the 

people. At that time the priest comes and bakptizes all the children 

who have been born since his last coming. 

El Dia de la Santa Cruz in May is celebrated by all, Indians 

and ladinos . Tamales con carne are eateno andit is muy alegre. ^*  *\¡¿S*\J,I 

The Indians on the first of May make tortillas with frijol • 

Then they sow, but not before doing so. The ladinos make atole de 

ceniza ( an atole made with water in which ashes have been put  ) 

and put this on the altar with corn before sowing and before 

harvesting. The atole is also eaten. 

ElDia de Todos Santos also called el Dia de los Muertos 

ladinos decorate their altars with flowers , pray, burn candles, 

and put atole de geniza and the tamales called chuohltos on the 

altar. '¿he, do not eat the food. The Indians set a jbable with food 
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and eat the food after the candles have burned down. All the boys 

of the place,  ladinos and Indians,   Join in making a skull(   like a 

jack o lantern )  out of tecomate,  putting red paper in the eyes,  nose 

and mouth    and a candle inside.  Then they go with this from house to 

house asking alms of food.  They are give all  sorts of food such as 

atole,Guisquil,squahes,   and ejotes,   and take t e food to  the cemetery 

to  eat.  They stay there till midnight   • 

Those who have santos in their homes make novenas of them of 

nine nights  (  or theoretically do  )   and on the last n ght serve food. 

They do not have novenas when a person is sick but do for the dead, 

April 16 RR-- Mariano Miranda 

Boys and men go about with the tecomate collect ing the food, 

cigarettes,   etc., which is called the limosna... Women as well 

as men go to the cemtery,  and  eat the food there. The marimba is brougt] 

up there,  and they stay part of the night. The tecomate,  which is 

a skull,  is also called marlftuana. 

* W« ^W lV^        I1    ,Ai    ¿—y   *x^n . W^ 
«A*f 
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iomelia 
l'Axi rain-   demando. 

'•i ezt: 

.Lt m L',T   a is   onl     twelve  ladino  households   .   fie?tas 

.elebrated   t.^ere  al-aort more   th-n  in   vpaa jc^nciia-' The 

¡elebration  of Noche  ¿,uenv   '.And of  Hoi-    i'tida'.   in   the   Ce-nana  Santa 

cent   r  i i1   Sot ero! ver'   larr-e  uta. r  •" ;ere  i: 

•runted  tae   aachnienh. ,t  t: t.hue     it r.oi part ?. cul'irl;   fixed 

uO   b ut    St   11 ane  jf   t,   e mo decor,it- j. _,ns Jhr i e tin. a £   and   the 

fi .if   tue   .Nino   JJíOS t ..e ind   San  «Jo: San Jo re Was 

<ti8P"tfi ¿o ve ver  b :ro   n   of  tiuT-ns   and   a  pur]. uraie  tit sue 

a, er   r ,be D v e r a   usual   eoa turne   ,   LRtexlxB>;   for  he  hau  been 

drerfe1    tai r    '   y in order  to  represent Jesus   in t .e  Semana  Santa 

procer si .it   the  trae   of  t hc   lijche     uena   the   altar   ic   arranged 

far m.ire  elaborately   ,   i-ita f ^ aires:   of  tjp-rer,   b i.eys,   sir.k..ll 

v'ooden  house.",   and  a mule     ";hic .   h- d to   carry t' e     tecomatl llo   of 

e   V n rp-ea .   c s   f >r   drinh~>np-  coffee ;r mill   for   rrindinr1 

coffee na   all   too: e   t   i n< D rinp-   e-.ca of t/^e  nine 

:ifT. t t   e   riovera 
one :t 

liioa,   üsrxBteirjixK  for 

the   7irren   '-rks     for  s jmethinp   for  the 
une  n\rait 

uilrt   ,   xxnafcxixsx  for  a  diaper     ,   one  nirht 

for  a  oonnet   and  so   on.   T^ose  are provided   by  trie  different 

;juse..old&     vau   attend  the  pasadas   .   ¿it   ¿anibaj   all   the  ladinos 

:ame tj Sot ero' :e ana man; o taorc from outride the settlement. 

/ '"led fefrecunents are oervea, sometimes fr. it crinks, eometimei 

coffee andbre.d, sometimes t- lei iraper far ole: th candles 

aide are •riea durinrr the -procession. 

>terc ajse there  it:   a  sen arate   san all   altar   for 

ant of i.e ovns   thret iO   also  h- .j te  crosses 

•inted on ioor; decoration   for  el  di a de la   Snnta   Cruz, 

lanibaj   had  a procession   for  Semana  Santa.    (   on 
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Viernes  Santo   )   alt no they had none at Agua Escondida.  But "somos 

de una voz.   "    The procession started at Sotero's house,  with the 

transformed San Jose  acting as Jesus,   and"altho  the road is  narrow " 

went a out  to where atk small chspels had been built in order to make 

the  stations  of the cross. 

Panibaj  also has a fiesta on the 8th of December  r¿)   for the 

Virgen de la Concepción Wuioii is  in the house ofJovita and is  very old 

--  about three hundred  years,   Rjmelia thinks--  as well  as very miraculous 

Dionysla 

The  finest celebration of Semana Santa is  in Antigua.  There 

thej   have both Judios   ,   in their red robts,   and cucuruchos   (Dionysla   • 
~ the name aiuixssiHnxfcteHni 

does not know '\iat these are,   but]aas heard adbctósBatxx)   It is very- 

impressive  in Antigua   .   "Ever, one is  silent.  Thet   eat very little but 

the    are not hungry because of the alegría  .   " Crowds  of people 

come from all  nround.       In San Lucas  t¿ere is  a prett    good celebration 

of Semana Santa.       tint  in Agua Escondida all  that  is fione is  for the 

men to  pla^  dice  (  dados)   and another game called cera J&r. 



observed during the day mainl by the factthat'-iltttle work was done, 

mucu of the time being spent in standing or sitting about talking. 

Portj day after H ol¿, Thursday is"little Semana Santa" or Assumption 

Dayl  "We buy bread and eat it, and put pine on the floor . Do we eat 

fish f There is none to be had. "(Romelia.) 
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THE  GHltSSTMAS  FESTIVAL 

Form of  the  fiesta.     Apparently  the  elements of the festival  that  appeared 

this  year have been fairly constant  for  a good many  years.  They include: 

the meeting on All  Saints'   Day  to perfect the organization!   the nine 

posadas;   dressing of the Nino by some voluntary;   selection of padrinos 
Mary and Joseph 

for the  Nino;   calling  for MMMMfiUlMU  at  each house where previous posada 

was held  and singing of songs  of delivery  and reception;   decorated 

anda and  tissue paper lanterns;   meeting   each posada with incense; 

punch,  serve-i,   after   each posada;   on MMMMfilM Christmas  Eve last  procession 

from ffiMMlbM|WMMMMM house of preceding posada to  house of  "dresser"; 

last  entry to  house of alcaldez  ,   this time with Nino,   and depositing 

on altar,   followed by last novenaj   rockets or bombas discharged when 

each entry  effected and at  conclusion of novena;   custom that  anyone may 

try to  "steal"   the Nino while  it  is  on altar In house of alcaldez, 

the Nxno to be returned before Jan.   first with marimba;   three days1 

of d.anoJng;MMiáJVlMffiMIM1tfttlMltfiMltlMMM  election of day  after  Christmas with 

formal  speaking by selected orator,   calling for a>n ributions;   and 

preparation of a formal document   (acta)   recording promises made;   usual 

to write down pledges  in name of  da ild of ^ledgor   (but  as many  exceptions). 

The  participants  felt that  this year the festival was better than 

last  chiefly because better arrangements  were made  for dancing,MMM better 

decorations   (enramada,   kip leaves,   etc)   were provided,   and,   although many 

got  (ffrunk,   there were  no   quarrels,   Last  year,   ai   Genaro  ^antiso's, 

there was  small   space  for dancing,   no kip  leaves,   and  the  enramada was  of 

cornstalks  only.   The Alvarez family have more  solidarity,  more wealth,   and 

more wish to &¡á  "do   the right  tyiing"   than do the  ¡bantisos.  On the whole, 

one feels, that.there is not much disposition to vary the traditional,   and* 

that most of  the  elements  are repeated.   It  is usual  for the  convite to 
In 

Include  a clown,   and Three Kings, %he  election this  year KM Juan Santiso 
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spoke up offering to take charge of the convite, and proposed that MláMMM 

men instead of boys be the Kings, andthat cloth instead of paper 

costumes be provided. Oscar Tobias had nis name set down as undertaking 

to be the clown. The sorts of differences that are matters of discussion are 

these: Have the Kings men instead of boys (felt better); have a good 

costume for the clown; have a good marimba (this one, from San Andres, is 

generally felt satisfactory and will be rehirecijj There is interest and 

expectancy in seeing how each posada host prepares his altar to receive 

Mary andJoseph, and especially how the MMJáJEülUilLM naclemiento will be 

prepared in the house of the alcaldez. It is a nice thing if a loa be 

included, if there are girls with Interest and enterprise to put it on. 

It is MMtfMMUMMMMMMMMl recalled that when rum was not so expenseive they 

used to put rum in the punah served at MMM posadas, but it is not expected 

now that this will be done. Apparently every posada host served about the 

same sort of fruint punch. The firew?lcs are matters of much discussion and 

inportance: to g t the loudest, brightest fireworks possible for the money. 

It is dotkbtful if any alcaldez would shorten the threepday period of the 

dancing; the young peopleespecially expect this, and three days of festal 

excitement is what the community feels it has a right to expect 

The formal organization of the oofradia is recognized as in 

some decline: there used to be a more complete hierarchy of members, with 

capitanes set do"n under the alcaldez, and capitanas listed as the organaizat 

tion of women preparing the food. This year at the election there was some 

disposition to reproduce such a strucure; some women volunteered as 

first and second capit anas (or their husbands for them), MM but no capitanes 

were set down. During the election a fe- women were present, but said 

nothing. After discusión among the principales, the speaker (Oscar) 

invited women to come forward and express the promises they might be willing 

to make for the following year. Several came forward, and offered their survi 

services as capitans,xsome adding MMM propmises of materials (wax , ) or 
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or a little money. This Is also apparently usual. The eliction Is thought 

to have p;one off very well; last year, at the Santiso1s, so many were 

drunk that the arranegments for next year were hardly accomplished. 

Social organisation.  The principal chai ge this year resulted from the 
» 

development of a rival faction,   due to  the bernardo  Santiso   episode. 

Since that   episode the    Alvarezes  and their friends have had little to 

do with the Santisos.   They peak to  them when they pasa,   but do not  f-o into 

their houses,   nor do the Santisofe/i come  to  them.  Peeling has been  strong 

against  them.  But  certain men of  the community are  friends with the 

Santisos:   the NMJUMiUÜMM  secretary of San Antonio,   Carlos  Velasquez, 

Armaddo Armas.  The teacher's  faily are often seen talking with them, 

and not  rarely Antonio  Cruz.  Srmas,   Velasquez and Genaro organized a 

rival  fiesta,  without   cofradía and posadas,   a MMMtfMMM    corrida de  sorpresas, 

and a dance with rival marimba.   (From San Lucas).  The people associated 

in this  venture amibst without  exception had had differences with the 

Alvarez and so,MMMM by these reasons  unable,   or almost unable,   to come 

to  the AlavBBizfiesta,  went  to  this  rival  group: 

Genaro  Santiso   .   brother of bernardo,   distrusted  on many 

grounds by the Alavrez,  a drinker,   and  a quarrelsome person. 

Armando  Armas.     He  "talks"  with Magdaelon. but M.  does not  like 

him because he  scoffs  at religion. 

Carlos  Velasquez    fl 

Francisco  Villagran,   Overheard    with Carlos   Velasquez,"saying 

tings"  about Magdaleno—   criticizing them for being "mozos  of  the gringee", 

etc.  M gdaleno  spoke bitterly in his defense against F.V. 

Baura,   daughter of Jesus  Salgado,  with whom the Alavez do not 

speak because she accused ¿'edro of being  the father of her child,She came 

to dance/ 

Jesus Alvarez  ,   daughter of  Gabino A.   She vas  Isidro's novia, 

and when he  took up with "iáfe 
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j«artina she quarreled with her,   and oeased to 'speak to the Alvarez-- I 
/ ; ' * '* 1 •Specially after the baby. , /A 

The teachers from San Antonio.Game with Garlos Velasquez. \ 

Gabino A and Creoenoia let   :he group have their house because, "| 

apparently,   their daughter wanted it,  and because they took money for 'Í 

its use. jl 

So there were only four women dancing here.  The group was  definitely .1 

anti- the  cofradía,  and there was  considerable talk at the Alvarez end I 

"about MMH what a poor party the other group MMH were har ing. I 
I 

Nevertheless  the separation of these two  groups is not complete, 1 

and the fact of the festival   serves  to bring together,   at least temporarily,' 1 

people who have quarreled.    Genaro Santiso,- at the election last year, *| 

promised to undertake the pnvite.  So he did so this year,  thus contributing     I 

to Magdaleno'a party as a part of theeonfradia. He came to M'w house I 

with the convite and was given refreshment s.^But he did not  attend this J 

year's  electlon,~~and~this year ho Santiso was present). After Armando -dl 

Arma ago t thoroughly drunk, he came to the AIVA rez and danced with I 

Salome^ Tater M'   himself danced with him to get him away from his wife. • i\ 

.The teachers from S Antonio and Pranclsop  Villagran,   in spite of the bad I 
-'   'Ú feeling,  came to dance for a while at the Alvarez.   Interesting is the 1 

'A 
case of  Isisdro Hi güeros.  A formal do oulent was drawn forbidding him to ' .1 

come to Magdaleno'a house because he got Martina with ohild. He MMJfléMfl had    -    I 

agreed,   however,   to help Genaro's convite as clown,   and so  attired dare ed I 

at ^agdaleno's house and in it.  Later,   in ordinary dress,  he came to the I 

house again on  the secondday of the fiesta,  and M,   "as it was  fiesta and the 

Nino would not like him to hold bitterness",  invited hi    in.  So he danced. 'J'^''\ 

^ater he danced with Marylnat  This made Salome angry,   and R.  thought it        '     I 

also very bad conduct. M scolded Martina.  But ^sidro-stayed,   dancing "i 

with others, 
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i*m.. Simply they do not go Nout  to fiestas and do no1 

3rec«ftia,  who also by habit do not  take 'part; (and    '!' 

IF I t    - *5e ' 389" 
If    Jl    ^ The cofradía,   as reorganized at this yearrs  election,   lnoludes 

h  i\v aSLs^rge part of the ladino population of the aldea, o entering around thei 

III'   "if    * 4, *    "     '        < 
W' "' Al.yarez family, but exo/ludes a large minority,  The minority is made up        *'.*   •• 
I?*•   > 
f.,-      of (1)  people at outs with the Alvarezes,   chiefly the Santisos and a few 

Irv J', other people with whom the' Alva»ezes are not' speaking;   (2)  people who 

lip' V-by mere temperament "andino lina t ion do not salir;  Petronilo-Juarez and his fam 

|r      >,ily.  Txle Alvarezes like thi       -•     -     • •        -     - - •• 

Wr •     take part.  Gabino A.  and Cr< 

l|-        whose daughter has quarreled with Martina).    At the  election,  the following 

|1        were all  inso ibed  as making  contributions:  Alejandro Morales, Carmen Tul-,. 
P •f-, 
|\ D.  Chorno,  M,  Alavrez, Juan Santlso,  S. Miranda,  Tomas Alvarez,Enrique 

I: de Leon,   Juan ^stacuy,  Mariano Miranda,  Benajmin Hieron,  Juan üalindo? 
II w V Santos  Calavay,   Ernesto Juarez, Miguel   Perez,  Feliz Morales,  Macario'llórales 
If  '• .-'..x 
w        Nicolas de Leon,   In addition the following MMMMMMMM later sent word they 

I!*'*      would contribute,' or  else it  Is  fully expected that they wiil;Bnil'io 

m>--J    . iístacuy,  Arcadia de Leon,Marcelo Alvarez^ "Heroulano Miranda,  Martin   '" 
I*'   \ '••.,•''  JL * '-' 
m   '    Santiso,Felipe Juarez,,  Márgarito Juárez,  Luis  Perez,  Victor Fausto1 

E\      Miranda,  The people who do not,  then,  make up  the fes-cal community, 

R        are  (1)   the Santisos  and two or  three other people at serious  outs ' 

•I with the Alvarezes;   (2)   Gkxrgonio  and his  daughter,   as Evangelistas;   (3)     • ' 
li" . 
p;,      people of  some  consequence who by temperament >do not take part   (^abino 

I.'        A and Petronilo Juarez)   (4)  very perpiheral people, most of the Indians, 

Adolfo M,   who is no fall there ". '     • 

The re-assignment of the oonfradia to Magdalsno was evidently 

arranged  in advance.  After Oscar T.  had made his speech inviting volunteers, 

Enrique de Leon  spoke, urging that  the oonfradia be returned  ti M,   and 

urging the help of  all present. Juan S had indicated to M.  his decision to 

take the  conrit9;   this was  known at least  to D. Miguel and D. Magdaleno 

in advance.   Eenrlque de Leon and Mariano Mariano  talked together during 

the meeting about  providing the MMMMM marimba,   and got  a fourth,. Juan 
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Estacuy, to agree to join them, while themeetlng was proceeding. The 

smaller contributions were probably unknown to the leaders until the 

contributors  actually  stepped  forward. 

The usual  peripheral  position of  the  Indians  is  again illustrated. 

The two who indicated their promises  at   the election and whose names 

were inscribed were two women most  friendL y with th    Alvarezes:   Carmen T°i 

and  ¿santos   Oalavay.   flo-^ftrrt-lTin;..éam+é  a1*»''til»!"11100'fri-*al.   It vas  a disapp.<ntment 

that   Cruz  ?  MtiJdfflHM    was  unwiling  to  play the &lrimia. 

Sacred  and  secular.     There  is   a good  deal of talk  about  offering 

this   and that   to   the Nino.   "The  Nino  will  regard  you."   "What   you  dto -for  the 

Nino   is well  done".   Those who  have  the  effigy   in MUMMfaUty  their keeping, 

at least the Alaarrezes,   apparently feel  a satisfaction that is not 

wholly  a result  of the  social  distinction attendant  upon assumption of 

the major responsibility  for the major event  in  the annual  round  of the 

community  life;   it  is partly  a feeling of having an appreciated and 

power-possessing  symbol with one.   "My  daughter loves the Nino very much 

and  wants to have  nim with us Jiext  year too."  The  actual  festival   centers auto 

around   the Nino;   the cu ¡lmination is  the placing of the  image on the 

prepare     altar;   He  is  born;   most  rockets   are then set  off.   The  story of 

the Birth is well  known  and the more pious or   interested will  tell   episodes 

from it  occasionally.  Walking in the procession in  the last posada,  Magada- 

leno  and  Evaristo  talked  about  Silvestre Miranda.  Some days  ago  a MtfttM bull 

of his  died;   that  morning he had been fined three  quetzales because 

his  cows  and done injury to  somebody's   corn.  Both agreed that 

it was  the punishment of God on him for what he done with Ernestina 

Estacuy.   "It   all comes  from God." 

On the other hand the  sacredness  appears neither dominant nor deep. 

I heard nothing about miracles performed by the Nino,   or by other   sairt s. 

During one posada,  while  the men were talking out side, the talk between 

^agdaleno and D. Miguel fell upon saints.   Each told  stories  of  supernatural 
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iMJCivi acts of santos:   how this  santo had gone  swimming in the lake 

and   appeared  in the morning wete vith  lake water;   how that one  went  from 

one church  to  another.   There were no  stories  of waht  a santo  had done for 

some person.  And the talk sient on to  treat of whether eertain   santos 

were aparacfcdAs^ or not   (D. Miguel  quoted  a book he had  once  seen to   the 

effect  that the Senor of ¿¡squipul3 was  not  aparacádis,  Magd.   contra,  until 

this  evidence was brought  forwardO.   and from   there went on to  other marvels  , 

such  as motion pictures—  "it  is   electricyt makes  it."     JPaactically all 

the talk  is   quite profane,   at   the  posadas,   among the men,   as   elsewhere. 

The  effigy  of  the  Nino  has  some   sacredness,   ¿jast  year Aparacio 

Santlso,   according  to custom,   "stole"   the   effigy  and hid  it.  üe hid.  the 

effigy in a box in the kitchen.   K says  it  was  becado",   on tvo  counts: 

because he put  it  in the kitchen and because he put  it  in the  same house 

where it  was   already,   in the nacimau lento.   The  second,   a breech of custom  and 

reasonableness,   was  also  a "sin."     The Nino  is  not  so  sacred that 

MMesome  of   th men park their hats on the nacimineto.  The nac,   itself has 

no  religious  figures   except tne Nino;   it  is,   in fact,  merely  a pretty 

and interesting background for  the Nino;   it  includes Max Indian figures 

and  toy   trains:.       Ti.:-  fi-.ztival  has  no  roli^iou3-elements beyond   the 

recitation of the novena and the figure of  the Nino  itself.  Nicha,   daughter 

of tae  alcaldez,   sets  up a refreshment table and  sells  cakes  and drinks  to 

the mebres  of the cofradía and   to all comers.     Generally speaking,   the 

festival  appears  as  a traditionally defined way in which the village 

organizes  Itself for  an annual  period of  entertainment  and play.  The  festal 

spirit mitigates personal  animosities,   while not  quite overcoming them; 

the Nino  is   a MMMffiMJá personalized symbol  of partly,   community  feeling,   and 

partly,   supe  natural  power.  The  © nnection with moral  judgments  is not  strong, 

and there  are few connections with individual  religious  experience. 
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Not» on participation of  the Indians * 

,-,Á\   f 'Generally speaking,   the Indians hung around th«'«dg-es'of'th« •fii's'iiaf^ril 

,'  said little,  were  seldom offered food,   sat on the floor rather than on seats*, "-jjfj 
• J, ' -. - '   s * i  < * 

nursed their children during the dancing, and took no active part. But £n'.tl, <?%* 
t* . 'i a* - ' "'L'jfc 

•, the s econd day Magdaleno invited some of them to dance and" soon many oT\them ~¥X 
I    i, \y >      .        " ' • ,•*'*'  i'/ '.-      ,i *n    >>w     <• ^ 

J'wére dancing: Carmen Tui, Andrea Tul, Soitos Calavay, several Totoriicape^jBt^^J 

'"L, *•''and several Antóneras. More Indian men than women danced.. At one time there, ° i'*'i'f 

m,u \were so many Indians  dancing that Silvestre  suggested that1 the ladinos        •   '*'••«\M 

.*     go dance' in t he  enramada.  i3ut it was dot done. The Indians all,danced'' '** 
'ft. V  *   "' '      ' ' T       , i 
¡\{ son,  not waltz,   and only suietos,  not abrasados.  ''Andrea peor,  como  esta/ 

pedida."  R. says the only Indian woman here who danoes abrasada is 

Leahdra,   Pancho Tecolote' p woman  (Also her duaghter  ,  flatárina, ,not here now)./^ 
>-. 

f$%/\ It is rather admired that these two  can.    JKhls dancing by the Indians      < \v- 

in the ladino  festivals  is new;   a few years  ago none did,   and few came to 

look on,* "Es porque ahora  están instruidos." " 
Syr' 
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INblAN-LADINO RELATIONS. SUMMARY 

nil 

: i 

' "      1. Groups involved. This comparison has reference to the 

*. Ladinos of Agua Escondida and the Indians among Whom they live. The In*-    < 

dians are chiefly from San Antonio Palopo", but there are a good many Solo**; 

laltecos in the neighborhood, a number .of Maxenos, and a few Tótonicapenos..' 

The Ladinos also see frequently Indians from San Lucas, San Andres and Pat-' 

zun., The Ladinos are almost without, exception rural agriculturalists; a 

majority are without shoes; a large minority have shoes. To complete the - 

picture of ethnic relations it would be necessary to set the following 

statement into a wider framework including the Ladinos of superior social 

position. I think it probable that as one ascends the social scale one 

will find that the Ladinos tend increasingly to depreciate the Indians, 

while at the same time they tend increasingly to identify the lower-clas.3 

Ladinos with the Indians. "The Ladinos? Why they are just the same as -\ 

the Indians", said the President of Guatemala, thinking of these same 

Ladinos of Agua Escondida and their like. 

I think, as a further matter of probability, that the ('objective" ' 

or "real" differences between Indians and Ladinos, and the relationships 

between..'the two groups to correspond, will be found to differ notably in 

different parts of Guatemala. Ladinos are probably most clearly distinguish- 

able from Indians in communities where the Indians retain a very con- 

servative _and "primitive" tradition and where thé Ladinos are commercial    .'* 

chancles rather than agricultural obreros. Thus the Ladino-Indian differ- ,' t ^*":^}JM 

ence is greater in Chichicastenango than in Agua Escondida. In  *  '".-•• 

Chichicastenango the Ladinos, chiefly chancles, are sharply distinct from 

-1- 
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the Indians, do not marry with them, and in very few cases speak their 

language. The difference is probably greater in Agua Escondida than in 

communities east of Guatemala City. A comparison of local differences in 

this regard should give us information on the characteristics of assimilation 

and amalgamation in Guatemala. 

2. The nature of the differences between Indian and Ladino 

cultures in Agua Escondida. 

(a) The differences between Indian ways of life and Ladino 

ways of life are great enough to allow us to recognize two readily distin- 

guishable cultures. The Ladinos speak Spanish; the Indians speak other 

languages. The Ladinos, men and women, wear one kind of costume; most of 

the Indians (but not all) wear very different costumes. The Indian women 

weave on hand-looms and the men carry loads in carrying-frames; the 

Ladinos do not do these things. Indians play the chirimía; Ladinos do not, 

Indians wash the bodies of their dead and place in the coffins articles 

representing the activities of the deceased when alive; Ladinos do not wash 

the bodies of their dead, and place only keepsakes and articles intimately 

associated with the dead in the. coffins. The Indians have a conception of 

the sky, the heavenly bodies, the earth,and especially the hills and the 

volcanoes which involves a great many beliefs and customs in which the 

Ladinos have little common understanding. The Indians maintain a special 

group of divinatory and ritual-performing specialists of which they make 

use in many sorts of situations; the Ladinos do not. The Indians have 

characteristics of intonation, gesture, manners and bodily habits which 

can be distinguished from those of the Ladinos. Not in Agua.Escondida, 
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but in many communities in which there are both Indians and Ladinos, the 

Indians have a politico-religious organization independent of that of the 

Ladinos. This separate organization brings with it many customs,' e.g., 

the utilization of respect-terms dependent upon length "of service, in which 

Ladinos have no part. The outsider soon discovers the existence of.two 

kinds of people in the community, and quickly adopts the terms and habits of 

distinguishing themj and the native, .Indian and Ladino, often distinguishes 

the two kinds of people. 

(b) But many elements of traditional living characterize 

Ladinos and Indians equally, or almost equally. They farm by using the same 

techniques. You may watch Indian and Ladino, in adjacent fields preparing 

the ground for corn, or planting beans, and discover no significant technolo- 

gical difference. They build houses in the same general way. The prepara- 

tion of the basic foodstuffs, and the use of the principal kitchen tools, 

are the same in the cases of both Indians and Ladinos. The men of the two 

groups cut and haul firewood in the same manner, and when the Indian men 

and Ladina women go to the well to fetch water or to wash clothes, they 

follow the same practical habits. 

(c) In the cases of_ many customs, there are differences only 

of degree. There aré customs which are shared by both groups, but in which 

the importance, or the meanings differ in part. Both groups know the sweat- 

house (temazcal) and both regard it as a useful device for bathing purposes. 

But while most Indians build their own temazcals, only a few Ladinos do, 

and a Ladino will more often than not borrow an Indian temazcal when he wishes 

to take a sweat-bath. Furthermore, the Indians bathe in the temazcal as an , 
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ordinary,method of getting olean, whereas Ladinos are apt to make use of the 

temazcal only for therapeutic purposes. There are important areas of belief 

in which the Indians have "more" of the belief than have the LadinoBj yet 

into the lives of both the fundamental common conception plays' a significant 

part. People of both groups, fear the evil eye, but the notion plays a 

larger role in the lives of the Indians than in that of the Ladinos. The 

Indians place greater faith in witchcraft than do the Ladinos and are much 

more likely to attribute death.to sorcery; yet Ladinos also believe in the 

existence of witchcraft, and probably once, in a while practice it. But 

it is an exceptional death among Ladinos that is regarded as the result of 

sorcery. The Ladinos have many of the same beliefs in omens that the In- 

dians have, but the Indians are certainly more attentive to omens than are , 

the Ladinos. 

"• **1| 

Indian men often squat, and Indian women kneel, while Ladinos of' 

both sexes sit. Yet Indians not infrequently sit, and Ladina women some- 

tipies kneel ; indeed some of them kneel habitually in grinding; and" a Ladino 

man may occasionally squat. One recognizes in Indians a reluctance to make 

bodily contact: if they shake hands they tend just to touch the fingers; 

they do not practice the abrazoI    Yet some Indians shake hands as do Ladinos; 

and the abrazo is not entirely unknown among Indians of this neighborhood. 

One young Indian woman, wearing the Indian costume, dances abrazada at :. 

Ladina dances. Pointing with the lips may be recognized as an Indian char- 

acteristic, but I have seen Ladinos do it. But they are less apt to do it, 

and in a less marked way.     > • ' ••   •i!/'v •'-••;• •,..,* 
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...» Sqjpie Indian customs are much more closely restricted to the 

Indians, and yet occasional Ladino examples may be noted. The masked 

dance is clearly a part of Indian culture, and not of that of thé Ladinos. 

Ladinos do not expect to perform a Conquista -when they celebrate a saint. 

Yet there have been cases in recent years, both in Técpan and in San Lucas, 

where Ladinos performed a Conquista, in just the same manner as do usually 

Indians, on the festival of the patron, and renting costumes from Totoni- 

capan. I have never heard of a Ladino who could play a chirimia, but I 

shall not be much surprised if I find one.^ The carrying-frame is so 

strongly an Indian trait that to see a man using one is to feel oneself safe 

in taking him for an Indian. let one young Ladino here for years carried 

goods to Godinez in a cacaste. 

(d) This last assertion (that in certain areas Indian belief 

is "more" than Ladino belief) leads to the suggestion, for which full proof 

is not yet' available to me, that the Indian culture is "deeper" than that 

of the Ladinos. By this I mean that in the case of the Indians acts and 

objects have relatively more connotations, and that these connotations tend 

to fit in with one another and so to reinforce one another. This statement 

is based on very little knowledge of the Indian societies. It rests•chiefly 

on materials shown me from Panajachel. In support of it I would point to 

the following: (1) In the beliefs as to world, kitchen and animals from 

Panajachel there are many more elements of belief than I have been able to 

find from many informants among the Ladinos of Agua Escondida. (2) In these 

same Panajachel materials in many cases reasons or explanations for customs 

are givenj the corresponding belief or custom is present in Agua Escondida 
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but without the explanation, (3) The Ladinos appear to be without, or., fcM, . -, 

largely "without, important beliefs a? to the personal and-" socio-religious 

nature ol nature —"heavenly bodies, earth, water, rain and especially that 

complex of beliefs about "the hill" — which the Panajache^'Indians have.. 

Scattering information from San Antonio indicates that the Indians of that 

village have these beliefs too. (3) The stories told among the ladinos of 

Agua Escondida are .very predominately European fairy stories that have 

small connection with the lives of the Ladinosj whereas in Pánajachel a t *- 

great number of stories and anecdotes are told which are believed to be 

true and which reflect and express experiences and beliefs of the Indians. 

(4) Samples indicate that the ethnobotanical knowledge is greater than that 
1 

of Ladinos. 

1 
,' •           *• 4 

4 \t 

(e) Some of the differences that in this community exist 

between Indians and Ladinos are probably not differences in other communities. 

Indians in other communities will be found to be doing what the Ladinos of 

that community are doing, although here in Agua Escondida there is a differ- 

ence in this respect. For example, although here the Indians do not have 

posadas (at the most occasional Indians will attend a posada given by 

Ladinos), I am told that in Patzun the Indians have posadas and organize 

them just as do the Ladinos. (It is likely that it is only the town-Indians, 

perhaps Ladino-ized, that have them). Conversely it is probable that in 

certain communities Ladinos will be found to be doing what is ordinarily to 

be associated with Indians. In Agua Escondida no Ladina knows how to weave 

1. Tax suggests (l) maybe in a Ladino community, as large as Pánajachel the 
(average?) beliefs may be as great j (2¡) perhaps the Panajachel Indians 
have an unusual interest in finding reasons. 
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on an Indian loom and probably none ever seriously considers taking*up the 

practice.' But I am told that in Quet¡saltenango many Ladina women have* . 

learned'to weave belts and do sor. This is hearsay, and may not be .truei 

, This fact — if it is a fact — that what appears to be a striotly ethnic 

difference, in a larger setting takes, on the character of a local differ^ 

ence, probably contributes to bringing about the "neutral" character of etjinic 

differences in terms of status or prejudice. In-this country of multiple 

local differences the Ladino culture tends to be regarded much as another 

Indian culture might be regarded. It is-another Indian culture, so to speak, 

but less localized. 

J' 

¥ 

(f) There are wide areas of fundamental view on life which 

are held largely in common by Indians and Ladinos. The Indians and Ladinos, 

different though they are in many customs, have much the same ethos. In 

many spheres of activity they can meet on common ground, knowing that each 

will understand the other and respond similarly to situations. lIn support- 

ing this assertion one may well put first the commercial habit of mind.   t ( 

The market system, the customs of bargaining, the willingness to discuss 

value and price, the interest in entering upon a business transaction, the 

freedom of the individual to go into such transactions independently of his 

family — all these belong to both Indians and Ladinos. Secondly may1 be 

put the individualistic character of societies both Indian and Ladino. The 

acts of the individual do not to any great degree involve his kindred. 

Conversely there are, neither in the case of the Ladinos nor of the Indians, 

no well-defined social groups that play important roles in the society. 

Each individual, each household, goes very much its own way. People are 

free to settle where they will, to go into businesses as their knowledge 
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and opportunity permit. In third place one might refer to the fact that 

Indian and Ladino alike are subject to and well used to a system of formal 

governmental controls, exterior to the local society, and coercive upon 

the individuals. Of these exteriorly applied authorities individuals of 

both groups make free use. Whether a quarrel is between two Indians, or 

between two Ladinos, or between an Indian and a Ladino, one party or the 

other is likely to bring the matter to the intendencia to get vengeance 

or satisfaction. 

There are also large groups of customs and institutions in which 

the Indian ways and the Ladino ways are so much alike that each recognizes 

himself in the actions of the other. Much of the practices and beliefs de- 

rived from Catholic instruction are of this sort: the saints 5 candles, 

masses, processions, incensing and a great many elements of cult; baptism 

and compadres; pilgrimages and vows. Mention has already been made of 

areas of folk belief — the evil eye is one and notions as to the effects 

of the moon's waxing and waning on human activities is another — in which 

there is close correspondence between Indian and Ladino conceptions. 

It turns out not infrequently that an observed difference in 

custom between Indian and Ladino is, on closer inspection, a difference that 

is external rather than deeply significant.  The Indian habits of mind are 

often clothed in a different costume, so to speak, than are the Ladino 

habits of mind, but the two habits of mind are not very different.  If one 

goes to the cemetery in Agua Escondida on All Souls' Day one finds Indians 

and Ladinos botii present, decorating the graves of their dead and spending 

a pleasant morning of recreation. The Indian and Ladino groups present 
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striking differences in appearance: the Indians with their very different 

garb, their graves hung with boughs to protect the flames of the candles, 

adorned with fruits, and provided with burning incense. The Ladinos use 

paper ornaments to adorn their graves, do not burn candles or incense, and 

do not decorate the graves with fruit. Yet I have been unable to discover 

any important difference of attitude underlying these two different ways of 

commemorating the dead members of the family. 

Nevertheless we may not conclude that the world-views of Indians 

and Ladinos are alike throughout. The Panajachel materials, already referred 

to, suggest that to the Indians conceptions of the supernatural are notably 

different and more important.  It may be that knowledge of the Indians 

would show that what they think in the cemetery is notably different from 

what Ladinos think. 

3. The roles of Indians and of Ladinos in the division of labor 

of the total society. 

With regard to the basic maintenance technology there is no 

division of labor along ethnic lines. What is not true is that Indians 

produce essential commodities upon which Ladinos depend. What is true is 

that Ladinos both farm, raise money- and subsistence crops, raise cattle 

for sale and for local consumption, and keep bees and produce honey. So 

far as Agua Escondida is concerned it may be said not merely that neither 

ethnic group has a monopoly of any of these modes of production, but also 

that there is no notable concentration in the one ethnic group rather than 

the other. The Indians are neither more nor less farmers than the Ladinos, 

or bee-keepers, or cattle-raisers.  It may be shown (although I do not 
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have the facts to show it), that the^ per capita Ladino .ownership , of cattle,^ 
' '-r '*  t •     '   " .    -    * *   ' 

is greater'than the per capita^ownership of cattle by Indians, But if this, 

is true it is partly an aspect of the fact that the average wealth of the 

Ladino is greater than that of the Indian. Information 'from other oonmuñitiés 

indicates that by tradition Indians are less inclined to cattle-raising 

than are Ladinos. But in Agua Escondida the influence of this tradition is 

hard to detect. Some Indians have católe.. Agua Eséondida is, on the.wholet 

a community of farmersj some of these farmers are Indians and some are 

Ladinos. 

v • :4 

.V.4l 

The converse may be stated, but not quite so emphatically. 

Ladinos do not produce any essential commodity upon which Indians depend, 

but it is true that most of the stores upon which farmers, both Indians 

and Ladinos depend are owned by Ladinos. This statement has reference to 

the town stores. In the area generally, Indians are less inclined to keep 

stores than are Ladinos. But there are exceptions: stores owned by 

Indians. So also there are stores owned by Germans. This difference, like 

that with respect to cattle-raising, though influenced in the first place 

by tradition, is also an aspect of relative economic knowledge and rela- 

tive wealth. If an Indian gets enough money and enough knowledge, there 

is .no prejudice to prevent him from becoming a storekeeper. 

In the village there are a half a dozen tiny stores; most of these 

are kept by Ladinos, but one or two are kept by Indians. The number of cases 

of Indian-ownership is proportionate to the relative number of Indians in 

the community. The principal Indian-kept store is frequented more by Indians 
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than by Ladinos, probably because the Indian owner has closer connections 

with Indians than with Ladinos, but Ladinos trade there too. 

In the lake region the skilled trades and crafts are generally 

carried on by Ladinos, but.some of the most-used skilled craftsmen are' 

Indians from Totonicapan, and in the immediate neighborhood^of Agua Escon- " 

dida there are instances of carpenters and masons who are Indians, Many 

of the Indians who practice skilled trades are Ladinoized, but there are 

also many instances in San Pedro, Panajachel and elsewhere of?Indians who 

.practice skilled trades while retaining Indian customs and manner of life. 

If an Indian does acquire one of these trades, there is nothing in social 

usage to prevent him from being hired by Ladinos as freely as by Indians. i„„ 

f 

There are a few specialized occupations which tikve', or. which might 

appear to have, ethnic connections and^hich therefore deserve special men- 

tion. Both Ladinos and Indians are professional musicians in that there 

are Ladino marimba-players and Indian marimba-players. Those with greatest 

prestige in Guatemala as a whole, and in the middle and upper class of ' 

Ladinos, are Ladino marimberos. That is because Ladinos, as a part of 

their general much greater familiarity with the ways of the city, provide 

the excelling musicians. But locally, in the Agua Escondida region, there 

are both Ladino and Indian sets of musicians that are about equally appre- 

ciated. Ladinos commonly employ Indian marimberos to supply the music for 

their festivals. But it does not follow that they-associate the ethnic 

group with the service. If a Ladino group is better, or cheaper, it will 

be hired. The reverse situation of employment also occurs: Ladino marim- 
i 

beros are not infrequently employed by Indians. 
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In Agua Escondida the two women who serve as mldwives are Indians. 

They serve both Indians and Ladinos. There is no tradition of ethnic role 

in the; division of labor here, however.; There used to be a Ladino midwifej 

and if there were now, and she were thought to be better than the Indians, 

the Ladinos would employ her. So, I think, would the Indians, if they 

found her not too expensive and if family connections did not draw them to 

one'of the Indian midwives. 

In the local community I can find only one activity which seems 

to be invariably associated with the Indians. As already stated, there 

are no Ladinos who know how to play the chirimía. Both Indians and Ladinos 

have the custom whereby at certain religious festivals, the chirimia should 

be, played. The Indians play the chirimía for pagan-Christian ceremonies 

which the Ladinos do not share, and the Ladinos are used to have a chirimía 

play in the processions of the posadas, a ritual practice which the (local) 

Indians lack. But as the Ladinos have among their number no chirimiteros, 

they always hire Indian chirimiteros. The Indian does it because- he is 

paid, as a job. So far as I can discover, the Indians feel no great sense 

of office in the community in this respect} recently the local chirimiteros 

went out of the village at Christas, or refused the employment. 

In cases where a Ladino wishes to do magic, white or black, he 

.has a choice of Ladino or of Indian specialists. The practice of magic, 

professionally, is more generally associated with Indians than with Ladinos. 

The Ladinos will often comment on the evil and pagan magic done by cer- 

tain groups or villages of Indians. Also a majority of'the locally known 

practitioners of divination and finding lost objects «•- the chief forms of 

.•n 
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white magic — are Indians. But there are also, in San Lucas and in San 

Andres, some Ladino practitioners of white magic, and. the accusation of sor- 

cery, though more commonly than riot directed against an Indian, occasionally 

finds its Wrget'in a Ladino. 

Employment' relationships. The Ladinos are on the whole wealthier 

than the Indians. On the average they own more land, have more cattle, and 

own more valuable personal property. The explanation probably lies in the 

economic advantage given the Ladinos by the fact that most of their ances- 

tors were conquerors of the Indians and in the greater knowledge and skill 

for wealth-getting which on the average Ladinos have as compared with 

Indians. Therefore most Indians are laborers, and many Ladinos are entre- 

preneurs. In the Agua Escondida community the Ladinos present are samples 

of those, among Ladinos, at the bottom of the economic scales. Yet here 

too, as already stated, the Ladinos are wealthier than the Indians. It 

follows that proportionately more Indians work as field hands than do Ladinos.' 

Yet a not inconsiderable minority of Ladinos are landless and similarly 

work as field hands. The wage paid to a worker bears no relation to his 

ethnic connections. Furthermore, Indians and Ladinos are employed by the 

same owner to work side by side, and still further it is not at all rare 

for a relatively wealthy Indian to employ Ladino field hands. About one 

third of the Ladino men of Agua Escondida have at one time or another worked 

for an Indian employer. >. 

A similar situation exists with regard to.domestic employment'of 

women, although here the exceptional cases of Ladina employees are not so 

many. It is common in Agua Escondida to employ a servant girl. Even people 

. í •« 

'--1 
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with very little money will do so. As Indians are cheaper, most of these 

servants are Indians. But there are a few cases of Ladina women and girls 

working in the village as house servants, and of course employment of 

village Ladinas by townspeople is very common. Gases of employment of 

Ladina house servants by Indians are much rarer than cases of employment 

of Ladino field hands by Indian land owners; none- exists in the village 

nor is likely to develop so long as there is no wealthy Indian in the 

community.  But two such cases, of employment by an Indian housewife who 

wears Indian costume of a Ladina house servant are reported to me for 

villages or towns in this part of the highland area. 

What is to be declared, then, is that the original economic dis- 

advantage of the Indian and his relative ignorance of ways of getting wealth 

bring it about that the Indians tend to occupy the lowest economic positions 

and the Ladinos the highest. But exceptional Indians in high economic 

positions and Ladinos in low positions occur. And — as will be taken up 

later — there is little or no ethnic prejudice to enforce a division of 

labor along ethnic lines. 

The Indians do the work on the roads, while the Ladinos do mili- 

tary service. But this also is a distinction that is not absolute, and that 

is derived from the differences in knowledge and skill between the average 

Indian and the average Ladino. Only Indians who can speak Spanish and read 

a little enter the army. Those who do not pay their tax are required to work 

it out on the roads. The people who cannot pay their tax are in a large 

majority of cases Indians and therefore the roadworkers are nearly all 
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Indians. But in Agua Escondida an occasional Ladino works with the Indians 

on the road, working out,his tax. I should add that I suspect here an 

element" of traditional support of a division along ethnic lines j that is, 

both Ladinos and Indians regard it as customary for Indians' to do the road 

work and not Ladinos. If you ask a Ladino on the point, -he will tell you 

that it is the Indians who do the road work. And so they do — with an 

occasional exception. 

IK i 

m 

Neither ethnic group competes, as such, with the other ethnic 

group. This statement is a corollary of the proposition to the effect that 

economic activities are, in the case of both Indians and Ladinos, carried 

on by individuals, not by groups. There'are no .tribal, village,, clan or 

associational farms, or hunting parties, or cattle cooperatives. There is 

nothing in the economic organization to ^set a body of Indians against a 

body of Ladinos. The nearest apprpach to such a situation is provided by 

the fact that the pueblo of San Antonio includes all Indians, and the aldea 

of Agua Escondida includes chiefly Ladinos^ As the Indians of the pueblo 

maintain the greater power in the government of the municipio, the Indian 

authorities of the pueblo onoe prevented Ladinos from Agua Escondida from 

securing the right to bring water to the aldea from a spring. This did for 

a time give rise to angry statements by Agua Escondida people against the 

Indian officials of the village»¡  But apparently the general patterns are too 

individualistic to allow this incident to become the basis for any enduring 

ethnic solidarity. I do not have the facts on the point, but I guess that 

during this controversy Indians of Agua Escondida were to be found on the . * 

side of the Ladinos of Agua Escondida rather than with the Indians. 

l'/-V 1 
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Se If «inte rest, if not local solidarity, is apt to be stronger than ethnic 

solidarity.       '   ' 

4. The attitudes of the Ladinos toward the Indians. (on the 

subject of the attitudes of the Indians toward the Ladinos I do not have 

enough data to allow me to offer definite conclusions). 

That there are two different kinds of people in ^bhe community, 

Indians and Ladinos, is something of which Ladinos are fully and constantly 

aware. In spite of the many resemblances between the Indians and the 

Ladinos which certain of the foregoing paragraphs have emphasized, the 

differences between them make them, on the whole, two plainly distinguish- 

able kinds of people. Ladinos characterize individuals in ethnic terms 

very frequently. "An Indian came here this morning." "Oh, we don't do 

that — only Indians do." "In San Lucas the fiesta is among the Ladinos    :• 

only." "So and so is the only Ladino living in Ojo de Agua." The Ladinos . 

are willing to talk of differences in customs between Indians and themselves, 

and have much the same interest in the subject that they have in differences 

in customs between one local community and another. Some of the differences 

in custom which the Ladinos Jiote between themselves and Indians are simply 

interesting to'the Ladinos because they are differences} comment upon the 

difference does not involve appreciation or depreciation. The Indians of the 

Agua Escondida region call January sixth "the day of San Gaspar," whereas 

the Ladinos call it '|the day of the Kings.» The Ladinos speak of the dif- 

ference (which may be true only very locally), and with the accompanying 

fact that the Indian boys born on that day are regularly named Gaspar, while 

a Ladino male child has four saint's names (Gaspar, Helchior, Malthasar,1 

Reyes) to draw upon. But the difference is just a difference, and the Indian 

*A 
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way is not particularly depreciated by the Ladinos. The different ways of 

decorating the graves on All Souls' Day, already noted, is a difference of 

this character. So far as I have discovered the custom of sweeping tired 

legs with little grass brooms and leaving the brooms — and the fatigue — 

at the foot of a roadside cross, is confined to Indians. The Ladinos, how- 

ever, appear not to regard this Indian custom as absurd, or unwise, or 

childish, or anything else that would suggest depreciation. The Ladinos I 

have spoken to treat the custom soberly and are inclined to regard it as 

efficacious. Yet they don't do it themselves. 

Nevertheless, there are many customs of the Indians which the 

Ladinos.depreciate. It is very generally believed by Ladinos that Indians 
more 

practice black magic much/freely than do Ladinos. Black magic is one of 

the most strongly condemned kinds of behavior. Frequently, in discussion 

of magic, Ladinos will tell you that the Indians generally, or Indians of 

certain villages, do much sorcery. The costumbres of the Maxenos are 

regarded as black magic and regarded with genuine, if mild, horror by any 

or most Ladinos (as they are by Indians in other villages). Cases of black 

magic which are told one involve Indians more commonly than Ladinos, and 

Indians are correspondingly condemned. The greater tendency of the Indians 

to drunkenness is another difference that is condemned» The difference may 

only be one of degree, but the Ladino feels that the Indian oversteps the 

limits of good taste or decency. "When Indians go to ask for the hand of a 

girl, they bring a great deal of rum and everybody gets drunk — terrible. 

When my brother got married my father brought only two bottles and only Don 

Felipe (the,girl's father) got drunk." Some of the Indians' customs with 

regard to sex-relations are also regarded with, at least, strong distaste. 
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It is apparently a custom of Indians in Totonicapan for the sponsors of a 

wedding to escort the married couple to their room and see that they get 

in bed together. Two Ladinos, unknowing this custom, agreed to act as 

sponsors for a Totonicapeno wedding; their feelings when they discovered 

what was expected of them are narrated with embarrassment and disgust. 

Many of the differences of which the Ladino takes notice and con- 

demns are illustrations of the general backwardness or ignorance which the 

Ladino attributes to the Indian. This is probably the predominating quality 

of the Ladinos1 attitude toward Indians as a class of people: they think 

of the Indians as less enlightened, less Catholic, less fastidious than 

themselves. Ladinos speak with regret of the ill manners and ignorance 

exhibited by Indians who run away and hide at the sight of a stranger. The 

shy ways of Indians, and their customs of a sort which Ladinos might call 

superstitions, if they used such a word, are associated with their general 

lack of education and of opportunities for advancement. Laughter is heard 

in an Indian's house soon after the death of a member of the familyj Ladinos 

comment unfavorably, adding that it shows how "uncultivated" Indians are. 

"The Indians easily become Protestants because they are so ignorant they 

can be made to believe anything." Ladinos will laugh among themselves at 

ignorance displayed by some Indian. Indians will do things which Ladinos 

would not do, because, Ladinos think, doing the thing they would not do is 

to lack in fastidiousness, to be crude. The "best" families of Agua Escondida, 

Ladinos, eat skunks with relish, but will not eat cats. Humbler Ladinos 
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eat cats. But none of the Ladinos will eat snakes, while (the Ladinos tell 

me) local Indians not infrequently do. This in brief represents the situation. 

The ignorant and uncouth Ladino is looked down on by the superior Ladino in' ' 

just the same way, although not so far, as the same Ladino lofaks down on, 
and uncultivated 

ignorant Indians. Indians are simply the most ignorant/pf the ignorant and  - 

uncultivated. 

Corresponding to this prevailing attitude, the. Ladinos as a whole 

look down upon the Indians as a whole. They regard them as much like them- 

selves, but as less commendable, less socially valuable. You do not have • 

to pay as much attention or show as much respect to an Indian. The Indians 

are not so often or so formally invited to participate in Ladinos' activities. 

They tend to remain on the fringes of festivals conducted by Ladinos. .If'. 

someone comes to the house and it turns out to be an unknown Ladino, you 

treat him with politeness and invite him inj you can be much more casual about 

it if it turns out to be only an Indian. Partly spoiled food can be offered 

to an Indian. '"We won't have to wash these glasses now, because only the 

Indians remain to be served." The difference in respect is expressed in 

the use of respect terms. A Ladino will call an Indian much older than him-.; . 

self by his first name, while that same Ladino will use "Senor" for Ladinos 

he knows equally well if they belong to a generation above him. A strange" 

Indian, passing by may be hailed without terms.of courtesy or preliminary 

greeting5 a Ladino will not be so hailed. Older Ladinos, meeting Indians 

slightly known, will, address them as "my son." There are several diminutive 

terms used by Ladinos for Indians. In fact the attitude of Ladinos toward 

Indians (the large majority of good and ignorant Indians) suggests the 

attitude of' adults toward children; it is kindly but patronizing. 
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I think the Indians tend to accept this valuation of themselves. 

There is evidence that the generally inferior social position of the' Indians 
i '••'.. 

is an established part of the total social structure, I have never heard 

an Indian in Agua Escondida express resentment toward Ladinos, nor have I heard 

a Ladino tell of such a case. The Indians are probably on the whole contented 

to remain as they are,, but insofar as either Indian or Ladino wishes to 

change, it is the Indian who seeks to become like the Ladino, and who doesu* 

Indians ask Ladinos frequently to become godparents, but I have yet- to hear 

of a Ladino who asked an Indian to be his compadre. Indians sometimes change 

their Indian surnames to Spanish surnames, but the reverse does not occur. 

Indians with Indian surnames that have absurd Spanish meanings will conceal 

these surnames:. A Ladino son of an Indian father uses his mother's surname, 

although his father was a good man, and lived long with his mother, recognizing 

his son. This, boy's playmates use asva nickname his Indian father's surnam&j 

this is humorously derogatory. 

This social inferiority of Indians in the eyes of Ladinos is further 

evidenced by the fact that to call another person an Indian is to say some- 

thing unpleasant about him. In quarrels the word may be used from one Ladino 

to another. A woman who has a long-standing quarrel with another tells third 

persons that she thinks her enemy is really an Indian but is concealing her 

origin. This accusation amounts to saying that the woman ma^es social pre- 

tentions j it is like saying, "Her mother was a washerwoman but she never 

mentions it." It is not like saying that a man "is really a nigger." On 

this' point a statement will be made below. 

In spite of the depreciative attitude which Ladinos maintain toward 

Indians i there is no race prejudice against Indians and no disposition of the 
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Ladinos*- to keep Indians in a position of social inferiority. The inferiority 

which attaches to Indians is related to their cultural backwardness, not 

to their ancestry or blood. If an Indian overcomes the cultural backward- 

ness, he enters the Ladino group. In this case, when his ancestry is re- 

membered, he will be called an Indian, but when his manner of life is 

immediately of interest, he will be called a Ladino. So it will be said of 

a man who speaks Spanish well, dresses in European clothes and follows the 

manner of life of Ladinos, but who is known to have had parents who lived 

as Indians and were known as Indians: "That Ladino is an Indian." "Whan I 

went to that dance at the Molino de la Sierra I saw many young ladies whom 

I took to be Ladinas. It was only when I danced with them and spoke with 

them that I discovered they were really Indians. You can't always tell." 

The Ladinos welcome the attempts of Indians to take on the ways of 

Ladinos. If an Indian learns to vS.peak Spanish, to read and to write, and 

assumes the manners of Ladinos, he is commended by Ladinos* (I know nothing 

to make me think he is not also commended by Indians. But on this point 

I do not have full knowledge). "That Indian writes very well. Isn't that 

finel" An Indian of the pueblo had a Ladino father who got the child 

casually by his Indian house servant. He speaks Spanish well and has been 

urged by Ladino acquaintances to put on Ladino attire. It is thought an 

excellent thing that the government is now causing the Indians who live in 
and 

the remoter settlements to come to the aldea^attend school, even if adults, 

because they are learning to speak Spanish and to become more civilized. 

When, at the Christmas festival, some Indians were persuaded by Ladino hosts 
•-•'•••-.,.•» .    i 

to take part,in the dancing, the Indians were applauded. 
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The Ladinos show not the slightest reluctance to eat, play, work or associate' 

generally with Indians. The Indians live scattered about'in the settlement 

among Ladinos. There is nothing,,which tends to segregate-thenu If an   >sf , 

Indian family comes tdl settle, they build their house where they find it obn- 

yepient to acquire land, and I cah discover- no reluctance onlthe part of ¿ 

Ladinos to sell to Indians or to have Indians live near them. One"of the two 

or three Ladinos of highest social status has chiefly Indian immediate 

neighbors. Indians and Ladinos maintain a number of characteristic relation- 

ships which bring them frequently together. As", the pueblo Indians wish to 

avoid the trouble of carrying down to the pueblo the maize they harvest on 

lands up on the hill near the aldea, they frequently ask permission of house- 

holders in the aldea, generally Ladinos, to erect granaries in their» yards 

and leave their corn there. I have not heard of a refusal. Travellers fre-*" 

quently ask leave to sleep in a house in the aldea, and travellers who» make .', 
"~    \ 

regular trips establish regular arrangements to sleep always in the house of 

someone when passing through. Not a few Ladinos thus give reguliir^lodging' 

to Indian travellers. Indian and Ladino villagers associate with great in*-- 

timacy. An Indian youth and a Ladino youth will go calíingÍtogether,J'the \ 

one to sing to mouth organ music played by the other. A few/years ago a 

young married Indian, who had worked on" the coast for,-several years, asked 

and obtained permission of a Ladino to sleep in £ne latter's kitchen and to - 

use the kitchen,as such." For many months this arrangement persisted.1 First 

the Ladina^made her husband's tortillas, and then the Indian woman, using 

the same fire, made tortillas for her husband. Meantime there was'amiable 

conversation among the four.   - , * 
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As already remarked, the midwives used by Ladinas in the aldea are, 

Indians. Many Ladinosshave Indian godchildren» The sense, of, obligation 

toward Indian' godchildren may not be as strong as toward ÍLadinó-godchildren, 

partly at least because the godparent looks to Indian relatives of-the child' •. • 

to take care of it, yet the obligation is realized: there are several cases' ' 

in the community of Indian children reared by Ladino godparents. In these 

cases the child naturally learns Spanish and is provided with European 

clothes. He becomes one of those individuals who is at once a Ladino by 

habit but an Indian by ancestry. Ladinos who are related to Indians show 

little or no reluctance to conceal the fact. A youth in the village is the 

son of an Indian father, dead many years. His mother is Ladina, and he has-., 

a number of half-brothers whose fathers were Ladinos. He plays chiefly-with 

Ladinos, and he sees relatives of his father rarely. But he has one paternal* . 

aunt who lives in San Lucas. She wears Indian clothes and is culturally 

Indian. He refers to her as "my Aunt Tina" with entire freedom. On the other 

hand it is to be reported that young Ladina girls„do not call the Indian   ' 

woman who for several years has lived with their uncle,'long widowed, "aunt." 

But I doubt if they would use the kinship term toward a Ladina woman of   .  , 

comparable education with whom their somewhat distant uncle had rather recently 

come to live. The principal factor is that they were not brought up,J>a'.f. , 

address this woman by a kinship term; she is a newcomer. 

W&T4 

" aI 

Of9 

In the school there is no segregation of Indiana. As fast as    .,,,- '' 

they learn the predominating ways of Ladinos, they begin to play with the 

Ladinos". Anyone is free to bury his dead where he can afford to pay for 

burial Iota in "the. cemetery. 'The Indian 1O*B -are on the outside, generally,/ f . .; 
' -  ', "i.   1 ' "'   *•"' , **«• ' 

speaking,, but that is because they have bought cheaper lots. The 

oí] 
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cofradia that maintains the cjilt of 'the Hiño is in the; hands of Ladinos. 

The Indians of the neighborhood do not traditionally maintain the^oült of , / . 

the Nino in the manner and in the degree that Ladinos do. But some years ,• 

ago an Indian of the community, somewha*t Ladino-lzecl but still Indian- 

speaking and dressed as an Indian, came to the meeting at which plans for ' - 

the fiesta for next year are made, and offered to take the chief position in 

the cofradía. His offer was soon accepted. So he became, next Christmas, 

the chief host and leader of the festal arrangements. This is the,o'nly 

instance reported when an Indian has taken a chief part. But an occa- 

* sional Indian man will make a contribution, of rockets, for instance, and 

an occasional Indian woman has her name put down to come and give her 

labor in preparing the festal food. 

The transition from Indian to Ladino. It has already been in- 

dicated that an Indian becomes a Ladino by assuming the ways of the Ladino. 

He retains his genealogical character as Indian, however, for those who 

remember the ethnic character of his parents. Some of the cases of tran-  , 

sition result from adoption by Ladinos of Indian children. Others result , 

from the acquisition of Ladino ways through education by Indians raised 

by Indian parents. If an Indian takes on Ladino ways and raises his chil- 

dren as Ladinos, the outsider may not suspect that the children are (genealo-, 

gically) Indians until the point is raised. Then, if one asks directly, 

the answer will be given directly depending oh the knowledge' of the person 

asked.  "Emilio Estacuy? Why, he is.an Indian. His cousin Ernestina ,is half-., 

Indian." "No," another Ladino present will enter a correction: "Ernestina- 

is all Indian -*-  I remember her mother; she wore huipil and corte and spoke 

> 
,.    **' 
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Indian." So if attention is brought to bear.on the matter of ancestry, al- 

most everyone inT the "community can be classified genealogically as Ladino, ; 

Indian, or half-Indian. There is little occasion to become interested in 

the point, however, and no disposition to make finer genealogical distinc- 

tions. The only cases of persons hard to classify to the native are those 

older people whose manner of speech or manner of deportment suggest that 

they may have been Indians, but whose ancestry is not known. The surname 

is of some significance, but is not relied upon. Many surnames of Spanish 

origin occur both in Indians and in Ladinos. There are also a few surnames 

of Indian origin which are regarded as belonging to either Indian or La- 

dino families. "There are Ladino Yoxones and there are Indian Yoxones." 

It is probable that some originally Indian families of this name became 

entirely Ladino-ized long enough ago for knowledge of their Indian1 an- 

cestry to have been lost. 

The prestige and practical advantages of the ways of .Ladinos 

as compared with Indians, as well as the policy of government, bring it 

about that Indians become Ladinos but Ladinos do not become Indians,* Maiv 

ginal individuals, people who wear European clothes and do not live in 

the Indian pueblos but in the aldea, yet who do not speak Spanish as well 

as the Ladinos, are correctly assumed to be genealogical Indians on the 

way to becoming Ladinos, even if one knows nothing about one's ancestry. 

The( trend of change is to eliminate tin Indians and make the country one 

of Ladinos. At the same time ways of the Indians are still/being commu- 

nicated to the Ladinos. It would be interesting to investigate this mar- 

gin of assimilation. The sample of materials on folk beliefs suggest 

that a simple magical practice of the Indians ~r let us say that by which 

I&...H   ,' '-•.£    '.v 
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one secures fowl of a desired cplor .by patting a 'correspondingly' color'ed 

object under the nest — may be"very recently* communicated to Ladinos of 

the community and that it stands a chance of adoption.    Ladinos report re- 
•   , -- i 

cent experiences in going hunting with Indians,  and being shown by Indians 

how certain spirits of the wood have nicked the ears of squirrels.    These 

experiences and demonstrations induced these particular Ladinos to believe, 

that indeed the spirits must exist.    So it is probable that although the 

general direction of culture change in the area tends to reduce the belief' 

in the supernatural and to eliminate the pagan element ¿-at the same time 

there is something of a reverse current:    the intercourse of Indians and 

Ladinos causes some Indian elements to become more generally present and 

to come to characterize Ladinos also. 

It is probably rare for a Ljtdino tp assume the ways of Indians 

consciously, or for a Ladino to come to be regarded by his fellows as 

Indianizecbi.    In my materials there is only one such instance.    A Ladino 

of the community, very low in the social scale, .joined up informally with 

an Indian woman while working near her in a rural settlement, and later 

brought her and her Indian children by a former marriage to the aldea. 

His wife's Indian daughter was sought in marriage by an Indian of the pueblo. 

The Ladino step-father assumed the role of an Indian father in the circum- 

stances, negotiated with the representatives of the boy, and made as a con- 

dition of the marriage that the boy live in his household.    This behavior 

was commented on, with amusement,' by the man's Ladino neighbors. '•?••. 

i   5«    Amalgamation. 

The cultural difference between Indians and Ladinos is 

319     „ 
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sufficiently great to cause the Ladinos to say, if one asks them, that 
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Ladinos do not marry with Indiana./   T.he average' Indian is an uncouth and 

uneducated person.    A Ladino,  at least those of any social position, will 

therefore deny that he or his kind would marry an Indian.    If then you 

point to the neighbor Ladino who has in, fact lived as man and wife with an 

Indian woman for many years, the Ladino is likely to say, "Well, Pancho is 

so uncouth that he can't get anybody but an Indian to live with him.» 

Which is probably the fact.    Ladinos, in discussing this matter, will make 

general statements to the effect that it is not right to mix with Indians; 

Ladinos and Indians should each stick to his kind. 

Tax tells me that the feeling against intermarriage is at least 

as strong on the side of the Indians: Indian women who have affairs with 

Ladinos are "bad women;" there are myths telling what happens to them. 

Nevertheless Indian-Ládino amalgamation goes on at a moderate 

rate.    The amalgamation occurs in a variety of situations and results in 

several types of unions.     Casual sexual relations, both pre-marital and 

adulterous,  are common in the community.    A Ladino man will in most  cases 

have such an affair with a Ladina woman;  they are more  like him and more 

attractive to him.    But casual unions with Indian women are not uncommon; 

they may come about because the Ladino is himself unattractive and cannot 

obtain the consent of a Ladina.    At least five children in the community are 

known to have resulted from casual unions, of this sort.    There are also 

occasional cases of Ladino men who have children by Indian house servants, 

even though they have Ladina wives,  or could have Ladina wives.    I know 

of no case in the community of casual children of Ladina women by Indian 

fathers.    I do not know "to what extent the Indian culture in Agua Escondida 
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restric|is,,'such unions.    On- the side of the Ladina there would be a' dis- 

inclination, because the Indians,  as ignorant and uncouth, are on the whol'el 

less attractive to her.    No case of rape involving any ethnic combination   ' * 

has been reported to me. 

Established conjugal relations between Indian woman and Ladino 

man are not very rare, nor are they very common.    Of fifty households in 

the community, there is only one such.    Another occurs in Panibaj, and 

there are others in San Lucas and Gb&Lnez.    Of the cases known to me, most 

are second unions on the part at least of the Ladino man, but the case of 

Pancho, here in-the aldea, is one in which the Ladino man never lived be- 

fore with a woman and has taken an Indian widow with her children to live 

with him.    This household belongs in the lower social levels of the local 

society, but neither man nor wife is under any negative social sanction'by 

reason of the marriage; people are friendly to them both. 

So far as my materials go,  it appears that established unions 

between Ladino men and Indian women are commoner than those between Indian 

men and Ladina women,    there is one case of a union of the latter sort in 

the aldea.    In this case the Ladina woman was arrested for soliciting in a 

town,  and while in jail a Ladino-ized Indian agreed to marry her.    He did 

do so; they live here now,, and have a child.    He works lands she inherited; 

she does not go out much, but I do not know of anything to show she is under 

any strong social disfavor for iany reason.    Twb'o-ther cases of permanent 

unions between Indian men and Ladina women: are kriównl'to me from ^he'neigh- 

borhood.    It is to be noted in these cases the Indian is much Ladino-ized; 
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while in the reverse kind of union commonly the Indian wonten retains her 

costume'and in several cases speaks the Indian tongue to the .children. 

But I do not know of any case in which children of a Ladino father and an _, 

Indian mother learned.,only the Indian tongue i nor Would such a case be1'ex- 
>' -i *      • 

pected.    The children of all-Ladino .unions learn to speak'both languages'? ;*,;\, 

too. , 
"»• --, - '. 

So far as the cases I have indicated, formal marriage (by civil 

registry now) will occur in the cases of mixed unions if the other circum- 

stances are such that a formal marriage would take place if the parties 

belonged to the same ethnic group.' From what has been said it should 

appear that many mixed unions are second unions, or develop from casual 

intercourse, or involve socially peripheral individuals. All-Ladino       ^ 

unions involving these factors are usually without formal sanction too. 

There are instances, not in the aldea but in neighboring towns, of formal ' 
v. - 

marriages between Ladino men and Indian women (the women retaining Indian 

costume and manner). There are several of the sort which occurred in San, 

Lucas. 

6. Conclusion. • * 

The Ladinos and Indians of the Agua Escondida region have at 

one and the same time characteristics of distinct cultural groups in process 

of assimilation, and also of social classes. They aré'Mistinct cultural 

groups in that differences in customs as in language are notorious, and in 

that the few individuals who are not readily assignable to one group rather, . 

than to the other are in passage from the one group to the other. - To - this"*"9'»;. 
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extent they are like any native people in process of assimiÍátion*jintovth,e /-; 

culture of a dominating invading people. On the other hand they are status 

groups in the same society, for in fundamentals of custom and attitude 

Ladinos and Indians are very much alike, while the Ladinos look down upon 

Indians and (so far as the little I know goes) Indians tend to accept this 

evaluation of themselves. Castes they are certainly not, for it is far from 

true that individuals born in the lower group must remain in that group; 

on the contrary the superior group encourages members of the lower to become 

like themselves. Nor is there any hereditary occupational characteristic of 

either group. And certainly the groups are not sociological races, in 

the sense of groups identified in biological terms. "Blood" plays practically 

no part in the definition of one's membership in either group, 'and there 

is no prejudice from the Ladinos against persons with real or supposed 

biological characteristics. The Ladinos,' of the kind with which this memorandum 

deals, do not stand for white superiority. Nor is any Indian ^ have met 

interested in helping his "race." What is striking about the behavior of 

Indians andrLadinos both is that what either does has little effect ©n the 

ethnic group to which he belongs. If an Indian learns to play an accordeon, 

that is something which Ladinos will applaud as well as Indians. They will 

applaud it because playing an accordeon.is a desirable accomplishment in 

any man, and his ethnic affiliations make no difference. The Ladinos do not 

feel the Indian has presumed above his station, nor on the other hand has 

that particular Indian "raised his race" by acquiring the accomplishment. 

It is just Pedro Sicay or Jose Chui^nel who is pretty good on the accordeon^ 

isn't that fine. This individualistic character of life, In that what one 
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does has little consequences for one's group, is true of ethnic groups-;as f   #' 

it is of great families or of villages in this part of the world. 
X 

What we are likely to discover, as we go further into this master, 

is that the remote rural Indian does not accept the depreciation accorded 

him by the Ladino, while as the Indian comes into closer association and , 

communication with the Ladino," he comes to accept it. This, in a very 

limited way, represents the change from tribe to class. 

W-M 
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Guatemala City 
February 24, 1941 

Sear Sol: 

Enclosed you will find some sH6^flv representing information 
supplied by another San Antonio informant on the tabular 
creencias. I believe you have a copy of this table; the new 
sheets are to be pasted on the right-hand side, 

I have gone over this ttable once more, and with greater 
care than before. There follow some observations following from 
this going-over» Ho observation is both new and i portent; the 
general result amplifies tentative conclusions already made. 

The elements of belief and practice represented in the 
table may be grouped under three heads. 

I. BELIEFS CHARACTERIZING BOTH INDIANS AND LADINOS. There are 
many conceptions and practices which appear to be shared 
generally by Indians of all three communicities and by 
Agua Escondida ladinos. The data we have indicate that most 
adults have knowledge-and-belief on these general conceptions, 
without regard to the locality or the ethnic group. Of 
course we expect differences, certainly as among individuals 
and probably as among communities or ethnic groups, as to 
sub-elements, or more particular items of knowledge and belief 
subsumable under tire more general conception. In the following 
paragraph items which are marked with an asterisk are not 
known to exist in San Pedro on the basis of the table; they 
may nevertheless exist there* 

A first group of elements under this heading is made 
up of certain basic conceptions of the world or as to conduct 
with regard to the world t the effect of the moon * on living 
and growing things; the weakening or gentling influence of 
women over things strong and masculine; the classification 
of foods, remedies and perhaps diseases into "cold" and 
"hot"— and as a widespread illustrative special belief, the 
notion that cow's meat is "colder" than steer's meatt the idea 
of the evil eye, with the conception that the resulting 
sickness may be cured by contagious magic with the person of 
the causer of the sickness; respect for fire, maize and the 
metate. To be mentioned in a second breath, because of the 
somewhat less broad application and importance of the 
conceptions listed, are the ideas*that there is danger to 
unborn child and pregnant woman during an eclipse; that 
domestic animals are unfavorably affeoted if man and wife 
quarrel; that lightning kills evil animals and people, and that 
during a storm one should not carry with one sharp metal, and 
perhaps also jewelry; that the wind brings sickness; that dogs 
should not be teased or maltreated, and that they should be 
given bread in Holy Week; that money used to appear where 
stars fell;* that if you point at a rainbow harm may come to 
the finger; that San Bernardino is the patron of, or perhaps 
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is. the sun; that an eclipse is a bad omen; that when it 
drizzles, deer are born; that San Lázaro is the patron of 
dogs-»; that cats fighting at night are a bad omen; that it 
is dangerous or wrong to sit on a tenemaste; that a orowing 
hen is somehow uncanny or unlucky and should be killed; and 
(probably— the information from ladinos is inconclusive) 
that the breaking of metate or mano is a bad omen» 

A seoond group of elements generally shared by all 
is made up of practical ways of getting useful things done* 
One might mention here a great body of genuinely adaptive 
technological behavior. Confining the list to those more 
magical procedures mentioned in the table, one may notes 
that a dog may be made brave by feeding it chile-»; that 
to make a dog stay at home you put sane of its hairs under 
a tenemaste; that a dog's cough may be cured by hanging a 
purple corncob around its neck; that the "spiny head" 
disease may be cured with cow's excrement: that black hens 
are especially effective remedies or nourishment; that a 
split hen or vultu: e may be tied to the soul1 K of the feet 
to bring down p. high fever; that yourg turkeys may be made 
less delicate by bathing them in rue; that honey is a remedy 
for burns; that children backward In talking may be cured 
by giving them droppings from the parrot's food. 

She readiness with which informants look favorably 
on many suggestions for such practical magic as are pro- 
posed to them for the first time suggests that this sort 
of element moves easily from one local group to anotherm and 
from one ethnic group to another* In contrast, ladino 
informants show resistance to acceptance of "primitive* 
views of the world such as many Indians have* I asks Is 
there any corresponding resistance on the part of Indians to 
accept a more "scientific" world-view, or is it simply 
ignorance of such a view that prevents Indians from adopting 
it. What is your opinion? 

With respect to some of the elements mentioned above. 
and with respect to others that have not yet been mentioned, 
it may be said that although all the people of the communities 
under discussion share common ideas, nevertheless as to thece 
same elements there are differences as between Indians and 
ladinos. Indian and ladino meet on a common ground of 
understanding as to the belief, yet part of the ground on 
which the belief rests is characteristic of the one group but 
not of the other. 

In certain oases Indian and ladino are in agreement r 
to the conception in its general outlines, but the oonnectic 
or connotations of the conception run in one direction with 
the Indians, and in another with the ladinos. Por example, 
while both groups have the idea of punishment of the soul 
in purgatorial fires, the notion that this puiishment may 
occur inside the hill or a volcano is absent In the case of 
the ladinos, while among Panajache 1 Indians it is apparent] 
olear, and it is vaguely recognized by one San Antonio 
informant. Li San Pedro it appears that there is a notion 
of a hill-world indepteatwxt of purgatorial fires, and trac r 
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of this conception appear In the other Indian communities, 
She data are few, but they suggest a historical syncretism. 
Another such syncretism is suggested in the case of the 
belief in a female supernatural being in or under the lake» 
The ladinos think of this being as a temptress of men, 
a siren lovely in appearance. The Indians tend to think of 
her as a supernatural ruler of a subaqueous world, complete 
with spiritual equipment, She Indians empgaslze the idea 
that drowned persons1 souls may go to her; to the ladinos 
she is a special sort of espanto, who may frighten or lure men* 
A third illustration is to fee found in the fact that ladino 
informants, while agreeing with the Indians that one should 
respect the fire and thé metate, emphasized that women should 
not step over either lest its strength be affected} the 
statements from Indians suggest that for them the paramount 
connection of the belief is with the general respect due 
from everyone to those semi-personified forces of nature 
and to essential tools and substances. 

A more speoific difference between ladino and Indii 
with respect to these same "common" beliefs exists in the1 

greater disposition of Indians to regard nature or inani- 
mate objects as persons* It is the Indian who thinks— 
not always with clear definition— of the fire and the wind 
as supernatural beings* it is the Indians who report themselves 
as addressing the maize as "señora;" it is the Indian who may 
say that the sun is God (P only?), or that San Bernardino 
is not merely the patron of the sun. but is the sun» It is 
the Indian who says the comal should not be left on the fire 
after it has been used for toasting tortillas, because it is 
tired after it has worked for youi and it is the Indian who 
declares that the hand-stone should not be separated from 
the metate any more than the arm should leave its body, 

A third difference between Indian and ladino, notable efeen 
with regard to these "common" beliefs, is the apparent fact 
that the Indian is more disposed than the ladino to give 
"reasons" or explanations for the belief* As communication 
between ethnologist and informant is easier in the case of 
ladinos, this difference can hardly be put down to ethnologists* 
error, ¿samples are the following! bats are of the devil-* 
they bring the blood they suck to be cooked for the devil. 
You should treat digs well— because they help the souls of 
men across a river in theafter-life. Theoorncob core for 
dogs* coughs works— because the cough passes to him who 
laughs at the dog. You should kill a crowing cook— ~ 
its crowing is like the last trump. The ladino informants 
gave no reasons, or uncertain, tentative reasons, for these 
beliefs. 

The tendency of the Indians to personify nature may also 
be regarded from the point of view of this last noted 
difference, for considering wind, fire or maize as a sort of 
person, who is to be respected or propitiated, is to have 
a kind of reason or explanation for the conduct sanctioned. 
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..«•BELIEFS CHARACTERlZINa EITHER INDIANS OB LADINOS, BUT 
NOT BOTH 

The list of elements derived from the table which appear 
to be shared by Indians of all three communities (with some 
qualifications noted) is long, whereas the table provides 
jMteattore than two beliefs characterizing the ladinos bat 
not the Indians* One explanation for this difference is to be 
found in the fact that the list was made up out of materials 
collected from Indians, at least in the first place» Another 
lies in the natural tendency of the ethnologists who made the 
list to pick out to them odd or unfamiliar customs* 

The duende is surely a notion of European origin, charaot 
ing ladinos rather than Indians. This Puok-like sprite who 
plays planks, especially on women, is obsessed by long hair, 
and makes elf-locks in the manes of horses, is not reported t 
any of the Indian informants, although the word "duende" has 
apparently come into use in some places in Guatemala for othe 
beings present in Indian lore* Panajachel informants blamed \ 
tangled locks on the charaootel, and SA informants regard 
these tangles, and long, tangled looks in boys, as signs of 
strength, and as locks not to be out-- a notion irrelevant 
to or inconsistent with the ladino duende belief* 

In my opinion another belief characterizing ladinos but nc 
Indians, and present in the table, is the cabañuelas* Because 
had encountered reports of the cabañuelas in parts of the 
Hew World where Indian influence is slight (Santo Domingo* 
Costa Rica), I had come to think of this notion as European 
in origin* Jet when you reported it as a "common belief11 

among Indians of Fanajachel, I was not surprised, for I had 
seen it well established among Haya Indians of Yucatan* On ti 
other hand* when the San Antonio Indians apparently did not 
know it, I began to wonder about your report* Now X read that 
installment of your diary which indicates that apparently mo£ 
San Antonio Indians do not know of it* I think that the belle 
Spanish in origin; that we shall find that it has reached Inc 
in a spotty and exceptional way; and that the most Isolated 
Guatemalan Indian communities will be found to be without It, 

Before turning to elements which characterize Indians but 
not ladinos, I should like to raise a question* Consider 
the Indian beliefs apparently lacking in the case of ladinos. 
In a good many of these cases would it not be difficult to s]r 
that the ladinos have some additional element of knowledge 02 
belief with regard to the object arou d which the belief cent 
and element unknown to Indians, which makes up to the ladinoc 
so to speak, for their ignorance or disregard of the element 
known to the Indians? This is that old doubt as to whether 
the Indians have "more" culture, or whether the culture is 
"richer" in certain segments of experience* The point caanot 
be established without more work. If the Indians think an 
unsold hog should be washed with oold water, while the ladinc 
don't, what do ladinos know or think about hogs that the Indi 
don't know or think? The ladinos and Indians I know in AS api 
to have about equal knowledge about the care of hens and thei 
use* In addition, $he Indians recognize certain taboos on the 
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eating of certain parts of hens* What do ladinos havo that 
Indians don't, that has to do with hens? Could it be established 
that there is more knowledge and belief with regard to the 
immediate env^flrnnment in the oase of Indians than in the case 
of ladinos? I raise the question; I don't answer it* 
In certain areas of experience (e.g.. knowledge of the city, 
the wide world, and history, the ladinos on the whole have 
more knowledge and belief than do the Indians* Or do they? 
One must remember the greater amount of tra itional lore and 
mjrfchology had by the Indians* She average Indian I know can 
tell me more about men oame to be. and the lake, and the pueblo, 
than can the average AE ladino* It is of course irrelevant 
that what the ladino tells me will be more nearly true* 

let us now pass to those elements whioh the table shows to 
characterize Indians but not ladinos* Ifcny of these again 
illustrate the greater disposition of Indians to treat nature 
personally! the conception of the world within the hill, 
already mentioned (present In SP and P; In P associated with 
hell; very vague so far as SA materials go); the deification of 
the su * already mentioned; the notion that the eclipse Is 
a fight» that one should not speak ill of the wind, and that 
the wind inspeots the person and carries a report "Go God; 
that a whirlwind can carry one off (ladinos could only say that 
a whirlwind was vaguely dangerous)* Some of the Indian ideas 
people the universe with beings, without precisely personifying 
and single element in nature: the belief in the twelve 
rain-makers— a sort of divine servicio: the notion that 
somewhere between sea and sky there is a queer, dwarf-like 
race (some Individuals in at least P and SA have the notion 
that twice a day the sun eats one of these; in SA the 
attributes of these beings are very vague; one informant said 
they had no bones; another that they did not eat); the one-eyed 
condition of the moon as a result of a blow dealt her by the 
sun; the belief In the bush'•-haired terrestrial dwarves* 
Other beliefs illustrate the greater tendency of the Indians 
to recognize the unluokiness or wrongfulness of doing some- 
thing which might symbolically involve a bad outcome: one shoulc 
not sleep with the head to the west; butchers are punished 
after death with suffering like that which they caused the 
anima, s they killed; one may brush fatigue away) framhone's 
legs— the last is a positive notion corresponding with the 
other beliefs* Considering this category even more broadly. 
one might add the Indian taboo against marrying one's midwife':; 
daughter or son* 

Some of the elements characterizing Indians but not 
ladinos do not readily fall into the categories just stateá. 
All that occurs to me to say about them is that they indicaú 
the separateness of Indian end ladino traditions, to some 
degree; the difference may not be between aboriginal and 
European heritage in all or most cases, but may be a 
differences between two lines of tradition both of which are 
European In origin, or both of which beoame established in 
America. Ladinos refer to the morning star as la nirfcamalera-, 
Indians tend to speak of it as Santiago* It is Indians, probz&W 
who call the Milky Way "the cold road; "Indians know about 
tobacco to quiet snakes; it is probably Indians who oharacteT- 
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istically name eggs or chickens to be hatched, or already hatci 
for members of the family so as to divide them among the 
members. Some of these elements, as the last two, being 
little praotioal matters, one might expect to find among 
ladinos too, and perhaps we shall.» Maybe some ladinos 
pour cold water over hogs that have been almost but not 
quite sold; maybe some ladinos keep their feefcftsfrom 
eating tunas and certain other foods for fear of the disease 
called sarna— but so far these elements have been 
reported only from Indians,, and from Indians in all three 
communities* The ladinos I have interrogated said they did not 
know these elements. So too it is the Indians who tell about 
how when the judgment came, by flood or fire, people 
tried vainly to save themselves and were turned into animals. 

One belief that deserves special mention is that having 
to do with the "mala hora"— the conception that evil 
or dangerous influences are abroad on certain d ays of the week. 
This appears to be Indian, and not ladino, in spite of its 
oonnection with the Christian calendar. One ladino informant said 
"he had heard that Tuesday gj^ pyiaay were bad days, but 
paid no attention to it." Another denied that Friday was 
a bad day, and said it was especially s acred because the Lord 
died on that day. The Friday-feeling— Friday as unlucky-- 
appears to put North Americans and Indians together as con- 
trasted with 1 dinosl And why are there two schools of thought 
among the Indians? SA informants deckare for Tuesday and Friday 
as bad days; P informants say Monday and Friday- and so does 
Mariano Perez, who was brought up on a finca chiefly among 
San Andres Inaians. In T^uoatan it was clearly Tuesday and 
Friday, and -hhe belief characterized^ ladino 8 (vecinos) as 
well as Indians. 

III. BELIEFS NOT SHOWN BY THE TABLE TO CHARACTERIZE 
LADINOS OR INDIANS OR TO CHARClERIZE BOTH GROUPS 
GENERALLY. 

In looking over the remaining elements, one notices 
at onoe the large number of items which are reported from 
Panajachel and not from any other community. That it is 
Panajachel rather than San Antonio or San Pedro which fur* 
nishes these specialties, it of course in part due to the 
fact that the list was made from Panajachel notes. If it had 
been made from San Antonio materials, it is probable that 
there would have been a large number of San Antonio 
specialties. 

A rapid examination of the San Antonio notes reveals 
the following, among others, atoe of which I recall as reported 
from Panajachel or San Pedro— although of course they may be 
in one or both communitiest A new metate should be washed in 
a, certain kind of atole before it is used; to cure snakebite, 
rub the wound with the brains of the snake; pricks with 
porcupine quills cure cramps; the animal cpiled 
is a rat that sometimes changes into a taltuza; the powdered 
bones of the road-runner (   ) constitute a love-chaim; the 
best cure far the disease, fright, is to frighten the 
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afflioted person again at -the place where the fright 
occurred (there are also several costumbre cures by 
zajorines); a goiter may be treated by touching it with 
the staff or sandal of someone who has just returned 
from a journey; human excrement in atole is p. remedy for 
the bite of the casampulga; a remedy for scorpion bite 
is to take hold of the testiolet of another man; the ci- 
cada has the evil eye, and so it is bad for children to 
make a bullroarer of one; if the walkingstick insect 
bites one, one gets as thin as it is thin, and at last 
dies: red ears of maize are a sign of thieves in the milpa, 
for the blood of what one tries to steal goes into the 
thing stolen; some people eat only eggs and chile 
before sowing pepi/rfnos that the pepinos come nice and 
round, like eggs; one may ert crabs before planting 
wheat so that the ears will have many grains as the 
cab's claws have m?ny knobs. 

Tet the large number of elements reported from only 
one community (in the present case, Panajachel), leaves 
an Important question unanswered. In the case of the 
elements indicated below with the sign #. the SA 
informants (and possibly the SP informants?) denied the 
existence of the element in the'r own knowledge. There- 
fore one wants to know if these elements are of general 
or widespread knowledge in Panajachel, or if they 
reprf sent an occasional individual viewpoint or specu- 
lation. If they are the former, then we have some local 
differences. This, I understand, is one matter on which 
you have been working. 

Here is the lists the sky is separated from the earth 
by pillars#; if one dies innocent by the act of another, 
he cannot go to Heaven until the killer comes with him; the 
sun is covered by four curtains of glass#; the eclipse is 
caused by the su and moon fighting; the stars are the 
souls of the dead#; Mars Is the star of thieves#; Jupiter ii 
the star of ho ses#; if one watches while a star falls, 
one* s life is shortened; drizzle is the urine of God#; 
San Sebastian-is lord of the wind#; the snakes are owners ol 
the roads#; sorcers work at crossroads^; where there is a 
ball of fire, there money is buried (I «aspect this is 
European and ladino; the ladinos of AE are familiar with it, 
but not the Indian informants); you shouldnft have two firet 
lighted in the house#; when a fire crackles, it is a sign 
a snake is in it#; boys should not eat eggs that are inferti 
the stump of a cut-down fruit tree should be covered#| The 
notion that certain lands don't like dogs is vaguely 
suggested from SA, but is clear from P. 

I recogb&ze that more investigation may turn up any of 
these among SA Indians or ladinos. The present situation 
calls for investigation: a few Informants from each group 
(AE ladinos and SA Indians) deny knowledge of the elements 
specially designated above and no informant from those group 
says the contrary; and the items are apparently absent from 
SP materials. 
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One of the se Pana;] ache 1 elements in particular attracts 
my attention* You report that "when a woman dies, pieces 
of a metate are put in the coffin." Three SA informants 
deny such a practice there, tut these three informants 
tell me that there it is the custom to put a piece of 
metate or mano into the coffin of a child (may even be a 
young person) so that the soul will not be born in the next 
child, but a stronger soul instead* Is there a local 
difference here, or have the P. informants been misunder- 
stood? 

A few elements are reported from the AE ladinos and the SA 
Indians, but not from F or SP. I don't know if anything can 
be made of these. They aret If one cannot stand the smoke fror 
a fire, it is a sign one is Jealous; sweepings should not 
be taken out of the house at midday or after nightfall; if 
a pot breaks on the fire, it is a sign of ii pending quarrel; 
the principal tenemaste should not be moved* 

Only the ladinos of AE give the following: there is a 
rhyme said to the azacuanes as they migrate, for causing 
ohioks yet to hatch to have feathered feet: for snakebite, 
bite the snake; if ou sweep over a person's feet, he or she 
will marry far off. 

She following elements are so reported in the available 
materials as to make it impossoble to suggest any conclu- 
sions as to whether looal or ethic differences exist; They are 
mostly elements of small importance, and one can Imagine 
that most of them may be passed around almost anywhere 
according to the aocidents of interest or communication: 
to cure a frightened or air-struck chick, put it under a pan 
and strike the pan (L), or put it under a pot (F), or hold 
it over moistened lime (SA). Cure rabies by cutting the dog's 
ear or tail (P). or bury it up to the neck (P.L), or 
jut say there isn't any remedy (SA,SP). Eat a cat's head 
to get powers of sorcery (SP,P), or eat it to prevent 
a soroerer's power from affecting you (SA),|.^ritekea<&at'£i 

M&^&^M&^&mM^mi manfe (lomelndians f 
some ladinos). One should not put a tortilla on a tenemaste. or 
eat one that has been put there (some ladinos, some Indians}. 

And here I have nothing more to say on the subject. 

Sincerely. 
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FURTHER NOTES ON LADINO-INDIAN UNIONS 348 
1, Two yearc   ago Leonzo Tzoo  separated from the ladina woman with' 

whom he had for  several years been living,   and began to live with 
an/l Indian woman tffctia whom he has since separated. The ladina has 
beg n fco live,   in Godinez, with Emilo Bstaouy,  who had been livl ng 
with Vicenta Morales, 

2, Romaldo Estacuy is known to be an Indian,   from Queztaltenango, 
"In Quetzaltenango the  Indian men are very ladinoized.  But  the 
women oontinue to wear the Indian skirt,"  Romlldo has long been 
juit ado with a ladina woman,   strictly ladina,   from Santa Lucia, 

'  This year the headship  of the ladino cofradía of the Nino was 
given to Romoldoj  he did not ask for it, but  the other men deoided he 
should have it, 

3, Aparioio Miranda is from Chaliaj,   near Patzun,  as are the other 
Mirandas,  For years he has been living with Patro IB Ian an 

Indian woman from Patzun.  She is ladinoized;  wears ladino clothes, 

4, Ricardo Alvarez,  R"  uncle,  lived not with one Indian tornan, but at the 
same time with two,   in Panibaj.   One has  now  died;   he still lives  with 
tha other,  a Pitzunera.  Magdaleno,  bis borhtrem would not  recognize he 

x       and always  avoided her.   She doesnot come to AE.  Romelia still  avoids 
her,  Ricardo waited R;   she wouldn't  "work for that  indita," 

5#   Daniel Santiso,  the Indian boy who was brought up as hijo de casa 
by Micalela Benevante,  has now juntado,   (socially recognized) 
with Teresa,   pldefet  daughter of Sptero Alvarez,  and lives in Panibaj, 

6,  Cruz Archila,   another Indian brought up as  a ladino,   is  caretaker 
for the Patzun woman who has lands  at  Chicamang;   he has never joined 
up with a woman. 
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CHAPTER V.  THE INDIAN AND THE LADINO:   TWO MODES  OP .LIVING MM The 

Indian and the ladino are recognizably different In that WtinWMMMWM 

they live enough differently that an Indian is notably different 

from MMTVnüIMM a ladino and not  easily is the one mistaken for the 

other.  Nevertheless the differences are aooompanied by many 

great similarities. 
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May 13 
Don Magdaleno pCO 

INDIAN-LADINO  RELATIONS--BAPTISM 

Micaela Santiso de °enavente was  asked to be godmother pf 

an Indian baby.iMMBMMMHíflífiiMlo.   His  father was Jose Yos,   a Patzunero. 

The child's  father and mother both died.  So Macaela took the child 

and raised it.   It was her duty:  the  priest  a]w ays  tells us when he 

take a  child to  baptism,   "Do  you know what it is to be godpacent-- 

you must take care of the  child if its parents die." MMMtyC He is  called 

Daniel  Santiso.  He calls Micaiia "mother."  fíe talks Spanish,   and 

dresses and lives like a ladino, ^e has lived in her hoa e ever 

since. Yes,   I  think he knows Micaela is not   really his mother.  He 

lives  in Panibaj.  Oh,   he is  a natural.   Both his parents were.  But 

of course to people that  don't know about   it,  he is a ladino. 

I  am godparent of fflMM four children of Josefa Tax, The  father 

has died.   If the mother died,   and the  other  relatives  did not want 

the children,   it would be my duty to take them and raise them. Yes,  it 

would be  expensive.  But  it   is the duty of  a godfather. 

May 15 Don Tomas 

Daniel  is  a natural.  But he  speaks  Spanish very well;   his mother 

has  given him good clothes;   he lives only with ladinos.  Away, 

where the*  do not know about his history,  he will be a ladino.   If he 

marries?  Wh„,   I  suppose he will have to  find a wife  among the ladinos 

because he  is-like them.   His  children will be ladinos. 

He has done  servicio in Solóla. 

^^ ^ 
i*\iA< 

i  \WU*\ 

Vi Av 
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INDIAN-LADINO RELATIONS 354 

Your summary seems to me so good and complete that, for the 

ground covered, there is nothing left to say.  Since, however, I 

expect that I am not paid to pass out orchids, I have read and 

reread the paper with a critical eye to see if I couldn't dig 

out of my different experiences enough addtltions, substractions* 

and suggestions and questions to make it seem that I am still 

functioning.  I follow your numbering: 

1. First paragraph.  In the recent fiesta in Chichicastenango 
there were three dance-halls: onepatronlzed by educated, soph- 
isticated, wealthy, well-dressed ladinos and their ladles; the 
second by less educated, less sophisticated, less wealthy, less 
welV-dressed ladinos; the third by Indians, including ladinoiaed 
Indians such as the servant group, and a sprinkling of the lowest 
class of ladinos. Here in Chichicastenango there Is a strict 
line between ladinos and Indians; and that is because tliere are 
no rural Xü&lxnz: ladinos cokparable to those found in AylS. or 
•fanajachel. There are poorlladinos aplenty, but they are more    Jt 
averse to doing common labor than to begging; they all wear shoes, |* j 
ragged as they may be. The Chlohicastenango ladinos are a social 
class in contrast to Indians, grading imperceptibly among"~them- 
selves. You remember that after a season in Chichicastenango I 
had no idea that there is a distinction to be made in the ladino 
group; Chitatul excited me, for 1 had never seen rural ladinos, 
and I mistakenly supposed that they represented a freak situation 
something like the mountaineer KentUckians. »Now that í have been 
elsewhere and return here, I am more than ever impressed (by con- 
trast) that all the ladinos align themselves with a class that in 
Panajachel is identified with education and wealth.  In general, 
and in agreement with your point, these people depreciate Indians 
more that A.E. ladinos do and are more socially distant from them? 

f^zt- there ls^an intermediate class that in the lake region would be 
socially very close to the rural ladinos—and that is the,class of 
"foreign Indians" plus ladinoized l&Alatna  maxefios—that a&& culturally 
as close to the poor ladinos as thay ago to the monte ma'xefios. 

In Panajachel this question can be Judged a little better than 
in Chichicastenango, because after all even other Indians depreciate 
the backward maxeftos,.  In Panajachel the chancles as a whole de- 
preciate the Indians as a whole more than do the A.E. people; but 
not much more and in som&^2£es no moré. The chancles who have 
stores and depend upon Xg^HtnoXtrade do not depreciate Indians nearly 
as much as those whose chief relations with Indians are as patrxSn- 
mozo; but there is condescension in all cases, and in some cases 
"tolerance" ("After all, aren't we all Indians?" as Patrocinio 
once said). At the same time nobody would think of calling rich, 
sober, 1st Princiapal Miguel Yach—an old line Indian1— "hijo" . 
As the cultural gap between Indian and ladino widens (as it is wider ' 
between chancles and Indians than it is between obreros and Indians) 
the social relations shift radically; there is no longer the question 
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of attending the same social functions, for interests and Back- 
ground are too different, and indeed the two kinds of people 
don't have the same kinds of social affairs except in marginal 
Instances. To make clear the fundamental break between the 
Chancle and J-ndian as opposed to the gradation between dbrero 
and Indian, I might point out that the chancles of Fanajachel 
do not know the Indian language, and that the ladinos of Chichi- 
castenango are equally ignorant of it (so that the few who do 
—by the way the rich rather than the poor ones—the educated 
rather than the ignorant—make a fuss about it). 

Second paragraph. The fact of being newcomers to the com- 
munity doesn't seem to me to be the essential factor. The K&saurikfcu 
chancles live a different kind of life, and come from a different 
kind of background (in general) from the obrero or rural ladinos. 
The ancestors of the Uhichicastenango ladinos have lived from 
time immemorial in Indian communities— Totonicapan, Solol£, 
Quiche, Huehuetenango, etc. — but were always in town, in bus- 
iness, connected with Guatemala City and Europe rather than with 
the Indians around them except in purely business relations.  In 
big-towns like that there is a fringe of Indian population al- 
ways c/é'oming to town and becoming ladinoized but they don't make 
the chancles more Indian; so that when the ladinos came to Chlchi- 
castenango they brought a different pattern and relation-to-Indian 
than did theA. E. ladinos when they came from rural Tecpán, as I 
supposeothey must have if they are farmers. So time of residence 
isn t as importanteeind of relations. 

As to conservatism of the Indian community, the point holds 
all right when you think of Chlchioastenango; but what about 
Totonicapan where I think the Indians are least conservative of 
any in this region? Even though the Indians are partly ladino- 
ized, they are still easily distinguishable from ladinos, because 
the ladinos are (insofar as they are chancles—and I don t know 
if there are amy obreros or rural Indians) so very different.  Never- 
theless, I think the point is well-taken: ladinos being the same, 
they will will be more clearly distinguishable in communities 
where Indians are primitive. 

2*a. Not in A.E., of course, but in general Indians have a 
politico-religious organization of their own independent from that 
of the ladinos (to a large extent) and differing pretty much in 
kind. This organization, having ramifications in many of the 
ways of life (for example, respectful terms of address among Ind- 
ians are applied largely on the basis of servicios done) is an 
important distinguishing mark of Indian and^ladino.  It is, at 
the same time, one that makes uprooted—i«e., away from the home- 
land— Indians take on many of the. characteristics of ladinos-as 
opposed to the Indians among whom they live. 

2.b, c.  I have a feeling that you are stretching similarities 
just a bit. Of course I don t know A.E. very well, so all I can 
do is question: don't ladinos grow a bigger proportion of wheat 
than do Indians Vas opposed to maize); don't they fertilize the 
land more; don't they know how to thresh (maybe the Indians up 
there do too)? They build ranchos as the Indians do, and adobe 
houses, and so on — but aren't there differences in the window 
complex, for example, and in plastering? The use of kitchen tools. 
may be the same, but don't ladinos use a larger variety of food 
than Indians—wealth equal--and don't the Wo  groups have many 
different non-basic foods? Don't ladinos eat more 'bread^CuAfu^] 

'••"•ii 
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Your phrase "only of degree" ntoiacBaJctxajisikyxaiiBtaiijc seems to 
me to apply so unequally to your examples as to make your ex- 
amples different in kind.  I would say that £&s& the temazoal 
is in the culture of both groups, and the differences in its 
use aren't as important as the commonality of meaning it has 
for both groups (the Indians also "bathing usually for health 
purposes). But to put this example in the same paragraph with 
use of the cacaste, kneeling Instead of sitting, and so on, 
as well as costume dances, seems to "toe a case of stretching. 
If an occasional exception or a few marginal cases changes a 
difference of kind into one of degree, everything is Just a 
matter of degree—even the difference, say, between animal and 
vegetable. If 99^ of Indians kneel and 2%  of ladinas kneel 
some of the time, that doesn't s-em to me to be profitably called 
a difference only of degree. But of course the text furnishes 
the data to judge the heading, so nobody need be confused; and 
of course in A.E. there may be more similarity between the two 
peoples than I imagine. 

I wouldn't be too sure that witchcraft plays ,a more Important 
in Indian life than in ladino. The ladinos may^fef the school 
that believes the Indians "characteristically express their veng- 
eance" by witchcraft; and indeed there are many cases of witch- 
craft with Indian principals talked about. But as you know 
the Indians run to the intendencia before they do to the brujo, 
and it may be pointed out that tone reason why you may have more 
witchcraft cases recorded conserning Indians than concerning lad- 
ings is that there in the world of the midwestern highlands there 
are more than ten Indians to every ladino.  I do agree, on the 
other hand, that witchcraft is more important in Indian belief 
(if not practice) than in ladino belief. When somebody dies in 
Panajachel the chances are pretty good that people will start 
wondering if he was done wrong by, and if so, by whom; and there 
are signs (body too long for grave, etc.) that it was or was 
not "his time" to die. Marcelino Castro Insisted to me one day 
that - all deaths are done by witchcraft; but I don't take that 
notion to be typical. 

2d.  I haven't yet .studied the lists of beliefs, and I have 
to do some work An Panajachel beliefs to be able to give a better 
idea of how common they are in Panajachel.  I think your point 
that that are fewer elements of "baLief among A.E. ladinos than 
in Panajachel is probably right; but, I am ready to wager not-too- 
much that a ladino community comparable to A.E. but three or four 
times as large will have many more beliefs that A.E. and perhaps 
almost as many as Panajachel. You have seen in A.E. that edu- 
cation destroys some beliefs or makes them impossible of adoption; 
and since ladinos tend to be better educated than Indians, I don't 
expect a ladino community will have as many beliefs as an Indian 
community. But you have also seen that in realms of belief where 
the ladino's poor education doesn't conflict, there'is readiness 
to adopt an idea; I think we shall all agree that that is generally 
true around here, among Indians and ladinos, and perhaps all over 
the world.  I suggest that A.E. has relatively few beliefs because 
(a) it is a new colony and settled by few grandmothers (is this 
true?) and (b) population and relative number of contacts with 
outsiders is snail ,?c that new ©?*ei3 aren't invented or imported 
as fast as they might be.     f*^4 

fctlll'MWl'»— 
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As for the presence, of many explanations going with beliefs 
in Panajachel, I have a very daring hunch that I beg you not to 
breathe to a soul. It is that the Panajachel Indians are very 
smart, or that their minds run towaads explanations or something. 
They are serious and intellectual in their own way and bother 
to think about these things; therefore they are not satisfied 
with just a belief but have to rationalize it. As people, I 
contrast Panajacheleños with Uatarinecoñ and Maxeños, and the 
discussions I have participated in seem to me quite different. 
Examples of what I mean — mostly from Panajachel because my 
evidence in other places is negative — will be forthcoming some 
time. The point is that maybe it is not A.E. vs. Indian, but 
A.E. vs. Panajachel in this respect. A long maybe, of course.... 

¿t haye nothing to say about the other points except that 
all Panajachel stories are "believed to be true" (I find this hard 
to believe myself, but I couldn t find a dissenting voice among 
the Indians and i argued to no avail) including those that iJa*t 
have little connection with experience and belief, such as your 
European fairy stories. Pana jachel J-ndians may not rtbelieve" thftse 
stories in the sense that we believe things; there may be a 
confusion in communication between the Indians and me (in» which 
case the confusion includes Rosales) or something oí the sort. 
I've always been worried on the point.  As for the ethnobotany, 
I have a question: in Panajachel most of the ethnobotanical knowledge 
is ethno- rather than -botanical; it concerns uses for the plants, 
medicinal, food, and miscellaneous.  If you should take my material 
and talk to the A.E. people about it, won't they know about most 
of the plants that are common to their region and to Panajachel 
and won t they have a pretty fair knowledge of their uses? Or 
don't they use folk-remedies much?  Certainly they use things like 
bejucos and know which kinds are best, for various purposes, don't 
they? Or &an't they Identify the little plants around by name 
(not everybody all plants, of course; some Indians in Panajachel 
are almost as bad as I am with our flowers and trees)? 

2 e.  I think the point is very well taken, but I shudder a 
trifle over the Agua escondida versions of U-uatemalan ethnology. 
If the Indians have posadas in Patzún (and I know Patzún less than 
your informants, of course) I am willing to bet the custom is 
confined to the town community (since you can't drag santos through 
the hills very easily) and that the town Indians involved are 
ladinoized and perhaps even "foreign" Indians. That sort of 
thing doesn't go with a vacant-town setup, unless the posadas 
vflfcre in the cofradía houses — unlikely — or  unless a special 
Indian servicio we!Pe involved — still more unlikely. As for 
Quezaltenango, K&HB Indian women do not weave in Quezaltenango 
(or Totonicapán) and the reference must be to the belt industry 
which is present in both those places.  (By belts I mean the 
narrow fajas, and include head-bands and so on). This weaving 
it is true is not done on a footloom, and the loom is something 
like the backstrap kind that Indian women use—1 don! t remember 
it exactly—but the point is that, like foot-looms, it is part 
of a ladinoized complex,  Indian men (as well as women) do this 
sort of weaving and it is not suifcsing that ladinos do it too, 
just as they work on footlooms.  I think this is also a prison 
industry, but I'm not sure,  (a belt-loom is owned, I understand, 
by one of the Chichicastenango totonicapeños; If you are interested 
in further description, I'll go to see the man.) 
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the praotioe of soroery (blaok magio— I am not talking about 
divination,  or nagioal cures)— is at all o ammo n among the ladinos. 
If,  therefore,  it is    in any degree oommon among the Indians, it 
is commoner among them than among ladinos. What information have 
you as to aotual soroery by  (a)  P.  Indians;   (b) P. ladinos? 

3 (2d) Your statement that ladinos have fewer beliefs in areas 
where the    are educated in effeot admits that to this extent they 
have fewer beliefs than Indians*    You ask me to imagine oomparing 
a ladino community MUM of sise comparable to P* Perhaps sometime 
1 shall Btudy Zaragoza, Meanwhile1  why not <s mpare sample equivalent 
individuals in P  (Indian)  with AE (ladinott This brings me to the 
questions I asked you as to what your P. materials represent* 

I do not have any reason to suppose that the proportion of 
g andmothers to population was smaller in Ae than is usual* I also 
think your assumption must be examined that the no. of beliefs in 
a community will vary Inversely with the else* Certainly the total 
number of items that might be oolleot ed from MMM everyone will 
be greate, but will the average number of beliefs held by any 
individual? Maybe a little bit;  I doubt if it will be much* Maybe 
the P* ladinos have on the average more beliefs than the AB ladinos; 

a a if _ the y do maybe it is partly because they live oosely among so 
many Wlbpt Indans* 

Your hunoh on Panajaohel rationalising temperament Is interesting--» 
may you prove it* 

4* What is meant by "belief" of a story certainly requires more 
investigation* I do not believe the question can be satisA otorily 
answered solely by asking if the stories are believed* You have to 
see how oonduot is or Is not modified In situations into whioh the 
stories naturally enter* 

MMMMMMMMsTsTMstMlS, What I  wanted to emphasize Is that,  apart from this 
test, the AB texts Are of stories the o o it ent of which is not 
related to the life around the narrator;  in your P.  storiesShe 

majority of the sories are    so related* 

I want very much to make a systematic test of yo r ethnobot anioal 
materials* Meanwhile I o an only say that I am oontinually struok by the 
great ignorance of men, women and ohilren as to both names and uses      k 
of wild plants* An Individual can give you uses for a very few plants* 
•lIMllslMMWMMTniMsTiMMMMMMM More plnatsiof Old Worjd origin enter into 
the medical   plant lore than do plants of native origin* The average 
man or woman with whom I walk in the fields says "I don't know" 
to nine out of ten questions I ask as to the nenes of plants 

4 (2e) Thanks for your information on Patsun and Quetsaltenango 
customs* Of course I quoted the information only to suggest 
the localisation of customs;  I do not know enough about other 
communities to provide examples that might be regarded as trust» 
worthy/ 

5* (2f) I agree with your feeling that deep down there may be a 
difference of meaning* But I have no real evidence there is* The truth 
is, again, I don't know enough about the Indians, 

5 (», first) You are right insuggesting a traditional fso tor 
lnflu noing the relative disinterst of Indians in oattle-rasing* 

I will change'the text 
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I will change; the text to take aooount of this probability. 

(seoond)  as JTor storekeeplng,  you are again probably right for 
the whole region, but X doubt if it would be possible to  show it In 
AB. One of tho liveliest little stores is kept by an Indian woman 
who oan sp aft    no Spanish.  She supporta herself from it 

5*6. Your correction on the assooiation of skilled trades with 
ladino dreara*  etc.,  is a valued one.  Noted.  I will make proper ohange. 

Thanks  fof (further dope on ohlrimlaa. The prlnolpal faotor is 
that learn|ng to play one is difficult and tlme-oonsuming and not 

worth most pfeople s time and effort)  the Indians have the 
tradition Of it to keep the art alive with them* 

6  (p.11-12) My oases  (two of them)  of Indian housewives with ladina 
servants are both of Indians married or juntado with ladino husbands. 

6  (12)  I am not sure the law requires military servloe of literate 
youths» Therefore I  "ill ohange these lines, feople around here 
say that when an Indian fe aras to speak Spanish and write a little. 
Then he is the kind of Indian the goverbment takes for  s rvioio* 

Nor do I know vialidad should be oailed poll-tax. Whnt would you oall i 
it and what would you oall ornatot 

ladinos here,  a few of them, work off their tax on the road. 
Nobody ostracizes them for it. 

6 (4)  Local difference on L  s ¿eyes noted. 

7. I agree with top paragraph. 

Several ladinos have told me that several of the San Antonio 
Indians living in town (and possibly a Sololalteco)  eat masaouate 

snakes when they get them.  I believe MM it to be true, 

7 (p. 17) Here I encounter some real  surprises.  I repeat that it is 
usual here. I might almost say invariable, for native AB ladinos 
to «se "señor" toward native ladinos of a generation older than 
thens elves. To per some who oome from out side (with whom they 
did not  asiooiate in ohildhood), they use "Don." Why the great 
difference In PT    That P. obrero ladinos respeot oertaln Indians 
as muoh as they do equivalent obrero ladinos is not so surprising, 
beoause in P. they have chañóles to really look up to.  In AB there 
is no really rioh Indian.  So I oan't say what the ladinos would do 
to him.   (I am thinking of Indian-Indians— of course a really 
ladlnolsed Indian? is a "señor" or a "Don" just as an all-ladino 
would be) The distinction is in part linguistic here* but certainly 
not entirely so*  in view of of the oases I have of ladinos speaking 
Spanish to older Indians and oailing them by their first names* 

while to equivalent ladinos they say "senor** 

8. Here another surprise* where you say "X know of no permanet 
unions of Indln girls and ladinos, and ...I don't think we shall 
see one*11 Yet in San Lucas a man has lived for thirty years with 
a native San Lucas Indian woman   ho ears the oostume and speaks 
lengua to her man* She was a servant in a ladino house and had learne 
muoh about cooking and ironing* In another case the woman is a 
Totonioapenaj  I don't know 

••«•»—I -J 
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I will ohange! 'the text to talc* aooount of this probability* 

(second)  as Jfor storekeeplng*  you are again probably right for 
the whole region, but X doubt if it would be possible to show it In 
AE. One of th© liveliest little stores is kept by an Indian woman 
who oan ap ate    no Spanish»  She support8 herself from it 

5-6. Your obrreotion on the assoolation of skilled trades with 
ladino dreWte,  etc.,  is a valued one*  Noted. I will make proper ohange. 

Thanks  for ¡further dope on ohirimiae. The prinolpal faotor is 
that learning to play one is diffioult and time-consuming and not 

worth most pfeople s time and effort;  the Indians have the 
tradition ¿t it to keep the art alive with them* 

6  (p.11-12) My oases  (two of them) of Indian housewives with ladina 
servants are both of Indians married or juntado with ladino husbands* 

6  (12)  I am not sure the law require? military servios of literate 
youths. Therefore I   vlll ohange these lines* leople around here 
«ay that when an Indian Varna to speak Spanish and write a little* 
Then he is the kind of Indian the goverbment takes for  8 rvioio* 

Nor do I know vialidad should be oailed poll-tax* «hot would you oall i 
it and what would you oall ornatof 

ladinos here*  a few of them* work off their tax on the road* 
Nobody ostracises them for it. 

6 (4) Local differenoe on L  s Aeyes noted* 

7* I agree with top paragraph* 

Several ladinos have told me that several of the San Antonio 
Indians living in town (and possibly a Sololalteoo)  eat masaouate 

snakes when they get them* I believe MB It to be true, 

7 (p. 17) Here I encounter some real  surprises.  I repeat that it is 
usual here, I might almost say invariable, for native AS ladinos 
to use nseñor" toward native ladinos of a generation older than 
themselves* To per some who oome from ovt aide (with whom they 
did not asiooiate in ohildhood), they use "Don." Why the great 
difference in PT    That P* obrero ladinos respeot certain Indians 
as muoh as they do equivalent obrero ladinos is not so surprising* 
beoause in P* they have chañóles to really look up to*  In AS there 
is no really rich Indian*  So I oan't say what the ladinos would do 
to him*   (I am thinking of Indian-Indians—- of course a really 
ladinoited Indian? is a "señor" or a "Don" just as an all-ladino 
would be) The distinction is in part linguistic here* but certainly 
not entirely so» in view of of the oases I have of ladinos speaking 
Spanish to older Indians and oailing them by their first names* 

while to equivalent ladinos they say "senor*" 

8* Here another surprise* where you say "X know of no permanet 
unions of Indin girls and ladinos* and ... I don't think we shall 
see one*" Yet in San Lucas a nan has lived for thirty years with 
a native San Lucas Indian woman   ho ears the ooatume and speaks 
lengua to her man* She was a servant in a ladino house and had learne 
muoh about cooking and. ironing* In another oase the woman is a 
Totonloaptaa; I don't know 
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how she learned ironing,  eto.,  nut they tell me she has*  She «till 
wears her oostume. In the Panoho Miranda oase here in AS,  the woman 

oooks and irina for her «an too* Z think, but I don't know,  that 
he got one of his kinswoemn to show her after he Joined up with her 
Her daughter aanoes,  abrasada,  ay bailes, although in Indian o6stume* 
There are two other oases of "pern neñt" Indian women with ladino men 

at fanlbajj I do not know the hoaehoids well enough to give oomparable 
data, A^I in all, it appears that intermarriage, not merely inter- 
mixture, is more oommon here than in P and in Chi.    You write as 
if a oase of suoh a marriage is hardly thinkable* Yet I o an give 
the names and information MI about SOT en suoh oases t  two in San Luosrs, 
UBI in Oodiez,  two in fanibaj, one in AB, and one in another small  settl 
one 
ement east of here* Comment? 

Agree as to ladlnoised Indians being like ladinos  as to marruage 

Agr e on paragprah at bottom of this page. 



With reference to your comments on my memorandum in     366 
re your Summary of Indian-Ladino Relations 

(Numbers refer to your numbers) 

J 

1* I shall of course have to investigate more fully the marginal 
oases in Indian-ladino relations* There is oertainly a relative- 
ly strict line between ladinos and Indians here, and a very 
strict One between normal maxeflos and ladinos* Between for- 
eign and somehwat ladinoized maxeflos on the one hand and normal 
maxeflos on the other, there is probably no dear line; nor 
between ladinos and the foreign and ladinoized maxeflos. but 
I Judge the line here to be stricter* The ihole question is 
still to be investigated however, and I hope soon to be able 
to answer your point about the presence of some ladinos in the 
Indian dance—which» by the way. surprised our boy Juan* 

Chancle was first used by a poor ladino (Nemesio Tobias, our 
launoh dfciver) in talking about the rich and well-dressed lad* 
lnos of PanaJache1. I then tried the word out any number of 
times in Panajachel. and I can say it (and its opposite,obrero) 
are used so commonly that they can be called class terms* Asking 
for lists of chañóles, would usually bring up the same rich 
people. I never heard the term in Ohiohioastenango, but this 
season have several times brought it up. both to rioh and poor 
ladinos* The response was negative; I think the word la vaguely 
known as a descriptive term* but certainly around here it is 
not a class-designation*  Further study here may. of course, 
change my mind; in general I keep a very open mind about the 
whole olaas situation in Ohiohioastenango, and all that I wrote 
you should be considered, very tentative* 

I did not mention in my Comment — but you cannot have forgotten — 
the fact that in Ohiohioastenango ladinoIzatIon takes two direc- 
tions) literaoy-spanish speaking, with no other ladinoizatIon, 
and Spanish-speaking with changed clothes in the servant-olass. 

2. The Indians have a separate politico-religious organization in 
every municipio I know of in this region; that is, where there 
are any ladinos at all besides sohool teachers and suoh* The 
kind of sepáratenos» differs to some extent, but the pattern 
is there uniformly* 

B»3* In Panajachel the only Indian house that Is plastered is that 
of old Julián Rosales (Juan's father) and he also wears shoes 
on oopasion* In Ohiohioastenango rioh and literate Toma* Gon- 
zalos last year built a house which he has plastered* These are 
the only two oases I know of where Indians live in plastered 
houses* On the other hand among ladinos those who can.afford 
to normally live in plastered houses* Among Indians it is a 
matter of tradition; among ladlfios of economies* Doesn't this 
apply to AS? The matter of windows follows the same pattern* 

You mean that as many as 30JÉ of Indian women sit? I am prepared 
to aooept Indian sitting by men (they do it óommonly in Panajaohel 
and Ohiohioastenango both, and in fact always in the cofradías) 
but I am surprised if AS indias sit so much of the time*    m 

Your questions about witohoraft In Panajaohel will have to be 
. treated separetely* 
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When I wrote that education make» son» beliefs Imponible,  I 
suppose I was referring to characteristically "superstitious" 
beliefs.    It seems to me that you and I have many more beliefs 
(which we are pleased to oall knowledge) than any Indians or 
ladino; the one complex of belief in bacteria, with its many 
ramifications and influences on our behavior — even though 
we may never have seen microbes — would be enough to stagger 
an Indian ethnologist.    It seems to be the question of quantity 
depends on whether you inolude the AK beliefs that are conson- 
ant with ours; you may still be right, of oourse, and even 
including suoh beliefs the AK people may have a smaller total 
than the P.  Indians. 

I spent a good part of a day going over P. stories to the end  N 

of eonoluding "how conduct is or is no^ modified in situations 
into whioh the stmrles naturally enter."    ttwifcesfrihmwiywfr 
itxt*rterrottTf¥»^o3tmJMUsfa*w^ 
p«t?t*iA*y«r«*   i oonolude that where the stmrles have any 
bearing on oonduot in daily life, that oonduot is oonslstent 
with the moral of the story; or at least ideal morality is 
reflected in the stories.    I think, however, that I must do 
further work on analysis of the stories; there are so many 
different kinds that the question cannot be answered categor- 
ically.   Last Spring,  incidentally, I got new material on 
the stmrles that you haven't yet seen; and it confirms my 
belief that in the sense that most Americans "believe" the 
historicity of the Washington-Cherry tree episode, the P. 
Indians believe the P. stories. 

regret exceedingly not having had the sense to bring you 
chapter on wild plants.    I have no copy and don't want to 

I 
my 
trust it to the mails; Gertrude suggests copying it, but I 
would rather not have her take the time for that since I must 
revise it for publication. What I have decided to do instead 
is send you some of Rosales' original notes, in Spanish; he 
of oourse has a copy. What I am sending! you is neither com* 
pieto not entirely accurate; all the material has been checked 
and I have other miscellaneous notes as well. But you should 
certainly be able,to get a good sample for testing in AB. 
Incidentally, I had Rosales Inolude in every case whether the 
plant is found in the "pueblo" or the "monte", and this infor- 
mation is likely to be.of value to you beoause the "monte" 
plants are more apt to be found in AS as well* I must warn that 
this information was not collected with a view to a comparison 
suoh as we now envisage; and although I know that everybody 
in P. doesn't know all these plants, I do not know how wide- 
spread the information is. (I have some information on the point, 
of oourse, but it is not satisfactory; if it seems desirable» 
the information can be obtained in a tew days by testing the 
whole list with a few selected individuals). Rosales got this 
information by collecting plants with or without informants, 
then getting them identified by whoever could and getting infor- 
mation about the plants from any who could furnish it. I am 
sure¿ however, that where belief a at least are opnocrhed, he 
did net trust the word of any one person but included only ideas 
more general.' 
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6 (p.12) What your ladinos May about military servioe if probably 
true in praotioe. They don't seem to draft real monto 
Indiana» and ©panish speaking doei have something to do 
with it. I think I shall enquire at the looal oomandanoia 
for some information» and will let you know* 

I oall vialidad Nroad tax", and ornato "poll tax" — but 
I don»t know if I am justified* The ornato apparently 
foes for municipal public works» at least in part* That 

oan verify at the looal Treasury offloe* 

? (p*17) I have Just asked Juan here how he greets our landlord 
on the street. He replies "Buenos Alas, don Abel." further 
questioning brings out that."Buenos dias» Señor" is used 
¿round here only when the first name is not known, or 
not known well* This was my experience in *anajachel. 
Here 1 am almost always greeted by ladinos as "Buenos 
dias» Do oto r" beoause for some reason people haven't 
caught onto my first name here* In *anaJaohel .* am 
almost universally called "don Sol"» and so greeted by 
Indians and ladinos alike*. Why Agua ascendida has the 
different linguistic habit, I have no idea. (This is 
beside the main point of your original paper» of oourse)• 

8* I cannot of oourse argue against your oases; but I oan repeat 
what I said about Panajaohel* I oan also say that with the 
exception of your two S* Lucas oases» the Indian women are 
apparently not parts of Indian communities «and I think that 
may be the important difference. Indians away from home tend, 
as you know, to beoome ladlnoized, so that from the practical 
point of view intermarriage is easier; also» away from the 
homeland, there is probably less publio opinion and so on to 
keep Indians from intermarriage* 

Actually, I have three *anaJaohel oases of ladlno*india 
unions* In two eases the indias are from S. Andrés» in the 
third the India is of Panajaohel anoestry» but was brought 
up in a ladino household and has always worn ladina clothes* 

Why S* Andrés and S* Luoas women break away and Panajaohel 
women not» I don't know* i have a rather wild hypothesis in 
this connection, however: the use of the Totonloapan tie* 
dj.ed skirt is for a woman what the use of trousers is for a 
man; in Individual oases» I see that there is a lot of truth 
in it—to change to a totonloapan skirt (from maxeflo or P., 
for example) is to beoome a little ladlnoized» and the change 
often accompanies others in the direotioh of ladinolzation. 
But my hypothesis now is that towns around here that use this 
skirt as the regular costume, are more ladinoized than towns 
that don't* Every case I think of pffhand fits the hypothesis 
in a very general way: Totonloapan, *uezaltenango, Quiohe% 
and so on* San Luoas uses this skirt and P. does not; S. 

Andre's women often wear this skirt rather than the reddish one* 
S* Pedro la Laguna wears this skirt—the only lake town that 
does; I shall have to study the situation there as a test of 
the hypothesis, for I don't quite see how it oán be made to 
fit. 
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npr^ alome 
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Indians from Patzun and Tecpan go to the shrine of el Señor de 

Escápulas. Otherwise it is ¿ust ladinos. Indians go on Santo Domingo 

to Santiago at Atitlan. uhej.- go there fromall parts, as far away as 

Guatemala Git . 

The ladinas praying before the Virgen at San Jorge were not of 

that place. No ladinos live at San Jorge except the school teacher. 

These women came fromSolola. It is not a cofradía but thej take care 

ofthe Virgen because the Indians do not know how to dress her. The 
there 

Virgen is there in San Jorge because ¿ndians found her ,looking up 

at ban Jorge • 

We do not believe in those things the Indians do with their 

frahorlnes, and their cuentos and all. Only God our Lord can cause 

people to die, or give sickness. Eut there are some ladinos who have 
(that one with horna and a tail) 

a magic which the devil gives them» He sticks it in their body, in 

t xeir arm , or in their back or leg. There was a man came here 

who had this power. This has effect because it comes 

from the devil. But we are not bothered with such things here. We do 

not have bad sicknesses. Only my husland tus r trouble which comes 

on him with the moon. It is because Just he and another man together 

lifted some ver;* heavy planks . 
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LADINO-INDÍAN INTERMARRIAGE 

%I mentioad the oases of Pancho Miranda and Nolberta Mlr anda, 

also of Leonzo Tzok)    Ricardo Alvarez has an Indian mujer He 

was marriedto  a ladina,   and left her; now he lives with this 

Indian woman.  She was a servant in a fine a j   she came from Patzun. 

(To my questions he indioatedth*   Rfcardo's brothers would like it 

better if he were living with a ladina, but "everyone must 

choose for himself,"    Juan and Tomas agree that there are no 

cases known to them of ladinos married by church   or state to 

Indians,  "solamente se juntan." 

Juan say8 that the  children of Leonzo Tzok will be known as 

mezclados, or cruzados.  I asked what their children would be called, 

and he said the same. 

He says that Don Lupario is well satisfied that MEM Pancho is 

living with an indita,  because "then there is  someone to make 

tortillas."    He says Pancho speaks only Spnaish in the house,   so 

that iá there be children,   the    will learn only the father's ways. 

"The father sees to it  that they do not learn Indian customs." 

Practically all the ladinos learn to  speak Lenguaje.    Juan 

says this  is a very good anduseful knowledge. 



Don Madalono 
Don Tomas 

April 12 371 

BAPTISMS** INDIANS-LADINOS 

It is customary to have one pair of padrinos 

serve for all one's children, "But if there is sickness of other bad 

luck, sometimes changes padrinos." Don Madaleno's elder brother 

Ricardo    is padrino of his children. He repliedthat it was quite 

all right to ask a younger brother to be padrino. I asked about 

using oneSs own parents* After discussion between the two, two oases 

where the grandparents acted as padrinos were cited, but both agreed 

the practice was uncommon* 

One pays a call on the person one selects, and asks him 

politely to serve as godfather* It is a sin to refuse* The godparent 

pays the priest fseventy-five centavos?). Baptisms have to wait until 

the priest from Solóla comes to San Ahtonio to say mass. When one goes 

to ask one to act as godparent one does not bring presents* After 

the baptism one should serve refreshments to the godparent* 

The Indians always bring presents when they ask someone to 

act as godparent, usually when they make the request, sometimes later* 

Indians often ask ladinos to act as godparents, but never the reverse* 

Don Madaleno has several lidian ahijados* IUt To direct question he 

replied that sometimes these ahijados came for advioe, and that he 

felt responsible for them should they get into any trouble* When I 

asked why Indians asked ladinos to be godparents in many cases, he 

said it was because the ladinos are intelligent* and the Ix&lans like 

to have intelligent compadres* Don Madaleno calls his Indian compadres 

by that title* I mentioned Leonzo Tzoc; both agreed he was intelligent 

and a good man* I suggested that maybe it wouldMM come out all right 

if he were asked to be godparent* They reflected and moment and agreed 

that it would probably be all right* But neither eouldthink of a case 

where a ladino had asked an indio to act* 

It is customary for the godparent of sex opposite to that of, 
the child to carry it to the font* 
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Don Madaleno, calling in the evening, conversed chiefly on 

agricultural practioes,IMMMM]f comparing those of this place with 

what I had to report from the United States* Referring to this part 

of Guatemala, Don Madaleno said that there were only a few nfUMMM 

ladinos, but many Indians. When I asked how that was, he said: 

Well, when Christopher Columbus came here he found this 

country with only inditos» He told the king about it, and the 

king sent Al varado to conquer the country, and he did* Then HOI 

we came in* So there are not so many of us. The Intians multiply 

(se propagan) so much* 

(He then began to speak of the Indians of the Lake, and 

said that the San Pedro people were the best people. He said the 

Antoneros were bad; they would not do one a favor; if you 

asked for lodging there, you would be refused* The At i tecos, he said, 

were much like the Antoneros, but the Panajaohalenos were good* 

He then spoke of the Lac andonee, as had Armando Armas andanother 

the day preceding, describing them as savages, with long hair, 

not Cristianos, using bow andarrow, living in oaves in the ground, 

nin medio" de Mexioo, Guatemala, andthe Unit edStates." At ana her 

time he said they livedin the Peten* Armando Armas described them 

similarly, but added that they wore feathers on their heads* 

To direct question, he replied that the naturales here/ 

are Ch> istians "just like usM« After a little he said, "most of them," 

and began to speak of the! zajorines. He said they were always 

fighting with witohcraft among themselves* "If an Indian dies, it is 

not because of the will of God, but because someone killed him 

with witoho aft. That is a sin." Amphatically he denied any 

witohcraft among ladinos, or that inditos ever practiced witoh- 

craft against ladinos* 
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Mariano M/tr£ida, met by the roadside near the cemetery,   enggged 

in discussion. The talk turned to questions of water supply. He said 

that the agua Escondida people had been trying for some time to get 

the Freadent» to help them to bring water MM through iron pipes from 

a source up in the hills,  so as to provide the community with 

abundant water right at hand. He said the indltoa of San Antonio 

kere opposed to this,  and went around lying that to bring in that 

water would be to take it away from people in outlying ranchos who 

were using it. This,  said Don Mariano, was not true. He said 

the Antoneros were bad folk,  de mala fe.,  that they didnot want 

Agua Escondida to become a pueblo. He said they were ignorant and 

deceitful* I asked about the autoridades  .  and he said usually the 

intendente was a ladino  (as, he said, are the regidores);  but that 

the present lit endenté is a natural. "They have fixed it somehow among 

themselves.•• There are mpre of them than of us." 

1 asked about the granaries of San Antonio Indi ana that are 

to be fcund in many of the yards of ladinos, put there with the 

permission of the ladino landowners. He also said that no <h arge was ma 

made for this. I asked about San Antoneros living in Agua Escondida. 

He said that the only ones liVL rig here are those who are mogos 

in ladino houses. He said Don Oorgonlo  (best house 1$ town) has three 

San Antonio mozos living in town here and working for him (Are some 

house servants?). To my direct questions, he replied that there are 

some ladinos in town that work as mozos for other ladinos,  and 

that although in Agua Escondida there are no ladinos working as 

mozos for Id ios,   ("we have our land here"),  in some other communities 

ladino8 are to be S> undworking as mozos for Indios. 
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INDIANS-LADINOS 

Don Madaleno,  Don Hieronimo and the telegrapher-form em an in aton 

charge of the work gang engage din replacing worn telegraph posts, met 

in casual  conversation in the house of the second. The topics were: 

the strength and usefulness of cedar;  the MM deoree of some years 

ago requiring everyone who out one tree to plant five  (very casually 

complied with); the charm of a certain place on the shore of the lake 

called Las Cristalinas;  fishing for mojarras,  and the delid ousness of 

this fish;  hunting by night  (recommended by the foreman) for 

armadillo,  tepezouinte and another furbearing nocturnal animal; 

the delicado position of a government employee, who "may be put in 

jail if they find a half-centavo short in til e accourt s,  even if 

you make it up out of your pocket"; the change from More to IntermMIM 

tional code (Don Madleno andDon H, did not follow this);  and then the 

workgang and its work* 

To my question the foreman replied that all his nine laborers 

are indi toa from the aldea* He went to the Intendenta made known 

his needs,   andthe intendente gave orders to  the aguaziles,  who supplied 

the mozos* It was explained that this work was in addition to the 
roadwork (polltax) 

•MMflM 
Is The Indians know they have to got 

Anwers Yes* 

Is  They know too that the ladinos don't have to got 

Laughter and assent* 

Don Hs Yes,  certainly,  it is not voluntary work, but forced* 
They know only they have to go* 

Don Ms  A while ago,  there was an intendente here,(San An) from 
Solóla,  a ladino named Antonio Merida* He came here, 
and gave an order that the ladinos  shouldprovide mozos 
to work on   the telegraph line. Not one of us went* 
Nothing happend. Later the Indians complained against 
him and he went to jail.   (To my question) It was not 
the custom;  so of course we did not MMJBf go* 
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INDIANS-LADINOS 

Indians in the more"civilized"  Indian towns,  suoh as 

Totonioapan, perform military servios,  as do  the ladinos,  and according 

to Don Madaleno are treated without distinction,  being put in the 

same companies with ladinos,  given the same tasks a id food. 

Pedro's  company <D xt sins many Indians.  But in the lake towns,  and 

in Santo Tomas, where the Indians are less "civilised," and do 

not speak  Spanish, military service is not required of them. 

Instead, they are required to do two days of public labor a year* 

(This is in addition to labor performed to work out the 2 quetzals 

a year poll tax, to which both ladinos andlndians  are liable.) 

Thus it comes about, as also by general understanding and. custom,  that 

when there is work to be done in these western highlands,  as in the • 

case of the telephone line,  Indians mozos are obtal» d,  and not 

ladinos.  I asked about the Spanish-speaking, WfttMlTPf dark-trouser 

wearing Indian who lives just outside of town and who fixed 

our fence. Don M.  said he was liable to do mozo service;  then, 

remembering that he had done military service,  said that he would 

therefore be exempt;  "but if he hadn't done servicio militar, he would 

have to do  it." When I spoke of Leozo Tzok, he said he would not 

have to do the mozo service* "The authorities know when they should 

make distinct ions.H 

When I raised the matter of ladino-Indlan marriage, he 

stated flatly that it never happened.  Then I mentioned Leonzo 

again. He immiedlately reoeognized that this was a apeoial case, 

"well,  if the woman (ladina)  is willing, it is all right.* But it 

is very rare." Then I MlfflMMMTfMMMlffM suggested that it does more 

often happen that a ladino lives with an indita without marrying 

her. He readily admitted it, but said "not in Agua Escondida ."  I 
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mentioned Pancho Miranda* He readily said WOOL yes, Pancho was 

living with Leandra Jochóla,   an indita.    He added, very depreoiatively 

that Pancho was a muía,  and no other woman wouldlive with him 
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Relations with Indians. 

Martina • 

"How can they (los lnditos) carry such heavy loads, " (While 

watching some of the Indian pedlars. )  They know how. We do not." 

Romella, Dionysia, their grandmother all agree that the lnditos do 
e 

not know remdios •  "When they are sick they have to come to us, or 

go to Solóla. That is why they die so much. Sometimes we die too, when 

we do not know a medicine. Some Indians know remedios, " it was added 

later. "The Indians of San Antonio put people in the temazoal to make 

them sweat. "(This seems a funny idea, not a good one* )nWe just 

wash with water. " 

Magdaleno. 

"The Indians ask us to be padrlnnt. I have man^ compadres in 

neighboring villages. We dont ask them. My daughters have a ladino 

for padrino. " 

Romelfca* 

WLadinos do not marry lnditos, nunca • " Later she admitted 

that some Indians are different, almost like ladinos. "In San Antonio 

there are many like that. ' In speaking about the oonpenter who worked 

on our house she said, "El tiene su mujer ladina. " 

Even in this village the»» seems to be some feeling about 

manual labor .Romella said," We always buy our lena. It is dear, 

it costs five centafro8 a bundle. " In explanation she added, "My 

father has a trouble, rupture, which keeps him from carrying heavy 

loads. " But when asked if Jose ever went to get wood, she laughed 

andaaid, "No, he never goes for it. " 

Dona Isabel, the grandmother , was discussing Jamie a 

propensity for eating all sorts of things. I said,"Even things picked 

off the ground.  " She pointed to an Indian girl and said, "They 
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eat things they pick up. " We agreed it was dangerous to do so. 

Dona Sebastiana corroborates the fact that both mldwives here are 

Indians. The faot Hoes not bother her. She says that they are also 

Indians in Solóla. 
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Romelia 
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Indio-Ladino Relations. 

In San Lucas onlv the Indians make the fiesta in the 

da rch. They make the paper decorations and dress tae santos . The ladinos 

just have dances with the marimba. The same is true for the Semana Santa» 

Very few ladinos do anything in the church. On the Sábado de Gloria they 

have dances. But tae Noche ¿uenaf which, is held in private houses, the 

ladinos do celebrate.   Por the fiesta of San Lucas Indians come from all 

over.   (Romelia has only attended the fieafeai of San Lucas . She has never 

been in Solóla at the time of a fiesta , tho it is noted for its celebratóon 

of the Semana Santa. Dona Isabel said she wished to go to Solóla for Jdsa 

Semana Santa this year but her son Magdaleno dissuaded her " as itwas 

better for them all to stay together. " Romelia did not know that a fiesta, 

that of Pedro udartir , was going on at Santa Catarina until "Cold. / 

There i8 only one ladino family in. Santa Catarina. They 

are friends ofJoiJirs andsometimes come and stay with us when there is a 

fiesta here.(Noche buena 1   ) Why dont they get lonesome, just living 

with Indians   they are used to it. Besides, the wife of Don- 

is an Indian, but she is very nice, very castellana. 

Tlle ladinas  at the fiesta of San Jorge all came from 

Solóla". They dress the Virgen "because the Indians do not know how. " 
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INDiAN-LADINü ¿ijSLATIOiJS •' i 
1     . " i 

Last night'died the grown d mghter of the Sololáteco %ho  settled 

here recently. Magádleno broughtthem a was  candle to burn by the body. 

He told me  tnat she had died through ignorance,   "The  Indians,  they do 

not try to  cure their  sick. They just do  things among themselves,  without' 

using the good remedies that there^are."  Later he'heard voices inside the j| 

house,  and  said the family were laughing.  "It is rare you see an Indian 

grieving.  For us is is a most lamentable thing,   a death. Not  for them". 

"The  Indiansjhave  curious   customs.  They change their names. 

When jou meet an Indian boy,   and ask him his name,   sometimes hesa¿s, 

"I have no name."  Jiis  father has  told hita to say  that.  They change their 

names and call them ¿"if "dog"  or "mule." 

Once Tomas and Sebastiana were askedto be godparents of the i   • 

wedding of the Tax daughter to  another Indian.JVhen t^ey went to 

the wedding,  what was  their embarassment  to learn that  as godparents 

of the wedding they were supposed to see to it thsb   the bride and groom    ' 

were undressed and shut up naked together in a room.  They did not know 
11 hat to do.  No,  they didnot do  itj they excused themselves, 

M.   speaks to old Indians,   such as  Bernardino Tui  , with "Nata",   and   (| 

Bernardino replies to him with the same respectful  term. But to travelling 

merchants and other ignorant Indi ans,   not  old, he uses  "vos".  The ' 

Indian replies in the same fashion to him,   or in lengua , without 

r&spect.   So M. uses to   him the same address he will get in return. 

Pancno Miranda used to live in Panibaj> where he worked the 

land/Don Gorgonio owns there,  ¿e was unmarried.   Nearby lived a Santa 

Catarina  Indian,   and his wife,   also Santa Catarineca,   ^oandra 
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íocnola. The Indian died;   Pancho took MÜtólea ndra and her children to 

live witu him out  therej   and later moved w^Ltp them all to A.E. 

It is aaid that Nolberta Miranda,   M'hén she workeu as 

a  servant  in Solóla,   "went into  the street with men."  She was  arrested, 

and finedtwenty quetzals. While  she was in j«il,  unable to pay the 

fine,  the ladinoized Indian from P^njachel,' whom she'had known, 

said he would pay her jfll ne if she would live with him,   She  accepted. 

Nolberta was born in A.E.' 

M: "It rarely happens, better triat one should stick to one's 

own kind." (In telling about this, ll mad^ no mention of his brother 

¿iicardo,   to    w.iose house we wei^e goings who  for 'five'years,   sinoe the 

death of his  wife,   has been liing in Panibaj with an Indian woman. 

SDuvjng Ricardo's  sickness;   one daughter att'e^ded him;   the'Indian woman 

was not present. 

<U 

Vij 
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INDIAtt-LABINO  RELATIONS 

They agree,   In general terms,  that tot be a ladino it is only 

necessary to  speak Spanish well,  leave the customs of the naturales  , 
When they have said this, 

and comport oneself as do ladinos.    MMMfflttl$MMMJWÍMtlMfl[M,   I mention Leonzo 

Tzok;   they say he is an Indian,   "because he still  talks 1 engua ".   tiis 

children,  they say,  will be cruzados»     I mention Juan ¿lósales. They agree 

that he has left the wajs of the Indians,   is well   educated,   speaks Spanish nl 

well,   and lives  entirely  as aladino   (with a ladina wife).  I sayi   "Then he 

is  a ladino."  They imme lately deny this,ssaying he is a natural.     I ask 

why.  They say,   "because both his parents were naturales   .  Now his children 

will be cruzados, because only one of their parents is  a ladino"  They add 

that  if they go  to Guatemala,  they can become ladinos,  "because people 

there will not know that their father was a natural."   Evarlsti tells me 

about  some Indian girls at Molina de los Cerros i how they have been 

taught in the colegio of the gyangellstas,   so that now they have learned 

everything that ladinos know,  dress well,   speak correctly,   "so unless one 

knows  they are naturales,   one would take them for ladinos./    It  is  easy 

sometimes to make such mistakes.   lou may see a señorita  ,  go upmto her and 

speak to her as   such,   and from the way she answers discover she is really 

an indita." 

It thus  appears that a Indian may fully become a ladino  only if 

his Inól an ancestry is not known. 

I  say that  it  seems tome that Pincho Mir anda,   among 

the vladinos here, most  asociates with the naturales.  They agree,   and say 

he has  an India wife. Then E\aristo tells Juan and me a story Enrique de 

Leon told them about Pancho: An Indian from San Antonio came to ask 

for the hand of Laura,   daughter of ^eandra,   the indita with whom Pancho 

is  living. The point of the story is that  Panoh,   stepfather,   assumed the 

role of an Indian father— he received the petldores without asking 

Laura about  it,  assuming to settle it without her,   and further,   gavefhis 
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Consent to  the marriage but upon the a> ndition that the ¿oung man come 

and live for six months or a year with his  household,  working for 

his prospective stepfather-in-law,   to  show that he was  a good worker— 

an Indian custom.  Further,  when Laura first was unwilling to marry the 

applicant,   Pancho insisted thatvshe should.   Later,  when the girl was willing. 

the applicant changed his wind and went off,   leaving Pancho holding the 

bag,   so  to  speak.  Evaristo  and Juan thought  this  extremely amusing,--- 

amusing that  Pancho  should assume Indian customs,   and then get  stuck. 

They tell me thafmost of the men of Agua Escondida excpt  themselves 

and Juan's brothers-in-law  (the Alvarez)HMMJCM  either now do work or have 

worked as fieldhands for Indians,   Enrique de Leon used toj  when he came here 

he had no land;   now he owns land and works  his own land,   except  that he 

also  aowkrs  as  a fieldhand for a ladino occasionally,  benjamin Hieron, 

Pancho Miranda.  David Miranda alfil Ernesto Juarez and Feliz and Macario 

Morales all now work  (part of their time)  for San Antonio IndL ans, 

Evnristó  said about this:   "That is not natural(disconsonante)—  that 

people  should go out of their place  (no  ae dan en su lugar)--  that one 

should so  humble onself  (rebajarse). 

Evaristo  then told how once he stopped for a glass of milk at 

the house of a German,   one Juan bock,   at La  Concha,   near San Pedro 

MJáMgi Yepocapa.  A ladina servant came to the doorj  when he asked  for a 

glass  of milk,   she said  she would call   the   señora. As  Evaristo was 

expecting a ffiMMlMMM German woman,   "or at least  a ladina",   an Indian woiaan, 

dressed as  such,   came in andannouncedherself as  the señora.  The ladina 

worked her house  servant, Juan Santiso  said he knew of  such a case: 
A 

that of Cipriano Alvarado,   of Godinex.  Now Cipriano has a ladina wife, 

but  formally he lived with an indita,  who bossed a ladina house  servant, 

there in Godines, Both men thought these cases remarkable, 

(Juan    says  that there are very few Enangelistas among the ladinos, 
but many more among the naturales,   "^ecause the lndltos  are ignorant 
and can be taught  anything." v 

..':Sfe 



Don Lupario 
May 10 384 

INDIAN-LADINO  RELATIONS 

Leonzo Tzok is an Indian.  His  father and his mother were 

Indians. Yes,   he has a ladina mu jer.  And he dresses like  a ladino, 

and has learned much.  But he is  a natural. Juan Rosales is a natural 

too.  I knew his  father.   His father dressed like a ladino too,  but 

his mother dressed like an Indian—  skirt  and everything, "Yes, Juan 

Rosales lives like a ladino,   and he  was teacher,  and knows, much.   But 

he will  always be a natural.  His  children?   (I  said I understood his 

wife was a ladina)  Well,  Mfi the;-:will  grow up  speaking only Spanish, 

and having nothing to do   with the Indians,   and their mother is  a 

ladina—  they will be ladinos.   It is whether BUtiMMtt the man is known or 

not,   isn't it--  if one  does not know that Juan Rosales is really 

an Indian,   then one may think him a ladino. 



Horacio Cabrera     385 
May fifth 

INDIAN-LADINO RELATIONS - STOHIES 

Horacio, ladino, was born and brought up in Panajachel. 

He lived there, or near there, until he was twenty-four. Then he went 

to Guatemala andlived there for twelve years. He had a job as a chauffeur 

there. When he returned, he came to Agua E condlda with his brother; 

for three years his mother had been teacher there. Before hewent to 

Guatemala he lived for short periods in Santa Cruz, San/ Pablo and 

San Antonio. He was Secretary in Santa Cruz for three months. He told 

MM how one night he found himself all alone in Santa Cruz; he rang for 

an alguacil and askedwhere ever body w>s. He said they were "fixing 

Judas." He said he wanted to go see, but the alguacil said it was a sin, 

Nevertheless he went, and found the men off by themselves putting 

clothes on the figure of Judas. Horacio then went on to tell what they 

didwith the figure, andhow differently it was done in San Antoni; He 

also decsribed how in a certain pueblo they left the body of dead 

persons in the church, without a velorio. He told several other 

things he had seen of Indian customs-- all very exterior, and with 

no apparent understanding of what any of them meant to the Indians. 

He evinces no more understanding of the Indians than a land agent 

recently sent to one of our Indian reservations would have, 

Horacio says he never heard MM any caso or story dealing "ith <. 

the mountains, or the lake, or the volcanoes, or the rivers around here. 

Tomas says he never did either. So also Magdaleno, 



April 30 

INDIAN-LADINO RELATIONS— DEATH CUSTOMS 386 

Today occurred the funeral of Maria,  an indita,  who lived with 

the family of Jose Inez Alvarez. Born illegitimate,  she was first a 

servant in the house of Inez1   father,   and after his death,  came to his 

house as a servant. Her uncle also lived with them,  as a field mozo. 

She was a dwarf. At her death, she was about twenty-two years old. 

Those I asked e uld not say from what pueblo she had come;  they 

thought,  Sololaf. flhe funeral was  entirely a family andneigh.bor.hood 

affair;  it could in no way be called an Indian affair,  or a ladino 

affair;   the ethnic groups played no part. When news of the death was 

brought to the aldea, Juan Santiso/ andEvaristo Herrera went to 

Tepaya,   "to velar a little."    So also didTomas Alvarez. EMMMMM This 

morning,  while Tomas and Inez made the coffin at xepaya,  Juan and 

Evaristo dug the grave. The grave was in the aldea cemetery;  all people 

of the village,  Indians or ladinos,   are burled there.  Except for lots 

pagado,   such as that bought by VMM some of the Alvarez brothers,  one may 

bury anywhere in the cemtery. naturally,  near the graves of relatives of 

the deceased.  Fees must be paid to the autoridades. 

In the procession walked Evaristo, Juan,  Venanciana,   Sebastiana, 

the children of these, Romelia and her sisters- ourselves— these,  as 

dolientes,  presumably. The deceased's uncle,  only surving relative, 

(he wears ladino clothes)   also came. There were also the auxiliar and 

two alcaldes,  in their official  capacity,  Don Ma iano andDon Lupario 

Miranda— these ^ast apparently forgeneral Interest. Leandra Jochóla 

joinedthe procession and her daughter;  these were the only other 

Indians. Rom ella, Martina,   Sebastiana and Sara sang the Salve during 

the procession. The oof fin was carried by mozos secured through the 

auxiliarla, with some help from Juan Santiso  (It is usual for relatives 

to carry it) No ritual occurred in the cemtery,   except that the man 

» 
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who threw In the first handfulls of earth, kissed them before he 

Threw them in. 

Jose Inez came to see that the grave was as it should be, but 

didnot attend the interment. Nor did his wife; but their diildren did, 

weeping a little. 



Don    Magdaleño 
Apr.  27 388 

INDIAN-LADINO  RELATIONS—  FIESTAS 

About fifteen years ago one Angel Fistola in Tecpan organized 

a group ofladinos to give the Conquista dance. A similar thing 

happened about  eleven years  ago in San Lucas.  In neither case was 

the novelty repeated. Don Magdaleno made a great deal of the 

üleged fact that in each case this was done to show how the 

dance should properly be given,  with all the lines properly 

spoken,  andthe dramativc action properly presented. The leader 

drilled the others until they knew their parts perfectly. 

"The Indians do   it badly;   they cannot speak the lines; they only 

dance around a little."  Don M.  explainsdthe plot to me,  and the 

nature of the different roles* He said they built a volcano of 

wood, to represent the volcabo where Tecun %an lived. 



Don Magdaleño 
Apr.     27 

389 

INDIAN-LADINO RELATIONS—   CREENCIAS 

I  spoke of the Fiesta of the Hoes,   in San Antonio,  He had 

apparently never heard of it,  I told the myth;   it was apparently 

quite new to him.  He then volunteered that a curious CUB torn of the 

San Antoneros  was to do  no T?ork on May first—   "quien sabe porque." 

When I asked if it was bad to  sit on the grinding  stone,  he 

said.   "Of course it is bad. One must keep the stone veryiclean,   so 

as not to  dirt i  the food. As  soon as  it has been used,   we wash it 

carefully,   and stand it up. Then it is  always clean.   None of us 

would think of sitting on it—  I don't know what   the Indians in 

San Antonio do—   some of than   are dirty." 

I asked about wild plants,   if any were goodto eat,  or  as 

medecines.   He mentioned quilete,  which is good to  eat,  and then said, 

"Colinabo is goodtoo;   they grow that  in Patzun." 



Don Magdaleño 
Apr.  27 390 

WITCHCRAFT—INDIAN-LADINO RELATIONS 

Don M, told me about how an Indian from San Pedro told him 

that in Atitlan there was an Indian who  spoke with a spirit he called 

up. You oould not see the spirit he was talking to, hut he was there» 

The Indian said it was bad,  and they were trying to do something 

about  it.  I asked Don M. what he thought of it.  andhe said, 

"Well,  those things like that  are all bad— we have nothing to do 

with them. Things happen only by the will of God." 
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INDIANS-LADINGS—   CREENCIAS 

"Yes,  we always whistle while we grind.   Sometimes one sings, 

but usually we whistle,  tfhe Irá ians more  so.  They Indians  say it 

frightens  awáy the rats.  Or that by whistling it makes much masa.  Ys, 

it  is true--  see how the masa becomes much." 
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LADINO-INDIAN RELATIONSHIPS 

Candido Cabrera,  who now lives in Santa Barbara,  was 

some years ago appointed seofeefeary of San Antonio.  W&ile living in 

the pueblo he had as houseservant a Teneoawoman who was "dumb"  and 

spoke no Spanish,  By her he had a son,  Franc is oo HMMMMMM Sanchez,  who 

this year,  though a young man, has b  en o ho sen and applnted intendente» 

The ladinos of the village like him,  and Magdaleno has urged him to 

put on ladino dress.  "No," he  says,  "I like this better,"    £e speaks 

Spanish very well. 
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393 •! 
HACES 

The Chinese are good people. There aré many of them here. They 

are hard workers. They marry ladinas,,andtake good care of them»      > 

Yes, they'are Catholics. I have observed: they always close their 

stores on feast-days. And they go to church. No, santos they do 

not have in their houses, but I have seen them, all go to church 

and hear Mass. They.are all storekeepers and merchants. They 

sell things very cheap. The women do not, I have met only one Chinese 

woman; I thought she was a ladina, but when I spoke to her she only 

lughed— she couldndjt .understand me.  She looked just like a Guate- 

malan. 

There are also Turcos (Syrians) here. They are also good people,. 

They are Catholics too. Seoently the daughter of the cashier in a 

Turcoss store in Chimal.tenango married the son of the owner. So 

now she is owner top, Beir^pi&r^ent)3 MMM are Evangeistas, but she never 

became an Evangelista, and when ibhe was married to the Turco, they were 

married by the prifest. .'*• '    ' 

Only the Ethiopians are not so good (We call them Ethipians be- 

cause that is the name of the capital of their country). Theye are 

many of them on the coast, and there are some of them in Guatemala, 

They are very strong; they can pick up an iron bea^i that It" takes 

four of us to lift. They use only Negros on steel work, such as 

bridges. I do not know whether they are Catholics are not. It seems 

they do not have much goodness of heart. They are proud, and selfish. 

They do not marry; they just live with one woman, andthen with 

another. Yes.ladina women— their women do not come. They just 

deceive women— they do not'marry, 

Gypsies (Húngaros) there are too. The men trade horses andthe 

women tell fortunes (Anecdotes on this point) 
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INDIAN-LADINO UNIONS 

Demetrio Ordonez,  of San Lucas,  kas only juntado with tke 

San L°was Indian,  Irena,   with whom he has lived for many 

years. Before he was  Juntado with a ladina,  but he abandoned her* 

He had had no ohildren by her. He likedbetter his Indian house 

servant,  Irene,  and she has become the woman of the house.  She 

keeps her Indian clothes;  they have grown ohildren now. 

But Francisco Mejia aotua ly married, by law.and church,   the 

Indian woman who is still his wife  (Dona Juana, who has the 

store in Fsanoisco's house in San Luoas)  told R this). The wife 

does not go out much.  She wears huipil,  corte,  and shoes.  R 

thinks that  is funny, but says she has seen quite a number of 

Indian viomen who live on a finca south of San Lucas who wear 

shoes• 

R ,  after some thought, remembered another case where 

a ladino man is marriedto an Indian woman:  Romoldo Estaciy, 

who lives in Ojo de Agua,  is a Quetzaltenago Indian*"When he 

is drunk he says it himself 'soy puro indio,  pero no cruzado*• 

Jie does not speak Spanish very well" He has married Secundina 

Arriaga,  from Santa Lucia Utatlan,  and is the father of 

Juan £ tacuy, 

R.  says that in Quetzaltenango many ladinos have married, 

by law,  Indian wi ves,     "because the Indians are very rich." 
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INDIANB-LADINOS 

Tue ladinos o all Jan.  6th the Día de los  ^eyes;   the Indians; 
hoy ' 

oall  it the day of San Gaspar. A ladino lÉnÓi born on that day, 

May well be named Gaspar  (two pases known)  or MM Baltasar X ?»• 

oase in San Luoas)  or Melohior (R.  thinks of no oase),  or 

simply Reyes  (for girls also).  "The Indians always name a/MMMl 

born on that day ,  Gaspar".    The Indian egg-woman confirms this. 

A girl may be named,  both by Indians and Ladinos,  Reyes.  But. 

the IriL ians do not use the other tfeo kings's names,  and always 

refer to the day as that of $aá Caspar. 

boy , 

'Qffl 
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M ARRIASE-INDI AN-LADINO -FAMILY 

When Monica was  eighteen Juan Estaoáy, wealthy ladino-$zed 

Qnetzaltenango Indian, MMMM wanted ker for kis "wife."  It is not 

olear why ke did not propose to marry ker;  R. says ke kad many 

suooessive women,  and it is possible ke kad a legal wife living* 

Monica's parents were dead. Sotero,  ker elder brother, witk tke 

knowledge of Tomas, urged Monica to join up with Juan (She did not 

wish to beoais    ke was so muck older. Tken Sotero took money from 

Bstaouy to compound a capture. When Estaouy  came to WMMMMMM Pnibaj, 

wkere Monica was tken staying,  Sotero left ker alone witk kirn, 

only a little servant girl being present,  and Estaouy took 

ker to San Andres by force. Ske left him, but be came and got ker 

again, Tke second time ske stayed about two months,  and left 

kirn again, not returning. Flora is kis daild,   Flora knows it, 

but Estaouy denies the parentage,   so Flora does not o all him 

"father."    Monica (or ker brothers?) ohoe wrote a letter to 

Estaouy asking him if he would not give part of her "inheritance11 

to Plora, but he refsued,   saying Flora was not his. 

Monica's "joining" with Aroadio Santiso followed this. 
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INDIAN-LADINO 

When I asked direotiy whether Emilio Estaouy was  Indian or 

ladino,  they both promptly said Xmlilio,   and named his two Indian parents, 

Wken I tken asked about Ernestina ^staouy, 1,  said Indian too, but To» s 

said,  No, ker mother was a ladina-- ke remembered ker and tke olotkes 

ske wore-.  So tkey agreed ske was oruzada. 

Wken I placed the problem of why Cal i ¿tro had tke legal 

surname of kis motker instead of Ckurunel,  kis father,  MMMMMMyM tkey 

said it was because kis fatker kad not been married to kis mother. Then 

I oited many oases in the village in whioh children are registered by 

their father's surname although the parents are not married. Tomas added 

his own case. Then they said they didn't know why.  I tken offered my 

own explanation:  That as Ckurunel had been an Indian, but one much 

ladino!zed, he had p eferred that the children have a ladino surname, 

especially as he wasn't narrledpo their mother Tkey agreed this was 

probably theexpíanation. 

Ali Caliztro'aplaymates call him "Churunel" instead of Callxtro. 
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DfcNCES-.-  INHEAN-LAnCNO •C* 

Miguel T'/.qo,  father of Leonzo,  Tontonio apeno, -has lived 

for about thirty years In Xequestel, near Godlnez. About nine years 

ago he organized the Baile de la Conqista,  and as  first  danoer p. I'd 

much of the oost. HI The other partió ants in the danoe were Indians 

living in thesurrounding rural region- some were Totonioapenas, 

some Antoneros, He repeated the danoe in the following year,   and 

again a few years later. Eaoh time the oooasion for the danoe was 

provided by the fiesta of San Antonio,  and the danoers danoed in the 

village as   well as  iMMMMMM at neighboring houses.  On the last of the 

three oooasions the    her partlopants were San Antonio dwellers,  at 

least in part. Miguel TZOo has never lived in the Tillage of 

San Antonio. This year he"has the    oonf radia"  of the Nino,  an otherwise 
ladino 

all-BMUKMU oonf radia of Godlnez, 

Ernesto Cabrera, blonde ladftrio of Godinez,  native- of'Solóla, 

25 years ago led in the organization of an all-ladino Conquista, 

This was held on the    prionipal festal day of Solóla. WfMMMJlMMM H© 

says the interprete    was a ladino who knew the danoe well  and had 

the text.   Don Ernesto has photographs of the danoe in his house,  and 

speaks with great pride of the oooasion. The Christians were mounted 

on horsebaok. < 



Iniflan-1adino s 
Don Toma 

&99 

Nolberta Mfanda is 11* ng with Manuel  ?,  a ladinoized Pama j aohel eno • 
i# He has only recently come to A.E.    Don Tomas says 

it Is quite all  right for a ladina woman to live as the wife of 

an Indian,   "if he is the one she wants to live with,7 They are people 

just like us,"  Pressed, he said some people said it was a bad thing 

for the ladinos  and Indians  to mix*  Certainly Tomas has little or no 

feeling about it. 

Manuel dresses as does a ladino,  and speaks Spanish, but 

not very well* MB a ladinoized Indian he did military service and 

so is not liable to special servicio,  as are other Indians* 
Don Juan Santiso-Apr 22 

Manuel is very ladinoized because he   was a servant for 

rich people in Panajachel.  Nolberta worked as a house servant in 

Solóla*  They met in Panajachel* Manuel has no property here, but 

works land Nolberta inherited* 
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I    FURTHER NOTES OH IAGENQ-INQCAN UNIONS 

X* ffvjQ yeaEf ago Leonzo Tzoo separate from the 'ladliiia woman with 
whom hefhad for several years been living, and bejgan to live with 
an/ Indian woman yftbm whom he has since separated! The ladina has 
beg n tef live, in Godinez, with Emilo Bstaouyt who had been living 
with alienta Morales, ! t 

2, Romaldof^staouy Is known to be an Indian,  from _°uezt alt enango. 
In ^        •••»-—- i.»-_ f-ji  __ •_ »    *    -a zaltehango the Indian men are very ladlnolzed. Bat the 

women eontinue to wear the Indian skirt," Romlado has long been 
jurfc ado with a ladina woman, strictly ladina, from Santa Luoia» 
This fear the headship of the ladino oof radia lot the Nino was 

given to Romoldof he did not ask for It, but the either men decided he 
shouldfhave it. 

Aparioljp m randa is froi^ C^álláJ, hear Fatzun, ás are the other 
Miranda), For years he has been living with fntro is Ian an 

Indian woman from Patzun, She is ladinolzed; wears ladino clothes. 

4, Ricardo Alvares. R" uno le, lived not with one Indian woman, but at the 
same time with two, in PanibaJ.  One has now died}' he still lives with 
the oth&r, a PVtzunera, MagdalenQ, bis borhtrem would not reoognize her 
and always avoided her. She doesnot come to AE, Rom el la still avoids 
her» RJ.eardo wasted H|  she wouldnM; "work for that indita*" 

5, Daniel ¿Santlso, the Indian boy who was brought up as hijo de casa 
by MiostSLela Sen event e, has how jantado,  (socially recognized) 
with Teresa, pidest daughter of Sptero Alvarez, and lives in ?anibaj« 

6, Cruz Arohlla, another Indian brought up as a ladino, is caretaker 
for the íatzun woman who has lands, at Chioamang} he has never joined 
up with a woman* 
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HOUSE SITES—  SOUTH END /Ju-Wfr-3~ 
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A. 1. Dormitory and / 

2. Granary of Alejandro Morales  (native of San Julian on the 
costa;  his father was from Patsun;  oame té Agua Escondida 
about twenty years ago*) His wife,  Sara Miranda (native) 
and their three children,  Everilde (14),  Simona (10)  and 
Aguato  (3). 

B. 1. Kitchen 
2. Dormitory 
3 and $. Granaries, 

vof 

C. 1, Kitchen 
2. Dormitory 
3. Dormitory 
4* Dormitory 
5* Beehives 
o. Fowl pen 
7, Privy 

D. 1. Dormitory 
2.Kit oh en 
3. Granary 

Pablo Tax of Totonioapan (oame about. 
twenty years ago) his wife, Francisca 
Garcia of ? and their children! 4* ."\| 

Diego Tui of Solióla and his wife Qamen    ?• 
also her father,  and their two sons and 
three daughters*  Came about twenty-five years 
ago.       RoV»» S.^t»»,»    A^N*>    ftl«pe .     pe''-»- 

•S»luH« 

~~1 

Hieronlmo Juarez (from Teopan) and his wife, 
Isabel Leja (of Solóla),  andher grandaughter'and 
his step-grandaughter, Dionisia Alvares, 
daughter of Maüaleno Alvares* Isabel* s former 
marriage was to one Anleu 

4* Granary of Agustín Peres, indio of San Antonio 
5.            n      " Vitoriano " •        "          " 

" Gregorio    " n        "          " 
---       -         it n        n           n 

6* 
7. N Miguel 

i^1 
B* 1. Dormitory 

2.Granary 
3. Kitchen 
4. Fowlpen 
5* He-conditioned house, 

ocoipied by gringos 

(Permission given 
by Hieronlmo 
to these indios 
to put their ¿ 
granaries in 
his yard for 
safety) 

Mahal eno Alvares (from Teopan) and his 
wffe, Salome Anlm (from Solóla), their 
daughters Remella and Martina, and their 
sons Jose and Pedro.    ^ 

,\   \ . ' * 

X- F» 1* Dormitory andkltohen    Property of Monica Alvarez  (sister of 
2. Storeroom Madaleno), who used to live here (when 

previously married?) She now lives in 
3* Granary of Mariano KMrthe north end, having married Aroadio 

Xajll of San Miranda,-fl^tjo e died* F. 1*.  is occupied 
Antonio  (by per- by Xamos  (surname not reported), India 
mission) of San Antonia, her husband, Mariano 

Perez,  andtheir small bttlldl Monica allows 
this  (charging no rent): theNindlos prpteot 
the property and feed Tomas Alvarez,  who 
sleeps in K.l.     tfv*<{»HiVo  f-rocAo 
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G.l.  Dormitory 
2. Kltohen 

-2. 40S 
Juan Santiso (of Patzun) andwife, Sebastiana 
Alvares» their daughters Anaatacia, Lucinda, 
Bauvilia and Piedad. 

3. Granary of Mateo Xuo of San Antonio 
4. Granary of Antonio Xue of San Antonio 

NI^C   H. 1. Dormitory of Maréelo Alvarez,, and Margarita Miranda,  andtheir 
2. Kitchen daughter Angela. 

I.  1. Dormitory of Silvestre Miranda,^bachelor,  Caporal de Camino 
(takes his meals with his father,  David Miranda,  in J.2.   P«M 

J.l. Dormitory    of David Miranda.and his wife Jesus   kaXoya&ti- 
2. Kitchen L**^* , (Uu.«Ut>v ei Jss<*> ov-r^i^T .** 4^«k*   •. w   /.A 

K.lDormitory    of Tomas Alvarez,,(separated from his wife, Vc*»*<w**  Ao K   n 

2.Granary eats in Fl)  Occupied also,  frequently, 
3/Granary by Evaristo Herrera,       . leatherworker, who 

comes from Chlaaltenang^and while in Agua 
Escondida,   eats in J2    . *v*„   M^AUAVV/»^, 

L.l. Dormitory of Enrique de LeonJsJfil his. wife 1 gab el /'t«4fV 
2. Granary and fowlpens Miranda,  their children,  ffiT'A'*n    Xlolia, V 

of Arcadia de Leon„(widow) and her ohild, 
Benjamin Hieron (>*,)    } ¿Jk-W-t o       C^Vvt^o (>V 

of Gabino Alvarez,, (not related to other Alvarez) 
his wife,  Creoenoia    fVV*-\*\    p  a«árt>hw±r 
female-ehllcl, Jesus.    IT* o -U UyW ,-*,     j0 <»v \  >** 1 J *u*,, 

•^4(    WV^SKá     >vAiv.     ii<c    t^Hi ^fc) 

3. Kitchen 
4. Granar} 

M.l. Dormitory 
2 «Kitohen 
3. Fowlpen 

N.l.Dormitory 
2.Kit oh en 
3.Tjaazoal 
4«Oven 
5«Fowlpen 

0.Dormitory andkitohen of Franoisoo Miranda,  and his .wife, 4! 
L**a<* ¿o«Uv ll¿¿&)     c»t-»<w j.dioU (*t -kwto¿.iV**y ) 

i P.1. Dormitory and kitchen of Juan Estaouy and his wife, Carlota 
w)       ----- • '--- ' v Miranda (no-ehlldren) 

\« ML>- <^r* W" 



AJL.1. HóTOTTmd-4ittohen of ^eonzo Santisoj^-^^ 

2, Fowlpen 
3. Ruinedhouse 
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it,S 
4    BafcMt How* of Martin 8«atf«o *• t     J^       „M 

BB.1 Domitor, a^othor^roo». ^t^'W*1'*-*   ^>U 

2, Kitohen 

\vj C 

\\tf 

1 

00. 1. Unfinished A obe house 
2. Dormitory 
3. Kitohen 
4. Grammy 

^ ^^ 

Maria Urrea,. widow (deceased 
husband, 4*&*°J^J"°V Sf$o   *JW 
her daughter %   MbfV^v S^so > 

/ ...» i .«JL    A 

DD 

*c    BE. 

*C       FF. 

GG. 

1. House andkitehen 
2. Fowlpen 

1. Dormitory 
2. Kitohen 
3. 

Don Oorj 
fci** .V mozos of 

HH. 

6. J&K 

2. lw*A. 
3.^ 

i: : 

V. 
\    .ft, 

mozo/ of Don Gorgonio 

Felipe Juarez (wldowerO, his daughter,>*« 
üLLLü JuBPiii Liúin?)  i^^ three , 
children, and his^arried daughter^   • ^\) ] 
Reina, /T     ^u**\   Av^Vm-i*^*^ 

Petronilo Juarez (cousin of Felipe), 
his wife,  Isabel Mejla, uu Ullllilie*i, 

Si 

his wire,  J-saoeJ. «ejxa, HO—cTTixcci-i 
/and his ilsn^lil ui,1 JJfli.liBf/sf   Ua  ;«* 

\M0 ̂  
II.      1. Dormitoryt>V^ 

2« .  ^ITM^VN 

fe 

Jose Tui . ^•'± ;   . ^Tv.U .   CV*^  '*£'• 
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Q. 1 Dormitory 

2. Kitohon 
3.Granary 
4. Cattle shelter 

R. 1.Dormitory 
2. Kit oh en 
3* Granary 

3. 1.Dormitory 
2•Kitchen 
3. 
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Don Mariano Miranda, his wife Brígida 
Juareijí and their daughter's youngest 
child, Berta ("because Ihej Umrrnp 
children of lUulr uwu left  at home," 
Jose K-wi* $*jik<h » j»«Ttdw f yir ^ N 

Don Lupario Miranda ,   JiibU»   M\*t*\U ¿)M> 4úV) 
^u   Vvt^t     «\\nf* 5.tV>j ti 

<k*.^iiJb>-« 

• •t Monica AlTaresJ mi^ 

T. 

yi> 1. House and kitchen 

U.LHouse and kitchen 

V. 

Heroulano Miranda, his wife, Toribia 
Cuy     , cWil¿ Me « ,t?ú"-íU    «^ Luis      •JdW",   * 

owned by Carlos Velasquez,  who is now 
in Antigua. It is oooupied  (no rent paid?) 

eijSaudu Armas,  his wife AaeU^Auveh 
eir chi3cLr^n,  and his brother Horacio. 

Hernando is Tyb^kin.g as a fieldhand. fi.1^ 

^ 

¿A\ 

<frf> 

W. 1. The school 
2. The auxiliarla 
3* Kitchen of the auxiliarla 

OStvf 

X.lDormitory 
2. Storeroom 
3. Kitchen 

of Basilio Santiso  (father of fleruuudo) 
4- Daw***    é« Utvi  H«S   vv^p ^jWv£,   fc»^¿¿. 

-'I-.-'    Y. 1.  Butchershop    of H«jenBdir"Santi80    and his wife Felipa Bstaouy 
2. Dormitory of 

Z. 1. House under construction 1    2. Shed 
3. Shed 
4. Oven 

V*A  "\VjbX     f^oi    cVU V ix 
3- 

i-eonzo 
of Santi8o,('Yl~^ j   W*> «""^j 

I -wo\ ><M>\¿J ¿>C «-V. piDU «i. 

f-   i 
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KK.  1. 

.ton en Ernesto Juarez and. hie wiféj \ 
Pilomena Santiso v.(S«W  «i  U»^*), 

Manuel ^       and NolbB»ta Miranda 
niece of Lupario,  daughter of 
Reymundo Miranda, deceased. Not 
married) 

2.   \U.»U. 

MM.  l.^?> 
2. W"* 
3. ^^ 

NN.  l.tyw* 
2.t-l'U-, 
3.<lt**U«} 

5¡    > 

.,>    oo. i.1>;^S 

PP. l. Jyrw*i<vvv:.».. 
aü»<í     ...      8«W 

*V  ^     RR      1. 
2. 
3. 

^   vUss.   1. 

) 2/ 
fi 3. 

X      TT.     1 
2. 
3. 

C^ 

Margarito Juarez(brot her of Felipe) 
and his wife, Mercedes Santiao/v-vt?" % 

Bugeuia fllque- and (wi\*^^ 

(p^ />rA\ uv«v»v > 

Jose Maria Tui  (father of other Tula) 
AT 

Miguel Perez„(from Guatemala)  and 
his wife, Antonia Gal indo. Baker v   t 

Luis Perez^his wife,  Rosa ?        "Ptfv^ 

v*A 

*| 

«ptes 

•h 

Toribia 

 ) (<?¿k^ 
Felix Morales and his wife, V>U^^ 

Pedro ^W (auxiliar) Vfi^^^ 

Diego Perez (indio)  ^f*"*' f. 
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the 
ROMELIA'S FAMILY 

Romelia is the third of a family of.five living children/ 

of Magdaleno Alvarez and Salome Anleu. The oldest son, Pedro, twnety- 

two years old, is serving his year of military training at Solóla; the 
oldest 

year will end in July. The MMMMMM li\i ng ohild is Dionicia, the fourth 

is Martina, about sixteen years old, and the fifth is Jose? ten years 

old. Their father, Magdaleno, came from Tecpan/ while still a sihall 

boy; his father came then to settle in Agua Escondida. Like most of the 

other colonists he bought land from the San Antoneros. Salome is 

from Solóla; she has few lining relatives, and her present associations 

are with her children, with MMMMMM relatives of her husband, and with 

neighbors. 
Isabel Leja, 

Salome's mother lives in the house next door;   it is  situated on 

the same tract of land,   and is only a few steps away. MMMlffiMMMMMMMM 

M^MlBMMimilrMi^^ Her first husband, 

father of Salome,   died many years ago,   and for many years  Isabel has 

been liti. ng with Hieronlmo Juarez.  When Dionicia was a year and a 

half old,   her father "gave"   Dionicia to  Isabel,   "because  she and 

Don üieranimo were living all alone."  Dionicia has lived with them 

ever since;   she sleeps in their dormitory,   and with her grandmother 

does the housework for the three of them  (There are two other cases 

of similar "giving"  of a grandchild in Agua escondida) 
(»A  *n  ***»t>   feel") 

RomeliaMMMMMftlMM and Martina sleep^in their grandmother's house 

(4)   along with Dionicia,   Isabel  and Hieronlmo.  This  is because it 

would be too crowded for them all to  sleep in Magdaleno's house  (1), 

where now sleep Magdaleno,   Salome,   and Jose'. Magdaleno's   "good" house 

(3)   is now ocupied by the gringos;   when they go.Magdaleno,   Salome 

and Jose will move in the*!?..   So will Romelia,   and probably Martina, 

providing beds can be secured  (theji  now sleep on cane beds fastened to 
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posts driven into the floor;  but the "good" house has a hard floor into 

*       which posts cannot be driven.)    But Dionicla will stay with her 

1        grandmother;   she "belongs"  to her. 

Kitchens,  as elsewhere,  are the centers of interest and activity. 

/ Magdaleno's kitchen,  or rather Salome's,  is almostvalways occupied, 

BMM1HMMMMMMM There Magdaleno,  Salome,  Martina,  Romelia and Jose take their 

. meals. 'A'he fire is made on a built-up stove,   as it is in the 

MM kitchens of all but the poorest or least fastidious ladinos;   the 

grindstones,  when in use,   stand on low tables  at the other side of the 

room.  There is no chimney. There are several  small benches* The 

women of this household prepare the food for themselves,   and also for 

their father's mozo   (Magdaleno has  recently employed an Indian,  who 

stopped in the aldea looking for work;   he sleeps   IA ^   K^ik^ (   ^S   <U    ¿>u***t 

L^, !KUv*£   K*WVL V» ^m*W« ),   and furthermore for the road-foreman (Silvestre 

Miranda)and his road-gang of six Indian mozos.  One of these mozos 

comes everymorning to call for the food for that day, which he carries tax 

back to the road-camp, 

BMM As appears  from these facts,  the first  and intimate household 

of Romelia is that represented by the group that cook and eat  together: 

her father, mother,   sister and brother.  But with her grandmother and 

her other sister Dlonicia she is almost as intimate;  the girls run in and 

out of the two houses and two kitchens readily;  the buildings occupy 

a single uninterrupted small lot.^Sfaay are likely to go together to 

wash clothes or to bathe at the pila;  or to market together.  Nevertheless, 

Dlonicia stands somewhat apart;   she has her separate domestic tasks;   it 

is understood that her first duty is to her grandmother^   Kotfss- 

Probably Magdaleno has th& decisive voice in family matters;  he 

is respected by the other members of the family,  Salome's role is not 

so  clear;  my guess is  that Magdaleno consults with her on many matters, 

Isabel  says she is "only the abuelita";   she does not appear to have 
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much, influence outside her own small household. 

Now that her daughters are grown,   Salome does no more grinding, 

Martina and Romelia do the grinding;   sometimes,   when tortillas have to ft> 

be prepared for the road-gang and the mozo,   they  rise as  early as 

four o'clock to do this.  Saldóme andRomelia make the tortillas.; 

Martina was   side   for a year;   they say the sickness left her with some- 

thing wrong with her hands  so  that  she cannot properly form tortillas, 

Salome washes the clothes for the household,  usually. Anyone of the 

three women may go fetch water from the spring,  but when the family 

has money,   they hire Margarito Procopio to do it. 

Apparently the girls do much   as their mother asks  them,  with 

regard to domestic duties, ^et  sometimes,  Horn elia says,  when there 

is much   grinding to do,   Salome will  give one girl or another a 

centavo  to induce more work, , v, ft,H^"a 

The three grown girls  are,   however,   almost in^dependent 

oconomloally* Though they are fed by their father,   and are provided 

by him with clothes and other necessaries when they are -onable to 

do  so  themselves, Wtüfíf at least Romelia and Dio niel a earn and spend 

their own money,   Dionicia buys bre%di frnm the baker al   llio üLlier 

end of. town,   and sells it  in smaller  quanties,MM partly to people of 

the town,  but chiefly to travelers. Both girls will also occasionally 

invest in fruit,   and similarly sell it;   they used to retail rum, 

Tt  t.irmri mat»  tilín t  uhe small  quantities of goods  exposed for sale outside 

either Isabel's  house o^Salome's aepresent the indepdent  individual 

economic  enterprise of one or another of the women of the family-- 

most  frequently    the grandmother or Dionicia,   less often Romelia ©r 

Martina.  SMMMMpSMMIMMMMMe (En such profits other members of the 

family have no  share.  Last  year Romelia says  she made tifo  quetzals; 

with this  she bought herself an entire new Easter outfit. 
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During the day a continuous trickle of economic  activity 

into this family compound   neighbors  coming to buy a little 

bread or a few bananas, MMMMMMMMfflMMMMMM an occasional traveller stopping 

to buy and eat beans and tortillas,   or even to buy lodging for the 

night. Twenty Maxeno Indians have the habit  each year,   on their way 

to the coast to buy cattle,   to  stop and sleep in the Alvarez 

house  (now occupied by gringos)   ,   aach paying Magdaleno one penny» 

Jose does no hard work in the fields   (The custom,   among the 

ladinos,  if for such work to begin at about twelve years of age.)   Nor 

does he,   as other ladino boys of his  age sometimes do,  haul water, 

ü-e runs   errands,  plays  around the house at his pleasure,   and sometimes 

accompanies  his father to  the fields,  where he may help him with small 

tasks;   if his father brings back a load of bunch grass,  he will 

bring a small one.  But,   when school is not in session, most of his time 

is  in play.MM There is,   howver,   no  formalized play in which he may 

engage;  he,   and neighboring children,  play small manipulative plays 

in the dust,   or with stciks,vor play with a wooden cart or a few other 

toys>  or he plays his mouth organ. 

The next most  intimate conn? ction had by Romelia and her 
Sebastiana, 

¡CMMJE own family is iamm with HMMUlfflBMfflMMfflttMM Magdaleno's  sister,^her 

husband Juan Santiso,   and their four little girls  (the oldest  eleven), 

Anastacia,   Lucinda,  ^auvilia and Piedad. This family lives just 

north of the houses of the people already mentioned,   except for 

two intervening structures   (6 and 7)  of which mert ion^ will be made below. 

No  fence separates  (except a small half-fence recently put up by the 

gringos)  the Santiso house from the houses of Magdaleno and his wife's 

mother;   thej   are also on the same general house-lot  and appear to form 

a part of the same group of structures.     Sebastiana is not  constantly 

associating with Rom ell* and her mother, 

she comes over,   hoover 
x axxu ner motner,   as are Dionicia and BMJU Isabel* 

, pgpfrnhly evopy  day. The little girls nin 

— -o.* onstantl, togetW;     they ^ 

girls jduty 

al*    , near tw 
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own house,   or in the road in front of the  entire group of houses; I 

they do not enter the Alvarez kitchen unless brought by their 

mother. Wé Relations between the two families appear to be of 

the friendliest  sort. Recently Juan Santiso    helped dig the grave 

for the burial of a house servant of his wife's brother, Jose Inez; 

in this he associated with Tomas,   another brother of his wife,  who 

lives next door to him.    Juan Santiso a¿nd M&gdaleno  are much together. - 

The structures that intervene between the houses of Isabel 

and Hieronimo and of MagddJfeino  and Salome,  on the one hand,   andfthat 

of Juan Santiso and sebastiaaa Alvarez,   on the other,   are used by 

a curious  association of individuals.  These houses,   and the land on 

which they rest,   are the property of another Alvarez sister, Monica,  who, 

a widow,   lives/at the other end/of/town and seldom comes to  this  end. 

Control  of the structures lies,   ho^er,  with Tomas/ Alvarez,   an other 

brother already just mentioned.    Tomas owns  a house site about five hundrd 

feet farther up the road,  and here he has built a small éormitory, 

and plans  to build a kitchen.  Tomas, MMM his wife BMMMM1K1IMWMM Venancia 

de -^eon,   their small  son Matilde,   and a MM bachelor friend,   Evaristo 

berrera,   sleep in this small dormitory farther up the road. But 

tS^cooSdaniseatf£n the kitchen MMMMMfflltfMM   (7)  that  stands between 

the Santiso  and Magdaleno Alvarez houses.    The kitchen is,  however, 

shared with Mariano Perez,MMMMMMM ffemos Perez,   and their small  child, 

bri^gida. JBMMMMM«MlttMMIV[|lMltfMMMM Mariano  terez is  a San Antonio Indian 

who worked for  some years on a coffee finca.  While there he met Xamos, 

an Indian    from ,   and began to live with her as  his wife. 

When he left  the  finca he had no land in the pueblo of San Antonio, 

and no  house to which to  go.  He knew Tomas Alvarez,   and asked him 

for shelter. Tomas  allowed/ him to use his kitchen,   and this has 

been his home since. The kitchen is now used jointly. A single JEL re is 

built-  ^s and Venancla 
r Pots of nixtamal on this fire  ' 
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thej   share V en and ana's metate;   but Venanciana uses  it first.   Vera nc i ana 

also first makes her tortillas  and serves Tomas; meanwhile ÍWos waits, 

usually sitting in the kitchen to one side.  If Mariano is there,   he waits 

too. Then jarnos makes  tortillas  for Mariano,  fimos  and Mariano  sleep in 

the kitchen.  They both speak Spanish,  but not well.  When Tomas  and 

Venanciana are with them,   there is a good deal of conversation among the 

four, but more usually Tomas talks with visiting friends of matters 

of interest to him,   while Mariano MMMMWMMM says little,   sitting to one 

side of such conversations»   aa  it WIPC.    HfMMWMM 

%amos  and -*%&£«,   as  is characteristic with the un-ladinoized 

poor Indian/ in this  community,  live in the midst of but do not fully 

participate in the life of the ladinos about them. Their orbit of 

movement is more circumscribed;   they talk less to and have less to do 

i"ith the ladinos,   among whom physically they are closely at hand,   than 

do  other ladinos, pernos goes  about the bus ire ss of her day,   remaining 

in or near the kitchen,   except  for the trips to fetch water,   and a few 

other errands.  She does not  enter the other houses of the gfoup unless 

some business bring   her,   andthen very seldom." She will  k,^and at the 

door of our house§ if there is  a fiesta,   but not otherwise.  When she 

weaves,  thti she sets up her loom at the é or of the kitchen that is 

her home:   the ladinos <fff the house-group move about her;   there is 

no t<ace of show of dislike of her,   or disinclination to have her near; 

it is merely that  she is shy,   that her ways  are different;   that she 

does not think of presuming to intrude where she is not  expected. 

Her husband1s position is  similar;   he will  stand in the shadow, 

outside the fence,  while manbersof the Alvarez family and their 

friends are gathered under our gasoline lamp in the back corredor,   but 

he takes no part in the onversation,   and he does not  cross the fence and 

stand inside the yard. 
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Beside the kitchen that serves this double establishment, 

also on land belonging to Monica Alvarez andao ntrolled by Tomas 

is    a ME large structure in great disrepair.  A small corredor 

is used by Sebastiana as  a small  store  (she sells fimit,   sometimes 

matches,   and,   illicitly,   liquor).  The structure itself is used by 

Tomas  as a shed;  he is  a carpenter of sorts.  He also keeps his 

agricultural  tools  there.  In it also dwells Martiniano  Procopio» 

Martiniaho is old,  deaf,  landless  and very poor. He is MMMMMXM 

i^MMmmtfMgMM the maternal uncle of Tomas,  Magdalene and Sebastiana. 

Nevertheless  the only gratuitous  aid ha/ receives from his kin 

$8 the shelter offered by the half-ruined shed. He sleeps here on a 

mat.  He buys his tortillas  either from Magdaleno,   from David Miranda 

(a neighbor up the street),  or MMMMMBIMMM from Venanciana, He earns the 

money for his  tortills,   a centavo or two at a time,  by hauling 

wood and water.  He is the only man I have seen in the aldea hauling 

water in a Ml jug,  on his back. This water and wood he sells often 

to Magadaleno,  less often to Tornas.  When ilagddleno's  family has 

ready cash,   they buy their water;   eiie the women of the household 

fetch it, Martiniano,   shut off from t e others by his  deafness  and 

perhaps also  his odd personality,  lives physically in the midst of this 

family compound,  but in other respects solitary    and apart;  he eats 

al  ays by himself;   he rarely talks  to others. 

There are thus  five households  (or six,  if Margarito's 

1íT¿ ng arrangements be so designated)  that  compose the primary 

neighborhood for the twenty-one persons who make it up. The genealogical 

relationship of these persons is  indicated in the following diagram, 

and the composition of the households,  assuming common kitchen and 

eating-together to constitute a household.   In fact there are two 

special arrangements:   (l)Martina and Romelia sleep in their 

grandmother's house but eat in their father's;Athe Indian family 
Perez share a kitchen with   Tomas"    family,   and also  sleep  there. 

* ÍA; iw M 
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(? Anleu, .¿Isabel , Hieronimo'<) 
d ceased)ILeja        Juarez     / 

\  
+ (Martina 

Prooopio. 
deceased) 

X V 

*-=[• •'•-... 
Marg arito 
Prooopio 

//- 
x^Brigida/ pioniciajlRomelia Martina Jose V 1 —\ r     .    * 

Matilde Anas- Lucinda Hau- Piedad 
tacia       villa 

The relative spatial positions of the kitchens (red) and the 
dormitories (blue) that are occupied by these six households *«« are 

indicated below 
[Juan 
[Santiso, 
etc. 

Juan 
Santisc 
.etc. 

» •»— ••"-> t(¡ 

\ Magdalena 
Alvarez 

* MM.Jose 
i Martina 
Rom 

.erpn 
. ^sabe_ 
iDionici. 
lartinal 
lorn el la 

fleronimi 
sabel    ! 

Dionlcit 

The relative intimacy of the six households  (numbered as in the 
diagram at the top of the page),   as  expressed in frequence of 
sympathetic association and participation in interests and 
activities of the others,.is  indicated by the following diagram 
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Marriages of sons with fathers living and present 415 

H in 
V,i     7   ' ti 

m 

h 1,  Santiago Tui m. Bioalea Tax. ».' ,      , _   "i - 
^ Santiago and his brother Rosa work -their mothers lands.  Carmen 

makes all expenditures. There is one kitchen. Hioaela does what 
5F. her mot her-o in-law direots. There is no division. But Gamen's \ 
Kfi^'^    « „ sister,  having manvs^s.  has di v.ided tttr *ands among them < 
|-^.  2..Pedro Alvarez m. ^MMMJftnniMM Reina Juarez 1933 T 

Helps father,  common'milpa,   oommon treasury,  common kitchen. 
But in 1939 will make own house and fathers ays he willg ive him- 
hi8 own lands, 

3, Silv estre Miranda, Had a job anyway, works his wife'elands; his 
father hadn't any, 

4, A^terio Juarez, although married eight or nine years, still lives 
with his father, ofcmmon kitohen, treasury, milpa, Peaoául household. 

'•'•¿'.•'/¿^•¿'U??a 

••'-•> ..w; 
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The family .  The Individual parental ("small") family pattern 
has many exceptinnal or anomalous forms, as of un-remarried widows or 
widowers; many cases of such occur who bring up small children 
without find another spouse. Relatively many adults do not 
ma'rry or marry late. 'Therefore many household groups without 
married couples exist;; i.e., no emphatic sanction conduces to 
maintainancp of the married state. Within the small family 
leadership is with the father, but the mother's authority is 
not small; the obedience expected of children is moderate; 
individual economic and social enterprise is not discouraged. 

The extended family ("grossfamilie") tends to be emphasized 
patrilineally, as marriage is prevailingly patriiocal and 
men are dominant.  The extended family has marked solidarity; 
.the community is composed of several such families 
father and married sons; married brothers}; the households 
composing these extended families exhibit much mutual intimacy 
the not infrequent endurng quarrels between individuals are not 
within these groups, but across them, and do not disfcupt them. 

t-4 see new document so numbered. This is on the whole correct, but requires 
supplementing 

[5-6 ' no new data:}.. K,-;.   .'//'•'• *•- ' 
•7-9 somecorrection needed,  see new document, correspondingly numbered 

**,$ 
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THE HOUSEHOLD ANDTHE SMALL FAMILY 

It  is true that   although the  individual parental family, 

based on a pair of ^spouses / is ü there are MMMMM relatively 

many oases/^f households not organized^around suoa oouplef  and 

furthermore there are relatively many households wuloh include 

adult unmarried persons,   or/children who lack one or both parents. 

Of 48 houséhold?s¿'•<&.  (4fcpjf) Jai»«^without niarri^d couples. Of these 

nine,   three are men living alone, (ar in one  oase,   two  of them-»)- 

Six households'include no MHMM adult men. 

Some of' the circumstances which bring 4> out these oonditions 

are the following: 

1) The economic independence of women. A woman can live 

without  a man because it is usual  for a woman to work or to be in 

business for herself. Maria Urrea lives  alone,   farming land she 

owns by hiring help. Arcadia de Leon and Aduana üalindo live by 
••.''••• . v..    .' . •. •.••   -.     . • • ' • v 

buying and selling,   or working for hire,   suppprting small  children 

fiat live with them.Eugenia terez  (Indian)   also lives by-keeping store. 

Monica Alvarez used similarly to dive alone andkeep  store. Maria 

Baa tlso Used to live with her minor children,   helped oy hsr married son 

2) Late marriage,   especially for men,   or no marriage at  all. 

A man  can always buy.  his  tortillas  ana get.'a kinswoman,  or some other 

woman,   to wash his  clothes,  often for pay.   "No  emphatic  sanction 

conducces to  the marriafl state."  True. Yet  it must be recognized that 

when a man is MSI without  a woman,   and has   small,  children in   the house, 

he looks about  for ahot her' woman  and says  ao. D. Tomas  says he is 

going to looK^for another woman  (His "wife"  died just  a year ago) 

D.  Felipjre lived for a good many years  after his wife died, brining up 
I yv •* 

'-        , "        tí'-      ' . 
his children, but then he tried two other woman bef. -e settling down 

with a fourth. The men that stay unmarried are those that are so poor 
/ 
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and Unattractive that  they oannot keep women.   01 audio has no land, 

and is personally very unattr© tive. He lives with his  aunt. 

Humberto ürrea and Adolfo Miranda are merit ally defeotlvej  Adolfo 

has i» ver, lived for long with any woman» 

3. The frequenoe of oasual  children out of marital  union This     * 

results  in a number of households in whioh ohild ren are without 

Social fathers. Although the parentage is usually recognized,   it   '      '.- 

is MM rather uncommon for the father to  support the child,   and " • 

he oertainly does not live with the child or act as father in the 

home. 

4. In remarriages,   step-children and MMMMMMMMIBMM1 step-parents  are 

taken into the home. 

5. Servants v In spite of the poverty of the people,   it  is not 

rare to employ a servant. At least ten households have servants. 

In less than half the oases the,servants  are Indians;   the ladina, ser- ( 

vants are IttlvlfMMttMMMMMMiWjIfiitt of course'women .without MMMMMMM oonsortafy < 

usually  elderly,   or MMMttgM young girls.  Often th»yw are family 
'»"•*' >\ ' ' 

connections. » \\ 

Pepes and niños regalados.    ,A; ohildis'an economic asset;  the 

cost of raising one is  small in proportion to   the wprk fehey perform. 

Yet  to have too many small  children,'is diffiVul;b.   It  is  common to 

give away a child to  a relative who'needs one,  or tv some friend 

who does.  Thus  it isexoeptlonal -for a household MMMMMMMMHIMMM in which 

mMúmstóimmaMiMuam housework is  done^-to be long without a child. 

There are very  few childless  couples in AE.  Gabina Alvarez and 

Crecencia have been without  a ohild sine,   a few years  ago,   their 

second daughter married Apartido  San ti so .(The first  is a widow living 

with her father-in-law,  D.  Felipe).  But Julia lives very near and spends   \ 

much time with her motherYher husband mistreating her) ,-i 
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appear to b« the only 

j?'"> 

h_  

irist ano «4^ ^ .   .'•      V-   ^ - >' 

On» reason why a child,   «specially a daughter,, 
\ * 

is a convenience,   almost  access 1 jb y,, •: MMMyMMMlWiiKr atdsis iro^ ttit  , 
;   -. J'4 - *   ,, >- !   !>; .*; •'      *•   , ^ 

' * " ' i   * <*•* '       <• -? oustom whereby, a wT6nia*n,  when she goes any" distance from her \ 

house,  likes togo with ánot her¿ woman ,br a child .« If she does not '9' 

people will develops gpssip about heV. If ^she^hlas a daughter whb oan'gotíl 
. ' •     • *., ,,   V '      ? ' * 

with her to the well* íjWvfco ¿bfearn^ ^her^s'^provided with- a1 degree of, 

protection against such gossip.   ** 

Apparently the niños regalados are really given." In 

none of th e oases reported was the child returned to the original 

home nor is there apparently any e^qpeotation that she will be.' * 

In every case the child is  a girl.  The feeling is that  a womak 

needs  a MMM|ÍMM1M house-helper and a companion-chaperon. 

1. Nioha Alvarez was "given"   (they say) to her grandmother;.¿Jv
J; 

She has always  lir ed there.  ¿Jut tttttf her father's housV~Jr§ 

immedia. tely adjacent and she is  equllay,intimate with her 

parentsa and sisters arídlíMJD0(M brothers. 

2. Jose Inez gave his thlrd(?)  fahild, Berta,'to his wife1 

father and mother, because at  that  time  they had no. da iH ran in 

the house.   She has  always  lived tnere jieosntly Mariano M^rani'a- 

has taken in, with the status of servant,   his cousin* s child.,, 

Virginia Miranda. 

3. Juana Gallndo's daughter,  married,  with several 

children,  gave her one daughter,  Rosmunda, because her mother had no 

children in the house.  She has lived with Juana ever  since. 

4. Martina Santiso and Feliza BeneVente ,   after several 

years of marriage,  had no children.  While this couple WJM?# living -.«i 

in San Lucas the    made the acquaintance of Panoho Molina land his 

•f 

,- ••y.i^.v*. 
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wife,  poor,  with many children,  They gave Peliza one,  Rosa. 

She knows her true parents,   sees  them rarely,  but  calls  MM Peliza 

and Martin father and mother. 

5.  The baker and his wife took a ohild  (source unknown), many 

pears  ago,When she grew up,   she married,  and,  having & lidren, 

gave one to her foster parents  as. a replacement. »    A,V.,A     •U^VL  IM 

Thus,   there are both women and men who have no deflnltie 

home but who make their  residence,   temporarily,  where convenience 

of kinship connection suggests.  But there are more MMM such men than 

womenm because men have greater freedom from gossip and from 

eoo nomic  independence.  Yet  the  freedom is  only relatively greater. 

MMMMgMMKMM Such women are:  Matilde Qibréra,  Margarita Yoxon and her 

grandaughter. Such   men are;   Evaristo Herrera,  Antonio 

Cabrera  (Alvarez)» 



, M.P.'R. 
Salome    ¡  \Q    J\ 

Family Relati >ns--Independence. T"'i   F\ 

No,  Martina does not buy her own clothe?.   Her father  buys 

tuem for her  ,   and her  shoes   (   she is  the only one in  the family who 

wears   shoes.   )   She  sells her  bananasat but  she uses that money   to  buy 

her  earrings,   and her ribbons. 

Martina says  that  she has  to go   every week to  San Lucas 

to  get bananas  to  sell  but  the true of the matter is  that  she never 

goer   (   or has  not  since we have been here   )   but  instead gets  Dionysia 

to  buy  them for her.  Romelia onififirms  this.   She  says Martina can not 

walk as  fast  as  they  can,   since  she has  a  slight limp  since  her 

illness  as  a  coild.(£ut when it  is  a matter of going off to have a  good 

£ime Martina  always manages  to  go   .)       Komelia  and Dionysia buy all 

or  'ilmost .all their own clothes,   however. 
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THE EXTENDED DMESTIG  FAMILY ANDTHE GREAT FAMILY 

"The  extended  family  ("grossfamllie")   tends  to be  emphasized 

patrilin.ally,   as marriage is prevailingly patrilooal  and men are   . 

dominant." . 

• First let us distinguish, the family group composed of more ... 

than one pair/4 of  spouses,   connected through some relationship, 

(usually father and married  son)—  the  extended domestic family,— ' 

from the group of related kindred who  Include  separate households—- 

the great  family  (grossfamllie  ).     (Insofar as the latter is unilinear, 

it  is  a lineage ) 

Both among ladinos  and San Antonio Indians  there is  a 

general feeling that  if the couple do  not  at once make their own 

home,  they will live with the boy's parents.   Several   such compound , 

families do  exist in the village.   Gases of the sort,  with common 

kitchen and milpa  (but  young husband expected to work  out to buy ijis- 

wifet£ clothes),   are:   ladinos:   Pedro Alamrez MtMh(but only married a 

year and expected to build own house nearby soon with father's help); 

Jsoe Maria Santiso now living with his  wife,  Maria Miranda,   in mother's 

house i^itMMMMMMMMMWi»Mitiitn^HMiiwiiM  (never had a social  father);   Daniel 

Juarez lived after his marriage with his  father,  Felipe,   till his death; 

Alterio Juarez and his wife live with his  father Petronilo;   Felix 

Morales brougat his wife from the costa    to  his. mother's and brother's 

house.  Indiana:   Pablo Tax's married son and his wife Feliza Yíargas; 

Carmen Tui/ runs her household incL ud ng two daughters-in-law  (but her 

sister,  litf. ng down the  road,  divided her lands  aid produced separate 

households);   Toribia Perez's householdincluded a daughter-in-law—  till 

her husband sent her off. 

Yet  there are many exceptions for special  reasons.  Among the 

,>"Í'K 
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San A^toneros  it  is not  uncommon for a BMMMMM to  give  coa ent  to 

marriage of his daughter only if the boy agrees to  com» there to 

live.   Such a case is that of Santos  Ciavay1 s.son-lnlaw who  lives 

with her  (also because he  is  an orphan)j   of Jose Tui's daughter; 

probably of To rib i a Perez's MMMjMttlfMMMMMMmnifliB so n- ln-1 aw who lives 

with her;   perhaps  of Pablo Tax's son-in-law.  Obispo Tale.. The only 

case among the ladinos of a man living with his mother-in-law is 

that  of Jose Maria Santiso who lived for some years with his 

'•father-in-law,  Mariano Miranda. 

MMMMMMM^MMMMMMfflMfclMMT^tt^ Apart 

from residence in a parental home giti. ng rise to  compound 
economic v ' 

families,   the dominance of males brings  it about that when marriage 
generally 

is between villages,   the bride follows her husband:  Silvestre 

Miranda,  Magadtlori Alvarez,    .Herculano' Miranda,   Genaro Santiso, 

and many, others.  Yet  it is  economic oppurtunity that  decides  the 
e 

place of residence rather than any fixed  rule.  If a man has no propety 

and his wife has,   or if he chooses to  invest his money in her town, 

MMMMfmmrmniiitwufcMiirM  they will live in her village:  Juan. Santiso, 

Juan J£~taouy,  Garlos  Velasquez,   etc.     Silvestre Miranda lives  i& AE 

not merely because he lived there before marriage,   but because his 

wif e'" father acquired lands, in AE and gave them to his daughter. 

"The  extended family"   (i.e.,   greatfamily)  tends to be 

empahsized patriiineally."    Yes.  The fundamental  factor is MMH again 

the  economic and oc<n pational'dominance of men.  People on the whole 

get  their livelihood by  farming. Therefore a man's  sons help him work, 

When they marry,   a man may pay for his  son's wedding and  expect him 

to  continue helping him farm,  without making a division  (Pedro 

Alvarez,   Daniel Juarez,  Alterio Juarez,   Diego Tul.)  Or he may 

give his  sons land when the    marry.  In either case  it  results  that 
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brothers tend to live near one another rather than sisters.  The 

sisters  are  apt to MMMMtf live near their husbands.  But if the 

sisters do not marry out of the community of? neighborhood',   they 

and their husbands  form parts of the great family too   (Sebastiana 

Alvarez and Juan Sant&so;  HfflMMMMonica Alvarez and benjamin Hieron) 

If both spouses are from the same village and personal  relations 

are friendly wIMM between both families,   the spouses may tend to 

belokg MM each to his own great  fanily and to  that of his or her 

spouse  (Luisa M0rales,   Reina Juarez) 

"The  extended family has marked  soidHty,   etc."     The  solidarity 

exists  in the tendency for  sentiments of confidence and trust and 

affection to prevail among brothers,   among sisters,  between parents 

and children.     Where members of a great  family MMMMM live near 

together,   and the personal  relations  among members have not been 

disrupted by quarrels,   one recognizes  a MMiMMMM patrilineal  family, 

in terms of the   surname.  The Alavrezes are a iamily,  and not  infre- 

quently  speak of the mutual   esteem «xlsting among them. There is  a 

good deal of visit ng about  among them,   and when the conf radia is 

• in charge of Magadaleno,   one ^s not   surprised to  see that his 

brds hers  and sister help him.    The Santisos  are also   spoken of 

as a group;  many of them live near together;   they   associate 

frequently There are six Morales siste-rs   and brothers living in the 

community,  but they do not   associate as closely;   they take no leadership 

in anything;   and are much lessof a family. One tffi can hardly recognize 

the De Leons, MMMMMhThe Mirandas,  many of them living close together, 

a\e recognizable  as  a family,  but again tiMMMMM  it is hard1 to name an 

occasion in which their solid'-xrity,   such as it  is,   is  apparent. 

The Juarez relatives,  ffelipe,   Petronilo, Margarito and Ernesto,   althou^a 

living near tigether,  have  still less  solidarity.  Felipe alone tends 

the chapel;   Jretronilo feeldom goes out  and takes no part  in the 
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ooyífradia,   while  the others do.   Ernesto has  little more  to do with 

Petronilo and Felipe than he has with any other friendly neighbor. 

In reviewing the oases  it  seems  to me that  the solidarity is dependent 

upon being brought up together and upon the  accidents of flM¿íMMfo!M 

jtffflMMMlplMplrtsl^ personal  relationships,   rather 

than upon any traditions of mutual solidarity or upon and particular 

great-familial  customs or institutions. 

There are no  lineage ceremonies,   3anto*3 do not   appear  to 

stand  for family lines.   "Don Tomas has  a Señor de  Esquipulas"   They do not 
His brothers have no  special interests in his   santo, 

say  that  Don Tomas  cherishes his ancestral  effigy.   There are no 

novenas- in honor of the family-dead —-  the All  Saints Day  customs 

involve decostaitlng the  graves   f    one's nearest dead,   but  they 

have no  clan-character. 

HttMMM The lineage has to  a very small degree the character 

of a clan.   Quarrels may occur between certain meters of great-family 

A  and certain members  of B,   without  involving everyone with surname 

A or B. flagdaieono  and his Slaughters  think that  Basilio's brother 

Gonzalo,• and  his   son,   are vary  good people.   In short,   there  are no 

feuds. MMM An Alvarez is  not against  every Santiso,   just because 

he is one of  the  enemy. 

Conversely the  solidarity of the family  is not  strong 

enough to prevent  enduring quarrels between siblings or between 

parents  and offspring.   Even the Alvarez family,   stronger  than most, 

has  experienced one serious  quarrel within it when Salome acoused 

Margarita Miranda,   her ffWttMHN husband's brother's  MMMMMMivi wife, 

of an affair with her husband.  As  a result Margarita's husband has 

continued  to  occupy a  somewhat detached position from the Alvarez 

family,  Vicente Morales  quarreled with her mother and brothers,   and 

does not   speak  to  them. Yet  it  is true  that quarrels occur more 

readily between persons not  closely related. 
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I  think therefore  that   the original  statement over-empasizes 

the  solidarity of the great  family.   It  is  not  a clan society.   It 

is  a  society of individuals,   alsoüiof MMMMMMM small  families, 

brittle and Variable  in form,   and of loose,   widely  varying great- 

families  that have some  cohesion but no  traditionally set  functions 

or modet   of  expression. 

\ 
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oonfradia,  while the others do.  Ernesto has little more fió do with 

Petronilo and Felipe than he has with any other friendly neighbor. 

In reviewing the cases it  seems to me that  the solidarity is dependent 

upon being brought up together andthe accidents of personal 

relationships,   and depends very little on any traditions of family 

strength or on particular great-familial- customs of institutions. 

There are no MMMMflTM lineage ceremonies. There is nothing like 

clan-responsibility. One tends to  support one's closest kin, but 

one's  quarrels  tend to be with individuals,   not with families-. 

Even the current Santiso-Alvarez feud does not prevent  the Al^ivarez 

from speaking,  without  any hard feeling,   of  "my aunt Damiana"  or 

"my cousin Damiana."       A'quarrel may occur between two members of 

a  great   family;   their it little attempt by the family,   as  such, 

to  compose it.  It is  the affair of the individuals. M 
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Ajaousehóld is on» or more people sleeping habitually ín, a single" 
residence. 

v'^« 
Ladino    Indian    Total- 

18 

Households InoludL ng 
adult couplea 

•Man, wife and children 

(of these fhur houeholds include 
children of one spouse ..by another 
marriage, one a casual child of the. 
woman, and two only adopted children.) 

Man and wife, no children 1 

Man, wife and one or more married sons        3      1 

Man, wife and married daughter 1 

Man, wife, married son andmarried daughter 1. 

Man, wife, grandohild 1 

Man, wife, his stepchildren, unrelated boarder 1 

Man, wife, one son, granddaughter regalada.   1 
servant 

Man, wife, her aunt, one child 1 

Man, wife, children, unmarried brother      %\ 

Man, Wife, his mother-in-law^and his 
stepchildren 1   , 

Two married brothers and their mother        1 

Man, wife, children and casual children       1 
of a daughter 

Man, wife, his mother, her other casual children 1 

Households without adult males 

Wokan and her children 

Woman and her g anddaughter 

Woman and her daughter, adult • 

Two unmarried sisters (tesfeher) 

Woman alone 

Households without   adult  females 
. i 

Single man 

Two  single men,  unrelated  '- 

2fv. 
V*~\ 

\'í , VíÍAR   . 

Í 

1 

1; 

1 

1 

1/ 

1 

M' 
1 

w 

'«'4 

1 1 
1 

-¿a 

« 

1 *1 
•A 

1 rM 

2 4 



\, SUMMARY OF HOUSEHOLDS (45 households represented on the 
map,  inloudlng all houses on the road and those on the 

* adjoining paths, tout not including the r anchi tos out in    f^-? 
the fields distant from the town) f^tf ' I 

Ladino households    • • 34*3 3/ 

Indian households  • 10 ¡0 

Ladino li* ng with Indian woman 1 1 

45 

Pueblos of origin of heads of households: 
(or of their fathers, if born in Agua Escondida) 

Ladinos 
Teepan* • • • •~« • • » 23 

Patzun*  ••   •••••••5 

Guatemala •   •••••   .  • 1 

San José •••••••••! 

To be added: 
Juan Bgtacuy 
lievBMBtcr^fcniras 

Saragosa « 1 
3 

Indio8 

San Antonio  • X 

Solóla •   ••••••••    2 

To toni capan 1 

COMWSlTION OP HOUSEHOLDS (ladinos onlfj All 
the indio households are husband-wife households) 

X* Including married couple (not always formally married)* 

1. Man,  wife,  children,  if any (in one of these 
households the only child is stepohildof one parent; 
in another one of the two children is stepchild)•.•• 19 

2* Man, wife,  children, one grandparent    1 
3. Man,  wife,  children, man's unmarriedbrother*     1 
4. Man, wife, married son,  his wife,  and their children 2 
5* Man,  wife,  grandchild*  2 

II*  Not ind udL ng married couple 
1. Bachelor living alone (but eating in father's house) 
2* Two unelated men living together (eating with india) 
3. Father and son, keeping house together—oooking too 
4. Widow anddiild   
5. Unmarrledman andhls mother*• • .., 
6* Widow andgranddaughter  
7. Widower, daughter, daughte-ln-iaw^ hw ehlldren ^ 

25 

1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 

1 
*5 
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Publlo order and public works are regulated and achieved 

through the formal governmental organization,' which is largely 

imposed from without.  Service as intendent; or regidor in the 

municipal government of the pueblo by ladinos of the aldea 

is recent (before that only Indians of the pueblo took part — 

.,  except for t'te secretary, sent in from outside); such service is an 

annoying task imposed by outside authority, and carried onbecauss 

inescapable. Until about ten years ago the auxiliar of the aldea 

was a ladino; now he is always an Indian. 

1. o.k. examples: - 
1. all DOad repair done through national road organization 

(because AE road a highway), by mozos required to serve as payment of 
polltax; thus they are paid, but obligated either to work or pay; the 
organization is heirarchical with head in the city.  People of the 
village don't bet together to make public repairs. 

2. The cemetery is maintained by the intendencia —similar service 
3. when plague locusts cam0, the intendencia conscripted men to 

drive them away. 
2. not entirely correct: a generation ago the chief pueblo officers 

were ladinos, see new notes 
3 '• 
4 O.K.  see new notes. ,>•   ' . 
5. 'o.k. 
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GOVERNMENT **&&•. 

When R. was a little girl  the prionipaj. pueblo officers were 

ladinos. Her grandfather,  Pedro Alvarez, was alcalde  (then there was 

no intendente)    At that time ladinos and Indians o ame onoe a year to 

talk over whom the./ wanted for alcalde. Then the Ooverbment began putting 

in Indian nwnmiiif intendentes. They have been Indians sinne,  except 

for an interval efjabout 1933-37) when the Government put in ladino 

intendentes. They were failures,  for one reaon or another In very 

reoent years they have been Indians again. The Indians erne together and 

eleot someone,  telling tne Jefe Politle   whom they want. He has 

usually oo nfinnedtheir choice. The present inoimbet is Franoisoo 

Sanchez, whose mfather was ladino seer erar y of the village some years 

ago. 

For scsgsqritamftf years the Jefe has appointed two ladino 

regidores,  two Indians. After Felipe JuarezandMaroelo Alvarez,   came 

C^homo Juarez and Maragarito Juarez,  then ,  this year, Juan ^staouy and 

Eleuterio Juarez. It oontlnues to be a burden and a misfortune. Juan 

Estaouy told the Alvarezes that the jefatura was looking around for 

likely successors and was going to pick Pedro Alvarez for one,  Magdaleno 

says he is going to  Solóla to beg off for his son on the ground he, 

Magdaleno,  is not well enoughto work alone in the milpa. 

Tae algftaoiUjfces are impressed into service. The ronda    (cegicb res 

and alguaciles)  go around in the country seizing upon likely Indian 

youths;  if they object,  they are thrown into jail. 

Nune Of the municipal offioers exoept the seoretary is paid. 
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430 
GüVBKNWEHT—IMTENDENCIA 

The intendencia    in San Antonio is composed of the intendente,  the 

sindico municipal  (a sort of viv»e-int endenté;,   fbur regidores, 

four auxiliaries,   four mayores  (serving in turns weekly,, 

and twelve alguaciles  (weekly also)•  I    the auxiliarla there is  a 

set of one auxiliar,  one mayor,   andthree alguaciles}   each of these servs 

for a year,   alternative weeks. The two  auxiliares are Indians resident 

here:   Tomas Sicay andPedro Si cay. T^e i port ant  and effective officer, 

and the only one paid,   is the secretary. The present  incumbent  is 

a ladino  from Santa Lucia Uttatlan.  Traditionally the secretary has 

been a ladinp;   all  the others naturales. The  intendente,   sindico, 

regidores  and auxiliares are appointed by the j ef,e politico;   so  also the 

secretary.  Recently the  government has  sought to put ladinos into 

the government,  A recently appointed ladino  intendente was much 

disliked by the Indians;   they complaine    against  him;   he was jailed; 

ladinos do no t want the      job.   rbr do  they want any of  tte   other 

jobs;  there is no pa¿;   it takes  every other week for  two years to be 

a regidor.   Por the  first  time,   this year  the government has 

appointed two ladinos regidores:  Marcelo Alvr.rez and Felipe Juarez. 

These two men do not want to  serie,  but  cannot help themselves. 

The other two regidores are naturales: 
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Don Juan Santiso 
Apr 22     , Vi 
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WITOHORAFT 

(Leading up to the subject by describing witchcraft in Yucatan) 

There is no witchcraft here. Among the Indians,  yes;  they fight 

with witchcraft.  But the ladinos have nothing to do with it, 

tl mentioned Solóla). Yes,   there are some in Solala who believe 

in that foolishness. But not here,   and not in Patzun. lit is 

foolishness,  isn't it,  Things  just happene by the will of God. 



Romelia. 

Witchcraft. Oharacoteles. Espantos, 
433 

v 

Romelia insists that there is no witchcraft here • "0 nly 

among the Indians. Yes, there is- a great deal in Santo Tomas; There 

the Indians have altars up in the monte for their ceremonies. " 

When toldthat Don S01 said there was much witchcraft in Panajachel, 

and even among ladinos, she reflected and finally said, "Yes, tba re 

•was a witch they found in Solóla— a ladino. They came on him with 

all his dolls and everything. He was put in jail. But people here would 

not go to such a man. it is bad, a sin. " 

When asked about people who turn themselves into animals, 

oharaooteles . sue said that there were none here. Then she spoke to 
murmured 

Jose who maancKouot something about coyote. Then she said,  "There 

was a girl here who turned herself into a coyote. She liked a boy and 

he didn't like her so she turned herself into a coyote to annoy him. 

It was Morales, the sister of Alexander Morales. They put 

her in jail for fifteen days and she hasn't done it any more. It is 

a kind of magic they have. " 

The subject of espantos was raised . Romelia says the 

people here turn into espantos not so" much when they are dead as when 

they are dying. When a person is dying , the family hear a noise or 

a stone thrown and they know it is an espanto, TO get rid of it, some 

one of the family— the father is best—must cast a blessing. And they 

pray, and also put a santo at the head of the bed over the person. " 

"They say if a person,  say one's father, is dying and 

cannt die if someone who doesn't know him comes and carries him 

around he will die. " 



Lupario Miranda 
Apr. 28        n    ££4 

WITCHCRAFT 

Don Lupario said that the people here did not believe In witch- 

craft. When I asked who was a good zajorin, he said les, there wefre 

a few good ones, but mostly they were fakers, deceiving the people» 

He mentioned a zajorin who lived at San Lucas; but added that he 

just fooled people. When I asked directly if there was any witchcraft 

in Agua Escondida, he said No, but after a little said that just 

once something had happened to him that was witchcraft. His son 

Adolfo some years ago got sick. Some great sores came out on his 

neck; after one had gone, then a whole lot more came. They 

put iodine on them, and tried to cure them. After a while they went 

away. But they he began to suffer from severe pains in the chest. 

He went to a doctor in Solóla, and got some medecnlne. The pain went 

away, but reappeared, this time in his leg. It was so bad he could 

do no work. A North American helped him, by giving him some medeclne to 
swelling 

take for it. But then after this a great MMMM appeared on his buttock. 

Don Lupario took a chay (piece of obsidian?) and opened it. Only 

blood came out. The sore did not get better. One day Adolfo said,  hat/ 

is this-- it feels like a stick inside me. Don Lupario dug into the 

sore with a needle and pulled out a piece of bone about an inch and 

a half long. "Then we knew it must have been witchcraft." He said they 

did not know taho could have cb ne it to them— perhaps some zajorin* 

When I brought the talk back to witchcraft, and suggested that 

there might be people in A.E. who went to zajorines, he said— the 

only people here who might do it are those neighbors of mine, because 

they are bad people (Basilio Santiso and his sons). Many years ago 

my daughter-in-lav? (Maragarita Miranda— no relation) got sick. 

She had a bad cough; it lasted two years. Nothing done for her helped 
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her. At last hea» brothers went to a zajorin (I asked where; he said he 

thougnt it was San Adres; he did his costumbres there. To my question 

he said he thought afterwards the zajorin came here, to see the patttnt). 

The jajorin said she was sick because somebody was doing witchcraft 

against her. Who could it have been but those people? After a while 

she died, and then my son died. 



Salome,   Horacio,   Romella,   Osear 
Armas,   Isabel 

' 436 
THE SUPERNATURAL;   WITCHCRAFT 

(We have been telling stories,   of Juan Conejo,   and other  enter- 
taining tales,   in Salome's kitchen.  Horacio tells  the story  ,   ascribed 
to  an unnamed man who lived here here and went to Patulul on sandals 
mad.   of oo yote skin;   these travelled so  fast he went two leagues 
beyond his destination before he 14MMMMM could stop.  This   story is 
received with merriment and there is a disposition to make plain 
incredulity.  Romelia says it is  a lie;   her mother  agrees;   they ascribe 
the  story to  a man whom they name who lives on a finca,   and who  "tells 
many such lies."   ) 

Horacio:  But there are things  that  are true.  I will  tell you  something 
that  happened to me,   really.  I was coming back from San Lucas, 
and right   there on the hill  —  you know it—  in  the road  in 
front  of us was a hen.  It  looked like any hen.   I  chased it 
down the road about thirty meters,   and cut at  it twice—  nothing 
happened.  It went off into the trees.  That is true;   there were 
others with me. 

Saibne:     It was  the same in Solóla,   only there it was  chickens—   they 
came out,  but  they were not  diickens, 

I: WOt It  was no    use to cut  at it because it was--- like wind? 

Horacio:   Si,   pues.   (Shrug)  What  good to cut  at  it? 

Oscar:       It happened to us once when we were coming back from San Andres. 
It was  a spotted hen #  It went  right in front of us,   to then 

disappeared. v       ~ 

Horacio:   Once in Panajachel  something happened to  Santiago  Quiche— T 
think Don Sol knot's  him.  He was married--  he had trouble with 
another man named Chibalam,   or something like that.  One night 
a black hog came into his yard and Santiago gave it two 
hard blows with his machete.   Next day they found Chibalam lying 
dead with two touts in his head and neck.  He changed himself back 
and forth,   just like that. 

All:   Exclamations of intsrest  and excitement. 

Horacio;   The characotel is  true.  I have  seen it,   but only from a dis- 
tance. Once it frightened my horse,   and he threw me off. 

Simona:   Formally there was more of that  than now.   Now there isnot 
much, 

Horacio:   One time I had lost  a machete and I went with some friends 
to  a  zajorin.    He took out his  cuentlci tos   ,  his dolls,  who 
knows what,   and said prayers.  Part of what he said stuck in 
my memory  (Horacio  receited a few lines of lengua).  JEe 
told us that X (name not noted)   had stolen the machete. 
We went there to ask for it,  but we didnot  get it.   Efe 
wasn't there-  - who knows,   (I asked who  the  zajorin was 
and how he happened to  go to him)   His name was Francisco 



Velasquez, The people of San Andres knew about him.  He looked in a 
piece of glass and said he could see there my machete,   and the hous e 

where it was,   andeverything.  I looked but I couldn't see anything. 
Nothing,  Oh,  nothing came of it, 

(The audience was  interested,  but his remarks  struck no respond ng 
anecdote,   or assent.  It was  an'MMMJIMMM^MttMWIiiWliillt'rMM interesting 
story to  them) 



Don Tomas 
Don Magdaleno 
May 5    y> ^ 43? 

WITCHCRAFT 

These two  sharply distinguish the brujo     (aj-tsay),  who is 

a sorcerer,  and evil,   from a  zajorin,  who is  a diviner,   finder of 

lost  obj ects. They told of the  arrest,   two weeks ago,   at  some place 

north of here of a brujo  who hid been practicing black magic. 

I asked  sbout good  zajorins. They said there were some  at Sin Andres, 

but  they didn't knov   anything.  I askeu if there were some at San 

Antonio,   and they   replied they guessed there were. 

Incense is  sharply distinguished from pom;   the former "we use- 

never pom." The brujos use pom.  I  asked  if pom were used in San 

Antonio.   "Yes."  fomas then asked,  generally,   if it were also used 

in the  buroh   there. The:   apparently didnot know,   but thought it 

not unlikely. 



Rom el i a 
May 6  V» 

438 
WITCHCRAFT-MAGIC 

C«>t«i 
There are some who know how to divine. Santos Sie^y (siife of 

one of Don Gorgonio's mozos; a partera) knows how. About two years a|^  •>" 

t my father lost an axe.  He had been using it out in the monte,  •tie wefl to 

to Santos and she divined where it was with her stones,  and munequitoes, 

and her other things.  She told him a thief had taken it,  but he had not 

taken it off,  but put it into the trunk of a tree.  She told him where the 

tree was,   and my father ^ent  and found it there.   Quien sabe how fehey 

know ho*'to divine.   (We asked is Santos were a  zajorin—  e:p ressing sur- 

prise that  there could be a woraan-zajorin).  Yes,   she is. a ^ajorina  .   She 

also knows how to cure people with herbs. 

No,   that is not wicthcraft.  That is good. Yes,   there was  a witch,/ 

He lived near Godiue»..   His name was HfMfflUflttA Teófilo de la Cruz.  They        «  ' 

took him away and put him in jail, because he was doing bad things to 

people.  BMMMMMMMMMMMM ^e changed him elf back and £> rth into a pig* 

They say he had  the devil paintedon his back.   He was  a ladino. 

(We raised again the case of Macario Morales)  That happened 

when Macario was trying to get Nolberta Miranda to love him.  But  she 

wouldn't have. him.  So then Macario turned himself into  a coyote to 

frighten her.   (We asked how that was known)  Why, Macarlo said so. 

He said he did it $ust  to  frighten her,  because she wouldn't have him. 

They took him to San Antonio and put him in jail for I don(t know-- 

some days   .  Now he is liti. ng up there with his brother Felix.  He lear-ned 

that  skill <6   on the coast— by taking herbs,  perhaps, 

Jorge Perez in San Antonio knows how to divine,   too. He is 

a Jiajorin, There are some here in Agua Escondida who can divine 

with cards--  I cannot  remember who. 



May tenth 
439 

IS  IT TiioE THAT  SANTOS  CALAVAY KMOV.S HOW TO   HE VINE? 

Don Tomas:     Yes,   it  is  true.   She does  it with the  se ds of the pito, 

with her munquitos,   and with stones.   She puts them out,   and prays--  who tao 

knows what   she says?     I will   take you up      on the hill  and  show you 
flat 

the place with stones    where she does  costumbres. Yes,   sometimes  she 

can tell   where lost  things  are.  One  time Magdaleno put  down his hatchet-- 

in n   tree in that field on the  other  side of that   hill— he could not 

return when he  thought he would,   and when he did come back days later 

the hatchet was not there.  He asked Santos  to find it  for him,   and 

she told him he would find  it in such   and  such  a  tree. And  he went 

there  and foundit  there.  So that  time it   came out.  No,  Magdaleno did 

not go with her to the place on the hill where she does costumbres. 

Yes, MhfffllrtttllflffBMWM  sometimes people p-o with her  . BMMtfMtiMMMmairMMMMMafliWM 

Santos  aaid a man with blue trousers had taken the axe,  but as  there 

are many men with blue trousres  you  couldn't tell anything from that, 

fflfómMffiMmm¡riívlMM^iy^ One time 

she said that   some skirts of hers  that were missing would be  found 

buried in the cemtery.  When she went with some others  to dig wtiere she 

told them to,   there they were.  But we think maybe she put them^ there 

herself,   just   to make people think she could viine.  Who knows? Yes, 

Jorge Diaz in San Antonio  can divine.  But he is a brujo.   Santos is 

not—   she just tries to find lost   things. The governement,   if it  catches 

the inditas making costumbres against  people,   it puts  them in jail. 

That  is  right,   because it  is witchcraft, 

Don Lupa rio   (later)  Who knows?  I have heard it said that she divines, 

with pito  seeds  and munqqaitos,  but I do not  know if it is  true.   I do 

ntot know of any ladino who  ever tried it with her. Yes—      many of the 

naturales  go  to her,  or to   zajorlnes in the pueblo.   I never have,   and I 

don't kno    of ladinos who have. 
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Don Magdaleno,   with some contributions 
from Salome, May 13 4-4:0 

MIDWIVES-TEMAZCAL 
WITCHCJSAÍT**INDIAN LADINO   RELATIONS** ¿S&tf&fflfc 

(I began by asking if Maria Urrea workedin the  fields. They told 
me that  sine e her husband' s death she has worked the land he left her 
through mozos;   that  she helps  them plant beans,   and that  sometimes she 
does  some weeding by hand; but that  she never works with a hoe. Then 
Magdaleno volunteered the story of her husband;   the remaining material 
came out with a very little questioning from me) 

Arturo,  Maria' s husband,  was   a fine man. He died of witchcraft»  I 

will tell  you how it was. He was  a son ofMiguel Santiso,  brother of 

Basilio,  It was about  six years   ago.  He went down to   the costa to work 
borrowed 

some lands.   He went   among the Indians of San Juan Batista, He MM1SÜSM 

8000 pesos.  The Indians became envious of him,   so they killed him 

with witchcraft.  A swelling came on his  Bck;   he went to Guatemala 

to  get  it   cured;  then he  came back here;   it  grew worse;  he went 

again to   Guatemala;   finally the  swelling was  way down here and he died. 

No,   it is not known how the Indians did the witchcraft.   But  surely it 

was witchcraft,  Orinary dickaasses  they MM cure in Giaatemala. He 

was  young;   about  as old as Luis  Escobar when he died.  The man of   whom 

he had borrwed  the money embargo his  house;   that  is  why Maria andher 

daughter live in that  little house st   the back. 

It is  sure that Arttrao's trouble was not a mal  de Dios.    It 

was  witchcraft  of the  Indians of San Juan. 

All the Indians believe in witchcraft.  Whenever anyone of them 

dies,   they   say it is witchcraft   (Quoting lengua phrase--  "Someone 

did evil to  him")     Whoever dies,   they say it  is witchcraft.  They 

do not believe in God,  but  in the   sorcerers, 

'        No, the  San Antoneros do  not work   any witchcraft against us. 

They  are afraid of us. But  they do it -all  the time/*o each other. 

Look what happened to those two  rich San  AntchSpros— Antonio  Zajbin 

and Antonio Cumis, They had so much land am money that the other 

San Ant onerosgrew envious   of them,   and killed them both with 
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with witchcraft. Antonio   Zajbin vomited  earth,  nothing but   earth. Then 

the same thing happened to  Antonio  Cumis. What was the name pfthe 

husband of Sebastiana -? ffihe brujos put bees in his head. 

Another br ujo took than out--' Taothhe died.  Oh,   that was Miguel  Pos— 

he lived in San Andres,   He was  rich too. 

But they are afraid of us.  One time an Ajtiteco  came to 

Margarito  Juarez to buy a quintal   of beans.  He paid some money as 

a deposit,   andsaid he would come back in a month and get the beans. 

He did not  come back in a month,   and  so Margarito  sold the beans 

to  some  one else.   When the At it eco came back after that he grew 

very angry,  and he  said to Margarito,   "I'll do witchcraft  against  you." 

But Margarito   said to him,   "Listen here,   if you start  doing anything 

against me,   I'll kill  you.   If my wife,   or my children,   or any of us 

get  sick,  I'll  go  after you with a  gun." Tfce n the Atiteco backed down 

and   said he dlda't mean it.  If Margarito hadn't taken that tone, 

the Atiteco would have ó ne  it. They are bad ones   (son fregados, 

ello s) SMMMMivIBÍái¿aiJ¿M^I 

Santo Domingo,  beyond San Antonio  SacatepeqUiez,   is  a pueblo 

of sorcerers.  They are real  witches there  (brujos buenos).  Por 

a hundred pesos  they will kill  anybody,  I will tell  you  something 
Mercedes So and So, 

about   those fellows.   (MMMMMMMfflMttl a Solóla man told a friend vf 

his, who was   sick,  one Maximiliano Avria,  that he was  sick because 

somebody was doing witchcraft  against  him.   So he -•ent  to  San Anto- 

nio  to get  cured,     Don Mercedes went with him;   when they got  to  the 

pueblo,   they  asked for   the  curandero.  When they got  to the house  they 

knockeu,   "Oome in,"   said the Indian,   "I  already knew you were coming. 

You are Don Maximiliano Abriaj   you MMMMMMMM come  so  I can cure you. 

underneath the church of the Conception you will  find something 

buried.  And behlndfcour house you will  find SOIIB thing buried  (un 

entierro). Take them out,   and you will  get well."  And this before 
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they had said anything about whv  they had cornel  Don Maximiliano 
442 

went and found  the two burials just where he had been  told where he 
needles, 

would find them.  Oh,  they were bones, and hair,   and things-- things 

such as the witches bury. They went at midnight  to the church,   and 

found/one there, and the other under the granary at Don Maximiliano1 s 

house,, 

Y«s,  there is a $ajorin in San Antonio— Jorge Diaz. But he 

doesn't know much.  He just  deceives people» There used to be  a good onej 

in San Lucas,  Juan Argito,   now dead.  But he was just a curandero. 

Santos  Oalavay does not do sorcery.  But she really knows 
(MMtfWMMffiMffHT 

something about  how to divine.  I will tell    ou  something that happened.J 

Santos  Oalavay is  a midwife, and there used to be here another 

midwife,   Santos Garcia.  She became jealous of Santos Calavayj   they 

fought   together a lot. Once when Santos Oalavay was  away  some people 

came and stole her skirts   and her huípil,'Santos did her divination, 

and learned that her things had been  buri ed in the cemtery,   among the 

graves.   She we.t up there at night  with her son -Esteban,   and dug 

and found them.  They had been cut into pieces withscissors.  1'his is 

true.  She  told me about this herself. 

One time I lost antaaaxe for two months,  I put it down when 

I was working,   and  when I  came back it was  not there.   I  thought it 

was  stolem,  I went  to Santos  Oalavay,   and she did her divination 

and she said I would find it  at the top of a dead tree.   She said it 

had not been stolen,  but  just hidden,  A month went by,  I didnot 

believe in what   she had said.   I had no faith in it. But  then one 

day I  was out  working in that region and I came on a dead pine tree.  It'll 

s& ¡as the only doad tree around.   I  thought of what Santos Calayay 

had said,   and I climbed up the tree and there'was  the  aue. 

The business of the skirts is true too.  She divined that, a 

How could she do it?  I am uncertain about the whole business.  But* 
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there ar e three things that I really know about  Santos— the 

matter of the skirts,  that of my axe,   and there was a business of 

a stolen metate.  Santos divined, where it   was. Aman from Ohiquimula had 

stolen it,   I was convinced by that axe.  I did not believe in her 

before that» 

(The  talk ohanged to midwives) Yes,  we use Santos Calavay» 

She has been midwife for SebastlanafllMMMWIBlH when her  da ildren were 

born, there used to be a ladina midwife here— Perfecta Alvarez,   an 

aunt of mine.  She was good.   Ladinas are best. But  the Indias do what 

they can,  but not as well as ladinas.  Emilia Recinos of Panajachel— 

there is a good midwife for you. Yes,  the ladina midwives also use 

the  tema zeal for mothers,  because they are to chilled IfátfflSmtiMtt 

enhielada)   after the birth. The temazcal  is very good for necessary 

thingslike  that. Wo don't use it so much;   only when necessary. The 

Indians use it  all the time—  they never bathe  any other way. They 

don't feet sick   so much— they get wet,   carry heavy loads,   still they 

don't get   sick  so much. Yes,   I have been in the temazcal. That was 

when I got  sick with hernia.  I    ent  four times in the temazcal, 

I used Jose Tui's   temazcal.  Sebastiana uses that one too when bar 

children are born. 
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WITCHCRAFT 

Whj   did Aparicio Santiso  visit Hilario Churanel  in Panajachel 

last week? 

Tomas:   Quien sabe? 

Juan  Santiso:   PBariaably he went  to  ask him where he might  find a 
job.  Aparacio  is looking for a job.   He probably asked Hilario to 
divine. 

Jose Inez:  There are two possibilities:   He might be asking Hilario 
to  find something he has  lost;   or he might  ask him to do  some evil 
against  some one.  But people who would do  this   (the latter)   are 
of no  faith—  they are muy apartados-- the    are bad. 
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Benjamin flieron says  he doesn't  think; any of the  jajorines  can 

really do anyt.J.ngj   the Indians just believe they can.  Basilio 

Santi.so says he doesn't  believe in Santos  Calavay—'. sh.e has never done 

anything that  wouldconvince him.  I  spoke of Ilorlo  Churaael-- he   said he 

was  a friend of his.  I mentioned Santiago  -Quiche.  H© said he was  a 

bad one—  that he vasoften in trouble,   that he could change himself into 

any aninal,  andonee went  to  jail   for  it.   He told of a cMpiMtóMlMMllM  cat 

that came into  the house of another Indian,   and startedto  get into his 

wife's bed.   So  the Indian hit it over the headj   next day Santiago 

Quiche was  £> und  all battered around the head. 
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Santos  Gal avay 
Ma\   22 

Santos   Sal' v'v v'¡.en  o 
'ton 

Divination. 

rectioned  at   n.-r house  as  to  whether  she 

iid  that   she 
ould  fitftP^ótó&rís rhiouFuE  lost:  in t. ,e  united  State,     s 

oould.  l..e d.-.s  on *!=.. divingins cm ue perfomed well aEe Tuesday 

„ , , lA>,   „   ¿oridav   afternoon Kamelia and I  went  over to  her house 
•,nc.   Frida^ .   ua   a 

and  found Santos   in company with her  daughter  and tro   grandchildren preparin»' 

onions   for  reseeding.     After  finishing, this  work,   she  got  ready  to  divine. 

On a  small  chair   s-e laid her  reboco  and on  top  o£ this   a  soft  dta&x:xjstt]¿kKx 

purple  cloth.  On this   she laid     six  cryetyls.   One was   a  round  crystal   on  a 

little  stand,   tv.'o  v.-eco glass  marbles,   one   a glass  bottle  stopper   (this 

ftomelia  afterwards   said  she  "pointed  toward the north valere  I  lived  "   J   ,   on 

a  glass  ruby  ,   and the other nondescript  piece  of  glass.     Santos kaelt 

before  taese,   Ci-oased horsiif,   tocned the   crystals   to  bar lips   ,   and 

prayed under  her  breath,     luis  venyon  for   some  time   .   ühe  then  questioned 

me  as  to whether  it  w<s    la mera _ casa    that  the  watch hr.d  been lost, 

Vhien it   finally come  out  tu-it  the w-.ithch had prouablv  put  down when 1 was 

wasainr  and  that     the  nous,e was  rented,not  our own,   she  sat informed me 

that   it    was   the owner  of the house who  had  taken my watch  ^nd  thatl must 

go   in and  try to   find  it  there,   w'ae  asked  the  crystals  three  times who  had 

t-.ken the watch,   and  each time  they  aan  ere J  the  s-une.   1   expressed myself 

as   satisfied   .aid  asked  her price.   She  indicate^   that  I   should  give whatever 

a   .vi shed,   which was  twenty-five  centavos,   and this   satisfied her. 

When asked how she had learned  to  divine   ,   she  said,   "   i\o  one 

taught me.   1 learned   of myself.   ''     ..aen  questioned  further whether  any 

spirit  or   an¿   saiiit  helped  ner     sue  said,   "   God   saw that  1 was  poor  and     so 

he  ¿ave me  this   oficio   >   in order to   uel^  MO,   
f|     .uamelia says  that  Santos 

sometimes  prays  in church with, flowers  petals  and  candles  as do the   zahorirxes 
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November,  1938 
Rom el i a 

WITCHCRAFT ...   .   - 

Just before we arrived Romelia says  she came back from the 

spring and found her father and Don Tomas  talking as they were cleaning our 

house  in preparation for our coming.   They were talking about the sickness of 

Maximina,  wife of  their brother Sotero,   ofpanibaj.   They  said that  Sotero had 

gone to his   (and their)   friend Gonzalo  Santiso,(cousin of casillo  Santiso 

and father of  you^g Francisco Santiso,)   in San Lucas  for help in curing 

Maximina.  MMnftftMflM Gonzalo,   says R.,   is  a  zajorln,   but not like  the 

indio     zajorines-- he cureá with herbs.  Gonzalo told Sptero  that Maximina1s 

sickness was due to MttJáM witchcraft done against her by Quintero Morales, 

brother of Feliz,  Macario  and Alejandro.  Quintero  fell  in love with , 

daugater of Maximina.   She would not have him,   so he did witchcraft against her. 

Gonzalo,   it  is  said,   learned his  art when he went on a trip 

to  the Peten with Qnilio  Crespo. Up there dwell  the wild Indians,   the Jicaques. 

He came to  a cave where the Jicaques had all  their arrows and bows  and other 

things  spread out.  He dreamt that if he went  to  a certain rock he would find 

a book  telling how to cure;   he did go   nhere and found it.  And he has  the 

book;   Sotero has  seen it.  He  also  consults with"the  spirits"— he  goes up to 

the cemtery to do  it. 

Silvestre Miraada also went to  Gonzalo about three months 

ago when he fell  so ifchAm sick and grew  so thin.   Gonzalo  told him witchcraft 

was  santagainst him by Silvestre's wife's brother because he and Si;vestre 

had quarrelled about Silvestre's wife1s land;   the brother had wanted 

to take it  away from her and give tier another piece from the inheritance. 

Romelia says she does not know how the wtichcraft  is done.  Her 

aunt Tana knows.  Meat is buried where the person will  step over it.   It  is  sure 

there is witchcraft,  because last year when they tore down Don Tomas'   old 

house they dJund buried under the doorslll a  small  glass bottle,   corked and 

(frv**0 ^ 
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WITCHCRAFT-   INDIAN-LADINO A LATIONS 

(I had been speaking,   earlier in the  day,  of the fact that the Indians 
still killed hens and turkeys for their ceremonies. Magdaleno and ¿ehjamin 
Hieron came in late that   afternoon to talk and smoke. Magdaleno1 * -nind 
evidently went back over our earlier conversation) 

The customs of the Indians are very strange. They have some strange    ,: 

beliefs. When they kill  a deer,  they have to thank the dueno del monté 

for it. They do this by whistling,  very loud three times. And when 

they bring the deer home,  some of their women come out to meet  the d«er 

with flowers andtalk to  it;  saying,  •"My husband, my husband" --  to the i 

deer  (This was amusing to him.)  Once I was out hunting with my brother 

and such andsuoh  (ladino)   andfour Indians from i?atzwft,; Wé„killed a 

deer--  a big fellow. When we brought it intotncamp ,  one of the IndL ans 

said,   " fl&f tWéMMMM t "Before we go we must    take leave of the dueno del 

monte."    -We others felt  foolish;  none knew what to do.  Then one of the 

Indians  suddenly let out three piercingly loud whistles--  I jumped,   I 

was so startled.  That is the way they do it. And wh<;n ^re «antestor the, 

house of one of the Indians,  h:is wife o ame out  to ifieet us,  and 

walked in front of the deer,  MMMM sprinkling flower petals,   and swinging 

a cener with pom,   and praying out loud to the dueno of the monte,  Very 

staange customs they have. 

Butthere is  a dueno, del monte.  That is very true,   Don Hoberto. 

(Benjamin nodded  assent).  We know there is  a spirit in the woods. 

Do  you know the  armadillo?'Well,   sometimes we  find armadillos with 

their  ears cut  sharp across,   as  if with a knife. That  is  the dueno  del .. . 

monte.  And sometimes we find deer that have been castrated;  Sp  I know 

there is a dueno  del monte. My old compadre Brigido Similaj   (Indian) 

showed me a pair of deer's horns he had. There was a little short horn, 

growing baclw ards,   and  curved,  and in this you could see the rubbed, 

ridgy places where the rope had been where  it had been tied.  That  is 
i 

quite true,  Don Roberto     (HQ«a  o    * *.  ..     x.    ^ °'   liietre Benjamin put  in that  some% 
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times one finds the manes of horses tangled; Magdaleno quickly told him • 

that  this was not the dueno del monte,  but the duende.  Benjamin, M 

corrected,   subside.",   caught  in an  error).     But  the dueno  del monte I 

is a spirit; it is like air. It is not the way the Indians think it is. I 

They take food andcigarettes  and things andleaye them at  their • 

outodoor aljrars  for the dueno del monte to  take. How could it  eat or I 

smoke?    When we findthese things  there/ we just take them.  Else they I 

spoil out there. Do- you kno% the p^iace* called Pulchich, at S mto ""ornas? 1 

There is a big stone there, where the Maxes go to do custumbres. Once, "I 

many years ago we were up there,',on orders from the government, looking I 

for  some revolutionaries  taat had  escaped,   and we cameto this place. I 

We took all the cigarettes  and  things-tiiat   the ¿laxes had left there, I 

Why not? I 

One time Valentina Estrada went up to   Santo Tomas  to geek  the I 

dueno del monte.  Her husband,  Don Gorgonio  had left her;   he had gone 

after  another woman;   and  she wanted to do MM something bad to  him.   She 

asked my brother iiicardo   to go along".  T^is  was  fifteen years ago  or more. 

Ricardo was  young then.  He knows  about  it. You can ask him. They 

got up there in a room,   are jammed with ^axes,   and their women and the 

men were praying out  loud,   just  the  ^ay they do   in the  cuurch.  They 

were asking the dueno del monte to  come,   lifter a while oneof them 

said  that now they had to  put rut  the  lights,   the  dueno_ del monte was 

coming.   So  they did.  And then there  came a noise,   a sort of roaring; 

it  got louder and louder;   it  sounded in the tepanco,   and  then it 

came  straigut  down,  to the tfloor,   a roaring like ah enormous bat  floying. 

Then one of the Maxes told Valentina that the dueno was  there;   she 

should  say what   she had to  say,  tut   she was  paralyzed with fright;   she hid 

her head in her shan.yl,   and just  shook.   She  could not say anything. 

And Ricardo was  so  frigutenei he couldn't say anything  either.  Then the' 

Max  explained to  the dueno del monte that   V 1 entina couldn't  say 
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anything;   so nothing .could be done aboutj^K'That; Wa$ '^¿very great    *    '    ;   1 

sin of Valentina to mix in such things.  Those are things of the devil* J 

My fatfrér'^old me' that  once he was  aent1. wit h.r some -pthe*»? \fc 1| 

catph a general named Modinedo;  this was when there was a war. He and* 1 
.   4 '•        — rj 

the others came to  this place Pulchich,   and they rested there. £ut then-      '4 

suddenly they heard the souru of   i  L«I_.  iut..  here was ,no bel'l¿  Aí¿'   V   /' 1 

then they heard the sound of some one knocking on stones," But' \t£& y *'s     ' •   * *% 

could see nothing. They were frightedned and'ran aw^y.         ,' -^O^'^   ' .,'- 'fa 
*      ' >'    •>-   f'  ' 't   * ••  %>l 

A custom the Maxes have is that they get money from the d^ncp.de'l <J1 
tnat           the                                 .     . J 

momte.  A ¿nax told me about that.  He  said trwa duraduvto$Mfn$ffta rich on'es,,* .A 

among taom get  their monej tint way.  üut they have to  promise to1         • *           1 

pay the dueno b„   giving one  of their cnildren,   or their wife,   at the Ú 

end of the time  fixed by the dueno.                                                                          ( ''    á 

No,   the» San  Antoneros don't do  that,   (¿jenjamin;  That  is only'   '- ,'í 

a custom of the Max s) > - ' ' J 
", •-'''    í 

But  I will tell you  something that that old man,   the/fatjaer-Vof' / 
* -*"   •' '"*'    • ^A, l * 

Antonia Tovar   (San Ant on ero)   did»  He made a pact with-'the duéi-to 4ÜV^«5 :W,, Ü 

monte for a certain mMUtyU length of life.  He die^oncs, but'h^aiae'1" ' Ví/¡ 

alive again andwaLked about.  He'was  seen dead,   stretched ou'tY with the        ^fl 

candles,   but he came alive again and  lived for another period.  The dueno    s   J 

came to  him and told him how much more he had to live:   "¿Now is not the       /Ji 

time;   the time is  such-and-such."  And  the old man knew on just what day1 \ 

he would die,   and on that  day he died.  This  is  quite true. ' J 

(I asked about Teófilo de la Cruz-- ladino—  wasn't he jaiíed for      | 

sorcery?)  No,   that was   something quite different'. He shot 'and^'kill'ed J 

.Adrian Marroquí;  he was hired to do  so by some enemies of Don Adriana. "J 

B,e is  still alive.  But they will  shoot him— he'won't do  such things  any-'  -\ 
[. i 

more.  He *as  a bad one..  He went about  as P curandero— he came here some-      J 

times--  I knew him. He deceived the poor Indians. JEhey are ignorant,   you     " \ 

know,   andbelieve in all  sorts of nonsense. Teófilo is  a big fellow •*   ] 
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with an important miinner.' He * used ;'tio \ keep*'sbm^ fiéád Ui'zar^Svand' snakes,' 'i 

-•a-dog bones  and hair,  and such things,   in his pocket.  Wh^n the poor 

-Indian came to, aim,   saying Jiow. sicfc'Vh'e.-Viras, ¡Teófilo w-oMilóV^ay-he could ^ /-i 

cure him.   He would give him ;t  strong emetic,  and when the Indian 

Vomited he wouldproduce one of these lizatfds,  or something ajids,ay,  Here iál 

what w'as the matter Wfcfcli you. Then the Indian would thank' hito .and pay ; •'' \ 

him lots of money,  üh, he was a bad fellow--  a einverguenza^-r-deojeiviág/J 

the ignorant- Indiansthat. way." (aere Jose-, .who had cane Bin,   said,   "And 

that time he changed himself into  a bull—rt)'M:   Oh,   that was just 

a lie they told about him.  That is not  true That is just foolishness 

people say-- like what the  Indians believed about the lizards and snakes 

inside then. 

\ X 
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WIT CHCJIAFT-  IN EEEANS*LA SENOS 

E>. Ernesto and Pedro and I were talking in D. Ernesto's 

house in Godinez.   D.  Ernesto began to talk about esp erlenoes wheni 

he was seofeetary in SA, These reoolfeotions were suggested by 

his  enquiry as to the health of  D. Miguel  Perez, Pedro described 

SW  Pedro's oondition,  and said something whioh suggested the 

possLbilty of blaok magio-- I think in connection with the faot      -N, 

D. Miguel says he cannot swallow, because it feels as if he had 

a ball in his throat.   D. Erbesto quiokly denied any suoh 

pogsibility and MMMJéMM pedro followed his lead and repeated the 

denial.   D.  Ernesto then made a general remark to the effect that 

the Indians  couldn't  do witohoraft, but some of them were certainly 

good at poisons. He mentioned one old man  (who    Pedro had known as 

Lorenzo, but whom D.  Ernesto  said had another name)  who lives 

at  or near Xéquestel.   D. Ernesto then told of.a time years ago 

when Leonzo Tzoo, being them married to his first wife,  an Indian, 

brought a sweetheart  up to Xequestel and hid her somewhere. 

Either the girl's father or someone  else brought a oomplaint.; 

^eonzo and the girl were arrested and put  into  jail. While the 

girl was in jail,  Leonzo's wife went to an old Indian relative of 

hers and made certain arrange,ents. A bowl of atole was then sent 

to the girl—   D. Ernesto gave us  to uderstand that Leonzo's wife 

had had it pfcsioned.  When the girl was   released from prison she 

was half deranged; her parents toom her to Solóla and to Ga témala, 

but  could not  effect a cure;  and so   she remained. 

D. Ernesto also told, of an oooasion when two  san Antonlto 

Indians were ontending with words, MMM each hating the other, 

and how one challenged the other to a ooifc est:   eaoh was to  drink 

a bowl of atole prepared by the other,  "^et  us   see which of us  ia 

the stronger". The duel  0001 rredj   they sat insulting each o^er» 
sipping the poisdm. Then each went, off and took a contratboth 
recovered. — ~ 
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1 Baptism is regarded as higly important, but supporting"myths 
or beliefs are vague.  It is paaoMced by all save Evangelistas 

2 (and a very few "masons"). Godparents are se&ected, after the birth, 
3 from respected friends, rarely from the child's grandparents; cousins, 

uncles or aunts occasionally; usually the same godparents of the 
4 baptism serve for successive children; different sponsors are always 

chosen for marriage and evangelios. The forty-day "churching". 
5 ceremony is unknown. 
6 tThe name is theoretically taken from the name of the saint of 

the day of birth, but in about half the cases the name given iS" at the 
pleasure of the parents; either the name of a relative, or a-name 

7 chosen simply because it is liked. Most given names are abbreviated 
in use; descriptive nicknames are not uncommon, (dogs are nearly , 
always named; horses occasionally; goats and cats still less often; 
"Christian" nan»es are not given to animals.) , 

1. o.k. 
2. the only unbaptized children in the village are the children of 
Desirerio Alvarez and Juana Higueros, of Oorgonio Urrea and 
Paula Rosales, and Oscar, son of Armando Armas,  In the first 
case the reasons are not well known; it is said that Desiderio, 
though not a Protestant, did not believe in the saints.- Others 
say he is too stingly.  In Gorgonio's case it is because he was 
(and perhaps is) a Protestant. His wife wants her children baptized 
but he won't have it. Armando Armas is a notorious unbeliever. 
His mother, Dona Matilde, has had Sotla arid Pricila baptized. 
3. see notes on compadres. .-  ' — 
4. o.k. '-^' ,     . . J'"   •; 
5. o.k. But two generations ago it was apparently customary for the 
midwife to lay the child (some days old) on the domestic alter, put 
flowers on it, burn incense and candle, and offer it to God, praying1 

it might live» Lupario Miranda told me so. R. says her mother's fir(st 
whild was so treated (it was, as a result, "hit by the wind", and-died). 
The iotonicapeno Indians around here 3till do it. Also, it 
is custom-of these Indians not to let mother or child out of the house 
or to take out sweepings,, for first two wjeeks). 
6-7 see supp. note > "••;.';."- 
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April 15 
Don Madaleno       45" 

N;\MES 

On the origina of personal names, he was vague. Martina is 

named fbr a grandmother,  Pedro for a grandfather. He says 

Dose's name oame from "the almanao"; but it is not dlear that ±fc 

Jose was born on the day appropriate to the saint of that 

name (Jose says he was born on December 27th) 

MMMMMtttyMfflMMU 



Lüpario Miranda 
Basilio Santiso 
Genaro Santiso 
April 30 456 

NAMES 

Luparios says "the real  custom"  is to give the child the name 

of the saint appropriate to the day os birth. He says all his children 

were so named* in one or two cases they took the name of the saint of 

the succeeding day,  because they likedit better.  All three of Genaro1s 

children bear names,  not of saints,  ahosen to the father's liking. 

"I foundthat one in a book." All of his borlt er's  children iAparaioio) 

bear the names of the saints of the days of birth. 

Lupario   says the Indians name the first-born child after the 

father,   if  a male,   after the mother,   if female,   andthe  subsequent 

children after other relatives,  Genaro  says they  come andask ladinos 

to look in the almanac,  and give the asme so determined. 



April 15 •     •  ,¡ 
Don Tomas m _.... - 

45? 
BIRTH,  MIDWIVES,   BAPTISM, MARRIAGE 

Don Tomas was working in his milpa, hoeing* He is quite willing 

to talk about  local ouatoms,  always expecting an exchange of 

infomation,  so   that I tell him what is done in my country. 

Here in Agua Escondida there are two nidwlvea,  Santos Garcia and 

Santos Calavay, both inditas,  patronized by both iMUHH indios and 
communities 

ladinos* He said that in other ladino mOMIties there were ladina 

midwives,  and indies ted that if there were suda   here,  the ladinos would 

use them. He was vague as to what was done by the midwives,   saying 

only that they "cared for the mother and child." When I spoke of the 

temazoals owned by Dona Creoenfela and by Dona Maria Luisa Miranda de 

Alvarez, he said yes,  some ladinos used them,  although they were 

more used by inditos. "All the naturales have temazoallis;  only a 

few ladinos." His description indicated that the temazoal is used 

therapeatioally;  very incidentally to olean oneself; probably,  among 

ladinos, not at all ritually. It is used before and after childbirth. 

When I said that in Mexico the midwife gets into the tema zeal with 

the recent mother, he said here too, "to bathe her." Don T. himself 

bathes in it occasionally to relieve MMM his respiratory(f) 

trouble*  "Afterward one must keep warm,  not go out,  so that cold air 

sUMjM does not stride one." When I spoke of the delicada condition 

of recent mothers, he agreed,  said they should stay in bed about 

twelve days,  and not work for a month.  N? magical or ritual ele- 

ment  appeared from his remarks. Hirtfs as to "evil winds'   drew 

nothing;  direct suggestion by reporting Yucatan beliefs brought 

only surprise* 

I spoke of the sacamlsa   This  5 after a little, brought 

as sene,  in that he reported the fact that the Indios,  some time 

after the child is born, have a ceremony they call esanchat  :  they 
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make costumbres;   all the olothing and bedding are shaken out; 

the ashes from the fire are taken outside. But ladinos do nothing 

of the sort, nor is there sacamlsa.    "Some parents lay the hild in 

front of the imagen,  if they have one in the house,  and ask 

God to accept the child andmake it live. You may burn a candle." 

He said that  all children are baptized-- all. I pointed out 

that not quite all could be,  as the priest did not come to San 

Antonio more than two or three times ayear. He said the unbaptized 

would be brought to the priest  at the first opportunity. I asked 

why all children had to be baptized.  He said it was a sin not. I 

asked what happened to the souls of children who were not baptized. 

He 8aid,   Nquien sabe," it was apparently of no concern to him. When 

I spoke of Mexican beliefs, he was somewhat interested,  but 

the notion of angeles » or other beliefs about baptized and unbaptized 

children are certainly not parts of his  thinking. 

As to marriage, he said the boy and girl come to an agreement, 

then the parents of the boy usually oall on those of the girl.  "Other 

people (relatives)) usually go along. They have to discuss things." 

I could not findout what is discussed,   sinoe he mentioned only the 

payment of the res gis try fee,  fifty cents, which he declares the 

boy*8 parents always pay. He    said there were usually three meetings. 

Then he said some made all arrangements in one meeting, or in two. 

The boy's father pays for the girl's wedding costume— dress, 

•arrings,  ribbons,   (etc terat  ),  and pays expenses of the fiesta. 

"This lasts one or two days, depending on how much money there 

is." There is always muslo, marimba, or that failing,  guitar, and 

darning. Food and drink is  serie d to invitedgvsts,  and to others 

who may oome.  "Sometimes,   if they have money,  the couple may 

make a little paseo of a few days before they settle down." 

The boy's father is  expected to set him up, with land,  corn, 

^'"au'aíf1* aX1 áomatí<> equipment. If his own house is not  ready. 
Vh©*x us1 

\^ H^ 



NAMES QAND NICKNAMES * 

*'   Nearly all given names, both of men and women, are abbreviated and 

these customary abbreviations are used muoh more commonly than she full 

names* They are different from those used in Yuoatan. They are chiefly 

phonetio simplifications— simplifications such as a small ohild might 

make* A list is attached* Apparently there are Indiah-ladlno differences 

with regard to MMMM some of these (any Cipriana is MMMUM Yana to a ladino, 

Pux to an Indian)* 

In addition, many men and some women have niokneames. Especially 

boys create and use them* They are derived from personal peculiarities* 

from the nanos of persons whom the nicknamed person resembles or is 

otherwise oonneoted with* et o* Follows a partial lift* 

Oscar is Coco* Not clear why 

Oalixtro (who uses mother's surname) is Chmtunel* his Indian 
father's surname* 

Rosenda is Mamaita-- a term of endearment. 

Maoario Morales, because he talks so muoh, is Xlnxi, which means 
"gizzard". 

Alejd&ro Mosales is Chijohok, whioh apparently means and refers 
to his blunted and deformed toes. 

Benjamin Hieron is Torres, because he looks like a man of chat 
name* 

A ohild in the village is Uioo, from Ubico, because he was 
born on a day when the President was being oelebrated* 

Claudio is Caxquiento, which H* says is Spanish!b) and which refers 
to his twisted feet* 

Enriwue de Leon is Quiohin, which refers to his lameness— he has 
one "dry" leg, one fat one. 

lieroulano Miranda is Opurftente, because he has a way of saying 
unexpected things, or things he should not say 

Adolfo, being so small, is either Pipióla or Pinineo 
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Don Tomas 
Don Magdaleno 
May 5 

465 

Í3IRTH- 

The midwife takes the placenta and burns  it. The umbilical cord, 

when it drops off,   is put  away.  It  is not good to  throw it away. You 

just put it up somewhere,   after a while it gets lost.   (He does not know 

where Jose's  cord is-- it has long been lost). 

Evry pueblo has its  own customs.  In Totonicapan they take 

the umbilical  cords of the boys and hang them on trees on the Hill of 

Umbilical  Cords.  This  is  to make them merchants. 



Don Tomas 
Don Magddleno 
May 5 466 

BIRTH-00NCEPTION-REMEDIES- 

Sorae women have children every year, My wife  (Salome)  did. 

Some  have  them every two years,  or at longer times.  It is  all according to 

the nature of the woman. Yes,   there are some women who have no  children 

at all.  Dona Antonia,   the baker's wife,  never had any children,  nor 

has Pellza,  the wife of Martin Santlso.  It is also according to  the 

nature of the man,   for there  are some women who have children by one 

man but not by another.   (To my Question)   No,  there is nothing to do 

about it. If you want  children,   and you don't have them,   there is no 

remedy  .   (After a little while).  One thing I was told by my wife who 

learned it from Maria Luisa  (wife of Magdaleno's brother Inez)    Maria 

Luisa was told that the wife of Emilio Crespo had a child,   and then 

for  fifteen years  she didn't have mother.  She wanted another,   and she 

then had one,  after  she HI ate some of the suohillo that  is found in 

wild bee's nests.  Suohillo is the white,   sticky substance that is not 

honey but is   found on the other  side of the nest.  It has all the fragrance 

of the  flowers.  Emilio' s  Crespo's wife was told  about this by some 

naturales who were on the finca,  El *araiso,  where she was   staying. 

(I then asked the opposite question)   No,   if you do not want 

children,   and keep having them,   there is nothing to be done  .  Oh,   yes,  there 

is one  thing, but WMMMWWMMM it makes the woman sick. The woman can take 

much lime juice.  But this is very dangerous. That is why Leandra Jochóla 

has had no  children by Pancho Miranda,   although she had children by 

•her husband. But  she is weak;   her face is  all markea with spots. The 

lime cuts the blood,   it ruins the blood. It is a powerful medecine.  We 

give it,   but only a few drops in rum,   for chills,  or for fever. The lime 

juice cuts the fever.  But to o much is dangerous. Tiburcio  Santiso died 

that way. There was  a lime  tree in his  yard,   and he ate them as one 



would oranges.  0ne day lie plunged fb rward and fell like a  stone,  his 

arms tight,   like this.  He died soon after. Oranges are good. Limas 

are nad-- they o ntain much opium. 



Don Magdaleno 
May sixth 

468 
CHILDCARE-   PUNIS.iMENT 

Children are nursed until they are a year and a Mil a half old. 

But  a boy child should be nursed for two years,  because boys need jflore 

food.  The Indians nir se their children longer. When we wean a child, we 

give it bread dipped in coffee,   or tortilla soaked into bean brothyé' so 

it makes a sort of soup.  We may give rice.   (I told about our"custom" 

to  feed a nursing child at regular intervals)   No,   our custom is  to 

give them the breast whenever they cry;   when they cry it means that they 

areLhungry,   Sometimes  the mother is very sleepy,   but  she has to  get up 

when the baby  cries, 

(He made it. clear that in his understand ing no  attempt was 

made to teach bladder or evacuation control)"until  the  child is old 

enough to understand.  Jaime is old enough now,  Piedad  (almost three)  has 

learned now to go outside when she wants to urinate,   or to use a pot. 

A1er mother beg^n to teach her when she was  two,  or a little before.  Before 

that we do notjtake them outside;   if they have diapers,  we change them" 

I brought up Pedro without  ever punishing him with a whipping, 

$nly with words \ punished him. There are those here who  give their 

children whippings.   Sometimes vne has  to,   if the child behaves very 

badl^.   Wo,  here it is not the custom to go to the juzgado  about a 

child that is disobedient,  or to ask the godparents to do  anything about. 

It is  the parent's  affair. 
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Child Care. 

If a mother dies leaving a ver;,   young child,  the 

father gets a goat and gives it    goat's milk diluted with barley 

water. Ofc he tries to get  someone to nurse it. 

Children among ladinos nurse up to one year or a 

£ear and a half.  Among the Indians they nu se up to three years. They 

begin to  eat tortillas at about eight months,  when they have some teeth* 

They wat caldo de frijol      until one year or mare       ,   then frijol, 

üoys do  not begin to work in the milpa until they are twelve years 

old. fiirls begin to learn to grind at  seven ,   but they have much time 

to play. 
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CHILD CARE 

Cradle Songs--Ladino 

Ru—ru~ru—- 
Dormirte, ninito 
Que tengo que hacer^ 
Lavar tus panales 
Y sentarme a coser. 

Mish, mish, mishito mió. 
Caza ratones 
Por los rincones, 
Ojala yo fuera tu mishito 
Para entrarme a tu hamaca 
Y sacarme con las unas 
A la niilá mas hermosa. 

47Í5 
M.P. R. 
(Romelia) 

These songs are known by all in the village. Indian women sing 

to their babies too but "not with words", they sing the pr-r-r-r with 

puckered lips in the ame way that the chickens are called. While they 

are grinding the baby will be in the hammock which they keep in 

motion , sometimes by having a string tied around their waist tied 

to it. 

R.'s grandmother sometimes told her e1jemplos-  when she was little. 
When she was 

naughty and her mother threatened to punish (pegar ) her 

she would run to her grandmother . Her grandmother told her she should . 

not behave so because sometimes when children were naughty and did not 

obey their paFents the earth opened up and swallowed them. R. has 

forgotten other e.jemplos but remembers there were some. 
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Indian women use the temaseal much more after childbirth than 

ladinas do. The sometimes go in the very day of the birth, and alii 

se oompenan  . In one case an xndian woman was a long time in giving 

birth and she went in the temascal and the baby was born there. Ladinas/ 
' \ / 

use the temascal onlk if things tfb nt go lust right. Salome went in th*' 

I / 
temascral after one of her children was born, but one month after, 

because she had not much milk. She went in 'to warm the milk. " She went 

in three different times. 

After the birtn of a child the relatives all look after the 

mother and give her herfood. and Indian woman is hireil to do the 

grinding  . The mother is given just caldo de gallina  or atole de 

francés . 

Onl, one of Salome's children was born dead, the twin of 

Dionysia.  Salome thinks her first child , who died shortly after birth, 

in a ver¿ prolonged birth, may have shallowed the aosada  (after birth? ) 

because he hadfoam in his mouth. 

11 If you are married and dont have children it gives you 

pains in the stomach. "   S. 

Dona Paula nursed Adalberto onl¿ about one pyear and three 

months because then she became pregnant again. She nursed Olivia about 

two years and a half, v 



Santos Calavy 
May 21 

Childbirth Remedies 

Ververta, boiled , and given with a little aguardiente when túe  woman 

first goes to bed. 

Ot-er herbs used are comino, áluoena --given separately but 

v:ith a  little  agi ardiente  also  ,  Altamisa    is  given boiled with 

leaves  of a     ild plant  called ceuj_a_   (this was  the only plant Komelia      i| 

did not  know  ). 

Mollente ,  which is bought in the stores is used to rub 

the abdomen after the birth. 
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Child birth. 

Here most women give birth kneeling, sometimes on the bed, 

1 sometimes on a mat on the floor, but some women just lie and hold on 

to the head of the bedstead. Some may give birth seated. This is a sort 

of chair shaped like an excusado which serves for women in childbirth 

(but none here in gua Escondida. ) If the birth is long in coming the 

woman may stand andhold on to a rope. Many women die inchildbirth and 

many children are born dead ( this "many " was very general . Only one 

case was mentioned . )  A woman had a child and in three days of pains 

it was not born. It died inside t ¿e woman,  Jhere was a señora ( a 

ladina partera  ) who came and operated on her. The childwas dead but 

the woman got well, ¿he is living now in uodinz and has a husband;. .Then 

when she had the child she had none, The Indians part eras do not know 

so much. If everything goes well they are all right. 

When Jose was born he was almost dead. He was purple in the 

face, xhen the partera did not cut the cord right away but put it and the 

afterbirth in hot water with chile and rubbed the cord so that the heat 

would pass along it to the child. She also put some chile in his mouth. 

Then he yelled and he got all rignt. 
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There are  strong taboos  on the discussion or observation 

of  sex matters,  ^n the presence of members of  the  same  sex 

when naked,  adults  cover the private parts (women include the 

breasts).  Sex information is  not given to  children.  After, 

menstruation girls are  given  moderate  supervision;   the y move 

only in groups any distance from home. Nevertheless social 

relations between the  sexes are  easy  and  frequent;   young people 

of  opposite sexes talk and   joke together.  Chastity before marriage 

is expected,   and in most   cases probably realized.  Illegitimate 

children,  not  very rare,   are probably not discriminated against^ 

(they are frankly described asbastards)  but to bear   an illegitimate 

child   is very shameful,  and makes formal marriage (but -not   juntando) 

impossible.  A child  is   "illegitimate" only if born  -when the mother 

is not living openly with the  father (who of course must not be 

living openly with anynother woman-if he is   living openly with 

her). 
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some casual notes on matters of sex in the village 

Sexual .jokes.    IMMMinni      Still It is true that  I have heard almost 
,n.f--.tt->ru 

none* A reference to Benjamin's interest in sexual pleasures— MM 

hardly more. Bo aneodotes with sexual points have been told in my 

hearing? How muoh do they modify their oonduot for my presence? 

Homosexuality. Not a hint. 

HffMMM"HHlíM>iyMM>*ltM 

Nicknames and epithets . Of a good many collect ed, none has sexual 
oontent. ! 

On illegitimate children: One thing is plains they are under no 

social disadvantage; they are not avoided; they marry as easily as 

any other children. Another thing is plain: there is no attempt to 

oomoeal the fact of their illegitimacy. The oasual parenthood is 

known, casually and easily spoken of, and the parentage is is ually 

recognized on both sides. The aunt and uncle and sister of Martina, 

discussing her oasual child admiringly, take up the question of 

the child's resemblance to its parents; it is pointed out that he looks 

muoh like his father (we are present); no one shows any embarrassnnt 

at agreeing on this MMMMMMM resemblance* 

Ott avoidance between the sexes • A small boy will bathe qaked with 

grown women, at least his olose relatives. But shortly before 

puberty he rather suddenly, I think, beoomes ashamed to do so. 

A woman and her grown sons, or a man and his wife, will 

bathe together in the temazoal; but clothed, not naked. But a man 

and his sister (grown) would be ashamed to do so. But among the 

ladinos a nan and his sister will sit together and talk together wk 

even if none others are present. The Indians, however, find shame in 

this. When Pedro, who is a grown ladino, being unusually shy, 



*-4£T 

shows embarrassment  and   reluc! aneé, t© talk at length wi,th 

one of his sisters when she bring-s-Kim food. whern he  is working; 

alone am the    bush, the  sisters make fun of him and elide him 

xrpmparing him to an Indian. 

•:$$& 
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MARRIAGE  -  FORM 488 

The age of marriage\is highly variable for both sexes. The choice' 

of spouse is, limited by bonds of kinship. The initiative, in, choosing ; 

a wife lies with the boy; usually an understanding has been reached 

between the couple before the parents act. Most first marriages are 

by civil ceremony, and a few by church ceremony alos.  But "a large 

minority of first marriages, and most (but not quite all) remarriages 

are without ceremony ("juntarse").  There is little difference in status 

between the two kin^s of union, once achieved.  In the case of formal 

marriage, sbonsors (padrinos) are selected by the boy's parents; these 

accompany the con-nle to the church or to the civil registry; in the 

case of church ceremony the sponsors have the duty of instructing 

the couple on the prayers and catechlsmál knowledge that will be' 

expected of them by the priest.  The church marriage is a ring-chain . 

ceremony. Returning from the registry or church, in a "proper" wedding, 

the couple are greeted with rockets-, seated under a decorated canopy 

(sitial --.this is omitted in the case of re-marriage), and are 

formally blessed by both pairs of parents.  The wedding celebration 

includes marimba and dancing. 

The boy's father is expected to pay all the expenses of the wedding, 

to provide the trousseaus, and to áet the couple up with housekeeping 

equipment.  If the boy's father is dead, or is unable, the girl's father 

may give the wedd'np; and pay the costs.  Special circumstances may provide 

exceptions to the general rule of ,patrilocal residence. 



Don Tomas 
April 21 
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MARRIAGE 

Women marry from 18 to 22, men a little older. The Indians marry 

much younger* When a girl and boy have found that they want to 

marry,   then the father of the boy asks some his frierds and their 

wives to go with him to the house of  the girl* These friends do 

most of the talking;  they are called petidores;   the father and 

mother of the boy say little. These may be any persons friendly 

to the boy1s father;  the baptismal godparents are not necessarily 

included;  and indeed usually are not,  if they do not live near by* 

The party brings to the house of the girl three or four bottles of 

rum. One of the party is charged with offering it to all at 

freuwent intervals. The discussion may last for several hours. 

Practically always the matter isnot decided then, but the groom*s 

party return,  after two or three weeks* The girl herself is present 

at these m etlngs;  before the company  she is asked if she likes the 

boy and wants to marry him. The second» eting usually decides  the 

date of the wedding. The boy's father pays for the girl's trousseau; 

this is delivered on the day of the wedding* No money accompanies 

the gift* Padrinos of the wedding are selected;   these are always 

different from the godparents of the baptism* Apparenlt nothing 

is expected of the wedding padrinos  except to accompany the 

¥& couple to the registry,  or to the priest;   after the wedding 

they have no role* 
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WOMEN- CHASTITY (X,*P , ^^>VW   -NWVI-/^ 

Almost all the girls who marry here, marry as virgins. There 

are a few who have relations with men first, but the    are very few. 

If a girl has an illegitimate child,   she is treated all right,   and the 

child,  but  then she does not get married,   No one would want to marry 

her. But she oan live with (juntarse)  a man. No, we don't have to 

watch over the girls;  they  can go where they please,  but nothing 

happens. 

v- ( V» HI' 

Don Tomas,   Don  Inez-May  19 

Widows may  re-marry  por  civil' o  por iglesia,   "ith   fiertas,   including 
marimba  and  dancing.   Gravlel  Rivás  of San Lucas  did   so.     Ño   case of 
the  sort   could be mentioned  for A.E.,   howbver--   all   widows mentioned 
here  simply juntaron   .   "In  all   the pueblos   it  happens."  Eut   if  the 
bride  is   wido":,   the   r. i t i al   is   omitted. 
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Wedding Ceremonial. 

The wedding of Maria Hernandez ,of Panibaj,   and Sotero Santiso 

of Patzun was to have tafeen place on Satufc daj but was postponed for 

some reason to Sunday.,   Previously in the    week there had been talk of 

the whole Alvarez family going to  the festivities which were to  take 

place in    Panibaj,   since Sotero's parents were dead and his parents-in 

law    were to  act in their place. Magdaleno however changed his mind 

about going.   Possibly the family did not receive a formal invitation , 

as Romelia definitely stated that other memabers    ofithe    fa(^npLy, 

Sebastiana,  lomas,   and Monica,  had not been invited   .   (Maria  is  the 

daughter oflMagdaleno' s  sister Jovita.   )       Romelia said that her father 

had other things to do.   She also  said that he did not wish them feo 

attend because Sotero's  brother was so jealous that he accused his 

wife XKstx of wishing to have relations with her padrino    and beat her, 

all  for no reason. Magdaleno however told the girls that if they 

wished to  stop in to see how things were the¿ might do  so. The girls, 

Romelia,  Dionysia,   and Martina did not dress up particularly,  but after 

bathing andwashing their hair attne hot  springs,   we went up to 

Panibaj   .    The wedding party had not yet returned from Patzun .   No 

marimberos    had come  andit was uncertain whether they would do  so,   as 

the  boy's mother had died sack only  eight months  ago.     The house was 

all prepared    for the fiesta,  however.  In front had been constructed 
an enramada    of boughs  .  This had simply an empty talifee under ityxbodt 

JclxHxaacx on waich the food was to be served,before tne dancing should 

begin.  The marimba is also  stationed here. At one side of the 

enramada    was    an arco    or arch of cypress through waich tae young 

couple were to pass on their wavj in to the house.    The corredor of 

the house was éecorated with greenery    and    had a table bearing 

three croses  covered with paper flowers  (  decorated for el Dia de 
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la Santa Cruz )  on an embroidered ¿loth. The most interesting 

thing' in side the house was the sitial  or seat of honor .. This 

consisted in a bench.5 et against tae wall»^ith canopy and curtains 

looped back of blue and white paper. In front of the bench wss a table 

v.'ith a new cover on it and a large bund:, of wjiité flowers and two 

fancv, postcards showing loving couples in the best Latin ¿imerioan 
• f 

tradition,  in front of the table were two large vases of mostly white 

flowers ( white is used not exclusively but ver;,. 1 argely^lwiissaiajixikx 

to signify  virginity ). The altar also had a number of'vases of 

white flowers  , some of them having little tissue paper pennants 

stuck in with them for added decoration.  The floor was of course 

covered with pine needles and the ceiling hung with moss and innumerable 

tissue paper flowers  , riomelia says that when the people are rich, 

gauze curtains are used instead of the tissue paper ones, but the 

sitial  is always used. Onl¿ in the case of the marriage of a widowc± 

(waich is rather uncommon , anyway, as they rarely go through the 

formalit; of a wedding ) is it ommitted tho the marimba ma?" play. 

We waited forsome time to see if the wedding party would not 

arrive, sitting about  and discussing quietly sucn matters  as 

reminiscences offormer weddings.  It w- s agreed that suca things always 

take longer than the;, should . At last'we had to leave wit out seeing 

the v-Duri? sample,  iho procedure , according to Romelia , is for the 

young couple to pass through the archway into the house and se'fat them- 

selves in the sitial . The parents then give them their blessing. 

After this tney go out to the enramada andáll consume tee fefreshments. 

Rockets are set off when the, bridal party arrived, and if there are 

enough, d ring the course of the evening. After the refreshments, the 

dancing begins.  If tae h sband is not jealous, the bride may dance wit a 

other men. In the intervals between the dancing the ISKX mwwlv wedded 
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pair always sit 6n th. e sitial. 

Don Magdaleno and Salome do not know the formal words of 

blessing whic.i are used on these occasions and w*ll have to learn 

them, probably from Jovita, for Pedro's wedding. The padre does not 

teacn them but tue¿ are learned from others who are experienced at 

weddings. 

It appears that tne bridal partt did not arrive from Patzun 

until about nine in the evening, as rockets were heard here at tnat 

time.  Tae marimberos  did come,   from fcfcxxa Patzun,   and man:   guests» 

SoQKairasmxáHxtelsaxKfexfcaeKSKfcxiiKRJmfxx Eoth th 

young man and the girl     invited guests>   but  not man?   people  came from 

Patzun because it  5s   so  far.   Even the padrinos of the wedding did not 

come,   altho  that is  customary.       The padrinos  invited their  friends  to 

accompany them to  the Juagado but     do not  invited:    people to   the evening- 

festivities . 

The yjmg couple are  tb  stay  at  the girl's parents'   house 

for  a   time and then go out  to  a slnall settlement where the 

young man has  a house. 
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INDIANS- MARRIAGE- HUUM INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Domnlgo Tax,   an older man, wen ted to marry Andrea and 

according to Indian oustom without speac lng to her  sent hMMMHIllWr 

petidorea to ask for her hand. They brought rum;   Carmen go* drunk,/ 

and on the seoond visit promised to give Andrea,  In between 

visits Carmen did not say anything to Andrea-- nor did oustom 

require she should.  But Andrea is "advanoed";   and anshe refused 

to marry Domingo. ThsmxftsmwnMmaaikilmmxplga^xmankuMMilBiJtomthmxx 

^«agmdaoaado The Taxes had spent three quetzals on aguardiente de 

jMMMtttM olla,  and when they heard that Andrea would not fulfill 

the agreement made by her parents,  they went to the juzagodo and 

lodged a complaint against the Tuis. Then Carmen sold her pig.  and 

with the pr ooeeds paid the Juzgado three quetzala,   the intendente 

passing the money on to thebTaxes. Not long after 

Antonio Lopese wanted to marry M1MMMHM Andrea, and his father 

and others came to ask for Andrea's hand* Again Carmen gave 

consent  (on the seoond visit)   and again Andrea refused to 

marry the aooepted suitor. Then Carmen,  having no more pig,  told 

Andrea she would have to  raise the money herself.   So Andrea worked 

for a month for Ernestina E8taouy,  grinding her oom and wwatohing 

her goat,   andfearfnedtwo quetzales, which was enough to pay the 

Lopez olaiYA» A third suitor,  an Indian from Los Robles,  sent 

Venaoio Vooel his father(?)  to ask for Andrea,  but both Carmen and 

Andrea did not like him and he was turned down, Andrea meanwhile 

had had conversations at the spring withbFranoisoo Oarola, HHMMM 

Totonioapeno,  and they had reaohed an understanding. R. says this 

is very unusual among Indians and happened only because both 

Andrea and Francisoo are "advanoad." Then Francisco sent 

petitioners and was aooepted.  Hut now he has gone to military 

service and the marriage will have to wait ayear. 
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There are  strong taboos on the discussion or observation 

of  sex matters,  ^n the presenoe'of members of the  same, sex 

when naked,  adults  cover the pristate parts (women include the 

breasts),  Sex information is  not given to  children.  After, 

menstruation girls are given moderate  supervision;   the y move  . 

only in groups any distance from home. Nevertheless .social 

relations between the  sexes are  easy  and  frequent;   young people  .. 

of  opposite sexes talk and   joke together.  Chastity before marriage 

is expected,   and in most   oases probably realized.  Illegitimate 

children,  not  very rare,   are probably not discriminated against( 

(they are frankly described asbastards)  but to bear   an illegitimate 

child  is very shameful, and makes formal marriage (but «iot  juntando) 

impossible,  A child  is  "illegitimaten only if born  when the mother 

is not living openly with the  father(who of course must not be 

living openly with anynother woman  if he is   living openly with       • 

her). 

'"> 
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some casual notes on matters of sex in the village 
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Sexual 3olees."" ÉMlfainfll      Still It is true that  1 have heard almost 

none* A reference to Benjamin's interest in sesual pleasures— MM 

hardly more. Ho anecdotes with sexual points have been told in my 

hearing? How much do they modify their oonduot for my presence? 

Homosexuality, Not a hint* 

MifinimnMiniynniMiiM 
Nicknames and epithets * Of a good many collected, none has sexual 
content»' 

On illegitimate children: One thing is plains they are under no 

social disadvantage; they are not avoided; they marry as easily as 

any other children* Another thing is plain: there Is no attempt to 

oomoeal the fact of ¿heir illegitimacy* The casual parenthood is 

known* casually and easily spoken oí1-, and the parentage is is ually 

recognized on both sides* The aunt and uncle and sister of Martina* 

discussing her casual child admiringly* take up the question of 

the ohlld's resemblance to its parents; it is pointed out that he looks 

muoh like his father (we are present); no one shows any embarras sient 

at agreeing on this MMMMMMM resemblance* 

On avoidance between the sexes • A small boy will bathe Jaked with 

grown women* at least his olose relatives. But shortly before 

puberty he rather suddenly* I think* becomes ashamed to do so* 

A woman and her grown sons* or a man and his wife* will 

bathe together in the temazoal; but clothed, not naked* But a man 

and his sister (grown) would be ashamed to do so* But among the 

ladinos a man and his sister will sit together and talk together «k 

even if none others are present. The Indians, however, find shame in 

this* When Pedro, who is a grown ladino, being unusually shy, 
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shows embarrassment   and   reluctance, t'©> talk at length' wi»th 

one of ^B sisters whe'n she br in^s ^d&i food when he  isworkitjg; 

alone ñn tjie    bush, the,sisters make futí ót him and elide hl%'; 

trpmparing him to an Indian,       •,*• ,   „ „- *<- 
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MARRIAGE  -  FORM 488 

The age of marriage ,is highly variable for both sexes.  The choice' 

of spouse is, limited by bonds of kináhip.  The initiative in choosing - 

a wife lies with the boy; usually an understanding has been reached 

between the couple before the parents act. Most first marriages are 

by civil ceramony, and a few by church ceremony alos.  But a large 

minority of first marriages, and most (but not quite all) remarriages 

are without ceremony ("juntarse").  There is little difference in status 

between th« two kinds of union, once achieved.  In the case of formal 

marriage, sponsors (padrinos) are selected by the boy's parents; these 

accompany tne con-ole to the church or to the civil registry; in the 

case of church ceremony the sponsors have the duty of instructing 

the couple on the prayers and catechismál knowledge that will be 

expected of them by the priest.  The church marriage is a ring-chain , * *" "";.$ 

ceremony. Returning from the registry or church, in a "proper" wedding, 

the couple are greeted with rbcketsv seated under a decorated canopy 

(sitial -- this is omitted in the casé of re-marriage), and are 

formally blessed by both pairs of parents.  The wedding celebration 

includes marimba and dancing. 

The boy's father is expected.to pay all the expenses of the wedding, 

to piovide the trousseaus, and to set the couple up with housekeeping 

equipment.  If the boy's father is dead, or is unable, the girl's father 

may give the wedd'ng and pay the costs. .Special circumstances may provide 

exceptions to the general rule of ,patrilocal residence. 
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MARRIAGE 

Women marry from 18 to 22, men a little older. The Indians marry 

much younger* When a girl and boy have found that they want to 

marry,  then the father of the boy asks some his frlerús and their 

wives to go with him to the house of the girl* These friends do 

most of the talking;  they are called pet ido res;  the father and 

mother of the boy say little. These may be any persons friendly 

to the boy1 s father;  the baptismal godparents are not necessarily 

included; and Indeed usually are not,  if they do not live near by* 

The party brings to the house of the girl three or four bottles of 

rum. One of the party is charged with offering it to all at 

freuwent intervals. The diaoussion may last for several hours. 

Practically always the matter isnot decided then, but the groom1s 

party return,  after two or three weeks* The girl herself is present 

at these m etings;  before the company she is asked if she likes the 

boy and wants to marry him. The seconds» eting usually decides the 

date of the wedding. The boy's father pays for the girl's trousseau; 

this is delivered on the day of the weddlAg. No money accompanies 

the gift* Padrinos of the wedding are selected;   these are always 

different from the godparents of the baptism* Apparenlt nothing 

is expected of the wedding padrinos except to aooompany the 

MM couple to the registry,  or to the priest;  after the wedding 

they have no role* 
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Almost all the girls who marry here, marry as virgins. There 

are a few who have relations with men first, but the    are very few. 

If a girl has an illegitimate child,  she is treated all right,  and the* - 

ohild, but then she does not get married,  No one would want to marry 

her. But she o an live with (Juntarse)  a man. No, we don't have to 

watch over the girls; they can go where they please, but nothing 

happens. 

TV. { •*&~**v i^wp 

D°n Tomas>   £°n Ine2-May 18 
^Pimba and d¡:Ty £2l£ivü  o por - 
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í'&&ñiM^ * Wedding Ceremonial; 

The wedding of Maria Hernandez  ,of Panibaj,  and- Sotero Santiso"• 

of Patzun was to have fcataen place on Saturday but was postponed for 

some reason to Sunday,  Previously in the    week there had been talk' of l 

'   the whole Alvarez family going to  the festivities which were to, take 

place in    Fanibaj,   since Sotero's parents were dead and his paren&s-Jiíí'' 

law    were to  act in their plaoe. Magdaleno however changed his mind-    , 

about going.   Possibly the family did not receive a formal invitation , i_ 

as Romelia definitely stated that-other memabers    of/the    fa(^ifLy,'    , 

Sebastiana,  lomas,   and Monica,  had not been invited   .   (Maria is  the 

daughter ofpJagdaleno1 s  sister Jovita.   )       Romelia said thatf her father 

had other things to do.  She also  said that he did not wish them feo 

attend because Sotero's brother was so jealous that he accused his 

wife KK&x of wishing to have relations with her padrino    and b.eat her,- 

- ail  for no reapon. Magdaleno however told the girls- that if they,/    •$ 

wished to  stop in to  see hpw things were they might do  so. The girls-, 

Romelia,  Dionysla,   and Martina ,did not dress up particularly,  but after | 

bathing andwashing their hair atthe hot  springs,  we went tip to 

Panibaj   .    The wedding party had not  yet returned from Patzun •   No 

marimberos    had come andit was uncertain whether they would do  so-,   as 

the boy's mother had died xack only eight months  ago.    The house was 

all prepared    for the fiesta,  however.  In froat had been constructed 

an enramada    of boughs  •  This had simply an empty takle under lt£3$^/"'||j 

JEtaHOTtaat on whioh the food was to be served before the dancing should'1 ; $ 

begin.  The marimba is also  stationed here. At one side ofthe 

enramada    was    an arco    or arch of cypress through which tae young 

couple were to pass on their way in to the ho^Se.    The corredor of 

the house was éecorated with greenery    and    had a table bearing    v 

three croses  covered with paper flowers  (  decorated for  el Dla'de   j 
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la Santa Cruz )  on an embroidered Aloth. The most interesting' 

thing'in side the house was the sitial  or seat of honor .This - 

consisted in a bench Jet against the wall *ylth canopy and curtains    , -',- 

looped back of blue and white paper. In front of the bench was'a table 

with a new cover on it and a large bunc.a of whiteflowers and two 

fanc^ postcards showing loving couples in the best Latin ameritan 

'tradition.,  in front of the table were two large vases of mostly white 

flowers ( white is used not exclusively but verg 1 argely_^ kaixacaxKXkfcx 

to signify virginity ). xhé altar also had a number of vases of 

white flowers  , some of them having little tissue paper pennants 

stuck in with them for added decoration. The floor was of course 

covered with pine needles and the ceiling hung with moss and innumtaerable 

tissue paper flowers  . rtomella says that when the people are rich, 

gauze ourtains are used instead of the tissue paper ones, but the 

sitial  is alwajs used. Onlj in the case of the marriage of a widowc± A 

(which is rather uncommon , anyway, as they rarely go through the 

formality of a wedding ) is it ommitted thb the marimba may play. 

We waited fo^some time to see if the wedding party would not 

arrive, sitting about  and discussing quietly such matters as 

reminiscences offormer weddings.  It wvs agreed that suca things always 

take longer than thej should . At last'we had to leave wit ¡out seeing 

the young couple.  Tho procedure , according to Romelia , is for the 

young couple to pass through the archway into the house and sefet them- 

selves In the sitial . The parents then give them their blessing. 

After this tney go out to the enramada andáll consume toi&e refreshments. 

Rockets are set off when the, bridal party arrived, and if there are 

enough, d ring the course of the evening. After the refreshments, the 

dancing begins. If tae h sband is not jealous, the bride may1 dance wit^ 

other men. In the intervals between the dancing the fcRi nvwlv wedded 
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pair always  sit d>n th e  sitial. 

Don Magdaleno and Salome do not know the formal'words of 

blessing which are used on these occasions and w<Ll have to learn 

them,  probably from Jovita,   for Pedro's  redding.  The £adre does' not 

teaca    them but  they   are learned from others who  are experienced at 

weudings. 

It appears that the bridal part;   did not arrive  from Patzun 

until  about nine in,the  evening,   as rockets were heard here at that 

time.  The marimberos  did come,   from fcfcacxBt Patzun,   and many  guests* 
8araaaMma:*Kxkfcaxx£KifflOTBi^xdK*tegxi^ Both th 

young man and the girl    invited guests,   but not many people came from 

Patzun because it  is  so far.   Even the padrinos of the wedding did not 

come,   altho that is  customary.       The padrinos invited their friends to 

accompany them to  the Jusgado but    do not invited    people to   the evening.» 

festivities. 

The young couple are to stay at the girl's parents'   house   / 

for a  time and then go out to a small  settlement where the 

young man has  a house. 

JÍ 
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INDIANS- MARRIAGE- MMM INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Domnigo Tax,  an older man, waited to marry Andrea and 

according to Indian ouatom without apeac ing to her sent hsWMVMMlllr   '' 

pet ido rea to ask for her «and. Tkey brought rum;  Carmen go* druhk,', 

and on the seoond visit promised to gire Andrea* In between 

Visits Carmen did not say anything to Andrea-- nor did ouatom 

require she should. But Andrea Is "advanced";  and anshe refused 

to marry Domingo. TtttrnxOmxammsnkaxaxpigcs)xmxAmmlmánabtomxx 

¿Mcmgmdaneado The Taxes Mad spent tkree quetzals on aguardiente de 

jWttmMML olla,  and wken tkey heard that Andrea would not fulfill 

the agreement made by ker parents,  tkey went to tke Juaagodo and 

lodged a oomplalnt against tke Tuls. Tken Carmen sold ker pig. and 

witk the pr ooeeda paid tke juzgado tkree quetzals,  tke intendente 

passing tke money on to tkefcTaxtsy Hot long after 

Antonio Lopese wanted to marry MBOOOOI Andrea, and kls fatker 

and others cane to ask for Andrea's hand. Again Carmen gave 

consent (on the seoond visit)   and again Andrea refused to 

marry tke aooapted suitor. Tken Carmen, having no more pig,  told 

Andrea she would have to raise the money kerself.  So Andrea worked 

for a month for Ernestina Estaouy, grinding ker oorn and wwatoklng 

ker goat,   and/earYneójtwo quetzales, which was enougk to pay tke 

Lopes olalvn» A third suitor, an Indian from Los Robles, sent 

Venaolo Vooel kls father (?)  to ask for Andrea, but botk Carmen and 

Andrea did not like kirn and he was turned down. Andrea meanwkile 

kad kad conversations at tke spring wlckbFranolsoo Oaroia, ttMllll 

To tonic apeno, and tkey kad reached an understanding* R. says tkis • 

is very unusual among Indians and happened only because botk 

Andrea and Franolaoo are "advanced." Tken Francisco sent 

petitioners and was aooepted. But now ke kas gone to military 

aervioe and the marriage will have to wait ay ear. 
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When Pedro's marriage was arranged those who went to ask for 

Reina1* hand were M&gdaleno,   &alome ,   Sebastiana. Juan Santiso, 

Monica,  "They broughtjfonly two bottlesof rum because we do 

not do it  the;^ way the Indians do where everybody gets drunk. 

Only Don, Felipe got drunk. He said he would give his 

answer in a month,   and after a month he said yes.  It is 

customary to go  as many times as youhave to until the girl's 

parents say yes, Antonio Cabrera went along too;  my father 

invited him because he knows how to talk so well and explain 

things."  before that,  for  three years,   ^eina and Pedro had 

been MM novias,  i.e., had had   an understanding between them. 

As,   apparently,   is customary,  Pedro had asked Reina is she 

wouldhave him,   and she had said No,  This meant he might ask 

her parents if he might  "speak with her",  i.e.   ,  court her. 

So Pedro asked Felipe if he might,   and Felipe said Yes,  Then 
years, 

followed the three MMMMM (one of which was servicio),   and 

then the asking-for-the-hand. 

When we weBB here a year and a half ago,   at the end 

of our stay,  Romella was being courted by Com epoion Duarte,  half) 

brother of Luis Escobar.  CO. lives in Pochuta(?).  "he knows 

how to work and dresses well,  but he has a bad reputation for 

violence. Once he out a girl  across  the cheek who refused him— 

he has  been in jail many times*  "    Romelia's  aooount of 

his courting is somewhat ambiguous:  it is not d ear whether 

she liked hi"\ or not.  She says her father and mother wouldnot 

have him, beoause he had a bad reputation. At any rate, he 

came to see her several times and told her he was coming to 

ask for her. He came one day,  and no one told her MM he had 
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oome. He want to see her father, but he, knowing what he had 

oome for, hid, and could not be found. Then suddenly H. met 

Com epolon on the road* he was riding a horse and he took her 

by tae wrist and daid he was going to oarry her off. She cried 

out and Benjamin Hieron heard her andoame to see what it was. 

Then R "told him 1 wouldrun off with him in a week— just lies, 

so as to get rid of him." And he rode off," Mow, at this 

writing, her father has told her he is around here now, and that 

is why they are specially careful about her, and why yesterday 

when she was ooming back to the house they went and foundJose and 

had him come along with her» 

•MMMMI 
R,  says a good deal about how she did not want  to marry 

him because her parentsKdidn11 wait her too.  "It will not  «me out 

right  if your father and mother don't approve,"     I do not know 

how she really feels, 

Franoisoo Santiso appears to be a suitor,   accepted as  such, 

but not aoopeted as a futiré    husband.  He asked R.  some months 

ago if he might have her,and she said Mo,  MMMMMM according to 

rules,   and so he asked Magdaleno if he might  "speak with her,"  and 

M,  said yes. Now he has told R, that  in July he is coming to ask 

for her hand.   "But now he has gone to Solóla and he will look 

for anither girl there,"    I asked if she liked him,  "He is 

a good boy,  andknows how to work. My  father likes him, but my 

mother does not want me to marry him," 

Apparently it is usual for the preliminary "asking" of 

the  girl  to  take the form of a letter.  Pedro  sent  a letter  to 

Reina.   Sha answered,   No.   Then Pedro   ,   afraid his   father would 

not approve,  got his uncle Inez to  go with him to  ask  for Reina. 

Inez made a first call of Felipe aa d then told ^agdaleno,   who 



was  quite willing and thereafter  took oharge ofthe negotiations, 

Evaristo han  gone after Nioha,  Remella and Mirtina in succession 

aad tern refused ty all three.  Nioha refuses to consider marrying 

anyone.- In each case Evaristo  began by  sending a letter to the 

girl  saying that he oared for her and asking wouldshe have him» 

Rom el i a quoted his letter to me —  a formal deolaryion of wDctuadsto 

affections and an inquiry of the feeling were reciprocated. 

Homelia wrote an answer politely saying No,  Bo did the 

other girls.  R.     says he is a good man but that two 

people oan't live on the little he makes. 

Martina has just told R. that Her uncí e Tomas is 

going after another woman.  She does not know who it is,  but 

thinks he has been sending letters to Godinez. 

Antonio Cruz told Evaristo,  andincidentally R.  on 

ou r walk last Sunday that Jesus Juarez was his sweetheart, 

Nioha tells R.  that Jesus won't have him— he is old,   and she 

has a private arrangement to Juntar with Francisco ^staouy, 

brother of Felipa and Juan ^staouy. He lives in Ojo de    Agua. 

He is now in servicio  in Guatemala.  R. has been toldrchat 

he will  take Jesus'   three children too. He has no land, but is 

hardworking and by renting    land will manage, R. was  also told 

that old Don Tonojseized hold of Jesus Alvarez at the well, 

but  she pushed him off. 
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MAfiRIAGE 

When Juan SantAso o ame MM from Jratzun.to ask for the hand of 

Sebastiana,  her mother, Martina Alvarez (her father being dead)   told him 

he oould take Sebastiana,  but without marrying her% She told Juan that then 

if things did not go well,   she, ^ art in a,  oould take her daughter back and she 

would not have to  spend an unhappy life, ,She  also said that as he,  Juan,  did 

not have much miney,   it would be better if he  spent  the money that would 

otherwise go  for a wedding on food.  Ev.   says Martina did not have full 

oonfidence in Juan,   and did not know if the union wouldbe happy.   So  she 

acted  thus--  in spite of  the fact that most members of her family had(been 

legally married.  In fact ,the marriage has turned out  exceedingly well,   as 

is generally  realized.   Ev. s ays it  is the obly qouple he knows of in the 

village that live together in entire tranquility andfull mutual  confidence. 

Recently  when a merchant   came to buy the Santiso  steer,  he asked  to see 

Juan.  But Tana told hi    to talk to her,   that  ther was no use bothereing 

Juan,   who was working in his milpa.  The merhcnat demurred,   bu$ Tana insisted, 

and finally sold the  steer for eight quetzals.  They had paid five for,it. 

When J^an came back he asked where the steer was.  Tana said she had .gold it 

for eight  quetzals.   "Good",   said Juan and sat down to his cd^nnerl#        c   , 
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When Silvestre had been MfflMMMMMMIMM sleepingwith Ernestina 

Bstacuy and it was known she was  about to have a child by him,  her father, 
very angry,  had Silvestre arrested.  Then,   in the intendencia,  he forced. 
Silvestre to marry her.  on threat of sending him to jail  if he didn't.  Selves 
tre did not want  to marry her.  Now they live-together,  but are frequently 

quarreling.   Ernestina is Jealous,   andSiüv estre,   who  apparently does not 
much care  for her,  has his  eye on other women. The episode of the shoe 
Illustrates the situation.  Having got  Sllf estre to buy her a pair of new 

shoes,   Ernestina awaoke one morning to  find one of the shoes gone,   a dog 
having apparently  carried it off.  Por severa,   days  it was missing,   until it 
was found in  a milpa by Tacha Santiso.  The whole neighborhood knew about it   , 
and hbw Erhestlna had been crying, but  she did not tell Silvestre,   and S# 

does not  yet know of the event. 

Isidro Higueros," ohild of Venancia.   with whom Don Tomas  was 
more or less unhappily juntado  till her death a year  ago,  was a friend of 
the Alvarez family as well  as  a family connection. MM As a landless orphan he 
was among the poorest of the young boys.  He lived with his  aunt,   CMMMMMM 
Arcadia de Leon. He began meeting Martina A*   secretly,  chiefly in the old 
abandoned carpenter   shop of Tomas,  between the Santiso house  aid the Alvarez 
house. M.1 would* say she was   going to her  aunt Tana's.' When ?artina was with 
ohild she at first lied to  her father.  When the truth was  discovered,  M. 
was greatly ashamed and angered.       Isidro got  some San Lucas  relatives  to 
come with him to ask for Martina's hand.   When they were in Magdáleno's house 
M.   sent Don Chorno for help,  lockedthe doors,   and,   when help came,   arrested 
Isidro  and took him  to  the intendencia where be preferred charges against 
him. The authorities told MsgdAlBno he had acted against  the law in arresting 
1sidro in his own house,  andwhen he  was  coming to offer a settlement  in the 

form of marriage,  and that  if the affair went to Solóla he,  MMMK Chorno and 
Martina would have to  go to  jail  too.  So M.  did not press the matterj 
Isidro  received a  fine/ and nothing was pressed against Magdaleno. M. 
insisted on the preparation of a document,   signed by isidro  in which MM 
I.   relinqueshes  all   rights  to  the baby  and to Martina and agrees not  to 
come near Martina again.  He  is not admitted to the house,  and M.   tries  to* 
avoid him,  itomelia speaká  to  him easily enough when  she meets him. 

Ev.   thinks  that M. was   right and/that  Enes tina' s  father was wrong. 
He argftes principally on the unwisdown  or committing ore elf to marriage 
when one is  young and does not know waht one  is  about.He recognizes Martina1s 
plight,   and the fact  that  now she cannot get really married,   only juntado, 
but he thinks Silv es tre' sjbituation is worse:   as the couple do not trust  each 
other there is only suspicion and quarreling. He says if he had been 
Ernestine's  father he would have foroed Silvestre to  comtribute to the upkeep 
of the  child but would not have forced/him to narry Ernestina. 

. I 
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FORMAL AND ÜNFORMAL UNIONS v ,       i      A ' M 

«Most  first marriages are by civil oeremony^lso,   hut  a large J 

minority of first marriage, ana most (but not ,ult."«11) remarrlag.a ' | 

ar. without  ceremony     (juntarse.'1»    This  is  cor.ect,  but  it n.eda '*| 

supplementing to make clear   (1)   the oiraumstances which lead to     ' • '".-| 

unions without formal ceremony; (2) th^ay in which public opinion '"'Y-'^ 

^«•pta a variety of anomalous and individualistic ways of entering .' | 

upon .the married  state. " % 

-    / /« 
First marriages   (both partie's)   are usually .formalized both by -      1 

civil  ceremony and by the familial  festal  recognition,   including  the      ''    1 

appointment/ of matrimonial   sponsors   (padrinos)   Alejandro Morales  arid | 

Sara Jttarez;   Silvestre Miranda and Ernestina Estacuy;  Juan Estacuy and        Í 

Carlota Miranda;  los. Maria Santiso and Maria Miranda;   Carlos Velasquez     \ 

and J>a Juarez;   Aparado Santiso and Julia Alvarez;   Genarp Santiso «wd "| 

Felipe  Estacuy;; Ernesto Juarez and Filomena Santiso;  Margarito Juarez and"! 

Merced Santiso;     Pedro Alvarez and xieina Juarez. '   In the case of the     - Í 

Indians  formal marria^J^th-e exception,   not  the rule   (Domingo WrUfctl 

ly.gt married;  neither of Carmen's   sons  is legally, married;  nor., any of -    ' J 

the Tula who live next door to the baker)- H.  says with them the ooat of       'J 

the marriage fiesta is the ohief Uniting factor. ~   '.'4 
.'.••• " j 

The.above  statement  refers, to marriages  in recent years. The MMMII        • 1 

firat marriages of the older peoplejtere by th urfa as well as by state: '" f 

Lupario/i Miranda and Guadalupe Yoxon; Magdaleno Alvarez and Salome Anleu; J 

Marcelo Alvarez and Margarita Miranda;   Gabino Alvarez and Crecenola -    J 

Mangel; Felipe Juare? and Julia Santiso; Miguel Perefc and Antonia GaliÉÉo,.^ 

R. aa^a that earlier the Church charged much leas than it does now (* ~ '$ 

(eight  quetzales?) *\ 
•.*"'' k 

But some first marriages are without ceremony, among ladinos too,   j 
as will appear b@low.   •.      •        \ • '   1 
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T^-e cases of unions not formalized by state or church,   among 
508 

ladinos, may be grouped with reference tt what appear  to have 

been the principal BMHtHiMMiyHMMMWHi^    reasons ..wh,y_.„the,ge was no 

eolemnizatioju_~ 

1, As divoroe is rare and  recent   (Felipe's divo roe of KMHM Soyla 

Armas the only one recorded here so far), IK and as unions are brittle, 

either spouse being under little pressure to remain and feeling J*^4yiy 
Twhere the first spouse remains alive 

free to leave,   the second union MB must-Hbn catteu ol' Reparation dispense 

with formal  sanction because.neither  state nor. ohuroh would give It, 

These are the oommenest oases of marriage without ceremony: 

pmiMMif Isabel Leja and Hieronimo Juarez (her first husband was living— 

he had never married before);  Herculano Miranda and Toribia Cuy  (his 

legally married wife w,as living); 

2. Age, People in middle age are not likely to go to Bay formality 

in marrying, whether for the second time  (Petronilo Juarez and 

Isabel Mejia; Monica Alvarez and Benjamin Hieron )  or even for the 

first time  (Tomas Alvarez and Venanoia de ^eon--she had been married. 

before). You take a second wife,  or a second husband,   casually,   even 

if  there Is no legal impedirte nt to mar-lag;©. And older peopreMMMMMMMJfcl 

are not likely to have a wedding-— it would hardly appear seemly. 

The only case in my AE reoords of a formalized re-marriage MMM is 

that of Felipe Juarez and Soyla Armas. And Soyla was a young girl. 

Yet the people tell of cases in San Lucas and other towns where 

widows  re-married with ceremony. 

3.  Poverty?    As stated above,   this is a more important 

limiting factor in the case of Indians.  Enrique de Leon never married 

Isabel Miranda.  K.  says it was because at  the time he was  very poor. 

Neither had had a spouse before.  But  she had had two casual.children 

by two  different  fathers,   and I thini tais  alon< 
would have made 

formal marriage doubtful. 



4.~ P^e-marital  child by another   father.     Informants  emphatically state 

that this IMMtt prevents a woman from formal marrlag» with any other " 

man*  E^risto, for example,   is  sur* Martina will now never marry,  only 

.juntar  .  It is true that of the women known to me to have had pr«-marital 

children,  two  (Ernestina Estaouy and Agripina Crespo of)San Luoas) married 

the child's  father under parental pressure;  MMMMjMMMMMMMM three 

(Martina.  Soyla Vasquez and Eugenia Pérez,   India)  have not married Or 

juntado,   and one  (Isabel Miranda)  junto with another man*  It is olear 

that a pre-marital   child makes formal marriage with another mail difficult. 

But not impossible:   Soyla Armas,   after having a child by a man in 

Panajaohel,  married Felipe Juarez formally. But he was an elderly 

widower and shea pung girl. , 

5.  Elopement.    Oscar Tobias  asked Basilio Santiso for Herlinda. 

He refused to let him marry her.  Oscar arrnaged to meet Herlinda at the 

well and they went off together to the costa.    After a child had been 

born, Oscar brought Basilio rum and asked forgiveness. Basilio took the 

rum and gave forgiveness. They are ftfiendly how.  But there has been no 

marriage and is not likelfr to be. 

6.  Disinclination of the MMMMMMMMMMMMM woman or of her tearents to 

Incur the more binding ties of formal marriage.    The two oases which 

represent  such a category are particularly interesting as demonstcating 

MM both the relative unimportance morally of formal marriage and 

the individualistic temper of the people.    When Juan Santiso asked for 

the hand of Sebastiana Alvarez, her mother (the father being dead) 

said she could have her,  but not marry her— then she would feel 

freer to return if it did not work out  (see separate note). When 

Aroadlo Santiso asked Monica Alvarez to marry him,  both his relatives 

and hers being willing,   she refused,  saying she would live him but not 

marry him— then she oould return more easily if she waa ted.  So,  to 



V give the arrnagenient  some public recognition,   a.   says Monica's 5' 

relatives and his escorted the opuple to the house 'where they were to 

live,  Arcadio having bought new clothes for her.  These oases are the 

more interesting as they oocurred in one of the "best" families,  other 

members of which had married formally. 

7. Perhaps another category may be recognized in Bases in which the 

parties,   or one of them, have a speoial peripheral or lowly position» 

Pancho MM Miranda never married his Leandra Jochóla. ,Xs it because  she 

had had a husband and several  children,  or because she was an Indian ,  or 

because he iMMMM was  a poor and lowly person?     We are not  surprised^ 

that  Mol berta Miranda merely ¿untc'with the Indian Mttftimpf 

Manuel when we. are told that   she was a street-walker in Solóla 

and he  took her out of jail  to join up with her.   It  is not  tru¿„Jbhat 

Indian-iadino marriages  are not  solemnized.   They.may  be.  Leonzo  Taee 

and his  ladina woman are not married--  but he "'as  formally married 

befara ..to an Indian.  Nor is  Valentin Mot & married'to  his  Solel*l,teca, 

Su6 he was married before.   Nor is Rioardo Alvarez married to his 
— -— • - . ^> 

Indian— but he was married before* On the other hand Demetrio Ordonez 

of San Lucas formally married Irena,  Indian,  who dresses Indian,  and 

the owner of Dona Juana's  store there,   (name?)  has formally married 

an Indian,  who dresses Indian, but who,  R.   says,  is "rioa.rt 

„ J 

-.^*-' 

From these oases it appears that there is little disposition to 

"make an honest woman of her,11    Formal marriage is desirable;   it 

is appreciated;   it  ensures property rights of the wife;   it involves 

padrinos and the fiesta whioh help to establish one1s social position. 

But not to be married carries practically no contumely;   and in oases 

where the social position is already established,  or oould hot 

consistently be signa\$?ed by marriage,  MMMMM the union is liekly to 

take place without  it. 
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MARRIAGE, AGE AT, BACHELOR  LIFE 

No emphatic sanction conduces to the manage state. 

O.K. cases of unmarried persons no longer in first youth: 

Adolfo - Humberto - defective 
Claudio - unattractive 

Evaristo - hasn't found her yet 
Dionysia - says she never will 
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Magdaleno Alvarez  (Salome , Remella to some extent.) 

Marriage. 

"Both men and women marry at eighteen, tw nty, or twenty-five.  " 

¡$al&me married at sixteen, which she thinks early and one reason why 

she had a hard time andnearly died when her first child was born.  ) 

•twenty-two years ago the archbishop came to San Antonio and married 

us  . It cost fifty pesos, which is equal to eighty three centavos. 

"The boy talks to the girl first. Then he asks his parents to 
the parents 

ask for her for him. They get pedidores to go ask for the girl but 

the parents aso go along. They bring beer or aguadlente with them . 

The parents of the girl set a time of three or six m nths 'hen they 

will give an answer. At the end of this time the pedidores and the 

parents('? ) go again and the parents of the girl give their consent. 

The parents of the boy buy clothes, shoes,  for the girl and everything 

for the house. The parents of the girl have no expense. The girl 

goes to live with the boy 's family or nearby." 

"For the wedding padrinas are sought. In a church wedding 

they put a cadena ( a silver one, if there is one ) over the necks 

of both husband and wife . The husband and wife join hands and put 

on rings.     For a civil wedding padtinos are also sought. They 

all sit around a table  . Then the Intendente asks if it is their 

pleasure to get married .  It is put in the archives , there is no 

marriage license given out. It costs one quetzal. " 

Romella 
•4 

"There are no divorces here, only separations. They separate 

when they fight. There are bastante separations  , tho. If there are 

children the boy goes with the father , the girl with the mother. 

So Matilde , who is the only child oft'omas Alvarez, lives with his 

father .'Ihe Indita gives them their food." 

"T he boy finds his own girl among us.but that is not so 
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among the Indians. There the girl knows nothing. It is better among 

us. No sirve when the girl knows nothing about it. 
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Salome 
May 18 

l.P.K. 

•ili 
Marriage. 

$•  "When is your son Pedro going to get married ? " 

S.  " After he has been home a while and has had time to earn a little, 

then he will. " ( Pedro is' to marry Heina Juarez , the consent of Don 

Felipe having been given a few weeks ago.  ) 

Q. ' " And when is Dionysia going to marry? Isn't she going to marry 

Don Evaristo ? He seems to like her. " 

S.    " Oh, no. she isn't going to marry him . He wants to but she  \ 

doesn't. She says his hands are just good for working. When he 

comes over here it is just to pasear or to buy cigarros, a onysia 

says that she doesn't ever want to marry. She would rather work fo*P ' 
•   .   ' .;¡      .       ' ' '' ' -Míe 

her own clothes. . She says her sisters are sinvergüenzas when they 

talk about marrying.    There are many girls like that, who do not 

marry. In Solóla there are four sisters, viejitas all of them, and 

they have never married. Then they dont have any one to sfcold them 

if they go out and do things  . Still, 4f ausx  yoipont marry and have 

children there flrs nobody to take care of you and give you your 

atolito when you get old and sick. " 
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CHOICE   OF   SFOÜS.E 



MARRIAGE - GHOIOE OF SPOUSE 

Theoretically marriage is hot allb-ed with any person called 

by any of the terms for consanguine-relatives.  There are, 

however, cases of such marriages, even with first cousins; 

no organized or vigorous sanction operates against•them. 

There is an Inhibition against marriage^ with a deceased 

spouse's sibling; yet one sucrh marriage Is reported from the 

neighborhood.  Similar occasional exceptions obour to the rule that 

compadres and their descendants should not marry. 

1. Add "or affinal1!. You aren't supposed to marry a brother-, 
sister-, mother- or father-in-law. 



M.P. tk;. 
Romelia 

-ladino-Indian Relations 
Moral Attitudes. 

518 

The Estacuy house is the only ladino household at .Ojo de 

Agua . They have lived there a "long while, at least thirty years. " All 

the children grew up there and attended school in A. E., tho it is some 

distance away. The only son left at home now, Eduardo, g« s to school. 
and speaks of lonesomeness. , 

Secundina is left alone much of the time!? The onlttconsolation are the 

neighbors, w she says. They come and leave water for her and she gives 

them dulce and other things . The house is a little larger than most of 

the others there ,(I believe ) and has a regular bedstead , and altar with 

pictures of the saints. Tomasa Cuk mentioned the fact that iher little 

son Vicente who was rather shy with us went to this hous'e often and was 

on very good terms with Secundina • 

Romelia went to school with one of the daughters, Maria 

Luisa, and asked about her health. Her mother said that she was well and 

now had two children. However, the fact that M.I. married her first cousin 

Was on her mother1 s mind and she spoke of it to R., saying that she knew 

that it was a sin. R. tried to condole her by speaking of Adam and Eve 

who were obliged to marry tho close relations (this appeared to be a more 

or less stock form of consto lation. )" But t?hen there were but few people 

and now there are a great many, "responded Seouflina, refusing to, be 

comforted. "She could not help it, it was her fate. Her fate dominated 

her, " said R. 
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Don Tomas 
May 15 

51? 
MARRIAGE-RELATIONSHIP 

Tomas knows, of two oases where primos hermanos married: 

Arcadio Miranda,  son of Lupario,   and Francisca Miranda,  daughter of 

Simon,  Lupario's brother, married a good many years ago» They had 

one childj   all three are now dead,  "It was bad. But though some people 

talked about It,  there was nothing to bé don<j»^| Also:  Javier Hieron 

and Sofia Hieron,  son and daughter rfispecively of two brothers, 
JH.^1- \.*fc  Robl- 

as  in the former case, married,   and are now living in "Qsdings 
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MARRIAGE»* LBBUEIMAOY ' *   /•   *   'J 

When one goes to ask for the hand of a girl  for one's son,  040 ; , •'  ''• 

brings bottles of rum,  and MUM cigarettes,  but no food.- The petitdór'es  «*'**? 

They 

girl 

ter goes  favorably,   and the visit is a distant one,  the girl's parents    V„* 

will give the visitors,  including the ptefcidores,  shelter for theliight,. 

and food. 

are selected/friends,  who  speak well. They m*y ,or mayn't be'r^elat^V^ 

•*v speak first;  then both they and the boy's parents  speak. Th%¿H:í   ;' /^ 

.'a parents do ,not have "speakers";   they talk . thems elves .If "^'ia^Vl 

Juana Gal indo is the, bastarda daughter of Santos  Galindo, '''.W1 

• . Is 
half-sister of Martina Procopio. Juana's  father MasI Cliaudio-* 

Hernandez,   still living Aaar Techan.    He was married,  with, children,. b,y, 

his wife,   when he produced Juana.  She has always born her mothert;s   ," ; ''••- 

name.    Her mother,   Santos, was also bastarda  ;  Tomas did not kno^fwhó";'' 

her father had been. Tomas calls Juana,   "primo",  Romelia calls her'       /. 

"tia",  but said she did not know just how she was  related to her.        ''."' 

- •   - * 

It is  common for widows,  or for widowers,  not to Memarry, but       ^ 

themselves to  bring up small children.  Felipe Juárez did so; his daugnl|$pfsj 

were both very small when his wife died. He had no wanan in the hou^se,  ~)ü 

exoept to grind  and make tortillas; he brought the girls up himself. 

T^e same was done by Antonio Xol and Agustín Diaz,  naturales. 

Clara Miranda,   at lanibaj,  did similarly when her husband died. '- 

She let her land out on shares,  taking half rthe harvest. . s 

Both say it is entirely all right to marry deceased wife's 

sister, or deceased husband's brother. To iny question, theV said 

the priest-would not object.  Alejandro Hieron,   in Godiaez married .!' 



-2"   • ' '&%.'*"'% 
first one  sister;  she left  him;  he married a second;   she died.;  now 

he is living with a third.    Neither man could think of a man 

married to his deceased brother's widows ,but both were sure it 

was proper. 
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522 
MARRIAGE 

Benjamin Hleron, Monica Alvarez,  Evaristo ^errera andLupario Mir anda' || 

all  separately declare that it is "a sin"  or "bad"  or "not the 

custom here"  for one to maryy a deceased spous's sibling (either way).! 

The.   go on to' say that with the world so large, why should not one 

find someone not related to one.    These people could not think of a 

oase where it had occurred, but said Yes,   sometimes..nevertheless it 

happened. M 

Luparlo  and Evaristo both say that  it is similarly a sin to 

marry,  not only one's compadre,   but the child or grandchil iSti « 

compadre.  "She is one's  spiritual sister." One case of marriage 

between son and daughter of aompadres was recM&eoted»  "Yes,  people 

saldkt was wrong,  but what tras to be done" 9MMM 

Benjamin and M6nica went on to talk about the Estacuy case- 

of first cousin marriage. Later Evaristo  talked about it. It was 

told me that the cousin came to live in his uncle's house,  fk 

fell in love with his  cousin and began living with her there. 

They have stayed there;   they have not been formally married.   It 

was  agreed that the parents should have ob ne something about it»   . 



Magdaleno,'1 May 19 

5133 
GODtAHENTS 

Now,   of course it is OL great  sin for children- of compadres 

to marry.  They are liked first cousins.  And their" children too must 
not marry,   ' ., 

The most Important is the padrino of the baptism» That lasts 

for always. The padrino of the Evangelios  is more Important 

than the padrino of the wedding. The wedding padrino-- that 

lasts just when you go to churoh with the*novios. 

AM 
X 
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Don Tomas 
My 10 

524 

MAMIAGE 

Yes,   there is a pair of first ©usins, ladinos,  who are living 

together as man  and wife.  They live just outside the aldea.  It is not 

good.  With so many people in the world,  one should find a .wife that 

is no-t of the same family.  The naturales marry cousins;  but we do not. 

(He meant the Alvarez family and people with achaten ards).  I  asked 

U it would be all  right  for Bernardo Santiso or his brother to 

marry Komelia or one of his  sisters.  He said,   No,   that we would not allow 

"because those boys  are our nephews")   (They are Tomas-   aunts'   grandchildren) 

I 

if'?- 

1938  -H 

Pedro  Estacuy  and Emilia Estacuy,   first  cousins,   are married 

(juntad ),   live in Godinez,   with on© child. 

R:   "Also Adolfo Crespo  and Agripina Crespo,   primos hermanea, 

are married,   with oh-ildren.  They are really married   (by civil,   of course 

not  by the oh urch) .   That  is because Don anillo,   Adolfo's father,  made 

them get married when MM Adolf o had had  a  child by Agripina. 

"It is  a sin.  Jáut we say  (meaning in her famik;« )   that maybe 

it is not  a sin because the children of Adam and Eve must hav* married 

with each other,   because there were no other people  in the world.  Otherwise 

where did the generations come from?  I have read MMM it in the bible. 

So  I guess  it  Isn't  a sin No the preist won1t permit it.  because 

it  is   a sin. 
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KINSHIP 
52B 

Kinship .is bilaterally recognize'd. Father, mother, grandparent, 

grandchild, brother- and sister-in-law and parent-in-law 

terras are used as with us (there are alternative terms from 

Cakehiqu'el- or Nahua-roots for-father, mother, grandmother and 

grandfather respectively: tata, mama, tatanoy, nanoya); the 

brother 9-nñ  sister diminutives imply affection as least as much 

as relative; age, and may be used for ol^er siblings as well as 

7founger,  "Cousin" is applied to parent's sibling's child 

{distinguished as primo hermano) to grandparent's sibling's child's 

child and to children of these on down.  "Uncle" and "aunt" are^plied 

to siblings of parents, to siblings of grandparents, and on up, 

and to first cousins (primos hermanos) of parents (but no further - 

not to children of grandparent's first cousins).  By extension 

(politico) these terms may be applied to spouses of the parent's 
\  

siblings, very rarely to spouses of.other "uncles" or "aunts." 

"Nephew" and "niece" are applied to" children óf siblings, and to their ' 

children on  down, to children of parent's sibling's children and their 

children on down.  These terms are; not extended to the spouses, 

In the case o^ all terms for consanguine relatives, half-blood 

and illegitimacy are recognized, i.e., the therms apply. 

9. O.K. see supplementary document 
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CASUAL.CHILDKEN AS A BASIS POK HBOOGNIZED KINSHIP 

"In the  case of all terras  for consanguine relatives,   half-blood 

and illegitimacy are recognized.". Yes.  But what is   "illegitimacy?1! ^. ,; 

We may  recognize: 

1) Marriages MMJUMMMM properly registered with the 

civil authorities.  These are the'only marriage whioh result  in 

kinship of whiohjthe law takes  cogb.lzanc®.  E.g.,  if one were to sue 

for a shars in inherl-f anoe,  he would have to  show this kind of 

marriage, 

2) MMMMltfMgMM inlons  entered  Into without any 

formalization,   but in which the couple live openly as man and wife. 

MMMMIlfMMMtjyMMMMMMMMMMM^^ Most   second  unions  are 

of this  sort,  but occasionally a man will  re-marry by civil  registry 

(Felipe Ju   rez and Spyla Armas).  If a girl has a pre-marital  oklld, 

and does not marry the father, "h«r subsequent unions will be 

informal   (No exceptions MMMMM encountered). These unions have 

as muoh social recognition as those formally entered into. If a 

woman "acts well",  or a man>  as  husband or wife,   the relationship is 

fully recognized in all  sooial matters,,  and in the dividion of property 

after death—  the deceased man's kinsmen will  allow the widow a share 

in the property HfMMMMM (Monica Alvarez). These are .juntarse. 

3)   Casual  unions in which there is. no setting up 

of a joint household.  There appears  to be no name for this relationship. 

It is common. WftWtMVftMUM Custom does not set  any recognized limits 

for the responsibility between a father and his oasual  child. 

(The mother has the respofasibility of any mother).        Alejadro Morales 

does nothing for his son;MHUflU Vicente,  pasual.oh^l* by Maria Santiso; 

Margarito Juarez is said to make occasional 'contribution to-he support 

of his son,Jose,   b    the same woman.  In general%these oasual fathers 
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fassume no responsibility,  nor havi I heard them criticized for not 

doing so. In such a case as that of Martina's  child,   the father could 

hardly be expected to contribute,because Martina's father refused 
<< 

to  allow him  to marry her although he wated to. 

The point to be made is that   these casual unions result in       " 

reoohnition of relationship IIIIIIIHJ)  ill I PHITIIMI I BIIHJJI • *wm >ee^pWWgl¿ji 

rtfitil I ill'illpfiliii  ruttlml unions. A father of a oasual  ohild usually does 

not help bring it up or help support it,   but he recognizes the 

relationship and so  does the public.  I have not  yet found a child in the 

village whose father Homelia cannot name.  So Margarito oalls Jose son, 

Alejabdro Morales  calls  Vicente "son,* Don Gprgonio oalls Jose Maria 

Santiso,   "son",  MWeMMMM8MMtfHMMMMMM«M Sotero Alvarez oalls Leonzo  Santlso 

"son"   • And o¿ch of these boys oalls his father "father",   though he 

has never lived with him. There is little attempt made to oott eal  the 

relationship after the public knows it. And the public does learn it. 

most  commonly because the mother says who the father Is. The same gs 

true for Indian mothers of ail dren by ladino  fathers.  Claudia has a     *•• 

casual  child by Eugenia Perez; he admits to being "father" though he 

pays no. attention to it,   so far as  I know.  A father may deny paternity 
Benjamin Hieron 

at first  (Claudia;  TfrftfllMM MMMiTMftMtfM),  but in every case I have the 

fact has come ^ut. 

The casual child serves also  as a-basis for collateral and 

other dependent relationships. Thus Leonzo Santiso is Romelia's  cousin 

because. M*M^^MMMMMMMMMV)iqfMffa *«* uncle,   Sotero, o asually begat him. 

(But  as he never lived with Leonzo's mother,   she does not  call or 

think of her a? her'"aunt".)  Virginia Miranda lives with Mariano , 

Santiso  as a sort  of  servant;   she calls him "tio" because he is first 

oousin of her father,  who never lived with her mother.  Romelia calls 

Juana Galindo her "tia".  She is a casual  child of Romelia's 

father's mother's half-sister  (Here of, course the   relationship is on 
t •       -   • • 

the mother's  side) 
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It will be noted  that casual  children b,   Indian mothers  are 

similarly r«cognized  (Claudio) 

In other words  the f««ling against casual  extrapmarltal 

intercourse is not strong  enough,  moraily,   tp  cause the father to 

refuse to  r«cognize the relationshp    and to  bring about  the development 

of conventions ¡whereby the sac iety would publioally ignore the 

paternity  (while it might probably  admit it privately)* The weakness' 

of the moral   rule is manifest JEM not  only in the fact  that MM the father 

address his casual child as m father would,   but  that the relationship 

jfiis recognized,   as would be any relationship,    by collateral kin who 

speak of the casual MM child  as their    cousin"  or    uncle"  or whatever, 

EM A MMKMMMM oireumstanoe related to  this recognition of casual 

children is  the vagueness of matrimonial union,  A majority of unions 

occur without  any formalizatlon.  In many  such oases the couple, 

from  sleeping together occasionally secretly,   gradually assume  the 

roles of husband and wife.  So  there is little to  signalize the 

situation in which a ^legitimate" child might be a neived,  as 

contrasted with a  situation in which the child  is  "illegitimate," 

gMttMMWMMMiylVftoMtfMM^^^ The 

one point of different e which is definite" is the act of registry of 

the child   (and the- closely accompanying  act of baptism).   If  the 

father accomplishes  these  acts   of  registry he gives his surname to^the 

child;   if he takes  no part the mother or her father will do so   , 

In all   the cases  I have  the  child bears   the mother's   surname unless 

the father at the  time of birth of ti e ohilá is  still  living with the 

mother;   in such a case it is  of  bourse .juntarse  and not   casual union. 
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1. FrancIBOO Santiso, of San Luoas, referred to Jose Maria Santtso, 

the casual son of Maria Sai tiso, sister of his father, (by one 
Galindo), as his "sobrino, ^e meant to recognize him as his cousin. 
But of oourse this is on M1MMMMMM Jose Maria's mother's side. 
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BHMM KINSHIP—ELDER BROTHERS 

Tomas,  Migdaleno  ond Romelia all say,   indepdently,   that 
11 he rm aril to" may be used for er to an elder brother (so  also hermanita) 

and "hermano"    of or to  a .ounger.  "Hermanito"  also refers specially 

to  a little one,  or the  youngest.   But that it may be used  (contrary 

to Yucatn?)  for elder brother is attested by the verse in the 

folktale dealing with the two  elder brothers who killed the younger. 

The latter,  tranformed into   a reed whistle,   says.  MMis hermanitos me 

han matado". 

May sixth 

Romelia refers  to Bernardo Santiso as her "primo".  He is her 

father's MUMMMMAM lather's  sister's daughter's  son.   "He is my 

cousin because my father and his mother are first cousins  (primos 

hermanos)." 
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KINSHIP - RESPECT ATID OBEDIENCE - 
TERMS AND' ATTITUDES. *.+ 

533 

Respect, is  expected. 
%/ 

v 

1 by olejer people of .ypunger (Indian oldefib/\ ,\-r
k ,1 

people included, in diminished degree); this is manifest''in terras/*' * ^'"¿i 

of address  and in obedience;   it  is,  however,  not  strongly marked. . v
v*     \ 

,   ' * • " ' ' r I   A     il 
V 

'For a son to strike his' fater or deny his mother, something is , 

regarded as serious moral wrong.  But as long as apparent can» wprlfc',  -^ % 

to support himself, the son or^daughter -vho makes no contribution to the, | 

parent's supnort is not^condemned. Respect, diminishing with the ,"' 

distance, is expected by "uncles" and "aunts"-of "nephews" and 

"nieces"; the violations here are many, so that'only a trace of 

theoretical respect exists'between distant uncle-nephsw pairs.r 

1. Terms given by R to be óh^pked.. See separate folder on    -' '";_ 
tRT»ma of address        ''     ^».' > •'        "- - 

'2. 
J**X1 '' 

'3. "serious moral wrong" seems £oo strong. . R's family criticize 

Benjamin for not contributing to his mother's support jahe 

-  is alone and supporting herself) but I do not think they 

•take it very hard,    . '" - 

"fV 

What is said, in the paragraph .quoted is taken back in the same -¿ 
naragra-oh.  Hiere 1$, as in other matters, a theory, a theory 
of respect and obedience.  The breaches do not cause any^excite- 
ment* <"     - -  '' £• ^ *". 

V* r 
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¡: RESPEOT TERMS 

Magdaleno explains tkat one Usas "Don" or "Nina"  (with,  of course, 

"Usted")  to  everyone wko is not well known to you. »nrtiMii)ttMMpqjftnnnniMirtni 

WMMMilMftiMIWMMMIM Persons 

wko are of one's own community and witk whom one kas grown up, more or 

less,  are discriminated ao o or ding to age. One distino tly older than one- 

self is addressed as "Senor", or "Señora"  (witk tke first name), and 

witk"U**ted" •    One more or less of one's own generation or eounger is 

addressed by tke first name only, and witk "vos",    Magdaleno states 

oategorioally that it does not matter kow young is a person coming from 

outside the oommunlty,MMMMHM such a person is addressed as "Don" or 

"Nina"  ,  even a small child. He says tkat ke so addresses my ohiIdren, 

not in tke least in jest, but as a matter of tke oonentionally proper 

thing, "is la eduoaoion."      HMMlinnn«MMlÉ*MMMMMMIfM^ 

MMMMtMMMM If some one he did not know from San Luoas or Panajaohel 

should appear in tke village, ke^ would address all tke males, ineluding 

ohildren, as "Don", witk "^sted", and he would address all tke females 

as "Nina",,, in eluding ohildren* He further says tkat it does not matter 

kow long a person is known to one:  if met for the first time in adult 

life, ke or she will be addressed as "Don" or as "Nitfa",  always* Miguel 

Perez kas lived here for twenty years and is a close friend of Magdaleno; 

yet ke addresses kirn always as "Don Miguel*" 

An examination of tke oases indioates that Magdaleno'8 statement 

does indeed represent the theory of the"most oorreot" people,  and that 

tke praotioe of these people olosely approximates this tkeory. On tke 

other hand these rules are much less strictly applied by less careful 

people,   and even for the Magdalenos there are exceptions of importare e. 

Magdaleno MMM carries out the theory in tkat ke still o alls 

Miguel Perez "Don",  and in tkat hecalls Luis Perez, muoh younger than 
he, and a relatively humble man in tke community,  also "Don". *e 
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calls Luis's wife "Nina."Evaristo Herrera uses "Don" to almost all the " 

adult men,  even to humble and unoouth Pancho Teaolote,  because Evaristo, 

although he has lived long and MIMM intimately here ,  is not a native and 

was not brought up with the people around him,    Romelia oalls  even 

MMMMMMMMMMMMMM    Felipe Juarez, much older and very respected as 

he is,     Senor *'ellpe",  wheas she calls Luis Perez and the chauffeurs  "¿tauu" 

With reference to the discrimination made on the basis of age 

Midi among people of the intinate group,   the oases  again in general 

support the rule as given by Magdaleno.  The people he oalls   (or  called, 

when they were alive)  are  (or were)  all MM oonsideraly older than he: 

Qabino Alvarez,  Lupario Miranda,   Bernardino Tui.  So also with señora: 

Greoenoia AckKEEsz,* Lucia Arc hila.  Romelia,  being  younger,  has many more 

people,  relatively,  to whom she applies the terms "Senor" or "Señora*" , 

On the other hand the system is not *¥P*j*¥ applied solely on the 

fundamextal basis of MMOMMMMWMlíMMMMMMMMIí the age-groups of childhood 

association.  If pressed,  Magadalano will  say that "Don"  is  ippll^d to 

"people  who deserve it."     Eva ristd» does not oall Claudio"Don" no do bt fcsaac 

because Ciudio, being socially very lowly and personally not among the 

prepossessing,  does not deserve it. Magdaleno does not oall the Solóla 

Indians who have recently settled here "Don"  and "Nina'1. One reason is 

no doubt  that he talks  to them only in lengua,  and  these terms  are out of 

place in lengua,  but I am sure that if one of them shouldspeak to him in 

Spnaish he would not call him "Don." MumtuMmámnunfMMmx uor cb es Romelia 

call these Sololalteoos  "Don"  or "Nina". 

IMJMMMM If a Ciudip-like ladino  should come barefoot  to AE looking 

for work,  would Mago* 1 en o oall  him "Don?"    I doubt it very muoh,  though his 

rule would require it,   taken without the later-admittedexception. 

It is not that no Indian is to be called "Don". Magdaleno calls 

Leonzo Tzoo "Leonzo", because he has always known him,  and he is younger 

than Magdaleno. Romelia called him "Don",  and she certainly calls 
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Juan Rosales "Don."  They are ladinio-ized Indians of respectability, 

not among her childhood associates. 

So  also the theoetioal respectful address to Boutside" children 

must have many exceptions.  Evaristo does not call  the children  around 

him "  Don"  and "Nina". He uses the terms MMMMMM toward adults only. 

I do not  think everyone in AE is disposed to call our children by 

these terms. Most probably call Lisa "Nina"  naturally, but I doubt if 

they find it natural  to call flames "Don." 

It is also  to be noted that BBMMMMMMMMM the decision whether, 

among    insiders"  the term "Senor"  is to be applied or not  (or "Señora"   ) 

is influenced by the  social position of the individual addressed. 

Magdaleno calls Gablno Alvarez "Setter"'1,  but he calls  the Indians of 
(That, 

age  equal  to or older than Gabino by their first  names, MMS moreover, 

he uses "uos"to these Indians  is less remarkable because MMM lengua 

does not so easily lend itself to the polite form):  Diego Tui  , 

faula,  the Sololateoa, are called by first names,  while Grecenoia 
Range! 
MttMMüiflf and Gablno Alvarez and called "Sehor" and "Señora"  respectively. 

Romelia called old Bernardino Tui   'Senor", but she calls even 

Diego Tui,  over sixty years old,  by his  first name.(To Santos Calavay 

and Toribia Martinez she uses    "cate" which is a term for "mother" in 

lengua and has probably the connotation of "Señora" ,j Even Jose calls 

these Indians by their first names. This is quite consistent with 

the fact that Magdaleno often uses "mi hijo"  to Indians,  even quite 

old ones. Again,  it is to Indians,insofar as they are uneducated and 

socially relatively unimportant,that these terms,   such as might be used 

to children ¡or age-mates,  are applied,  not to Indians as people with I'dian 

blood. So doubt a very ignorant,  uncouth ladino would also be denied the 

"Seno/   term if  there were any such in the community. 

Magdaleno uses "Usted"  to  all his compadres,  Indians  and ladinos 

alike. Thus  (as in the case of i'elipe Juarez)  it may happen that  a 
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man may ohange from a more intimate or less respectful form of 

address  (vos to usted), but apparently one does not change from 

a more respectful to a less respectful— as is usual in Anglo- 

Saxon countries! • 
*      Is 

Mfl>M*MMPMBttMiaaiMMteMM« the oustom of addressing one s  oompadre 

with ,:wsted" AM generally followed^?"  You mu^ht respect your/ oompadre," 

The oustom that Magdaleno is following in oaxling his consuegro 
probably 

"Usted",   is less generally followed.  R says only those who are 

"educados"  follow it. After all,  if you have been using the intimate 

form all   your life with a neighbor,  it must take some effort to 

change to "Usted." 

It may incidentally be noted that the system,  in both theory and 

practioe, makes no allowances for greater respect heterosexually than 

homosexually. You MMMMMMMMMMMUMMMflM have just the  same intimacy or 

informality of speech with women of corresponding position as with men. 

In summary,  it may be said that basically the system is not, 

as I once thought it,   a series of categories for recognizing *****»""«? 

whatever prestige or status may Inhere in a given individual addressed. 

It is MMMIMMIMM a three-category system,  founded essentially on two 

bases of discrimination:   (1)  the people of one's own neighborhood MS 

MI        In association since childhood vs. outsiders;   (2)  a difference 

In age-group: my generation vs.  the one above or the one below me. 

If there were only barefoéted peasants of Spanish ancestry and HUE 

language,   the system might apply  exactly.  You would then o all all 

outsiders  "Don"  or "Nina."    Qt the people brought up with you,  you 

would call those of the parental generationyMMMMMMNMMMMMM "Senor"  and 

"Señora", and all others you would call by their first names. You 

would use the Usted form of address for oompadr s,  consuegros  and 

outsiders.  I do not say the system was  ever so  applied:  probably 

society in Spain was never so simple. 
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It follows that Gorgonio Urrea is called "Don Gorgonio" not 

because he Is a relatively ricfc. land-owner but because he Is not 

a from-childhood  associate of his neighbors.  If he were,   I do not 

think his wealth would cause them to  address him as  "Don". The 

test of this can be made in San Lucas,   where,   according to   this, 

we should find that the poor and humble old-time associates of the 

richer storekeepers oailing the latter by their first names. 
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TERMS OF ADDRESS 

Hagdaleno  and Tomas use forms of address  as follows: 

Don,  with Usted Nina,  with Usted 

Miguel Perez 
GorgAnio Urrea 
Evaristo Herrera 
Romulo Guzman 
Roberto Redfleld 
Jaime " 

Senor,  with Usted 
Gablno Alvarez 
Luparlo Miranda 
Bernardino Tul 

Antonia de rerez 
Paula Hosales 
Margarita de Redfleld 
Elisa Redfleld 
Juanita Redfleld 

Señora,   with Usted 
Creoenoia AVrnnazf?^^ ^ 
Luoia Arohlla * 

First name,  with Ud 
Felipe Juarez ¿since Pedro's wedding) 

Comadre or Comadre with Ud 
Matilde Cabrera 
His  IndlAn^jtoauaftdxes 

Vos  or riat with first name. 
Juan Santiso 
Chorno Juarez 
Basilio  Santiso 
Enrique de Leon 
Diego Tul 

Paula,   the Sololteco 

Chabela Miranda 
Sara Juarez 

Cecilia,   the Sololteoa 
...^•wwm'iiTri-mnninuttiwivn ,m n  • rvw»'i'»i'i i 

Evaristo Herresa , thej   says1,   says Don or Nina to every adult   (ladino?) 

here,   even Pancho Miranda.  But he calls boys by their first names: 

Caliztro  and Ruben. And the A think he calls Claudio by his  first 

name. 
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RESPECT TERMS 

Romelia oalls: 

540 

DON,   with listed 

Qorglnio Urrea 
Miguel j^ere z 

Amando Armas   (wife Sra) 
Roberto Redfleld 
Panoho Lara 
Leonzc 

NINA with usted 

Antonia GalIndo 
Paula Rosales 
Margarita de Redfleld 

(no Inditas) 

Evaristo nerrera 

SENOR with usted 
Basilio  Santlso 
Bernardino Tul  (now dead) 

Panoho Miranda 
Mariano Miranda 
Víctor Miranda 
¡r'rl. Y     M w ¿-VA* 

First name and Usted 
Enrique de ¿reon 
Alejandro Morales 
Margar1to Juarez 
Hereulano Mirada 

SEÑORA,  with Usted 

Sara Juarez 
Arcadia de Leon 
Brígida Juarez 

CATE ("nana") with Usted 
Santo8  Calava.i 

Isabel Miranda 
Torihla Cuy 

First name and vos and rlat 

¡armen Tul 
[arla Miranda 

First name and vos or rlat 
Ernesto Juarez     pi'-^i,'if^ 
Benjamln Hleron 
Mariano Perez  
Jose líarla*"Santiso 
Pablo  Tax 

Cóndilo de Leon 

(José," Ugtí'' 11", SisO calls Indians In above list by 
first names,  but calls Enrique de Leon Sr Enrique) 

§.(j CvVi-> 
• II— I IIWw 

V \ i 
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STATUS— PRINCIPALES 541 

To R. the principles are first of all Don Felipe and 

Don Miguel. She would like, I think, to add her father, but 

is prevented only by modesty. She certainly does not think 

of Don Gorgonio as suoh. She says he is miserly (miserable), 

that he is not friend y ("doesn't answer sometimes when you 

talk to him"), and is not católico. Most important of all, he 

does not take part in the aldea life* He does not join the 

oofradia, he seldom^ oomes to see people, he is not a joiner in 

looal movements. For example, in ^db ober a petition was drawn 

up asking that the present teacher be removed as incompetent. 

(Active were first Hereulano Miranda—"esa ohocolatera "— 

also gined, Felipe, Magadaleno, ^argarito, Ernesto, Petronilo, 

9enaro, Alejandro, Chorno). But Gorgonio would not (Friends of 

the teacher are Jesus Juarez and Jesus Alvarez). "Don 0. 

is outside the aldea, really", says R. 



Don Magdaléno,  eto 
May sixth, 542 

STATUS AND ECONOMIC POSITION 

Armando Annas does not have a libreta    because he has  qualified 

as a cohetero;  Horacio  Cabrera does not,  because he has  qqualified 

as a chauffeur. Most of the other ladinos do not come within the 

provisions of the laws because they own and cultivate at least 

thirty cords of land.  Ernesto Juarez, howver,  and Pancho Miranda have 

libretas. There appears to be little or no stigma attached to 

the fact that one works as a. field-hand;  it is a misfortune. One wants 

to own and to acquire land.  Horacio Cabrera's  status in the community 

is  high:  he lived in Guatemala for twelve years,  he was a chauffeur,  but 

especiallybdoes he have a lively and engaging manner.  Pancho Miranda 

has low status;  he works as a mozo,  but I do. not think that is  the 

reason. He is brthtish;   he lives with an Indian woman of poor repute* 

JSrnesto Juarez,  although he is  economically at the bottowm,  was in- 

cluded in the list of those invited to our fiesta.  The fact that his 

two brothers are persons of some consequence probably helped.  I do 

not think that Don Gorgonio,  the richest man in the village,   is one 

of the village leaders.  He is aloof,  rather taciturn;  it is said that 

he is not a"believer ". 
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Dionysia ' H.P.B. 
Ma, i'6 

Attitudes--Town and Country.  • 

We passed by the ranohito  on the road to the pila where live 

the Indian family which has come most recently to Agua Escondida, and 

have been unwilling to give their name, A ladina  was stnnding in the 

doorway of the house arguing in a loud voice, i asked Dionysia about it 

and .she replied that it was the wife of Armando Armas who was trying to 

get someone to come and grind for her. " She has no money but she wants 

someone to work for her. toor people like is khould do their own grinding. 

But  she is from Jrana'fliachel."   "Ife that the custom there then ? " 

"Yes, that is how they are there. They even buy tortillas.  " 
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OODPARENLfAL RELATIONSHIPS 
.    "-.:•*?.•.     W V-"' '• 

The jjtidrino-ahijftdo relationship is a strpngly marked' . „, 

symmetj?ica3 relationship;, of respect-affection; godchildren- dpVnoty 

however, kiefs the hands' of their godparents (hoit does the child's- 

father rfc1 asv;his compadre-.'s hand).  The compadre" relationship is one 

of mutual, b$tt asymmetrical respect and affection. At le»st só féf 

as the godchild is concerned, the relationship is more genuinely - 

freighted "/ith these sentiments'in the case of padrinos by< baptism 

than in the cases of the other two kinds of padrinos  (by marriage;' 

by Evangelios); a corresponding statemnt can be made-ás to the 

compadre relationships brought about in these three ways. 

•y  1-5 This statement is poor. See revised statement in'correspon-{? 
dingly numbered document. ,<~  " ^   '   ' 

%-Wrn^ 
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,* The statement gives hardly more than the fonnal outlines of the 

relationship  • An examination of the oases indicates  the following 

to be be true: 

Choloe of g&dparent 

1* One tends to select someone MUM with some standing in the 

community,  HUB who is reasonably Católico,  and who has enough money. 

The two people in the community who have the most godohildren are 

*elipe Juarez and Jovita Alsrcrez, both meeting these requirements 

exceptionally, MMM1M 

2. M Very oommonly one asks one's brother or  sister or one's 

cousin  (Cases 1,  9,  11,  12,  13,   ) 

3. But it is very exceptional to ask a grandparent to aot.  R 

thinks it a somewhat  surprising idea.  The only case is that of 

Dam lana,  Aparicio Santuso's child,   whose maternal grandmother,  Demiana 

de '"eon,  acted as godmother,  K.   says it was because the family was 

very poor and didnot want to  spend money on a gift to a padrino. 

4* It is not necessary to have a couple;   a single person may 

aot;   and a young unmarried girl may act,   although such a one is not 

very often  chosen  (Gases 2;  R.  is madrina of an Indian child). There 

is no necessity for correspondence or o Yoss-correspondence of sex of 

ohlld and sex of sponsor» 

5*  It is generally recognized that the expeoted thing is to 

keep the same godparents for all children born of a oouple so long as 

one or both of this first oouple are available.  In a large majority of 

oases this is done.  But in the case of Juan Santiso there have been 

four godparents for five hildren,  although the earlier ones were more 

or less  available.   "My aunt likes to change11,   says R. There are also 

other oases where changes have oooi red for no apparent reason,   It is 

recognized that among t e Indians it is usual to change if a child dies, 
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(e.g.  Pablo Tax changed from Sebastiana after her ahijado died)^ but _-w 

ladinos do not hange on that account  .   "It is    not the godparent's 

fault?,it is the will of God." 

6.  Indians frequently ask ladinos  to act as godprents,   and they 

are more likely to  ask RM41«MMMMM«araMMMMMMyMMM a young u married person 

to aot than is a ladino. I have no o ase of an Indian asked by a ladino to 

aot,  nor can R. think of any. 

Nature of the relationship.     I  think the relationship is plainly marked, 

but hardly strongly.  Everyone knows the obligation is owed to  the 

godparent from godchild and compadre,   and not the other way.  What the 

godfather does for his godchild he does because he is an a relationship 

of Interest in and caring for the godchild. What his compadre does for 

him is to show his respect and gratitude. On the   godchild1s birthday—  any 

birthday—  it is customary for the compadres to send the godparent a 

cake. The godparent may send a gift to his godchild,  but there is 

less  sense of obligation. The godfather of two of Tana's children oame 

recently from 0.  City to AS;  he just bought erne drinks at the estanco;  he 

did not bring his godchildren any gifts.    Among the Indians,   especially 

the less  eduoated Indians,   it is usual IMM to kissfthe hand of 

oompadre and padrino;  no ladino does.  I have heard no case of a 

godparent taking an active part in the religl ous education of his godchild. 

It is apparently not customary for the godparents to take any part in 

marriage negottaions;  that they do so is denied.  A godfather may,   gowver, 

come to the help ofnis godchild if he is in trouble.  For example,  when 

^ en jam in Hi ero n was  in jail,  his Tecpan godfather*» ame to  see him in 

Solóla and gave him some money.•  In short  ,  the relation of respot on 

the one hand and of responsibility for ,  on the other,  is well recognized, 

and is real, but there are few conventional situations in which the 

attitudes may be expressed.  In most odUBes and for most people a godparent 

is someone whom you address by the special and respeotful term and who 
mlgat be a help to you if necessary. 
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Other sponsor-relationships.      The padrinos of a marylage  (and also the 

much rarer sponsors of Evangelios or of house-blessing),  function for 

the occasion only. WHMyMMMMManfyMlfM They do not give rise,   as do the 

godparents of baptism,  to  any enduring relationship. I can find no 

Instance of any case where the g sponsor of the marriage did anything 

with regard to his "godchild", after the marriage,  or vice versa. 

After the marriage it Is customary to send a present to the sponsor 

(after Pedro Alvarez was married his grandmother  sent two stuffed 

hens to Ga^iel Hi vas and wife, of San Lucas).  But nothing else is done. 

A man or woman calls these sponsors by godparent terms.  "But Pedro some- 

times forgets and say^Don&afcriel" 

de 
The fact  that Antonio Perez and Luis  Perez are oompadres,  and so al- 

ways salute one another,  does not keep hhem from quarreling frequently 

over such matters as trespass by hens,   and does not prevent her  from 

speaking 111 of him behind his baolc. 



GODPARENTS 549 

1. The five children of Magdaleno Alvarez all have the same 
godfather:  their uncle, Ricardo, who lives In Panibaj/ 

2. The three older daughters of Juan Bant1so:  Efuardo Gordio, 
a Mexican,  a carpenter. He left hhls wife In Oodlnez and 
returned to Mexico, The fourth daughter,  born thereafter, 
has for godfMMMMMMntother Matilde Cabrera,  of Oodlnez, 
no relation. There Is no godfather* Candido has Ho senda,  unra. 
d.  of Jovita Alvarez.   "Matilde was deaf;   she didnt hear what 

3. The children of Alejandro Morales and Sara Juarez have for       iSfSl 
godfather Felipe Juarez,  first cousin of their mother's father*     | 

4. Matilde Alvarez,   son of Don Tomas,  has for godmother  (he 
has no godfather)  Indalecia Rivas,   of San Lucas,   first 
cousin of Don Tomas 

5. All  the  four children of Genaro  Santiso have the  same 
padrino,   not  a relative 

6.   Children of Arcadia de ^eon,   including all her casual children, 
had$ for godparents Aroadlo Miranda and Monica Al(§ri)rez;  now 
he Is dead, Monica alone has acted. 

7,  Enrique de aeon's  children :  Jovita Alvarez,   except last-- ¿vita 
refused,   saying she had so many,  and Enrique got Monica to act. 

3. BMIMMMMMMMM Margarito Juarez and Mercedes Santiso: are 
godprents of two children of Jose Maria Santiso and Maria 

Miranda, 

9,  Godparents  of two children of Juan Estaouy and Carlota 
Miranda are his married cousins,  Pedro -^stacuy and Emilia 

•°staouy 

1(), Marcelo had a San Lucas man as godfather for four children who 
died. The last,  Angela,  has a Solóla man, 

11, The godMMMMparents of Ernestina Estacuy's child are her oousins, 
Pedro and Emilia Estaouy 

12, The first two children of Jose Inez Alvarez have Soledad 
Ordonez of ban Lucas;  the last two Monica Alvarez, R.  does 
not know ehy changed. 

13. The godparents of Flora,   d.  of Monica,  are S^tffero Alvarez and 
wife. 

14* Herculano Miranda's ohlldren(all):   Sebastiana Alvarez and Juan 
Santiso 

15.  Childredn of Alterio Juarez andTomasa: Maria Urrea.  But 
Albertina took than to be baptized. Maria's husband,  Arturo 
Santiso, was  alive then;  he was  Católico;   it is only under her 

father's influence that Maria is supposed to have Evangélico, 
leanings. 



Ib/    Marcelo Alvarez and wife are god arents of all of Ernesto        O&lf 
J arez1   children. 

17. First children of Margarito Juarez have Benedicto Perez as 
godfather;  later ones Gonzalo Santiso. 

18. Godmother of <h ild of Nolberta Miranda is PIorinda de barrios of 
San Andres,  ladina 

19. Evaristo Herrera is gftifather of Luis Perez*   child. 

20*  Children of Luisa Morales:  Felipe Juarez 

21. Child retof Mariano Miranda:  Felipe Juarez 

22. Children of Felix Morales:  Felipe Juarez 

23. Of Oscar Tobias  (one oild,   three years old) Antonio Cruz 

24. Of Armando Armas: Adriana ?• Armando Armas does not believe,  but 
the children's grandmother, ^atilde Cabrera,   arranged their 
baptism. 

25.  Children of Paula Rosales have never nbeen baptized—  Gorgonio an 
Evangelista. 



Don Tomas 
April 21st 551 

BAPTISM 

It Is usual to have the same godparents for all one's 

children;   one changes them if they move away,  or die. It is not 

nee ssary to have both godfather andgodraother,  but usually one does. 

Yes, ladinos have many Indian godchildren. Don Tomas has two,  both 

ahijados of marriage.  He simply went to their house a little while,  when 

they were married,   and paid the fee to the civil regls try He does not 

have anything to do with them k«iow,   but when the parents meet him,   they 

calUft-him "compadre."  Don Juan Santiso tells me he has twelve Indian 

godchildren.  I ndt ed that an older MtiMM Indian woman, meeting Don I'uan, 

called hivn compadre.  He said she was the grandmother of his Indian 

ahijado;   that it was   th custom among tK, e Indians for the grandparents and 

even other relatives to yse the cpmpadre address to  the padrino of 

their child-relative;  but not of the ladinos. Both men agreed that 

ladinos never asked Indians  to  be godparents. Both admitted it cost 

money to be padrino,  but both said one could not refuse "es pecado." 

Don Tomas  says it is very uncommon here to ask one's own parents, 

or one's wife,  to be godparents of one's  children.  "It may be 

anyone one likes." 



Soá «JJdalam© 552 
Hay 6 

ms4<tXQ»*<rM&r!¡!zm \ 
(Ühiafly «^pressed toy Magi .ulano, bat too*» «w^blíoly concurring) 

0a, 3feat all of íabaatiana'a children have beán bftpUaed,  tr« 

Uedad, MQ time lo to be loat in getting tba A lid baptiaedj it 1» * 

great «in not fco baptist© on»'a ehildren* {Vigoroue aesent fros fajae*)* X#e> ' 

that le a serious oat te*, (To ay queetion) yea, Armando Aljama* ohildren 

hará not boon baptiaed, la doei not bel i aro in anything, tía la not good~-  . 

X do not like hin to ooae SHDQt nmon¡r na • His brother (Horaeie) ia good. 

(Story of bo vi Horacio's wife left hiía while fta wae working a* a chauffeur 

in Oust tew ala City, taking their two ohildren)* «ruana alindo'•  (Miranda1 at) 

a iidren h^va not bean baptised, nor bata those of titerlinda ¿ilrenda and 

Oaoar Sobina (Tobias Is working on t fiaoa)» üfcey don't bailara. 

It ia wary bad» When Oaoar «aid fee did not bailare aay mora, X asked klai 

for a Mbl© be had, and he piw it to Ha. X nave it, but X bata lent it 

to fillreetr** X will ibow it to yos# It has man/ goodthinga in it— it 

it antiraly a thing of 3od, It talle tbare bow the Fiood eaae and 

it rained for J rty day* and forty nights. And God told Noah to build 

the ark, loah want into it, and hi» family, and nobody oleo» The othera 

•ana and aaked to eome 1% but lean told than Ood had a aid only ha 

should so. The animal» want to, of eaoh kind*  BO they occupied the earth 

again, The water want down everywhere* and the --Ark waa loft on land• 

Xt is tbare still— tba   «ay yon o an still tee it, /— in Franoe, or 

somewhere* 

For tbda we bel lera— Jesna made the aarthi and everything in it. 

Xt le not ^ood infMIOfltlMMi not to ball ere aa those át> not 
'•••:•••''•. •-.   ir .:?\''.'\ 

•'••  7 I. V-!      . 
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GODPARENTS 

It is usuftl to have the same godparents for all o hlldren. 

Felipe Juarez has been godparent for all of Alejandro Morales ohildren. 

Aroadio Miranda, now dead,  and his wife, Monioa Alvarez, were godparents 

for all of Aroadia1s children. After Aroadio's death, Monioa aloné has aote4J 

in all oases,  inoluding the.casual children by Alejandro Morales and 

by Margarito Juarez. Note that Monioa acts,  not Felipe,  in the case of 

/i o ente,  because Vicente is not the ohild of Sara, Alejandro's wife—> the 

mother only is responsible. 

Jovita,1|1MMMMMM> Alvarez has been godmother of all of 

Enrique de -^eon'o hildren,  except the last. Jovita refused,   saying 

she had so many godchildren,  and Snrique then got Monioa to act* 

Margarito Juarez and wife Meroedes.Santiso are godpanents 

of two children of Jose Maria Santiso and Maria Miranda. 

It is custom among Indians to change godparents if a 

otilld dies. ' . 



R 39 • •' '"'^i/iiifSs! 

GODPARENTS--   INDIAN-LADINO RELATIONS 

Ramos ferez,  ¿ndisn, Mariano's wife,   is not sure wkom to   • 

ask to be godparent of ker second okild. Tke godparent of tke first 

okild was an Indian, but tkat godparent is now dead.  So ske must.( 

find anotker.  Ske kas talked to rtomelia about it, kinting ska /    :c:<':'•& 

migkt ask homelia. «mum Ske tells Rom el i a ske does not want to 

kave anyone in tke aldea,   beoause it embrasses ker to o all someone      ''''""' 

"oompadre" often,  as one would kve to d>   if one met kivnor ker1   •' 

often.  Romelia suggests to Ranos  tkat ske ask R's aunt Monloa, 

beoause altkougk ske lives in tke aid a ske lives fartker away,  and 

ske wouldn't meet ker so often. Apparently Ramos, wko is sk    anyway, 

feels parrioul rly embarassed by using,  to a ladina,  a term ivyplying 

a partióular intimate respect. 

Romelia is tke godmotker of an Indian okild.   Tke okild'.s 

motker is muok older tkan Romelia.  R.  says it embarasses ker to 

be oailed "comadre" by tkis woman beoause ske is so muok older 

tkan R • 

'«::??»* 

:#S 

:.'$f:r 

;*)£, 
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SICKNESS 
556 

Don Chorno assures me  that there la greater danger of sickness 

now  since there has been so much war In foreign countries, because 

the winds which come down from the north from that direction blow 

sicknesses and evils  stirred up by the war Into Guatemala. 



April 18 

55 7 SICKNESS-- AIRE 

This morning a girl came to ask if we had some cooking oil* 

The oil was wanted for Felipa, the butcher's wife, who was taken 

sick this morning, with abdominal pains and <t> nvulslons. When I saw 

her she was unconscious, and suffering occasional convulsions* 

It was explain» dthat yesterday she had taken a purgante* This morning, 

after she became seriously sick, she had been given a pildora de ether» 

One said MM. it was biliousness. Another, observing the 

twitching of the muslles, saidit was the nerves* These same twitchings 

and disordered movements of the limbs during the attacks, caused 

another to say that it was aire. When one oo rner of her mouth 

was drawn down, andthe muscles of her face were convulsed, several 

exclaimed, "Certainly, le dio aire* Tiene aire en el estomago." 

Salome later explained that sometimes when one went out, as for example 

when one is warm, into a cool place, "le da aire. Entra un aire*" 

She added that MMMMMMMHIMMMMMM aire was the same as epilepsy* Don 

Lupario spoke similarly of aire. There was no trace of individa allzed 

or personalized element in the conception* 

News. As the little girl hurried down the street with her 

bottle to get the cooking oil, people asked her what was the matter, 

and she told them of Felipa's sickness. Ink few minutes most of the 

people at this end of town must have known about it. 

Later* So far as people talk about the illness at all, it is 

usually to attribute it to the fact that Felipa, MMMM after having taken 

a purge, and being therefore a little delicada, went out into the cool 

air* Don Hiernnmrno expressed the opinion that the illness resulted from 

the fact that she quarreled with her husband; this made her bilious* 



1 
May 13-15 

SICKNESS-Mox    ' 5SZ 

When Jbamie had a slight convulsion,  Komelia said it was mox# 

We askedwhat  that was;   she said it was when a child threw itself down 

and acted crazy.  Dona Isabel said mox was "loco";  if a child got 

that  way   you pgave it tobacco water*   then it vomited  some phlegmj 

after th-t  it  ras  all  right.   Evaristo said mox was MMMMttMitrwffMMMMM 

a word the indígenas used for crazy,  or capricious. Tomas  said much 

the same. 



Sickness—rtemedios. 55? 

p. R 

Dona Isabel said that Jose Is sick, because he. does not grow 

muon. He has much stomach trjuble and worms. Once the\ gave him a 

worm medicine, but it made his cheeks swell up. 

A swallow of aguadiente is good for colds.(Salome ) 

Pretónico (breton-kale) is good for coughs, and p ulmonla (S) 

Valeriano , an infusion of used for baths is good for the 

blood.  Sulphato de sol and Sal Ingles  are the purges used. 

Pura flialzena. is given to those who are ill with stomach 

troubles, if it can be had. 

Dona lsab**: "Yes, I had only one child. A bolo came inside 

me with aire , and so I had no more children. " 

ttomelia (later )'»Yes, it is true my grandmother only had one 

c ¿Id. She was working in Solóla , andthere is more aire there ¿partícula ly 

in the summer. " 

Alferecía(epilepsy )."Children' s faces grow purple(morada) This 

comes from*** aire  and is due to t eir being taken out of doors and 

uncovered while they are sleeping. The cure for it is aceite de comer , 

rubbed on externally."(Salome)( 

Homelia had hiccoughs. She said they were caused by her going 

out too soon after eating, as the wind was blowing. "When I was quite 

small I was very sick, I almost died of indigestion. That was because 1 got 

in the <ind too soon after eating. 1 was cured by taking aceite de coiner 

(internally. ) it is also good ip   rub it all overthe body. " 
1 

"There is a skin trouble called .jiote which both anlwals and 

people get  . A sort of down ( pellusa) very white gets on the skin , and 

it itches. No one here has it but many in San Antonio do. (Dona Isabel's 

pig has it. ) No one ever dies from it and it can becured. It is not caugut 

from an animal, but can be caught by touching people who have it. One cure 
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for it is t< €6,0 
• o  take the bark of tn. palo de  iint.e       wá boll  lt ln ^^ 

then wash the place four or five times with t is water. Another cure is 

to wash wita kerosene.   (Dona Isabel took her pig to the pila and there 

w.shed it,  also applying kerosene.  ) <Homella.and D,na Isabil.     ) 

Maj 6 
Dona Isabfel said her foofci which was swollen from having a nigua 

in it, was better beca se she had put kerosene on it. 

Dona Paula said that Homelia kept having granos  because tho she 

was grown up she had no family yet.  "It is the mal humor . " Later she 

suggested that the ymight be from mosquito bites. 

Dona Paula— "If a woman has a susfro  before her child is born, 

the. say it will be born dumb.  I had several sustos  before Adalberto was 

born but he was all right, 3k Don Gorgonio has written in a book how to 

cure susto  . "      Dona Paila said she should not drink much oldtx cold 

water or much cocoanut milk because both were helada  and would make 

her milk bad for the nursing baby.    v 

Dona Salome suffered a susto before one child, given the name oi 

Laura, was born. The child died and she almost died. She was given 

vomitosos  as****** as a cure. Itiis treatment consists first in taking 

some tobacco water , which is very bitter and then large quantities of 

luke warm water, the result oeing to induce a great dealof vomiting 

'•so that ever thing is emptied out of the stomach. "   iUmelia. 



Romelia 5*6/ 
Illness. 

Goiter Is called huehuecho    ,or by  some just  garganta._ 

Tiie best remedy  for It is to paint itoufedide with iodine.  Another 

thing that may be cb ne that helps   is to rub  it with salt.  Goiter, 
most 

Üomes with the    anona    "(t  hat is,  it  is  found in the reg, on where 

the anona gr-ows    Jtn 

Dyonisia had small pox twice. The only thing to do for 
this  is  to give just barle;:   watter to  eat  and to keep the person • 
inside and well covered up.   If they are  exposed b   the light,   they 

will die. 

People may have mumps both ins:de and out. For the mumps 

which coi» s on the outside one just puta on hojas de pito  and 

manteca . The mumps which come on the inside close up the throat so 

taat the person cannot swallow, and he dies. 

/hen Dona Isabel was young she had dysentery with blood 

in the stools for three months. She was cured by taking magnesia 

( in powder form ) wit-., higrba buena  . 'T..is was given her by her 

patron. 

Dona Isabel has been continuing with stomach trouble. 
( possibly another purge also ; 

She took castor oil,  an emema, soda bicarbonate ( given by us ), 

and mana  ( a mild laxative usedfor children, possible syrup of 
relative sent to Panahachel f-:r it 
figs, sold in b-Ik in Panajachel ) on successive da; s.  The next 

day she took mint tea. 

Jose had the little spine that comes on the head called 

kixhui  just before we came here. It came in his case from indigestion.] 

His father cured him . That was why he kept his head covered with a 

handkerchief. 



Don Tomas 
May fifteenth 

5^ 
DIS ASE-- "SADNESS" 

The cure with flower petals is not for fright, but for . 

dadness. If a child grows sad, and does not want to eat, and is 

sleepy, the mother or father may take the child to the river with a 

basket of flower petals— not just one kind, but many kinds. The 

mother throws the petals int the water, while recitinga Credo and 

an Our Father. Xs the child watches the river carry away the petals, 

it gets pleasure, in this, and so the river carries away the sadness. 

This is true; my niece, the daughter of Salomon, who is to be 

married tomorrow, grew sad this way when she was a little child, and 

her mpther cured her this way. One must do this either on Tuesday 

or on Friday. 



*v 
Komelia 
Sebastiana 
May 25 

St 3 

Hot-Cold. 

Whooping cough is hot.   For this  reason cold baths  are given to  the 

c ild as  soon as he is  seen to  be affected. 

Sarampión—   are neither hot nor cold.  Give barley water and keep well 

covered up.  Later agua de palo de jiote may be applied  .i If cold 

air strikes the person t.:e measles may go in and the person dies. 

Mumps   are hot.  For this  re son it is  cured by putting on hojos de pito 

because  the pito  Is  cold.  Also  ^.ut on manteca 

Vi r u el a - - IíXBXIOJBXXíJBJBXX juuxxmtthio-xx toioúxxasxxjBXiXJSüixt&n lk  comes  with fever» 

Same treatment  as  for measles    except do  not put on anything, 

.Pulmonía --  is hot.  One must be careful not  to let in an¿   cold air so  it 

it strikes the person.   Nothing is given for the fever. Later on 

pecacuana   ,'i)  witn three drops  of tártaro   (remedies bought at  the 
neither hot nor cold 

store  )   a2?e given with agua  de manzanilla. 

jpysfeateria --may be either hot or  cold. When it  comes  from heat,   there 

is blood in tae stools.  W en it comes  frjmcold the stools  are 

white. 

3usgto and Jiote are neitaer hot  nor cold. 

Ojo  is hot  but  hot remedies  are givent.;     "cut  "  it. 

Aire    is cold 

Inflammacion may be either from heat or  from cold.  It  is  comes  from heat 

the urine is  red.     If from cold  the urine is normal   color. 

Catarro    is  hot.  But hot  remedie,*  are given to "cut It. 



2 ££? sat • 
fe de limón  whic... is neither hot nor oold is given for catarro. 

Indigestion may be either hot or oold , depending on whether it is 

caused b¿ hot or cold .   W en the face swells and gets red it 

is from heat. Waen the face and feet swell and are white ife is 

from cold.  Castor oil is hot  . .cut after giving castor oil, 

is tne person is sick with lnflammaclon, ma give remedios fresooi 

Jose was once sick with indigestion. His face swelled andgot 

yellow, he had an espina inside of him and some sort of mooso . 

Then an espina came out on his head (the trouble called kixhui) 

.ils father cured him b giving him first castor oil and then 

putting on aceite de higuerilla and jabón negro . 

Sulfato is hot, sal ingles is cold  , carrots and g iasquil are cold, 

potatoes are neither hot nor cold, camotes are hot. 

> I TV 
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DISEASE- COLD-HOT 
^a>s 

Miguel Perez and Antonio Cruz agree that quinine is a 

dangerous remedy to take for malaria; it may produoe deafness 

and urinary trouble. "It is so very oold; it produoes much 

inflammation.*1 

Gonzalo Miranda, and Oaoar Armas, say that if you get an 

infected wound you should put either machine oil or white honey 

on it. Either is Hot, and will"drive out the oold (hielo)." 

The honey "llama a la carne" and na kes it heal* 

For broken bones, lime may be put on, but it dries 

up a wound too much» 

That mosquitoes carry malaria is well known. 

5r, ;:*f^f3 
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Don Magdaleno— walking to Rosario 
Apr. 27 5^ 

HOT-COLD 

I began by asking it is was all right to drink cold water. He 

said it certainly was. I said was it all right even if one were very 

hot after exercise? ne said, Yes, it was very refreshing. He said they 

all didit. I then said that Don Sol toldme that the Indígenas of Panajachel 

thought it was bad to do so. He said, Yes, the inditoslikedto warm their 

water first, "but we drink it cold," Pressed, he then daid Yes, it was 

more healthful to drink it warmed, especially is one were sick. "If you 

have malaria, it is better to drink warm water than cold." 

"The Indian," he said, "bathe in their temazals, always heated. BL»e 

They do not bathe in the lake. But we bathe right in the lake, It feels InN 

fine." 

When I asked if there were some fb ods that were helado, he said, 

"Pork is bad. You can't eat much pork. Probably it is hard to eat because 

it has so much grease. But chicken, beef and turkey are all right." I MMttm 

asked then particularly about turkey, and he said that they ate MM little 

turkey anyway. After some pursuit of the subject he answered directly 

that turkey was "helado./ But we fix it with the seasonings— pepper, 

clove and garlic. It all depends on how you prepare the food. These sea## 

sonings make it all right, 

"Fruits aren't bad— oraages are good; babanas are very good. 

Only limes are bad. You can eat only two or three limes-- after that 

it may make you sick." I asked wh¿- they were bad. He said:"They say it 

is because they a> ntain much opium./ The matazano is bad-- it is very 

cold. Coco does one harm too; you can only eat a little coconut. The tuna 

fruit is very good— it doen't do one any harm. Cabbage is very cold. 

Carrots and radishes are very good-- the cebolla is excellent— anyone can 

eat onions." 



-2- 5G? 
I asked it there were people who had "hot blood" and others 

who had"cold". This brought no result directly, but after a 

little he said, "It all depends on the person. When I bathe 

in the warm water at Agua Caliente, 1 come out feeling poorly. But 

I bathe in the lake, and it makes me feel good. That is because I have 

much heat in my blood." 

"In Patzun they grow colinabos. They are very cold-- one should not| 

eat much of them* 

WA doctor told me what is the best food to give sick people: 

Atole of cornstarch, a little very well toasted tortilla, and 

herb tea (te de quilete). That is right— that is good for ai yone. 

But npthing else should a sick person have." 

Throughout this conversation Don Magdaleno tended to use 

malo and bueno for the foods, and used helado and caliente when 

that alternative was offered him# 

A direct question whether there were plants that were hot 

and cold (other than foods) brought only a flat negative. 



¿iomelia 
Dlonysia 
May 20th 

M.P.R. 

Hot-Cold  . May 20th 56$ 

Romeliaspadrino   ,  her tio Ricardo,   is  quite  ill ^ith 

inflamación.     He used many remedios  freeoos,  probably among them 

golondrina     ,   probably too many so that now he is  taking remedios 

calientes    to  counteract them.   Plants which make  "cold"  rmedées 

Ai< sifof. 

are: golondrina (golondrlnera ?, celandine ) 

malva (mallo w ) ' 

linaza (linseed  ) These all "just grow" , are not specially 
planted. 

chan --is sown 

the root ofthe mozote . 

the sticky substance, "hone\" which runs out of the leaves 

of the tuna. Tnis is very good for whooping cough. 

Plants good for "hot " remedies are many of them áready 

listed under remedios  . The,. CXHOÜCDUC include 

manzanilla, altamisa^ culantro, hierba buena, epazote, orégano 

tomillo, mirto, cana fistula, torongflil, flor de chocom, and mostaza 

bota the local variety and extranjera . The local mustard seed is 

ground and taken in hot water, the leave is used in cooking. The 

mostaza extranjera is used for giving batas. All these plants but 

tae toronjil and flor de ohocom are specially grown. Miel blanco 

is also "hot1. 



Don MMMMMM Lupario 
April 28 

S6<=t 

AIRE 
night 

•••• My nephew got sick. He went out into the oool MXMK and 

a wind struck him. He fell down with the corner of his mouth twisted. 



Juan Santiso 
May 9 59» 

fiBÍEDIES—AIAB 

"That is hierba de zorra  (growing in his yard)   It is not wild;  one 

has  to plant it.  It is  a good remedy for aire  (I ask  about  aire)    Aire 

gets into one when one runs fast;   it makes a ball in your stomach; 

it hurts and you cannot breathe.  The hall is  the wind you have swallowed," 
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Don Lupario 
Apr. 28 

5~lt 

HOT-GOLD 

The meat of a cock is more helado than that of a hen; the 

latter is "good, oallente"» When a hen begins to lay, then the 

meat is very caliente . Goat's milk is "hotter" than oow»s milk. 

Cow's milk is very helada . Unless one is used to it, one oannot 

take much of it without harm. But it is a matter of getting 

adjusted to it; if one begins as a child eating anything, one 

can get used to it; then it doesone no harm. Venison is somewhat 

helada : it is more helada than beef; but less helada than pork; 

pork is the coldest, "because of the fat". Cucumber and watermelon are 

both helada, but ornage is cordial, regular (neither the one nor the 

other. But limes are very helada.  The tuna is a little bit helada; 

the avooado is helado; "one can't eat many— only a dozen"(laughter). 



Hot-Cold. 

noinella 
May 7 

Women should not go outto where the w ater melons are 

growing. This is a secreto . Men should only go early in the morning 

or late in the afternoon, never at midday, i think this is because 

the watermelons are heladas. 

Neither men no?  women should go out to the ohile fields 

after golag fishing. IC  tney do the ohile will all fall off. This is 

üecui. o t.,,.3 f 1 a i aro o old (trie  tT'.eiih.. tev.d of helado ) while the 

chile are very hot. 



May 25 Don Tomas 
573 

HOT-COLD 

Inflamation can be either hot or cold.  You can tell by how 

the medecine effects one--  If hot medecine  appears  to   help,   then the 

disease is  cold,   etc.  Dysentery too may be  either hot  or cold.   If 

the stools  are white,   it  is  cold;   if there is bio)d in them,   it  is 

hot.  Yea,   it may be that Dona Chabela1 s  sickness  is  hot,  becaus     she 

worked  so  long  as  a cook,   but that   is unsusal;   you would  expect  an old 

person's  sickness to be  cold.   Now children's?   sicknesses  are  generally 

hot,  because  their blood  is  v^ry hot.  Ojo  and  aire  are very hot. 

Susto  and  glote are not hot,   nor  cold.   Catarro is  hot.  Whooping 

cough  is  hot. 



Don Luparlo   *'   - -" "wVtSk ».-^ May 11 -.T; • ^w-,     >. .. 

DISEASE-fíEMEDIES-SUSTO 
'   '       '    / "-fí 

.Whopping cough is a very serious disease of children. That is       * •; -$•« 

because'it lasts so long,  and the child cannot eat.  When it begins t;o/'eat¿íV 

; it vomits.  Whooping cough is much more serious than measles,  because 

measles last only a few days. Once,,lp has well broken out,  it passes,';;" 

'   -With.>^asl'es the important thing is what is fed the child. Barley water'   •*?$ 

is  thjSvbésfc thing. Yesj  sometimes, smallpox has come here.  Not  su much _,'••"• ' 

recently.  ¡Smallpox is bad too. Vaccination is pood,  sometimer,  but peopl;$'•--£; 

here have died of vaccination-- they got fevers and died. It is daigerous. 

It is done right here* in the Juzgado. Ojo is not so serious,  because 

there is a real  cure for it;  in OL few daya its is gone.    Aire may be' 

very bad,  and air.e can hit anyone,   child or adult. Once I had been working, 

hard,   and was hot,  and suddenly an aire struck me.  I fell down andfor a 

while I could not move at all. To  cure aire we take pine needles and," 

wiWW\Vy(-vuK»wO      , We burn th« pine needles  and inhale the smike., We put - 

.    a poultice of the burned needles on the place that hurts. St>v*»We*   w»        . 

Susto happens when the child is  frightemed.  It ma¿   even happen 

to older people. Then kixhui come out on the head. Klxhul is a small 
F        ^ I*       \¿     spine  (espina) You have  to get rid of it.  You rub .the head with 
1   c<r^        
I       >KV? a* plahl  uulluid uliAlu/J  and with »«*A,*t  »>\.      , Then the spines come out. 

(J^f*   -First you put lard or oil on the hair,   and MIMTtnUMMMMiff keep combing the hair. 

The spines  come out with the oombing.  Sometiv^s a mother may take the 

child to the river ,  having collecting many flowers of many kinds. The 

.child throws the flowers into the river,  and the child watches them float 

off. The dlease goes offtoo. Or sometimes when takes the child to the 

Evangelios. You take the child to the priest,  he puts around the child's 

neck the sort of ribbon he wears around his neck;   you have to find a 

compadre;  he holds the child while  the priest prays. That is all.  • 

Sometimes the spines come from indigestion  (empacho)   you have to  give a 
purge,   oL   v>lVvV> \&\ \ »\U\^W^  ^\ lr*.V (,*ivit*^ (H*A   >*i    tHut*H 



Don Tomas 
May 11 

S1.Ó 

SUSTO -KIXHÜI 

Kixhul is what we oall the little spines that come out on the 

head when one has been frightened (has  susto).    Yes,  you can feel them/<' 

little sharp spines.  If you comb trie hair and turn the head to  t'lie ' ' • \' ' 

light  you can see them— little yellow ones. That is why the child is   ' 

taken to the Evangelios,: to get rid of the spines.  If you cannot take   • 

the child to the priest,   you can rub the head witft oil of higuerilla ,   then i 

wash the hair and comb it and comb it. The spines come off in the coming  

you can see them on the comb.   It  is good also  to  give a purge. 

Susto can be bad. The wife of Gonzalo Santiso,  in San Lucas,  died ^ 

of it. The spines came out on her head. 
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Don;Magdaleño 
Don Tomas 239 

SUSTO-R1MEDIKS- 

When a ohlld is frieghtened, he nay get elok. He orles, his    ' 

hands and f6.ee swell» he does not want to eat, but only to sleep. 

Then we know he has beeome frightened. It may be very serious.  It happened 

, onoe to iedro: he was riding on a horse, and the horse threw him.       . 
He was frlghtenedj we took Mm to the Evangelios In Teepan. The 

priest oure* mm him- he Urn. said prayers in Latin,  and sprinkled 

holy water on hi». That is the only way to our. fright. Only one has       , > 

to get a godparent- a madrina    if it Is a boy,  a padrino If it is a 

girl. The godparent has only to hold the ohlld, or stand by it If it 

is large,  and hold a lighted oandl. while the priest prays and sprinkles 

the holy water. It happened to Romella too, when she was a little girl. 

We took her to Teopan,   and had the Evangelios there for her . She got 

well soon.  Sometimes the priest has to pray again after two weeks, or so. 

srmpto^suraf Ire S^SUM**.? « L^íalT       '   «   .' ' 
&*\   SB©    C*""    Lv<   i-»W*S       ^»»» IS 

V 
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í SICKNESS**BLOODLETTING 

Both said giote  (sickness characterized by raw and bleeding 

skin sMMMMcsurface,  any part of the body) was to be foundonly 

among Indians and pigs;  they said they had never heard of a ladino 
with it. 

"the blood is ready J Giote is aontagious.  So is whooping oo,ugh. Measles  is not; 

smallpox is not.  "Smallpox is fteste —  it just strikes one." 

Blood letting is done mostly by the Indians.  They do it a 

great deal.  Ladinos use it for horses,   especiallywhen they have 

accidente   (axidente?)  "This  is jike a cold-- the horse can get' 

it in the kidneys;   then it  throws its head back,   and vomits.  Or it 

can get it in the head;   then it  is like   a cold.   If the latter, 

the horse is bled in the neck with a ohay,  if the former,   in the    • 

rear leg.     Quirino Morales,   father of Felix,   etc., used to draw "*:'
v':' 

blood for human ailments.  Tomas and Inez had never done it;   nor did 

they think of of their family ever had.  Cupping they had never 

heard of. , • .   •" 

For indigestion in a horse they give a purge of acacia leaves 

(huachipipil) boiled, with lard and sugar. Or ooculloa of the jocote,. 

'•*     '~.\*i.4 

\*m 
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D on Lupario 

REMEDIES—BLOOF LETTING    • * / 

My second horse" dies of asidente. Asid ente comes in two 

places-  in the back,  then it is bad,  because you cannot , see It'and' 

the animal dies.  If it comes in the head you see it;  the animal'* '"'< ^ 

neck swells below his ears. Then you rub it with lard and other thl¿J¿^f<"| 

For some troubles, of the horse,, you draw blood. If the legs are etfr4>^É 

there is tpo mu<n blood, you open a vein in the leg. Blood-letting Is V:^J! 

sometimes practiced for people too..If a man works too hard tr too much"[' r 

in the sun, then his blood thickens and it is good to bleed him. Yo'u'-have^ • 

to hunt for just the right vein in the inner arm- the vein of the head. / 

You open the vein with a ohay. A chay is made of a splinter of a glass *' •' 

bottle. You look over the splinters until you get one that is straight and *** 

very sharp. Then you tie it Into a split stick- then jou have a chay,,, , 

Not all people know how to  bleed. , * ' V,•- -^ 

Lard is good to heal  a woundon a horse. Or kero8me,\f¿*\'*''éú¿M 

*  > 
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Sáleme Remedios. 

ó7<? 

Verbena is for fever. 

Manzanilla (ohamomile )  is for stomach trouble,  cough. 

Orozuz,   (licorice  )   is used for cough. 

Altamisa (  artemisia)    is used for dolor de estomago  • 

Toronjil  (bálm gentle )    is boiled with white honey for mal de 
mujeres* 

Boraja (borage V)  is used for fever. 

Chiooria (cnicory )   is for cough. 

Te de limón,  taken hot is good for stomach tr uble.    Te de hierba 

buena    is also goddxx for the same. 

Grama  (couch grass  )  is good for inflamación en el  estomago. 

Palo de taray    (tamarisk )   ,   and infusion of  ,is good for inflamación. 

Aloaohofle (alcachofa,   wild artichoke ?   )  is used for chills and 

malaria. 

Laurel  ,  which is a good seasoning for goat's meat,   is also good for 

cough. 

Barley water      used with grama    is ver:   good for inflamación  .  If 

a woman dies wJten her child is very young the father gets goat's 

milk and gives it in a bottle mixed with barley water.  (  A wet nurse 

is the second choice.   ) 



M.B.  R. 
•ggyKo mella 

Herbal Remedies. 

Linaza      of flax Is grown to sell for a remedy for swelllngs.lt Is put 

on very hot»      It may also be used for curling the hair. Romella ppplled 

a lotion made of It ono e before a fiesta and her hair oame out all lnourls. 

Chan Is sown and sold as a remed for Inflamación . 



Apr 22 581 

REMEDIES. 

Pedro Tale,  Totincapeno Indian,   askedrae for a remedy 

for his father's deafness. Romella,  hearing a suggestion from anotte r 

young ladina, recommended that a few drops of milk from the breast 

of Pedro's wife be put in the deaf ears,  "because breast milk is 

poison for animalitos." Discussion followed as to whether it © uld 

be a flea or a bedbug that might be in the  ear. 

Later Don Magdaleno expressed the though that  there was 

no remedy for deafness.  As for animals in the ear,  yes, that might be, 

but  they could  not get into the brain,  because "there is  a little 

wall between,   called the tyjppanum." 

Don Juan also thinks there is nothing to do about deafness. 

He says deafness is  sually from age,  or sometimes because of aire. 

"Heated, MM* one may go out into the cool air,  y le peffa aire."  I 

spoke of the Yucatan personalized aire--  apparently the idea was quite 

novel. 



Remedies-» Don Juan Santlso 
Apr,  22 

REMEDIES 

To direct quetion: Yes,   some of the Indians know good rememdies. You 

see that tree there,  It is called huachipilin. The bark is soaked in 

water and applied to snake bites, fhis I learned when Pablo Tax was 

bitten by a poisonous  snake; he used this rememdy, and got well, 

Bretonica is good too,  for bruises,   and also for coughs. 
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COLD-HOT--- REMEDIES *     , ' "' l ,&$*.: <5'* 

I was  sitting In Juan Santiso(s kitchen:  he had just made crackles-'    X 

.Dona Chabela cam to buy a few cYackles,   s'aying that  she thought they     •" <' 

would be good for her, Pona Sebasfiaha .said, fComo la enfe:pmédad' es*- -;\'fi>fy 

de calor."   (Lard— hence crackles,are muy fresca ,).  I asked why ;s ••''/ 

Dona Ohabela's enfermedad was   "hot." Dona S.  said it was because áhe -   - 
y,aA \*~—   -   -     *      "- had been a coo*. «Ever slnoe she ^ suffs,9d from ^ ^^Z 

.     -Jti 

i>4> 1!        •     ' 
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M.P. R. 
Romelia 

tyedicine,   Sickness,  Attitudes toward. s?y 
Romelia was talking about the child of XHí Chus Juarez who 

died recently. * 
She said that the mother killed-the child by dosing 

him with so many and such strong remedies, most of which she fixed 

up herself. She had called in the so-called doctor from San Lucas but 

did not give the remedies he suggested. (The dhild had been sick for 

months. ) Chus' mother Julia, who died five years ago, taught her 

many remedies. So for the "cold dysentery " ( which comes out white ) 

she gave remedies such as manteca con chocolate , and epazote con 

aceite de Castor  both of which are hot, but excessively so , in 

R.'s opinion. Mazanilla R. says is hot but is all right to give . 

Other good remedies for cold dystentery are posima de chocolate.bought 

at the drug store, and perricon . a zacate which grows at Santa Catar- 

ina. Por hot dysentery ( which comes out red) two drug store 

remedies called golondrina . and Maná . are good. R# says Chus 

kept first giving remedies for heat, then some for cold and wore 

her baby out. For Vitalina, when she had dysentery , they did not 

give strong remedies, just olive oil and then Castor oil, but the latter 

was so strong it almost killed her. Then they took her to San Lucas where 

the man there said she was suffer ng from worm., not dysentery and cured 

her . This doctor or druggist said that Vitalina could not take Castor 

oil because she must have much inflamación from birth. R. explains this 

by the fact that Martina, who would not admit her pregnancy , was given 

many hot remedies, such as altamisa  in order to cure her of her 

supposed illnesss. As a result her child was born with inflamación. 
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58? 
Attitudes—Acoeptanoe of Grief. 

Rewslia remarked that she and Nyoha really ought to make tho 

pilgrimage to El Señor de Esqulpulas this year, as she had promised to do so 

when hertfather was ill and she prayed for his reoovery . The fact that ho 

did not reoeive a milagro and reoover does not make any difference. It is 

peoado  not to do so because one must accept fate.   " 7?hen Candido died, 

my tía Tana oould not get over It, she kept going to the oeraetery and 

weeping there. For this reason she lost her brother (Magdale o)  in two 

months also, beoause she was not oonformo,  " 



Don Tomas 
April 19-21 

588 
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DEATH CUSTOMS 

When a person dies,   the body Is prepared for burial  either by- 

relatives,  or by friends. The re is no fixed usage. Hood clothes are 

put on the body,  of the sort usual, ly worn. The body is covered with a 

sheet,   andlaid out on a table, with four candles burning at  the corners. 

The wake last twenty-four hours.  During this  time the relatives  and MMffiM 

friends stay with the bo^r . Food — usually simply coffee and bread- 

is  serrad to   all  cMMM comers,  and  rum is  served to tfá^ÜWl. Anyone may 

come. Those not closely  related to the deceased, may sit  andtell 

8tories,Iím41IMMtóMíp^Iiifiíi\I*lfcIíKM|JMM^ and play games. The coffin is painted 

white for a child,  black for an adult. IK About sixteen years is  the 

age neyond which a man's  coffin is black;   if a girl dies unmarried, 

and 2B SS than  about twenty-five years of  age,   it will be pairt ed MfMlfWf 

white. The Inilans paint their coffins different colors— red,  blue or 

green* The Evangelistas paint their coffins red— "if you see a red 

coffin,  it is an Evangelista funeral.n "   J ^^   vAV,,v" 

The body is carried in procession throug    the street to the 

cemetery.  Sop times it  is  carried first to  the oratorio,   sometimes not. 

Buring the wake the prayers for the dead are said by the rezadoras,  but 
the prayers again, 

at  the  cemetry ffliMBMX[ftMMare  said.  After the grave is  filled,   it  is 

decorated with wreaths and flowers.  After the death a candle is lighted 

in the house of the deceased e1© ry night 0n the ninth night they hold 

prayers again,  andthe grave is again decorated.   (Tomas  sent a 

wreath to  San Lucas for the novena of his first cousin's daghter-in- 

law). 
On tha anniversary of the death,  it is the oumpleano.  The 

prayers  are said  again,  and again a novena is held,  with oandles 

lighted. After this nothing need be done,   although one may hold a novena 

on other anniversaries.  Between the first novena andthe  cumpleaños  there 

;,/',-.        r/•'•••      VK,     bv.-vv-  '     ''    -'' '     "•'• '••    " 
are no praje 
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Don Magdalóno 
May sixth 

DEATH 

It Is not the custom among the ladinos to bathe body nefore burial. 

AtcSan Lucas the naturales bathe just the face;   at other pueblos I     / 

think they bathe all thebbody. We ladinos put in the © ffin only 

the mat   (colchón)   and pillow.  The Indians put all  sorts of things 

in— machete,  if It is a man,  comb and so forth,   if it is  a woman. 

Such foolishness 1    At San Antonio,   they cut little windows  In the 

coffin so the dead man can look out.  Nonsense.  You couldn't see anythi g 
in the ground,   anc 

furthermore the man is dead. 

We tie two handicerchiefs.tThold the j„ dose,   and one around the 

head.  Before the earth is thrown in,   the first handfuls are kissed. 

The soul does not go straight to Heaven. They say It stays 

around for nine dajs and then it goes. • % 

<,'   - 
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Romelia-- May 19 

MOURNING 

Por father, mother or grown child  (married or with children) 

one  should wear mourning for a year;   the second six months one 

wears half-mourning  (white and black).   For a padrino one c 

wears mourning for a half a year;   for an ahijado or a compadre 

no Aiounring is worn.  While wearing mourning one does not wgo to the 

marimba."    Tor a son or daughter,  no matter how old,  who has not 

married or borne children,  no mourning is worn;   and the coffL ns of 

such persons are white,  if painted  (or the   may be painted light 

blue or pin k—  but not black,     (Qase of her San Lucas cousin who 

died recently at the age of thirt   . unmarried,  white coffin and 

no mourning— a man) 

Sometimes people wear mourning for longer-- Maria Urrea wore 

mourning two years  for her husband.  Some wear It  for less.   (At the 

recent Panibaj  wedding,  the bride's  father— who gave the fiesta— 

had a marimba,   although thegroomfs mother had died only eight 

months before. But no one' fro    his family was  there--  the weuding 

took place in his    home town,   P tzdtn,   anyway,   and the fiesta 

was at Panibaj) 

'••%! 

'^"•rtvn. 
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S7-3 Don Tomas 
April 29 

MOURNING — CEMETERY 

It is customary for a woman to wear black clothes for about 

six months after the death of husband, brother or sister, parent, 

or grown child* A man should wear a black ribbon on his coat for as- 

long; It Is not always done. For a young <n lid no mounrlng is worn* 

MMMM Mourning Is put on again, and worn for about a week, during 

the novena of the cumpleano. After that It need not be worn again* 

The central lot In the oemtery, with the large tomb, was bought 

by all the Alvarez brothers for five quetzals. They have exclusive 

right to bury their dead in this lot* All lots in the oemtery are 

bought at the juzgado* 

1 

^gfÉÉ 
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FUNERAL OF ADOLFO MIRANIA. 

Adolfo had sine the death of his father, Luparifc,  lived with 

his sister Margarita and her husband, Maroelo Aiavrez. For a few 

moxfchs during 1940 he lived with a woman from Godiezj  she left him 

and he oontinued as he had lived most of his If e, a la o helor, 

defeotlve in intelligence and unable to artioulate ole» ly. He was 

long si ok In the autumn of 1940, and his death was fully expected. 

He died at six o'olook on the morning of Oot. 12, Before that time 

his tomb had been nealy oompleted,  and his brother-in-law had painted 

his ooffin. 

The wake, last nig t, was moderately at tened. As I understand 

is usual on the first of the nine nights of prayers, no attempt was m 

made to pass the time in games or In any organized fashion. People sat 

around the coffin and talked quietly on any subjeot that oourred, Mi 

•any of the men smoking. Sixllttie girls sat in a oorner, talking* 

Hiring the hour Iw as there the sister, Margarita,  was subdued, 

When I arrived at the house at 8-30 this morning all was 

ready to take the body to the oemtery; there was discussion of the 

faot that "the people hadn't oome." About twenty-five people were 

present. It was soondeoided that the pro oes si on should nevertheless 

begin (The aw requires Interment within 24 hours of death)* Tomas Al** 

es and Justn Santiso tookoharge of nailing down the oof fin* As they 

moved to do so, Margarita oame forward, delayed them a moment, 

and put into the oof fin a hamdkerohief. It was Adolfo's; the feeling, 

as  explained by Toms, was to put with the dead man his personal 

MMMMMMMM objects of attire of whioh no surviving relative wanteld 

to make use. As Margarita did this she burst into loud wailing, 

intersparsed with ejaoulations:  "Mi ohuloj M"M|flqa<¥>ff¥lfM Hennito de 



2 5^5 
mi oorazonj Ingrato que me deja solo*"1 She continued this 

lamentation during all the remainder of the funeral* She wailed 

during the process Ion,  as she walked beside the oof fin, moderating 

the lamed; ation during the reo i ting of prayers by the other women* 

When the oo ffin was taken up from the bed, the la»rt atlon sharply 

increased) It greatly increased when the mason began to brick up the 

tomb. At this moment she welled to the tomb and addressed her 

loud fare#ells directly into the closing tomb* Mariano Miranda 

also made outspoken farewell at this time¿ and shed a few tears* 

At no other time did he show grief* The other surviving brother* 

Hero ulano,  showed no grief at any time* Afetr the oloslng of the tomb, 

at the foot of the ane to the cemetery* several women gathered 

around Margarita and oomf orted her with expressions as to 

the inevitableness of death* Many of the men uttered such expressions 

to one  an* herdurlng the oooasion* The impression XMMM obtained was 

that while Margarita was really grieving* her grief was much 

conventionalised* and that she was quite a ware that she was doing 

what was expected of her* 

Apparently no one* not Maréelo, seleoted the »n to oarry 

the coffin* But n Santiso, Pedro Alvarez* Genaro Santlso and one other 

more or less came forward to do so* Ihe Nina Matilde and the Nina 

Antonia exerted a certain vague ontrol over the women and girls* 

taking the lead in the prayers,and setting the group in motion when 

the time came* The procession was formed with some del lb eration in 

the road In f»nt of the houses men who lagged behind were called to 

take their plaoes at the front of two 11» s, one on each side of the 

road* The women followed nehlnd* and the pallbearers wall© d between x 

the two lines, at the end* Although the men walked in front and 

the women behind, when a woman and two girls Joined the procession 

on the way, they fell in at the head of one of   the lines* The 
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mea talked among themselves, neaihbor to neighbor, or wea?e silent;- th: 

women o halted prayers* 

The tomb was ready at the oemertery;  it was built of mésela 

on top of that of Luparlo, Adolfo's father. MW¥¥¥M The «ffinwas 

put down on top of a neighboring grave— no evienoe of reluotanoe to 

set it there appeared— . Then the women knelt and prayer the 

Ave Maria,  the Jesus Cristo and the Credo, while the men stood and 

talekd,Ho man prayerdi  every woman In» It. A few of th* women did not 

have black rebocos; nearly all had. There was no further oeremony 

exoept the 111001 lamentations attending the son» what formal leave-tak' 

when the tomb was oleed. This done, Ernesto   Juarez produced bottles 

of rum from a basket;  all the men were given drinks; some of the 

woemn tookdrinks also. The women left the oemtery first; the sen 

straggled after. 

The general impression I reoeived was that onjfc he whole 

what people sought was deoorum and seemlinesst  that the interment 

of Adolfo should be done deoently and as people regarded as proper* 



59? 
Death, The Will of Sod. 

Dona Chencha ( Vicenta Morales) was down helping the Nina 

Antonia during the sickness of Don Migel.Speaking of the illness, she 

said there was nothing to be done,t hat it was the will of God, that 

Don M. had reached his appointed time , and that he was lucky to be 

able to die at home well -cared for than on the road, as ©me people 

do. 'She was sure it was the will of God because the Nina "htonia had 

taken her husband some three weeks before to see the zahorin at Santa 

lucia , to find out if his sickness was due to witchcraft, malhecho . 

i'he z*fe)QRi*HUx zafcbjpin said it was not. At this time the Nina A. 

sent for the aafabpin  from Chuiquestel to tell her whether Don M. 

would get better. The zahorin said no», as he could see the coffin and 

the candle by it. The Njina A. probably did this so as to save buying 

more remedies, as she was reported to have sstibcfcha&x told the "doctor " 
more 

from San Lucas not ton come any mmm  as it would be better to save the 

money for the burial. After the funeral the Nina A. said that Don M.»s 

father had died from the same trouble , that he had not been able to 

be cured although he had gone to zahorines also      Romelia did not 

reotlly agree with the point of view expressed by Dcna Chencha( still 

less with the Nina A. )SHe felt that more should have beendone. ,x:r the 

remedies kept up till the last , Don M. taken eairlier to a doctor or 

even to the American Hospital. Her favorite remark was that if her 

father had gone on longer with his sickness, they would have sold all 

their lands for the chance of curing him up. 
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M.fcfr 

Miscellaneous--Atttitudes. 

Dionysia brought  a  bunch of flowers.  When asked thetJt name.of 

one  ,   she  said,   "They dont have any names because they just  grow in the 

monte.     " 

Homelia adores trie marimba.  She said,   "When it hear it  ,  it 

makes me feel   sad.  It makes my heart  swell.   " 

Salome-"Yes  ,  I  am here sólita    "(Hera only blood relative 

except  her mother and children is  a half-sister in San Andres.   ) 

Salome--  "Does  your husband not mind your dancing? Some 

husbands  here do.  They are jealous. My jrmsband allows me   .   "  The girls 

seemed much pleased that their motherhad danced at our fiesta.  Even Dona 

Isabel dances  son» times. 

Silvestre gave as an excuse for not  coming to dance at 

our house that his grandmother had died six months ago. This might have 

been a valid excuse had he not danced later at his own house, 

VvaHHxi*am«i±3cxwHaixkxxw3calsxsckxkia«xp±i^xxJsHxxtKx«ixlutWutó 

tkgxatogggxxxxx3ctegyg¿xgg3cxfeacxxgg3c3d£gxxxxxslagx»xxdtx 
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One evening the» was a very fine lunar rainbow. Romelia 

was much impressed and rather starred up by this phenomenon 

which she had never seen before. She said that it must be 

an omen sent by God although she had no theory as to what it 

might portend. 

Then she started discussing the end of the world, i'he world 

was said to be going to end in two thousand years. Then everyone 

would perish: not only some.  "Think how terrible. And since 

this is the year 1940, ya no mucho f_alta» However it is the 

will of God. And with this she dismissed the subject. 

The Indians, she told me, say that the estrangeros are 

now fighting among themselves; God has begun in this way to pun-- 

ish the.world. Before long the estrangeros will come here and 

kill the people with knives and machetes. Komelia seemed more 

amused than anything else at this belief. 



fi 39 6^1 

CABAÑUELAS 

The first day of «¿nuary shows what th» weather will be 

like in May,  the soond, what it will te   like in Juhe,   etc  T^'t'a 

all.  She doesn't know anything about meanings of the   following 

daya,  or about meaing of hours of day. 



R39 

OMENS 

Aw owl hooted a long time near the house. R.  staid awake 

a long time afraid.   It means death. She thinks may be 

her aunt in Panibaj,   long sick,   is dying. 

She dreamt that a man with spines sticking out of his hand 

and arm took hold of her. She ¿ays it was a bad dream and wonders 

what it meant. 



M.P. R. 
Romelia GO^L ~> 

Grinding. 

Ladinas whistle when they grind but do not have special tunes 

Indian women have special tunes they whistle • Sometimes they whistle 

very loudly so that it can be far away. 
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CAStV orr lW<>£ Cí^DS 6^. ¿>03 
1. Marriages-- inter-pueblo  Indian marriages.    B and C;   also C,   over 

2. Marriages— ladino-india    jr,  L,  0 ,n^       2A Heoog of Indian kin:  M 
and 

casual ,*el. indiá-ladln%  M. vYfa 

3.  No hablan 

M Quarrel, over trespass, £ 
over h's adultery M 

over husband's  flirtation,  Ij 

4. Marri/Ced ohild siding with spouse's  family. B 

5. Pre-marital child. P.  I  ,  L ,  W 

6. Patrilooal residence. É Mztrilocal residence, ft, 9^ 

7. No charge for service of use of property between kinsmen.  P 

8. Paying kinsmen: 

v    Man pays deceased father's deceased wife's  sister for working 
for him. H 

9. Shotgun marriages.  I 

10. Casual   children,   recognized and partly recognized. J, M,   Q,   V#z   ^ y^WI 

ill/.  I^ians becoming ladinos.    J . ^ 

12. Baohelor's boarding out. H,  K,  R 

13. Brother-sister»in-law 

Woman will not wash clothes of unmarried h' s brother living 
with them. L 

14. Adultery ' 
Han  *  *   2 
Woinan        M 

15. Jihiployed. women,  H,   H, 0,  Q.V.CC, PJ> ,WW 
Women in business for themselves. Vi^   VV. 

16. Marriage^ of^first cousins    P VJ^V    <;h^-^iAfJ •  *"(r 

17. Pepes ai}d other niños MMgMMBM regalados.    Q,  V, ^A ^ 00 

18. Sons helping or not|t helping widowed mothers.  S 

19. Marriages-- necessity for groom's relatives. Ü 

20. Names-- named of deceased child used over      Y 

7,\, p'Mo^ct , G-£ 



1.  Dormitory 
2 •   Granary 

d>cA- 

r 

1.  Ale i andró (—f* 
Morales 

2.Sara Juarez 

r 
3.Everilde(14)c.cv4v£liáoñ«4lO)     5.Agusto(3) 

(l)  Is  a native of San Julian on the ooast;   his 
father was  from Patzun. H   (2)   is a sister of 
Hieronimo,   husband of Isabel Leja>   (1)   came 
to A.E.   about  fifteen years  ago 

bob 
-Inea.;llx?rá¿..:rM Iiaíaá líiraiiclá' 

Moved to new licaise in.vil age 1940 
3 Candida       6.   Rosaura.     (3-8.. o il'Ten) 
4 A Minviel-   -7. said      •-••»• 
5. Bei*fca-       . 8.*««éfasio- -•• i 
9. Anastasia ..Ckiroy,. Indian, . livee. wikh a-;d^; rjas., f or 

family. .. .. About.«£0. yx&* old,.- nav-ar.. ma::riadT has. been 
7íittx faz. ' y... about 3 yr¿^ £..&JC7Wher..ia-..md'¿h.' XL-in-law 

of Pa .oiiu. Miranda 



....hit :      i v,-.^ A      y-- * - <* ....\? -J.L^..ti. :..._.:...•:.. 

i. ,1-.: (Vi.-V, A 

¿Or 

B 
1. Kitohen 
2. Dormitory 
3, Granary 
4, Granary 

V»7 
1.Pablo Tax-V 2.Francisca Garcia       ^ 

jMicaela)   3.£g_se 4. Nicolas 5.Juan 6. Cipriani 7. Josef a |- 
(married; J^f\^ Ü^í V-'—'. '4* £H<>^ ^l^j-r 
lives  in ; ' .. .- \ \ _   • V 

(1)   Came from Totonicapan about 20 years 
ago*  He owns the land near his &ouse,   r';1 

1938:  Within the last year a quarrel has  arisen between 
•¿he Taxes and their neighbors the Tui's   (although 
Mhey are oonsuegros).   Caraien's pig ate guisquiles of 
Francisca;   she complained in the  1uzgado.  Now when the 

.rrerent ; Taxes go  for water they  take a dil path back of 



* .W >   w    <• . 

a . • >!>,•. V 

1 

. w \ - '* 

1 •1 «s • V 

V \ 
\ 

P S H A  , \ 

S,   a 

H 

'M 

•fi V- 

•qq.füíi Strpp-pB   'XITB Q.B esnoq s^ueaiBd jeq  oq.  o3  ^ou 
eeop ex®«OTW 'Btni, etft. q.eetn q. ,UOM RQVLI   op esnou; a-pei^ 

3 3.Bernardino Tui -^ £ 
l.Kitohen •   " "      ' "    \ " 
2.Dormitory .       &'<'                  \ 
3.Dormitory 1.Diego Tui   -j-      2.Carmen Tui 
4.D rmitory 
5;Beehives 
6.Fowlpen 

409 

1 \—7^ | T^ \ 
4.Santiago      5gRojB.ay5J  6,  Andrea    7.Felipe    8.Felix 

•f        ""     -Vil'Lauriana ? ij'< 
9JMLicaeJU (Tax f 

10.Fid el 
1 
11. t 

(1) is from Solóla; he came about 25 years ago; he is 
a landowner; he is chirimitero. (4) is now in 
military service in Solóla. (9Í is daughter of 
Tablo Tax (see B). T-LlT is a Sololteca, from San Lucas 



1938:     Andrea is going to marry Francisco Garcia 
in Holy Week  (unless he has  to go  to servicio When it 
will be postponed a year).  Andrea is pleased.  Others 
have asked for her;   but  either she or her parents 
wouldn't have the,.  Francisco  spoke to Andrea at the 
well  and  said he was coming to  ask for her.  Franoisoo 
is a Totonioapeno,   she is Sololteca. 

IV, •.,      ....,•• *       l\ >,\ /< •     •-.• Tv.A    • 

D t Anleu 
1.Dormitory 
2.Kitchen 
3.Granary 
4.Granary of Agustín Perez 

4- ?  Anleu bl) 
l.Hieronimo Juarez4- 2.Isabel Leja 

5. 
6. 
7. 

Vttoalano " 
Gregorio " 
Miguel 

(ff»)**** e rA*¿£l^ e s 
in E) 

3.   Dlonicia Alvarez 

l.^Is  from 'i'ecpan;   (2)  is  from Solóla 

(1)   has given permission to these four Indians  from 
San Antonio  to  erect their granaries in his yard. 



E. 
1. Dormitory 
2. Granary 
3. Kitchen 
4•  Powlpen 
5.  Re-conditioned 

house oocn pied 
by visiting 
gringos 

l.Magdaleno Alvarez(-r)2.Salome 
V—^ A«l   All Anleu 

|f^ -^3.Pedro      M(Dionicia)4.Romelii 
V***l.. (lives  in D) 1 I* 

(1)   is  from Tecpan;   (2) 
now in military  service in Solóla 

t I "~1 
Martina "16. Jose 1   J 

is  from Solóla.   (3)  is 

v«v, 

O 

»   (0) 
f*4n¿     l^*\ 

V^ 

P. 

z 
a 

<3C 

1. Dormitory and 
kitchen 

2. Storeroom 

3. Granary of 
Mariano 
Xajil of 
San Antonio 
(by  permission) 

(This property is 
owned by Monica 
Alvarez,   sister 
of Tomas  Alvarez. 
Tomas uses 
the  storeroom, 
and eats in 1.) 

(4)   is  the material 

s woo*  »>A   WAJN   f¿S  A 

1.Mariano Perez -f 2.Xamos  Perez 

3. Brijida ((^ 

/4. Margarito  Prooopio 
1 (sic» (!>     v^     "*•)       '' 

(1)   and   (2)  are from San Antonio. 
While working on a finca,   they 
began living together. Having 
no property in the pueblo,   he 
asked Tomas Alvarez  (who uses 

receive 
his  slst< 
and rece , 
ixve here.   (• 

•,   NV     ^ ^ ;     (vN> ^«Mr^Mis    Hi»   -fvtA 



F 
1. Dormit, and kitchen 
(Old ^m  torn down) 
3. Or. Mariano Xajil 

of S. Ant 

P*y owned by Monioa Alvarez. 
TSmas does not pay rent, 
"she being his sister", 
but sometimes gives 
her flrwood or cleans 
her yard. 

(,14 
1938 

Here sleeps Ma rg arito 
fropoplo. ola grana-unole 
of komelia. The Mariano 
Perez family have moved to 
their own house. 

0. 1. Dormitory 
2. Kitchen 

3. Granary of 
Mateo Xuc 
of• San Anton 

4. Granary of 
Antonio Xuc 
of San"Anton, 
(both by 
permission 
of (1) 

1. Juan 
ID I £~ 

Santiso(J) 2.Sebastiana 
Alvarez 

T \ 
3,  Anastacia    4.Lucinda    5.Bauvilia 6.   Piedad   7 rV  '; 

(1)   is  from Patzun.   (2)   is  a  sister of Magdaleno* m1 
Tomas,   and Marcelo Alvarez. 

1938:  Having taken out  a license and fixed up his house, 
Juan is now selling liquor legally and making money. 



H 
1. Dormitory 
2. Kitchen 

tAfe 
1. Maréelo MvarezM-^arggrita 

S^ Mir nda 

3.  Angela 
••;..,-,., 

(1) is from Tecpan, a brother of Tomas,     £ 
Magadaleno, Sebastiana, etc. cl—«•«-"i 
Pour other chilredn in the family died.    u*&. 

I. Dormitory 1, Silvestre Miranda, achelor 

Son of David Miranda.  Caporal de 
Camino,   spends the week on the 
road.  Don ^agdaleno Alvarez1 

family send him food  (by his 
mozos)   at $2.5o  a month;   when 
he is in A.E.  he  eats  at 
Don Magdaleno's,   or with his 
father. 

1937:  married Ernestina Estacuy,   sister of Juan 
Estacuy.  fihe had arready a child by him,   and 
her father insisted on the marriage. Now lives 
in his own house. t.'M*  .      « ',,,r 

\, -s    "• V • •     • '     '    '   " 

Ernestina is reported very jealous.  Last  Christmas 
some children reported  that  S.  had his  arm around 
Jriomelia;   she upbraided S and he kicked her.  Whereupon 



kl % she started up the road to her home, but MM Chabela; 
Enrique s wife, and others came after her and per- 
suaded her to come back, ¿'or months she would 
not apeak to R  , but sae does now. 

Cfr*n»l     **E  luv  >nV   W*   (ti^   w*-..       %y    tf 

J. 
^••-1.  Dormitory 

2. Kit «hen 

. C»*{»     ¿l^tfVwJ. 

P. Davidv Miranda-f Jesus Salgado 

^Mm«^^^^ Stír" 
3 -BaSEErSó \      H-OjimiMl'a 

5 Laura 

(1)   is from Teopan 
G,Socorro  ? 

.j^ 
(2)  Romelia says  that Jesus  is  really  an indita, 

that   she has  assumed  this  surname   •  Tomas  says, 
doubtingly,  that Jesus  says  she came from 

Salama.  She lived first with, one Policarpo Jimenz,   and 
by  him had tie child Laura,  Laura Inherited a piece 
of land which David,  who now lives with Jesus, 
cultivates,  David also works  as a mozo,     (°)   's a- 

Maxena.   for  a month she  has lived  here;   she is  a mutej 
seeks   a home  shere  she  can fL ndit   for her work. 



/  ^^/s 
7,  Antonio  Is  the  son of Jose Inez Alvarez and 

Hortensia Cabrera.  These two were married and 
lived together about 6 months.   R.   says  Inez 
abandoned her,   accusing her falsely of relations 
with other men. Joselrecignizes his won,   and 
Antonio  speaks of him  as his  father,  but has not 
lived, with him and uses his mother's   surname.  He 
Iff.vesthere simply because he fi>undlodinging here. 

" **e**wcirk:s wrier ever he can find job». 

1. Dormitory 
2• Granary 
3• Granary 

1 Tomas Alvarez -|- 2. Venanola de 
Xeoñ 

(¿•' *n \ 

3 Matilde(6) 

>' 

4. Evaristo Herrera "-'V* * IO* 

(1), at the time of writing, is Just being 
reconciled with his wife. Before, he slept here, 
his wife sleeping in Ml with her sister, 
1938: Since Vs death, eats with sister, Sebastit 
(4) is a bachelor, leatherworker, from 

Chimaltenango. He stays here for J.ong 
periods. 

(1) when young MMMNIM had a casual child by 
Isabel Miranda, now marida of Enrijpue de Leon 



r'      /«« ^J^if^^ST, name - 

»* * -Ai 

j' 

•\       1.Enr 1.   Dormitory 
2.Fowlpen 
3.Kitchen     8.cw-  *• L" 
4,  Granary 

^2. b2.3 
Enricue de Leon4*Isabel Miranda 

T 1 -T r 
3.Ilodia    4.Ruben    5.Emilia    6.Josefa    7.Sofia    »?^A 

(1)   is  from Tecpanj   his  sister,   Arcadia,   widow,   lives 
in  (M) 

(2)   is  s.   of David & Victor Fausto,   oousin of Mariano  et 
When a girl  she had a casual  child,   Pabla,   by 
Tomas Alvarez.  He recog.  his d;   she d.   about 6yrs 
old. Then she went to  fatzicia and there had a child 
Mariana by one -carrera,   also  casual.   This Mariana 



e she mow lives married in San Lucas,   Returning here 
jt.  with (1);   the other children are by him. 

(3)  Has never had a marida ._ He has a daughter by 
Eugenia Sioav   (MM),   indita,   who has lived  alone in 
her own house  since given her herencia by her father. 
At  first   (8)   denied his paternity,   saying the child 
was Pedro Alvarez1;  later he admitted it.  Eugenia 
has  always admitted it.11 But  she  oan11 get married— 
the lnditos  are more aplicados  than we,   peor si   es 
ladino  con quien habla."   Jlaudi© earlier had  a 
child by anotherJLndüft-who later married Valentin 
Mota ofLa3  Canoas.  She was a Sololteoa;  her busband 
buy8 her Totonicapena clothesI 

Chabela Hakes  Claudio's  tortillas but  she will not 
wash his clothes.   So his other sister,   Arcadia,  who 
now lives alone,   washes  them,   Claudio only furnishing 
soap. 

M 
1.   Dormitory 
3.  Kitohen 
3 Fowlpen 

$•  Benjamin ¿Lieron) 

—• r" 
Calixtro 

3. OVfcoent éT^ 

1. Arcadia de Leon -j- Vieantedieron 

-f Adolfo Mttanda 
J 
•+ Zacharias  Churunell 

" c- 

^ + 'áa.%3%s&ta> ta*a%s 

V" Isidro Hi^gueros 

H. &*&&! 
(1)   is  from Tecpan,   a s.   of Enri- 

(S que  (L).  After tne death of her 
h.   Vicente,   she lived for a time with 

r-"* Adolfo M,   and had by him a daughter who  died 
5.  Jose      at aL.out  6  yrs.  rihen sde .juntado with Z.   Ch, 
an Indian from San Marcos,   who dressed ladino  and  spoke 
Sp.  well.  R:   "He was  very good- when he butchered a 



fcig he gave  away mucu meat."   His  si3ter, "fCf^fsiflna,  dresse| 
and lives India.   Callxtro  speaks of her as "ml tla 
Gustina."   Z.  left Arcadia;   while he was away Vloente 
was born by Alejaddro,  Por a time Sara.  A'  wife,  would 
not speak  to Arcadia;   she does now.   Zach.   returned,  and 
Juan was born.  Then he left her again,  and has never 
returned.  After this  second departure,   she had Jose by 
Margarito J. His wife, Mercedes,   still does not  speak to| 
•^.Arcadia.   Some years  ago,  when Sara'1 a  otiild died and 

she herself was  sick and thought she would die,   she 
sent for Arcadia,   who  came and asked to be forgiven; 
Sara forgave fcer,   and so now they speak,   üut Mercedes 
says she will not  forgive Arcadia to her death.  Alej. 
used to take Ar.  with him to  the costa;   S.  put cuijes. 
Al.   recognizes (¡Nail.   as his  son;   they use father   and  son 

terms,  but Al.   does nothing for him. Margarito also 
recognizes Jose,   and Is said to  give him money sometimes 
ans  sometimes to  send money to Arcadia. 
(7)  user   to live with his mother,  Venancia de Leon. 

How orphan,  he lives with his mat,   aunt .He works  as 
o7o with ú.  Gorg.  Felipe,   etc  He is known to be 
020 She father of Martina A« s child. mo 

v        fc77 
1.  Dormitory 1.  Arcadia de Leon 4- ?  Hleron 

-g.  Fuwlpuu 
%, Kitchen 
4-i 0 ganar — 

3¡ \ 7 l/bi1^V:i amin • ¿J eron 

2.benjamin  3.Calistro(13) 4.Vicente 5.Juan 6.Jose 
Hleron 

(1) is from Tecpan; shells •->   sister of Enrique (L) 

(2) spent 11 months in jail for selling liquor without 
a license 



HI.  Dormitory 
2.Kitchen 
3/ Tema zeal 
4, Oven if^ 
5. Fowlpen 

1.  Gabino Alvarez(¿)Crecencia Rangel 

(1)   if from Teopan;   is not related to large Alvarez 
family. One daughter,  Jesus,  was married to 
Daniel Juarez  (deed),   and lives with her father-in- 
law in GG.  Another daughter,  Julia,  is married 
to Aparicio  Santiso  and lives in X „    , 

(3) Matilde Cabrera v.  de Armas,   ex-schoolteacher, 
modista,  lives muoh at Godinez but  spends periods 
here.   She has been staying here.   (1)  has built her 
a little separate room.  She does not pay for b.  an< 

»  , loding.in mone  ,   but sews clothes for them 
(1)   and  (2)   are godparents of children of Carmen Tui 

and of Pancho Tax,   auxiliar  (but latter ohanged 
after oae child d|l¿dj   

Tecolote . They ara Supposed to have a houfee in Patzurf 
but wafe&er about mostly , often goi^g to the lost* in 
searofi of work. Very ragged and dirty, skin disease, 

several children, poor reputation, go about begging. 



O 1. Dormitory 
and kitchen 

1. Francisco Miranda -\- Leandrá -r~ \_ 
\Jo chola 

14 -V Antonio ? 

D- Catarina Jochóla :i 
(1)  is  second o usin of Don Lupario.  He is called 

"Pancho Tecolote",  because he has  eyes like an 
owl.   (2)   nnme frnm 'inn flndxftg; ^r/"'''"1  '"*'] 
f£©j»dita=JWfcw&s.   Pancho owns^nxy his house site 

and  the milpa next it.   He also  works  as  a mozo 
19;5B:   Catarina has gone to San Lucas where she does 
housevork.  She  comes here sometimes.  She has  refused 

c. * P.l. Dormitory )A      (Q0¿- 
and kitchen  1. Juan Estacuy^ 2Carlota Miranda 

 1 

2 .Gonsuelo 4.   Clemencia 

(1)   is  from San Andres.   ^2)   is   a daughter of 
Mariano Miranda 

The godparents of these children are Euan's br. 
Pedro and his wife iünilia Bstacuy.  Pedro  and Emilia 
% are first oousins. H says it is a sin. 



offers of marriage from S.    Antonio.  Leanora1 s 
mother,   Siona,  has came  to live in the house, 
also  Leandra's brother,   Anastacio,   nicknamed Sioaj; 

latter works for his  clothing where he can and eats 
with his sister.     (4)   is Leandra's  son by an Indian 
before she.j,.  with ¿"ancho.  Pancho ftas left Leandra 
KMMM several  rimes, but  returns.  R:   "When he is gone 

Leandra cries  for him,   she wants him so much,  because 
-eke is india and he is ladina — pobre." 

the 

Q. 1. Dormitory 1. Mariano Miranda MM 2.Brígida 
2". Kitchen V^      Juanez 
3. Granary /    *.. »n^ 
4. Cattle shelter 

3.Marian 4Jose'Maria Santlso 

1 

(Maria Luisa);V(Jose 
/  Ine z 

Alvarez) 

[*>">•  V-' ^'^ejUierta -   S.Angelina^^ 

(1)   is   son of Lupario Miranda.   (6)  has been turned 
over to her grandparents  to bring up,  by her father, 
"because they had no  children in the house"   (Angelina 
later born) Contrary   to'custom   (4)   lives with hi? 
futher-in-law;   this is because  hi? mother and  his 
wife's motaer  are not  on speaking  terms, 
¿ri^ida vould not  accept diaria 



(,"54- 
1938:   It is  said  (1)   is sleeping occasionally  
with Maria Santiso    Briglda knows it. 

(3i,   4,5 and 6 have returned to the home of 4's mother. 
Now living in this house as a servant is Virgina 
Miranda,   oasual child of Francisca Miranda,(sister 
of Chabela Miranda,   and now living  as marida with 
Andres Santiso  in Panibaj)  and of Tomas Miranda 
(no relative of Francisca,  bro.  of Gabriel M)• 
She came here with her mother's mother, Margarita 
Yoxon, who works  as  servant for Adolfo and for 
Marcelo Alvarez) Mariano pays her,and furnishes her ^ 
clothes,   (¿¿eoause  she lives with her gjsajadí****»*.' T'^ 
she is not a pepa) 

|W.   I^U  B*IV*»'N   ***L . l»> Ku«v  i(«\n x^iH   H> <. 

R.  1,  Dormitory 
2. Kitchen 
3. Granary 

1.  Lunario. 
n    t<35 |,a 4-Guadalupe 

Yoxon 

(2)Adolfo m 
(1)   and  (2)   ,   one a widower,   the other,  his  son,   a 
bachelor,   keep house by themselves.  Pancho Miranda's 
indita,  Leandra, brings water.  Lupario himself..ma*es 
the tortillas,   except when his  sister,  Margarita,   who 
lives on the  finca El  Peten,   comes to  stay with him. 



i'J9 •*» 

S 1.  Dormitory 
2.  ititctien 

1. Monica Alvarez  "V   Arcagio miranda 

i V ' ' M 
Flora 

(1),   a sister of Magdaleno, Tomas,   etc.,   cultivates 
her lands by hiring mozos;   she alr^  operatic 

:.r:-r."VL  ctore.    iffflF-  Now lives open^ly 
with Benjamin Hieron-- this began 1937. 
(1)  had a child by him,   born dead or aborted. 

Her brother Magadelno blamed her for this  ,   saying 
she had taken something to  abort.  At this time 

Benjamin had gone away.  But M wrote a letter, 
(through R),  with approval  of Magdaleno,   asking 

1.   House and kitchen    1.  Herculano(-V     2.  Toribiá, Cuy 
Miranda 

a.Romolo 4«Luis 5. Jose 

(1) is a brother of Mariano Miranda 

5-- '
VA
'-^ 



benjamin to some back, So know the live together 
openly. M. and the others are very friendly to 

him, but criticize him for never helping his 
mother Arcadia, who lives without a man. 

U. House and 
Kitchen 

í>3¿? 
1938 

1.  Carlos Velasquez+-2.Jesus Juarez 

3. 

1.)   Was  for  a time  employed in Antigua.  Returning 
in 1937 he marriex Jesus Alvarez,  d.  of D.  Felipe, 
with whom he had become enamored in visiting A.E . 
ear lier  (Hxs uncle used to live here). He is from 
Quiohe.  He has only cousins;   so asked the Alvarez 
family to  act  as  his family at the wedding.   Pedro 
and Salome went to S. Antonio when the wedding took 
place in Jan,   '38.  The  fiesta was,  by  oystom,   in 
the Juarez house. With money brought from Antigua 



Carlos earlier bought the land he now ^copies 
from D. Gorgonlo. 

U. 1. Hous e and      \ \ ^P 
kitchen,  l.riODacio 2.Armando-^3.Aurelia ? 

owned by Carlos  Armas Armas 
Velasquez, now j 
in Anti/gua. 

I        i    7 
4.Oscar 5.Pricila      b.Soyla 

(i)   came to Agua Escondida when about  ten years ammrn 
old "1th  his mother,   who vas  school  teac her here, 
He has been living in P najachel.  About  a year 
ago he  came back here,   de works  as  a field mozo. 

1033:   (1)   has  left A.E. 



V.  1.  Dormitory f '   y 

2. Kitchen 1. Juana Galindo-i (JulianLopez , ¿¿vx. 

(Franoisoa Lopez)-V (Gabriel Miranda) 

2.  Rosmunda Miranda 

(1)   is casual d.'of Santos Galindo,  half-sister of 
Martina Prooopio,   R'e  father's m.   (She  calls her tia) 
Her f.  is Claudio Hernandez,  living near Teopan. He was 
married,   with children by his wife,  when he produced 
Juana.  Santos G.  was  also bastarda»  Gabriel  is s.  of 
Luparlo's br.   ,  Osmundo.  G and Pr L live in Godinezj 
they have other children and gave Rosmunda to her 
grandmother because  she had no one else.  Juana lives  alone 
though at one time   Felipe Juarez was going to j.  with 
her.  She lives by buying and selling,   and  recently 
by keeping house for the secr.eray in S.  Antfcnio. 

W.  1.  The school 
2, The auxiliarla 
3. Kitchen of the auxiliarla 

¿>4^> 

The teaoher, Maria   Vasquez, and her sister 
Soyla, now live in the school, the father, 
Miguel, visits them frequently. The mother 
and smaller children have gone back to San 
Jose Chacaya.  Soyla grinds. 
Aunts of Soyla tell R. S. had a child in 
San Jose 



Ot-J^-^-t      O*8^^   ¿ÜLAAUO 

k 
¿/ 7//     J--7        S*AnA*~é   J  * (¿A* soCJ2^* ¿<-¿< 

^T^PW^EJTW^^.   -^ 

TM 

1. Armando Arma a-|»2 Aurelia Celada 

~£ 
V 

-•, 

i   ,          J 
3.  Soyla 4. -Oscar      5.Prioila 

;f (Antonio Aniiu) 

1-t? ) 

5.  Sand aElve tina 
._.   while in Panajaofcel bud a ohild by 

Abtouio Anlau,  a cousin of HM Romaliá's. Whan she o ama 
back to A.E.,   Don Felipa marriad her. Whan ha divorced h< 
.,   aha want to work in tha Tobias \hous* in fiodinez,   as 

ganaral  srvant,  and had a daughter by tha butcher, 
a ^atzunero,  Who has now married a Qodinez glrjj. 



1.Basilio  SantisoC-V)  2.Üamiaha de X 1.Dormitory i.caBino  oanuxBwi,   . 
2. Storeroom  L®on 
3. KitckBn 

3. Aparco lo i Julia 5.HerÍinda f 6.Osear Ángel tíemarde 
Alvarez .Tobias     (in Solóla) 

„„jrrfltfi'Hii-lftfi.  Rene 3'Sya    4.^pnirrl*r"^^ - 

•/ h    <• 

1938: (7) now in jail (or executed) for crime. See not< 
tt#-b»d previousl J. with one Francisca Cabrera (rel. 

of Dona Matilde), had a child; they went to Solóla 
after the arrest. 



Angel has returned from  servicio. As yet he has no 
"marida:."            ~,~"""                

Aparioo is said to have one querida In ffodinez and 
another  in P najachel. fiulia Juarez is often in want; 
she continues to live here,  but  she goes often to 
her m.  creoenola Raa gel for corn and other help 

Neither Aparioo,  Basilio,  Angel or Genaro   'ork in 
a milpa,  casillo had much land,   but  sold or mortgagee 

it   (part to Juan Estacuy).  Now he has a few ousrdas 
down by the lake,   rioh land,  which he rents on crop- 

shares to  some Indians.   He lives off of this maize 
and no one knows: what  9lse. MffMMtiifimiM    Angel buys anc 
sells livestock.  Genaro has the butchership. 
Aparico has haa jobs.  Bernardo tried to live by 

his wits. 

\\\   '..:   ;,- -: :- •   -,....,   ..,•••.   •.. .   ,, •,•••"•••.    ••••;..  

Y 1. Butchershop 
2. Dormitory 

1. Genaro Santiso'-\A 2. Felipa / AQ 
Estacuy *°~ ' 

l.Hersilla 2. Rene 3Factor 4. Eva 
5.  Eva 

1) is butcher. (2) is d. of Heinaldo Estaouy living 
at Chooacay, s of Juan Estacuy. 
(5) was born during the fiesta of the cof radia on 
Xmas Eve '38; when pains began Felipa moved 
to a neighboring house and her m-in-law Damiana 

attended her. 



u 

in itero*, joaxnas, .dua-25a- qjiet sals. 

1.   Maria  Santiao + Sot ero  &lvarez\ 
1  Disused lei' oh en 
^   ireser.t  dor.nitory 

ana ivltcheii 

4 .   Ü v en 

ts-/ 

C.   Lo'jn^u   ¿antlso 

1.   Is   sister  of^.silio   Suntiso.   2  1c  the illegitimate 
son of Stgero  Alvarez   (iviaria has   two  illegitimate 
children ht    h.lí.-i—   aleo  breeder,   wife of 
tfiarr?arit o  Juarez;   one,     Joce ;•..-. .r i a o "•ti.ío, 

I"   .• .e   i.:.li-id;;   and one,   ri lomen a  Santiso,   by 
Gorp-onio   Urr-ea 

1938.   It is generally said that Mariano Miranda 
is now sleeping with (1) 

(over) 



1938:  Jose Maria Santiso,   s.  of  (1),  with wife,    (^ST") 
Maria Miranda, MM and children,  has  returned to ^° ^" 
live here with his mother  "to be near his land." 
brigida and Maria Santiso do  not get on—naturally. 

AN 1.   Dormitor-? 
'"•. 'lou fíe  nn.o o:"  co nstr 
3. Jo rial tor y 
4. iVito.iTi 

1 .:'/!•,rtin  ^_  *-:';.:.;• 4*¿iii'eli ¿a to 
-or.evént e 

USb33*«r ft ;bV.-> 

1)   is   a brother oí' basilio  Su.ut.iso.   (2;   Juiue  from Patzun 
(3)   is  a daughter of ¿ancho Milina and  Elena ?  of  S. Hucas| 
(2)  hiad cafe ohiiac t-hat died,   none other.  While   (2)  was 
selling milk in S.  Lucas,   Pancho & wife,   poor and 'ith 
many children,   gave her Rosa,  who has     lived with 
^el.iza  ever since.   Rosa calls   (1)   and   (2)   father  and 
mother.  Yet  she knows who her real  parents  are;   she 
seldom sees them. 

(1)  used to have many lands.   Needing money for  some 
business venture,   he mortaged  them,   borrowing money at 
interest,   from Juan üstacuy.  When he couldnot pay Juan 



f6rolosed the mortages;   these lands are now chiefly / ^ 
in the possession of Silestre M,   for Juan gave them**-*- 

to  his d.   Ernestina ,   S'   wife.  Now Martin S.  has only 
his house site. He buys  from Silvestie the right  to 
out wood on these same lands,  makes charcoal,   and 

sends it to Gatemala for sale. 
1938:   For about a year  (1)   and  (2)   separated. 

he aoousing her of an affair with riereulano Miranda, 
she aoousing hi    of relations   with a woman at Los 
Chocoyos,   where he went to make charcoal.  They,oame 

together after making their peace on the  day of 
our house-warming.  She had said she would never live 
with him  again. 

Years ago Martin quarreled with his brother 
Basilio.  Since the bernardo affair,   relations have 
been even worse,   and Martin has nothing to do with 
Basilio. 

BB.    Unoccupied house belonging to Juan ^stacuy oi 
San Andres (the teacher andfamily used to  |Vf 
live here, but "he didn11 want them to any 
more. So MMMMMM the sisters live in the school) 



ce 
(1) Maria Urrea -f 

Artu/roSantÍso¿$~/, 

B&=4rffHSE5¿Bi'up«tir aiiü amMasapfred. The house and 
kitchen of CC are occupied now (Deo,  1933)  by 
Maria Urr a,   daughter of Gorgonio Urrea. Her 
daughter, Albertina Santiso,ha8 recently got 

employment as  a cashier  (?)   in Chima tenango 
Marta cultivates land MM given her by her father 
with mozos |.N/. 

DD 
1. House 
2. Granary 
3.Granary 
4. Granary 
5. Well 
6.Granary 
7.   Granary 

b$7 
1.Gorgonio Urrea4* 2. Paula Ho sales 

4"  (Valentina j 
Estrada) 6.  Ventura 

Cal'avay 
3.iiuiaberto 

4.  Adalberto 5.   ffilivia 6     Lydia 

(1)   from  P^tzun,   owns the most land,  maintains   three 
households of mozos,   and has-the only well,   in town. 
His   wife now lives  in * at aun;   he lives with  (2),   who 
is from San M rtin   (6)   is  a house  servant,   Son 

Antonio  Indian 
(3)   is  about 4o yrs old,  but very dull-witted.  He has 
never had a wife.  He takes his father's mules to  the 
fincas  and there  earns money by renting hims elf and 
mules  to the finaas to haul corn to  thefincas.  He 
gives the money to his  father and his father buys 



1. House and 
kitchen 

2.Fowlpen 

1. Jose ? 4 2.Ana Sicay (,?* 

"T 
4. 5. 

San ántonio   Indians,   (1)   fieldhand of Don Gorgonio 

FF 
1.   Dormitory 

and kitchen 
2.Fovlpen 

1.   ^antos   C lavay 4  ? (oS9 

SL   Juan  Sjtvfrz 4- S.Micaela  Sanchez 

4.   female  ^hild 

These are San Antonio   Indians.   (1)   is midwife and 
zajorina.   (2)   is  a fieldh-md of Don Gorgonio 



GO 
c.vA * A.v.,-'. Deo.1938 

Julia SantiBO-KL.Felipe Juarez     ~.. 
,, ... j       - ^¿o 

(Soyla Armas)" /d.Meroedes Higueros 

Desiderio Cruz V 6. Juana Higue! I0Í4- 

7.Maximiliano  3. Serapio 

Daniel r 2.Jesus Alvarez 

 _i  .        
r ,        -;— , 

3.Martina 4.1sael    5.Sngma 

9. Juan Franolaoo 
(b. 1938) 

she Julia Santiso,  1st w.  of (1),  was sister of Basilio: 
d. 1934. 1937(?)   (1) m.  Soyla Armas,  1? 5F»fiir *•  ot 
Horacio. After 2 mos,  divoroed. Then  (1)   arr.  to juntar 
with Juana Galindo,  but ohnaged to  (fc>),   Juntando with 
her, bringing her 2 boys to live with him too.   (6)   is 
d.  of Mercedes H.,  who,   after leaving hus.  in Panajohel, 
lived as wife of old Desiderio Cruz.  When latter 
became enamored of his stepdaughter,Juana, Mercedes 

GG.l.Dormitory 
\l .Kitchen 
3.Granary 
4.Granary 
5.Kitchen 
6•Dormitory 
7.Granary 
3.Oven 
9.Drying  floor 

t ^~  
f- •   ^aniel-V- 2. J esus 

• tlvarez 

1.Felipe Juarez *4 Julia Santiso 
f-737 

—!— 
3.Jesus 4.rteina 

3. Martina 
V 

4.1 s a el 5.Engma 
(1)   is  one of the leading citizens.   His  father was 
a first colonist,   and built  the  chapel,   wijioh Felipe| 
r«Qi?wns'   ^ls £ecease¿ wife was  a  sister of Don L-asiiio  ,   (2)   Is  a daughter of Grecencia Alvarez. 
(4)   has   just become   engage .  to  Pedro  Alvarez 
(oth^r famil. ) 



returned to Pnnajaohel leaving Juana .juntada with    LlA. 
Desideritt.  This lasted till the death of Desiderio w*' 

When Juana oame,   she brought her mother Mercedes with 
her. 

Felipe's daughters,  Jesus  and Reina,   are boto, 
married and liv e in thevillage,   the former as wife 
of Carlos  Velazquez,  the latter of Pedro Alvarez 

The present household is therefore composed of ten: 
Don Felipe, his present wife, her mother,  her two 
sons, his daughter-inlaw and her three children, 
and the infant child of Don Felipe and his present wife. 

HH 1.   Petronilo Juarezi* 2.Isabel ^iejia (p(g^ 
' IKitchen ••     • . ..    • 

2.Dormitory 
..Granary ', 

4.Granary 
5.   Granary 

4.  Tomasa 4ernan/dez4 3.   >UA*»io Juarez 

T 
1.   Antonina 

1 7 
2.Jorge 3  Santiago  KUmM 

(1)   is   a first  cousin of Felipe Juarez.   (2)   is  from 
Joyabaj/   (4)   is  from Patulul 

Alterio  and Petronilo make ommon milpa  (milpa just n of 
us,   and rented land at El Rosario).  They have a oommon 
treasury.  If he wants  to buy something,  he talks it 



over with his father.  They work together in the    k"$T- 
fields.  Tomasa gets on very well with her parents 

in law although she wept to l-3ave her Patulul people 
on her wedding day  (M by both ohurohand oivil). 

(*edro Alvarez and his f,   alfeo work and live together, 
but Magadaleno will give P.  lands of his pvai,   and 

P dro will  soon build own house) 

íutfésus   Alvarez ^fi^jpnulf 9* Almendana /Ktt/^    -/,        ^ 
R<*    1. i's former wife of, Daniel «Juarez. . • *  . " -   /^ 
R«- ^' I* qf Godlnez.    pultivates land lejft-by ^ntel- to^^Mgg 
R Snd-also trade's,  goes  down to t|g ífgifrgfi^ipé'   ^ " -• 
Ik v     *• and 2. now have house ap*"- 



II 1. Nicolas Tui+2Jüama ? 
1.Dormitory 
2.Fowlpen 

r 
3. 

IU 

4J 

(1)   is   a &?otd£nd=ceaio  Indi in,   son of Jose M-íri-   Tui 

JJ 
IDormitory 

and kitchen 
1 .Ernesto 
Juarez 

O- 2.Filomena Santiso 

w? • 

S.Artil'ino £* Fidel iza *f. Carmela 

(1) is a nephev/ of Don Felipe. (2) is a niece of 
Don .casillo* and a casual daughter of Maria Santiso 
and Gorgonio Urrea. MM Gorgonio and Filomena 
recogbize one another, saying "father" and ^daughter" 



KK 1.   Qormitory 
2.   Kitchen 

1.Manuel'   ?        2.Nolberta Miranda 

m 
if.  ^ i^i 

(1)   is  a fanajwshel  Indian,   ladinoized  as   a result  of 
domestic   service in P-.naj achel.   Nolberta was  in 
domestic   service in Solóla. They  have recntly 
begun to  live together,   have recently come 
to  A.E.     He works land   she inheroted from 
her  f-ther.   iteimuñb Miranda 

LL.   1.   Dormitory     1.  Margarito  Juarezf2Mercedes ¡   / n 
"   "• • ' • santiso [gig• 2    Kitchen 

S.tedro 4.Delfina 5.   Svell' 6.   Carmela 

(1)   is   a brother of  Don Felipe.   12)   is  a  sister  of 
Leonzo,   a niece       of Don i-asilio 



MM 
1.   Dormitory and 

kitchen 
1.Eugenia jferez 4  1 

:.<T 

fc7x> 

(1)   is  a daughter of Toribia iwirtln©* (Q,Q,) 
She has  for a good many years lived alone in this house on| 
land left  her by her father. MMMMKMM 2.   is  a child by 
an Indio husband now dead.  She also haá 4MMMMBMMM)   a 
ohlld by Claudio de Leon.  She lives by maintaining 
an illegal  and oonceaedllttle  storein her house, 
bringing soap,   etc.   from market and selling it here. 

UN 
1 Dormitory 
2.Kitchen 
3.Granary 
4. Granary 
5.Granary 

f —    V - -     • 
(Nicolas)   3.Cruz¥"H.Cruzif 

l.Jose Tui -4    2.Cruz  ? 

S.Jose 

(s>ll 

I 
6.Ju'3na 

7.Cruz % ra ruz 

These people  are  from Solol' 
cousin of Diego Tul   (C) 

(1)   i r   .9  1 ando ,:rner, 



00 1. Doamfctfcry 
2.üitchen 
3.Kain:ater  tunic 
4.£'ikery / 
5. ¿he -i   -.ind&r • i na r y 

1 Miguel  Jferez  ~V 2.  Antonia/7*) 
Gaiindo^'^ 

3.   Plora de -Ueon 

(1) is   from Guatemala Git; ;   he is   a baker   (-also  farms). 
(2) is   from Tecpan;   sue  is   a rezador   .   (3)   is   an 

adopted  child,   daughetr of one   Wioo las  de Leon o(f 
Tecpan.      • • , ,  " ' 

xk 
1. Dormitory  and kitchen 
2, Shed 

¿73 
I.Luis  Perez -\ 3Rosa MC^T^u^. 

(1)   is  from La  Villa  Sarugoza,   ar.fived within year; 
bought  a   sitio   from Miguel   terez,   works   as   a mozo 

irfiV£? "Their  one child recently died 



QQ 
1.Kitchen 
•0.   Granary 
3.Dormitory 
4.Dormitory 
5.Granary 
6.   Gr anary 

2.aar&»£a -V 3.Esteban 
Sí cay 

l.Toribia MaJEttnac 4» ?Sioay ¿7^ 

Calavay 
4.Felipe4 5 .Katildo 

** ere z 
6. G^latjaa 

"^7. Felipe 
Chicho 

3 <T 
According to  San Antonio  custom,   these two   sons   in law 
are  living v/ith  their parents   in law.   Folipe  is   an 
exception.   Wh;;¥ 

¿tit 
i 
2 
3. 

4.    I/Uol        .•^••hil'-l  4    ?    -j    ;T. /-)c- 
t ~!-v~ -    \ " <b /J 

1.  Macario SFel'i:-:    -4    .^./.•;!entina 
Morales i'-or-u 

4 
JT. Jo re Gruz    ¡é.  Felicito       f.Luci 

;1>    ;T1
   (?)   •A.

,£
?  fro.ri  Patzun,   orotuet'?  of Ale:'^ "ro 

mO'"J.P' »,      O*--'    f.'-v ' * • 

(4)  dresses ladina but does not  speak Spanish well. 
Her h,   was a Patzun ladino.  It is known that  she 
worked as  servant in Solóla;   the family's name was 
Archila;   it is said her surname was Cot;   that she 

was  India;   that  she took that  surname. 
8,   Quirino Morales       9,  Avela   Juarez 

8.   is brother  of Alexandro,   formerl" live*.!  in 
Guatemala  City,   about  10  years.  Married about   2  yrs.to 



X.   Pedro  Sicay4-ñ.   Nicola  ?      /n~?(¿> 

3. 

(1)   is  auxiliar from Sari Antonio;   he is  a lrndo"ner; 
an  Evangelista 

TT 
1. 
2. 
3. 

1.   Diego   Perez-4   2,   P'-mla  ? 
¿77 

f \ — 
*3> .Martina       ti.  Jo fe ¿V? 4* 

(1)   owns land,   also   works  as  a mozo;   is   from 
San Antonio:   is   an  Sv°ngelista 

3\     v,. 



Ub 
xioua e and 
ki tchen 

,   Granary 

(sir- 
1.   Victor Fausto-A-      2.Luisa Morales 

¿liranda 

\ Z 
Encarnación (? 1 

(1) 

(«married son livin* 
elsewhere) 

is   a brot'ier of David,   f r _>m Tecpan.   (2)   is  a 
sister of Felix and  Alejandro 

VV 
1. iious e and 

kit caen 
2. Granjary 

kTP{ 
1.   Emilio   -A     2.   Vicenta Morales 

Estacuy 

7 ~    \ 
5.  M-ircianb 4.   Julia 

(1)   is   first cousin of Juan   üstacuy   (F)-    (2)   is 
a  sister of  Alejandro   and  Felix morales 

1940.   In 1938 Emilio left  Vicenta,   and soon after began 
to live with the ladina woman with whom Leonzo '-^zoc 
had been living.  Vicenta moved to  a small  house she bougl 
of an Indian,   near the house  of Quirino and, Macario,   herí 
brothers.   In 1941.   Jan,   it was said she would soon | 
begin to live with Mariano Miranda. 
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